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LIST OF iMEMBERS

Chief subjects of Study :—/z, Hymenoptera ; o, Orthoptera; he, Hemiptera
;

w, Neuroptera ; c, Coleoptera ; d, Diptera ; /, Lepidoptera ; ool. Oology; orn,

Ornithology; r, Reptilia; m, Mollusca; cr, Crustacea; b, Botany; mi, Microscopy;

e, signifies Exotic forms.

Year of
Election.

1886 Adkin, B.W., F.E.S., Trenowith, Hope Park, Bromley, Kent.

/, orn.

1882 Adkin, R., F.E.S., Wellfield, 4, Lingard's Road, Lewisham,

S.E. /.

1901 Adkin, R. A., 4, Lingard's Road, Lewisham, S.E. m.

1908 Adlard, R. E., Bartholomew Close, E.G. in.

1907 Alderson, J., 143, Boundaries Road, Balham, S.W. /.

1907 Andrews,. H. W., F.E.S., Shirley, Welling, Kent. d.

1903 Ansorge, E. C, 12, Addison Road, Bedford Park, W. /.

1901 Armstrong, R. R., B.A., B.C.(Cantab), M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.,

55, Granville Park, Lewisham, S.E. e I.

1895 AsHBY, S. R., F.E.S., 119, Greenvale Road, Eltham Park,

Kent. /.

1895 Ashdovvx, W. J., Belmont Road, Leatherhead. /, r, he.

1 888 Atmore, E. a., F.E.S., 48, High Street, King's Lynn, Nor-

folk. /.

1872 Avebury, The Right Hon. Lord, D.G.L., F.R.S., F.L.S.,

F.G.S , F.E.S., etc., High Elms, Down, nr. Farnborough,

Kent {Hon. member), k, b.

1908 Baker, P. N., 141, Ghandos Road, Stratford, E. /.

1896 Rarnett, T. L., 81, Royal Hill, Greenwich, S.E. /.

1887 Barren, H. E., 46, Lyndhurst Road, Peckham, S.E. /.

1900 Barrett, J. P., 30, Endwell Road, New Gross, S.E. /.

1907 Barter, H. W., 5, Brunswick Road, Gamberwell, S.E. /, /'.

1909 Baumann, R. T., 70, Station Road, Ghingford. /.

1905 Bellamy, F. G., /.

1897 Bishop, E. B., 2, Hunter Road, Guildford. /.

1898 Bliss, M. F., F.E.S.,Goningsburgh, MontpelierRoad, Ealing. /.
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IV

Year of
Election.

1909 BowEN, G., 37, Chatham Road, Kingston-on-Thames. /.

1895 Bowman, K., The May Sharp Construction Co., Ltd., Edmon-

ton, Alta, Canada. /.

1905 Briault, G. H., 6, Burlington Gardens, Acton, W. /.

1887 Briggs, C. a., F.E.S.. Rock House, Lynmouth, R.S.O.

N. Devon. /, ;;/, n, 0, British fishes.

1 89 1 Briggs, H. M., 8, High Street, Canterbury. /, om.

1887 Briggs, T. H., M.A., F.E.S., Rock House, Eynmouth, R.S.O.,

N. Devon. /.

1909 Bright, P. M., F.E.S., Wimborne Road, Bournemouth. /.

1895 Brooks, W., Thunderchffe Grange, near Rotherham. /.

1898 Broome, E. G., Hurst Vicarage, Twyford, Berks. /.

1900 Browne, G. B., 43, Southbrook Road, Lee. S. E. /.

1909 BucKSTONE, A. A. W., 18, Burlington Lane, Chisvvick, W. /.

1897 Burr, M. B., B.A., F.Z.S., F.L..S., F.E.S., 23, Blomfield

Court, Maida Vale, W. 0.

1890 BuTi.KR, W. E., F.E.S., Hayling House, Oxford Road, Reading.

/,c.

1888 Cansdale, W.D.,F.E.S., Sunny Bank, South Norwood, S.E. /.

1889 Can'J", a., F.E.S., 10, Chandos Street, Cavendish Square, W.

/, mi.

1910 Cardew, Capt. P. A., 50, Melbury Gardens, Wimbledon. /.

1886 Carpenter, J. H., E.E.S., Redcot, Belmont Road, Leather-

head, Surrey. /.

1899 Carr, F. B., 46, Handen Road, Lee, S.E. /.

1899 Carr, Rev. F. M. B., M.A., L.Th., 10, St. Alban's Crescent,

Woodford Green, Essex. /, n.

1897 Chapman, T. A., M.D.,F.E.S.,F.Z.S., Betula, Reigate, Surrey. /.

1888 Chittenden, D., 14, Limes Grove, Lewisham, S.E. /.

1896 Clark, F. N., Paddington Lifirmary, Harrow Road, W. ////.

1879 Clode, W. {Life member).

1899 CoLTHRUP, C. W., 127, Barry Road, E. Dulwich, S.E. /.

1907 CooTE, F. D., 25, Pendle Road, Streatham, S.W. /, h.

1909 CouLSEN, F. J., 14, Aden Grove, Stoke Newington. /.

1902 Cowham, F. W., 118, Minard Road, Hither Green, S.E. /.

1899 Crabtree, B. H., F.E.S., Cringle Lodge, Levenshulme, Man-
chester. /.

1885 Croker,A.J., 1045, McClure St., Victoria, British Columbia. /.

1898 Crow, E. J., 26, Tindal Street, North Brixton. /.



Year ok
Election.

1888 Dawson, W. G., 31, King's Gardens, West End Lane, Hamp-
stead, N.W. {Life member), l.

1900 Day, F. H., F.E.S., 26, Currock Terrace, Carlisle. /, c.

1889 Dknnis, A.W., 56, Romney Buildings, Millbank, S.W. /, mi, b.

1906 Dobson, a. a., Ivy House, Acacia Grove, New Maiden,

Surrey. /, oi-n.

1884 Dobson, H. T., F.E.S., Ivy House, Acacia Grove, New
Maiden, Surrey. /, orn.

1 90

1

DoDS, A. W., Hon. Librarian, 88, Alkham Road, Stamford

Hill. /.

1904 East, F. J., 69, Cazenove Road, Stamford Hill. /.

1886 Edwards, S., F.L.S., F.Z.S., F. E.S., LLon. Sec, 15, St. German's

Place, Blackheath, S.E. /, e /.

1886 Enock, F., F.L.S., F.E.S., F.R.M.S., F.R.H.S., 13, Tufnell

Park Road, Hollo way, N. d, mi.

1887 Fletcher, W. H. B., M.A., F.E.S., Aldwick Manor, Bognor,

Sussex {^Life member). I.

1889 Ford, h., Soutli View, Irving Road, \\'est Southbourne,

Bournemouth, Hants. /, c.

1907 FouNTAiNE, Miss M. E., F. E.S., Thirlmere, Godalming,

Surrey. /.

18S6 Fremlin, H. S., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., F.E.S., Government

Lymph Laboratories, Chelsea Bridge, S.W. /, ;///.

1903 Furnival, T.F., F.E.S., 86, Minet Avenue, Harlesden,N.W. /.

1899 Gadge, S. W., 59, Frankfort Road, Heme Hill, S.W. /.

1 90 1 Garrett, H. E., 3, Brewers Green Mews, ^V. /.

1884 Gibe, L., 148, St. James Street, Montreal, Canada {Life

member). I.

1909 Gibbs, a. E., F.L.S., F.E.S., Kitchener's Meads, St. Albans,

Herts {Life member). I.

1908 Goffe, E. R., 46, Vardens Road, Wandsworth Common,
S.W. /.

1908 Green, E. D., 17, Manor Park, Lee, S.E. /.

1904 Grosvenor, T. H. L,, F.E.S., 8, Gloucester Road, Redhill,

Surrey. /.

1893 Hall, A., F.E.S., 16, Park Hill Rise, Croydon, Surrey.

/, e I, ool.

1888 Hall, A.E., F.E.S., Norbury, Pitsmoor, Sheffield. /.



VI

Year of
Election.

1884 Hall, T. W., F.E.S., Hon. Treasurer, Stanhope, The Crescent,

Croydon, Surrey; and 6[, West Smithfield, E.C, /.

1891 Hamm, a. H., 22, Southfields Road, Oxford. /.

1906 Hammond, L., 38, Mercer's Road, Tufnell Park, N. /.

1903 Hare, E. J., F.E.S., Dunham, Boscombe, Hants. /.

1892 Harrison, A., F.C.S., F.L.S., F.E.S., F.R.M.S., Thames

Sugar Refinery, Silvertown, E., and Delamere, Grove

Road, S. Woodford, Essex. /, mi.

1909 Hemming, A. F., Cambridge Lodge, Horley, Surrey. /.

1909 Hemming, Mrs. C. U. H., Cambridge Lodge, Horley, Surrey.

/.

1900 Hewitt, R. L., "Hlabisa" Coalfield, Natal, S. Africa. /.

1903 Hickman, J., 21, Raleigh Road, Penge, S.E. /.

1905 Hill, E., 3, Dorville Road, Lee. /.

1888 Hillman, T. S., F.E.S., Eastgate Street, Lewes, Sussex. /.

1907 Hodgson, G. C, M.D., Stoneleigh, Redhill, Surrey. /.

1888 Hopkins, H. E., 31, Farnaby Road, Bromley, S.E. /.

1889 Horne, a., F.E.S., 60, Gladstone Place, Aberdeen. /.

1886 Jager, J., 65, St. Quentin's Avenue, North Kensington, W. /.

1887 Jenner, J. H. A., F.E.S., 209, School Hill, Lewes, Sussex.

/, c, d, m, b.

1904 Joy, E. C, F.E.S., 2, St. Kilda's Road, Stoke Newington. /.

1886 Kane, W. F. de V., M.A., F.E.S., M.R.LA., Dadmans,

Sittingbourne, Kent. /, mi, marine invertebrata.

1898 Kave, W. J., F.E.S., /'/r.y/VAv//', Caracas, Ditton Hill, Surbiton,

Surrey. /.

1900 Kemp, S. W., B.A., F.E.S., Lidian Museum, Calcutta. /, c.

1903 Lister, W. K., F.E.S., Great Walton, Eastry, Kent. /.

1 901 Lowe, F., 92, Hurhngham Road, Fulham, S.W. /.

1896 Lucas, W. J., B.A., F.E.S., 28, Knight's Park, Kingston-on-

Thames. Brit. 0., odonata, «, ;//, b.

1892 Main, H., B.Sc, F.E.S., Almondale, Buckingham Road, S.

Woodford, Essex. /.

1886 Manger, W. T., 100, Manor Road, New Cross, S.E. /, c, cr.

1889 Mansbridge, W., F.E.S., 27, Elmbank Road, Sefton Park,

Liverpool. /.

1885 Mera, a. W., 79, Capel Road, Forest Gate, E. /.



Vll

Year of
Election.

1 88 1 Miles, \V. H., F.E.S., The New Club, Calcutta, India, mi, l\

1896 Montgomery, A, M., F.E.S., 34, Shalimar Gardens, Pem-

bridge Road, N. Acton, W. I.

iSSo MoNTiEKO, A. A. DE C, F.E.S., 70, Rua do Alecrini,

Lisbon.

1889 Moore, H., F.E.S., 12, Lower Road, Rotherhitlie, S.E. /, h,

d, e I, e h, e d, mi.

1904 Moore, H. W., 34, Farnaby Road, Shortlands, Kent. /.

igio Morford, D. R., Sunnydene, Coombe Lane, ^^'imbledon. /.

1906 Newman, L. W., F.E.S., Salisbury Road, Bexley, Kent. /.

1889 Nicholson, W. E., F.E.S., School Hill, Lewes, Sussex. /.

1892 Pannell, C, East Street, Haslemere. Conchology.

1906 Paylek, D., /.

1906 Payne, W., 77, Killyon Road, Clapham, S.^^^ /.

1905 Penn-Gaskell, W. W., 'I'ownbhend House, North Side,

Regent's Park, N.W.

1908 Pennington, F., Manning's Hill, Cranleigh, Surrey. /.

1901 Pepper, A. W., The Horniman Museum, Forest Hill, S.E. mi.

1880 Perkins, V. R., F.E.S., Wotton-under-Edge, Gloucestershire.

/, //, d.

1888 Perks, F. P., 22, May's Buildings, St. Martin's Lane,

Charing Cross, W.C. zoology, mi, pond life.

1899 PiCKiN, J. R., 2, Lidustry Terrace, Brixton, S.W. /.

1887 PoRRiTT, G. T., F.L.S., F.E.S., Elm Lea, Dalton, Hudders-

field. /, ft.

1903 Pratt, W. B., F.E.S., 10, Lion Gate Gardens, Richmond,

Surrey. /.

1897 Prest, E. E. B., Arva, Dakers Road, Forest Hill. /.

1903 Priske, R. a. R., F.E.S., 9, Melbourne Avenue, ^^'. Ealing,

W. /, m.

1902 Raywakd, a. L., F.E.S., 3, Albert Mansions, Lansdowne Road,

Croydon, Surrey. /.

1909 Ramsay, A., 15, Lawn Crescent, Kew Gardens.

1^87 Rice, D. J., 8, Grove Mansions, North Side, Clapham Com-
mon, S.W. orn.

1904 Richards, P., Wellesley Cottage, Kingston Hill, Surrey.

1906 Richmond, B. A., M.B., B.Sc, 28, Lower Road, Rotherhithe,

S.E. /.



Vlll

Ykar of
Elkction.

1902 Riley, N. D., 94, Drakefield Road, Upper Tooting, S.W. /.

1910 Robertson, G. S., M.D., St. Anne's, loi, Thurlow Park

Road, Dulwich, S.E.

1887 Robinson, A., B.A., 5, King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.G. /.

1894 Robinson, L., Parliament Mansions, Victoria Street, West-

minster, London, S.W. /.

1888 RoBSON, H., 9, Trump Street, E.G. /, b.

1909 RoHDE, J. H., Cranham Lodge, Groydon Road, Reigate.

1887 RouTLEDGE, G. B., F.E.S., Tarn Lodge, Heads Nook, Garlisle.

l,c.

1900 RowDEN, A. O., 4, St. John's Road, Exeter. /, b.

1904 Rowland-Brown, H., F.E.S.,Oxhey Grove, Harrow Weald. /.

1890 Rowntree, J. H., Folkton Manor, Ganton, Yorks. /.

1898 Russell, A., F.E.S., Wilverley, Dale Road, Parley.

1888 Sauze, H. a., 22, Earlsthorpe Road, Sydenham, S.E. /.

1906 ScHOON, J, W., 2, St. Luke's Road, Bayswater, ^^^ /.

1902 ScoLLiCK, A. T-, F.E.S., 8, Mayfield Road, Merton Park,

Wimbledon, S.W. /.

1903 Shakespeare, J. J., St. Mary's, Cobham Road, Kingston-on-

Thames. /.

1898 SiCH, Alf., F.E.S., Vice-President^ Gorney House, Ghiswick,

^^^ /.

1903 Smallman, R. S., F.E.S., Wressil Lodge, Wimbledon Gommon,
^V. /.

1908 Smith, B. H., Edgehill, Warlingham, Surrey, i.

1899 Smith, E. W., 16, Tresco Road, Linden Grove, S.E. /.

1890 Smith, Walter, 6, Exmouth Villas, Hampton Hill, Middle-

sex. /.

1890 Smith, William, 13, St. Merren Street, Paisley. /.

1882 South, R.,F.E.S.,96,Drakefield Road, Upper Tooting, S.W. /.

1908 Sperring, G. W., 8, Eastcombe Avenue, Gharlton.

1873 Standen, R., F.L.S., F.E.S., Townlands, Lindfield,

Sussex {Life member). /.

1908 StAubyn, J. S., Tregothnan, Endlesham Road, Balham,

S.W. /.

1872 Step, E., F.L.S., Oakwood House, Barnett Wood Lane,

Ashtead, Surrey. /', m, orii, cr.



IX

Ykar of
Election.

1909 Stone, F. J., 141, Bedford Road, Clapham, S.W.

1902 Stonell, B., 25, Siudley Road, Clapham, S.W. /.

1894 Tarbat, Rev. J. E., M.A., Fareham, Hants. /, 001.

1 9 10 Tautz, p. H., 33, North Audley Street. W.

1902 ToNGE, A. E., F.E.S., Vice-Fresident, Aincroft, Grammar

School Hill, Reigate. /.

1895 TuNALKY, Hy., F.E.S., 13, Becmead Avenue, Streathani,

S.W. /. h.

1887 Turner, H. j., F.E.S., Bo/i. Report Secretary, 98, Drakefell

Road, New Cross, S.E. /, c, 11, he, b.

1 886 TuTT, J. W., F.E.S., Rayleigh Villa, Westcombe Hill,

Blackheath, S.E. I, continental l.

1887 Verrall, G. H., F.E.S., M.P., Sussex Lodge, Newmarket, d.

1S89 Vine, A. C, 45, Temple Street, Brighton, Sussex. /.

1889 Wainwright, C. J., F.E.S., 45, Handsworth Wood Road,

Handsworth, Staffs. /.

1880 Walker, J. J., M.A., F.L.S., F.E.S., " Aorangi," Lonsdale

Road. Summertown, Oxford. /, c.

1886 Walsingham, The Right Hon. Lord, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.,

F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S., &c., Merton Hall, Thetford, Norfolk

{Hon. member) . /, orn.

1907 AVaterer, W. T-, 19, Adelaide Road, Brockley, S.E.

1888 Wehu, S., 9, Waterloo Crescent, Dover. /.

1872 West, W., Hon. Curator, 8, Morden Hill, Lewisham Road,

S.E. /, c, he.

1878 West, W., L.D.S., Holmwood, Barnett Wood Lane, Ashtead,

Surrey. /, mi.

1 887 Whiffen, ^^. H., Holmvvood Lodge, Laton Road, Hastings. /.

1905 Winkworth, J. T., 290, Burdett Road, E. /.

1905 Wright, J., 30, Coleman Street, Woolwich, S.E. /.

Members will greatly oblige by informing the Hon. Sec. of any errors,

additions, or alterations in the above Addresses and descriptions.
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REPORT OF THE COUNCIL, 1909.

^jPHE Council of the South London Entomological and

Natural History Society, in presenting their Thirty-

eighth Annual Report, is pleased to state that the

affairs of the Society continue in a very satisfactory con-

dition.

During the year just passed thirteen new Members have

been elected, while only six names have been deleted from

the list, of which five were by resignation and one by death.

The last was that of Mr. J. Tolhurst, who had been a member
since 1895.

The Membership, therefore, now stands as follows : 2

Honorary, 6 Life, ^^ Country, and 134 Ordinary Members,
making a total of 175.

The Meetings have been well attended throughout the

year, and the Recorder, Mr, A. W. Dennis, reports that

there has been an average attendance of thirty-three at the

twenty-three meetings.

At the Annual Special Exhibition Meeting in November
last upwards of ninety Members and friends were present, a

number never reached before. Of these no less than forty

brought exhibits. As in previous years, the Society is much
indebted to Mr. F. Noad Clark for his skilful working of the

lantern, which has been used even more than in previous

years.

Mr. West, the Hon. Curator, reports that early in the

year, through the kind instrumentality of Mr. Rowland-
Brown, F.E.S., the Hon. Secretary of the Entomological

Society of London, two cabinets containing a fine repre-

sentative collection of European Butterfiies, formed by the

late F. F. Freeman, Esq., of Tavistock, Devon, were



presented to the Society by Mrs. Freeman. This Collection,

the only one of its kind available for reference in London,

will be, no doubt, of great use to the largely increasing

number of students of Continental Rhopalocera ; and the

best thanks of the Society are due to Mrs. Freeman for her

handsome gift.

Messrs. Tonge, E. Green, A. Harrison, R. Adkin, R.

AsHBY, and W. West have given series and specimens of

British Lepidoptera and Coleoptera for the Reference Col-

lections. The Coleoptera are being cleaned, re-mounted, and

re-arranged, and possibly by Easter the greater portion will

be again available for reference.

The Council wishes to thank Mr. West for his untiring

devotion to the Curatorship, and also to thank Mr. R. Ashby
for his kind help with the work-

The usual " Abstract of Proceedings " was published in

May, and consisted of a volume of no pages with four

plates.

There have been six Field Meetings held during the year,

as under

:

May 15th.—HoLMWOOD, conducted by Mr. Kaye.

June igth.

—

Mickleham, conducted by Mr. Step.

July loth.—CooMBE Wood, conducted by Mr. Richards.

July 24th.

—

Reigate, conducted by Mr. SiCH.

September 4th.

—

Westerham, conducted by Mr. Turner.
October gth.—Oxshott (Fimgus Foray), conducted by

Mr. Step.

At three of these the attendance was small, owing, no

doubt, to the inclement weather. In addition, a visit was
paid to the Tring Museum, by kind permission of the Hon.
Walter Rothschild, M.P., on Saturday, March 27th, when
thirty-four members availed themselves of the opportunity

for seeing his grand and unique collection of Lepidoptera.

The arrangements were kindly undertaken by Mr. A. L.

Rayward. To all the above-named gentlemen the thanks of

the Society are due for the trouble they took in making the

necessary arrangements respecting trains and tea.

Mr. Dods, the Hon. Librarian, reports that although the

number of books borrowed was about the same as last year.
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greater use of the library has been made by the members for

the purpose of reference, both before and after the meetings.

Some fifteen papers and addresses have been given to the

Society during the year, besides numerous detailed notes on

the exhibits.

The following is a list of the papers read :

"A Gossip about the Blue Butterflies," by J. W. Tutt ;

" Notes on a Series of Boarmia repandata,'" by R. Adkin
;

"Resting Attitudes of Insects," by A. E. Tonge ; "The
Flora of the Basingstoke Canal," by E. Step :

" The Scotch

Fir, Pimis sylvestris," by W. J. Lucas ;
" Report of the

Delegates to the South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies,"

by E. Step ;
" The Darwin Commemoration—Thoughts

—

Species," by J. W. Tutt; "Fruits," by H. Main ;" Our
Authorities : An Introduction to the Early Literature of

Entomology," Pt. II, by Hy. J. Turner; "A Few Stray

Notes on Ticks," by F. Noad Clarke ;
" Report of the

Meeting of Delegates of Societies Affiliated to the British

Association," by R. Adkin ;
" Notes on Diptera," by H. W.

Andrews ;
" Some Notes on the Earlier Stages of Nola

alhidalis,'" by R. Adkin ;
" Notes on Chrysopora {Gelcchia)

hermannella,'' by A, SiCH ;
" Living Insects," by F. Enock.

Donations, etc.

Collections.

Mrs. Freeman : European butterflies ; nearly all the

hitherto discovered species and local forms and races.

British butterflies; a short series of each species.

Mr. Tonge : Series of Agrotis corticea.

Mr. E. Green : Series of Epunda Intnlenta.

Mr. Harrison : Aplecta nehulosa and var. robsoni.

Mr. Adkin : Cryuiodes cxnlis and Anthrocera achiUece.

Mr. AsHBY and Mr. West: Numerous series and speci-

mens of British Coleoptera and Hemiptera.

Albiims.

A number of photographs of Lepidoptera in various stages

om H. Main and E. Step.



Books.

" European Butterflies and Moths," b}- W. F. Kirby, from

Mr. West (Greenwich).
" European Butterflies and Moths," by W. F. Kirby, 2nd

Edition, from R. South.
" Woolwich Surveys," from R. Adkin.

"Plant Galls," by Connold, from R. Adkin.
" Aquatic Insects of New York State," from G. W.

KiRKALDY.
" Insect Variety," by A. H. Swinton, and " British Flies,"

by Theobald, from E. Green.
" Noctuides and Pyralides," by Guenee, five vols., from

Dr. Chapman.
" The Genitalia of the Noctuidse," by F. N. Pierce, from

A. SiCH.

Annual Reports and Transactions.

"Ontario Entomological Society," from Lachlan Gibb.
" Horniman Museum Report," by Exchange.
" British Museum Guides " (Anthropology, Elephants,

Recent and Fossil Horses, Domesticated Animals, Whales,
etc, Fishes, Exhibited Series of Insects, Introduction to the

Study of Rocks), from the Trustees.

" British Association Report," from R. Adkin.
" Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological Society Report,"

by Exchange.
" Proceedings of the Croydon Natural History Society,"

by Exchange.
" Haslemere Museum Report," by Exchange.
" Carlisle Natural History Society," from R. Adkin.
" Torquay Natural History Society's Journal," by Ex-

change.
" South Eastern Union of Scientific Societies," by

Exchange.
" Norfolk and Norwich Science Society," by Exchange.
"Wisconsin Academy of Science," by Exchange.
" City of London Entomological Society," by Exchange.
" The Smithsonian Institute Report for 1907," by

Exchange.
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Periodicals.

" Entomologist," from R. South.

"Entomologist's Monthly Magazine," from J. J. Walker.
" Irish Naturalist," by Exchange.

"Rochester Naturalist," by Exchange.
" Canadian Entomologist," by Exchange.
" Philippine Journal of Science," by Exchange.
" Bulletin de la Societe Entomologique de France," by

Exchange.
" Bolletino Lab. Zool. Portici," by Exchange.
" Essex Naturalist," by Exchange.
" Pomona Journal of Entomology," by Exchange.
" Entomological News," by Exchange.
" Canadian Forest Journal," from Lachlan Gibb.

Pamphlets and Separata.

" Five Weeks in the Vosges," by A. E. Gibbs, from the

Author.
" Flowering Plants and Ferns around Haslemere," by

Miss R. Jackson, from the Author.
" The Prickly Pear."

" Obituary of Mr. J. A. Clark."

"Address to the Entomological Society, igog."

Various Pamphlets from Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell.



stray Notes on the Variation and Distribution of
Boarmia repandata in Britain.

By Robert Adkin, F.E.S. Read April Zth, 1909,

There are few species that have a wider range of distribution in

Britain, or that show a greater tendency to variation, than Boarmia
repandata. It is a common species, and there is therefore no

great difficulty in obtaining material, but I fear that even the some-

what extensive series used to illustrate these notes, occupying as it

does the whole of two ordinary cabinet drawers, and consisting of

specimens obtained from localities representing the greater portion

of the British Islands, is yet hardly sufficient to fully exhibit the

vast range of variation that obtains in the species.

The main features of its coloration are varying shades of grey and

brown, and it is to the predominance of the one or the other and

their arrangement as either bands, patches, or speckling, that the

variation is chiefly- due.

The natural restijig-place of the moth is the trunks of trees, but in

some of the situations where it occurs tree-trunks are not available,

and it then has to find some other situation, as, for instance, rocks,

where it may assume its natural position of rest with outspread

wings. It has been suggested that in such cases its colour assimilates

with the object on which it rests, but although this suggestion appears

to hold good in regard to some of its more specialised forms, there

are others that can hardly be held to support it.

Whether its range extends to our northernmost islands is a

question that is open to considerable doubt. Barrett (" Lep. Brit.

Islands," vol. vii, p. 214), distinctly refers to a form from Shetland,

and one is not inclined to treat the writings of so careful an observer

lightly ; but my inquiries of those who have worked these islands,

and probably know them as well or better than anybody else, elicit

the information that they have never met with the species either in

Shetland or Orkney, and they express the opinion that, at any rate

so far as the former is concerned, it is most unlikely that it occurs

there. But whether it occurs in these northern islands or not, it is

a common species in the western islands, where, in the Isle of Lewis,

Outer Hebrides, a very distinct form occurs. In it the brown tones

are practically absent, leaving a mottled-grey insect, in size somewhat
smaller than the average B. repandata, and of slighter build. It

was, I believe, first brought from Lewis by Harper, when he was

collecting for Meek in 1881, and was described and figured by

Jenner Weir under the name of ab. sodorensium (" Entomologist,''

1



vol. xiv, p. 220, pi. I, figs. 12, 13). I learn from Mr. McArthur, who
has had a very considerable experience of this form in its native

haunts, that its usual and almost only resting-place is on rocks, its

peculiar shade harmonising so closely with their grey colour as to

make it exceedingly difficult to find, especially as it usually rests on

the parts of the rocks that are in shade.

On the Scottish mainland we find a greater range of variation, the

brown tints entering pretty generally into the composition of the

wing pattern, but the insects are often, particularly on the higher

grounds, but not always, somewhat undersized and slender as com-
pared with the average of our southern examples. There is one

form, however, to which I would call special attention. The series

representing it was brought from Aviemore (Inverness) last year by

Mr. McArthur. In tone of colour the specimens are almost as

completely grey as the Isle of Lewis examples, but of a softer,

warmer tone and less distinctly mottled (PI. I, fig. i). They were

all taken at from 900 to 1000 feet up the hills in the pine forest,

where the trees are of all ages up to probably some hundreds of

years old, their stems are of all colours, from the dark bark of the

comparatively young ones to the grey lichen-covered patriarchs of

the forest, but such moths as did rest upon them did not appear to

show any preference for the one or the other, and were so restless

that very few indeed were taken from such positions, nor were there

any rocks in this locality for them to rest upon, and, indeed, the

species appeared to have developed a special habit
;
perhaps it will

be best described in Mr. McArthur's own words, as follows :
" ^Vhen

the woodmen cut the timber they draw only the trunks ; the tops

and branches are left in heaps to rot, which takes many years. In

course of time these heaps get very bleached. It is in these that

repandaia is very fond of hiding, and it was by tapping these heaps

that I got nearly all of them." It will be noted that these heaps are

purely artificial, and may or may not have existed for any lengthened

period. In these circumstances one cannot suppose that the insect

has adapted its tone of colour to them, but it may suggest that the

moth has taken advantage of their presence, and in course of time

acquired the habit of seeking the shelter and protection that they

afford.

Such series as I have from the Isle of Man and from North ^Vales

call for no very special remark ; both show an amount of variation

within certain lines, but do not exhibit any very extreme forms.

In Yorkshire the most notable form is a melanic race which

occurs in the Huddersfield district. In it the brown shades are

replaced by smoky black, which in extreme cases, especially in

the females, almost completely obscures the usual markings ; but in

some of the forms, more particularly in the males, the pale grey, sub-

marginal wavy lines stand out in strong relief, and there is also a

certain amount of grey mottling, most prominent on the hind-wings

(PI. I, fig. 2). This melanic form appears to be the one described



PLATE I.

BOARMIA REPANDATA.

P"lG. I.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. I.—Aviemore. Fig. 2.— Huddersfield.

Fig. 3.— Ireland.

Photo, hy II. .Mai Adliiid Is' Son, Impr.





by Fuchs in the " Stettin Ent. Zeitung " under the name of ab. tiigri-

cata. Some intermediate forms that lead up to this race are also

interesting, while the more ordinary examples tend rather towards the

dark-brownish forms.

The Delamere specimens also are distinctly dark, the prevailing

tone being a rich deep brown relieved by an underlying soft grey,

which, however, is not very prominent except in the submarginal

lines of some of the specimens. In general facies they closely

resemble the browner of the Yorkshire forms.

A unicolorous smoky-black specimen sent to me some time since

as a Delamere melanic form of this species should, I think, without

doubt be referred to B. genwiaria, and I am not aware that a

melanic form of £. repatidata has yet been found in Delamere.

From North Devon, among a considerable range of the more usual

forms, there is one that is, perhaps, the most interesting that occurs

in Britain. In it the tendency is for the brown and grey colours

which usually give the species its mottley appearance, to separate out

into distinct bands, so that in its extreme form we have an almost

white insect with a broad dark brown fascia across the middle of its

wings and paler brown borders ; while in the intermediate forms the

pale ground colour is more or less irrorated with brown, in some cases

densely so. This banded form was originally described by Hiibner

as a distinct species under the name of conversaria, and a good
figure of it was given in the "Entomologist" for 1881 (vol. xiv,

PI. I, fig. 14). Although this variety is more frequently met with

in Devon and Cornwall than elsewhere, and perhaps there reaches

its most extreme forms, it is by no means confined to those two
counties. It not infrequently occurs throughout the southern

portions of England and in Ireland ; Barrett mentions it from Wales,

and South from Durham, but I have been unable to trace any record

of it from Scotland, and, indeed, the prevailing Scottish forms do not

suggest the likelihood of it occurring there.

Ireland also furnishes an interesting series ; it includes well-marked

forms of var. conversaria, a melanic form with an almost pure white

submarginal line, and some dark, mottled grey forms not quite like

any that I have seen from elsewhere. The general tone of colour in

the Irish specimens is towards the greys rather than the browns, and
in the extreme of this particular form the basal third of the fore-

wings is densely speckled with dark brownish-grey ; this is followed

by a pale grey-white area forming an irregular patch, which extends

from just below the costa to the inner margin ; a pale yellowish line

passes through it near its outer margin, and this is followed by a sub-

marginal whitish line, beyond which the border of the wing is densely

speckled like the base ; the hind-wings are pale, like the central area

of the fore-wings, to the whitish submarginal line, beyond which they

are dark bordered as in the fore-wings (PI. I, fig. 3).

Series from various parts of the south-east of England, Kent,

Sussex, the New Forest, etc., include the largest and most robust



specimens, and show a very considerable amount of variation, but
there is nothing among them calling for special comment.

In addition to the three named forms already referred to, viz., ab.

sodorensium, Weir, ab. nigricata, Fuchs, and ab. conversaria, Hiib.,

there are two other that I should mention. Curtis described under
the name of Aids nueraria ("Brit. Ent.," vol. vi, p. 113) an insect

of which he says : "yi. muraria is a new species that I found upon
walls in the Isle of Arran ; it is nearest allied to A. repandaria ; it

is, however, smaller, of an uniform grey, more speckled, and the

markings more obscure." At first sight this description seems to

apply not inaptly to the Isle of Lewis form (ab. sodorensium. Weir),

but that form does not appear to occur in the Isle of Arran, and the
light thrown upon the matter by Stephens, who says that the speck-
ling is with fuscous ("Illustrations," Haust., vol. iii, p. 185), shows
clearly that it could not have been this form that Curtis described,

and I think Weir was right in regarding the Isle of Lewis form as

one not previously named.
The other form to which I would refer is Geotnetra destrigaria of

Haworth. It was described as a new species, and we are told of it

that "all the wings are speckled and clouded with greyish ash colour

with a white repandated undulated striga on both wings towards the

posterior margin,, bordered within with ash colour (Haw., p. 276).

Stephens, after repeating Haworth's description, says that it "differs

from the preceding (/. e. repandata) by being paler, more thickly

irrorated with fuscous, and by wanting the fuscous striae in the

middle of the wings : it may probably be a mere variety of the

former" {i.e. repatidatd). (" Illustrations," Haust., vol. iii, p. 185.)

It is now known that both destriga?-ia, Haw., and muraria. Curt.,

are but forms of repandata, and Staudinger, both in his 1871 and
in his 1 90 1 catalogues, groups them together, and South also brackets

them in the "Entomologist" list; indeed in both descriptions the only

tangible character that is not common to the majority of the forms

of repandata is the speckling ; and it is evident that the grey, very

speckled form that is found, among others, in most places where
the species occurs, is the one referred to by both authors, and it

appears to me that the Irish specimens just mentioned may well be
included in this twice-described form.



Resting Attitudes of Lepidoptera.

By A. E. ToNGE, F.E.S. Read April 22nd, 1909.

The attitudes assumed by butterflies and moths when at rest

afford an exceedingly interesting study and an opportunity for a large

amount of conjecture as to the reasons for the wonderful variety of

pose adopted by different genera or species.

Probably the main object attained is the better protection of the

insect from its natural enemies, either by mimicry of some inedible

object, such as a dead leaf, or by resemblance to its immediate

surroundings of so close a nature that the insect is passed by

unobserved. But although very many examples of this protection

are to be found, some of them positively marvellous in their per-

fection, there are so many exceptions that it becomes obvious that

other causes are at work to account for them. No doubt one of

these is due to the limitations of the human eyesight, resulting in

the probability of a large number of well-hidden insects being

missed by the searcher, while all, or, at any rate, most of those

which are less in harmony with their surroundings, are discovered.

I had an excellent instance of this on one occasion when photo-

graphing a moth on the trunk of a black poplar tree. I daresay

that, after finding the insect, I spent fully ten minutes in erecting my
camera, focussing, and taking my picture, all the time with my
interest centred on the small piece of the tree-trunk on which the

moth was sitting ; but it was not until I had finished, and was boxing

the moth to take home for a cabinet specimen, that I became aware

of a large caterpillar of the red underwing moth, between two and three

inches in length, which was sitting exposed upon the bark so near

the moth that it had almost been included in my photograph. The
caterpillar had fitted itself so marvellously to the rough edges of a

ridge of the bark, with which it exactly harmonised in colour, that,

although I think I can fairly lay claim to rather more than an
ordinary amount of skill in finding insects, as I have collected ever

since my schooldays, I had entirely overlooked it.

This faculty of protection by mimicry and resemblance has no
doubt been developed in the course of generations by the law of the

survival of the fittest. Like the human hunter, the natural enemies

of insects found most of those which were less effectually concealed,

and consequently the well-hidden ones carried on the race and
transmitted their protective faculty to their progeny, without, of

course, any conscious intention, until it became a natural habit.

In illustration I may, to take a single species, allude to the marbled



green moth, Bryophila muralis {glandifera) (PI. II, fig. i). This

is a medium-size moth, about i to i\ in. across the spread wings,

which is found during the summer resting on walls and rocks around
our south and west coasts. Its coloration is very similar to that

of old lichen-covered stucco, but is exceedingly variable within

definite limits, and careful study soon provides a theory to account

for this. The caterpillars feed upon the green confervoid growths

to be found on all old stone- and brick-work, especially after damp
weather, and consequently each wall has a colony of them to itself,

large or small.

Now, of course, the general tone of colour on an old stone wall is

different from that of old brick, and in different localities there is

even greater variation due to local conditions and the type of the

local rocks. But it will be found that the majority of the moths on
each wall harmonise so perfectly with it as to be very difficult to

find ; and the conclusion at once presents itself, that those which do
not do so in each succeeding generation have met with a speedy

and violent death from natural causes, leaving those that are best

protected to propagate their species, and producing more or less on
each wall, certainly in each locality, a varietal race, and, of course,

in the aggregate accounting very satisfactorily for the great variability

of the insect.

Another very potent factor bearing on the position selected by an

insect for resting is the weather. They object to wind, and most
moths object to sunshine as well.

My own experience has led me to conclude that it is very little

use searching on palings or the sides of tree-trunks which have faced

the wind during the previous night, especially if it has been at all

strong, and I have often been struck with the particular potency of

this factor when cycling or walking along a road bordered on both

sides with palings, at finding practically all the moths on one side

of the road. I feel so confident on this point now that I pay very

little attention to the side which has been facing the wind of the

previous night. The point that I want to settle to my own satisfac-

tion is—what happens when the sun shines full on the sheltered side

of a tree or fence, or the wind changes after daybreak? Actually, the

result one finds is that the moths disappear, and I fully expect they

creep away into the grass near the ground, but I have never been
able to catch one actually doing so and satisfy myself as to its inten-

tions. Moths usually, if undisturbed, pass the whole time between
sunrise and sunset without moving, and it would be an experiment
of very great interest to locate one at rest on the south side of an
exposed tree-trunk on a bright, sunny morning, and keep him under
close observation, as the sun worked round until it shone upon him,

to see whether he moved away, or the sunlight passed round and left

him in the shade again. Unfortunately, the experiment would take a

good deal of time in all probability, and if the experimenter relaxed

his attention for a few minutes, the anticipated move would be sure



PLATE II.

Rl'STINC, A'l'TITUDES OF LePIDOPTKKA.

Fig. 2.— Vanessa atalanta on stem of alder tree.





I'LATE III.

Rp:stix(; ArTirrDRs of Lkpidoptkra.

Fig. I.

—

Lobophora carpina fa on
tree-trunk.

Fig. 2.

—

Acidalia ntarginipunctata on
rougfh stone wall.

Fig. 3.

—

Eitpithecia exigitata on
tree-trunk.

Fig. 4. - Hi'Uiiisia rarphodactylits

on palint;'.

_'^(a?%i.-L.^<«g5-r:2£^

Fig. 5.— Anticlea nigrofasci nia on
tree-trunk.

Fig. 6.

—

Hybernia marginarin 9
on tree-trnnk.

Photos, hv A. E. Tonn: A.ilanl &^ Son. Inipt





to take place just then. But I really think it would be worth doing,

and as I have only found a very few moths resting in full sunlight

against hundreds in the shade, I feel sure that something would

happen.

There is a very large number of moths which are rarely if ever

found at rest in the daytime, and these afford ample scope for inves-

gation as to their resting habits. Do they sit on the high branches

or twigs of trees, or do they creep down to the ground and hide

amongst roots or within curled dead leaves ? Probably both, and the

fact that when beating for caterpillars moths not infrequently fall

into the beating-tray is a fairly positive proof in this direction.

Some, too, rest upon the stems of flowers and low plants, and 1

know of one species

—

Eremobia ochrokuca—which I have not as

yet been fortunate enough to see, which rests head downwards
beneath the flower-heads of the common knapweed on our south

coasts, and is, I am told, quite easily passed over unless the searcher

knows exactly what to look for. Another species, Gnophos obscii-

raria, which occurs on Colley and Reigate hills, rests not infre-

quently inside the burrows of rabbits, and I have several times

disturbed and captured it by poking the handle of my butterfly-net

into a burrow and rattling the earth inside.

The photographs which accompany these notes unfortunately do
not show so much of the surroundings of the insects as I should

wish, as the negatives from which they were printed were mostly

taken natural size upon quarter-plates with the object of showing

more clearly the exact attitude adopted by each species, and the

position in which it placed its wings. This varies very much, but is

more or less constant with species which are nearly related. Some,
especially butterflies, hold the wings vertically over the back with the

upper surfaces pressed closely together, and the front pair largely

covered by the hind ones, and such gaily-coloured insects as Vanessa

atalanfa (PI. II, fig. 2) and V. io render themselves most incon-

spicuous by these means, as their under-side coloration is dull and
neutral.

From this position examples may be found in which the wings are

held at all degrees down to the horizontal, and pressed closely to the

surface on which the insect is sitting, and should this not be flat

the wings will go lower and low'er, until, in the case of a moth resting

on a blade of grass, they may be pressed together beneath the

insect's body and below its support.

Then, again, there is a great difference in the amount of spread in

the wings from the attitude assumed by the EupithecicT (PI. Ill,

fig. 3), and the Acidalue (PI. Ill, fig. 2), which is very similar to

that of a set specimen in the cabinet, through all sorts of obtuse and
acute-angled triangles to a position like that of Anisopteryx CBScularia

(PI. II, fig. 3), in which the wings, while being held flat over the

back, are overlapped to such an extent that the full visible width of

the entire insect is no more than that of a single fore-wing.



The special resting habit of the plume moths (PI. Ill, fig. 4), is

particularly interesting, as the wings in these species are divided

longitudinally into five plumes or feathers on each side of the body.

These are closed one over the other like a fan, and held out stiffly

at an angle to the body, making the insect very unlike a moth in

appearance. I have not as yet investigated the resting habits of

moths and butterflies sufficiently to say whether any attempt at

systematic classification of species could be made from it, but the

attitude assumed by each species is so constant—even to resting

with the head up or down (PI. Ill, fig. 5), or the body horizontal

—

that, when one has had a considerable amount of experience, it

becomes possible to get a fairly accurate idea of the identity of an
insect, even from the very brief inspection that is possible when
driving or cycling rapidly by.



The Scotch Fir (Pinus sylvestris).

By W. J. Lucas, B.A., F.E.S. Read May 27///, 1909.

In some parts of England the Scotch fir is practically unknown,
and to read a paper on it would be much out of place. In Surrey

it is a different matter, for we have in this delightful county great

stretches of a geological formation, known as the Bagshot Sand,

which, though very barren as regards vegetation as a whole, is parti-

cularly well suited for a few plants, one being that with which the

present paper treats.

Near Oxshott, Claygate and Esher the Bagshot Sand is well

developed, and is therefore easily accessible to members of this

Society, thus rendering unnecessary any excuse for bringing forward

some facts connected with this in many ways interesting plant.

One such fact I must refer to at once. It is needless to state that

plants naturally form various groups, such as algas, fungi, mosses,

ferns, flowering-plants. Now the Scotch fir and the other plants

belonging to its group hold an interesting position between the fern-

group and the thorough-going flowering-plants such as the buttercup

and the horse-chestnut. By studying the three groups we seem to

see that as during the ages such flowering-plants were being evolved

from some members of the fern-group, the fir-group came as a link

—not this time missing—between the other two.

Scientifically, this group of plants is known as Gymnosperms. It

so happens that there are but three members of the group that are

real natives of Britain. These are the yew, the juniper, and the

plant with which we are immediately concerned. Plants constituting

the Natural Order to which the Scotch fir belongs are named Conifers,

that is, producing their seeds in cones—fir-cones. The yew and the

juniper, though belonging to this order, are rather distantly related

to the cone-bearers proper, their fruit taking the form of a so-called
" berry."

To the botanist the conifer we have now to deal with is Finns
sylvestris, which, being literally interpreted, is the " pine of the

woods." As the plant seems to be naturally at home in Scotland,

it is known almost universally as the Scotch fir. Some people
prefer to translate the word Finns into the English word "pine," and
hence call the tree the Scotch pine, but as the vernacular English
name for the tree is Scotch fir, that we should call it when we use an
English name at all. Besides, it would seem that the name "fir"

was originally given to the Scotch example ; and therefore, I am
given to understand, by the law of priority "Scotch fir" must stand,
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and this settles the matter. If I still seem to be making a mistake

in calling the plant by its right name, I am content to err in such

good company as that of Charles Darwin and Sir Joseph Hooker.
" Fir " is connected with " fire," and the " fir-tree " really means

the " fire-tree," quite an appropriate name considering the in-

flammable nature of the wood. Right across the northern parts of

Asia and Europe forests of Scotch fir are to be found, while in

Southern Europe it occurs on the mountains, for it prefers a cool

situation. At the present day we can scarcely consider that it is truly

wild in many parts of Britain, if any, other than Scotland, though it

used to be so in England and Ireland. The numerous specimens in

Surrey, in the New Forest, and elsewhere are the results of planting
;

yet in the less rigorous conditions of our southern climate they seem
to come to greater perfection than they do in their native home on
the Scotch mountains. I was on one occasion by the side of the

Black Pond on Esher Common with a Scotchman, whose home was

in the Grampian district. Looking at the fine trees, which, I suppose,

provide the name of the pond, he said they were not Scotch firs :

they ought to be gnarled and twisted and broken, not tall, upright,

and well grown like those he saw around him.

For taking a walk through a fir-clad country the time of year

scarcely matters, as even in winter many a pleasant hour may be

spent walking over the dry springy beds of fir-needles, and watching

perchance the red wintry sun setting behind the fir-trunks, when it

" resembles most some city in a blaze seen through the leafless

woods." Indeed, winter sometimes provides a picture of even
greater splendour, for perhaps the woods never look better than on
a bright cold morning, when hoar-frost decks the scene, and the

trees—
" Fledged with icy feathers

Nod superb."

With such a district within easy reach a photographer need never

be at a loss for subjects on which to display his skill during the

winter months. A fir wood with its evergreen trees, and the dry

needles on the ground, never seems so thoroughly sunk in winter

sleep as do so many country scenes. As we pass a spot where the

trees grow thick, we note the " dim religious light," the dearth of

vegetation under the shade of the trees, and the absence of lower

branches, not sufficient light penetrating from above to keep them
alive. A picture made up chiefly of straight lines is not usually very

pleasant to look upon ; but this does not seem to apply to one
portraying a mass of Scotch firs.

Most of the individuals will be seen to possess a single straight

trunk. This is not, however, always the case. Not seldom may be

seen trees springing from the ground in two main trunks, while it is

not a difficult matter to find cases of three. There is one tree near

the Black Pond on Esher Common with four distinct trunks, but I

think it is the only one in the locality. Whether this means that
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four seedlings started in contact or whether the four trunks are due
to damage at a very early stage I cannot say.

Not every fir wood has a lake in it similar to the Black Pond in

the Esher woods. Where it is absent there is a distinct loss, for

the Scotch fir in combination with water is very effective. In spring

the young, soft, pale-green foliage of the silver birches near the

water is set off by the dark-green masses of the evergreen conifers

behind them. The pond and its surroundings, however, make
perhaps the grandest picture when the sun, setting behind the fir-

trees some evening near the end of June, makes them look absolutely

black, this dark background being relieved by the golden water in

front of it, the cotton-grass in full fruit forming a somewhat
striking foreground. Near the trees, where the light does not strike

it, the water is indeed black, and no one need then ask why the

pond obtained its name.

By the side of the pond is a fine specimen of the Scotch fir with

trunk some seven feet in circumference at three feet above the

ground. This is the largest I have noticed on the Common, but the

species may attain a height of a hundred feet and have a trunk more
than twelve feet in girth.

Ifthe larger trees grow at all closely the soil beneath them becomes
covered with fir-needles, which generally e.xtend to a considerable

depth—several inches at least. These decay very slowly, and do not

seem to afford an agreeable soil for most plants. This is not the case

with some of the lower plants, however, numerous mosses, lichens,

and fungi, the last especially, doing very well upon them, as many
members of this Society can testify from experience. The fir-needles

are appropriated by the red ants for building their nests, which
sometimes attain an enormous size and contain a vast number of

inhabitants. One found on an excursion of the New Forest Natural

History Society by Bartley Water in August, 1908, was taken to be

some twenty feet round and three feet high. If not too much
disturbed the ants occupy the same nests year after year.

Having glanced a little at the Scotch fir in its natural surroundings,

we will look at it in another aspect and examine its life-history from
seed to full-grown tree and thence to seed again. If on a bright,

mild day towards the end of March we journey to Esher to catch

—

or try to catch—that very pretty spring moth, the Orange Underwing,
it is not at all unlikely that we may capture at least one specimen ot

a smaller whitish " moth " being borne away on the wing before us.

The apparent moth turns out to be a seed of the Scotch fir, which,

being winged, spins along in the breeze in a very moth-like manner.
Since it is so well provided for an aerial journey, and will readily

germinate, it is not surprising that a wood of conifers rapidly spreads

in the direction of the prevailing spring winds.

At the present time, that is, during May, the wind-spread seeds

germinate. The seedlings appear above the surface of the ground
with the seed-case still holding together the tips of the numerous
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cotyledons, w'hich look like the seams of an expanding balloon.

Anon they become free and spread open, showing the apical shoot

in their midst. Should no accident happen, a specimen in five

years will have attained a height of about a yard, and of the five rings

of branches will probably show three pretty clearly. At twenty years

of age its trunk may be expected to measure some six inches in

diameter.

As just mentioned, the branches occur round the trunk in rings,

and in the younger trees they are particularly well marked as a rule.

The sub-branches on these branches also appear in the same way.

The reason for this is clear if the resting buds at the tip of a shoot

are examined in the winter. There is an apical shoot, in virtue of

which the branch increases in length, and a ring of subordinate

shoots around it, which may be some ten in number, but are usually

less. These latter produce the whorl of branches.

When, in the spring, these buds begin to lengthen, they are seen to

be covered with small, brown scale-leaves, in the axils of which are

produced dwarf shoots, which, after producing two foliage leaves only,

cease to develop further. The brown scale-leaves fall immediately,

but the foliage-leaves persist for a long time, and eventually the

dwarf-shoots fall entire, as the fir-needles that are so well known.
When a tree has reached a certain age some of the young spring

branches, instead of bearing dwarf shoots exclusively, have a cluster

of them turned into pollen-bearing flowers, the branch as it grows pro-

ducing dwarf shoots beyond. There is nothing attractive about the

blossoms ; they are not intended to entice insects as are the flowers

of the honeysuckle or the may.

It is near the beginning of June, as a rule, that these flowers are

mature and ready to discharge their pollen, which is produced in

immense quantities. The least puff of wind sets it free in clouds

and covers everything with an impalpable yellow dust, its fall quite

justifying the name of " sulphur showers," which country people have

bestowed on the phenomenon.
Everyone interested in plants knows that no fruit or seed can be

obtained unless the pollen is conveyed to the place where the embryo
seeds are being produced—in other words, unless the plant-egg is

fertilized. We must recollect that the conifer is one of Nature's early

attempts at making a flowering plant, and it seems that she first

arranged that the wind should carry the pollen—hence the immense
amount produced. I suppose the pollen grains actually used must

be reckoned as one against millions produced in vain—apparently a

sheer waste of energy on the part of Nature. Later she evolved a

more economic method, and by the attraction of bright flowers and
sweet scents enticed the insects to carry the pollen. Still, many of

the older type of plants live on to the present day.

About this date—the end of May or beginning of June, 1909

—when the male flowers are shedding their pollen, it will be found

that on some branches the secondary buds forming the ring round
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the apical one have taken the form of small cones of pinkish scales

(the female flowers), each scale having two ovules (immature seeds)

at their base. These cones are at first erect, with the scales some-
what spread, and therefore ready to catch the pollen as it is carried

hither and thither by the wind (PI. IV, fig. i).

Pollination being effected, the erect position is no longer advan-

tageous, and the cones turn over (PI. IV, fig. 2). Within the cones

the pollen grains extrude their tubes as usual, which will convey
the fertilizing atoms of protoplasm to the egg-cells of the female

flowers. The growth is slow, however, and the tubes will not reach

the eggs and bring about fertilization till the spring of 1910, and
meanwhile the cones will increase but little in size. During the year

1910 the green cones will grow rapidly (PI. V, fig. i), and by the

spring of 191 1 will be full-grown and brown, the seeds being full-

grown also. Then in March or April of that year the scales of which
the cone is composed will spread open with a crackling sound (PI.

V, fig. 2). The seeds will be set free, to be whirled away by means
of their wings to spread the fir-wood on such poor soil as will produce
but little besides.
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Fruits.

By Hugh Main, B.Sc, F.E.S. Read September <^th, 1909.

The popular and botanical conceptions of a fruit are by no means
the same. The first example of a fruit a non-botanical speaker

would give would probably be an apple, and a strawberry would find

a ready mention, while a tomato would be ruled out as a vegetable.

The botanist would admit the tomato as the best example of the

three, the apple being called a spurious fruit, while in the case of the

strawberry, botanical authorities themselves would differ as to how
it should be regarded. Some call it a succulent fruit, while others

consider the small hard bodies on the surface of the strawberry as

the true fruits, calling each an achene. Personally I incline to this

latter view, and call the product of each carpel which remains separate

and distinct a fruit.

According to my definition a fruit consists essentially of the

mature ovary or ovaries of a plant. Where the ovaries remain free

or separate we have separate fruits ; where they are united we have

a compound fruit. In some cases other parts of the flower besides

the ovaries are present and enter into the composition of the fruit.

Such fruits are called spurious fruits in contradistinction to the true

fruits, but in many cases the- separation is not adhered to even by
systematists who use these divisions.

I think my definition of a fruit can be justified logically and
practically, and it gets over some of the difficulties of one's scheme of

classification.

The term seed-vessel has some advantages over that of fruit, and
perhaps conveys a better all-round idea of the subject of this paper,

as the larger proportion of my illustrations are taken from the dry

fruits, which can be so easily collected and kept safely for study or

demonstration. Specimens of dry fruits can, of course, be found

most abundantly in autumn, but odd examples may be picked up at

almost any time of the year. One's own garden, and the gardens of

our friends, will supply many interesting examples, while others may
be found on every country walk, by hedgerow, wood, or stream.

As regards a scheme of classification, no two authorities you may
consult will agree as to the details of their plans, and many seem to

adopt quite different principles. Each student will probably build

up a scheme of his own, and should endeavour to illustrate it by
examples.

The development of the fruit after fertilization of the ovules is a
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part of the subject one might enlarge upon here, but although this

should logically come first, it may, and often will, be studied after

one's acquaintance has been made with the fully developed fruit.

Taking first the fruits whose walls are dry and more or less hard,

the so-called dry fruits, we find that some of them open to liberate

the seeds—the dehiscent fruits, while others do not open—the

indehiscent fruits. Beginning with the latter, the dry indehiscent

fruits, a good example is seen in the wild clematis or traveller's joy.

As the fruits ripen the styles at the apex of the little fruits grow long

and feathery, and finally present the appearance to which the plant

owes its name of old man's beard (PI. VI, fig. i). Each of the

little fruits is called an achene, and is a superior one-celled, one-

seeded fruit, whose wall can be separated from the seed although it

wraps it closely round.

If we wish to get good examples of the fruits of the dandelion,

they should be gathered in the condition of that in PI. VI, fig. 2,

and then put in water singly. The specimen shown was photo-

graphed one morning, and in the evening it had developed into the

fine dandelion clock seen in PI. VI, fig. 3. It is very interesting

to watch how the globular shape is brought about by the simul-

taneous opening of the little parachutes. Of course, this is a good
example of a fruit which owes its distribution to the parachute
arrangement and the help of the wind. The fruit is somewhat
similar to the achene, but differs from it in being inferior (it is

crowned by the pappose calyx), and it is bicarpellary in origin, as

indicated by the two stigmas of the flower. It is sometimes called a

cypsela, but much more frequently and quite erroneously it is called

a seed of the dandelion.

The nut has been developed from an ovary of two or more cells

containing one or more ovules in each cell, but the ripe fruit has

usually one cell containing a single seed, the other cells and ovules

having become abortive. The wall is hard and is surrounded by a

cupule or cup, which varies somewhat in its appearance and structure

in different plants. In the hazel the cup is somewhat tough and
leathery. The acorn is another variety of nut, but the cup is harder

and denser than in the previous example. In the beech the cup
contains two nuts. Another example is seen in the sweet chestnut.

The prickly cup often contains three nuts, but generally we find that

one is much more developed than the others.

We must distinguish the nuts of the sweet chestnut as fruits from
the seeds which we shall see later in the horse chestnut. In the

sweet chestnut we find the remains of the styles at the apex of the

fruits, while in the horse chestnut the large hilum of the seed indicates

its morphological value. The sweet chestnut has indehiscent fruits
;

it is the cupule which opens to liberate the fruits, and this is very

different from the horse chestnut, whose fruit dehisces to liberate

the seeds.

In the hornbeam we may consider the fruit as a nut partly enclosed
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by a three-lobed bract, but altogether the morphology of the CiipuH-

ferce is rather difficult.

The keys of the ash may be considered as winged fruits or samarae,

the wall of the fruit being extended into a winged expansion whose
resistance to the air, as it falls, allows the seed to be carried away
from the shade of the parent tree.

In the elm we get fruits with a more rounded wing, and in the

birch also we get little samar^e.

There are a number of fruits which separate into little portions

corresponding to the carpels, but these do not liberate their seeds,

and so do not come under our definition of dehiscent fruits. These
are called schizocarps. A good example is seen in the hollyhock
(PI. VI, fig. 4). In the lower fruit the epicalyx is turned down
and part of the calyx removed and also some of the segments, so

that the structure can be seen. Each little segment contains a seed,

and separates from its neighbour and the central axis.

In the sycamore (Plate VI, fig. 5) we have a schizocarp which
divides into two parts, each of which is sometimes called a samara.

The success of the well-known arrangement for distributing the

seeds is evident to anyone whose garden is near a sycamore ; the

little seedlings are found growing up all over the place. There is a

similar structure, in the maple, but the samaras are arranged more in

a straight line.

In the Uiiibellifera the special name of cremocarp has been given

to the fruit, which splits into two halves or mericarps.

In TropcEohim (PI. VI, fig. 6) the fruit separates into three parts.

The walls of these are not very hard, so some may, from their

definition, include them among the succulent fruits, but they come
conveniently in here with the other schizocarps.

I now pass on to the dehiscent fruits, or those which open to

liberate their seeds. There are a large number of these, but they

can be grouped fairly easily into a number of varieties.

The simplest form will be that in which we have a single carpel,

which opens down one side, as in the monkshood (PI. VI, fig. 7).

Each of the separate parts is called a " follicle." If we regard one as

a leaf which is folded inwards from the mid-rib we get the edges

uniting at the ventral suture, while the mid-rib is represented by the

dorsal suture. The seeds are attached to the edges down the ventral

suture, and it is along this line that the follicle dehisces.

If the carpel opens down both dorsal and ventral sutures, as in the

pea-pod (PI. VI, fig. 8), the fruit is called a " legume." Here, also,

as in the follicle, it is on the sides of the ventral suture that the peas

or seeds are attached. This form of fruit is characteristic of the

Legi/minosce, the name of the order being derived from that of the

seed-vessel.

We now come to those dehiscent fruits which are derived from

a compound or polycarpellary ovary.

In the wallflower (PI. VI, fig. 9) there is a two-celled fruit formed
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from a one-celled ovary by the growth of a false septum across it.

The false septum is frequently referred to as the " replum," but this

term only properly refers to the framework across which the septum
stretches. Dehiscence in the Cruciferce commences at the bottom,
extending upwards, but in other dehiscent fruits it generally com-
mences at the apex, extending to the base. The long-shaped fruit

of the wallflower, etc., is called a "siliqua."

When the fruit is about as broad as long it is called a " silicula."

A good example is seen in honesty (PI. VI, fig. lo). In the upper
fruit dehiscence has only just commenced. In the middle one the

valves are just adhering at the apex, while in the lowest they have
fallen off, leaving the replum with the septum stretched across it.

The seeds often remain closely applied to the septum, but here have
fallen away.

In the radish (PI. VI, fig. ii) there is a structure formed as in the

other Crucifera;, but it does not open in the same way. It divides

off transversely, and is called a lomentaceous siliqua, a lomentum
being a variety of the legume (found in acacia), which contracts in

a similar manner.

In the crane's-bill (PI. VI, fig. 12) the carpels separate from one
another, as in the schizocarps, but each carpel also opens, and the

seed is ejected with some force by the contraction of the walls of

the carpel. The carpels remain attached by the upper part of the

withered styles.

There are a number of dehiscent fruits called " capsules," and
they are classified according to their mode of dehiscence.

In the pink family we have a partial dehiscence by means of teeth

(PI. VII, fig. 13). Fruits of the campions, if found in wet weather

in the winter, will be seen to have these teeth meeting together, but

as they dry they open out again.

A number of capsules with complete dehiscence split open
longitudinally. This splitting may occur in three ways—either

down the middle of each cell, or at the line of juncture of the several

cells, or the outer walls may separate, leaving the seeds attached to

a central axis, or to walls radiating from it.

In the tulip (PI. VII, fig. 14) there are three cells, one of which

is seen with the dehiscence down the middle, which represents the

dorsal suture.

The box (PI. VII, fig. 15) is another example of this type.

Shortly after bringing some of the specimens home I heard the

seeds, which are smooth and wedge-shaped, dropping all about the

room as they were shot out to some distance by the contraction of

the walls of the fruits.

The fruit of the horse-diestnut is a further example of the same
type. A seed can be seen (PI. VII, fig. 16) with the large hilum

or area by which it was attached to the placenta.

In the violet (PI. VII, fig. 17) we have a one-celled fruit formed
from three carpels, and it opens along the lines of the dorsal sutures.
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As the valves dry their edges come together and the seeds are

squeezed out with some force and projected, just as a boy squeezing

an orange pip between his finger and thumb shoots it across the

room. In one case all the seeds have been squeezed out, and the

sides of the valve, or rather the contiguous halves of the neighbouring

carpels, are in contact.

In the flax (PI. VII, fig. i8) the carpels open first along the

dorsal suture, and then separate from each other along the line of

juncture of the carpels, and we thus get twice as many divisions as

the number of carpels.

When the walls of the carpels split away so as to leave a central

part to which the seeds are attached, we get the third form of

dehiscence. In the convolvulus (PI. VII, fig. 19) two of the fruits

have not yet opened. One has the outer walls splitting off, the

seeds remaining in the angles of the radiating walls, while in the

other the outer walls and seeds have fallen away.

The fruit of Streptocarpus (PI. VII, fig. 20), a plant I came
across in a friend's greenhouse, struck me as being very peculiar at

first, as having a spiral dehiscence. However, on examination one
sees that the carpels form a spire, and the dehiscence is simply

longitudinal. One fruit is not yet ripe, but shows the line of

dehiscence, while the other is fully developed.

Dehiscence, instead of being longitudinal as in the previous

examples, may be transverse. The fruit in this case is called a

pyxidium. In the henbane (PI. VII, fig. 21) we have a good
example of this. The lowest fruit is surrounded by the persistent

calyx. In the next two, half of the calyx has been cut away, showing
the complete fruit in the upper one, and in the lower one the lid

has fallen off.

Another pretty example is seen in the pimpernel (PI. VII, fig. 22).

Two of the fruits are complete; in one the lid has nearly fallen off,

while in another it has gone, exposing the seeds, which are attached

to a free central placenta.

Other capsules open by means of pores. In the poppy (PL VIII,

fig. 23) these are formed just beneath the flat stigmatic surface.

Thus we have a sort of pepper-pot arrangement that allows the loose

seeds inside to be occasionally scattered when the stem is shaken
violently by the wind, or jarred by some animal brushing against it.

In the snap-dragon (PI. VIII, fig. 24) three pores may be seen

towards the apex of the capsule.

The capsule is, strictly speaking, a superior fruit. In the iris

(PI. VIII, fig. 25) we have a fruit which only differs from this in

being inferior, and to distinguish it from a true capsule it is some-
times called a diplotegia. The dehiscence is down the middle of the

carpel, or along the dorsal suture.

In the evening primrose (PI. VIII, fig. 26) we have another

inferior fruit, but in this case the valves separate from each other and
from the central axis.
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The fruit of Campanula is, again, inferior, and the dehiscence is

by pores. In one species (PI. VIII, fig. 27) the fruits stand up-

right, and it will be seen that the pores are near their apex. In

another species (PI. VIII, fig. 28) the pores are right at the base,

and if the fruits were upright as in the previous case, the seeds would
all run out as soon as they were liberated on ripening. However,

it will be noticed that the stems have bent round, so that the seeds

are only liberated when the plant is shaken. This brings me to the

end of the dry fruits.

We come now to consider the succulent fruits.

These are produced by the walls of the ovary becoming more or

less juicy or fleshy. Sometimes we can distinguish three layers

or regions in this wall. For example, in a plum we have the

outer tough skin, then a fleshy layer, and finally a hard layer, the

stone, enclosing the seed. Such a fruit is called a drupe or stone

fruit.

In the almond we have a slightly different arrangement of the

walls of the fruit. The two outer layers previously mentioned, which

are not well differentiated as in the plum, form an outer coat, and
this splits along the ventral suture (PI. VIII, fig. 29), and later on
falls off, leaving exposed the innermost layer or stone (PI. VIII, fig.

30). This is not a real dehiscence of the fruit, as the seed is not

liberated, but remains enclosed in the stone which is part of the wall

of the carpel.

The walnut is not a true drupe as it is inferior, and it is formed

from an originally compound ovary, but it is very similar to the

drupe in its composition.

In the bramble the separate carpels develop into little drupes or

drupels.

The berry is familiar as the fruit of the gooseberry and currant.

Here we have the tough outer layer or skin, with the two inner layers,

together with the placentas on which the seeds are formed, as the

succulent inner portion. Here the hard bodies in the interior are

the seeds.

Although a true berry is an inferior fruit the name "berry" is applied

to many fruits of a pulpy nature, such as we find in the deadly night-

shade, etc.

The fruits of the rose present a little difficulty. The hip (PL VIII,

fig. 31) is really a concave fleshy receptacle which bears the carpels.

The longitudinal section shows the true fruits, which should be

described as achenes ; so the hips are not fruits, but contain these

in their interior.

The apple presents a somewhat similar difficulty, but here the

carpels, instead of being free, are united together and are enclosed

in the fleshy tube of the calyx.

When we come to the conifers we find a good deal of difference

among authorities as to the morphology of the different structures.

There is no closed ovary, and opinions are divided as to whether we
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should consider the cone as a spurious fruit formed from a single

flower, or as a collection of fruits.

In the pine (PI. VIII, fig. 32) we get a cone, consider it what
we may, and we can distinguish a variety of the cone which is of a

globular shape as a galbulus, such as is found in the cypress (PI.

VIII, fig. 33)-

In the yew there is a naked seed whose base is surrounded by a

fleshy cup or aril, so it cannot properly be called a fruit at all.

In the above notes I have tried to point out the differences and
peculiarities of a number of fruits, and have given illustrations of

them. However, in the study of Nature an acquaintance with only

the pictures and descriptions of natural objects is of little value. We
want to come into contact with the things themselves, to watch how
they grow and develop, to see them in their natural environment, and
to note the part they take in it and the effect of the environment on
them. Fruits cannot be studied from pictures of them, neither can
their full lessons be learnt from the dried specimens which we pre-

serve. These tell a part of their story, and an interesting one. In

well-chosen examples we may get specimens which illustrate the

various changes which go on in the formation, ripening and opening
of the different varieties of fruits, and we may record passing stages by
drawing or photography ; but we must watch these changes going on
in the living plants themselves, and notice the small gradual progress

which goes on in the production of those stages which leave their

permanent record behind.

Nature study, like charity, should begin at home, and whatever
branch we take up, we should first study those examples which are

nearest to us, at our own doors.

I cannot pretend to have exhausted anything like all the interest

of the study of fruits, but if I have done anything to awaken the

enthusiasm of any who have previously seen little of interest in the

subject, it will not have been in vain.
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Our Authorities : an Introduction to the Early

Literature of Entomology.

By Hy. J. Turner, F.E.S. Read September 2 7^rd, 1909.

Part II.

At the end of my former paper * on " Our Authorities," reference

was made to the " dozens of workers of repute in entomology who
lived and wrote in the earlier half of the nineteenth century." It

occurred to me that a summary of what the chief of these workers
did, coupled with an exhibit of the more interesting books, might
form the subject of one of our evening meetings of this present

session.

Hence these few notes, culled from various sources, and illustrated

with numerous books, which a number of our members, at my sugges-

tion, are very kindly exhibiting to-night.

As we get nearer to our own times it becomes increasingly more
difficult to select authors for comment, on account of the multi-

plicity of workers of more or less repute, and of the necessity for

those workers to concentrate their energies upon restricted sections

of the Insecta.

Looking to our own country first, we find that in 1803 was
published a thin volume entitled " Lepidoptera Britannica," by A. H.
Haworth. This was succeeded in the next twenty years or so by
three similar volumes, the whole work being described as "a mono-
graph the most complete, most learned, and most useful ever pub-
lished on the entomology of Britain." Haworth described from
Nature, and he described well. He possessed large collections ot

all orders of insects, both British and foreign—a splendid basis for

description and for comparison. Not only was he an admirable

entomologist, but his botanical knowledge and work was of no mean
order. He possessed a large collection of living succulent plants,

and his memoirs on certain groups, including one on the Mesembry-
anthemum, are almost classical works in botany. Many of his

specimens of insects still exist in our national collections, having

been purchased by Stephens, whose collections are now in the British

Museum (Natural History), South Kensington.

Then we have two illustrious and laborious describers and syste-

matists, working simultaneously, but not always in harmony—-Curtis

and Stephens.

Curtis was originally an artist, and drifted from drawing insects to

the study of their habits, forms, and relationships. Between 1824

* " Proc. South Lond. Ent. and Nat. Hist. Soc," 1907-8, pp. 1-7.
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and 1840 there appeared his great work in sixteen volumes, "British

Entomology," which is universally considered to contain some of the

best entomological figures in existence. The work does not treat of

all species, but comprises illustrations and descriptions of the various

genera of all orders of insects, many of the plates portraying life-

histories being noteworthy works of art. Later in his life he brought

out a comprehensive and valuable work, " Farm Insects : the Natural

History and Economy of Insects Injurious to the Field Crops ot

Great Britain," a book equally well illustrated. He passed through

the Chair of the Entomological Society of London.
James Francis Stephens, even as a lad, was an enthusiastic collector

of insects. At the early age of sixteen he began to prepare a catalogue

of British insects. His chief work was " Illustrations of British Ento-

mology : a Synopsis of Indigenous Insects," which was published

from 1827-1846. The intention was to describe and classify all

known British species, but this idea was never completed. Perhaps

that portion (four volumes) comprising the Lepidoptera is the most
complete section. These four volumes are one of the best systematic

works on our Lepidoptera that we have. Still, there is much that is

superficial and erroneous, descriptions, etc., being incorporated from

untrustworthy sources, without comparison and verification. His
" Manual of British Coleoptera," although now completely out of

date, for many years served its purpose. In 1829 the work he had
commenced as a boy was completed— " A Systematical Catalogue of

British Insects," enumerating more than 10,000 indigenous species.

Although a Government official he wrote extensively for magazines,

natural histories, society transactions, and assisted in the arrange-

ment of the British Museum collections. We are told that he was
a most estimable man, throwing open his huge collections and his

library to every entomologist, and imparting information to one and
all with the utmost readiness. At his death, in 1852, his collections

went to the British Museum ; his extensive library came into the

possession of Stainton, and now, through the liberality of Mrs.

Stainton, many of these historic volumes are on the shelves of the

Entomological Society of London. Possibly nothing did more,

during the first half of the nineteenth century, to aid the progress

of the study of entomology than the genial sociability of James
Francis Stephens.

Most of the works on entomology up to the middle of the nine-

teenth century, even those of a popular character, were expensive,

and consequently limited in tiieir circulation. It was not until

1856, when Stainton commenced to issue his "Manual of British

Butterflies and Moths " in threepenny monthly parts, that a book
scientifically accurate, and at the same time cheap and popular in

form, was issued. Stainton was a man of independent means, and,

like Stephens, threw open liis collections and library, and freely

imparted his knowledge to one and all who were interested in his

favourite study. Especially did he welcome the beginner, "tyro," as
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he used to call him, recognising the fact that to the younger genera-

tion must we look for an advance on the progress of the older.

Stainton devoted his energies mainly to the British Micro-lepidoptera,

so-called, and to him we are indebted for the thirteen beautifully

illustrated volumes, "The Natural History of the Tineina." Early

appreciating the fact that much careful work had been done by the

German-speaking peoples of Europe, he placed himself in very

friendly communion with many of the leading students in the study

of the smaller Lepidoptera on the Continent. Hence many observa-

tions were made in this country suggested by what had been done
by his friends abroad, and his own independent observations were
often confirmed by similar ones made by his co-workers. Only by
most careful and systematic methods was he able to get through the

huge amount of work he undertook. In addition to the various

books he wrote, the production and editing of periodical literature

absorbed much of his energies. "The Entomologist's Annual," for

twenty years a record of work done in various orders ;
" The Ento-

mologist's Weekly Intelligencer" for some years; the "Entomolo-
gist's Monthly Magazine " from 1864 onwards kept him continuously

working. Still he found time to compile a book on "' South European
I'inei/ia" and another on the " Tineina of N. America," as well as

to make several journeys to the Alps of Switzerland. No one man
ever did more to advance the study of the Micro-lepidoptera, especi-

ally from the natural history side.

Perhaps I ought not to omit some mention of Douglas, one of the

collaborators with Stainton in "The Natural History of tlie Tineina^''

and a great helper in the conduct of tlie periodical literature he
was responsible for. In the sixties he forsook the study of the

Lepidoptera, and henceforward to the various sections of the Hemi-
ptera the remainder of his very long life was devoted. In conjunction

with John Scott a volume of the Ray Society Series was produced,
comprising life-histories of the British species of Hemiptera-Hetero-
ptera, which was superior in every way to anything hitherto attempted
in this order. At his death the whole of his notes, excer|jts, etc.,

came into the possession of the Entomological Society, and almost a

shelf in their library is devoted to this handsome bequest. He was
the author of that interesting little book, "The World of Insects."

Turning to those whose fame rests chiefly on their skill and
success in delineating the objects of their admiration, we must, in

order of time, first speak of Donovan. He was a most indefatigable

artist, but without any power of appreciating the scientific progress

of the time, hence his fame rests entirely on his illustrations.

"British Insects," "Insects of New Holland, etc.," "Insects of

China," "Insects of India," "British Birds," "British Shells,"

" British Fishes," and many others, are still considered as of value to

connoisseurs, and contain the first published figures of many species.

Some of his figures are perfect gems of colour. Curiously, his

" Insects of India" are not Indian, but S. American or African species.
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Other writers of less merit brought out periodical illustrated

parts of " Miscellanies," with figures of any object of Natural History

as it came to hand. Swainson's " Zoological Illustrations " is an
example. His figures of shells were very beautifully executed.

Wood's " Index Entomologicus," issued in 1833-39, ^^^^ the first

attempt made to figure all the known species of British Lepidoptera.

This book consists of a series of plates of coloured figures, all of

which are reduced to a uniform size. The figures and colouring

were good, and the book still has a good market value. The letter-

press was a mere catalogue, with localities.

Doubleday (Edward) and Hewitson issued two folio volumes of

coloured plates of Butterflies from 1846 to 1852, entitled "Genera
of Diurnal Lepidoptera " ; and Hewitson, with the assistance of

W. W. Saunders, Prof. Westwood, and others, subsequently pub-

lished five volumes of "Exotic Butterflies" from 1851 to 1857, and
a volume of " Lycsenidas " in 1878. These volumes contain a very

large number of figures of butterflies, a considerable proportion of

which represent species obtained by Bates and Wallace on the

Amazon, Wallace in the Malay Archipelago, and Buckley in Ecuador
and Bolivia. The huge, rich, and unrivalled collections of Hewitson
were bequeathed to the British Museum, and those of us who
frequent the lower regions of that building have seen the richly

carved cabinets which contained them.

John Obadiah Westwood. No summary would be complete, even

partially, without mention of this remarkable man. Living to the

ripe age of 87, for more than sixty years his name was always to

the fore in entomology. Not only did he study all orders of insects

deeply, but he found time to do good and lasting work among
the Crustacea. His post of Professor of Zoology in the Uni-
versity of Oxford and his Curatorship of the Hope Museum kept

him in touch with all that was being done. Of his writings, from

their purely scientific aspect, his '' Modern Classification of Insects "

is undoubtedly the most enduring. Although published in 1839,
it still maintains much of its scientific value. His delight was
to produce books that were beautifully illustrated, and during his

long career but few works of any pretention, no new edition of any
old work of value was produced, unless Prof. Westwood had some
part in its production. Not only had he a facile pen, but his pencil

showed what a skilful hand was behind it. Moses Harris' " Aure-
lian," Donovan's works, Drury's works. Wood's " Index," and many
others were re-issued with his assistance. Up to the year 1862,

thirty years before his death, Hagen gives a list of 379 books,

articles, papers, etc., produced by him. In fact his knowledge was
encyclopaedic, and his power for work herculean. In the spread of

general scientific knowledge of insect forms he was possibly more
instrumental than any one man has been or even could be again.

In 181 5 was published the first volume of " Elements of Ento-

mology " by Messrs. Kirby and Spence ; the fourth and last appeared
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in 1826. These volumes consist of a series of "Letters" from one
friend to another discoursing upon the habits and structure of insects

in a chatty and attractive manner. The work is replete with an
enormous number of observations taken from practically all the best

books of natural science hitherto issued. Many editions have been
published. Most public and private libraries of the early part of the

century contained a copy, and for many years it was the popular

natural history of insects.

Others we might mention, had we time, such as Samouelle, who
wrote "The Entomologist's Useful Compendium," a book par-

ticularly adapted for collectors, the forerunner of Merrin, etc.
;

Duncan, who wrote and illustrated numerous volumes in Jardine's

Naturalist's Library, a cheap and popular series of books ; Rennie,

whom Stephens charged with piracy of his works, issued a small

pocket-book, "Conspectus of British Butterflies and Moths." This

last is remarkable for the English names of ingenious manufacture
applied to every species, even of the micros.

We must now leave authors of our own country and turn to the

continent. Hiibner we have already spoken of in eulogistic terms.

His splendid work was continued in the first two decades of the

century, and after his death, in 1826, it was carried on by Geyer and
Herrich-Schaffer. The letterpress was almost nil, but the plates

were in hundreds and exquisite in their delicate accuracy.

In 1807 appeared the first of a long series of seventeen volumes
commenced by Ochsenheimer, an actor of Vienna, who had already

written a small work on the " Moths of Saxony." Mutual objects of

study drew to him a much younger actor, and a most energetic

student of Nature, Treitschke ; together they collected insects,

together they worked on the stage, and together they studied when
work was over ; but, after four volumes were issued, the elder man
died, in 18 16, and at short intervals other volumes were brought out

by Treitschke, until we get the seventeenth in 1835. At the time

they formed a companion letterpress to Hiibner's plates, and contain

much that is original and of permanent value. "The Butterflies of

Europe " was for years a standard work.

Herrich-Schaffer, a doctor of Ratisbon, who had assisted Geyer to

complete what Hiibner had le(t unfinished, afterwards issued a series

of six volumes, from 1843 to 1856, supplementary to Hiibner's

works. This work was a thoroughly good systematic natural history

of every known species of Lepidoptera indigenous to the continent of

Europe, illustrated with hundreds of plates, for the main part figuring

species and forms not on Hiibner's plates. The colouring and the

figures generally, although not quite equal to Hiibner's, leave little

to be desired. The analyses and classification suggest that the

scientific work of Herrich-Schaffer was of a high order, and the test

of time has proved it so.

The father of the modern study of the Micro-lepidoptera un-

doubtedly is Prof. Zeller, of Glogau, Germany, and I am indebted
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to our President for the following particulars of his life and work,

abstracted from the " Stett. Ent. Zeit," 1883, pp. 405-418.
Phillip Christoph Zeller was born in 1808. After his university

career he became a teacher at Glogau, where he remained till 1869,

when in consequence of chronic illness he retired and settled near

Stettin. In 1883 he died of heart failure at the age of 75. When
only fifteen years old Zeller began an entomological diary, but it

appears that he did not publish anything till 1838, when an article

on the Lepidoptera mentioned by Reaumur appeared in Oken's "Isis."

In the same publication the year following (1839) was printed one
of Zeller's most famous masterpieces, "An Attempt at the Natural

Classification of the Tineiua." It is almost impossible for living

entomologists to properly appreciate this paper of Zeller's, because

they can hardly understand the chaotic condition of ideas on the

Tijieina held by the entomologists at the beginning of the nineteenth

century. In 1844 Zeller was collecting in Italy and Sicily, and his

doings are chronicled in the "Isis" for 1847. In 1846 the Stettin

Entomological Society began publishing that important work known
as the " Linn^a Entomologica," the first volume of which contained

monographic articles by Zeller on Lithocolletis and Eudo?-ea. These
were followed by similar articles on other families of the Tiiieina and
Fyra/idiiia, that on the genus Coieophora appearing in 1849. The
revision of the Plerophoiidce appeared in 1852. In this year Zeller,

in company of Dr. Dohrn, visited England, both of them staying with

Stainton at Lewisham. Stainton arranged visits to Charlton sand-

pit. West Wickham Wood, Mickleham, and Sanderstead, and also to

Prof. Westwood at Hammersmith, and to Henry Doubleday at

Epping. It is to be feared, however, that, as Stainton says, Zeller

did not much enjoy this visit on account of the "water-feeling," as

he called it, that he acquired on his passage from Ostend to Dover,

and also from his strange antipathy to the smell of camphor. Three
years later Stainton returned this visit, staying at Glogau with Zeller,

and at Stettin with Dr. Dohrn. In this year (1855) also appeared

the first volume of the " Natural History of the Tineina" by Stainton,

Douglas. Zeller, and Frey, Zeller writing the German and Latin

texts. Zeller spent June and July in 1867 in Carinthia. In each of

the years 1871, 1873, ^.nd 1875, he spent about two months in the

neighbourhood of Bergiin in Switzerland. During these and later

years he wrote several articles on " Exotic Micro-lepidoptera."

Zeller's collections are in the British Museum, and with them
are included some of his books, which are carefully annotated with

beautifully coloured drawings and neatly written notes, supple-

mentary to what he had published.

Fischer von Roslerstamm, of Bohemia, in 1834 and secj., brought

out a most valuable work on about a hundred species of European
Lepidoptera, illustrated with magnificent plates, also as a supplement
to the work of Hiibner. They are chiefly devoted to micros, and
the finish and accuracy are exquisite.
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Ratzeburg, of Berlin, is another of the earher specialists. His

life's work was the production of the huge book on " Forest Insects,"

dealing with all orders and figuring many species in various stages.

For many years this was the standard work of reference throughout

Europe for all those connected with forestry. It has gone through

many editions.

As worthy successors to Linne and Fabricius in the Scandinavian

Peninsular we get Zetterstedt and Tengstrom. Zetterstedt, a Swede,

published in 1840 a monograph of tlie " Insects of Lapland," a good

foundation for work in the far north. Tengstrom was a native of

Finland, and in 1847 published an account of the Lepidoptera of his

native land, a work containing much original observation, more
particularly valuable as coming from a region practically unknown
and difficult of access. Some twenty years later he published a

" Catalogue of Finland Lepidoptera," with notes.

The turmoil of the early nineteenth century was not conducive to

much earnest systematic study on the Continent. People of all

ranks had as much as they could do to live, and very little time and

opportunity could be utilised m the study of zoology. Particularly

was this so in France. Still, as the century proceeded we get the

results of one or two indefatigable workers.

Latreille, Professor at the Paris Museum of Natural History, a

great student of all orders and a voluminous writer, was one of the

first to see that the work of Linnaaus, on account of the vast increase

in the number of species known, must be modified. He saw that

characters important in one group were of only secondary impor-

tance in other groups. Linne had considered wings as affording the

best characters. Latreille employed dissection in all his work, and

his collection of preparations of coleopterous insects, with his notes

and sketches, were secured for the Hope Museum at Oxford, where

they may be still seen.

In 1820 Godart commenced his " Natural History of the Lepido-

ptera of France," which at his death was continued by Duponchel,

and completed in fifteen volumes in 1842. For many years it was

the standard work in France. The letterpress is fairly good, but the

plates certainly do not reach the perfection of those of Hiibner.

Uuponchel supplemented this by an illustrated work on the " Larvae

of European Lepidoptera."

Boisduval amassed a huge collection, and about the same period

as Duponchel was issuing his " Lepidoptera of France " was bringing

out a work on the larvae, and in 1844 wrote an important classifica-

tory "Catalogue of the Lepidoptera of Europe." Previously to this

he had published a series of plates of European Lepidoptera, but,

on the whole, although his knowledge of species was most extensive,

he but little appreciated the value of characters from a systemic

point of view.

One of the most valuable additions to the study of European

Heterocera was the work of Guenee, who, in continuation of Bois-
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duval's work, from 1852-57 wrote six volumes, comprising the

Noctuids, Deltoides and Pyrales, Uranides and Phalenites. With his

classification of the first of these groups, the Noctuids, many of us

are familiar practically, since it formed the basis of the famous
" Doubleday List." The Noctuids were divided into groups and
families, and many genera were founded. Although the work was

well done it was much over-estimated, especially in this country.

Perhaps the best all-round entomologist France has produced was
Milliere, a member of the Society of Lyons. He was a close

observer and a splendid delineator, and for many years, at short

intervals, issued his observations on various species of Lepidoptera,

including many micros. The plates are admirably executed, and
his three volumes of " Iconography " are considered very valuable

additions to a library. They were completed in 1874.

As many present-day entomologists are studying the Lepidopterous
fauna of Switzerland mention must be made of Frey, a Professor at

Zurich. He was a great friend of Stainton, and his name appears

on the title-page of the " Natural History of the Tiiieijia," in

conjunction with those of Stainton, Zeller, and Douglas. A micro-

lepidopterist of the first order, he wrote in 1858 the "Tinea and
Pterophori of Switzerland," just in the period when lepidopterists

seemed to vie with each other in issuing books on their favourite

study, and the number of students was increasing by leaps and
bounds. Subsequently, he wrote a work on the " Lepidoptera of

Switzerland," which is to-day scarcely out of date.

In Russia the only entomologist of much importance was Prof.

Eversmann, who wrote in 1844 a work on the " Lepidopterous Fauna
of the Ural-Volga Provinces," the result of twenty-five years' residence

and observation. This work is of much value intrinsically, and also

because of its rarity, a very large proportion of the impression

having been destroyed by fire. Eversmann contributed for many years

valuable papers, monographs, etc., to the "Memoires" and "Bulletin"

of the Moscow Society of Naturalists. This periodical began as far

back as 1829, and Eversmann's first communication is dated 1831.

But my paper is growing too long. Yet it seems necessary to

note the marvellous output of entomological literature in the period

1850 to i860, the culmination of a half-century of gradually increasing

study and interest. Not only were a vast number of works of scientific

value issued, but the prices of the volumes were now by no means
exclusive, owing partly to many authors devoting their attention solely

to one order or even to only a section, partly to the spread of

education, and partly to the increasing facility of communication.
Perhaps, with your permission, a critical review of the works brought

out in and about that decade may form the subject of a future paper.

In conclusion, I wish to thank those gentlemen who, by bringing

many of the works mentioned, have so very kindly helped to make
a paper, which savours more of the study than of the green fields

and blue sky, acceptable to you.
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Ticks.

Fig. I,

—

Melupliai^ns oviniis x 8.

Fig. 2.

—

Ixodes ricimis x 13.

? nymph, dorsal view.

F"iG. 3.— Ixodes licimis x 13.

(J dorsal view.

Fig. 4.

—

Ixudes ricinns x 13. 5 dorsal view.

Fig. 5.— Ceratixodes ptitiis x 8.

^ ventral view.

Fig. 6.— Ceratixodes piifiis x 8.

$ ventral view.
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Stray Notes on Ticks.

By F. NoAD Clark. Read October i^^t/i, 1909.

I HAVE given to my paper the title "Stray Notes," because I am
unable, as, indeed, it would be no easy task even for an expert, to

illustrate and treat of the British ticks alone, much less of the many
foreign genera and species. I will therefore endeavour to interest

you with a few typical examples.

The study of ticks is an important one from the aspect of economic
zoology. Although popularly regarded as an insect it will presently

be seen that the tick is not an insect strictly speaking. In the tropics

ticks are intolerable pests to beasts, birds and reptiles, and are with-

out doubt the cause of a widespread number of diseases in cattle,

poultry, and in some instances man himself. Whether these are

conveyed by the \\cks per se, or simply as an intermediary for infec-

tion, had for some time been in doubt up till the researches of

Lounsbury, Wheler and others, who are now of opinion that specific

febrile diseases are certainly communicated to animals by their means.

As instances may be mentioned the destructive Texas cattle fever or

"redwater," East coast fever, "heart-water" in sheep and goats, and
in England " louping ill " in cattle.

The Ixodoidea form a family of the Acarina or mites, included in

the class Arachnida, of which group the spiders, scorpions and mites

form the typical examples.

It may be convenient here to give an illustration of the common
sheep tick or " ked " or " keb, " Melophngus ovinus (PI. IX, fig. i),

which is not a " true tick " but belongs to the order Diptera. When
these first appear they possess wings, but when located on a host

lose them either by biting or casting off, although while winged they

may live on birds, but it is evident to any entomologist that their

structure is very different from that of the " true ticks."

Ticks may be regarded as gigantic mites, and they pass through an
incomplete metamorphosis from egg*(Pl. X, fig. 2) to larva (six-legged),

nymph (PI. IX, fig. 2), and adult (eight-legged). They are brown to

brown-black in colour and are in shape a more or less flattened oval,

according to the genus. The body is partly covered by a hard
shield, and has a false head or capitulum which carries two
palpi and the mouth organs, consisting of a hard transparent chiti-

nous labium, or hypostome provided with a tube for sucking blood

* The &%% is spherical in shape and of a yellowish-brown colour. Fig. 2 of

Plate X illustrates the method by which the larva emerges, the shell being
split open from apex to base.
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from the host and armed with recurved teetli. On each side of the

hypostome are the mandibles or chelifers, also barbed. The whole
constitutes the rostrum (PI. X, fig. 3), and is highly developed even
in the earliest stage after hatching. It will thus be gathered that the

food of the tick is exclusively the blood of the host. Eyes are present

in some genera and not in others, or else a*re rudimentary. Respira

tion is said to be tracheal, and on each side of the body near the

fourth pair of legs there is a spiracle or peritreme, with a central

stigma (PI. X, fig. 5), though why this is absent in the larval stage

is not quite clear.

The sexual organ of the female is situated far forward, between
the leg bases, and is absent in both larval and pupal stages.

The reproductive organs of the male 1 will refer to later on. The
anus is situated lower down on the ventral surface and surrounded
in part by a groove, the contour of which is an important factor in

determining genera and species, as to whether this groove encircles

the anus in front or behind. The second pair of legs is the shortest,

as the fourth pair is the longest. The feet have two claws, and in

the young a membranous pad or pulvillus. On the tarsus of the

first pair of legs there is a structure called Haller's organ (PI. X,

fig. 4), whose function is little understood, but is supposed to be the

seat of some special sense of touch, hearing, or smell. The integu-

ment has a curiously striated appearance under a high power.

The super-family of the Ixodoidea comprises the families Arga-

sidce and Ixodidte^ the distinguishing features of which are mainly

as follow :

In the IxodidiB the dorsal surface of the male, except for a narrow

margin, is covered by a shield or scutum, which prevents any large

degree of distension, whilst in the female (which is the larger) it is

a small patch on the anterior part of the dorsum, the rest of the body
being capable of enormous distension after feeding (PI. X, fig. i).

In the Argasidce there is no scutum, the body being covered by a

more or less horny integument.

Other differences are as follow :

ArgasidcE. Ixodidcc.

Sexual dimorphism . . Slight . Marked.

Capitulum . . . Ventral, . Anterior,

under shield . projecting beyond shield.

Scutum .... Absent . Present.

Festoons (or abdominal
margins) . . . Absent . Generally present.

Spiracles.... Very small . Large.

Legs .... Without spurs . With spurs.

Pad or pulvillus . . Absent . Present.

The Argasidce are much larger than the Ixodidce, live several years,

feed moderately, lay a few eggs in small batches, have two or more
nymphal stages, and moult frequently, whilst the Ixodidce do not live

more than two years ; the females, as before mentioned, when gorged
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are much distended in size, with the coxae widely separated, lay a

single large batch of eggs, and moult twice only, viz. when leaving

the larval and nymphal stages. The Argasidce have a flattened

appearance like that of bed-bugs, are mostly found in warm climates,

and are nocturnal in habits.

The life-history of a tick is sharply divided between a free and a

parasitical existence. In the first stage it can live without a host for

long periods. Mr. Wheler records a case of a headless female of

Ixodes rid/iHS, lacking all the mouth organs, surviving for over a year

in captivity, and eventually lost sight of.

Of the Argasidce the genus Argas has six well-established species

—persicus, transgariepinus, hru7npti^ cequa/is, rejiexiis, and vesper-

tilionis. The two latter are British.

The genus Ornithodoros has no indigenous British species, and

comprises the following : savignyi, tnoidmta, coriacei/s, iiiricata^

ialaje, pavimeiitosus, er?-aticus, tholozaiii, lahore7isis, furcosjis, and

megni?ii.

Argas persicus is a well-known species, and widely cosmopolitan.

It lays eggs in batches in cracks and crevices of walls, about a week

after feeding, in warm weather, and hatching begins in three weeks.

It has been known to live three and a half years in captivity. Its

bite is dangerous to man, one fatal case being recorded after twenty-

four hours. It makes serious ravages on fowls, masses of persicus

being found under the wings, causing rapid death of the host. The
remedies applied for their destruction are kerosene, turpentine, hot

coal tar, and burning the habitats.

Argas reflexus infests pigeons, hiding in the pigeon-coops, and in

cracks of walls and wood-work, and attacking at night. Its habitats

are Europe and North Africa.

Argas vespertilionis has been found in England, parasitical on

bats.

Ornithodoros savignyi, known in South Africa as the "tampan," is

closely related to A. persicus, and is a great pest to man and animals,

frequenting the native huts.

Of the family Ixodidce. the group Ixodcc comprises the genera

Ixodes, Ceratixodes, Eschatocephaliis, Aponomma, Amb/yomma, and-

Hyalonwia.

Of the group Rhipicephalce we have the genera Rhipicephalus,

Hoemaphysalis, and Derinacentor.

Professor Neumann describes over sixty species of the genus

Ixodes.

I. ricinus is the best known of our British species, and is

commonly called the "grass-tick." It was named reduvius by Leach.

The investigations of Mr. E. G. Wheler, late of Alnwick, have proved

conclusively that this tick is the cause of " louping ill " in sheep, the

symptoms of which are loss of muscular power, cramp, trembling,

paroxysms, reeling, etc. The adult male (PI. IX, fig. 3), is about
2
"35 mm. to 2-80 mm, in length, the female (PI. IX, fig. 4) from
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3 mm. when fasting, to lo mm. long by 6"5o mm. wide when fully

distended. It lays its eggs on herbage and attacks sheep, goats,

cattle, and deer.

/. hexagoHHS, another British species, is found on stoats, ferrets,

and hedgehogs, and /. tenuirosti-is, a smaller species, on voles.

Ceratixodes is a new genus with one species only

—

C. pictus. The
female (PI. IX, fig. 6) was described by Cambridge in 1879 as

Ixodes pictus, Hyalomma puta, and Ixodes borealis (Kramer and
Neumann). The male (PI. IX, fig. ^) I. Jii?ibriati/s {K.x. and Nn.)

was then identified by Neumann to be the consort of /. pictus,

and it may be remembered that I was instrumental in establishing

the identity of the two species in 1902, specimens of which I

exhibited at a meeting of the Society. Neumann subsequently

described this male under a new genus

—

Ceratixodes. Mr. Hewett,

of York, found the specimens on cliffs frequented by guillemots.

The male is certainly the most remarkable of the British ticks, on
account of the extreme sexual dimorphism exhibited. The marginal

brushes at the posterior end of the abdomen are found only in the

male (PI. X, fig. 6).

Of Eschatocephaliis seven species are described. E. vespertilionis

has been found in Britain and is widely distributed on the Continent.

OS. Apotioiiwia \yN&\s& species are described, but none as British.

Amblyomma has eighty-six species, but none British. A. hebrceufn,

the South African " bout " or variegated tick, is the carrier of " heart-

water" in sheep and goats, and is said to lay as many as 17,000

eggs.

Hyalomma has three species described by Neumann, one of which
{syriacicni) I took from a tortoise and exhibited at a meeting of the

Society in 1899. H. egyptiioii, the "striped-leg" or "bout-leg"
tick, is found at the Cape. It has about thirty synonyms, and is

probably known all over Africa and the greater part of Asia.

Of the group Rhipicephalce the genus Rhipicephalus has twenty-

three species, mostly African. They are identified with tick and
Texas fever ; the species decoloratics is the " blue tick " and evertsi

the " red tick." Siimcs and appendiculatus convey East Coast fever.

Hamaphysalis has twenty-two species. H. putictata has been
taken in England on a hedgehog. Dermacentor has seventeen

species ; one species, reticulatus, is British, and found occasionally on
sheep. The specimens exhibited came from Mr. Pocock, of Revel-

stoke, Devon. It is probably an imported species.

The Amblyomma, Hyalomma, Rhipicephalus, and Dermacentor are

genera in which eyes are present.

In the pairing of the sexes there is considerable doubt as to the

method of copulation in ticks, but most observers agree that insertion

of the mouth organs of the male into the orifice of the female takes

place at the time of coition. Mr. R. T. Lewis, at the Quekett Club
in 1900, communicated some interesting observations he had made
as to the existence of two organs at the base of the hypostome in
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Ixodes ricinus, which conveyed the impression that these were

possibly the organs by means of which impregnation took place.

Lounsbury says that R. decoloratus remain in coitus several days, and
in the case of A. hebrmtm^ a male remained attached to a female

almost a full year.

The process of egg-laying is no less remarkable, and both Messrs.

Wheler and R. T. Lewis have contributed excellent descriptions of

oviposition by ticks. No less than 2050 eggs laid by one female

ricitius were counted by the former.

The literature of the ticks is fairly extensive. Andrew Murray, in

his "Economic Entomology (Aptera)," 1876, deals with the better

known species ; Mr. C. P. Lounsbury, Cape Government entomo-
logist, is an acknowledged authority ; Dr. G. H. F. Nuttall and
Cecil Warburton have in hand a monograph of the Ixodoidea, which
promises to be an exhaustive work on the subject ; Professor L. G.
Neumann, of Toulouse, is the recognised continental authority ; and
Mr. E. G. Wheler's very complete work on the "British Ticks,"

published in 1906, is a standard book of reference. It is to the

latter gentlemen I am indebted for the loan of material and some
of the slides for the purpose of this paper. Mr. Harry Moore has

also kindly lent me some of the specimens I am handing round.
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Notes on the Diptera.

By H. W. Andrews, F.E.S. Read October 28///, 1909.

I PROPOSE to-night to make some general remarks about the

Diptera which may perhaps attract a recruit or two to the slowly

growing numbers of British Dipterists, by pointing out some of the

various ways whereby the study of this order may be approached.

The Diptera is one of the " neglected " orders. The word " flies
"

brings to the mind of the non-entomological public the annoyance of

house-fly and bluebottle, with, perhaps, thoughts of daddy-longlegs

and gnats; and, judging from my own- experience, it does not repre-

sent very much more to the average lepidopterist. As a matter of

fact it yields to none of the other orders of insects in importance ; it

contains some of the most highly specialized forms, judging from the

completeness of their metamorphoses, that exist among insects ; it

exhibits extreme variety in structure and habits; and one has only to

recall such terms as the Hessian fly, malaria and mosquitoes,

sleeping-sickness, and the tse-tse fly to realise how large a part the

Diptera play in economic entomology. It is one of the larger orders

in point of numbers ; a total of over 40,000 described species was

mentioned by Dr. Sharp in "Cambridge Natural History," published

in 1899,* and it is probable that this number will have to be greatly

extended. In the British list of between 2000 and 3000, new species

are recorded every year, and it is probably due to the scarcity of

workers that additions are not made more rapidly.

An examination of the external forms of the Diptera will give some
idea of the remarkable variation and modification of structure that

obtain within the limits of the order. As might be expected in an

order containing such a large number of aerial species, the eyes are

a very prominent feature, in some genera taking up the greater part

of the head space. There are, as a rule, three small ocelli, but the

facetted eyes are of much more importance ; they are often hairy,

more so perhaps in the males than in the females, and in some
species are banded or otherwise marked with bright colours during

life. In the males of the genus Bibio the eyes are distinctly separated

into two portions with different-sized facets ; this division of the

facets is found in many other species, though not quite so promi-

nently, and like the hairiness, is usually confined to the males. A
similar arrangement of facets is found in certain dragon-flies, and it

has been supposed that the insect obtains a double vision as it were,

* " Insects," part ii, p. 438.
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the larger upper facets giving a wider range and the lower ones a
more distinct view of close objects. A fact to be noted in connec-

tion with the prominence of the eyes is the extreme mobility of the

whole head, which is only attached to the thorax by a very slender

neck, thus giving scope for wide range of movement. There is an
extraordinary tropical family {Diopsidce) which has the side of the

head produced into two horns, each bearing an eye and an antenna at

the extremity. I recollect that when some specimens were being

exhibited at a meeting of the Entomological Society the question of

the use of this arrangement cropped up, but beyond the suggestion

that the fly was able to see on both sides of a leaf at once no reason

was brought forward for this strange modification. The antennae are

very variable within certain broad limits. In the Nemocera (daddies,

gnats, etc.) the antennae consist, as the name implies, of a varying

number of joints arranged in a thread-like form, the usual insect type
;

but in the other two great divisions of the order, the Brachycera and
the Atherkera, they are formed quite differently, there being, as a

rule, two short basal segments and a larger third one, the flagellum,

which frequently has a slender bristle attached, called the arista.

The arista may be plumose or bare, terminal, dorsal, or altogether

wanting, and the proportionate size of the three joints may also vary

considerably, with the result that much use is made of the antennae

in classification. The mouth-parts are variously adapted for the

purposes of suction. To take two types, I suppose all are familiar

with the enlargements of the mouth-parts of the house-fly and the

piercing apparatus of the mosquitoes. In the CEstridcB or bot-flies

the mouth-parts are atrophied in the imago. The palpi are of impor-

tance from the point of view of classification, and the proboscis,

though sometimes jointed and doubled back and sometimes perma-
nently extended, is never coiled as in the Lepidoptera.

The legs are quite as variable as the antennae. They are found
modified for purposes of sexual ornamentation, especially in the

DolichopodidiB, furnished with strong bristles and spines in some
predacious Diptera, and with extremely delicate " touch hairs " in

other species. It is often possible to name the family of a specimen
from the legs alone without other aid.

The body varies from the typical house-fly form to the globular

Cyriidce, the wasp-like Conopidce, and the flattened Picpipara ; it

may be bare and polished, covered with dense pubescence or with

coarse bristles, and numerous gradations exist between the different

states. The bristles and hairs of Diptera have already given rise to

a distinct form of classification known as "chfetotoxy" and are well

worth study, serving as they do for purposes of offence in the

predacious AsilidcB ; defence, possibly, in the dense, hairy covering

of some species ; cleanliness, as can be seen by anyone who watches

a house-fly cleaning itself; and ornament, as in some of the

DolichopodidcB. The wings of Diptera differ less, perhaps, than

any other portion of the external anatomy (I am not speaking now of

^
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the arrangement of veins and cells). They are usually unornamented,
though often showing handsome iridescent colours, but in some
genera, e.g. the Trypetidce, are covered with intricate patterns not

formed with scales, but pigmental. A few families, usually parasitic

in habits, are wingless. As is well known, the Diptera possess but a

single pair of wings, the place of the hind wings of other orders

being taken by a pair of small organs known as halteres, which, with

the exception of certain male Coccids, are peculiar to flies. These
small drumstick-shaped rods are of use as balancers in flight, as it

has been experimentally proved in several cases that when cut off

the insect appeared quite unable to control its movements. The
halteres are often covered by hood-like organs called squamae. The
genitalia agree with the rest of the external parts in being grea-tly

variable. The Dolichopodidce. again, as in antennae and legs, afford

the most varied examples, and it is rather curious that although

great modifications are to be observed in the males, the female

genitalia are as a rule extremely simple. The difference has been

quaintly summed up by some author with the remark that it is like

using a most complicated key to open a lock that could be easily

forced by a bent hair-pin. The foregoing remarks will show, I think,

that there is a large field here for workers in the study of morphology
alone ; excellent work has been done by Mr. Wesche in his micro-

scopic studies, but there is room for much further investigation.

The anatomy of Diptera has been thoroughly worked out in the

case of a few species, but of a few species only. I know nothing

of this branch of study myself, but the principal points appear to

be the extremely specialized arrangement of the nerve ganglia that is

found in some of the MuscidcB, the presence of large air-sacs at the

base of the abdomen, the presence of a sucking stomach as in the

Lepidoptera, the constant number of the Malpighian tubes, and
various peculiarities in the reproductive organs. The large thoracic

spiracles contain "vocal cords" which give rise to the "crying"

sound often noticed in some species when captured, and which

arises quite independently of wing movements. There are special

nervous structures situated in the joints of the antennte which have

been experimentally proved to act as olfactory organs, and others at

the base of the halteres supposed to be of an auditory character, or,

as other consider, organs of orientation.

The same remarks apply to the life-histories of Diptera as to the

internal structure. In some species, especially those whose larvae

are aquatic, the life-histories have been studied from the time of

Reaumur onwards ; but, on the other hand, little or nothing is known
of the life-histories of many other whole genera. This may be

partly due to the fact that most Diptera spend their larval existence

in concealment, and, moreover, they are often very unattractive,

being, as a rule, mere footless maggots without visible heads. The
larvce, however, fully carry out the great variability that I have
already remarked on as obtaining generally in the order. They may
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occur anywhere and everywhere ; they have been found in the

tobacco refuse of an American spittoon, in hot salt springs, in water,

in earth, mining leaves, in decaying wood, in fungi, and in filth of
all kinds. They are found in the nests of bees and ants, well known
as parasites on lepidopterous larvae, less well known perhaps as

parasites on Hemiptera and Hymenoptera. The ox, horse, ass, sheep,

and red-deer suffer from the larvae of the bot-fiies {(Estridce), and in

Africa there is a Muscid fly whose larvae are parasitic on dogs,

monkeys, and men. Fabre* has given a most interesting account of

the life-history of one of the species of the genus Anthrax, whose
larvae are parasitic on those of the mason bee. The eggs are laid on
the ground in the neighbourhood of the cemented cells of the bee.

The larva when newly hatched has the form of a hair-like worm. It

can exist seemingly without nourishment, and endeavours to attain

the interior of the bee's cell through some minute crack or crevice

in the protecting masonry. When one has succeeded it completely

changes its form, and appears in the next stage as a grub or maggot
with a sucker-like mouth, with which it absorbs the contents of the

body of the unfortunate bee-larva without injury to the delicate skin

of the latter. A further change to the pupal condition turns this

feeble grub into a robust creature, with a well-developed head armed
with thorny spines, and having the body circled with rings of strong,

backward-pointing bristles. With its armed head it breaks its way
through the cement walls of the cell, the backward-pointing bristles

preventing it from slipping back in the tunnel it makes for itself, and
finally there emerges from this spined and bristle-bearing pupa the

perfect insect, making the fifth form from the egg state, a particularly

fragile-looking fly which Fabre compares to " a morsel of down
almost as fragile as a snowflake." I should like here, though not

bearing on the subject of this paper, to testify to the great pleasure

I have experienced in reading the works of the great French
naturalist Fabre, of whose studies in natural history (/. e. the life-

histories and habits of insects, apart from the classification of speci-

mens) Darwin t wrote, "Never have the wonderful habits of insects

been more vividly described, and it is almost as good to read about
them as to see them."
Many of the non-parasitic dipterous larvae are of predacious

habits. Syrphid larvae prey on Aphides, and there are several

instances recorded of their attacking lepidopterous larvae. Dr. Chap-
man J has described the case of a Syrphid larva which preys on the

larvae of Tortrices of semi-gregarious habits ; and there are records

of dipterous larvae preying on those of Coleoptera, Hemiptera, and
Hymenoptera. In the family Cecidomyidce the phenomenon of

pseudo-genesis occurs, certain Cecidomyid larvae themselves pro-

ducing other larvae. This unusual state continues for several genera-

*
J. H. Fabre, " Souvenirs Entomologiques," vol. Hi.

t " Life and Letters of Charles Darwin," vol. iii, p. 220.

X
" Ent. Mo. Mag.," July, 1905, and January, 1906.
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tions, until the following summer to that in which the original larvae

were hatched, when they revert to the usual procedure of pupa and
imago. On the other hand, the family Sarcophagcc (flesh-flies) often

produce living larvee, and in the Hippoboscidce (forest-flies and
allied species) both egg and larval stages are passed in the body of

the parent, the young being produced in the form of pupje.

The pupae of Diptera are divided into two sharply defined groups

—the Orthorraptha and the Cydorrhaptha—and the entire order

falls under one or the other of these groups. In the former the

pupa is free or enclosed in the larval skin, showing more or less

clearly legs, head, etc., and the imago escapes by means of a T-shaped
opening in the back of the larval skin. The pupa of the common
daddy-longlegs is a good example of this group. In the Cydor-

rhaptha^ on the other hand, the pupa is always enclosed in the

hardened larval skin, forming a smooth barrel-shaped object, and the

imago escapes by means of a circular orifice at the anterior end of

this puparium. This is usually effected by means of an air-sac

situated on the frons of the insect, which, when distended, forces off

the cap of the puparium. This air-sac—the ptilinum—is afterwards

retracted into the head, and is seldom noticed in the mature fly

except when caught just after emergence. Some Diptera, especially

the Musddm, undergo a most complete metamorphosis in the pupal

state, the larval body being reduced to an absolute creamy pulp from

which the imaginal body-parts are subsequently built up. This

very complete metamorphosis, together with the specialized arrange-

ment of nerve-ganglia in the perfect insect, has led systematists to

place the Diptera high up among the orders of insects. The
geological record tends to confirm this view, as Diptera do not appear

until the Mesozoic or Secondary period, and are not met with in

any numbers till the Cainozoic or Tertiary period. To this epoch,

however, a considerable quantity of fossil Diptera have been referred,

and it is at this period also that the Hymenoptera and Lepidoptera

begin to appear, all three orders being thus coincident with the

appearance of the earlier forms of flowering plants.

There is another side to the study of Diptera to which I should

like to draw attention. I refer to what is comprehensively termed
" bionomics." The " habits " of flies offer a fascinating field for

research, though a difficult one, as it is necessary to be very careful

not to deduce too much from the facts observed in order to help

them to fit in with some plausible theory or other. In mimicry, for

instance, one gets material from the Diptera that tells both for and
against the theory. The life-history of an Eristalis fly compared
with that of a bee refutes a frequently suggested reason for the

resemblance between two imagines, namely, that similar conditions

of growth have brought about similar results. The VoluceUce are

remarkably similar to the bumble-bees in whose nests their larvae

live, but it does not appear that the bees notice them either more or

less for the resemblance \ and Vohicella inanis, whose larvae are found
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in hornets' nests, has only a slight colour resemblance to its host.

Still, there are many remarkable mimics of aculeate Hymenoptera
amongst Diptera. To take another instance, in several of the

Syrphidcc there is a dark blotch in the middle of the wings usually

correlated with a pale area at the base of the abdomen. When the

fly is at rest this dark blotch does not cover the pale area as might

be supposed, but as a rule comes into line with, and spreads out on

both sides of, the darkened abdominal segments immediately below

the pale area above referred to. This arrangement of light and
shade helps to break up the outline of the insect when settled and
motionless, and fits in admirably with Mr. Thayer's theories of

colour protection 5* but, if this is so, how is it that we meet with

so few examples compared with the vast number of Diptera that

employ no such device ? Another subject that has attracted attention

lately is that of the predacious Diptera,! and there are many points

of interest in this connection : The different kinds of prey affected

by various Diptera, some keeping more or less closely to one kind,

others with more catholic tastes ; the manner in which the victims

are overcome; if, for example, some of the larger Asilidcz poison

their prey ; the extraordinary mating habits of certain EmpidcE^ the

male obtaining and giving to the female living prey, presumably to

distract her attention from himself as a possible victim instead of

husband. Then, too, there is the subject of the fertilization of flowers

by Diptera, + in which the flies appear quite able to exercise a choice

as to colour, and to some extent effect a modification of flower-

structure. Lastly, one can approach the study of Diptera from the

side of Economic Entomology. I am not personally acquainted with

this branch of science, so must pass it over briefly. Diptera are

of course of great importance in economic entomology, and if we
consider those insects that directly attack man the order is more
important than any other. The mosquitoes that are associated with

malaria and yellow-fever, and the tse-tse fly that carries the infection

of sleeping-sickness, are of course pre-eminent, but in our own
country the house-fly has been accused of being an active agent in

spreading disease. The various species of flies that torment live

stock, the Hessian fly and many others that infest crops, have all to

be taken into account by the student of agricultural zoology. This

is but the briefest summary of the connection of flies with economics,

but the subject is an important one, and has attracted a vast deal of

attention recently ; for it is only a decade ago that Dr. Sharp, writing

in the " Cambridge Natural History,"§ said :
" There is good reason

for supposing that mosquitoes may act as disseminators of disease,

but there is no certain knowledge on the subject"; whereas, in

August of this year, Mr. A. E. Shipley, in his address to the

* " Ent. Soc. Trans.," 1903, pt. iv,

t Ibid., 1906, p. 323.

X Ibid., 1896, p. 117.

§
" Insects," pt. ii, p. 468.
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Zoological Section of the British Association at Winnipeg, could

say : "A few years ago no knowledge could seem more useless to

the practical man, no research more futile, than that which sought to

distinguish one species of gnat or tick from another, yet to-day they

knew that that knowledge had rendered it possible to open up
Africa and to cut the Panama Canal."

There only remains to say a few words on what may be termed
the personal side of the subject. Flies are easy to catch as a rule,

and are to be found pretty well anywhere. They can be set or not

according to one's taste. The chief drawback is due to the want of

reliable works by which to identify specimens, but this is being

gradually met, both by works such as Mr. Verrall's two volumes and
by monographs on various families appearing in the entomological

magazines. For Londoners, too, there is the advantage of easy

access to the collections in the British Museum at South Kensington.

There is still a great scarcity of workers, and reliable local lists are

few and far between, besides being, as a rule, very incomplete, so

that there is ample scope for those who, like myself, merely make a

hobby of fly-catching, and, while willing to help, do not themselves

enter into the deeper waters of scientific study of the order.





PLATE XI.

NOLA ALIiUI.Al.IS.

Fig. 2.—Larva three days after leaving ovum, x 15. p/io/o. hv /•'. Noa<i Clark.

AiUarci ir' Son, Iiii/>r
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Notes on the Earlier Stages of Nola albulalis.

By Robert Adkin, F.E.S. Read November nth, 1909.

During each of the past three summers I have obtained a few ova
of JVola albulalis from East Sussex parents, and although from the

point of view of rearing imagines from them I have not been par-

ticularly successful, I have at least been able to get the larva through
all its stages, and to have the satisfaction of seeing the moth emerge,

but out of its due season. All attempts to hibernate the larva have
failed, but this last autumn some half-dozen larvae, yielding to a

warm temperature and an abundant food supply, very obligingly fed

up, pupated, and produced moths early in November, thus enabling

me to follow the life-history of the species, even if under somewhat
artificial conditions.

On all three occasions the eggs have been laid in confinement, but

as they have invariably been deposited in exactly similar positions, I

take it that we shall be right in assuming such positions to be the

natural ones. They are on the back of the leaf of the dewberry
iyRubus ciEsius), and either at the junction of a vein with the mid-rib,

by the side of the mid-rib, or beside one of the longer veins, some-
times singly, but more often two or three together, the number
apparently depending upon the depth of the cavity formed by the

junction of the mid-rib and vein or the size of the rib or vein, but I

do not think they would, in Nature, usually be laid so thickly in one
spot as shown in the accompanying figure (PI. XI, fig. i). In colour

they are white with, perhaps, a delicate greenish tone, almost exactly

matching the colour of the leaf on which they are laid, and owing to

this and their position on the leaf they are exceedingly difficult to see.

Under an ordinary pocket lens—without which it is almost impossible

to detect them—they look smooth, to some extent shiny, and practi-

cally round ; but under a fairly high power they are seen to be flat-

tened at the top and at the base, very like an orange, and regularly

ribbed down the sides from near the top to the base, the small, un-

ribbed, flat space at the top no doubt containing the micropyle.

In from ten to fourteen days from the time when they are laid the

eggs hatch and the young larva commences to feed on the back of

the leaf of its food-plant, the dewberry, eating only part-way through
and leaving the upper cuticle intact, so that in looking at the leaf

from above the presence of the larva is not easily discernible. It is

a most curious little creature, delicate greenish-white in colour, with

a row of large warts along each side of its back, from each of which
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springs a long black bristle, those at the extremities being at least

twice as long as the body of the larva ; there are also two rows of

tubercles on each side of the larva, and from these as well as from
the warts on the back a number of long white hairs spring as well as

a still larger number of shorter, white, black-tipped hairs ; indeed, it

is more like a minute porcupine than anything else I can liken it to,

and so strong are the black bristles that it may be lifted by them in

a pair of forceps without in any way touching the body of the larva

(PI. XI, fig. 2).*

In about ten days from the time of hatching out the first moult
takes place, and the larva on emerging from it shows little alteration

in appearance, but it now eats holes right through the leaf and grows
somewhat more rapidly. It moults a second time in from ten days
to a fortnight, again showing but slight change, except that the long
black spines appear to be, in proportion to the length of the body,
somewhat shorter. I suspect that it would be after the second moult,

or possibly the following one, that under natural conditions the larva

would pass the winter before again moulting ; but, as those that I

endeavoured to hibernate came to an untimely end, I am unable to

speak with certainty.

Those that I fed up this autumn appeared to have moulted for the

third time by September 9th—just one month from the time of hatch-

ing—and from that time they fed up very rapidly, eating great patches

out of the leaves by night and resting by day, usually on the under-
sides of the leaves of their food plant. They changed their skins

pretty regularly at about weekly intervals, and by September 25th

a couple of them were making cocoons for pupation (PI. XII, fig. 2).

With each moult the long bristles, so noticeable in the infant

larva, became less pronounced, so that the adult larva, although
intensely hairy, has nothing of the remarkable appearance notice-

able before the first moult, and from the time that the larva is

half grown sundry blackish markings appear (PI. XII, figs, i and 3).

As the full-fed larva and its method of pupation have already been
described, from examples taken after hibernation, by our member
Mr. J. Piatt Barrett (" Entom.," vol. ix, pp. 177-178), it is unneces-

sary that I should enter further into those details here, except to say

that the black band which he mentions as joining up the two rows of

markings at the seventh and eleventh segments appear to me to

result, so far as the seventh segment is concerned, from a row of

black, fleshy processes placed on that segment, which, although

fairly prominent in the later larval stages, I was unable to detect in

the infant larva.

* The plate is taken from a " prepared" specimen, which, although bringing
out the detail, somewhat loses the natural effect.
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Larval Stages of Chrysopora hermannella, Fab.

By Alfred Sich, F.E.S. Read Dece?nber 9///, 1909.

This small but very beautiful moth may be occasionally seen on

sunny mornings, flitting about plants of Chenopodium, in May and

June, and again in August. Its colours are black, orange, and silver.

It may be known from all our other British black and red moths by

the shape of the hind wing, the hind margin of which is sinuate and

the apex elongate. It looks as though a piece had been bitten out

of the hind margin.

The larva mines between the cuticles of the leaves of the common
goose ioot {Chenopodiin>i), and is somewhat remarkable for the colour

changes that it undergoes during its larval existence. In 1908 the

larva was very abundant in Chiswick, and I therefore took the oppor-

tunity of making a few notes, a summary of which I have the

pleasure of bringing before you to-night.

The larva quits the egg by boring through the shell into the leaf,

and if the egg has been laid on the lower surface of the leaf, as is

generally the case, the larva makes a spiral mine through the thick-

nt ss of I he leaf in order to reach the upper surface, because through-

out the feeding period the larva always mines just below the upper

cuticle of the leaf. Also, it always mines venter uppermost and is

essentially a gallery miner, though in the last stadium the wide

gallery is turned often so closely on itself that the mine has some-

what the appearance of a blotch mine. The mining life of the

caterpillar is divided into four distinct stages, and each stage has its

own particular mine. The first part of the mine, corresponding to

the first stadium of the larva, is a very slender gallery, only o"i5 mm.
wide, and it runs with several turns to a length of from 7-10 mm.
It has the appearance of a very fine black thread. If we examine

the end of the mine we shall see that the last millimetre has a dark

pink line running down the centre of the mine. This is the ventral

stripe of the larva showing through the cuticle of the leat. This

portion of the mine takes the young larva about three days to com-

plete. The larva now slightly widens the mine and then lies up for

the first change of skin, which takes place some twenty-four hours

later. The full-fed larva in the first instar measures just about

I mm. in length. As in many young miners, the thorax is rather

swollen. The body is very shining pale grey on the back, but

beneath, it is yellowish with a broad orange band running nearly the

whole length of the larva. It has three pairs of thoracic legs, which

are broad and strong. After the change of skin the larva continues
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to mine much in the same manner, but being larger it makes a wider

mine— o'5 mm.—and, as the excrement does not occupy the whole

breadth of the gallery, the mine has a greener appearance.

In three and a half days the caterpillar will have eaten out the

parenchyma to a length of some 25 mm. It is now in its second

instar, and if we examine it we shall find it has made some advance

in structure, for it now has very small prolegs, but they are without

crochets. The colour is nearly the same as in the first instar, but

the orange band is not so wide in proportion, and has a tendency to

break up into spots. After changing its skin a second time the

larva soon resumes its work in the leaf. It continues as before to

form serpentine windings, going apparently haphazard anywhere in

the leaf. Whether these windings are due to chance alone, or

whether the larva takes the path of least resistance, has not, I think,

been yet determined. This part of the gallery is about i mm.
in width and 36 mm. in length. The excrement is here placed less

evenly over the surface and tends to run into lines and blotches,

which gives the mine a more variegated and paler appearance.

Some five days are occupied in making this portion of the mine.

The larva is now 3 mm. long, and has quite serviceable legs and
prolegs ; it is pale yellow in colour, and when newly changed still has

the orange band beneath. After a day or two this band begins to

vanish from the tail upwards, and when the larva is nearly full grown

in this instar there remains only a spot or two of orange on the

thoracic segments, and this colour finally disappears altogether.

Besides this, the larva somewhat changes its shape at the end of

this stadium, becoming less cylindrical, more flattened dorsally and
ventrally, so that it assumes somewhat the appearance of a dipterous

maggot. It now makes a large chamber at the end of its mine and
then turns round and hides the head and thorax under the excre-

ment which is deposited on the upper cuticle of the leaf. In this

condition the pale yellow larva is very inconspicuous and can only

be made out with care. The mine looks as though the larva had
deserted it, and when the larva is seen it looks as if it were dead.

It would appear that this special period of the larva's existence

must be a very critical one, as it takes so much care to conceal itself

while undergoing tliis third change of skin. It remains in the

position described for three or four days before casting its old skin.

It may be particularly prone to ichneumon attack during this period.

In preparing for either of the two previous changes of skin the larva

simply widens the mine slightly (which enables it later to thrust the

old head aside) and ceases to feed, but does not change its position

at all. After the change the larva, now in its last stadium, appears

in the mine as a pale, yellowish-green caterpillar with a broad, dark-

green central line. Its mine is now 3 mm. in width, and the larva

eats out nearly all the parenchyma, leaving only a very slight layer

on the upper cuticle, and a slightly thicker layer of cells on the

lower cuticle. The mine therefore always retains a greenish appear-
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ance, which distinguishes it at once from the white mines made in

the same leaves by Chrysopora stipella. It is rather strange that

these two species, so closely allied, make mines of such divergent

characters. This point we shall touch on again later.

The larva of C. hermannella in the fourth stadium continues mining
straight ahead, but as the mine is now a wide one and the larva's

course runs all over the leaf, it breaks into its own galleries and the

whole leaf often becomes one large blotch mine, though not originally

formed on the blotch principle. The larva mines very rapidly and
the severed cells keep the mine wet. The excrement is deposited in

an almost fluid state and adheres chiefly to the upper cuticle of the

leaf, hence the mine becomes clouded with green and black. If the

larva, after mining all over the leaf, has not attained its full growth,

it bites a hole generally through the lower cuticle of the leaf, comes
out of its mine, and crawls about the plant till it finds another suitable

leaf, which it enters and commences to mine in the new leaf in the

same manner as previously.

In this fourth stage the larva makes altogether a mine of about
150 mm. in length, and usually requires two or three leaves for this

purpose, and about ten days is taken up in making this part of the

mine. Thus we see that it takes the larva some thirty days to feed

up, and that the total length of the mines is some nine inches. The
length and width of the mine is not at all a fixed quantity, some larvae

making wider or longer mines than others. I believe it depends
somewhat on the nourishment which each particular leaf affords ; in a

poor leaf the larva will have to mine over a longer space to obtain

the same amount of nourishment it would extract from a shorter mine
in a leaf of good condition. Three or four days before the larva

becomes full fed it loses all its green colour and becomes a clear,

pale yellow, which colour again changes to cream, and about thirty

hours before the larva finally leaves the mine reddish-brown spots

begin to appear on its body, and these gradually change to crimson.

Before quitting the mine the larva often wanders about inside the leaf,

biting here and there at the upper cuticle and spinning a few threads

on the lower cuticle. Finally it makes a slit in the upper cuticle of the

leaf, comes out, and wanders off to find a suitable place in which to

spin its cocoon. The crimson spots on the cream ground make it a

very handsome little caterpillar.

Where the larva spins up in freedom I do not know, but it does
not seem to take kindly to earth or leaves. Those I have had made
no ditificulty of spinning up in a hole in a cork or in the angles made
by the sides and tops or bottoms of pasteboard boxes. The cocoon
is composed of fine white silk and is very tough. If it be opened a

few days after it has been spun the larva inside will be found to have
lost its cream ground colour and to have become all deep reddish

ochreous. There are two broods of this species, and those larvte

which spin up in September do not change to pupte till the following

April. They pass the winter as larvae in the cocoon. I examined
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three cocoons on April i6th of this year and found the larvae had
again assumed the pale yellow tint, and that all the spots had
vanished.

The moths make their appearance in May and early June. These
lay eggs which produce larvae, which feed through July and give rise

to the moths which appear in August, the parents of the September
larvae.

The interesting colour-changes which the larva goes through are

probably of protective value. Red is usually considered a warning
colour, and the crimson spots, which appear when this larva is

about to wander about in the open, may help to protect it against

attack, while the orange band on the young larva may help to dis-

guise its real nature.

I doubt whether the larva in the first stage can change from one
leaf to another. It is able to do so in the second stage, but I

believe that, as a rule, it remains in the same leaf until well into the

third stage at least. The larva remains in the same leaf as long as

it can, but many of the leaves on which eggs are laid are very small,

and occasionally when the larva mines too near the stalk of larger

leaves it cuts off the flow of sap, and the leaf begins to wither ; then

the larva has to leave it. I have many times watched the larvje of

this species, and also those of C. stipella, entering new leaves. The
process is the same in both instances. The larva crawls generally

on the underside of the leaf, and having selected the point at which
to enter the leaf, it spins a number of short threads of silk just in

front of the spot. It then grasps the threads with the thoracic legs,

and turning its head upwards bites a slit in the cuticle of the leaf

and commences to feed on the parenchyma. As the head gets more
bent under the larva the metalhorax is forced up, and, being anchored
by the silk, lifts up the partly severed cuticle and prevents it being

torn by the pro- and meso-thorax as they enter the leaf, or, at any
rate, keeps the lower margin of the slit clear of these segments. As
further progress is made the body is also raised from the leaf surface,

but the anal claspers are still attached to the leaf. By this time the

mine is deeper, and the metathorax, freed from the silken strands,

enters the leaf. The head and thorax now being bent right under
the body, the anal claspers loose their hold, and the larva, as it

enters the mine, thus gradually turns a complete somersault. When
the larva is entirely within the mine it blocks the hole where it

entered with excrement, thus preventing any small creature entering

the mine. Anyone who is accustomed to examine plants with a

lens is aware of the vast numbers of small creatures that run over

the leaves and flowers. If the mine were left open some of these

might enter and worry the larva.

Chrysopora stipella, var. naviferella, also, as above-mentioned,

feeds in the same plants at the same time as C. her}?iannella. This

species is a blotch-miner, and instead of mining straight ahead and
making a long tunnel, it makes a small, roundish hole and continues
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eating out the parenchyma at the circumference of the mine all

round, so that it forms a more or less roundish blotch ; and as it

almost entirely consumes the inner cells of the leaf, only the upper

and lower cuticles of the leaf remain, which causes the mine to have

a white and very conspicuous appearance. On August 23rd, 1908,

I found a leaf of Chenopodiiim albutn at Chiswick, containing two

mines, one of C. stipella and one of C. hermannella. The egg of

the latter had been laid on the upper surface and had hatched first,

the larva mining right across the space which was afterwards occupied

by the larva of C. stipella.

The leaves of Chenopodium are frequently mined by Dipterous

maggots ; these make large, greenish blotches, and several larvae

occur in the same blotch. Though two or three larvae of C. herman-

nella often occur in the same leaf, they almost always keep to their

own mines
;

yet I remember one case where two larvae, most

amicably, made a common mine for some distance.

The ova are laid on either side of the leaf, but more commonly on
the under side, and usually close to the mid-rib or one of the lateral

veins. They are strongly attached. In shape the egg is ovoid, but

almost flat on the upper surface, rather truncated at the micropylar

end, and bluntly pointed at the opposite end. The long axis measures

o'34 mm. and the shorter 0-25 mm., while the depth is on an average

about o"i mm., but this varies considerably more than the other

dimensions. The sculpture consists of very deep longitudinal

wrinkles on the upper surface, the walls or sides are strongly pitted,

the pits being less deep at each extremity, and the micropylar rosette

is rather neat, with five oval cells. The colour is whitish, strongly

iridescent ; the green of the leaf shows through the egg, so that it

appears pale green when in situ. The eggs hatch within a week.

On hatching the larva partly fills the egg-shell with excrement.

Larva., first instar.—Head rather large; width o"i2 mm. Thorax
rather swollen, body fairly cylindrical, tapering towards the bluntly

rounded posterior extremity. Segments not very well marked. Three
pairs of thoracic legs, strong and broad, with sharply-pointed claw.

Spiracles circular. I failed to see any trace of prolegs, tubercles, or

skin points. Head pale brown ; body very shining pale grey. A
dark grey transverse mark on the dorsum of prothorax ; dorsal vessel

green. Venter yellowish, with a broad orange band running from the

prothorax near the head down the centre of the body to the tenth

abdominal segment. As the larva is somewhat transparent the orange

band shows through, giving the larva a pinkish tinge on the dorsum.
Length, i mm.

Second instar.—Width of head 0*24 mm. Head brown, body pale

yellow, ventral band not so broad in proportion as in first instar.

Four pairs of prolegs besides the claspers, but all without crotchets.

Length of larva i'5 mm.
Third instar.—Width of head 0*4 mm. Head large, body fairly

cylindrical, rather transparent, narrowed slightly posteriorly. In
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profile the metathorax is highest, and the body slopes gradually to

the tenth abdominal segment. Legs large. Prolegs very long and
slender ; anal claspers short and cushion-like. Head brown ; body
pale yellow ; dorsal vessel green. A reddish-orange line runs from

the prothorax to the tenth abdominal segment. This line disappears

during this stadium, and, as already pointed out, the larva becomes
flatter. Length of the larva 3 mm. The usual tubercles and setje

are present ; the setje very small and simple. Tubercle i is placed

further from the mediodorsal line than ii ; iv and v are separate,

subspiracular, and iv is also post-spiracular. Below these two is a

small tubercle, which, I think, must be tubercle vii. There are many
skin points.

Fourth instar.—Width of head, o*6 mm. ; length of larva, 7 mm.
Larva rather flattened dorsally and ventrally, widest at the second

abdominal segment. The segmental divisions are well marked
laterally. The meso- and metathorax have three sub-segments, and
the abdominals two sub-segments. The tubercles are all simple,

each with a single seta, which is rather short. On the abdominal
segments tubercles i and iii are on the first sub-segment, and ii is on

the second subsegment and nearer the mediodorsal line than i.

Tubercles iv and v are both sub- and post-spiracular ; vi is rather

more central than in some other larvae, while tubercle vii has now
developed into the usual three tubercles, the posterior one bearing a

very long seta, the longest of all the set^e. This measures o"23 mm.,
while tubercle iv only measures o"i5 mm. Tubercle viii is as usual

on the inner side of the proleg. The skin-hairs are very numerous,

but absent round the spiracle and round the bases of the tubercles,

and also in certain patches on the dorsum, viz. a small circular patch

behind tubercle i, and an elongate patch between i and iii, but behind

both. There are two very minute tubercles on the anterior of the

segment and one near tubercle iii. The prolegs are long and slender,

with about five crochets. The crimson spots, which develop when
the larva leaves the mine, are situated round the tubercles, except vii

and viii, which take no colour. The spot round tubercle i is rather

large, smaller round ii, very large round iii, and of moderate size

round iv, v, and vi. The largest spots of all on the larva occur on
the meso- and metathorax round the second pair of tubercles,

counting from the mediodorsal line downwards. These spots vary in

different larvce both as to size and brilliancy.

Diary of Larva Labelled '''No. i."

August 17th, 1908.—No. I larva hatched.

1 8th.—Had mined about 3 mm.
19th.—A further 3 mm. mined.

20th.—Had mined \\ mm. and laid up for change at i p.m.

2 1 St.—Twenty minutes past noon had changed, and was again

feeding.
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2 2nd.—Had mined 6i mm.
23rd.—Mined 7 mm.
24th.—Mined about 7 mm. The leaf fell off the stem.
25th.—Had mined 4 mm. and then laid up for second change.

The leaf now getting dry.

26th.—Had changed, and I took it out of the dry leaf and placed
it on a fresh leaf, in which it soon commenced a new mine.

27th.—Mined 5 mm,
28th.—Mined 6 mnl.

29th.—Mined 9 mm. The orange band begins to vanish.

30th.—Mined 8 mm. The band only visible on thorax.

31st.—Had mined 8 mm., and was forming chamber for the third

change.

September ist.—Had turned round in mine for change.
2nd, 3rd, and 4th.—As on the ist.

5th.—Had changed and mined 4 mm. No. 3 larva had invaded
No. I's leaf and was taken out and placed on another leaf.

6th.— Had mined 15 mm. This leaf had now fallen from the
stem.

7th.-— 7.30 a.m., larva not yet out of leaf. 10.20., larva crawling

on top of leaf
;
placed on a fresh leaf, which it soon entered. Had

mined 17 mm. since yesterday.

8th.—Had mined 19 mm.
9th.—Had mined II mm.
loth and nth.—Had mined 41 mm.
i2th.—Had mined 19 mm.
13th.—Had mined 20 mm. Red spots begin to appear.

14th.—Had mined 3 mm. and had come out of the leaf. Put in

box to spin up.

This larva therefore took twenty-eight days to feed up, and mined
a total length of rather over 8 in.
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ANNUAL ADDRESS TO THE MEMBERS

^outh ^Condon Clntomoloriifal and Uatural listori)

Read January 27///. 19 10.

By Alfred Sich, F.E.S.

I
THINK we may congratulate ourselves on having passed
through another prosperous year. We have increased our

membership and the average attendance at our meetings

;

and though on the whole the elements were not altogether

propitious, we have had exhibited a large number of interest-

ing specimens captured during the season. Perhaps the

chief event of the year, as regards our Society, was the

arrival of the splendid collections of British and European
Rhopalocera, so generously presented by Mrs. Freeman. As
so many of us now take a great interest in the butterflies of

Europe, and as there are so few first-class collections avail-

able for reference, this valuable gift is especially acceptable,

and should be the means of furthering still more the study
of those beautiful insects which we see around us during our
holidays abroad, as well as of helping us to understand more
fully our own limited number of I3ritish Rhopalocera.
The President whom you have elected for 1910, Mr. W. J.

Kaye, has, as I think you are aware, sailed this day for

South America, and is, therefore, to his own and to our
regret, unable to be with us to-night. He contemplates being
away for about four months, and intends to study, in their

various aspects, the Rhopalocera of Brazil. As you all know
Mr. Ka5'e so well, it seems unnecessary for me to dilate on his
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entomological and other virtues. I am sure he will make an
ideal President, and I think you will all agree that we not
only grant him leave of absence, but also wish him the best

of good luck on his enterprise.

Turning to matters outside this Society, I may say that
entomologists in general, and Micro-lepidopterists in par-

ticular, are extremely pleased to learn that Lord Walsingham
is shortly handing over to the British Museum his magnifi-

cent collection of Micro-lepidoptera. Without any doubt
this is the finest and most complete collection of its kind in

the world, and will constitute the greatest of Lord Wal-
singham's many generous gifts to the Natural History
Museum.

I am sorry to have to record the death of one of our
members. John Tolhurst, J. P., F.S.A., died on October gth
last, at the age of seventy-five. Joining in 1895, he was at

one time a regular attendant at our meetings, but after the
death of his friend, the late J. J. Weir, we saw him less

frequently. He continued, however, a generous supporter
of our Societ}^ taking an interest in natural history up to the
time of his decease.

Henry William Barker, very well known to many of you,
I regret to say passed away September 21st, igog, at the age
of forty-nine. He was from 1886 to 1893 our Hon. Secre-
tary, and the prosperity of the Society during those years
was in no small measure due to his energy- He joined the
Entomological Society in 1887. His studies lay with the
British Macro-lepidoptera, of which he formed a very good
collection.

To those who studied the European Rhopalocera in the
early eighties the death of the Rev. Henry Charles Lang,
M.D., on December 20th, came as a shock. Though of late

years we have had nothing important from his pen, that
beautiful book, " Rhopalocera Europa," published in 1884,
will always serve to keep his name in memory. I think that
the sight of these coloured plates incited many collectors to

extend their activity to continental areas.

Edward T. Connold, F.Z.S., F.E.S., passed away at

Hastings on January gth, igio, at the age of forty-seven.

He wTOte several books, but his three on British galls are
perhaps the best known. He will be much missed by the
members of the scientific societies of his native town.
The annual instalment of Mr. Taylor's " Monograph of

the Land and Fresh-Water Mollusca of the British Isles
"

duly appeared last October. In this Part, XVI, the Helicidce
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is reached, and we have the first portion of the account of

Helix pomatia, besides the full accounts of three other snails.

This part contains also a coloured plate showing figures of

those delicate shells belonging to the genus Hyalinia and
others. These figures are both so truthful and beautiful that

they seem beyond praise.

Besides giving all the details of a species, with maps of its

distribution, Mr. Taylor treats of the fossil and Nearctic
allies, and gives portraits of both the older and the living

conchologists. The book is therefore not only of high
scientific value, but contains also much of what the late Mr.
Stainton was wont to term readable matter.

The handy volume, " Plant Galls of Great Britain," by the

late E. T. Connold, contains 354 excellent illustrations,

mostly of galls that occur in Britain on various plants. We
constantly find galls in the course of our rambles, and this

book will enable us to identify many of them and learn

something of the lives of their inhabitants. This volume is

a small edition of the late author's two other works on galls,

and contains the galls of the oak and those of other plants,

arranged for easy reference.

That monumental work, "A Natural History of the British

Butterflies," by Mr. Tutt, though so thoroughly worked out,

has almost reached the end of volume iii. For a work of

this kind the progress is rapid. The present volume treats

of five very interesting species of "Blues" and their allies.

One of the great features of this work is that the author
and his collaborators have, whenever possible, worked out

the life-histories of each species anew and much more fully

than has ever before been attempted. The structure of the

perfect insect and of the insect in its earlier stages has been
carefully examined, whilst the literature dealing with the

subject, of which there is a vast amount, has all been
digested. Thus, the author has arrived at a standpoint from
which he could take a comprehensive view of each species

and present the same to his readers.

The volume by Mr. F. N. Pierce, "The Genitalia of the

British Noctuidae," containing descriptions and 350 figures of

the ancillary appendages of the Noctuidce, constitutes a new
departure in entomological literature, and will, no doubt,

be an incentive to many entomologists who have not yet

done so, to study the morphology of these organs. This
study, so ably carried on by Mr. Pierce for over twenty years,

provides a further set of factors of great use in the determina-
tion of species.
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The total number of additions to the Fauna of Britain
recorded during the year is again so large that individual

treatment is precluded. I will therefore only mention what
seem to me to be the more interesting items.

CoLEOPTERA.—Mr. E. G. Elliman describes a species of
Homalota under the name of H. scotica, new to science. It

appears to be quite a distinct species, and was taken at

Nethy Bridge in September, igo8, by Prof. Hudson Beare
and Mr. Donisthorpe (" Ent. Rec," vol. xxi, p. ^^).

Anaspis hudsoni is the name of a new species, taken by
Mr. Donisthorpe from a fungus on Scots fir at Nethy Bridge,
Inverness-shire, also in September, igo8. In connection
with this notice there is a beautiful plate from drawings
by H. C. Dollman showing the male appendages of all the
British species of this genus (" Ent. Rec," vol. xxi, p. 60).

Thinohms pallidus.—Specimens of this Staphylinid beetle,

new to science, were taken by Mr. Britten in Cumberland,
and described by Mr. Newbery ('' E. M. M.," vol. xlv, p. 4).

Mr. James Edwards separates Dryops anglicamis from
other similar species. He took this at Horning in May,
1888 (" E. M. M.," vol. xlv, p. 218).

Under the name of Myrmecopora brevipes Mr. E. A. Butler
separates a shorter legged species of this genus, found on the
Devon and Cornish coasts, from M. iivida, which haunts
the coasts of Hants and Kent (" E. M. M.," vol. xlv, p. 29).

Dr. David Sharp describes Rabocerus bishopi, a small
species taken by himself and Mr. Bishop off dead birch twigs
in Inverness-shire (" E. M. M.," vol. xlv, p. 245).

DiPTERA.—Mr. Hamm has taken two interesting species

of Diptera, new to Britain, Miltograinuia germari, Mg., near
Oxford, and Setulia grisca, Mg., in the New Forest. They
are both parasitic on burrowing Hymenoptera (" E. M. M.,"
vol. xlv, pp. 105 and 273).

Dr. Wood has continued his studies on the genus Phora,
with the result that he has described forty-five more species

new to science from England, and Mr. Malloch has added
one from Scotland (" E. M. M.," vol. xlv, p. 24, et seq.).

Mr. Enock records, " with feelings of anything but
pleasure," the occurrence of Clinodiplosis equestrts, a wheat
pest new to Britain, at Tenby. The bright red larvae live in

cavities in the stalks (" Entom.," vol. xlii, p. 217).

Hemiptera.—Cyjuns obliquus, Horv., has been recorded
by Mr. E. A. Butler, from the Hastings district, where it

occurs on Solanum dnlcmnara in damp places (" E. M. M.,"
vol. xlv, p. 59).
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Mr. E. C. Bedwell has discovered in the Lowestoft
district, under Erodium, in June last, eight specimens of

Odontoscelis dorsalis, Fab. (" E. M. M.," vol. xlv, p. 253).

Hymenoptera.—Mr. Claude Morley describes two new
species of Braconidce parasitic on ants. Spilomma falconi-

vihrans, bred from a nest of Formica fusca from Somerset,
and Euphorus histigmaticus, hovering over a nest of Formica

rufa at Weybridge. Both these species were captured by
Mr. Donisthorpe (" E. M. M.," vol. xlv, p. 212).

Mr. Enock is still actively carrying on his researches on
the minute but beautiful family of the Mymaridce, of which
he has named many new species ; and he told us quite

recently that he still has many more to describe.

Lepidoptera.—On August 26th last Mr. South exhibited

here a curious looking noctuid moth, taken by Mr. Esson in

Aberdeen, at sugar, on July 12th last. This specimen has
now been presented by the Hon. N. C. Rothschild to the

National Collection. Besides being a new species, it appears
to represent a new genus ; it is described by Sir G. F.

Hampson under the name of Peucephila essoni (" Trans. Ent.
Soc. Lond.," 1909, p. 461, with plate).

A species, new to Britain, Depressnria piUridella, Schiff.,

is recorded for the first time this year, though Mr. E. D.
Green was fortunate enough to discover the larvas at

Whitstable in 1906 (" Ent. Record," vol. xxi, p. 221, et seq.).

Thysanura.—Mr. R. S. Bagnall describes Anaphothrips

orchidaccns, new to science, from Northumberland, Surrey,

and Dublin, in orchid houses, where it is injurious to the

plants. It appears to have been known to horticulturists as

the " yellow thrips " from its colour. The same author also

describes another new species, Megathrips nobilis, a large

species, taken by Dr. Sharp in 1896, from a bundle of dried

sedge in Wicken Fen (" E. M. M.," vol. xlv, pp. 33 and 130).

Trichoptera.—Linmophilns fiiscinervis, Zett., has been re-

corded by Mr. Morton, from a specimen taken by Mr. Halbert
from Castlebar Lough, co. Mayo, last June (" E. M. M.," vol.

xlv, p. 233).

Last summer, as we are all unfortunately well aware, was
not a very propitious season for entomologists. It began
well, in May, when the great feature was the abundance of

common geometrid larvae, which swarmed in all the woods
and some of the parks. In the late summer we were, in any
case around London, inflicted with a plague of the larvae of that
beautiful butterfly, Pieris brassicce. These did great damage
in the market gardens, but were themselves very severely
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attacked by Apanteles glomeratus. This was not the only
immigration from the Continent that arrived on our shores

;

many observers were gladdened by the sight of numerous
crossbills (Loxia curvtrostra), which, as Mr. W. L. Distant

very kindly informs me, were seen in nearly all parts of the

country. Mr. Distant has called 1909 the " crossbill " year,

and no doubt it will, among ornithologists, long hold this

designation.

Lepidopterous Evolution.

During the last few years my attention has been drawn,

as far as entomology is concerned, more particularly to the

life-cycle, or, as we often wrongly call it, life-history, of

various species of Lepidoptera. I have bred from the egg,

and have made more or less detailed notes on the external

appearance and habits, as far as can be done in captivity,

of some of the species of what we call the lower forms of

Lepidoptera, as well as of some of those species which, we
generally consider, have reached a higher status from an
evolutionary point of view. In rearing Lepidoptera from the

egg we may obtain a fair notion of the various stages through
which our captives pass, of some of their habits, and of the

disposition even of certain individuals, but of their real life-

history we gain but little. That can only be approximately

learnt by patient study of a species in its natural surround-

ings, extending over many seasons. In rearing Lepidoptera
from the egg one is insensibly led to weigh in the mind
various points connected with the theory of evolution.

The evolution of a lepidopterous insect appears far more
complicated than the evolution of, say, such an animal as

we now call a quadruped, for when once the quadruped
commences life on its own account—that is to say, when it

is born—its own structure and the conditions under which
it usually lives remain practically the same throughout its

whole life. The lepidopteron, on the other hand, may be said

to have four distinct phases of life—the life in the egg after

that has been deposited, the larval, pupal, and the imaginal

life. I think there is no doubt that evolution takes place in

all these four lives, or phases of life, independently. The
aim of life, the structure, and the conditions of environment
are different in all the four phases. The height of evolution

reached in one stage does not, or need not, affect any of the

other stages, except in so far as to make that change in the

germ-cells which may be necessary to the further evolution
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of the individual. It is difficult to see how evolution could
have arisen in the egg stage, but the different forms of the
lepidopterous ovum show that it has taken place. The shell

of the ovum, when once formed within the body of the female,

cannot then alter its structure, and therefore, when once the
ovum is deposited, no further evolution in structure can take
place in that particular ovum, though we know that the

ovum, even after deposition, does in some cases suffer

a change in the colour of the shell, as in the ova of the
genus Hepiahts. The apparent evolution of the ovum in its

external appearance is really, therefore, imaginal evolution,

affecting those organs of the female imago which form the
shell of the egg.

Those species which comprise the genus Coleophora have,

in the imaginal condition, so many essential features in

common that they are still, even in these days when the

splitting up of genera is so much in vogue, all included in

the same genus. We have in Britain alone some eighty
species, and thanks chiefly to the efforts of Mr. Henry

J. Turner, we now know the ova of a bare dozen species.

Among these few ova that we do know there are three

distinct types. Coleophora ccBspitiiiella has an ovoid egg
without any sculpture. Then we find the ribbed ovum of

C . fuscedinella and its allies, from which the larva emerges
into the atmosphere before commencing its mine in the leaf

of its food-plant. Thirdly, there is the very evident upright

egg with a flat base of C. gryphipennella and others, through
the base of which the larva bores direct into the leaf without
coming into the outer atmosphere at all. Yet the oval life

in all these is much the same ; they all hatch in a few days ;

none of them hibernate in the ovum. It appears, therefore,

that though the Coleophorids, judging from their imaginal
characters, have all reached to such a point in their develop-
ment that entomologists place them all in the same genus,
which shows, at least, that they have all a very similar

appearance—neuration, etc,—yet in their oval life some
species have progressed further than others, or, in any case,

have developed in three separate directions, giving rise to

three separate types of ovum. Again, these two species of

the genus Dicranura, erminca and vinula, are very closely

allied in the larval and imaginal stages, and yet the shape of

the ovum is different in each species. Speaking generally

of the ovum, we find that ova laid by the same individual

vary m size and in proportion of height to breadth, and, in

the ribbed forms, also in the number of ribs. It is well
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known that the ovum of CJirysophanus dispar, var. rutilus, has

sometimes six and sometimes seven large ribs. I have

dissected out both forms from the body of the same female.

When we come to consider the larva, it is quite easy to

see that the special conditions under which each species

passes its larval existence must sooner or later exercise a

modifying influence on, at least, the external appearance.

It seems also that such an influence may be felt and
responded to by a larva without producing any effect on the

imago. Take, for instance, the two forrns of the larva of

A cronyeta leporina, the green form, more often attached to

alder, and the yellow form, usually feeding on birch.

Dr. Chapman has described these two forms (" Ent. Rec,"
vol. iii, pp. 25 and 29), and states that imagines reared from

one form will pair readily with those bred from the other

form.

The larva of Cemiostoma laburnella, which lives in a flat

mine in the leaves of laburnum, is an ordinary-looking leaf-

miner, but the larva of C. spartifolidla, which lives in a

gallery under the bark of the twigs of broom, is very peculiar

in appearance, being very elongate. The moths produced

by these two larvae are so much alike, however, that entomo-
logists at present separate them only by one slight character.

The Nyniphalidce supply many cases of peculiar larval deve-

lopment, such as the strange larvae of Cliaraxes jasius and
Apainra iris ("Proceedings," 1907-8, PI. IV), also the larvae

of Vanessids and Argynnids with their thorn-like structures.

Among the butterflies, too, we find the very highly developed

larvae of the genus Chrysophanus, so well adapted to their

surroundings. Among the moths there is the genus Chcero-

campa, having larvae with eye-like spots and retractile seg-

ments, the strange larva of Stauropns fagi and the larvae of

Hoplitis milhauseri, Acronycta alni, and Euclidia mi, as well

as all the curious larvae of the Geometridce.

All these appear to be instances of purely larval evolution,

brought about by the various conditions under which each

species has been obliged to carry on its larval existence. On
the other hand many larvae of the Tortricidce which have

similar habits, living between leaves spun together, are

extremely similar in appearance, but give rise to moths
differently marked and coloured, which we recognise as

different species. From this we may infer that the con-

ditions of larval life, remaining more or less the same, have

allowed the larvae to continue their existence without causing

any essential change in their outward appearance, although
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the imagines show that each species as a whole has continued
its progress. Before leaving the larva I must mention that

if we admit of a separate kind of evolution for each stage of

lepidopterous life we must also admit of an evolution for

each stage of the larval life, as the habits and environment
may differ in the different stages. We can see this does
occur if we look closely enough. It is, however, more
marked in some species than in others ; for instance, Papilio

machaon, Dicraimra vinula, and Phisia moneta are familiar

examples of larvae differing in different instars. Bucculatrix

ulmella is at first a leaf-miner, and later the larva with an
altered appearance feeds exposed. But perhaps the best

instance of all is that of Phyllocnistis siiffusella, which in three

of its instars is so unlike that the uninitiated would take the

larva, in these three stages for three quite distinct organisms.
We have not quite done with the larva yet, for though I

believe it undergoes some change, it is still a larva while

spinning the cocoon. This change is quite plain in Phylloc-

nistis, as when the larva is full fed it undergoes an ecdysis

and is completely changed in appearance. It does not feed

at all in this instar, and its sole function is to spin its cocoon.
The lepidopterous cocoon may be a tough structure, like

that of Lasiocampa quercus, or open network, like that of

Pkitella inaciilipcnnis, or simply a boss of silk, like that of

Vanessa io. In every case its form has been, no doubt,

brought about by evolution, and must be taken into account
when treating of the life-history of any species.

As regards pupal development I can say but little, as I

have only made very few observations on that stage of

lepidopterous life. So long as the pupa is enclosed, whether
it be in an earthen cell, a dense silken or an open network
cocoon, it seems to retain, more or less, what may be called

the normal pupal shape, such as that of the Noctuid, Tineid,

or even those oiHesperia nialvce and Parnassius apollo; though,
of course, all of these differ vastly in many particulars.

When, however, the pupa dispenses with a cocoon and
becomes exposed, it develops various protuberances and
loses the normal shape, as we see in most butterflies, in the

geometrid genus Ephyra, and in the genera Elachista and
Bedellia among the Tineina. It seems that these various

protuberances and points which we see on the pupa of the
Pierids, Nymphalids, especially on that of Limenitis sibylla

and others, are special developments of the pupa. I have
observed that in Pieris brassicce these prominences are not

fully developed until some minutes after the larval skin has
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been cast by the pupa (" Proceedings," igo8-g, PI. Ill, figs.

3—8), and this seems to be generally the case, if not always,

in other species with similar projections. Then, again, the

various hooks, teeth and beaks, all of which aid, in one way
or another, the escape of the imago from the cocoon in those

species which spin such domiciles, all appear to be brought

about by pupal development.
The imagines I think afford us many examples of what I

might call secondary evolution, affecting only one stage of

the life of the insect as a whole. Take, for instance, the

genus Bryophila. Our two species, /'^r/rt and uinralis, vary

immensely in the ground colour, and also in the strength

of the markings. B. perla, ab. fiavescens, Tutt, occurs on
walls covered with orange-coloured lichens, and on some
walls is almost as common as the type (" Brit. Noct.," vol. i,

p. 8). It seems probable, therefore, that if we found ova,

larvae or pupae on one of these walls, we could not tell

whether we should breed from them the type, orBh.flavcscens,

or both. Again, in Gnophos obsctiraria we have light and
dark forms, generally from light or dark soils : but I believe

these forms would freely interbreed, and that if we received

larvae without knowing whence they came, we could not tell

what form the resulting imagines would take. In both these

instances we see causes, which need Jiot apparently affect

the earlier stages, resulting in the variation of the imago.

There is another form of variation which apparently affects

only the imagines—that of dimorphism.
In Dryas paphia we have the var. valesina, which is, I

believe, generally considered the more ancestral form of the

female, which inhabited the ancient forests when they were
larger, more moist, and perhaps less sun-lit, than are our

smaller woods of to-day, in which that form of the female,

coloured like the male, is now more usually found. Yet we
know that from eggs laid by the var. valcsina we can
breed both forms of the female. Only last year Mr. E. C.

Joy bred from eggs laid by one female var. valesina, forty-

one males, twenty-three ordinary females, and thirteen var.

valesina. These were exhibited here on October 14th. The
late J. A. Clark had in his collection a specimen inter-

mediate between the two forms.

Hcpiahis humiili has two forms of the male, the possibly

ancestral form, var. thnlens (lictlilandica), which occurs abun-
dantly in the Shetland Islands, where it flies in daylight and
therefore does not need to be so conspicuous an attraction

to the female as does the more ordinary white form which
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flies in the dark. Mr. McArthur says that in Unst, the
most northern of the Shetland Isles, more or less typical

H. Immtdi occur, as well as the other form ('' Moths of the
British Isles," vol. ii, p. 361). This var. thnleiis also occurs as

an aberration in Holland. There seems to be no reason to

doubt that the ovum, larva and pupa of both forms are

identical, and that the type and var. thdeiis would freely

interbreed, but unfortunately I have no proof of this.

There is one most beautiful example of what I call pure
imaginal evolution, and though I am personally only
acquainted with the imago, the early stages have been
described and its affinities pointed out by one of the greatest

entomologists of our time. The eggs and their disposition

in imbricated sets, the larva and its habits, and the structure

of the pupa, all show distinctly that Arsilonchevenosa belongs
to the Viminia group of the AcronyctidcB, and is very closely

allied to Acronyda rumicis. The coloration of the imago is,

however, absolutely different. From its long abode among
the reeds in the fens it has developed the protective colour

and markings which we so often find associated with the

reed-frequenting Lepidoptera (" Ent. Record," vol. i, p. i,

et seq.).

The forces which bring about the evolution of an organism
appear to be of two distinct kinds : The outside forces,

which, as the outer conditions of life change, call upon the

organism to alter and meet the changes, and the inner forces,

which, while holding the organism within certain limits,

allow it to respond more or less perfectly, sooner or later, to

the demands made on it by the outside forces. The Lepi-

doptera, I think, offer some very good illustrations of this

theory, showing how similar demands made by the outside

forces have been met in different ways by different species.

A great many pupae have developed hooks or spines on the

dorsum, which, in various ways, aid the imagines to free them-
selves from the cocoon and from the pupa-shell. Dr. Chap-
man, speaking of the dorsal hooks on the pupa of the genus
Tischeria, remarks that one species has " small spines uni-

formly over the segment." In another species these are
" segregated into a central patch." In a third species they are
" massing towards the anterior margin "

; whilst in a fourth

they are " beginning to form a posterior row " ("Brit. Lep.,"

vol. ii, p. 97). This shows how species of that genus have
met, up till the present time, the common demand for dorsal

hooks. The environment of the larvae of those two very

closely allied species, A cronyeta tridens and A. t>si, appears
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to be very similar, but each species has apparently replied

differently to the demands made upon it, so that the larvas

differ, even in the first instar, although then very much
alike ; and in the last instar we all know they differ widely

in appearance. The environment of the imagines of both
species has been, at least, so similar that they scarcely at all

differ in appearance. There can be little doubt, I imagine,

that the same outside forces have brought about the singular

forms now assumed by the larvae of the Cerurids, the dorsal

hump and the long tails with flagelli. Dicranura vimila res-

ponded so that the highest point of the hump rises on the

metathorax, and the flagellum is red ; Ccrula bifida and
C. furcula replied by making the mesothorax the highest

point, and their flagella are black.

Apamea ophiogvamnia is an extremely constant species. The
imago varies scarcely at all. On the otherhand Apamea didyma
is one of the most variable of Noctuse that is known. We may
take hundreds at sugar in the same field and yet not get

two exactly alike. Where we take the former species we shall

find the latter as well, and they are evidently very closely

allied, for there is a form of A. didyma which bears a very

strong resemblance to A. ophiogravima. May it not be, in

these two cases, that the inner forces are not quite the same
in kind. The inner hereditary forces in A. ophiogramma may
be very strong and conservative, tending to keep the insect

within very strict lines, while the innate tendencies of A.
didyma may not only allow, but may even induce, great

variation. A similar but not so marked case may be cited

with respect to Xylophasia monoglypha and A", lithoxylea, the
former being a variable species and the latter a very constant
one.

I suppose we must presume that all variation is due, in

the first instance, to the influence of the external factors

or outside forces, but it is not difficult to perceive that, if

once variation arise, then the tendency to variation may
become one of the inner forces or hereditary factors. Mr. Tutt
mentions that in the wet season of 1888, many species of

Lepidoptera at Deal assumed a darker colour than usual.

He instances Xylophasia monoglypha, which at Deal is usually

of the pale variegated form with an occasional ab. obsctira, a

suffused brown form ; and he states that in that year this

species was in greater abundance than usual, but almost all

were ab. obsctira (" Ent. Rec," vol. i, p. 121). Taking this

for our case, let us, for the sake of illustration, imagine a

range of hills, one side facing the drier east and the other the
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wetter west, with a colony oi Xylophasia monoglypha on each
side of the range. Then let us make use of one of the theories

concerning the cause of melanochroism, and suppose that

the colony on the east side will remain light in colour and
that on the wetter side will become after a time very dark.

If we then further imagine that the moths from the light

colony by some chance interbred with dark moths from the

other colony, we can easily see that an inner tendency to

variation would be set up, especially if we remember another
much-discussed theory—the law of Mendel. It seems
necessary to suppose the existence of an innate tendency to

vary when we consider such species as Apamea didyma,
Agrotis tritici, Acalla cristana, and Cerostoma radiatella. All

these species appear to vary excessively without any regard

to local or atmosphere influences.

The degree of evolution attained by each lepidopterous

insect to-day equals the sum of the responses made in every

stage by all its ancestors, and by the individual itself, to the

demands of those special inner and outside forces which
have been working on the race ever since its existence began.

Some of these forces we are aware of, but most of them are

probably still unknown to us, though it seems perfectly evident

that they cannot all of them be the same in each stage of

lepidopterous life : and that, therefore, the effects w^hich

they produce on the insect in each stage are peculiar to that

stage, and need not have any bearing on the evolution of

the other stages. We may look on each stage as having its

own life, its own functions, its own environment, and its own
evolution.

In some way, however, it appears absolutely necessary to

assume that though the evolution of one stage does not

interfere with that of another, that though each stage evolves

in response to stimuli, some of which work on that stage alone,

some alteration of the germ-cells, or those parts of the insect

which carry on the hereditary tendencies, must take place.

The advance made by each individual in each stage must in

some way be stored up and carried over to the next genera-

tion, otherwise each individual would have to evolve de

novo, and no progress of the race would be made. How or

where these arcana are preserved we have no knowledge

;

but when we have before us the minute spherical egg of

Hepiahis luptdinus, or the beautifully sculptured egg of Pyra-

meis cardui, with its miniature Roman aqueducts guarding

the micropyle, or even that microscopic speck of life, the egg

of Neptictda acetosce, we can, if these eggs be fertile, be sure
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that in these extremely small receptacles are somehow
stored up all the ancestral history, all the sagas, of the race
from which each of these eggs is descended. If the egg hatch,
and the insect come to maturity, it will have followed more
or less closely the same path of life as did its ancestors. In
the course of its development from egg to imago, it may in

any one or in all of its stages make some advance useful to

itself and its descendants. If this happen, then the advance,
however slight, may be stored up in the egg, and so the race
will continue its progress.
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ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS.

FEBRUARY nth, 1909.

The President, Mr. A. Sich, F.E.S., in the Chair.

Mr. R. T. Baumann, of Chingford, was elected a member.
Mr. Tonge exhibited stereographs of the ova in situ, on

Hme twigs, of Tiliacea citrago, and also of Ruralis betnlcB on
sloe.

Mr. Main exhibited a second brood specimen of Melnmpias

epiphron, bred on September 20th, igo8, a ver}' light speci-

men of Stanropus fagi from the New Forest, and a very dark

form of the same species from Epping Forest.

Dr. Hodgson exhibited a specimen of Brenthis selene from

East Sussex, with very dark smoky suffusion and rayed sub-

marginal markings.

Mr. Coote exhibited a specimen of Calymnia pyralina, bred

from a larva found on elm, N. Surrey, together with two
specimens captured at sugar at the same place.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a bred series of Camptogramma
fluviata , which emerged between November 21st and Decem-
ber 13th, igo8. The larvae came from Eastbourne, and the

emergences were considered to be late.

Mr. Harrison reported that the results of the breeding of

Aplecta nebulosa by Mr. Mansbridge were as follows:

V. thompsoni x grey form = wholly v. robsoni.

, . r (50 per cent, robsoni.
v. robsoni x g^rev lorm '= \ i.^ ^ cV. ,uu^w,„i, 5 J

^ ^Q pgj. cent, grey form.

His own results had been :

Grey form x grey form = grey form.

r25 per cent, grey form,

v. robsoni x v. robsoni == < 51 per cent. v. robsoni.

(^ 24 per cent. v. thompsoni.

There remained to be done

:

V. thompsoni x v. robsoni,

which should produce 50 per cent. v. thompsoni and

50 per cent. v. robsoni.

4
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V. thompsoni x v. thompsoni,

which should produce wholly v. thompsoni.

Mr. Newman exhibited several portions of the stems of
Viburnum, and pointed out the evidence of the presence
of larvae of Sesia andreniformis, viz. the " caps " covering
the openings from which the imagines would subsequently
emerge. He had met with a considerable number of attacked
stems in a shaded area among trees. It was noted that the
larvae were found in both V. lantana and V. opulits, and
usually in more exposed situations; but Mr. Rayvvard said

that he had met with evidences of the presence of the larvee

in at least two shady localities.

Mr. Tutt remarked that the ova of the species of ^geria
(Sesia) were laid anywhere on their respective food plants,

even away from the woody parts, on the leaves. They were
dark brown in colour. It was very remarkable that, so far

as was known, the young larvae in their first skin were hairy,

and bore no resemblance to the shiny boring larvae of the
later instars. This suggested that during the first instar the
larvae were external feeders. But really what was known of
them was only sufficient to express ignorance. Reliable
information of the earlier stages was urgently needed.
A considerable discussion ensued.

FEBRUARY 25M, 1909.

Mr. F. J. Stone, of Clapham, was elected a member.
Dr. Hodgson exhibited a series of Nemoria viridata,

obtained in 1906-7-8 from Lancashire and Surrey. The
specimens included Linne's typical form, that usually met
with, specimens of a grey green, of a blue green, and of a

yellow green ; some with lines very distinct, others with
them very indistinct, the form ab. concavilinea, and various

examples, of which some were irregularly and some
symmetrically bleached. He showed pupae of the same
species, spun up in glass tubes among heather, having much
silk in evidence. In addition he exhibited a female of

Celastrina argiolus, a third brood specimen, in which almost
all the blue was replaced by dull grey or leaden blue, together

with a pupa of the same species in a glass tube, having a

considerable amount of silk threads around it.

Mr. W. West (of Greenwich) exhibited one of the Society's

cabinet drawers of Coleoptera, being the first portion of the

collection as rearranged.

5
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Mr. Main exhibited, for Mr. Baldock, a variety oi Euchelia

jacobcECB, in which the usual pink coloration was changed to

a dull yellow. It was taken in Norfolk. He also showed
three fine specimens of Papilio machowianns, a rare species

from Central Africa.

Mr. McArthur read the following notes on, and exhibited

specimens of, Anarta cordigera from Rannoch :

" It was in the spring of 1876 that I first made my acquaint-

ance with this pretty species in its natural haunts, but it

was a very slight acquaintance that season, for I did not

then know of a peculiar resting habit the imagines have,

and so had to depend on the net, with very poor results.

They are among the sharpest insects on the wing that I

know of, and most difficult to catch. In Scotland, so far as

I know, A. cordigera is confined to Rannoch, and there its

range is limited to the south side of the loch. Even there

they seem restricted to an elevation of 750 to goo feet. Of
course, individuals are met with above and below these

heights, but it is very seldom. Eastward, the abutments of

Shiehallion seem to stop their advance in that direction,

and on the west their progress is barred by the Black Wood.
The distance between these points is, roughly speaking,

about eight miles, but there are breaks in between where
they do not occur, the ground not being suitable for them.
The sloping ground on each side of the two burns at Carrie

are their headquarters. Here the bearberry {Arctostaphyllos

iiva-ursi) grows in profusion, and A. cordigera is very fond of

coming to gather the honey from the wax-like flowers. Even
then they are always on the alert, flying off on the approach
of anything; so one has but a poor chance of netting them.
If the collector had to depend on that way of getting them
they would still be rare in collections. Each spring the

keepers and shepherds burn strips of the heather, and the

following spring these burnt places are the favourite haunts
of A. cordigera. By that time the black stumps of the old

heath have become a dark grey, with small pieces of grey

lichen still attached, making, one would think, an ideal

resting-place for this species, for the stumps just match
their colouring. But A . cordigera seems an exception to the

rule, for they select the light-coloured granite rocks and
stones, on which they show up in a very conspicuous manner.
On a bright, sunny day A . cordigera is on the wing from about
10 a.m. until 3 or so in the afternoon. They then select

the rocks while the sun is still shining on them, and there

the courting takes place ; but they are still so restless that
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one cannot approach with hope of capturing them. However,
after the sun has left the rock, say half an hour or so, they
are quite dormant, and have to be pushed into the pill-boxes

or bottle of the collector, giving him an opportunity for

making a good bag. In the spring following the burning
the ling is the plant to show in the burnt places, growing up
in single plants with plenty of space between, and it is on
this new growth that the female deposits her eggs, which
are laid on the stems and leaves. When one is walking over
these patches now and again A . cordigcra will fly up, giving

the impression that they have been resting on the ground,
but that is not so. What they have been doing is ova-
depositing on the young ling. Sunshine seems indispensable

to A. cordigera, for without it they are powerless to fly."

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited an Anthrocera supposed to be
a hybrid between A . JilipendnlcB male and A. achillecB female,
together with examples of the two species for comparison.
The history of the specimen was, he said, as follows: For

some five years past Mr. W. Renton had taken an Anthrocera
in a restricted locality in Argyllshire, which he had regarded
as a local form of A. pilosellce (purpumlis), but which has
recentl}' been identified as A. achillece. In the same locality

where this species occurs A. filipendulce also is found; and
he met with what appeared to be a female of the former
species paired with a male of the latter. From this pairing
some seventy ova were obtained, one half of which were kept
with a view to feeding up the resulting larvae in confinement,
and he succeeded in rearing two imagines from them ; the
other half were turned out in a spot where he had seen no
species of Anthrocera, and which appeared to be a suitable

place for the larvae to feed up. In the following June he care-
fully searched this place, and succeeded in finding one larva
only, from which he reared the specimen now exhibited. It

agrees very closely with the two bred in confinement, but
is, as might be expected, slightly larger than either of them

;

and there appears to be no doubt whatever as to the three
examples being members of the same brood.

In general appearance the supposed hybrid tends towards
the characters of A . filipendidce, the size and position of its six

spots being practically as in that species, but the " texture
"

of the wings resembles that of A. achillecs, while the dull,

though rather deep, pink colour of the spots and the hind
wings is unlike either of its parents.

It was suggested that a microscopic examination of the
scales and of the genitalia might be made.
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Mr. H. Moore exhibited a gynandromorphous example of

Papilio clearchus, and contributed the following note :

" There is a group of South American butterflies, compris-
ing a number of forms or closely allied species, commonly
known as the cleotas-phceton series. The specimen exhibited

may prove of somewhat unusual interest. It is a gynandro-
morph—right side male, left side female—^judging by the size

and shape of the wings. Compared with specimens in the

National Collection (which, by the way, is incomplete), it is

near P. clearchus (Felder), but both pairs of wings are

sufficiently distinct not to be identified with any form
represented there, and, so far as I can judge, do not agree

with those of any of the forms recently described by Dr. Karl

Jordan in Seitz's ' Butterflies of the World.'
"

MARCH nth, 1909.

Mr. West (Greenwich) exhibited a cabinet drawer of the

Society's type collection of Coleoptera, the second he had
recently rearranged, remounting all the specimens.

Mr. South exhibited a short series of Acidalia degeneraria

from Torquay, and contributed the following note :

" Mr. J. Walker, of Torquay, has sent me two specimens
from a series of this species which he reared last September
from ova deposited by a female taken in his district. He
writes :

' These are not nearly so dark as the Portland form'

;

he adds that he has taken A. degeneraria in one spot near

Torquay each season during the past three years. Further,

I understand that although he has searched other likely

places in the district, he only finds the species in the one
in which he first met with it.

" From eggs laid in July, larvae hatch in about seven days,

and if kept in a warm room will attain full growth and
pupate by the beginning of September ; moths emerge a
fortnight later. A few larvae, however, refuse to feed up, and
these usually die during the winter.

" The two Dorset specimens put in for comparison were
reared in September, 1904, from Portland parents."

Mr. Kaye exhibited a number of series of Cosmotriche

potatoria from various localities. The series included pale

males of the female coloration from Cambs. and Norfolk;
some exceedingly dark males from Pembrokeshire, the

females from the same locality also being rather dark ; from
Exeter were some very large dark females of a somewhat
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similar colour ; some of the intermediate variegated males
were from Cambs. ; the Lancashire form was represented

by some brick-red males. A pair from Co. Kerry showed
a very rich-coloured male, with the whole of the central area

of the wing a rich orange and the thorax orange, but with
dark hind-wings. Various "aberrations" were also included.

A large number of drawers, boxes, and series of Lycaenid
butterflies were exhibited by Messrs. Tonge, Harrison and
Main, Joy, Moore, Grosvenor, Turner, Pickett, Dr. Chapman,
Dr. Hodgson, and Rev. G. Wheeler to illustrate Mr. Tutt's
" Gossip about the Blue Butterflies." Mr. Tonge also

exhibited photographic life-histories of the Lycsenids, so far

as he had been able to complete them, including imagines,

ova, larvae, pupae, and details.

Mr. J. W. Tutt gave an address entitled, " A Gossip about
the Blue Butterflies," of which the following is a summary :

The comprehensive group Riiralides consists of the
" coppers, blues, and hairstreaks," of which the " blues," or

Lycsenids, form by far the largest section. Species of this

sub-family are found all over the world in large numbers, and
even in the palaearctic region no fewer than 122 species occur,

as recorded in Staudinger's list, published in igoi.

In this work the " blues " are comprised in four very

unequal genera, viz., Lampides with 10 species, Chilades with

I {trochilus), LyccBiia with no species, and Cyaniris (
=

Celastrina) with i {argiolus). Of the 10 species in Lampides
only one {bceticiis) belongs there, the others being quite outside

the group. In Lyccena, comprising species as diverse in

appearance, habits, structure, etc., as argiades, astrarche,

and arion, no attempt is made at subdivision, although

characters in abundance are offered by all the stages.

The subdivision of Meyrick (" Handbook ") need only be

referred to by saying that argiades, minimus, seviiargns (acis),

astrarche, pldceas, and dispar are placed in one genus, Chryso-

phanus (! !) ; and boeticns, argiolus, coridon, bellargus, cegon,

icarns, and arion in the genus LyccBua. This evidently

illogical and unnatural grouping is the result of classifying

on only one insignificant imaginal character—"hairy" or
" smooth " eyes.

The British species are, as a rule, more or less isolated

and typical of well-developed groups in other parts of the

palaearctic and nearctic and even tropical regions. Celastrina,

for instance, has numerous representatives in the Indian

region, as also has the genus Everes. In some cases our

single British species is the centre of a few scattered species
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forming a small natural coterie, e. g. minimus with sebrus and
lorquinii ; arion with areas, alcon, euphemus, etc. ; astrarche

with eumedon, idas, psylorita, etc.

As regards the distribution of our native species, Lampides
bceticiLs must be looked upon as an immigrant even in the

greater part of the south of Europe ; Everes argiades and
Celastrina argiolus are sedentary species throughout almost
the whole of the palsearctic and nearctic regions, the former
probably with a tendency to spread in seasons specially

suitable for it ; Cupido minimus and Plebeius argus {cBgon) are

spread over almost the whole continental part of the palse-

arctic region, the latter being represented in Japan by distinct

variations as in Europe, while Aricia astrarche has forms
spreading as far as India, and so on.

Most of the species show considerable sexual dimorphism
in their coloration ; the development of the legs, the distribu-

tion of the colour, and the sizes of the two sexes are also often

very divergent. In most of the species much specialization

of scales takes place, "androconia" (plumules or battledore

scales) being present in all " blue " males, and long hair-

scales, abundant in some males, are almost entirely absent in

quite allied species.

As regards egg-laying, very little is known of the natural

methods of the various species, although considerable advance
has been made during the last few years in describing and
photographing the ova of the commoner species. The length
of the egg-stage of all the British species of "blues" is,

however, quite well known.
The larvai of all the species are more or less borers, and

consequently the neck is exceedingly developed. Seeds,
flowers, and leaves are attacked (varying with the species),

and the length of larval life varies very considerably in the
different species.

The stage at which hibernation takes place is not the same
in all species. The larvae of Everes argiades and Cupido
minimus winter full-fed ; Polyommatiis icarus, Cyaniris semi-

argus, Agriades bcllavgus, Lyccena arion, and Aricia astrarche

winter in the third larval instar ; Celastrina argiolus and the

Nomiadids {Nomiades cyllarus and A^. melanops) hibernate as

pupae, and Plebeius argus (cBgon) and Agriades coridon as ova.

The food-plants of the family are chiefly LeguminoscB, but
there are many exceptions. Celastrina argiolus and Lampides
boeticus have each almost thirty food-plants recorded. The
Aricias are essentially Geranium-feeders, though A . astrarche

also feeds on Helianthemum . The true Lycaenids, L. arion,
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etc., are very varied in their food-plants. L. avion eats

thyme, L. alcon eats gentian, etc.

The movements of the larvae are, as a rule, slow, and both

movements and colours have a cryptic interpretation.

All the species appear to be closely attended by ants in the

larval stage, and some are reported to be so in the pupal

stage. The seventh abdominal segment of the larvae of all

the species has an evaginable gland—the honey-gland—and
the eighth abdominal segment has two evaginable caruncles.

Exact information concerning pupation in nature, in all

the species, is much wanted. It is very doubtful as to what
pupae are suspended by girth and cremastral pad. Cclastrina

argiolus and Everes argiades are known to possess a girth
;

Cupido nmiinuLS is supposed to have one.

As regards habits, most of the species fly mainly around
low plants, although Celastrina argiolus frequents trees and
shrubs. The males of many of the species are often observed

to be exceedingly abundant, drinking at damp patches in

the hotter regions of their habitat.

MARCH 2Sth, 1909.

Mr. A. E. Gibbs, F.E.S., of St. Albans, Mr. A. W.
Buckstone, of Chiswick, and Mr. J. H. Rohde, of Reigate,

were elected members.
Mr. G. B. Browne exhibited a short series of Eubolia

bipunctana, including forms taken at Branscombe in July,

1908, and at Dawlish, July, 1903, which were very reddish

compared with the typical forms taken at Horsley in July,

1907. He also showed forms oi Agriadcs corydon, taken at

Reach in July and August, 1908, which had a slight reddish

suffusion. Mr. Turner had seen the same kind of suffusion in

specimens taken at Meiringin, Switzerland, by Mr. Harrison.

Mr. Tonge exhibited an underside of Acronyda psi, in

which the central black spot was elongated and extended

towards the base of the wing.
Mr. Baumann exhibited a very pale female of Nyssia

Jiispidaria from Chingford, and a^ black form for comparison.

Mr. Coote exhibited the ova of the same species ; also

a female specimen of Anisopteryx cEscidaria.

Mr. Lucas exhibited the fungus, Tranietes rubescens, found

at Oxshott on sallow, and said this was the third known
British locality, the species having been found hitherto only

in the New Forest, where he was the first to discover it.
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and in Shropshire. It should be stated that Mr. G. Massee,

F.L.S., considers T. rubescens to be only a form of Dcedalea

confragosa.

The remainder of the evening was devoted to the exhibition

of lantern-slides.

Mr. Tonge showed slides of the ova of Plebeiiis cBgon, and
details of the life-history of various species of Lepidoptera.

Mr. Dennis showed a series of snow pictures taken during

the recent severe weather.

Mr. West, L.D.S., showed a series of slides of the " stick
"

insect {Dixippiis inorostis) and its egg-

Mr. Main showed details of several life-histories, including

those of Apatura ilia.

Mr. E. Step exhibited a series of lantern photographs
showing moths at rest in the wild state. The species shown
included Stauropus fagi, Dianthoecia compersa, Plusia pulchrina,

Hecatera serena, Acidalia incanaria, Eupithecia venosata, etc.

Mr. Lucas showed the following series of slides : Flowers
and fruits of Phanerogams, mosses and fungi, New Forest
views, etc.

MARCH 2jth, 1909.

Report of the Society's Visit to the Zoological
Museum, Tring.

By A. L. Rayward, F.E.S., and H. J. Turner, F.E.S.

With the kind permission of the Hon. Walter Rothschild,

M.P., a meeting was held at the Zoological Museum, Tring,

especially to visit the galleries recently built to accommodate
the enormous collection of Lepidoptera.
More than thirty members and friends attended, and Dr.

Karl Jordan, the Curator, gave a most interesting and instruc-

tive demonstration of the contents of the various cabinets.

Some of the members were also shown over the general

museum, which contains a very fine collection of birds in

addition to the other classes of animal life.

In the Insect Galleries, although many of the sections are

not yet arranged, the material is grouped in families, and
everything is labelled. The collection is especially rich in

the PapilionidcB, and in particular the Ornithoptera are repre-

sented by series, in many cases bred, from as many localities

as possible in the Malay Archipelago. The series of 0.

priamus, with its various geographical forms, golden, green,
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blue, etc., were much admired, as also were the huge, quite

perfect, bred series of O. victoria from New Guinea. A
drawer of the aberrant Papilio antimachus, from Africa,

included a specimen of the very rarely obtained female.

The polymorphic forms of P. cenea were well represented by
series from various parts of Africa, together with the Mada-
gascar form, P. meriones ; a beautiful set of 0. paradisea, a

hne Malayan species with very aberrant hind wings. A very
large number of the brilliantly marked S. American butterflies

of the genera Caiagramuia, Catoncplide, etc., and some of the

more distinctive species of Pamassiiis were among the butter-

flies more or less noticeable. Among the moths some huge
Saturniids were shown, of which it was stated that the larvae,

preserved specimens of which were in one of the cabinets,

possessed poisonous hairs, and that pupation took place

underground. The collection of hawk-moths, upon which
the very fine monograph of the family was based, was pointed
out, together with the giant "goat" moths of New Zealand
and the huge group of the tropical representatives of the

Zygcenidce of the N. Temperate Zone, viz. the Chalcosidce.

British species were not separately arranged, bnt long series

of Chrysophanus dispar, with fine varieties and aberrations of

the Melitseas, Argynnids, and Vanessids, including some very
fine results of temperature experiments, were shown. Some
of our members got a glimpse of many extreme aberrations
of Ardia caja.

After some two hours had been thus spent, tea at the com-
fortable Rose and Crown Hotel, and a pleasant ride or walk
to the station, concluded a very successful commencement of

our season's supplementary arrangements.

APRIL Sth, 1909.

Mr. A. F. Hemming and Mrs. Hemming, of Horley, were
elected members.

Mr. Edwards exhibited a species of crawfish (Pamdirus)
from British North Borneo.

Mr. Newman exhibited a living female of Asteroscopus

nubecidosa, emerged that morning, after having been four

years in the pupal stage. He also stated that the emergence
of this species always takes place between nine and ten
o'clock in the morning.

Mr. Main exhibited egg-cases, each containing one ovum,
of a leaf insect {Pidchiphyllinin crurifolitim) received from
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Ceylon. The species is parthenogenetic, a male being pro-

duced only very occasionally.

Mr. Turner exhibited a series of Glyphodes sinuata, a very

beautiful and delicate Pyrale of the sub-family PyvaustincB.

It came from the Ja River, Cameroons.
Mr. Robert Adkin read a short paper entitled " Notes on

a Series of Boarmia repandata, with some Remarks upon the

Variation and Distribution of the Species in Britain," and
exhibited long series of the species in illustration of the

paper (p. i).

Mr. Turner read the report of the visit which the Society

made to the Zoological Museum, Tring, on March 27th

(see p. 72).

APRIL 22nd, 1909.

Mr. Tonge exhibited the remains of a female Catocala

fraxini, taken on an old poplar trunk at Horsham, Sussex,

September 3rd, 1908, by Mr. A. James, of Tooting, with
some of the ova laid. The specimen was apparently a more
than usually dark example.

Mr. West, of Ashtead, exhibited living specimens of the

larval stage of a stick insect {Dixippus morosus), and stated

that it fed readily on privet.

Mr. Joy exhibited the pupa of Cyclopides palcBuion. He
stated that the larva hibernated full fed in mid October,

making a tent among the grass. In the spring it emerged,
wandered about, and at length pupated without feeding.

He also referred to the larvae of Brenthis euphrosyne, of which
he had about eighty in the autumn. Of these some forty-

hve were alive on March 15th, but after the severe weather
then experienced only twenty-five remained. These wandered,
but would not feed, and eventually most of them died ; only
two had as yet pupated, and two others were about to do so.

Mr. Rayward exhibited the ova of Polygonia c-alhum,

found wild. They were all at the tip of a leaf and on the
upper surface. Only in one instance were there two ova on
one leaf. Mr. Tonge showed a beautiful stereoscopic slide

of the ova.

Mr. Tonge read a paper, "The Resting Attitudes of

Insects," dealing chiefly with the position in which the

wings of butterflies and moths are held, and illustrating his

remarks with a large number of lantern-slides, many of them
taken during the field meetings of the Society (see p. 5).
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MAY i^ik, 1909.

Mr. F. Coulsden, of Stoke Newington, was elected a

member.
Mr. Ashdown exhibited a bred series of Spilosoma mendica,

from a New Forest parent. There was considerable varia-

tion shown, one female example having the black spots

increased in size and number, with a tendency to coalesce

into transverse fasciae.

Mr. Buckstone exhibited a specimen of Bithys qiierctls,

taken at Oxshott, July 24th, igo8, having a small hght
brown spot on the disc of each fore-wing, and referable to

the var. bella.

Mr. Joy exhibited the living larva of Hipparchia semele,

and pointed out how well it was protected, when not feed-

ing, by the dry grass bases among which it rested.

Mr. Step gave a sketch of the " Flora of the Basingstoke

Canal," based on his observations in the section lying

between the Wey Navigation and Woking, and exhibited

lantern-slides of all the characteristic local plants in illustra-

tion of his remarks, together with a number of views on the

canal.

MAY 15th, 1909.

Field Meeting at Holmwoou.

Conducted by W. J. Kaye, F.E.S.

The two or three members who formed the morning party

had perhaps the better time, for, proceeding from Dorking
by way of Bore Hill and the Redlands Wood, the}^ were
more or less sheltered from the gradually increasing cold

wind which marred the possibilities of the afternoon, and no
doubt prevented several from joining in the meeting.

Although a very promising country was traversed, practi-

cally nothing was obtained, and those attending welcomed
the comfortable arrangements for tea at the hostelry on the

Holmwood. Thence the party drove to Dorking, and caught
an early train home.

MAY 2-]th, 1909.

Mr. Alex. Ramsey, of Kew, was elected a member.
Dr. Chapman exhibited two very extreme specimens, male

and female, of the southern form of Parargc egeria, taken
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this spring at Amelie les Bains, South France. They were
rather large (48 and 50 mm.). The dark areas were reduced
to lines or almost wanting, and the fulvous areas correspond-

ingly enlarged, and much more conspicuous and vivid than
is usual. For comparison, an ordinary southern form and
the British dark form, egerides, were also shown.

Mr. Edwards and Mr. Carr exhibited specimens of Ciicullia

chamomillce, taken at Blackheath and Lee respectively.

Mr. Edwards also exhibited the larva of the stag-beetle

[Lucanus cervus), found in the rotting wood of some old

palings in the Shooter's Hill Road, Blackheath.
Mr. Smith exhibited a melanic specimen of Tceniocampa

pulverulenta {cruda), taken at Dover in April. It was refer-

able to the var. haggarti.

Mr. Newman exhibited a very extreme melanic female of

Spilosoma fnliginosa, bred this spring, from Sheffield. The
whole of the wings were uniformly dark, except the inner

margin of the hind-wings.

Mr. Sich exhibited a specimen of Enpithecia castigata ?,

taken flying over heath near Richmond, Surrey, on May loth.

The right fore-wing was crumpled, and both fore-wings were
sparsely scaled on the upper side. There was a large basal

patch normally scaled, and an outer marginal band of almost
black scales ; but the space between these was almost desti-

tute of scales, and showed the venation perfectly distinctly.

The insect appeared normal beneath. If the pupa could be
found, the scales missing on the upper surface of the fore-

wing of the moth might be seen adhering to the inner surface

of the pupal wing-cases.

Mr. West (of Greenwich) exhibited specimens of Cassida

fastuosa, taken by Mr. H. J. Turner at Box Hill in some
numbers, on the leaves of Inula conyza. It is stated to be
attached to ragwort, and also to be found on foxglove. But
none were found on the former plant, and the latter, being
shy of chalk, does not grow on the ground where the insect

is found. He also showed specimens of the rare Coccinellid,

Halyzia 16-guttata, taken by Mr. Ashby and himself in

numbers, on birch, near Brockenhurst, in the middle of May.
Mr. Lucas read a paper entitled "The Scotch Fir (Pinus

sylvestris)," and illustrated his notes with a large number of

lantern-slides, many of them taken in localities well known
to most of the members, with the addition of a few giving

microscopical details by Mr. Noad Clark (see p. g).
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JUNE loth, 1909.

Mr. W. J. Kaye, F.E.S., Vice-president, in the Chair.

Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited specimens of a Centipede,
Scolopendra morsitans, from Jamaica.

Mr. Newman exhibited imagines of Dicranura bictispis from
Tilgate Forest.

Mr. Main exhibited two larvae of Limenitis populi from
Saxony ; also egg, cocoon, and young larvse of Hydrophilus
piceus, the great water beetle.

Mr. Rayward exhibited living larvse of Polygonia c-albiim

from the ova previously shown.
Mr. Tonge exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Grosvenor, ova of

Cyclopides palcemon {paniscus)

.

Mr. F. Noad Clark exhibited a dipteron, bred from larvae

voided by sheep in their excrement.

JUNE igth, 1909.

Report of Field Ramble—Ashtead to Mickleham.

Conducted by E. Step.

A fair day in a period of wet and low temperatures
redeemed the leader's promise that the 19th of June should
be line ; and a good attendance of members testified to the
popularity of the district. The route selected lay almost
entirely over footpaths and bridle-tracks between Ashtead
station and Headley Lane, a couple of hundred yards of the
Epsom-Leatherhead road being the sole exception. From
this point the way lay through the larch plantation of the
Warren into Crampshaw Lane and the broad margin of
rough land at its upper part. Here the broomrapes (Oro-

hanche) were only just beginning to appear, though a specimen
or two of 0. minor was found more advanced. The Cinnabar
moth (Hipocrita jacohcucB) was abundant, though many of the
specimens were faded. A few Augiades sylvanus and Polyom-
matus icarus were flying.

Crossing the cornfield we now reached the ancient Ermyn
Way, that runs across the Downs from Epsom to Mickleham,
and the rest of the afternoon was spent in traversing it.

Atropa belladonna was found in flower, SpircBa filipendtda
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nearly out, and on Mickleham Downs we found numbers of

the bird's-nest orchis {Neottia nidus-avis).

Among the Lepidoptera captured or noted were Enclidia

glyphica, Zonosoma linearia, Strenia clathrata, Melanippe nion-

tanata, Camptogramma bilineata, Dichorampha sequana, Venilia

viacidata, Asthena candidata, Eupithecia lariciata, Chloroclystis

coronata, Phibalapteryx vitalbata, Cidaria russata, Mamestra
dentina, Callophrys ruhi, Epinephele ianira, Ccenonympha pam-
philus ; also larvae oi Lithosia deplana, and Laspeyria flexida.

A few Coleoptera were taken by sweeping, including

Dromius linearis, Oxyporusmfns, Priohium castanenm, Callidium

alni, Grammoptera tabacicolor, Cistela mnrina, Magdalis
armigera, Liparus coronattis, etc.

I am indebted to Messrs. R. Adkin, W. J. Ashdown,

J. H. Carpenter, and B. H. Smith for the material of these

lists.

The ramble concluded at Burford Bridge Hotel, where
a party of twenty-four members and friends sat down to tea.

^UNE 24.th, 1909.

Mr. Edwards exhibited a fossil sponge, Ventriculites im-
presses, found in the Lias at Upminster, in Essex, and com-
municated the following note

:

" In the white chalk of Sussex, Wiltshire, and Norfolk,

Ventriculites occur in great numbers, V. radiatus being,

perhaps, the commonest. This species frequently forms the

nucleus of flints, the silica just covering it, and thus assuming
its shape. The general shape of these Ventriculites is that of

an old-fashioned wine-glass."

Mr. Newman exhibited a freshly emerged living specimen
of Sesia andreniformis from N. Kent, and a very curiously

partially gynandromorphous specimen of Satiirnia carpini, in

which the right side was normal male, the left fore-wing, top

half male, and bottom half female, the left hind-wing male,

splashed with a few female markings ; antenna on the right

side normal male, on the left halfway between male and
female ; the body large, but not quite so large as that of a

normal female. It was bred in May, igog, from a North
Kent larva.

Mr. Smith exhibited living full-fed larvae of Pachnobia

leucographa.

Mr. Lucas exhibited photographs of plants observed at

Ashtead and Mickleham during the Society's Field Meeting

I
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on June igth. These included Cephalanthera pallens, Oro-
banche minor, and Githago segeUnn.

Mr. Green exhibited a number of specimens of Leucania
vitellina, taken at sugar in East Kent, in October, 1907 and
igo8.

Dr. Chapman exhibited specimens of the recently much-
discussed species, Pieris manni, taken by him in the Eastern
Pyrenees during the present spring.

Mr. Turner exhibited a number of figures of Arctia caja

varieties ; also the group photograph of the delegates and
members of the Congress of the S.E. Union of Scientific

Societies, held at Winchester.
Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a specimen of a Nonagria from

Sussex that had been named edchteni, Tutt, and examples of
the species commonly known as N . neurica, Hb. {arundineta

Schmidt), for comparison. He called attention to the
decided brown colour of the thoracic crest with its clear

white apex of the former, as compared with the ashey-brown
crest with its dark-brown apex in the latter species ; also to

the very distinct white dot and the two less well-defined

dots on the disc of the wing, which did not appear in the
specimens of N. neurica. He said it was well known that
there had been a good deal of controversy as to whether the
Sussex insect should be referred to N. neurica, Hub., and a
new name found for the species that we had for many years
known by that name, or whether the Sussex insect was a new
species. From such evidence as had been adduced and
from what he had been able to see of the few specimens of
the Sussex insect that he had been able to examine he was
inclined to follow Tutt's view, that we were right in regarding
the insect that we had been accustomed to call A^. neurica

as Hubner's species, and that the Sussex insect was new to

us and should be entitled to the name edehteni that had been
given to it.

Mr. E. Step read the following report he had prepared as

one of the Delegates of the Society :

Report of Delegates to the South-Eastern Union
OF Scientific Societies.

The fourteenth annual Congress was held at Winchester
on June gth to 12th, and was attended by both your delegates.
It appears to the writer of this report that the duties of a
delegate to this Congress are three in number :
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(i) To submit himself unreservedly to the hospitable

designs of the local committee, his hosts.

(2) To pass a great number of votes of thanks.

(3) To report to his society what was done.

Having carried out the first duty with meekness and in

the spirit of non-resistance, he performs the second with
enthusiasm, but with No. 3 his troubles begin, for the work
that is crowded into three and a half days might well occupy
a week, and therefore requires a somewhat lengthy report.

The hard work of the Congress is done by the officers of the

Union and the local committee, but in spite of that the

delegate has a strenuous time.

The President of the Congress was Dr. Dukinfield Scott,

F.R.S., who is also President of the Linnean Society. The
Mayor and Corporation of Winchester had placed the Guild-

hall at our disposal, and the meetings were held in the great

hall, the stage and galleries were transformed into the

Congress museum, the banqueting chamber became the

reception room, and an office was set apart for the general

secretary; in addition, one delegates' meeting was held in

the city court-room. The mayor and mayoress gave initial

dignity to our proceedings by an official reception, and
attended some of the later meetings.

In his Presidential Address Dr. Scott took as the main
subject of his discourse the ancient flora of the Wealden
formations, and dealt particularly with those primitive forms
of seed-bearing plants most nearly represented by the Cycads
of to-day, and which appear to bridge over the gulf between
the Cryptogams and the Phanerogams.

At the business meeting next morning the Council, the

treasurer, and the sectional committees gave an account of

their varied activities since the previous Congress, which
showed an increase of societies and members, a small but

sufficient balance in hand, a successful autumnal meeting at

Tring Museum, a Cryptogamic meeting at Tunbridge Wells,

and a keen look-out for treasure-trove. These matters met
with the approbation of the delegates, so that all the re-

ports were accepted by them without amendment, and we
adjourned to the great hall, where your esteemed President,

Mr. Sich, read a paper on " Leaf-mining Insects," which
the chairman characterised as a most delightful as well as

valuable address, a verdict which was endorsed by the hearty

applause of the audience, as well as by comments which
reached the ears of your delegates later on. It should be

satisfactory to you to know that the reputation of the South
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London Entomological and Natural History Society was
thus well maintained at the Congress.

Mr. J. F, Rayner, of Southampton, followed with an
admirable paper on " Fungus-hunting in Hants," which one
of your delegates had attempted partially to illustrate by
exhibiting a large number of photographs of Hampshire
fungi in the Congress museum.

In the evening we attended a pleasant conversazione in

the memorial building of Winchester College, to which we
had been invited by the genial headmaster, Dr. Burge, and
where the well-kept natural history museum of the College

was thrown open to us. Later we adjourned to the school

to listen to a lecture by Mr. R. W. Hooley on " The Age of

Reptiles in Hants and the Isle of Wight."
On Friday morning Messrs. Griffin and Lowne gave a

lucid exposition and business-like demonstration of the art

of " Plant Pressing and Mounting," which should result in a
vast improvement of the herbarium specimens of botanists

in the South-Eastern Union. Their specimens showed
every external detail clearly, the retention of much of the

colour of the flowers, and an absence of broken or crumpled
leaves. They also made a strong appeal for the inclusion of

seedlings on the sheets as completing the life-history and
helping to elucidate plant affinities and evolution.

The Rev. G. M. A. Hewitt followed with a humorous
discourse on " Local Lepidoptera," which was conceived in

the spirit of Mark Twain, and evoked the admiration of the

audience for the clever manner in which he all but succeeded
in evading mention of the local Lepidoptera, and referred us

to the published lists.

In the evening Mr. W. Dale read a paper entitled " Pre-

historic Memorials of Hampshire," which was geological

and anthropological, largely concerned with flint implements.
On Saturday morning we protested unanimously against

the proposal of the Croydon Corporation to destroy the

Whitgift Hospital in order to widen the road. The question

of a meeting place for igio was left to the Council, several

suggestions having been made, but further inquiries and
negotiations were necessary before a decision could be
arrived at. Sir Archibald Geikie and Mr. T. Parkin were
added to the list of vice-presidents ; six new members of the

Council were elected ; and Professor Ernest Gardner was
elected as President for igio. Mr. Gardner is Yates
Professor of Archaeology in the University of London, and
is more widely known for his explorations in Greece and

6
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Egypt, and for the good work done during the years he was
Director of the British School of Archaeology in Athens.

Other officers were re-elected, and a small committee was
appointed to organise the exchange of wild-flower seeds.

This arose from the plant-pressing demonstration of Messrs.

Griffin and Lowne, who had shown the necessity for

including seedlings on the herbarium sheets.

Then followed a long series of votes of thanks to the

numerous local friends who had been kind to us, and we
thanked them fervently. This concluded the labours of the

delegates, and the general meeting of Congress was resumed.
Mr. W. F. Gwinnell read a paper on " The Evolution of

our Southern Rivers," in which he traced the history of

most of our rivers and streams, from the Thames to the

south coast, showing how they had fought among themselves
for territory and tributaries, had shifted their courses and
their water-sheds, and altered their volumes. The final

paper was by Dr. Cavers, Professor of Biology at the Hartley
University College, Southampton, on "Nature Study." It

was a description of the methods adopted in that institution

for the training of Nature-studv teachers, and it struck the

present writer that it would have been more fitly read before

a congress of teachers.

So much for the Guildhall meetings. In addition we had
a series of delightful visits, which—as might be expected
from the locality—were almost exclusively of an archaeo-

logical character. The " preliminary canter " on Wednesday
afternoon, before the business meetings had commenced,
was a visit to Winchester Castle, under the guidance of Sir

William Portal. Winchester Castle has pla3^ed a most
important part in the making of English history, and Sir

William claimed that its interest was only second—if it was
second—to that of Westminster Hall. Not content with
giving the delegates this treat, Mr. N. C. H. Nisbet, the

architect to the Cathedral, then marched them off to the

famous Hyde Abbey, and after describing it, led them to his

own garden and regaled them with tea, afterwards taking

them to the beautiful old Saxon church of Headbourne
Worthy.
On Thursday afternoon forces were divided, and whilst

one party went to inspect the wonderful work of under-

pinning the Cathedral and putting in new foundations, an
outdoor party drove out to the chalk downs, where the

veteran geologist, Mr. W. Whitaker, explained the forma-

tion of the local Devil's Punch-bowl, and a section showing
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the junction of the upper and lower chalk was inspected.

On Friday there were visits to the City Museum in the
morning, Alderman Jacob acting as guide, and in the after-

noon to the Hospice and Church of St. Cross, where some
of the party claimed the wayfarer's dole of ale and bread.

On the way back we paid a long visit to the ruins of

Wolvesey Castle, whose history was told at length by Mr.
Nisbet, and in the adjoining church-house, Mrs. Valpy, the
wife of Canon Valpy, gave us tea. I regret to say that

Canon Valpy, who was too ill to be present, died a few days
later. Here, with the ruins as a background, the Congress
photograph was taken, the Lord Bishop of Winchester joining
the party. A copy is here this evening, and from it you will

see that the South London Entomological Society was well

represented, and in particular that your delegates were doing
their duty in supporting your President. On Saturday after-

noon one party went to Southampton, where Professor Hearn-
shaw conducted them to the places of interest in the town,
and the Mayor gave them tea and exhibited the corporation
regalia. Others preferred to stay in Winchester, and under
the sympathetic and learned guidance of Dr. Burge, the

headmaster, they explored the buildings, ancient and modern,
of Winchester College, and were made acquainted with the
principal features of its history, and the past and present
routine of life of those who have enjoyed or are enjoying the
noble foundation of the wise and far-seeing William of

Wykeham.
In conclusion, it is only fair to point out to members of

our Society that for a very trifling annual subscription to the
S.E. Union, all the delights of this annual congress may be
shared by them. Mr. Adkin is the treasurer to the Union,
and will relieve you of all trouble in the matter ; and next
year you will receive a most attractive programme of the
coming Congress, which, obeying the laws of evolution, is

sure to be even better than that of which I have attempted
to give you a very brief and altogether inadequate account.

Mr. J. W. Tutt read a paper entitled " The Darwin Com-
memoration—Thoughts—Species," being reminiscences and
reveries induced by the re-perusal of some of the volumes of

the " Entomologist's Weekly Intelligencer " of half a century
ago (see " Ent. Record," igog, pp. 181-4).

JULY Sth, 1909.

It was announced that a very complete collection of Euro-
pean and British butterflies had been presented to the
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Society by Mrs. Freeman, of Tavistock, Devon. It was the

collection of her late husband, Mr. F. F. Freeman, a Fellow
of the Entomological Society, and contains much of the

material collected by our member the late Mr. F. C. Lemann,
F.E.S.

This collection is the only modern one of European
butterflies available for reference in London. Even at South
Kensington (British Museum) there is no collection of Euro-
pean species, apart from that representing the butterflies of

the world. To the rapidly increasing band of students of the

Palaearctic butterflies this collection will be of immense value.

Mr. Sperring exhibited a specimen of Pararge niegcBva

taken at Street, in Somerset, in August, igo8, in which the

whole of the usually fulvous area was of a pale straw-colour.

He also showed five specimens of Ccenonympha pamphilus

from Porchester, showing five distinct shades of colour, from
very pale, almost straw-colour, to a very dark dull brown
(not red-brown). They were all taken on the same day.

Mr. Edwards exhibited a specimen of Opsiphanes cyme
from Brazil.

Mr. Robert. Adkin exhibited a series of Odontopera bidentata

of Yorkshire origin, with regard to which he said that, in

the spring of 1907 he received ova from a pairing between a

black male and a black female of a brood that was wholly
black ; from these he reared a brood in 1908, which also was
wholly black. It appeared from this that a black strain had
been established from which all traces of light-coloured

moths had been eliminated, it having bred true for two years

at least in succession. Ova were obtained from the 1908
black moths, but instead of the brood reared in the present

year from them being all black, nearly 25 per cent, of them
were of the ordinary pale form. There was also some
variation in the individuals, some of the black specimens
showing no trace of the pale transverse line on the fore-

wings, while in others it was present, and in one of them it

was represented by a series of almost white dots ; in one of

the light specimens its place was taken by a row of small,

white longitudinal dashes, giving the insect a rayed appear-

ance. The series contained in addition a specimen of the

black form in which the scales of a considerable portion of

the wings were minus pigment.
Mr. B. Adkin exhibited a short series of very curious small

specimens of Cidaria sufftmiata, received from N. Devon,
showing much superficial resemblance to Cidaria silaceata,

and contributed the following note :
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"In 1908 the Rev. J. W. Metcalfe, of Ottery St. Mary,
Devon, sent me a specimen of Cidaria suffumata, which
differed considerably from the type, and bore a superficial

resemblance in size and markings to those specimens of C.

silaceata which have an unbroken brown band across the

fore-wing. He informed me that the form was fairly plentiful

in a wood in N. Devon, where it flew in company with the

type. At my request he most kindly visited the wood again
in 1909, and, notwithstanding bad weather, he succeeded in

taking several specimens as well as the type, and favoured
me with four more of the small form and two of the type.

It is therefore proved that this form has occurred for two
years and that it and the type fly at the same time. A sug-

gested reason for the different races is a different food-plant
of less succulent nature, as may be instanced by the two
races of Hypsipetes sordidata, which feed on sallow and
whortleberry respectively. Unfortunately, there seems no
chance of investigating the matter further for the present, as

my valued correspondent has no longer the same facilities

for visiting the locality.
" The form differs from the type as follows

:

" Expanse, 23-28 mm., instead of about 32 mm., as in the

type.
" Shape of fore-wing less pointed.
" Inner white band of fore-wing straight and more regular.
" Hind-wings darker and almost without markings."

^ULY lOth, 1909.

Field Meeting in Coombe Wood.

Conducted by Percy Richards.

About a dozen members and friends spent a very pleasant

afternoon and evening in Coombe Wood, by kind permission
of Sir Adolphus and Sir Augustus Fitz-George. The wood-
man, Mr. Todding, gave the members every facility for

visiting the best places, and, in spite of the changeable
weather, the list of insects annexed will show that Coombe
Wood still yields some good things, the most interesting

being Capperia heterodactyla (teucrii), which occurred in

hundreds ; a great many were taken. Another interesting

species was Scotosia betnlata, which occurred in some numbers
round about the only buckthorn in Coombe Wood. A very
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nice tea was served at the " Robin Hood " in Kingston Vale
at 6.30, and, although the grass and undergrowth were soaked

by the recent rain, members persevered until about g.15, but

unfortunately not much was done by dusking, except finding

swarms of Hepialtcs hectus assembling.

In addition to the insects mentioned above, the following

species of Lepidoptera were taken :

Nocture.—Apamea nebulosa.

PsEUDOBOMBYCES.

—

Phalcva bucephala.

Geometr^e.—Acidalia aversata, Cabera pusarta, Strenia

clathrata, Boarmia consortaria, Melanthia albicillata, Caiiipto-

gramma bilineata, Ellopia prosapiaria, Phorodesma bajtilaria

{piisttdata)

.

Pyralid^.—Scoparia ambignalis, S. mercurella, Ebulea

verbascalis, Agrotera nemoralis, Endotricha flammealh.
Alucitides.—Stenoptilia fusca {pterodadyla), Alucita penta-

dactyla.

ToRTRiCES.

—

Tortrix podana, T. forsterana, T. viridana, T.

heparana, T. xylosteana, Pandemis {Tortrix) ribeana, Penthina

pvuinana, P. nigromacidana, Sericoris lacunana, Sciaphila stcb-

jectana, S. virgaureana, Hedya occllana, H. dealbana,Dictyopteryx

Iceflingiana, Synicethis fabriciana {oxyacanthella), Xanthosetia

hamana, Epiblema bilunana.

Tinea.—Coleophora hitipennella, C. ibipennella, Argyresthia

retinella, A. gcedartella, Moinpha stephensi, Narycia monilifera.

Hepialides.—Hepialns hediis.

JULY 22nd, 1909.

Mr. Turner exhibited a series of Cupido mininms, taken on
June I2th, at Winchester, where it was locally abundant.
Two specimens were extremely small, measuring only 15 mm.
in expanse of wing, while the largest specimen shown
measured 23 mm. Mr. Sich said that he observed plenty of

ova on the leaves oi Anthyllisvidneraria in the same locality.

Mr. Kaye exhibited a growing plant oi Erica a/Mm, which
had come up by chance in peat used for orchids in a cool

house.

Mr. Step exhibited Creophilus maxillosns, to which was
attached a large number of living pupae of the hymenopterous
parasite, Proctrotrypes ater, Nees. Creophilus and other beetles

similar to it in their subterranean habit did not appear to be
greatly subject to such attacks, but the paucity of examples
might indicate either a real immunity, due to the difficulty
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of depositing eggs in their tissues, or that the victims were
unnoticed by those who turned up the soil. Mr. Priske said

that Mr. Claude Morley had contributed a paper on the

Hymenoptera parasitic upon Coleoptera to the " Proceedings
of the Entomological Society of London."

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a series of Endromh versicolor,

reared from Aviemore ova ; the larvae were fed up during
the summer of igo8, and the imagines shown represented

about half the brood ; the remainder were still in pupae, and
no doubt would not emerge until the spring of 1910.

He also exhibited full-fed larvae of Nyssia zonaria, reared

from Wallasey ova, and stated that during their earlier

stages they fed indiscriminately on leaves of rose, birch, and
sallow, but as soon as knotgrass was obtainable they
appeared to prefer it, and, indeed, to thrive upon it. They
had now, with the exception of some half-dozen individuals,

all pupated. Referring to the ova, he said that he received

two batches from Mr. T. A. Clarke, of Liverpool, who called

his attention to their variation in colour. One batch was
found wild, and was deposited under the sheath of a dead
grass stem ; these eggs were of a deep green colour, which
hue they retained until the change to a lead colour just

before hatching. The other batch was deposited in con-
finement, in a split sweet-pea stem ; the eggs when re-

ceived had been only recently deposited, and were of a
pale yellow colour, but gradually became darker yellow, and
until they had become almost orange, just before the final

change to lead-colour, at no time did they assume a green
coloration like those of the other batch. In neither case
did they appear to harmonize with the substance on which
they were deposited ; indeed, being so completely hidden
from sight it did not appear that harmonizing with their
surroundings would be of any advantage to the species.

Butterflies Attacked by Birds.—Mr. R. Adkin related
the following incident :

" While at breakfast this morning
my attention was attracted by a continuous tapping on the
roof of a small conservatory that adjoins my breakfast -room,
and on looking out to ascertain the cause I discovered a
white butterfiy {Pieris hrassicce) fluttering along the inside of
the roof, and on the outside three sparrows were fluttering
about just over it, the noise being caused by their beaks
beating upon the glass in a frantic but ineffectual attempt to
reach their prey. They continued to follow and strike at
the butterfly so long as it fluttered under the glass, but so
soon as it passed under the wooden sill of the roof, and was
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doubtless assuming that the butterfly had escaped. The
house-sparrow is hardly to be regarded as an insectivorous

bird, and it is, therefore, questionable whether the butterfly

was being chased by the birds for food, but as to their

persistent attack upon it there can be no doubt, whatever
their motive may have been."

Several other members gave instances of Lepidoptera being
attacked by birds, the swallow and starling being mentioned
as well as the sparrow.

Mr. Percy Richards communicated the report of the Field
Meeting held at Coombe Wood on July loth (see p. 85).

Mr. Step read the report of the Field Meeting held at

Mickleham on June 19th (see p. ^"j),

JULY 2\th, 1909.

Field Meeting at Reigate.

Conductor: Alfred Sich, F.E.S.

In spite of the uncertainty of the weather fourteen

members were present, so that although the rain was more
plentiful and more persistent than was desirable for ento-

mological study, there were plenty of companions in adversity

to make things as cheery as circumstances would allow.

Several members took Eubolia bipunctaria on the chalk
downs, and Mr. R. Adkin noted Nola cucullatella and Tortrix

podana, sheltering from the weather on a fence. Mr. Lionel
Adams, the well-known conchologist, was present as a
welcome visitor, and pointed out a Holocene deposit at the
foot of the downs which has yielded many interesting fossil

remains of Mollusca. One or two specimens of Helix pomatia
were seen enjoying the damp atmosphere. At 6.30 p.m.
members found their way to Keasley's tea-rooms, near the

Market Place, where the inner man was regaled in shelter.

AUGUST i2fh, 1909.

Mr. Dennis exhibited a specimen of the "Fuller's Teasel,"

Dipsacns fnllomnn, from Halstead, Essex. It is generally

held to be a cultivated form of the wild D. sylvcstris.

Mr. Baumann exhibited a reed containing pupae of
Nonagria geininipuncta from Lewes, and a species of ich-

neumon bred from the reeds.
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Mr. Step exhibited a specimen of Papilio machaon, specially

mounted between two pieces of glass for artistic purposes.

He had exhibited this specimen in February, igo8, but

when looking at it recently he found a living imago of Tinea

biselliella enclosed with it. This was remarkable, as the

case was perfectly secure, and he had noted no trace of the

larva eighteen months ago. The President remarked that

this moth takes a long time to develop from the ovum to

the imago. Mr. Step also exhibited a number of photo-

graphs of entomological and botanical subjects, including

one of the rare Deptford pink, Diantlms arincria, from Ash-

tead.

AUGUST 26th, 1909.

Mr. South exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Esson, of Aberdeen,

a noctuid moth taken in that district which appeared to

conform to no species known, and was probably new to

science. [Since named PetLcephila essoni, Hampson (see

"Trans. Entom. Soc. Lond.," 1909, p. 461, pi. xvi).]

Mr. South also exhibited an imago of Aglais iirticcv, the

larva of which had been fed entirely on hop, and produced a

normal specimen in every respect.

Dr. Chapman exhibited a most remarkable aberration of

Parasemia plantaginis taken at Ferpecle, Val d' Kerens,

Switzerland, on July i8th, 1909. It was rather large,

measuring 38 mm. The black markings were reduced to

little more than a few faint clouds, so that the moth had
pale orange fore-wings and dark orange hind ones, and
looked much closer in general aspect to E. grainniica or

Diacrisia sanio {N. riissn Ia), than to ordinary P. plantaginis.

The specimen is now in the British Museum, South Ken-
sington.

Mr. West (Greenwich) exhibited specimens of the homo-
pteron, Paraniesns neroosus, a local species taken by him at

Gravesend among rushes.

Mr. Newman exhibited nearly full-fed larvae of Eupithccia

extensaria which had been reared from ova on southern-

wood {Artemisia abrotamun).

He also showed a larva of Staiwopus fagi, and pointed out

the great resemblance between its obliquely furrowed brown
body and the obliquely wrinkled dead leaf of beech.

Mr. F. Noad Clark exhibited a cluster of one of the bird's-

nest fungi {Cyathus striatns), found in an old garden, appa-
rently attached to rotting wooden bordering.
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SEPTEMBER 4th, 1909.

Field Meeting at Westerham, Kent.

Conductor : Hy. J. Turner, F.E.S.

The morning threatened rain for the half dozen members
who met in the train to form the earl}' contingent of the

meeting. On reaching Westerham the uncertainty became
a certainty, for rain fell as the party began to get to the
higher chalk hills above the village. A very pleasant, and
probably a fruitful, collecting ground was reached, but col-

lecting was quite out of the question, and after a lengthy wet
ramble a return was made to the station to meet the afternoon
party. About half a dozen more members came down, and
the ramble was continued in another direction to the High
Chart. It rained more or less at intervals, and scarcely any
imagines were taken. A few larvae were beaten out of the
wet branches, and just when leaving the Chart to follow the

path down through the park of Colonel Warde, a colony of

the larvae of Enpithecia absinthiata was discovered on an
abundant growth of ragwort. A very comfortable tea finished

a ramble on which the chief thing collected was water.

SEPTEMBER gfh, 1909.

Mr. Lucas made a series of exhibits, including the fresh-

water sponge {Spongilla fluviatilis) from Oberwater, and Beau-
lieu River, in the New Forest. Entomologically it is of

interest as being the food of the genus Sisyra (of which there

are three British species) of the order Neuroptera, whose
larval life-history is so peculiar in some ways. Coloured
photographs of the fungi, Polyporus cuticnlaris, on ash, and
Polyporus rufescens, on heather, both from the New Forest,

August, 1909 ; Cordyceps ophioglossoides, an uncommon fungus,

one of the Pyrenornycetes, growing parasitically on the subter-

ranean fungus, Elaphomyces grannlatiis, found at Esher, Sep-
tember gth, 1909.

Mr. Main exhibited specimens of living cockroaches, which
had just been discovered in the packing of sugar received

from Java. The species was subsequently ascertained to be
NatiphcFta circuuivagans.

Mr. Sperring exhibited four specimens of Arctia caia, and
contributed the following note :
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"An experiment made with fourteen larvae of Ardia caia

to note what effect would be caused by the constant variation

of the food-plant has shown, in this particular instance, that

such of the pupae as emerged successfully produced equal
numbers of dark and light specimens, none of which can
be said to be true to type. Of course, the number experi-

mented with is far too small to obtain any sufficiently

valuable evidence fit for recording at the present time, but
experiments to be made on a larger scale will probably throw
more light on the subject, and lead to more conclusive evi-

dence.
" The larva; in question were fed successively on dande-

lion, chickweed, hawthorn, plantain, nettle, lettuce, etc., the
food-plant being changed every day. Of the fourteen larvas

in question, one died, six emerged successfully, the remaining
seven failing to emerge from the pupas, although on opening
the same they were found to be perfect.

" Specimen No. i.—Fore-wings light ; hind-wings brick-red

suffused with yellow. The dark spots are on yellow ground,
and on the outer margin of the wings there are four instead
of three spots.

^'Specimen No. 2.—Fore-wings light, but with a dusky
appearance ; hind-wings orange ; right pair of wings smaller
than the left.

" Specimen No. 3.—Fore-wings dark ; hind-wings deep
salmon, the outer spots having a tendency to join together
to form a band. Antennae tipped with black ; the fringes of

the hind-wings blackened at different portions, and the right

pair of wings very much smaller than the left.

'^Specimen No. 4.— Fore-wings dark and suffused with a

dusky appearance, but not so much as No. 2 ; the hind-wings
deep brick-red, their fringes slightly blackened at different

portions, but less than No. 3. Antenna; black for half the
length, and the right pair of wings slightly smaller than the
left."

Mr. Turner exhibited a short series of Rnmicia phlccas from
Brasted, taken on August 28th, including a very fine example
of the white aberration, var. alba (schmidtii, of authors), and
pointed out that it had been shown that the true schmidtii,

Gerh., was the pale straw or cream-coloured form. He also

showed a very variable series of the beautiful Anthrocerid,
A. carniolica, taken from a field near Gex, at the foot of the
Faucille Pass, S. Juras, in company with A. filipendulcB,

A. achillecB, Leptidia sinapis, Issoria lathonia, Argynnis aglaia,

A. paphia, etc., on August nth, igog. They were brought
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to England alive, two or three in a box, and travelled

extremely well.

Mr. J. P. Barrett exhibited a number of species which he

had recently taken in the same restricted area as he had
taken them in 1859 (fifty years ago), including Lithosia

deplana, Hepiahis velleda, Aventia flexida, Boarmia abietaria,

and Botys hyalinalis. The locality was within twenty miles

of London. He also showed three other species, which he

had not seen there in the days of his early collecting, viz.

Argyiinis adippe, A. aglaia, and Rivida sericealis.

Mr. Goffe exhibited two colour forms of Agriadesbellargus,

a green male, and a mauve male, together w'ith a dwarf
female. The last measured only 22 mm. in expanse. They
were taken at Steyning, in North Devonshire. He also

exhibited a very small example of Enchloe cardamines, 28*5

mm. in expanse.

Mr. Prall exhibited a specimen oi Agriades coridon, taken

on Wimbledon Common this year. Mr. Goffe said that an

example of this species was taken there some years ago.

Mr. Gibbs reported that he had met with the species sparingly

near St. Albans, at a considerable distance from the chalk-

formation.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited twigs of the elm (Ulnius snberosa),

on which were the fig-like galls caused by the Aphis,

Schizoneura lanuginosa (Hartg.) ; recently collected at Lark-

field, Kent. In addition to the aphides, each gall was
tenanted by a wood-louse.

Mr. Sich read a report of the Field Meeting conducted by
him to Reigate on July 24th (see p. 88).

Mr. Main read a paper on " Fruits," and illustrated it with

a number of lantern-slides and preserved specimens (see p. 14).

SEPTEMBER 23rd, 1909.

Mr. Tonge exhibited stereographs of the ova of Nonagria
edelsteni and of Celastrina argiolus.

Mr. Sperring exhibited the curious variety of Abraxas
grossidariata figured and described in the " Ent. Record,"
vol. xxi, p. 197. " No yellow appears on the wings, and the

pattern of the fore-wings is not symmetrical. The fore-

wings are much more suffused than is usual, even in dark
aberrations taken in the London district." It was captured
in a garden at Charlton by Mr. Coppeard in the third week
in July.
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Mr. Dennis exhibited a branch of juniper, Jiiniperiis com-
munis, from Llanberis. It was of the mountain form known
as var. nana, dwarf and recumbent in habit owing to the

constant exposure to the violence of the wind. Mr. Step
called attention to the fact that he had last year noted the
same dwarf and recumbent habit in numerous shrubs and
herbaceous plants growing on the open and exposed Dunge-
ness peninsula. The same thing occurred in the case of

furze on exposed headlands, but in this form of juniper the
dwariing produced a shortening and broadening of the leaves,

which overlapped one another, and gave a yew-like character

to the branches.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited several species of the genus Heli-

conitis belonging to the tawny Melincea-like group, including

H. ithaca (Feld.), H. aerotoma (Feld.), H. messene (Feld.),and

H. anderida (Hew).
Mr. Newman exhibited a very fine bred series of numerous

species, including a yellow aberration of Callimorpha doniimda,

bred, from Kingsdown. Concerning the last, he mentioned
that whereas last year he bred 25 per cent, of the yellow
form, this year only I2i per cent, had been produced.

Mr. West, of Ashtead, exhibited a bunch of filberts from
his garden, which had been attacked in a curious manner
and the kernels abstracted. It was suggested that possibly

the attack had been made by a crossbill, these birds having
been reported as already common in parts of Sussex, Surrey,

and Hants. The holes had rough torn edges, and were
certainly not the work of nuthatches or dormice.

Mr. Barrett exhibited the imagines he had bred from a

species of processionary larva occurring commonl}' in Sicily,

and making its nest among the topmost branches of the pine

trees. It was afterwards ascertained to be Cnethocampa
pityocanipa. He also exhibited a number of species he had
bred and taken from his garden in Brockley.

Mr. Prall exhibited dwarf specimens of Agriadcs thetis

(bellargus) and Polyouiuiatiis icarns, the former 26 mm., and
the latter 22 mm. in expanse. He also exhibited unusually

large specimens of Vanessa atalanta and Celastrina argiohis,

the former 46 mm. and the latter 32 mm. in expanse.

Mr. Joy exhibited a short series of Cyclopides palcenwn, bred
from ova, originally from Lincolnshire. He also showed the

hibernaculum in which the larva passes the winter.

Mr. Brown exhibited a curious form of Cymatophora
fliiduosa, in which the basal area was very dark, the apical

area white, and having a narrow white band.
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Mr. Carr exhibited examples of C. fliicUiosa, C. duplaris,

and Boarmia repandata, with nice var. conversaria forms, all

from the Wye Valley ; he also showed the latter form from
the New Forest, and stated that he had never obtained the

dark form of this species in the latter locality.

Mr. Cowham exhibited a white specimen oiRiimia cratcegata.

Mr. Step exhibited on behalf of Mr. W. J. Lucas a speci-

men of the rare fungus, Cordyceps ophioglossoides, and its

host, Elaphomyces gramdatus, from Oxshott, and pointed out

that the Cordyceps is a member of a genus that is specially

interesting to entomologists, from the fact that several

British species are known to attack Lepidopterous pupae
underground, whilst a New Zealand species produces the

well-known phenomenon called the vegetable caterpillar.

C. ophioglossoides attacks the little-known hart-truffle {Elapho-

myces gramdatus), a subterranean fungus that under the

doctrine of signatures had formerly a reputation as an
aphrodisiac in rustic medicine. He also showed the fungus

Rhizina inflata, one of the Discomycetes, which Mr. Lucas
had found on burnt ground near the Black Pond. Like
Elaphomyces, it is parasitic on the roots of young conifers, and
so destroys great numbers of seedling pines. It is very

abundant this season in the pine woods on Ockham Common.
Mr. Alfred Sich exhibited specimens of Coleophora chalco-

gramuicUa, and read the following note :

" I exhibit two specimens, male and female, taken in coptda

at Richmond, Surrey, on August 14th, igog. The female

laid a few eggs, and I have now five larvae feeding. For the

first few days of their existence they mined the leaves, but

have now cut out minute cases. This species was first

described by Zeller in i83g, but not taken in Britain till

1857, when Mr. T. Wilkinson discovered the larvae near

Scarborough. I believe the species has not been taken
previously so far south in England."

Mr. Turner read a paper entitled " Our Authorities," Part

II, and exhibited a number of volumes of the works referred

to by him (see p. 21).

OCTOBER gth, 1909.

The Annual Cryptogamic Meeting.

Conductor : E. Step, F.L.S.

Fine weather, following an unpromising week, again

rewarded those members and friends who assembled, to the
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number of twenty-five, at Oxshott on October gth. A small
party went down in the morning, and mainly devoted atten-

tion to that portion of Oxshott Heath lying to the east of
the Esher Road. The afternoon researches took place to

the west of that thoroughfare.

Thanks to the abundant rains and mild nights there was
no lack of fungi, although but few species were added to the
lists compiled at similar meetings in previous years. The
find of the day fell to a visitor. Dr. Somerville Hastings, in

the shape of Nyctalis parasitica on a decaying specimen of
Riissula adusia. A little later the same gentleman found
Cordyceps viilitaris growing from a buried pupa of some
noctuid moth. Mr. Lucas directed us to a mossy bank
where he had previously found Hydnuni zojiatuin, and where
there were still a number of specimens in excellent condition.

Collybia uiacnlata was, of course, in great abundance ; also

Amanita riibesccns, though its congener, A. iniiscarius, was
not nearly so plentiful as usual. Among other species noted
were Amanita virosa, Lycoperdon pcrlatnm, Tremellodon gelati-

nosuni, Sparassis crispa, Clavaria fusiformis, C. argillacea,

Thelephora laciniata, Polystictus perennis, P. abieiinus, Poly-

porus schweinitzii, P. adiposus, Boletus lutens, B. elegans, B.
variegatus, B. piperatiis, B. bovinus, B. scaber, Cantharellus

cibarius, Lactarius turpis (abundant), L. quietus, L. cimicarius,

Russida nigricans, R. emetica, R. alutacea, Hypholoma appcn-

diculata, Cortinarius sanguineus, C. cinnamomens, C. collinitis,

C. malachins, Pholiota aurea, etc.

Entomology was not forgotten, and a few moths and
beetles were collected, of which lists have not been received,

but we are indebted to Mr. South for the following notes of

larvae he obtained by searching the trees, etc. : Lophopteryx
camclina (i), Notodonta ziczac (i), A^. dromedarius (i), Drepana
falcataria (several), D. lacertinaria (several), Gonodontis biden-

tata (2), Bupalus piniaria (not uncommon), Cabera pusaria
(several, say 20), C. exanthemata (2 or 3), Ephyra pendularia

(i), Peronea hastiana (2), Swammcrdamia hcroldella, Hiibn. =
griseocapitella, Sta. (2).

The usual tea, to which twenty-three sat down, brought a
pleasant meeting to a close.

OCTOBER I4t/!, 1909.

Mr. F. Noad Clark exhibited specimens of various species

of British " Ticks " in illustration of his paper.
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Mr. H. Moore exhibited specimens of non-British species

of " Ticks."

Mr. West (Ashtead) exhibited a specimen of Vanessa to,

in which the wings on the right-hand side were noticeably

smaller than those on the left. It was from Ashtead.
Mr. Tonge exhibited a tuft of the so-called " flowering

lichen," Usneaflorida, from the New Forest. These "flowers"
are the sporophores, and are produced only towards the

tops of the trees affected by this species of lichen. He also

showed a fine series of Scsia apiformis obtained in Suffolk.

Dr. Hodgson exhibited short series of Cyclopides palceuion

and Urhicola comma, commenting on the minor variations

shown, and directing attention to the dark cilia of the fore-

wings in the latter species.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited ova oi Agriades thetis {Lyccena

bcUargiis), in sitii on the undersides of leaves of Hippocrepis

comosa, which he had seen deposited by a wild female, and
read the following notes on the egg-laying of the species :

" On the morning of September 27th the sun was shining,

but not brightly, owing to a haze in the air, and there was
practically no wind, a combination of circumstances that

I have sometimes found particularly suitable for observing

the habits of butterflies. As I wandered on the lower parts

of the Downs, near Eastbourne, I noticed a female Agriades

thetis feeding upon a flower-head of knapweed {Centatirea

nigra). As she persisted in following that occupation for

some considerable time, I came to the conclusion that it

was probably the precursor to egg-laying, and in this I

was not mistaken. Having finished her meal, she flew

some distance up the bank, which was very steep just at the

spot, and then commenced to flit slowly over the herbage,

apparently examining it carefully as she went, and eventually

settled down upon a small, isolated plant of Hippocrepis

comosa. I scrambled up the bank after her as quickly as I

could, but on coming up with her she was getting on the

move again ; I therefore marked the spot and followed her,

but on returning to it later I was unable to identify the

particular plant on which she had rested or to find the egg,,

although I am convinced that one had been deposited.

She was now flying in a more leisurely manner, carefully

examining the herbage as she went, and I was consequently
able the better to keep up with her ; and soon she selected

another plant of Hippocrepis and rested upon it. I was
sufficiently near to see her protrude her abdomen, curve it

slightly, and apparently deposit an egg on the underside of
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a tiny leaf. I was determined to know the plant again, and
so marked it by dropping my tobacco-pouch upon it, and on
returning to it later had no difficulty in finding the egg in

exactly the position where I had suspected it had been
deposited. Again she flitted on, this time only a yard or

two, when she found another little plant of Hippocrcpis,

growing on an almost perpendicular part of the bank, and
rested upon it. So intent was she upon her business that

I was able to take up a position within some eighteen inches

of her without in the least disturbing her, and to put on
some fairly powerful spectacles. I then saw her protrude
her abdomen to its fullest extent, curve it slightly under one
of the leaflets near the centre of the plant, and the terminal

segments of her body work violently as the egg was extruded.

She then flew on, and I plucked the plant, when I found two
eggs side by side, but separated from each other, on the

underside of the leaf, one of which must have been laid

directly she settled on the plant and while I was getting into

position for observation. It is, perhaps, needless to add
that while I was making sure of the egg I lost sight of

the butterfly. One other circumstance I should, perhaps,

mention, although it may have been a mere accident : on
examining the plant on which these last two eggs were laid

I found a couple of small, brown ants running about, waving
their antennas, apparently in a state of great excitement, and
it was with some difficulty that I drove them off ; but
whether the excitement was caused by the visit of the
butterfly or by my plucking the plant I have no means of

telling."

Mr. R. Adkin also exhibited living larvae and pupas of

Celastrina (Cyaniris) argioliis, recently collected from flower-

buds of ivy at Eastbourne, and called attention to the change
of colour of the larva from green to deep pink that takes

place shortly before fixing itself up for pupation (see " Pro-
ceedings," 1896, pp. 110-116, for further notes on life-history).

In addition he showed living larvai, pupae, and cocoons of

Nola albnlalis, reared from ova obtained in East Sussex.

Mr. Tonge exhibited stereographs of the ova of Agriades
thetis (bellargjis) shown by Mr. Adkin.

Mr. West (Greenwich) exhibited four species of Apion
recently collected at Deal

—

A. curtisi, A. Icevicolle, A. urti-

carium, and A. pomonce.

Mr. Joy exhibited bred specimens of Dryas paphia var.

valezina, and stated that of 77 bred this year from ova
obtained from a New Forest female (male unknown), 41

7
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were typical males, 23 were typical females, and 13 were
var. valezina. He did not succeed in obtaining a pairing

among the specimens which were produced.
Mr. Step exhibited a specimen of the fungus, Russiila adusta,

on the pileus of which was growing a cluster of the rare

Nydalis parasitica. This was the specimen found by Dr.
Hastings at the Cryptogamic meeting.
Mr. H. Moore exhibited a specimen of Spilosoma hihricipeda

taken by him in Deptford on September i8th, possibly an
example of a second brood. He also exhibited HcUconiiis

telesiphe and Colcenis tclcsiphe, also Victorina stcneles and
Colanis dido, all from S. America, as examples of convergent
or Miillerian mimicry.

Mr. F. Noad-Clark read a paper entitled " A Few Stray
Notes on Ticks," illustrating his remarks with a large

number of lantern-slides (see p. 29).

OCTOBER 28th, 1909.

Mr. Percy Bright, of Bournemouth, and Mr. G. Bowen,
B.A., of Kingston-on-Thames, were elected members.

Mr. South exhibited a series of Hylophila prasinana, bred,

from Scarborough, and remarked on the unusual amount of

brilliant red colour developed in some of the specimens.

Mr. West, of Greenwich, exhibited specimens of the

Homopteron, Idiocerns aurcntidus, from Blackheath, and
stated that it had only once previously been taken in this

country, and that was in Norfolk some twenty years ago, by
Mr. J. Edwards, of Colesbourne.

Mr. Newman exhibited a series of Ai^votis cincrca from
Kent, Lewes, and Brighton, and pointed out the considerable

difference in size between the Kentish race and the races

taken in Sussex, the latter being much the smaller.

Mr. Step exhibited living examples of the freshwater mol-

lusc, Aplecta hypnormn, from Ockham, Surrey, and remarked
that he had exhibited specimens from the same pond sixteen

or seventeen years previously, but the species was still indi-

cated in the " Conchological Society's Census" as absent

from the county. On several occasions in the interval he

had sought for it in the same pond without success, but on
the 23rd of the present month he dipped in his hand out of

curiosity in passing and found the species so abundant that

three or four dips yielded more than thirty examples of the

snail. During the present summer it had been recorded by
Mr. A. W. Stelfox near Tooting.
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Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a female specimen of Ocncria

dispar, taken at rest on the trunk of an ehn tree at East-
bourne, and gave the following account of its capture :

" During the greater part of the past summer I was staying

in Eastbourne, and on the evening of August 30th, when on
my way home from the train, I noticed a large moth resting

on the stem of one of the elm trees, with which the road,

along which I was walking, was bordered. At the moment
I felt some uncertainty as to what species it was referable

;

it certainly looked like Ocneria dhpar, but the situation

appeared to be so unlikely for that species, and it looked so

much larger than any specimens that I had seen, that I

thought it must be some other species with which I was not
familiar. However, I had a large pill-box with me, into

which I had no difficulty in getting it, as it was in a very
sleepy condition ; and on reaching home and making a
thorough examination of it there was no doubt that it was
referable to 0. dispar. For several days it was kept alive

in the hope that it might deposit some ova, but as it showed
no signs of returning activit}^ it was killed. The capture
seems to be so unusual that I should like to make a few
remarks upon it. It must now be considerably more than
fifty years since Ocncria dispar was recorded as breeding wild
in this country ; during that time at rare intervals odd speci-

mens have been found, usually under circumstances that

pointed to the conclusion that they were either escapes from
the large numbers that have been continuoush' reared in

confinement, or that they resulted from attempts that had
been made to re-introduce the species ; and I am not aware
of any special circumstances that would refute such con-
clusions in those cases. In the present instance there are

some points that do not appear to be quite on all fours with
them. First as to locality : Although the spot where the

moth was taken is now laid out in roads bordered by houses,

many of them with large gardens around them, it is really a

lower slope of the chalk downs, a most unlikely spot for

the species to select as a natural breeding-place, or for it to

be put down by anyone with a view to its re-introduction.

Then as to its size : the largest bred specimen I possess

measures 63 mm. in expanse, and the larger of two that I

have from the late J. Jenner Weir's collection (said to be
the ' old fen form ') 67 mm., while of some half dozen of

our more recent authors that I have consulted none gives the

maximum size of the species as more than 67 mm., whereas
this Eastbourne specimen measures just 74 mm. in expanse.
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Then, again, the colour of this specimen is of a more smok}'-

grey tone than is usual, suggesting the possibility of its being
a good deal worn, although the borders of the wings appear
to be perfect. We have no knowledge, so far as I am aware,

that this species is given to migration, but all circumstances
considered, I am more inclined to accept that as an expla-

nation of the specimen being found in the position where it

was taken, than that it had bred wild in the neighbourhood,
or had been reared in captivity and turned out. It would,
however, be interesting to know whether anyone had
liberated specimens near the place and time of the capture."

Mr. Adkin also exhibited specimens of Scopitla dccrcpitalis,

taken near Rannoch in June last.

Mr. A. W. Buckstone exhibited a lichen {Evernia prunastri)

Irom Salisbury Plain. It was found growing on larch, of

which there was a plantation of about an acre in extent, said

to have been planted twelve years ago. Every tree appeared
to be more or less covered with the lichen, and about a third

of their number had died, the remainder having only the

topmost branches showing green foliage. Mr. Step remarked
that the lichen was not a parasite, nor was it presumably
the cause of the death of the trees.

Mr. Buckstone also wished to place on record the finding of

Nocttia xantlwgrapha, male, and Luperinn testacca, female, in

cop., at Richmond Park on September 27th, 1909. They
remained paired for four days, when they were forcibly

parted. L. tcstacea died within twelve hours without having
deposited ova.

Mr. Sich exhibited on behalf of Mr. E. D. Green, who was
unable to be present, six specimens of Depressaria ptitrtdclla,

Schiff., a species which is new to Britain. Mr. Green dis-

covered this pretty addition to our fauna in 1906, at Whit-
stable. One specimen was known to the Vienna entomolo-
gists in 1776, and another was taken by Mann near that town
some time previous to 1854. About 1865 the larvae were
discovered at Regensburg and afterwards in other parts

of Germany, and also near Paris and in the South of France.
This species has probably long been an inhabitant of Britain,

but from its retiring habits has been overlooked. The early

British writers mention a putridella, but their descriptions

show their insect to have been a form of D. yeatiana. By
his discovery Mr. Green has earned our congratulations.

(See " Ent. Record," vol. xxi, p. 221, pi. xv.)

Mr. Step communicated the report of the Field Meeting
held at Oxshott on October 9th (see p. 94).
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Mr. R. Adkin read the report of the meeting of the dele-

gates of societies affihated to the British Association (see

below).

Mr. Andrews read a paper on " Diptera " (see p. 34).

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

Conference of Delegates of Corresponding
Societies.

Rcporicd by Robert Adkin, October 2Sth, 1909.

In accordance with the instructions of your Council,

I attended the Conference of Delegates of Corresponding
Societies of the British Association at Burlington House, on
Monday and Tuesday, October 25th and 26th.

Upwards of forty delegates, representing societies in

various parts of the country, even from so far away as

Cornwall, attended.

At the commencement of the proceedings Professor A. C.

Haddon, D.Sc, F.R.S., the chairman of the Conference,
delivered an address to the delegates. He took for his

subject " Original Surveys," work which he explained could

be well undertaken by local societies. What is wanted, he
suggested, is close study of limited areas, not necessarily

a county, but any well-defined area ; it might be a river-

valley, a range of hills, a parish, or several counties. The
size of the area is immaterial, so long as its boundaries are

well defined. Whatever district is selected should be con-
sidered from all points of view, not merely from that of the

zoologist, or the geologist, or the archaeologist, and so forth,

but as a whole; and the work of sectional recorders should

be brought together, and the bearing of the results of the

researches of the one upon that of the other carefully worked
out. The photographer, he said, could be of the utmost
assistance to one and all of them. Incidentalh', he referred

to the difficulty experienced by many local societies in

interesting the majority of their members in the work that

they are endeavouring to carry out. Naturalists, he said,

are so because they are so born, but many others who would
be willing workers are of little practical value to their societies

because they do not know just what to do. It should be
the desire of the councils of the societies to interest such
members, when it will often be found that they are soon to
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be numbered among the most useful. He also touched upon
the question of the amateur, whose work, he said, was often

of the utmost assistance, as he could undertake an amount
of detail that was of the greatest importance, but to which
the specialist could not afford to give the necessary attention.

It was, however, desirable that such work should be under-

taken with a definite object.

The address was followed by a paper on " National

Anthropometr}^ : its Objects, Methods, and Local Organiza-

tion,'^ by Mr. J. Gray, 13. Sc, who gave a demonstration of

the methods of measurement, the subjects being several of

the delegates present. The paper was illustrated by a

number of lantern-slides, and a discussion followed.

On Tuesday morning the business was " The Question of

a Publication Fund to Aid Scientific Societies in Publishing

Original Work." The subject was introduced b}' Professor

R. Meldola, F.R.S., who explained that the present question

v/as raised as the outcome of an application by the British

Science Guild to the Postmaster-General to allow scientific

papers, such as the publications of scientific societies, to

pass through the post at a special rate. He mentioned that

newspapers, which were largely advertisements, received very

exceptional treatment as to postal facilities, whereas the

publications of scientific societies received no consideration

whatever, and as a consequence the cost of distribution of

their publications was a very heavy tax upon their funds.

The Postmaster-General was sympathetic, but said his

Department could not deal with the matter. The question

was, therefore, whether the Government could not be

approached in some other way, with a view to gaining some
assistance for scientific societies in the publication of im-

portant original papers.

Mr. John Hopkinson, F.G.S., followed, with a paper on
" The Financial Position of our Local Societies.'' He said

that he had taken at random the balance-sheets of some
dozen affiliated societies, and found that in the majority of

them there were either adverse balances or nearly so, and
that in all cases the cause appeared to be the production of

their publications. He gave details of the working of the

Hertfordshire Natural History Society, and referred to the

hard struggle they had to publish the " Flora of Hertford-

shire," and the annual rainfall tables, this latter work being

of such importance that it had been consulted by many
public bodies, and even by Government itself. He thought
that societies which were doing work of such importance
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should not be left to impoverish their funds by their

publications.

The discussion was opened by Sir Alexander Pedler,

a member of the Committee who had the matter in hand,
and in the course of his remarks he mentioned that in the

case of one of the larger societies the cost of distribution of
their publications was practically five hundred pounds per

annum.
Dr. Scott, of the Chemical Society, followed, and dwelt

upon the heavy strain that their publications, which could
not be discontinued without permanent injury to the cause
of science, were upon their finances.

The representative of the Royal Astronomical Society

doubted whether a large grant might not militate against the

work of the amateur, who, he contended, had done and was
doing so much good and useful work. The representative of

the Zoological Society feared that such a grant might lead to

the undue multiplication of publications. The Rev. T. R. R.
Stebbing, a member of the Committee, thought the Congress
should have further details as to how the grant, if obtained,

would be applied; and the representative of the Institute of

Mining Engineers illustrated the difficulties attending the

administration of Government grants.

Mr. W. Whitaker, F.R.S., a member of the Committee,
desired to make it plain that the grant was not wanted to

help insolvent local societies, but solely to assist in the

publication of very important and expensive original papers.

The discussion was continued by representatives of the
Manchester Geological and Mining Institute, the Manchester
Geographical Society, the Ipswich Field Club, the Catford
and District Natural History Society, the Manchester
Microscopical Society, the Norfolk and Norwich Natural
Histor}- Society, and others, man}- giving pertinent details

of the difficulty experienced in publishing and distributing

their papers and periodicals.

Dr. Longstaff, Entomological Society of London, desired

to get the feeling of the meeting, and with this object pro-

posed a resolution to the effect that it was hoped that the
British Science Guild would continue their efforts to induce
the Postmaster-General to treat the publications of scientific

societies on the same terms as newspapers. The Rev. T. R. R.
Stebbing seconded, and the resolution was carried by a

small majority.

After some further discussion the Rev. Canon Bevan,
member of Committee, moved a resolution to the effect that
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Government be asked to increase the grant at present made
to the Royal Society, and that the Royal Society be asked to

administer it. This was duly seconded and discussed at

some length, when Prof. Meldola proposed as an amendment
that, in view of the opinions expressed during the meeting,
the matter be referred back to the Corresponding Societies

Committee. This was seconded in due form, and the

amendment carried with but one or two dissentients.

This concluded the business of the Congress, and a vote
of thanks to the Chairman, having been moved and seconded,
was carried by acclamation, and the delegates separated.

NOVEMBER nth, 1909.

Mr. Ashdown exhibited examples of the species of Lepi-

doptera taken by him during July in Switzerland, including
Euvanessa antiopa, Loweia alciphron, var. gordiiis, L. dorilis,

var. montana, Ciipido scbrus, Polyommatus meleager, P. hylas,

P. icariis, ab. icarimts, Aricia astrarche, var. allous, Melitcca

dictynna, Erebia stygne, Thecla spini, Papilio podaliriits, Syn-
tomis phegea,- Anthocera carniolica, A. ephialtes, Lasiocampa
t>ini, Setina auvita, etc.

Mr. West (Greenwich) exhibited the very rare Homo-
pteron, Ulopa trivia, taken by him at Chipstead among
grass; also, from the tamarisk at Deal, Linwtdtix stactogala,

a very rare species.

Mr. Barrett exhibited specimens of Nojiagria arnndincta

and its allies, and reported that the imagines of Hybcrnia
dcfoHaria were this year in considerable abundance in the
north of Surrey.

Dr. Chapman exhibited a living specimen of Agriades
thetis {bellargus), second brood.

Mr. Step exhibited a group of the Discomycetous fungus,

Humaria violacea, from Highbeech, showing the progressive

stages from its first appearance to full expansion. Also two
species of Myxogastres

—

Lycogala cpidcndrum from Oxshott,
and Arcyria clavata from Highbeech. A fourth exhibit was
Corticium lactciun, a resupinate species growing closely

attached to laburnum bark, from Ashtead.
Mr. Andrews exhibited examples of British Syvphidcc, show-

ing (in accordance with A. H. Thayer's theories) how the
position of the darkened portion of the wing, in correlation

with the light-coloured area at the base of the abdomen,
helps to " break up" the general appearance of the insects

when at rest.
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Mr. Robert Adkin read a short paper on the earher stages

of Nola albiilalis, which he illustrated by lantern-slides of the

ovum and larva (see p. 41, PI. XI, XII).

Mr. J. W. Kaye exhibited a series of Spilosoma menthastri

from various British localities, those from Elgin being very
darkly suffused. Some examples had only very fine dots

instead of spots, while others had large, prominent, and
abundant spots. One specimen had the outer marginal half

of all the wings devoid of markings. The ground colour

varied from white through pale buff to dark suffused.

Dr. Hodgson exhibited a specimen of Agriades corydon,

taken at Dover on September 12th, 1909, which had white
wedges on the hind-wing replacing the underside ring-spots,

running from the margin to the level of the discoidal cell.

The insect was also abnormal in the partial obsolescence of

the eye-spots, and in the right side being slightly smaller

than the left. He also showed specimens of an aberration

of A. thetis {bcllargiis), exhibiting more or less approach to

complete obsolescence of eye-spots, and two specimens
having the discoidals absent from all four wings, all from
Folkestone.

Mr. Newman exhibited living larvae of Pyramcis atalanta,

nearly full fed; the}' were from ova laid in June.
The following gentlemen exhibited lantern-slides :

Mr. West (Ashtead), a long series of micro-fungi.

Mr. Main, various pond animals, life-history of Clnysopa
and Eristalis.

Mr. Adkin, details of life-history of Nola albulalis.

Mr, Tonge, many examples of insects in their resting

positions.

Mr. Dennis, a long series of mosses and lichens, many
from Wales.

Mr. Lucas, various botanical subjects.

NOVEMBER 2Sth, 1909.

Annual Exhibition of Varieties.

Nearly a hundred members and their friends were present,

about forty of whom brought exhibits.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a long series of Auiplndasys

bdularia, reared from ova obtained from a pair taken in cop.

at Lewisham on June 3rd, 1908. The male parent was of

the black form==var. donbledayavia, the female rather a
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darkly speckled form. The progeny consisted of 64 males,

of which 26 were of the donblcdayaria form, 20 resembled the

female parent, and 18 were lighter ; and Sg females, of which
there were 44 var. donblcdayaria, 22 dark speckled fonns, and
23 lighter. Thus, in the whole brood 45'75 per cent, resembled
the male parent, 27'45 per cent, resembled the female parent,

and 26*8 per cent, were practically typical .4. bctularia, and
much lighter than either parent.

Mr. Adkin also exhibited a va.viety oi Abraxas i^russulariata,

in which the fore-wings were practically all black to beyond
the yellow line, which was indicated by a small elongated

spot on the inner margin ; one from which the yellow line

was absent, both reared from wild larva; ; and a richly

coloured specimen of the var. lacficolor obtained by inter-

breeding.

Mr. R. South exhibited a series of aberrations oi Polyom-
iiiatus {Lyccena) icariis, female, from the North Downs (June,

1909). The sixteen female specimens of P. icariis exhibited

had been selected from about twice that number of examples
that were retained after examination in the field.

The species was fairly plentiful at Oxted and Chipstead
in the early summer of the present year, and as the days in

June convenient for a visit to one or other of the localities

named were always dull, sometimes wet, the butterflies were
easily overhauled as they rested on grass-stems or among
the herbage.

In making captures for the series the idea was to select

only more or less blue-coloured females that showed either

well-developed orange markings, or with such markings
almost or entirely absent. Not a single specimen could be

found that was wholly free of orange lunules or spots ; one
or two, however, came near requirements in this direction.

Specimens with conspicuous orange markings were not

frequent, but four examples were secured that had these

markings well developed.

By far the larger number of specimens inspected were
brown, with more or less of the basal area of each wing blue

in colour or sprinkled with blue scales. Only one example
without some trace of blue was noted, and this specimen
was annexed because the hind marginal marks on the left

fore-wing were pale ochreous, instead of orange as on the

other three wings.

Perhaps the most uncommon aberration in the series is

No. 8. This is of a greyish-blue coloration. The fore-wings

have four orange lunules inwardl}' edged with black, the
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first of the series being ver}- small ; above the lunules the

internervular spaces are clouded \\ith gre}ish white; the outer

marginal area is limited by an irregular greyish-white line.

On the outer marginal area of the hind-wings, limited by a

gre3'ish-white serrated line, there are four orange lunules, as

on fore-wings, and a series of black dots ; the latter are

almost entirely encircled with gre}ish white.

Strikingly in contrast with No. 8 is No. 3. This specimen
is almost black in appearance; the basal half of each wing
is thickl}' sprinkled with deep-blue scales, and there are

a few orange outer marginal lunules ; the black marginal
spots are large, and are encircled with blue, except those
under the orange lunules. No. 2 is, in a wa}-, somewhat
similar to No. 3, but here the blue colour on the fore-wings
is continued along the nervules, and so cuts up the blackish

ground-colour into wedge-shaped patches. In the almost
wholly blue-coloured specimen—No. 7—there are blackish,

cuneiform patches between the nervules on the hind-wings,
and on the fore-wings the black edges of the rather obscure
orange marks are slightly produced inwards, and therefore

wedge-like in shape.

The other specimens have each some aberrant character
in colour, or marking, or both, individualizing it from others
in the series, but these do not admit of brief description.

Ltipcrina testacca, Hiibn., and nickcvlii, Freyer (1848) : A
male specimen of nickcvlii, obtained through Messrs. W'atkins
and Doncaster. This, together with another male and
a female sent to Mr. Pierce, were from an old collection in

\Tenna, and were taken by Herr Nickerl, in the neighbour-
hood of Prague, about fifty years ago. A female specimen
received from Hermann Rolle, of Berlin : This example, and
also a male sent with it, but now with Mr. Pierce, are from
Bohemia, but are paler in colour than the Prague specimens.
Mr. Pierce, having made careful preparations of the genitalia,

finds that nickcvlii differs very little from testacca, but he is of

opinion that for the present " we must continue to treat L.
nickcvlii as a separate species." The late Dr. Staudinger always
regarded nickerlii as a Darwinian species—-that is, he was not
quite sure whether it was really distinct or only a local or
isolated form of some other species—-in this case of L. testacca.

Mclitcca auvinia : Selected series from Ireland, Cumberland,
S. Wales, and S. Devon. Although each of the four series

shows its own peculiar range of variation, one or more
specimens comprised therein incline to the characters of
avtcmis. as figured bv Hiibner.
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Epinephcle jurtina, Hb. {ianiva) : Series of males and
females, chiefly from the London district, showing aberra-

tion

—

{a) in ocellated spot
;

(b) in amount of fulvous colour;

{c) in tint of the fulvous colour in the female.

Luperi)ia guencci, var. baxteri. (Type.) Lancashire coast,

1909.
Malacosoina ncustria, L. : A female specimen, reared July

22nd, 1909, from a solitary larva taken off a birch, at Oxshott.

The general colour is pale brown, but the central band is

only represented by a rather narrow bar, extending from the

costa to the median nervure ; this bar is dark brown, tapered

towards its extremity, and is edged with whitish.

Mr. W. J. Kaye : A very remarkable series of the South
American butterfly, Hcliconiiis doris, including the forms
tecta, obsciira, aniathusia, cratonius, luminosus, adistomache,

viridaria, and an apparently unnamed form from British

Guiana, with a large amount of red at the base of the

fore-wing and with very narrow streaking to the hind-wing.

It was mentioned that the species throughout its range was
primarily dimorphic, a red and a blue form always occurring

together. But in some localities, such as on the western

slope of the Andes, in Colombia, there occurred with the

usual red and blue forms recurrent aberrations of both, in

which the large yellow discoidal blotch was wanting. In

other parts of Colombia intermediate forms between the red

and blue occurred, combining the two colours. The extreme
form aniathusia was very rare, but had occurred in Central

Brazil, Ecuador, and Guiana. Chiriqui, in Panama, pro-

duced special forms of the blue phase of the species in

Imninosus and viridaria, in which the blue was altered to a

yellowish-green. The species ranged from Costa Rica to

Central Brazil, but was restricted vertically to about two
thousand feet.

Mr. E. Step exhibited a series of seventy photographs of

fungi taken since the exhibition of 1908, chiefly from Ash-
tead and Oxshott, and including a small number of Myxo-
gastres.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited a series of under-sides of Mdanitis

leda (Linn.), and contributed the following note:
" This is a very variable butterfly, of wide geographical

range, being found from Africa, through the Indian region,

to Australia. It has two well-marked seasonal forms (wet

and dry), and exhibits infinite variety in the markings of

the under-sides. Several of the local forms or races were
formerly considered distinct species.
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" Wherever found it only flies at dusk, resting during the
day on the ground or amongst dead leaves.

'' The specimens exhibited are from the Phihppine
Islands, New Britain, N, Queensland, E. and W. Africa,

Andaman I., etc."

Mr. Thos. Wm. Hall exhibited varieties of Agriades thctis

(bellai-giis), including a fine female with splashes of the male
coloration in the left fore-wing, an asymmetrical male
under-side, in which the left hind-wing was practically

devoid of spots, and the left fore-wing with only a few
spots, the right side being normal ; also some other interest-

ing underside varieties of the same species.

Mr. A. E. Gibbs exhibited fine series of Agnadcs thetis

{bcllargiis), including ab. ptincta females and ab. ccronus

males, from Mt. Tendre, Swiss Jura, taken in July, 1909 ;

series of Agriadcs coridon, including ab. syngvapha from
Wiltshire, very large males with light ground colour on the
under-side from Caux, Montreux, taken in July, 1909, and a

series of aberrations of the under-side, males and females,

from Dover.
Mr. H. J. Turner exhibited a very perfect specimen of

Ruinicia phlccas ah. alba taken at Brasted, Kent, on August
28th, 1909 ; minute specimens of Cnpido miniuuis from Win-
chester and Aigle, Switz. ; a male under-side oi Polyommatus
damon with all the eye-spots of the fore-wing except the dis-

coidal obsolete, from Aigle ; specimens oi LyccBiia arion, var.

obscura, taken at Zermatt, six thousand feet, on Jul}' 31st,

1909 ; a graduated series of the dark suffused female form of

Chrysophantis virgaurcce, var. zeruiattensis, with specimens of

var. uiiegii, males, with an incipient row of spots on the

coppery upper side, from Zermatt, Jul}- and August, 1909;
specimens of the dark dwarf form of Melitcea anrinia, var.

iiieropc, from the Riffelalp, eight thousand feet, August ist,

1909 ; a series oi Anthrocera carniolica and var. hedysari, from
Gex, S. Jura, August nth, 1909 ; specimens of Apatura iris,

from St. Gingolph, Savoie, and Aigle, one of the latter having
been captured with the fingers while drinking on the road-

way ; a confluent form of A. achillccc from Gex ; and a curious
form oi MelitcBa didyvia from Zermatt, in which many of the
usually black, costal, apical, and hind-marginal spots were
devoid of pigment and of a dull silvery appearance.

Mr. Leeds exhibited a specimen of Picris brassicce, in which
the under-side of the hind-wings was a ver}' distinct blue,

captured in Monkswood ; and a dusky variety of Satnrnia
carpini.
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Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited long and varied series of

numerous species, including Nodua /estiva, var. tliulci, Stand.,

all from the Shetlands, and stated that a portion of the last-

named series was bred in the south of England, from ova
laid by the wild captured form, pointing out that these

were of quite a different form of light red. He also showed
a curious specimen of a Leucania, taken b}^ Mr. H. Winser at

Cranleigh, which had been named in turn favicolor, pallens,

and straminea. This latter specimen is a yellow aberration

with all the appearance oi favicolor, and has not the veins so

prominent as in pallens, but has the smooth appearance
o{ favicolor. Both Mr. Burrows and Mr. Pierce have exa-

mined the genitalia, but cannot give a definite answer as to

which species it is, beyond saying it is certainly not stra-

minea.

Mr. T. H. Grosvenor exhibited a very long series oiCoeno-

nympha tiphon (davns) from Westmoreland, Cumberland, and
Aberdeen, showing most of the forms usuall}' occurring.

The Cumberland forms are an intermediate group, although

certain specimens from Westmoreland and Scotland are

almost identical with them.
Messrs. A. Harrison and H. Main exhibited series of

Boarnna gcnimaria, comprising a bred series from N. Corn-
wall in which the ground colour is unusually pale and yellow,

a bred series from Epping Forest of the usual London form
for comparison, and a few aberrations from various other

localities, including four melanic specimens from Dartford,

Kent. They also exhibited a long series of Meliicea atirinia

from N. Wales, for the most part bred in igog, showing a
considerable range of variation, from bright specimens
similar to the Irish form to dull brick-red examples like the

Kentish form.

On behalf of Mr. J. March, Mr. Harrison exhibited an
aberration of Pararge megcera with large ocelli on the under-

side of the fore-wings and with the submarginal rov,- of

usually smaller ocelli on the under-side of the fore-wings

remarkably enlarged and emphasized. It was taken in igo8

at Bayham Abbey, Kent.

Mrs. Hemming exhibited Polyommatns icaviis, female, with

basal and sub-median spots on the under-side of the fore-wings

broadly extended away from the discoidal spots ; P. icarus,

male, of the colour of typical Agriadcs thctis (bellargus) ; well

emphasized melanic aberrations of Argynnis adippc, Dryas
paphia, and Brcntliis cuplirosyne ; a male D. papJiia with
brownish under-side ; a Vanessa iu with the usual blue mark-
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ings replaced by violet ; and a gynandromorphous Euchloc
cardamincs taken in igoS.

Mr. Percy Bright exhibited a large number of British

Lepidoptera, including several exceedingly tine aberrations

of Dryas paphia, Argyiinis aglaia, A. adippc, Brcnthis

cuphrosyne, B. selcne, Melitcea aurinia, and M. athalia. In one
example of B. etiphrosyne the ground colour was white, and
this also was the case in one specimen of M. athalia. Other
specimens exhibiting albinism were Aglais {Vanessa) urticce

and Cixnonympha paniphilns (a pair). Besides black or nearly

black specimens of Liincnitis sibylla, there was a melanic
example of Satiirnia carpini (captured by the late Mr. J. A.
Clark) and a melanic male specimen of Dicranitra vinula

(found on a lamp-post at Scarborough). Further exponents
of melanism in Lepidoptera were one example of Selenia illus-

tvaria and a short series of Boarmia repandata. Of gynandro-
morphs there was one example oiCclasivina argiolns. A number
of other interesting varieties were included in this exhibit.

Among other specimens of Lepidoptera exhibited by Mr.
A. W. Buckstone were a female Euchloc cardamines with
splashes of orange colour on the under-side of the fore-wing

;

a dark female example oi Brcnthis selene ; Rnuiiciaphlccas, ab.

sclunidtii ; Bithys quercns oh. bclla ; a large female specimen
oi Arctia caia, the hind-wings of which were yellow ; small
specimens of a partial third generation oi Phvaguiatobia fnli-

ginosa reared in confinement ; a bred specimen of Enchelia
jacobcBce, with melanic hind-wings ; and a dark example of

Hcmcrophila abrnptaria, which emerged in October, instead

of remaining in the pupa, as is more usually the case, until

the following spring.

Mr. West, the Curator, exhibited the Society's collection

of Anthribidcc and Curculionidcr, which he had recently re-

arranged.

Mr. Tonge exhibited a large number of stereographs of

Lepidoptera.

Mr. H. jNL Edelsten exhibited a bred series of Nonas^ria

ncurica (Hb.) {cdelstcni), with ab. rufcsccns and ?ih. fiisca ; also

ova and pupa in^ situ, and photographs by Mr. Main to show
the life-history of the species.

Mr. G. St. Aubyn exhibited an interesting variety of

Melanippc sociata, female, taken at Oxshott, June 14th. The
broad dark band on the fore-wings is completely severed in

the middle, and does not reach to the costa. The under-
side is much darker than usual ; there also appears to be a

greenish tint over the wings.
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Dr. G. C. Hodgson exhibited a long series of many forms
oi Ccenonympha tiphon from Rannoch, Kincardine, Aberdeen,
Westmoreland, and Lancashire ; and a specimen of Pieris

rapcc with a black spot in the discal area of the hind wing.

Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited specimens of Caligo atreus

and C. beltrao, from South America.
Mr. S. W. Gadge exhibited :

Arctia caia : Bred from an Irish larva this year; the

antennae are black, the left one clubbed ; the larva was very

black and without the usual white tips to the hairs.

Spilosonia Inbricipcdn : Taken at Streatham ; marked with
splashes in place of the spots.

Porthesia chrysorrhcea : The original larvae were taken at

Ventnor in May, igo8 ; some of the moths bred last year
had black spots on the fore-wings, and these spots show
again in specimens bred this 3'ear from the same parents ; in

the first one two spots are seen in the centre of the fore-

wings on the upper side only ; in the last specimen a spot,

which is much larger on the under-side, is seen on the left

hind-wing.
Melanippc fluctuaia : Bred from a larva taken in his garden

at Heme Hill, the whole of the central area being light grey.

A gratis exdamationis : A specimen with a very long claw
to the left hind leg.

Dr. Chapman exhibited Callophrys avis, with specimen of

the other West-European Thestuids C. ncbi (var. fervida,

from S. France) and Thcstor hallus, also Neolyccena lumdata,

to suggest the phylogeny of the dark margins of the white

spots in C. ritbi. Agriadcs coridon from a few Spanish and
other localities.

Mr. E. P. Sharp exhibited :

Dianthcecia carpophaga : Bred from wild pupae collected

March and April, igog, near Eastbourne, and showing diffe-

rent forms occurring in this locality.

Nonagria neurica {edelstcni) : Bred from larvae collected in

East Sussex, June, igog.

Leucania l-alhiin, female, taken at ivy-bloom, near East-

bourne, on October 14th, igog, and which laid ova on
October 15th and i6th. These hatched on November 5th

and 6th. The larvae are at present hibernating in pieces of

old reed stem, without having fed.

Mr. Barnett exhibited a confluent pink-coloured form of

Anthrocera trifolii ; a female aberration oi Emahirga atomaria

in which the submarginal dark band was obsolete ; and an
aberration of Strenia clathrata which was asymmetrical and
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unusually light in colour, owing to the irregular suppression
of some of the usually dark transverse lines.

Mr. Payne exhibited a melanic example of Argynnis aglaia,
and a specimen of Agriadcs coridon, var. syngvapha.

Mr. E. Bedwell exhibited a variety of Brcnthh sclene taken
by him at Childerditch Common, Brentwood, Essex, in 1905 ;

specimens of Odoutuscelis dorsalis, a species of Hemiptera-
Heteroptera new to the British fauna, from near Lowestoft,
in June, igog ; Anclwmenes gracilipes, a rare species of
Coleoptera taken near Lowestoft, in 1898, and the sixth or
seventh known British specimen ; and two examples of
Hctarius fcmigineuui, a myrmecophilus beetle lost sight of in

this country for forty-six years, but taken by him at Box
Hill in April last in a nest oi Lasius fiiliginosus.

Mr. R. Baumann exhibited :

A bred series of Angerona prunaria (banded form) from
Epping Forest ; a series of Polia chi, var. olivacea, bred from
Middlesbro' ova ; a series of Noiiagria gcuiinipunda, including
dark forms from pupa taken at Lewes, in August, 1909; a
series of Gnophos ohscurata, from Lewes, including var. miin-

data; and a very dark, obscurely marked aberration oiCuspidia
niegaccphala, bred from a larva taken on Hackney Downs.

Mr. J. Piatt Barrett exhibited a case of Lepidoptera, con-
taining numerous species taken in Britain for comparison
with the same species or their equivalent forms taken near
Messina, in Sicily, including

—

Enchloc cardaniines and E. tnrrith (?).

Melanargia galathea and the larger M. iapygia.

Epinephcle janira and vds . fortunata (?).

Parargc megcera and the large Sicilian form.

P. egeria and the form with very yellow ground and less

dark markings ; and
Hipparchia semclc and its larger and brighter Sicilian form.
He also showed a very dark female form of Melitcsa didyina,

from Sicily, and a series of Hadena dentina, from Surrey,
taken in 1909, showing much more variation than a series

taken at various times from 1871 to 1895.
Mr. H. W. Andrews exhibited two species of Diptera :

CJiorisops tibialis, Meig. : Light forms (typical for New
Forest district), and dark forms from S.W. Ireland ; and

Microclinysa polita, L. : Typical green form and bronze
variety, taken at Darenth, July 31st, 1909.

Mr. J. T. Winkworth exhibited a very large number of
specimens of Helix capcrata, showing extensive and extreme
variation. They were all collected in September and October,
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igog, in the area comprising that part of Surrey lying north

of Walton-on-the-Hill, Headley, and Kingswood, and com-
municated the following note :

"In habits they seemed to dislike the heavy morning dew,
and were mostly found resting up the dry stalks of plants.

When found in or on stalks above long grass, with abun-
dance of cover, the shell was generally larger than normal,

but sparse herbage went, as a rule, with small shell. There
was a noticeable character of shell in any one spot with

a small number of general varieties—/. c. one bank gave a

shell of a deepish yellow tone, another gave a greater number
that were striped, and on another the shells were of the

common type. The most remarkable came from a field of

narrow-leaved plantain. When first picked up the general

colour was yellow, but soon after handling they all appeared
of a drabbish hue. When the mollusc was removed the

original yellow was the characteristic colour.
" Did the nervous system, acting through the unusual

treatment, so disperse the body-contents as to withdraw the

yellow and lighter contents from immediate contact with

the almost transparent and thin shell ?

"The creature is timorous, and its nervous system would
be stimulated, and as ' yellow ' was abundantly in evidence

in the extracted body, could it not have been at first dispersed

throughout the creature and adjacent to the shell? If the

yellow be withdrawn into the deeper parts of the body, then

the transmitted light would be less bright. This is the

explanation of the phenomenon which suggests itself to me."
Mr. W. J. Lucas exhibited a box of the commoner species

of European Ascalaphi, including the species A. coccajus,

with var. near Icncocilius, A . longicornis, A . corsicus, and
.-1. bceticus; another Neuropteron, Osmylns chrysops, with

a larva of the same ; and a curious female variety of

Pieris napi from Merrow Downs, taken in July, igog, in

which the upper submarginal blotch was narrowly extended

so as almost to touch the apical blotch. The two blotches

were united by a narrow bar, and the lower blotch was
united to the inner marginal marking, while the apical black

blotch extended somewhat downwards to the next two
nervures, each of which had a triangular black marking at its

hind marginal termination.

Mr. Sich exhibited a series of Dcpressaria pntvidclla, the

recently introduced British species, with examples of the

allied species with which it might, perhaps, be confused.

Mr. Tarbat exhibited a Noctua taken at the electric light
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at Fareham, Hants, which, although extremely aberrant, was
considered to be Apainea liitiilenta.

Mr. Colthrup exhibited a short series of Agriopis aprilina,

including one in which the white of the fore-wing was replaced

by green, the fringe dark grey instead of white, and the hind-

wing grey-black, without any trace of white ; a very pale

specimen of Miselia oxyacanthcE ; and a variety of Scopelosoma

satellitia, in which the upper wings were very dark grey and
the reniform white. All were taken this autumn in the New
Forest.

Mr. C. T. Pickett exhibited his fine series of Angerona
prunaria, the picked results of eleven years' interbreeding,

containing representatives of the various strains and aberra-

tions, with several new forms. The series comprised : Males,
approaching the yellow coloration of the females ; females,

approaching the orange coloration of the males ; males,
plain orange, not freckled ; females, plain yellow, not
freckled ; males and females, of the ab. picketiaria ; males
and females, of the ab. pallidaria ; females, almost uni-

colorous chocolate ; females, unusually large, with putty-

coloured bands: females, with deep rich chocolate bands and
rich orange-yellow central bands ; males, with deep rich

chocolate bands and orange central bands ; females, orange-
yellow, very heavily freckled ; males, deep orange, very
heavily freckled; male, of a rich sienna brown, with brownish
orange central band ; female, of a rich lemon yellow, per-

fectly plain ; females, of banded type, with the bands broken
up, forming striations on the fore-wings.

He also exhibited a large number of Picris napi, the
results of three years' interbreeding, starting from a Fife
female given him by Mr. Harrison. The series included

:

First brood : Some heavil}' marked females, many ap-
proaching the dark Irish forms, with under-sides of rich

green veins on a yellow ground.

Second brood, by way of contrast, were extremely lightly

veined ; in two or three specimens the veins were almost
obsolete, but the ground colour was of a rich yellow.

From Dawlish, a long series of captured examples, second
brood, very large females, with nervures of hind-wings black,
all the under-sides being of palest yellow, with green veins
almost absent.

From Worthing, a series of second-brood specimens bred
from a female nearer the typical form, including specimens
with under-sides faintly veined, on whitish yellow ground.
In the case were series of very large creamy females of Pieris

8.S
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rapa:, males with under-sides heavily dusted, and males
perfectly white, without black tips to the fore-wings, all from
Dawlish.

Mr. Sperring exhibited a very long series of Orrhodia
vaccina, taken this autumn at Shooter's Hill, comprising
most of the named forms of the species.

DECEMBER gth, 1909.

Captain P. A. Cardew, R.A., of Wimbledon, and Mr.
P. A. Tautz, of N. Audley St., were elected members.

Mr. Sich exhibited specimens of Gelcchia hcruiannella, in

illustration of his paper.

Mr, Turner exhibited male and female specimens of the

rare moth, Eudcemonia hrachyura, from Sierra Leone. This
species is remarkable for the extreme length of the "tail"
on the hind-wings.

Mr. Edwards exhibited a box of exotic Hemiptera, of

which perhaps the most noticeable was a specimen of the

large Heteropteron, Macrocercea grandii, from Tenasserim.
Mr. J. Platt-Barrett exhibited two pupas of Hyles euphor-

bia, found by him in Sicily, and an immature specimen of

the mole cricket, Gryllotalpa vulgaris, found by him in his

bedroom in Messina.
Dr. Hodgson exhibited selected specimens of Anthrocera

trifolii, including specimens of a very small race, 23-30 mm.
in expanse, and a pale pink and grey form ; specimens of .4.

hippocrepidis, with the small sixth spot not detached from the

fifth, as if budding from it ; and specimens of A. filipendnlce,

pale grey and pink forms, from three localities in Sussex,

Surrey, and Hants ; and from the last locality a very broad
bordered specimen, with the sixth spot nearly obsolete.

Mr. Barnett exhibited a dark form of Chceiinatobia horeata

from West Wickham, and of Oporahia dilntaria from Wim-
bledon.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a series of Agriades {LyccBua)

coridon females taken during September last in one small

district near Eastbourne. The specimens included forms in

which (a) the hind-wings only showed distinct blue scaling

;

(b) in which blue scaling was apparent on both fore- and
hind-wings

;
(c) having the marginal lunules without red

colour
;

(d) with the red strongly developed
;

(e) with blue
crescentic markings to the lunules; (/) with white crescentic

markings to the lunules; (g) dark brown undersides; (h) pale

undersides ; and (j) dark grey under-sides.
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He also exhibited a series of Polia cJii reared from ova
deposited by a female taken by Mr. G. T. Porritt in his

garden at Huddersfield. The specimens were all unusually
dark, the females being of a uniform dark olivaceous grey,
with black markings without any white.

Mr. Sich read a paper entitled, " Notes on Chrysopom
{Gelechia) hermannella''' (see p. 43).

JANUARY \2th, 1910.

Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a flower of the remarkable
orchid, Masdevallia chimcera, from the mountains of Colombia.
The flower, in common with nearly all the genus, was
chiefly conspicuous for its developed sepals and the great
reduction of the petals. This species, however, had a com-
paratively large white two-lobed lip, which was freely move-
able and hinged so that the wind could move it. The flower

shown had tails to its sepals of just four inches, but what is

the use of these tails or of the movable lip there was no
record. The species occurred at an altitude of 3-4000 feet,

and thus required more warmth than most other species of

the genus which occurred at greater elevation.

Mr. R. South exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Hallam Moore,
of Barnet, specimens of Coleoptera mounted on transparent
gelatine card, which allowed of easy examination of the
under-side of the insect as well as the upper. It was stated

that the card only needs to be slightly moistened with warm
water before putting on the specimens. The cards were to

be obtained at 28, Barbican, E.C.
Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a series of Sclcnia bilunaria

{illimaria) , reared from ova obtained from a moth taken at

Eastbourne on August nth last, together with series of the
ordinary spring and summer emergences for comparison.
The parent moth had evidently deposited most of her ova
before being taken, but a few were obtained between August
nth and 14th, which hatched on the 21st. No attempt
was made to force the larvae, indeed, it was difficult to obtain
suitable food for them, and they had to make shift with some
rather hard birch, of which the supply was limited. How-
ever, within a month they were all full fed, and pupated
between September the 20th and 23rd, the moths emerging
between October the loth and i8th. In general appearance
they followed the summer rather than the spring specimens,
but in some minor details more nearly approximated to the
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latter, while in size they were if anything rather above the
average of the summer emergence, especially in the females.

Mr. E. Step exhibited the rare fungous Plilcbia radi'ata, from
Oxshott, where it occurred on dead birch. He had exhibited

specimens from the same trunk in previous years, but the
present specimen showed the full development of the species,

which differed somewhat from earlier stages in form and
colour.

Mr. W. J. Lucas exhibited the following fungi from Esher
Common : Cordycci)$ capitata, on the subterranean fungus
ElapJiomyces crranulatiis, and Dccdalca confra^osa, on birch,

both found on January 8th. He also showed photographs
o( Hybernia defoliaria, taken on January 4th and 8th.

Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited, on behalf of the Rev. C. R. N.
Burrows, series of the four very closelv related species of the

genus Hydrcecia, H. nictitans, H. palndis, H. lacens, and H.
crinancnsis. It was stated that from the marking, colours,

and all superficial characters it was apparently impossible to

separate the last species, yet an examination of the genitalia

by Messrs. Burrows and Pierce showed an unmistakable
differentiation. Microscopical preparations of the genitalia

were also shown, as well as enlarged photos:raphs of the

same. The specimens diagnosed as H. crinancnsis had hitherto

always been taken on river banks, or at least near water, and
the localities at present known for the species are Liddle-

bank and Newburgh in Roxburghshire. Aberfeldie, Crinan
Canal, and Inverary in Sutherlandshire. He stated that

Mr. Burrows particularly wished to have pointed out to him
any points whereby the species might be differentiated with-

out a microscopical investigation.

Mr. A. E. Tonge exhibited a series oi Cidaria miata, bred

ab ovo. The parent was taken at Chichester in October,

1908. The series of seventy-five specimens showed but a

small amount of variation. A pair oi Catocala fraxini, bred

ab ovo. The parent was taken on a poplar trunk at Horsham,
Sussex, by Mr. James, of Tooting, in 1908, as recorded in

the " Entomologist." Also eight small wasps bred from a

bamboo cane, standing in a Redhill garden, with an enlarged

photo of the cane split open to show the cells and grubs
within. The wasps were afterwards ascertained to be
Aminophila viatica and Odynerus parieinm.

Mr. Newman exhibited living specimens of Pyramcis
atalanta, and contributed the following note :

" They were bred in October and November, and kept in a

warm room. In captivity they are not true hibernators.
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On sunny days they feed well and are very lively when
placed in a sunny window. I think there is no doubt this

species can be hibernated in England under unnatural
conditions, and feel sure these will go through.''

Mr. Hemming exhibited an aberration of Polyonimatus
icariis, female, taken at Redhill in September, igog, in

which all the submedian spots on the under-side of the fore-

wings were closely clustered around the discoidal, except
that the lowest spot was contiuent with the lower basal spot.

The spots on the under-side of the hind-wings were partially

obsolete, but the three remaining spots were also clustered

around the discoidals.

Mr. Knock showed a long series of lantern illustrations of

Goneptcryx rhauini, Dicranura vinula, and JJrapteryx sambu-
caria, together with a large number of slides ot the delicate

species oi Myuiaridcc (egg parasites).

JAXUARY 2-jth, 1910.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

Mr. A. SiCH, President, in the Chair.

The tirst meeting, held at seven o'clock, was devoted to

the business of the Society.

The Balance Sheet was read by Mr. F. Noad Clark, one of

the Auditors, and was adopted by the meeting. It was a
satisfactory one, showing a balance of £^'6 i8i\ 5*^.

The Report of the Council (see p. xii) was read and
adopted by the meeting.
The President declared the following gentlemen duly

elected as Ofticers and Council for the Session 1910-11.
President.-—W. J. Kaye, F.E.S.
Vice-Presidents.—A. Sich, F.E.S., A. E. Tonge, F.E.S.
Treasurer.—T. W. Hall, F.E.S.
Librarian.—A. W. Dods.
Curator.—W. West (Greenwach).
Hon. Secretaries.— Stanley Edwards, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

(Corresponding) ; Hy. J. lurner, F.E.S. (Report).

Council.— R. Adkm, F.E.S., S. R. Ashby, F.E.S., E. C.

Joy, F.E.S., H. Main, F.E.S,, A. M. Montgomery, F.E.S.
R. A. R. Priske, F.E.S., and B. H. Smith.

Mr. Sich read a letter from Mr. W. J. Kaye, the President-

elect, asking him to convey to the members of the Society
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his high appreciation of the honour they had done him in

electing him to the Chair for the current year, and to explain

to them his absence as due to his having undertaken an
expedition to Southern Brazil for the spring months, in search

of Lepidoptera and evidences for or against the theories of
mimetic resemblance.

The President then read his Annual Address (see p. 50).

Votes of thanks were passed to the President, Treasurer,

Officers and Council, and to the Auditors, for their work
during the year.

Ordinary Meeting.

Mr. D. R. Morford, of Upper Kennington Lane, was
elected a member.

Mr. Tonge exhibited long series of Hyhernia aurantiaria,

males ; H. defoliaria, males, and H. pennaria, males and
females, taken in the New Forest, November lyth-igth,

igog. In spite of clear, frosty nights, these insects were
abundant after dusk, and were to be found, freshly emerged
and drying their wings, on the grass and dead bracken
stalks.

Mr. Colthrup exhibited the same species, taken at the

same time and place ; also a few Oporabia dihiiaria of four

different types. In addition he showed a specimen of Gone-

pteryx rhmnni found at the same time and place, hibernating

among the leaves of holly. The specimen was discovered

at night by the lantern, and left till the next day, when Mr.
Tonge photographed it. A print of the insect in sitil was
shown by Mr. Tonge.

Mr. Edwards exhibited a fossil crinoid found at Welling,

in Kent, in a piece of flint. The species belonged to the

genus Isocrinns, and although crinoids are common in the

chalk, they are rare in flint belonging to the Triassic

Period.

Mr. H. J. Turner exhibited a short series of Lejiwnias

(Melitcea) taylori, from Victoria, Vancouver Island, sent to him
by one of our members, Mr. A. J. Croker. This species belongs

to a genus which is about equally represented in both the

Nearctic and Palasarctic regions. In the former there

are about twenty-eight species recognised, while the latter

has some thirty-one representatives. The American section

of the genus, comprising some strikingly beautiful species, is

sometimes separated under the generic name Lcvionias. The

i
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restricted area of Europe has about sixteen indigenous

species, while our own islands only produce three, all of them
limited to certain districts especially favourable to their con-

tinuance. He also showed another very beautiful species

from the same source, Basilarchia lorqiunii a member of a

group of mimics belonging to the Nymphalidce. On a previous

occasion Mr. Turner had exhibited another member of the

genus, B. archippns (disippus), taken by Mr. Croker, at

Redvers, in Saskatchewan. This is one of the " White
Admirals " of America.

Mr. Barrett reported having taken G. rhanini in Hertford-

shire, hibernating among Euonymus, at Christmas ; and at

Blean Wood, Kent, among heather, in January. It was also

stated that a specimen had been seen flying at Sydenham at

Christmas time.

Mr. Colthrup reported that he had two males and one
female of Orrhodia ruhiginea hibernating in an outhouse

since November. The female was perfectly comatose, even

in mild weather, while the males fed every night, however
cold. He suggested that the vitality of the males became
exhausted in many specimens, and a large proportion got

killed off before the spring, with the result that many females

taken in the early part of the year were found to be infertile.

Mr. Newman's experience agreed with that of Mr. Colthrup.
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by F. N. Clarke
" Stray Notes on the Variation
and Distribution of Boarniia

repandata in Britain," paper
by R. Adkin ... ... ... 1

Swiss Lepidoptera ... 91,104
Teratological specimens of A. ex-

clamatiouis 112

,, specimens of V. io

Third-brood specimen of C.

84

29

arjiiolus

Variation

96

65

106

90

98

in A. betulaiia, R.
Adkin ...

in A. caia, C. W.
Sperring

in A. cinerea, L. W,
Newman

in A.coridon,i2..4rf^/» 116
in A. nebulosa, A.

Harrison and H.
Main 64

in A. prunaria, C. P.
Pickett 115

in B. repandata, R.
Adkin ,, ... 1
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Varieties and aberrations

—

con-
tinned.

Taeniocanipa pulveruleuta ...

Vanessa atalanta

7(3

93

Arachnida.

Acarina
sequalis, Argas
Amblyoniiua
Aponoinnia
a ppendiculatus, IJhipiceplialus

Araclmida...

Argas
Argasidae ...

borealis, Ixodes ...

bnnnpti, Argas ...

Ceratixodes

coriaceus, Ornithodoros ...

decoloratus, Rliipieephalus
Derniiicentor

egyptium, Hyalomma
erralicus, Ornithodoros ...

Eschatocephalus ...

evertsi, Khipicopliiilus

linibriatus, Ixodes...

furcosus, Ornithodoros ...

Hajniaphysalis

hebrffiiiu], Aniblyonuua ...

liexagonus, Ixodes
Hyaloninia...

Ixodffi

Ixodes

Jxodidffi

Jxodoidea ...

laliorensis, Ornithodoros ...

nieguini, Ornithodoros ...

moubala, Ornithodoros ...

Ornithodoios
ovinus, jVIelophagus

parvimentosus, Ornithodoros
persicns, Ary;as

punctata, Ha;niapliysalis...

puta, H.valomnia
putns, Ceratixodes
reduviiis = rieinus
retlexus, Argas
retieulatns, Dermacentor...
Rhipicephalffi

Rhipicephahis
rieinus, Ixodes
savignvi, Ornithodoros ...

simus, Ehipiceplialus
sjriacuni, Hyalomma
talaje, Ornithodoros
tenuirostris, Ixodes
tholozani, Ornithodoros ...

transgariepiniis, Argas

... 29

... 31

31, 32

31, 32

... 32

... 29

... 31

30,31
... 32
... 31

31, 32
... 31

32, 33

31, 32
... 32
... 31
31,32

... 32

... 32

... 31

31, 32
32, 33

... 32
31, 32

... 31

... 31-

30, 31

29, 33
... 31

... 31
... 31

... 31

... 29

... 31

... 31

... 32

... 32
. . . 32
... 31

... 31

... 32
31, 32
31, 32
31, 33

... 31

... 32

... 32

... 31

... 32

... 31

... 31

turicata, Ornithodoros
vespertilionis, Argas
vespertilionis, Eschatocephalus

AVKS.

curvirostris, Loxia

COLEOPTERA.

alni, Callidiuiu

auglieanus, Dryops
Anthribidffi

Apicu
arniigera, Magdalis
bishopi, Rabocerus
brevipes, Myrmecopora ...

castaneum, Friobiuui

cervus, Lucanus ...

Coleoptera ...

coronatus, Liparus
Creophilus...

Curculionidae

curtisii, Apion
lastuosa, Cassida ...

t'errugiueum, Hetarius
gracilipes, Auclionienes ...

Honiak)ta ...

luidsoni. Anaspis ...

laevicolle, Apion ...

linearis, Droniius...

niaxillosus, Creopliihis

niurina, Cistela

pallidum, 'J'liinobius

piceus, Hydrophilus
pouionaj, Apion
rufus, t)xyporus ...

scotica, Honialota...

16-guttata, Halyzia
tabacicolor, Grauuuoptera
urticarinni, Api(jn...

uvida, Myinieeopora

Crustacea.

Panulirus sp,

Cryptogams.

florida, Usnea
prunastri, Kvernia

DiPTERA.

Antlirax

AsilidsB

Athericera...

IJibio

Brachyeera
Cecidouiyidae

PACK
31
31
32

55

53
111
97
78
53
53
78
7G
53
78
86
HI
97
76

113
113
53
53
97
78
86
78
53
77
97
78
53
76
7S
97
53

96
lUO

... 37

35, 39
... 35
... 34
... 35
... 37
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Lepidoptera.

fibietai'ia, Boannia
abruptiiria, Heiuerophila...

absynthiata, Eupithecia ...

acetostP, Nepticula

achilleae, Anthrocera
Acidalia

acis = seniiargus ...

Ai-vouyctkla3

iiiiippe, Avgyunis ...

adistoiuacbe (doris

conius ...

-Egeria (Sesia)

fEgon = arirus

ajrotoma, Helieoulus

sescularia, Aiiisopteryx

vav.)

... 92

... Ill

... 90

... 62
. 67. 91, 109

... 7

... 69

... 60
92, 110, 111

. Heli-

... 108

... 65

. 69, 70, 72
... 93

7, 71

aglaia, Argyiinis ... 91,92,111,113
alba (phlffias ab.), Humicia 91, 109

albicillata, Mebinthia ... ... 86
albulalis, Nola 41, 97, 105
alcipbroii, Loweia ... ... 104
alcou, LycEeua ... ... 70, 71

allous (astrarche var.), Aricia ... 104
alni, Acrouyctii ... ... ... 57
Alucitides ... ... ... ... 86
ainathusia (doris var.), Helicouius 108
ainbigualis, Scoparia ... ... 86
;xuderida, Helicouius ... ... 93
audreniformis, Trocliiliuiu 65, 78
Antbrocera ... ... ... 67
antimaclms, Papilio ... ... 73
antiopa, Euvaiiessa ... ... 104

apifonnis, Sesia .., ... ... 96
apollo, Parnassius ... ... 58

apriliiia, Agriopis ... ... 115

areas, Lycaena ... ... ... 70
jivcliippus (disippus), Basilarchia 121
argiades, Everes ... ... 69, 70, 71

argiolus, Celastrina 65, 69, 70, 71, 92,

93,97, 111

argus (segon), Plebeius ... 69, 70, 72

arioii, Lycajna ... 69, 70, 71, 109

artemis = aurinia ... ... 107
ariindinetii = nearica ... 79, 104
astrarcbe, Aricia 69, 70, 104
atalauta, Pyrameis (Vanessa) 7, 93,

105, 118

atbalia, Melitaja ... ... ... Ill

ntomariii, Ematurga ... ... 112
atreus, Caligo ... ... ... 112
auraiitiariii, Hybernia ... ... 120
aurinia. Melitaja... 107, 109, 110, 111
aurita, Setina ... ... ... 104
aversata, Acidiilia ... ... 86
avis, Callopbrys ... ... ... 112
bajuiaria (piistuUita), Plioi'odesnia 86

PAGR
ballus, Tbestor 112
baxteri (gueneei var.), Luperina... 108
Hedellia 58
bella (quercus ab.), Hitbys 75, 111
bellargus = tlietis 69, 70, 92, 93, 96,

97, 104, 105, 109, 110
beltrao, Caligo ... ... ,., 112
l)etulae, Rurales ... ... ... 6i
betularia, Ampbidasys ... 105, 106
bicuspis, Dicranura ... ... 77
bidentatu, Odontopera ... 84, 95
bifida, Dicranura ... ... ... 61
bilineata, Caraptogramina 78, 86
bilnnauit, Epiblenia ... ... 86
bilunaria (illunaria), Selenia ... 117
bipunctaria, Eubolia ... 71, 88
biselliella. Tinea ... ... ... 89
bceticus, Lauipides ... 69, 70
boreata, Hybernia ... ... 116
bracbyurii, Euda3inouia ... ... 116
brassicae, Pieris ... 5i, 58, 87, 109
Bryophila ... ... ... ... 59
bucepbahi, Plialera ... ... 86
csespititiella, Coleopbora ... ... 56
caia, Arctia 73, 79, 90,91, 111, 112

74, 77
95
78

92, 111, 113

62
91, 104, 109
78, 109, 111

112
74
73
73
69
73

109
57
94

... 73

... 76
113, 117

... 69
57, 69

... 112

... 98

... 64
78, 86, 112

... 68

... 68
26, 56

... 96

c-album, Polygonia

cauieliua, Lopbopteryx
candidata, Astliena

cardaniines, Eucbloe

cardui, Pyrameis ...

earniolica, Antlirocera

carpi ui, Saturnia ...

carjiopbaga, Diantlicecia ...

castigata, Eupitliecia

Catagranuna
Catonepbele

Celastrina (Cyaniris)

ceuea, Papilio

oeronus (thetis ab.), Agriades
Cbaerocampa
cbalcograuimella, Coleopbora
Cbalcosidaj

cbaniomiliae, Cucullia

cbi, Polia ...

Chilades

Cbrysophanus
clirysorrba3a, Porthesia ...

cinerea, Agrotis ...

citrago, Tiliacea ...

clatbrata, Streuia

cleotap, Papilio

clearcbus, Papilio

Coleopbora
comma, Urbicola ...

cOMcavilinea (viridata ab.), Ne-
moria ... ... ... ... 65

consortaria, lioarmia ... ... 86
conspersa, Dianthcecia ... ... 72
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PAGE
conversaria (repandata var.),

Boaraiia ... ... 3, 4> 94
cordigfera, Anarta .. 66, 67
coridoii, Agriades 69, 70. 71, 92, 105,

109, 112, 113, 116
corouata, Chloroclystis ... ... 78
cratsegata, Rnmia .. ... ... 94
ciinaiiensis, Hydroecia ... ... 118
cristana, Acalla ... ... ... 62
cruda = pulveriileiita ... ... 76
cucullatella, Nola ... ... 88
Cyaniris = Celastrina ... ... 69
cyllarus, Nomiades ... ... 70
cyme, Op^iphanes ... ... 84
damou, Polyommatus ... ... 109
davus = tiphon ... ... ... 110
dealbaua, Hedya ... ... ... 86
decrepitalis, Scopula ... ... lOO
defoHaiia, Hybernia 104, 118, 120
degeiierai'ia, Acidalia ... ... 68
dentina, Hadeua (Maiiiestra) 78, 113
deplaiiii, Litbosia ... 78, 92
destrigaria (repandata var.),

Boarmia ... ... ... 4
Dioranura ... ... ... ... 56
dictyiina, Melitiea ... ... 104
dido, Colaeiiis ... ... ... 98
didyma, Apamea ... ... 61, 62
didyma, Melitaja ... ... 109, 113
dilutaria, Oporabia ... 116, 120
dispar, Cbrysophanus ... 57,69,73
dispar, Ociieria ... ... ... 99
disippus = archippus ... ... 121
doinimila, Calliniorplia ... ... 93
<lorilis, liOweia ... ... ... 104
doris, Helicouius ... ... ... 108
doubledayaria (betularia var.),

Ainpbidasys 105, 106
dromedarius, Xotodonta ... ... 95
duplaris, Cymatopbora ... ... 94
edelsteui = iieurica 79, 92, 111, 112
egeria, Pararge ... ... 75, 113
egerides (egeria var.), Pararge ... 76
Elachista 58
epbialtes, Antbrocera ... ... 104
Epbyra ... ... ... ... 58
epipbron, Melampias ... ... 64
eratotiius (doris var.), Heliconius 108
ermiiiea, Dicranura ... ... 56
essoni, Peucepbila ... 54, 89
Eudorea ... 26
eumedon, Arieia ... ... ... 70
eupbeimis, Lycajua ... ... 70
eupborbia% Hyles ... ... ... 116
eiipbrosyiie, Breiitliis 74, 110, 111
Eupitliecia ... ... ... 7
Everes ... ... ... ... 69
exanthemaria, Cabera ... ... 95

PAGE
exclamatiouis, Agrotis ... ... 112
e.xtensaria, Eupitbecia ... ... 89
fabriciiina = o.xyacautbella ... 86
fagi, Stauropns ... 57, 64, 72, 89
falcataria, Urepaua ... ... 95
favicolor, Leucania ... ... 110
fervida (rubi ab.), Callophrys ... 112
festiva, Noctua ... ... ... 110
filipendulaj, Antbrocera ... 67, 91, 116
flauimealis, Endotricba ... ... 86
flavescens (perla ab.), Bryopbila 59
ilexula, Laspeyria ... 78,92
fluctuata, Melauippe ... ... 112
fluctuosa, Cymatopbora ... 93, 94
fluviata, Camptogramma ... 64
forsterana, Tortrix ... ... 86
fortunata (jurtina var.), Epine-

pbele 113
fraxini, Catocala ... ... 74,118
fuliginosa, Spilosoma, Pbragma-

tobia 76, 111
fusca (pterodactyla), Stenoptilia 86
f'usca (neurica ab.), Nonagria ... Ill
fuscediuella, Coleopliora ... ... 56
furcula, Dicranura ... ... 61
galatbea, Melanargia ... ... 113
geminipuncta, Nonagria ... 88, 113
gemmaria, Boarmia ... 3, 110
Geometraj ... ... ... ... 86
Geoiuetridaj ... ... ... 57
glandifera = m.iralis ... ... 6
glypbica, Euclidia ... ... 78
goedartella, Argyrestbia ... ... 86
gordius (alcipbron var.), Loweia 104
grammica, Eulepia ... ... 89
griseocapitella = beroldella ... 95
grossulariata, Abraxas ... 92, 106
grypbipennella, Coleopbora ... 56
gueueei, Luperiiia ... ... 108
liaggarti (pulveruleuta ab.),

Taeniocampa ... ... ... 76
hamana, Xautbosetia ... ... 86
bastiana, Peronea ... ... ... 95
beetus, Hepialus ... ... ... 86
bedysari (caruiolica var.), Antbro-

cera ... ... ... ... 109
Heliconius ... ... ... 93
beparaua, Tortrix ... ... 86
Hepialides ... ... ... ... 86
Hepialus ... ... ... ... 56
liermanella, Cbrysopora (Gelecbia) 43,

45, 46, 47, 116, 117
lieroldelhi, Swamnierdamia ... 95
lieterodiictyla, Capperia ... ... 85
betblaudica = tbuleus ... ... 59
bippocrepidis, Antbrocera ... 116
bispidaria, Nyssia ... ... 71
bumuli, Hepialus ... 59, 60
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PAGE
livalinalis, Botys ... ... ... 92
HydroBcia ... ... ... ... 118
bylas, Polyommatus ... ... 104
iapygia, Melanargia ... ... 113
ibipemiella, Coleophora ... ... 86
icarinus (icariis ab.), Polyommafcn.s 104-

icanis, Polyommatus 69, 70, 77, 93,

104,106,110,119
idas, Avicia ... ... ... 70
ilia, Apatura ... ... ... 72
illunaria = bilnnaria ... ... 117
illnstraria, Seleuia ... ... Ill
incaiiaria, Acidalia ... ... 72
10, Vanessa ... 7,58,96,110
iris, Apituva ... ... 57, 109
ifchica, Heliconias .. ... ... 93
jaoobfBfP. Eiicbelia ... 66, 77, 111

jauira = iui'tiiia ... 78, 108, 113

jasins, Cbaraxes ... ... ... 57
ijurtina (jaiiira), Epinephele 78, IDS.

113
labui-iiella, Cfniiostoraa ... ... 57
lacertinaria, Drepana ... ... 95
lacticolor (grossulariata ab.),

Abraxas ... ... ... ... 106
lacunana, Sericoris ... ... 86
1-albmn, Leucania ... ... 112
Lamnides ... ... ... ... 69
lariciata, Eupitbecia ... ... 78
latbonia, Issoria ... ... ... 91

leda, Molaiiitis 1(^8

Lemonias ... ... ... ... 120
Lepidopteri ... ... ... 54
lepoiiu), Acronycta ... ... 57
Leucania ... ... ... ... 110
leucosri'apba, Pacbnobia ... . 78
linearia, Zonosoma ... ... 78
LithocoUeti* 26
litboxylea, Xvlopbasia ... ... 61
loeflingiana, Dictyopterys ... 86
lorquinii, Basilarcbia ... 70, 121
lorqiiinii, Cnpido ... ... ... 70
liibricipeda. Spilosoraa ... 98, 112
liicens, Hydi'CBcia ... ... ... 118
luniinosns fdoris var.), Helicouius 108
lnnulata, NeolycfBua ... ... 112
lupulinnis, Heoialns .. ... 62
lutipennella, Coleo])bora ... ... 86
lutulent), Aporopbyla (Apaiu'a) 115
LyciBua ... ... ... ... 69
raachaon, Papilio ... ... 58, 89
inacbowianns. Papilio ... ... 66
maculata, Venilia ... ... 78
niaculipennis, Plnfcella ... ... 58
malvse, Hesperia ... ... ... 58
manui. Fieri s ... ... ... 79
meocacepbala, Cu.spidia ... ... 113

iTieirajra, Pararge ... 84, 110, 113

inelauops, Noiniades

meleag^er, Polyommatus ...

Melinaja

mendica, Spilo>oma
mentbastri, Spilosoma
mercurelbi, Scoparia

meriones, Papilio ..

PAGE
... 70
... 104
... 93
... 75
... 105
... 86
... 73

merope (auriiiia var.), Melitsea 109
messene, Heliconius ... ... 93
mi, Euclidia ... ... ... 57
miata, Cidaria ... ... ... 118
niieofii (virgaurese var.), Chryso-

iibanus ... ... ... ... 109
milliauseri, Hoplitis ... ... 57
minimus. Cupido 69, 70, 71,86, 109
monetn, Plnsia ... ... ... 58
monilifera, Narycia ... ... 86
monoglypba, Xvlopbasia... 61, 62
montana (dorilis ab.), Loweia ... 104
montanata, Melanippe ... ... 78
mnndata (obscuraria var), Gno-

phos 113
muralis (glandiffira), Rryopbila 6, 59
muraria frepandata var.),Roarmia 4
naiviferella (stipella var.), Cliry-

sopora (Geleobia) ... ... 46
napi. Pier's ... ... 114, 115
nebulosa, Anlecta ... 64, 65, 86
nemoralis, Asfrotera ... ... 86
neurica (arundinefca), Nonagria

79, 104, 111, 112
neustria, Malacosoma ... ... 108
nickerlii, Luperina ... ... 107
niotitans, Hydracia ... ... 118
nigricata (repandata var.),

Boarmia ... ... ... 3,

4

nigromaculana, Pentbiua ... 86
NoctuEe 86
Noctuidte ... ... ... ... 52
Nonagria ... ... ... ... 79
nubeculosa, Asteroscopus 73
Nympbalidse ... ... 57,121
obscura (nrion var.), LycEEua ... 109

,, (doris var.), Helioonius 108

„ (monoglypba ab.), Xylo-
pbasia ... ... ... ... 61

obscuraria, Gnopbos ... 7, 59, 113
ocellann, Hedya ... ... ... 86
ocbroleuca. Eremobia .., ... 7

olivacea (cbi var.), Polia ... 113
opbiograinma, Apamea ... ... 61

Oruitbopfcera ... ... ... 72
oxyacantbae, Miselia ... ... 115
oxvacantbella (fabriciana), Simoe-

tbis 86
palfcmon (paniscus), Cyclopides

74, 77,93, 96
pallens, Leucania'... ... ... 110
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pallidaria (prunavia ab.), Auge-
roiia ... ... ... ... 115

paludis, Hydrcecia ... ... 118
pamphilus, Cojuouympha 78, 84, 111
pauisciis = palaemoii ... ... 77
paphia, Dryas ... 59, 91, 97, 110
Papilioiiidaj ... ... . . 72
paradisea, Ornithopteva ... ... 73

Pai'uassiiis... ... ... ... 73
peiidulai-ia, Epliyra ... ... 95
peiinaria, Himei-a... ... ... 120
pentadactyla, Alucita ... ... 86
perla, Bryophila ... ... ... 59
phaeton, I'apilio ... ... .. 68
phegea, Syutoinis... ... ... lOi
phlasas, Kumicia ... 69, 91, 109, 111
Pliyllocuistis ... ... ... 58
plckettaria (prunaria ab.), Ange-

rona ... ... ... ... 115
pilosella? = purparalis ... ... 67
piui, LasioL'ainpa ... ... ... lOi
piniaria, Bupalus ... ... ... 95
pityocampa, Cuethocampa ... 93
plaiitaginis, Parasemia ... ... 89
podaliriiis, Papilio ... ... lOJ'

podaua, Tortrix ... ... 86, 88
populi, Limeiiitis ... ... ... 77
potafcovia, Cosmotriche ... ... 68
prasiuaiia, Hylophila ... ... 98
priaraus, Oniithoptera ... ... 72
prosapiarla, Ellopia ... ... 86
pruinana, Peiithiua ... ... 86
prunaria, Augeroua ... 113,115
Pseudobombyces ... ... ... 86
psi, 'I'liajiia (Acroiiycta) ... 60, 71

[jsylorita, Avicia ... ... ... 70
pterodactyla = f'usca ... ... 86
PtcrophoridiT3 ... ... ... 26
pulchrlna, Plusia ... ... ... 72
pulveruleuta (cnida),Tieiiiocau)pa 76
piuicta (thetis ab.), Agriades ... 109
purpuralis (piloselUu), Anthrocera 67
pusaria, Cabeia ... ... 86,95
pustulata (bajulavia), Phorodesma 86
j)atridella, Depre.ssaria 5i, 100, 114
Pyrales 86
Pyralidiua... ... ... ... 26
pyraliiia, Calymuia ... ... 64
Pyraustiiiiu ... ... ... 74
qiiercus, Bitbys ... ... 75, 111

,, Lasiocanipa ... ... 58
radiatella, (Jerostoma ... ... 62
rapse, Pieris ... ... 112, 116
repaiidaria = repandata ... ... 4
repandata, Boarmia 1, 2, 3, 4, 74, 94,

111
retiiiella, Argyrestbia ... ... 86
ribeaua, Pandeniis (Tortri.x) ... 86

robsoni (uebulosa ab.), Aplecta 64, 65
rhainni, Gouepteryx 119, 120, 121
rubi, Callophrys 78, 112
rubiginea, Orrhodia ... ... 121
rut'escens (neurica ab.), Noiiagi ia 111
rumicis, Acronycta ... ... 60
Riiralides ... ... ... ... 69
russata, Cidaria ... ... ... 78
russula = sanio ... ... ... 89
rutilus(dispar var.), Chrysophanus 57
sambucaria, Urapteryx ... ... 119
sauio (russula), Diacrisia ... 89
satellitia, Scopelosoina ... ... 115
schmidtii = alba ... ... ... 91
schmidtii (pbliBas ab.), Ruiuicia 91, 111
sebrus, Cupido ... ... 70, 104
seleiie, Brenthis ... 64,111,113
seiuele, Hipparchia ... 75, 113
semiargiis (acis), Cyaiiiris 69, 70
sequana, Dichrorauipha ... ... 78
Serena, Hecatera ... ... ... 72
sericealis, Rivula ... ... ... 92
Sesia = jEgeria ... ... ... 65
Sibylla, Limenitis ... ... 58,111
silaceata, Cidaria ... ... 84,85
sinapis, Leptidia ... ... ... 91
sinuata, Glyphodes ... ... 74
sociata, Meianippe ... ... Ill
sodoreusium ( repaudata var. ),

Boarmia ... ... ... 1, 4
sordidata, Hypsipetes ... ... 85
spartifoliella, Ceuiio.stouia ... 57
spini, Thecla ... ... ... 104
steueles, Victoriiia ... ... 98
stepliensi, Mompba ... ... 86
stipella, Chrysopora (Gelocbia)

45, 46, 47
straminea, Leucauia ... ... 110
stygne, Erebia ... ... ... 104
subjectana, Sciaphila ... ... 86
sufEuinata, Cidaria ... 84, 85
sulfusella, Phyllociiistis ... ... 58
sylvauus, Augiadcs ... ... 77
syngrapha (coridou ab.), Ai,n'i:ides

109, 1 13

taylori, Leuionias... ... ... 120
tecta (doris var.), Hcliconius ... 108
telesiphe, Cola3uis... ... ... 98

„ Helicouins ... ... 98
testacea, Luperina ... 100, 107
teucrii = heterodactyla ... ... 85
thetis (bellargus), Agriades 69, 70, 92,

93, 96, 97, 104, 105, 109, 110
tlionipsoui (nebulosa ab.), Aplecta

64, 65
thulei (festiva var.), Noctua ... 110
tiiuleus (humuli var.), Hepialus 59, 60
Tinea ... ... ... ... 86
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PACK
Tineiua 23,26,28
tiplioii (davus), Ccenonyiuplia IIU, 112
Tischeriii ... ... ... ... 60
Tortrices 86
Tortrk'idaj... ... ... ... 57
trideiis, Tii.xna (Acronyctii) ... 60
trifolii, Aiitlirocera ... 112, 116
tritiei, Agrotis ... ... ... 62
troL-hilns, Chihules 69
turritis (cardaniines var.j, Kticliloe 113
uhnella, Bncculatri.x 58
urticaj, Aglais 89,111
vaccinii, Orrbodia... ... ... 116
valesiiia (paphia ab.), Dryas 59, 97
velleda, Hepialus ...

venosa, Arsilourlie

veiiosata, Enpitliecia

verbascalis, Ebulea
versicolor, Eiidrouiis

vetulata, Scotosia...

victoriaj, Oriiitboptera ...

Viminia
viuula, Dicraiiura 56, £8, 61, 111,

119
virgaui'cai, Chrysopbanus
virgaureana, Soiapbila ...

viridaiia, Tortrix...

viridaria (doris var), Heliconius
viridata, Nenioria
vitalbata, Phibalapteryx ...

vitellina, Leucaiiia

xantbograplia, Noctua ...

xylosteana, Tortrix
yeatiaiiH, Deprcssaria

zerniatteiisis (virganreaj vnr.),

Cliry.sopbamis ...

ziczac, Notodoiita
zonaria, Nyssia ...

Zygajiiidaj ...

92
60
72

86
87
85
73
60

109
86

86
108
65

78
79

100
86
100

109
95

MOLLUSCA.
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1886 Adkin, B.W., F.E.S., Trenowith, Hope Park, Bromley, Kent.

/, 07-/I.

1882 Adkin, R., F.E.S., Wellfield, 4, Lingard's Road, Lewisham,

S.E. /.

1 90 1 Adkin, R. A., 4, Lingard's Road, Lewisham, S.E. w.

1908 Adlard, R. E., Bartholomew Close, E.G. >n.

1907 Alderson, J., 143, Boundaries Road, Balham, S.W. /.

191 1 Alder-Son, Miss E. M., Park House, Worksop. ;/.

1907 Andrews, H. W., F.E.S., Shirley, Welling, Kent. d.

1901 ARM.STRONG, R. R., B.A., B.C.(Cantab), M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.,

55, Granville Park, Lewisham, S.E. e I.

1895 A.SHBY, S. R., F.E.S., 119, Greenvale Road, Eltham Park,

1895 Ashdown, W. J., Belmont Road, Leatherhead. /, c, he.

Kent, r, /

1 888 Atmore, E. a., F.E.S., 48, High Street, King's Lynn, Nor-

folk. /.

1872 AvEBURY, The Right Hon. Lord, D.G.L., F.R.S., F.L.S.,

F.G.S., F.E.S., etc.. High Elms, Down, nr. Farnborough,

Kent {Ho?i. memher). //, /-'.

1908 Baker, P. N., Haddon, Fairfield Road, Woodford. /.

1896 Baknett, T. L., 81, Royal Hill, Greenwich, S.E. /.

1887 Barren, H. E., 46, Lyndhurst Road, Peckham, S.E. /.

1900 Barrett, J. P., F.E.S., 30, Endwell Road, New Cross, S.E. /.

1907 Barter, H. W., 5, Brunswick Road, Camberwell, S.E. /, />.

1909 Baumann, R. T., 70, Station Road, Chingford. /.

1897 Bishop, E. B., Ashstead Farm, Godalming. /, Ik

191 1 Blenkarn, S. a., F.E.S., Norham, Cromwell Road, Becken-

ham, Kent. /.
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1898 Bliss, M. F., F.E.S.,Coningsburgh, Montpelier Road, Ealing. /.

1895 Bowman, K., The May Sharp Construction Co., Ltd., Edmon-

ton, Alta, Canada. /.

1905 Briault, G. H., 6, Burlington Gardens, Acton, W. /.

1887 Briggs, C. a., F.E.S.. Rock House, Lynmouth, R.S.O.,

N. Devon, /, ///, n, 0, British fishes,

1 89 1 Briggs, H. M., S, High Street, Canterbury. /. or/i.

1887 Briggs, T. H., M.A., F.E.S., Rock House, Lynmouth, R.S.O.,

N. Devon. /.

1909 Bright, P. M., F.E.S., Wimborne Road, Bournemouth. /.

1895 Brooks, W., Thundercliffe Grange, near Rotherham. /.

189S Broome, E. G., Hurst Vicarage, Twyford, Berks. /.

1900 Browne, G. P3., Nya Gpur, King Charles Road, Surbiton. /.

1909 BuCKSTONE, A. A. W., 18, Burlington Lane, Chiswick, W. /.

1S97 Burr, M. B., B.A., F.L.S., F.E.S., F.Z.S., Castle Hill

House, Dover. 0.

1890 Butler, W. E., F.E.S., Hayling House, Oxford Road, Reading,

/, c.

1911 Buxton, Patrick A., Fairhill, Tonbridge, Kent. /.

1888 Cansd.'VLE, W.D.,F.E.S., Sunny Bank, South Norwood, S.E. /.

1889 Cant, A., F.E.S., 33, Festing Road, Putney, S.W. /, ;;//.

1910 Cardew, Capt. P. A., 50, Melbury Gardens, Wimbledon. /.

1886 Carpenter, J. H., F.E.S., Redcot, Belmont Road, Leather-

head, Surrey. /.

1899 Carr, F. B., 46, Handen Road, Lee, S.E. /.

1899 Carr, Rev. Y. M. B., M.A., L.Th., 10, St. Alban's Crescent,

Woodford Green, Esse.x. /, /i.

1897 Chapman, T. A., M.D.,F.E.S.,F.Z.S., Betula, Reigate, Surrey. /.

1888 Chittenden, D., 14, Limes Grove, Lewisham, S.E. /.

1896 Clark, F. N., Paddington Infirmary, Harrow Road, W. ;///.

1879 Clode, W. {Life me/liber).

1899 CoLTHRUP, C. W., 127, Barry Road, E. Dulwich, S.E. /.

1907 CooTE, F. D., 25, Pendle Road, Streatham, S.W. /, b.

1909 CouLSEN, F. J., 14, Aden Grove, Stoke Newington. /.

1902 CowHAM, F. W., 118, Minard Road, Hither Green, S.E. /.

1899 Crabtree, B. H., F.E.S., Cringle Lodge, Levenshulme, Man-

chester. /.

1885 Croker,A.J., 1045, McClure St., Victoria, British Columbia. /.

1898 Crow, E. J., 26, Tindal Street, North Brixton. /.
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Election.

1910 CuRWEN, B. G., 5, Richmond Bridge Mansions, S.W. /.

1SS8 Dawson, W. G., F.E.S., 31, King's Gardens, West End Lane,

Hampstead, N.W. {Life member). I.

1900 Day, F. H., F.E.S., 26, Currock Terrace, Carlisle. /, c.

1889 Dennis, A.W., 56, Romney Buildings, Millbank, S.W. /, mi, b.

1901 DoDS, A. W., Hon. Librarian, 88, Alkham Road, Stamford

Hill. /.

1904 East, F. J., 69, Cazenove Road, Stamford Hill. /.

1886 Edwards, S., F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S., Hon. Sec, 15, St. German's

Place, Blackheath, S.E. /, e I.

1886 Enock, F., F.L.S., F.E.S., F.R.M.S., F.R.H.S., 13, Tufnell

Park Road, Hollovvay, N. d, mt.

1887 Fletcher, W. H. B., M..\., F.E.S., Aldwick Manor, Bognor,

Sussex {Life member). I.

1889 Ford, A., South View, Irving Road, West Southbourne,

Bournemouth, Hants. /, c.

1907 Fountains, Miss M. E., F. E.S., Thirlmere, Godalming,

Surrey. /.

1886 Fremlin, H. S., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., F.E.S., Government

Lymph Laboratories, Colindale Avenue, The Hyde, N.AV^

/, mi.

1884 GiBB, L., 148, St. James Street, Montreal, Canada {Life

member). I.

1909 GiBBS, A. E., F.L.S., F.E.S., Kitchener's Meads, St. Albans,

Herts {Life member). I.

1908 GoFFE, E. R., 46, Vardens Road, Wandsworth Common,
S.W. /.

1908 Green, E. D., 17, Manor Park, Lee, S.E. /.

1904 GrosvenoR; T. H. L., F.E.S., 8, Gloucester Road, Redhill,

Surrey. /.

1893 Hall, A,, F.E.S., 16, Park Hill Rise, Croydon, Surrey.

I, e i, 001.

1888 Hall, A. E., F.E.S., Cranfield House, Southwell, Notts. /.

18S4 Hall, T. \V., F.E.S., Hon. Treasurer, Stanhope, I'he Crescent,

Croydon, Surrey; and 61, West Smithfield, E.G. /.

1891 Hamm, a. H., 22, Southfields Road, Oxford. /.

1906 Hammond, L., 38, Mercer's Road, Tufnell Park, N. /.

1903 Hare, E. J., F.E.S., Dunham, Boscombe, Hants. /.



VI

Year of
Election.

1892 Harrison, A., F.C.S., F.L.S., F.E.S., F.R.M.S., Thames

Sugar Refinery, Silvertown, E., and Delamere, Grove

Road, S. Woodford, Essex. /, ;;//.

1909 Hemming, A. F., Cambridge Lodge, Horley, Surrey. /.

1909 Hemming, Mrs. C. U. H., Cambridge Lodge, Horley, Surrey

/.

1903 Hickman, J., 21, Raleigh Road, Penge, S.E. /.

1905 Hill, E., 3, Uorville Road, Lee. /.

1888 HiLLMAN, T. S., F.E.S., II, Eastgate Street, Lewes, Sussex. /.

1 91

1

Holding, A., 95, Kyverdale Road, Stoke Newington, N. /.

1888 Hopkins, H. E., t,i, Farnaby Road, Bromley, S.E. /.

1889 HoRNE, A., F.E.S., 60, Gladstone Place, Aberdeen. /.

1910 HuMM, P. S., L.D.S., 102, Leigham Court Road, Streatham,

S.W. /.

1886 Jager, J., 65, St. Quentin's Avenue, North Kensington, W. /.

1887 Jennkr, J. H. A., F.E.S., 209, School Hill, Lewes, Sussex.

/, c, d, m, b.

1904 JoYj E. C, F.E.S., Eversley, Dale Road, Purley, Surrey. /.

1886 Kane, W. F. de V., M.A., F.E.S., M.R.LA., Dadmans,

Sittingbourne, Kent. /, w/, mari/ie invertebrafa.

1898 Kaye, W. J., F.E.S., Fff'sident, CsiVixcas, Ditton Hill, Surbiton,

Surrey. /, .S'. American I.

1900 Kemp, S. W., B.A., F.E.S., Lidian Museum, Calcutta. /, c.

1 9 10 KiDNER, A. R., Surimey Garth, Hatherley Crescent, Sidcup,

Kent. /.

191

1

Knight, W. H., 196, Choumert Road, Peckham, S.E.

1910 Lawrence, A. J., 2, Arthur Street, New Oxford Street,

London, W. /.

191

1

Leslie, J. H., F.E.S., 84, Huron Road, Tooting Common,
S.W. /.

1903 Lister, W. K., F.E.S., Great Walton, Eastry, Kent. /.

1896 Lucas, W. J., B.A., F.E.S., 28, Knight's Park, Kingston-on-

Thames. Brit. 0., odo/iafa, n, w, i>.

1 9 10 Lyle, G. T., Bank House, Brockenhurst, Hants, h.

1892 Main, H., B.Sc, F.E.S., Almondale, Buckingham Road, S

Woodford, Essex. /.

1886 Manger, W. T., 100, Manor Road, New Cross, S.E. /, <:, ct.



Year ok
Election.

1889 Mansbridge, W., F.E.S., 4, Norwicli Road, Wavertree,

Liverpool. /.

1885 Mera, a. W., 79, Capel Road, Forest Gate, E /.

1881 Miles, W. H., F. E.S., 33, Alexandra Court, Chowringhee,

Calcutta, mi, h.

18S0 MoNTiERO, A. A. DE C, F.E.S., 70, Rua do Alecrim,

Lisbon.

1889 Moore, H., F.E.S., 12, Lower Road, Rotherhithe, S.E. /, h,

d, e I, e h, e d, //n.

19 10 MoRFORD, I). R., Oak Cottage, Sycamore Grove, New ^Lalden,

Surrey. /.

1906 Newman, L. W., F.E.S., Salisbury Road, Bexley, Kent. /.

1889 Nicholson, W. E., F.E.S., School Hill, Lewes, Sussex. /.

1905 Penn-Gaskell, W. W., Townshend House, North Side,

Regent's Park, N.W. /.

1908 Pennington, F., Manning's Hill, Cranleigh, Surrey. /.

1 901 Pepper, A. W., The Horniman Museum, Forest Hill, S.E. mi.

1880 Perkins, V. R., F.E S., Wotton-under-Edge, Gloucestershire.

/, h, d.

iS88 Perks, F. P., 22, May's Buildings, St. Martin's Lane,

Charing Cross. W.C. zoology, mi, pond life.

191

1

Phillips, H. F., 58, Jedburgh Road, Plaistow, E.

1887 PoRRiTT, G. T., F.L.S., F.E.S., Elm Lea, Dalton, Hudders-

field. /, n.

1903 Pratt, W. B., F.E.S., 10, Lion Gate Gardens, Richmond,

Surrey. /.

1897 Prest, E. E. B., Woodstock, Sutton, Surrey. /.

1903 Priske, R. a. R., F.E.S., 9, Melbourne xVvenue, W. Ealing,

W. /, m.

1902 Ravwakd, a. L., F.E.S., 3, Albert ^L^nsions, Lansdowne Road,

Croydon, Surrey. /.

1909 R.AMSAY, A., 15, Lawn Crescent, Kew Gardens, b.

1887 Rice, D. J., 8, Grove Mansions, North Side, Clapham Com-

mon, S.W. orn.

is)04 Richards, P., Wellesley, Queen's Road, Kingston Hill,

Surrey. /.

1906 Richmond, B. A., ^LB., B.Sc, 28, Lower Road, Rotherhithe,

S.E. /.



Vlll

Year of
Election.

1902 Riley, N. D., 94, Drakefield Road, Upper Tooting, S.W. /.

1910 Robertson, G. S., M.D., St. Anne's, loi, Thurlow Park

Road, Dulwich, S.E. /.

1887 Robinson, A., B.A., 5, King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.G. /.

1894 Robinson, L., 4, Queen's Walk, Ealing, ^^'. /.

1 888 Robson, H., 9, Trump Street, E.G. /, b.

191

1

Rogers, W. A., 42, Addington Square,. Gamberwell, S.E.

1887 RouTLEDGE, G. B., F.E.S., Tarn Lodge, Heads Nook, Garlisle.

l,c.

1900 Rowden, a. O., 4, St. John's Road, Exeter. /, /'.

1904 Rowland-Brown, H., F.E.S.,Oxhey Grove, Harrow Weald. /.

1890 Rowntree, J. H., Folkton Manor, Ganton, Yorks. /.

1898 Russell, A., F.E.S., Wilverley, Dale Road, Purley. /.

1888 Sauze, H. a., 22, Earlsthorpe Road, Sydenham, S.E. /.

1902 Scollick, a. J-, F.E.S., 8, Mayfield Road, Merton Park,

W^imbledon, S.W. /.

1 9 10 Scorer, A. G., F.E.S., Hillcrest, Chilworth, Guildford. /.

1910 Sheldon, W. G., F.E.S., Youlgreave, South Croydon. /.

1895 Sigh, Alf., F.E.S., Vice-President, Corney House, Chiswick,

\\\ I.

1903 Smallman, R. S., F.E.S., Homeside, Devonshire Place,

Eastbourne. /.

1908 Smith, B. H., B.A., Edgehill, Warlingham, Surrey. /.

1890 Smith, Walter, 6, Exmouth Villas, Hampton Hill, Middle-

sex. /.

1890 Smith, William, 13, St. Merren Street, Paisley. /.

1882 South, R., F.E.S., 96, Drakefield Road, Upper Tooting, S.W. /.

1908 Spkrring, C. W., 8, Eastcombe Avenue, Charlton. /.

1873 Standen, R., F.L.S., F.E.S., Townlands, Lindfield,

Sussex (Life member). /.

1908 StAubvn, J. S., Tregothnan, Endlesham Road, Balham,

S.W. /.

1872 Step, E., F.L.S., Oakwood House, Barnett Wood Lane,

Ashtead, Surrey, b, in, orn, cr.

1909 Stone, F. J., 141, Bedford Road, Clapham, S.W, /.

1910 Stoxkham, Lieut. H. F., F.E.S., Kingswcar, Streatham Road,

S.W. /.



IX

Year of
Election.

1S94 Takbat, Rev. J. E., jNI.A., Fareham, Hants. /, ool.

1910 Tauiz, p. H., 33, North Audley Street, W. /.

1902 ToNGE, A. E., F.E.S., Vice-President, Aincroft, Grammar
School Hill, Reigate. /.

1895 TuNALi V, Hv., F.E.S., 13, Becmead Avenue, Streathani,

S.W. /. //.

1887 Turner, H. J., F.E.S., Hon. Report Sea-etary, 98, Drakefell

Road, New Cros.s. S.E. /, c, n, he, l>.

1887 Yerrall, (j. H., E.E.S., Sussex Lodge, Newmarket, d.

1889 Vine, A, C, 45, Temple Street. Brighton, Sussex. /.

1889 \Vain\vright, C. 1., F.E.S., 45, Handsworth Wood Road,

Handsworth, Staffs. /.

191 1 Wakely, L. D., 34, Lancaster Road, \Vimbledon Common,
S.Vv'. /.

1880 ^^'ALKER, J. J., M.A., F.L.S, F.E.S., "Aorangi," Lonsdale

Road. Summertown. O.xford. /, c.

1886 Walsingham, The Right Hon. Lord, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.,

F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.,&c., Merton Hall, Thetford, Norfolk

{Hon. member). /, orn.

1907 Waterer, W. J., 19, Adelaide Road, Brockley, S.E. b.

1888 Webb, S., 9, Waterloo Crescent, Dover. /.

1872 West, W., Hon. Curator, 8, Morden Hill, Lewisham Road,

S.E. /, c, he.

1878 West, W., L.D.S., Holmwood. Barnelt ^^'ood Lane, Ashtead,

Surrey. /, mi.

1 88

7

Whiffen, W. H,, Holmwood Lodge, Laton Road, Hastings. /.

1905 Winkworth, J. T., 290, Burdett Road, E. /.

1 9 10 Wood, F. G., Whyteleaf, Maple Road, Ashtead, Surrey.

1905 Wright, J., 30, Coleman Street, Woolwich, S.E. /.

Members will greatly oblige by informing the Hon. Sec. of any errors,

additions, or alterations in the above Addresses and descriptions.
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REPORT OF THE COUNCIL, 1910.

'"T^HE Council of the South London Entomological and

Natural History Society, in presenting the Thirty-

ninth Annual Report, is pleased to state that the

affairs of the Society continue in a satisfactory condition.

During the year just passed fourteen new Members have

been elected, and seventeen names have been deleted from

the list. Of these, three have been removed by death,

Messrs. H. A. McArthur, G. W. Kirkaldy, and J. W.
Tutt ; and fourteen have resigned or been taken off the list

for non-payment of subscription.

The Membership, therefore, stands as follows: 2 Honorary,

2 Life, 6 Country, and 154 Ordinary Members, making a

total of 164.

The Balance Sheet, duly audited, is printed on page x, and

shows that the Society's finances are not in an unsatis-

factory condition, although there is a small debit balance on

the General Account.

The Meetings have been well attended throughout the

year, and the Recorder, Mr. A. W. Dennis, reports that

there has been an average attendance of over thirty-three

at each of the twenty-three meetings.

During the early months of the year the President-elect,

Mr. W. J. Kaye, was unable to take the chair owing to his

absence on an entomological tour in South America. Mr.

Sich, the retiring president, kindly offered to continue his

duties and preside at the meetings until Mr. Kaye's return.

On the suggestion of the President it was resolved to hold

a special exhibition and discussion of the various forms of

Polyonnnatns icarus. This took place on July 14th, and was

a pronounced success, the announcement attracting what

was probably " the finest collection of P. icarus ever brought

together." At the Annual Special Exhibition of Varieties

in November, upwards of a hundred members and their



friends were present, a number quite unprecedented. Of
these, considerably over thirt}^ brought exhibits. Most of

them being of Lepidoptera, the Council hopes that in future

years other orders may be more strongly represented.

Again, the Society is deeply indebted to Mr. F. Noad Clark

for his so kindly taking charge of the lantern on each

occasion when it was used.

The following is a list of the papers read before the

Society :

February 22nd.—R. Adkin, F.E.S., ^"Lepidoptera of a

London Garden."

xApril 28th.—A, SiCH, F.E.S., " Legs of Lepidopterous

Larvae."

May i2th.—Hv. J. Turner, F.E.S., "A Few Days
with the Butterflies of Zermatt."

September 22nd.—A. Sich, F.E.S., "The Middlesex

Home of Claiisilia hipi icata.''

October 13th.—J. Platt Barrett, F.E.S., "The Butter-

flies of Sicil}- " (lantern).

October 27th.— Dr. T. A. Chapman, F.Z.S., F.E.S.,
'' Insect Teratology."

December 8th.—W. J. Kaye, F.E.S.,and E. Dukinfield
Jones, F.E.S., "An Account of a Collecting Tour through

South Brazil in the early part of 1910 " (lantern).

January 12th.—-W. J. Lucas, B.A., F.E.S., " Notes on the

Natural Order Neuroptera" (lantern).

In addition a number of short papers and notes have been

contributed by members in elucidation of exhibits.

Two meetings attracted a considerable number of members
and their friends. The first, that at which Mr. J. Platt

Barrett gave an account of his collecting trips in Sicily,

including a very graphic and interesting description of his

experiences during the terrible earthquake at Messina ; and
the second, that at which Mr. W. J. Kaye, supported by Mr.

Dukinfield Jones, related their joint experiences during their

most enjoyable and highly successful trip to South Brazil.

Both these papers were lavishly illustrated by many original

lantern-slides.

Most of the papers were supplemented by an abundance
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of specimens; and the Council are much indebted to the

respective authors for the amount of trouble they took to

render their papers so interesting.

The Honorary Curator, Mr. W. West (Greenwich),

reports that Mr. R. Adkin and Mr. Tonge were the only con-

tributors to the reference collection of Lepidoptera during

the j^ear, and that Mr. Ashby and he (Mr. West) were the

onh' contributors to the Coleoptera. He states that the re-

arrangement of the latter group is still in hand, but the

most tedious portion of the work being done, he hopes to

finish it during the present year. During the past year the

collections have been of considerable use to members in

identifying and comparing their more recent captures.

The Honorary Librarian, Mr. A. W. Dods reports that the

Library still continues to be much used on meeting nights,

and for the loan of books.

There have been six Field Meetings held during the year

:

May 2ist,—OxsHOTT, conducted by Mr. Sich.

June i8th.

—

Ranmore Common, conducted by Mr. Step.

July 2nd.

—

Westerham, conducted by Mr. Turner.

July 23rd.—OcKHAM and Wisley, conducted by Mr. Step.

September loth.

—

Bookham Common, conducted by Mr.

Step.

October 8th.

—

Oxshott (Fungus Foray), conducted by

Mr. Step.

The Reports of these meetings are exceptionally brief this

year, mainly on account of the more or less unfavourable

weather on most of the days selected, and also because the

localities had been visited on several occasions in previous

years, and there was little or nothing to add to the records

of fauna and flora already made.

For some years past the Society has been affiliated to the

South Eastern Union of Scientific Societies, and also has

been a Corresponding Society attached to the British

Association. In the former several members take a promi-

nent part ; Mr. R. Adkin is Treasurer, the late Mr. J. W.
Tutt was Editor of the admirable yearly report, and Mr. A.

Sich is on the Council. To the special annual gatherings

of these Associations your Council sends delegates. To the



former Messrs. E. Step and Henry J. Turner were this year's

delegates, and at the first July meeting j\Ir. Step read his

report of the four days spent at Guildford in early June. To
the latter Mr. R. Adkin was the CounciTs delegate, and his

report was presented at the first November meeting.

The Publication Committee found it possible this year to

publish the "Abstract of Proceedings" some six weeks earlier

than in previous years. The volume consisted of xvi +
134 pages with 13 plates, and is one of the most attractive

that the Society has produced. The Council wish to accord

their hearty appreciation of the work of the Publication

Committee, and also to accord their best thanks to those

gentlemen who voluntarily came forward to help the

Publication Fund, and whose names are printed on the

inside of the cover of the " Abstract."

The following is a list of the additions to the Library,

mainly by Donation and Exchange :

Books.

" British Lepidoptera," by J. W. Tutt, Vol. X, from Mr.

Stanley Edwards.
"British Lepidoptera: Moths," by Westwood and

Humphrey, Vols. I and II, from Mr. R. Adkin.
" Ornithological Notes from South London," by Dr.

Power, from Mr. R. Adkin.

"Transformations of Insects," by Duncan, from Mr. R.

Adkin.

Periodicals, Magazines, etc.

" Entomologist."

"Entomologist's Monthly Magazine."
" Irish Naturalist."

" Canadian Entomologist."
" Rochester Naturalist."
" Entomologisk Tidskrift."

" Bulletin de la Societe Entomologique de France."
" Bulletin of the New Mexico College of Science."
" Entomological News."
" Philippine Journal of Science."



" Smithsonian Institute."

" Essex Naturalist."

Reports, Transactions, Proceedings, etc.

" Perthshire Society of Natural Science."

" Croydon Natural History and Science Society."

" Meeting of Delegates from the Corresponding Societies

to the British Association."

" Carlisle Natural History Society."

" Manchester Entomological Society."
" Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological Society."
" Horniman Museum."
" Proceedmgs of the East Kent Scientific and Natural

History Society."

" Kent and Surrey Footpaths Preservation Committee."
" Texas Academy of Science."
" Entomological Society of Ontario."
" Holmesdale Natural History Society."
" Torquay Natural History Society."

" Yale University."

" Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences."
" Norfolk and Norwich Natural Science Society."
" City of London Entomological Society."

PampJilcts, Separata, etc.

" Annual Address to the Entomological Society, London."
" Entomological Work of the Sugar Planters' Association

of Hawaii."
" Mammals of E. Africa."

" Cleridas of N. America."
" List of Fishes found near Chicago."
" Bolletino Lab. Zool. Portici-"

" Descriptions of New American Butterflies."

" Memorials of Charles Darwin (Brit. Mus.)."
" Guide to Crustacea, etc. (Brit. Mus.)."
" British Vertebrata (Brit. Mus.)."
" British Basidiomycetes (Brit. Mus.)."
" Catalogue of Chalcididse, Morley (Brit. Mus.)."



The Lepidoptera of a London Garden.

By Robert Adkin, F.E.S. Read February 2^th, 1910.

During recent years a large number of local lists of Lepidoptera
have been published. They generally deal with a district of con-

siderable area, such as a county, a river valley, or some such tract of

country. They also have the advantage, at any rate so far as concerns

the number of species, of including the published records of very

many years, and more often than not have to chronicle the dis-

appearance of many species that were formerly to be reckoned among
the regular inhabitants of the district. But it is seldom that so

restricted an area as a small suburban garden has been dealt with,

or that one is able, as in the present case, to start, if I may use the

expression, with a practically clean slate. I should, perhaps, however,
before dealing with the inhabitants of, and visitors to, my garden—for

it is to this very circumscribed area that I propose to refer—give a

general outline of its surroundings, and of the formation and extent

of the garden itself.

Time was when Lewisham, where my garden is situated, was little

more than a country village, and even within my own memory it was
to be regarded as a country suburb of the great metropolis. In

those days its lepidopterous fauna was by no means a poor one,

as may be seen by the frequent mention of " Lewisham " as a known
locality for this and that species in Stainton's " Manual," published

1 85 7-1 859. But all that is now, and for many years past has been,

changed ; the thickly hedged lanes and field paths that were Stainton's

happy hunting grounds are now streets of houses, packed together as

closely as the laws and regulations will permit. Stainton's own garden
has been converted into a public recreation ground, in the midst of

which still stands the house where so much of his work was done
although now put to baser uses, but, happily, the name " Mounts-
field," so well known to the older generation of entomologists, still

figures on the notice boards placed at the gates by the London
County Council, in whose care the ground is vested—a fitting

memorial to the memory of so illustrious and amiable a man. The
next property, at one time tenanted by Desvignes, also of some
entomological fame, is occupied by a fever hospital. Beyond all

this, on what was once a farm of nearly a square mile in extent,

upwards of three thousand houses have been planted ; then there is

a railway shunting yard covering many acres, and again more houses

and more houses. Thus are we shut off from any suspicion of open
country ; the scream of the factory whistles that disturb our early

1



morning slumbers, the grimy deposit with which the soot-laden air

smothers all our green-stuff, bear eloquent testimony to our urban

surroundings.

One of my earliest recollections is of a certain dairy farm, the

only farm entered from the village proper, and which extended up
over the hill to the adjacent parish of Lee. Almost before my
school-days had ended this farm had become derelict, and it was not

long before the hand of the builder was upon it ; roads were cut and
houses rapidly built over a great portion of it, but a couple of fields

on the hillside facing Lewisham remained vacant for some years.

Such a promising collecting opportunity as a bit of waste ground so

near home was not to be missed, and we worked those fields as only

youngsters can work, but they were most disappointing ; Pliisia

c/irysitis, it is true, was far more abundant than I have ever seen it

elsewhere ; Cmnptogratiuna 'bliineata, too, was to be had in any

number, and Botys ruralis literally swarmed about the nettle

patches, but we could find practically nothing else. After a time

the roads were made over these fields also, houses built over the

lower parts of them, and eventually the little bit of garden referred

to in these notes was plotted out, and the house built just under
the brow of the hill. Now, to build a house satisfactorily on a steep

hillside always requires some amount of ingenuity, and the builder

of this one evidently thought the simplest plan was to reduce the

slope to the level by digging away the earth from the high part and
depositing it upon the low ; as a consequence, when I entered into

possession of my garden in the winter of 1879—80, it was, from an

entomological jjoint of view, a practically sterilised bit of flat land

with a steep little bank at the end of it, the whole measuring just

53 by 13 yards, out of which 14 by 12 yards is occupied by the

house, and the adjoining plots had been similarly treated. Thus,

we started with an absolutely barren garden in a neighbourhood

that appeared to be almost as unpromising
;
yet it is remarkable

what an amount of interest I have obtained from the species that

have been noted within the four walls of that garden during those

thirty years, possibly in many cases arrested on their wanderings by

the favourable conditions offered them.

Having obtained possession of the ground, the next thing to be

done was to lay it out. This was accomplished by turfing the

centre part to form a grass-plot, with little round beds along its edges

in which rose trees were planted, gravel paths were made round it,

and flower beds formed between the paths and the walls, the beds

being planted with more roses and a miscellaneous collection of

flowering plants, Clematis, jessamine, honeysuckle, and sundry other

creepers being arranged along the walls. The front garden was

surrounded by a privet-hedge, and shrubs of Euonymiis and the like

were dotted about to take off the bareness. A summer-house also

was erected at the end of the grass-plot furthest from the house, and,

although not constructed with that particular object in view, it has



proved to be an exceedingly useful place in which to keep one's

breeding-cages.

But the steep bank at the end of the garden was a bit of a puzzle

;

to plant flowers upon its poor gravelly soil was evidently useless. I

don't know whether it was simply a desire to have some of the more
useful food-trees handy, or whether it was an inherent love of the

woods that guided me in my ultimate decision to make it into a

miniature forest. At any rate, a hunt was made for saplings : oak
and birch, ash, wych elm, sallow, hawthorn, maple, plum, lime, and a

sturdy young grey poplar were all appropriated and duly planted. A
few brambles, a lilac or two, and a liberal supply of common sorts of

ferns put a finishing touch to the whole, while dog's-mercury, a small

species of willow herb and sundry other " weeds " soon came upon
the scene uninvited ; some lived, some died, but of all the trees that

particular grey poplar has been the most assertive. Ever since it

was planted it has taken the lead of all the others, it has grown enor-

mously, it is the bane of the gardener, its roots burst up the paths

and grass plats, its catkins in spring and falling leaves in autumn
keep the place in a continuous litter, and in summer the drip from

its leaves is ruination to any flowers planted near it. Yet it is a

delightful tree, its graceful branches, its fluttering leaves, its soughing

to the soft wind that comes up before the rain, all endear it to one's

mind, and it supports a larger lepidopterous family than any other

tree or shrub in the garden. Amorpha popiili, Dicranura vinula and
Acronycta megacephala have bred regularly in it fur many years past

;

a couple of JDicranufa bifida that were found at rest near its base

were ultimately traced lo it, their empty cocoons being found upon
its trunk in the following winter ; and although I have not actually

found the larvae upon it there can be little doubt that it is respon-

sible for the numerous specimens of Hedya aceriaiia and Grapho-
iitha minutana that are frequently taken at rest near by, while

2\ichyptilia populella feeds regularly within its rolled leaves, and in

spring and autumn Cya/iiris argiohts is wont to flit around its upper
branches, its fluttering leaves apparently having some special attrac-

tion for it.

Several other of the common species also established themselves,

Camptograinma bilineafa, of course, soon put in an appearance

;

Cheimatohia brumata is always present, and at times a positive

nuisance ; Eitplexia hicipara ravages the ferns, and is often ably

assisted in its work of destruction by Spilosoma liibricipeda and
^S'. me/it/iastri, which also in company with Mamestra brassiac, M.
persicaruc, and Hadena oieracea sadly disfigure the geraniums in

autumn. The rose trees support a numerous family of Tortrices,

of which perhaps Fardia tripnnctana is the most destructive, and
still survives, although perpetual war is waged against it. Sundry
dead fern-roots that occur from time to time may, perhaps, be attri-

butable to the work of Hepialus syivanus and H. h/pulinus, both of

which species have occurred sparingly but fairly regularly for many



years ; and it is possible that weak places in the grass-plot may not be

altogether unconnected with the fairly regular occurrence of Crambus
geniatieiis, C. hortiie/hissind C. cubnellus. If a plant of "genista " be

turned out of the greenhouse after its spring blossoming or a broom
bush be planted in the garden, where it seldom survives more than

two or three years, it soon becomes tenanted by the larvae of

Depressaria costosa. Recently Hyponomeuta cagnagelhts found

out the Eiwfiynms bushes, and considerably disfigured them by

its larval webs. But as full details of the circumstances in which

the various species have occurred are given in the following

list, it is unnecessary that I should dwell further upon them
here. In all, some one hundred and eighty odd species have

been noted in the garden and house during the thirty years

that I have been in possession ; those that have come to light

or been found at rest in the house are included, but care has been

taken to exclude any that may possibly have resulted from escapes

from breeding-cages, or that have been intentionally liberated. One is

a little inclined to wonder that some other generally common species

have not been met with, and no doubt if a more constant watch

could have been kept the list might have been considerably extended,

but one cannot be always on the look-out even in one's own garden.

rieris hrassicce.—Fairly common ; larv?e not infrequent on
nasturtium {Iropceohim majus), in some years fairly abundant,

notably in 1904.

F. rapa-.-—By far the commonest butterfly ; larvoe frequent on
nasturtium, and occasionally on canary creeper {Tropccoluni pere-

griniim).—This species also was abundant on the former plant

in 1904.

P. napi.—A fairly frequent visitor. While, plucking blossoms of

white autumn anemone {Ansmone japonicd) on the evening of

August 28th, 1904, a specimen was noted asleep on one of them,

harmonizing so remarkably with its surroundings that but for the

flower being gathered the insect would assuredly have been over-

looked.

Goucpteryx rJuimni.—On September 4th, 1S98, an individual was
seen flitting from flower to flower, apparently feeding, and was thus

under observation for some minutes.

Aglais iirticcc.—An occasional visitor.

Vanessa atalanta.—An occasional visitor.

Pyratneis cardiii.— Once seen, September ist, 1883.

Epinephek janira.—Once seen, July 20th, 1901.

Rumicia phhcas.—Once seen, September 29th, 1901.

Polyommatiis icarus.—OwcQ, seen, June 13th, 1897.
Cehistrifia argiolus.—Was not observed until 1901, but from that

time it has been seen pretty regularly, both in spring and autumn,
flitting around the poplar and other trees growing on the bank at

the end of the garden, and occasionally along the Virginia creeper

on the house.

J



Smeri/itkus ocellatus.—A specimen was taken at rest, June 5th,

1903.
AjHorpha populi.—Frequently taken at rest since 1882, and

appears to have bred regularly on the poplar since 1892.

Dilina iilia.—Occasionally at rest, or as larvae, on lime tree.

Afacroglossa stellatarum.—On July 29th, 1900, a specimen hovered
for some little time along the trees on the bank, and then flew off;

and on August ist, 1904, another went through a similar per-

formance.

Sesia tipuliformis.—Once at rest, July ist, 1894.

Nola cucidlatella.—Occasionally at rest, and has been reared from

larvre found on the whitethorn.

Arctia caia.—Larvae not uncommon about the flower-beds.

Spilosotna liibricipeda.—Frequently at rest, and larvae generally

common, sometimes very abundant ; in the autumn of 1905 they,

with sundry other species, devastated the geraniums and other

bedding plants. In 1891 a number of pupae were found in the folds

of a blanket that had been used as a covering for some rabbit

hutches.
6". vienthast7-i.—A fairly common species, but much less abundant

than the foregoing.

Hepialus hufnuli.—At rare intervals a few specimens have hovered

over the grass-plot in the evening.

H. sylvinus.—Frequently met with at rest.

H. liipulinus.—-Frequently met with at rest.

Zeuzera pyrina {ctscuIi).—Occasionally seen flying over trees on

bank.

Orgvia antiqua.—Constantly on the wing in autumn, and was

seen as late as October loth, 1909 ; the larvae seem to have a special

liking for the standard rose-trees.

Dicranura bifida.—A freshly emerged male was taken at rest on

June 30th, 1898, and a female a few days later; in the following

winter their empty cocoons were found on the stem of the poplar tree.

D. vinula.—Larvae and ova have been found frequently on the

poplar tree.

Notodonta didcea.—A specimen was found at rest on the summer-

house, August i6th, 1899.

N. ziczac.—A larva, found on the poplar in 1882, produced a fine

female in the following year.

Phalera biicephala.—Not often seen, but at times the larvae strip

the branches of the birch, lime, sallow, and even oak trees.

Bryophila perla.—A few odd specimens have been taken from

time to time at rest on walls.

Acronycta psi.—Larvae generally present on the rose trees, but not

in any great numbers ; have also been taken on Pyrus Japonica ; the

imago is seldom found.

A. aceris,—Occasionally at rest, and in 1884 a larva was found on

the maple.
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A. megacepha/a.—Frequently at rest since 1891, and larvae have
occurred regularly on the poplar, being most often seen hiding in the

bark since 1898, but have been much more common in some years

than in others.

Leiicania lithargyria.— Once, at light.

L. conigera.—Has twice been found at rest.

L. i?npi(ra.—Once, at rest.

Hydrxcia micacea.—Once, at rest.

Xylophasia monoglypha.—Often disturbed from the flower-beds and
occasionally at rest.

Dipterygia scabriuscula.—On July 14th, 1899, one came to light

in house, and on 20th another.

Luperina tcstacea.— Occasionally at rest ; also comes to light.

Afamestra brassiae.—Frequent at rest, and larvi€ generally common
in autumn ; sometimes abundant, notably in 1891, when those of this

and the following species with Hade/ia oleracea, Spilosoina menthastri,

S. liibricipfda, etc., practically demolished the geraniums, dahlias,

and other bedding plants, and even attacked the Virginia creeper.

M. persicarm.—Occasionally found at rest or disturbed from the

flower-beds, but more often seen as larvae in autumn.
Apamea basilinea.— Frequently at rest, and rarely comes to light.

A. didyma {ocidea).—Odd specimens have turned up from time to

time, usually coming to light.

Miana strigilis.—Has occurred fairly regularly each year since

1889, a few each year, and with one exception have all been var.

cethiops.

M. fasciiincula.—Two specimens were taken at rest, one in the

house and one in the garden, in 1891.

M. bicoloria.—Occurs sparingly.

Caradrina morpheus.—Odd specimens have been taken from time

to time.

C. taraxaci {blanda).—Only once met with.

C. qiiadrip2itictata.—Once, at light.

Agrotis piita.—One, taken at rest.

A. segetum.—Once came to light in house.

A. exclamatio7iis.—Fairly common
;
probably breeds here.

A. corticea.—On the morning of July 3rd, 1895, ^ ^"^ specimen

was taken at rest in the house, evidently having been attracted by the

lights of the previous evening.

Noctna pkcta.—One was bred June 6th, 1882, from a larva taken

on the flower-beds in the previous autumn.

N. xanihographa.—One or two picked up almost every year.

Triphcena ianthina.—Occasionally taken at rest.

T. cotnes.—By no means common, but has been taken from time

to time at rest or bred from larvae.

T. pro7iuba.—One of our commonest garden moths ; seems to have

a habit of hiding behind larva cages, under any old newspaper or bit

of sacking that may be left about, and in flower-pots ; darts out from



the plants when the garden is being watered ; often comes to h'ght in

the house, and has been reared from larvae found on the rockeries

and about the Virginia creeper.

Amphipyra pyramidea.—One was disturbed from hiding in summer-
house, and captured, August 6th, 1908.

Alania typica.—Occasionally taken at rest and reared from larvae.

On September 8th, 1889, about forty young gregarious larvae were

found on the underside of a geranium leaf; they were brought into

a warm room and fed upon dock leaves, producing a rather fine

series of this species during the following January and February.

M. viaura.—Rarely seen until 1904, when it became common,
frequently coming to light in house, where it was pursued and, when
captured, readily eaten by the cat. A few have been noted each year

since.

Tceniocaiiipa incerta.— OncQ reared from a mixed lot of larvae

collected about the garden.

T. stabilis.—Once at rest.

Anchocelis pistaciiia.—Two or three specimens only have come
under my notice.

A. lunosa.—One came to light in house September 12th, 1899.

Dianthoicia capsincola.—Larvae occur frequently in seed-heads of

Silene iiijiata, originally grown from seed, but the number of speci-

mens reared has been comparatively small owing to the attacks of a

dipterous parasite.

D. aicubali.—Once as above.

Eupkxia lucipara.—Very common, both as larva and imago.

Fhlogophora tfieticulosa.— Occasionally taken at rest.

Hadena de?ifina.—A few have come to light in house.

JI. trifolii (chenopodii).—Ditto, and found at rest in garden.

H. oleracea.—Fairly common, both as larva and imago.

Gonoptera libatrix.—One bred, November ist, 1881, from a larva

found on the poplar.

Habrostola triplasia.—Occasionally found at rest, and has come
to light.

Phisia gamma.—An uncertain species, hardly seen in some years,

at other times very abundant, notably in 1892, when, on May 24th,

a hot day with a light south-westerly wind, it suddenly became very

abundant, and continued so until June loth, when the weather

became cool and cloudy with a north-east wind, and thenceforward

only an odd specimen was occasionally seen. In 1898 it was first

noticed on August 12th, when a few were seen hovering about the

garden flowers ; then it increased in numbers until September nth,

on which evening it was very abundant ; from that time it dwindled

in numbers, the last being seen on October 2nd ; between these

latter dates several had been noted resting in the corners of the

ceilings in the house, and two or three were picked up dead in the

garden. Again, in 1904, I find no note of the species until August

I St, when it suddenly became very common, a large, white jessamine



which occupies about half of one of the garden walls being literally

full of them of an evening, but the swarm does not appear to have

lasted many days.

Catocala mipta.—One was taken at rest on the stone-work of the

front of the house July 30th, 1896.

Zanclognatha grisealis.—A couple were taken on the wing in 1892,

and another in 1897.

Z. tarsipeiinalis.—One in 189 1 and another in 1908.

Hypena rosiralis.—Fairly common ; appears to have a fancy for

resting in the bathroom, no doubt with a view to hibernation in

snug quarters.

Urapteryx sambucai-ia.— Often seen upon the wing, and once

reared from a larva taken on a clematis.

Rumia hiteolata.—Occasionally at rest ; more often on the wing in

the evening.

Crocallis elinguaria.—Has several times been taken at rest ; and
a brood was reared July, 1888, from ova found on a lilac twig in the

previous year.

Biston hirtaria.— Frequently found at rest, and reared from larvae

taken on rose and oak. On two occasions when I have been rearing

the species males have been found resting on the outsides of the

breeding-cages in the morning, evidently attracted by the freshly

emerged females inside.

Affip/iidasys l^etiiJaria.—The only specimens seen were a typical

form at rest May 31st, 1892, and a pair consisting of male var.

doubiedayaria, and female of a rather darkly speckled form taken

June 3rd, 1908 (" Proc," 1909, p. 105).

Hemerflphila abruptaria.—Commonly found at rest ; seldom
comes to light.

Boarviia repandata.—One was taken at rest July 5th, 1889, '^'^d

another July i8th, 1897.

B. genwicwia.—Commonly found at rest, especially under a small

lean-to roof on the bank under the trees ; also occasionally in the

house, probably attracted there by the lights.

Acidalia dimidiata (scutulata).—Once taken, July 24th, 1891.

A. dilutaria [iuter/'ectaria).—Has occasionally been met with.

A. virgularia {incanaria).-—Has always been fairly common, but

more so during the past few years than formerly.

A. aversata.—A fairly common species, the plain and banded
forms occurring in about equal numbers.

Halia vauaria.—Occasionally at rest, but not common.
Panagra petraria.—One came to light in house, June loth,

1895.
Abraxas grossulariata.—Commonly found at rest, on wing at

dusk, and in the house at light \ and as larvae on the Euouymus
bushes.

Cheitnaiobia brumata.—Larv^ very common on birch, white-

thorn, etc.



Oporahia dilutata.—One was taken at rest on garden wall,

October 23r(i, 1898.

Eupithecia pulchellata.— OnQ. came to light in house, September

6th, 1S99. (Two or three others were seen on gas lamps in the

neighbouring streets about the same time.)

E. oblongata {ceiitaureata).—Not infrequently found at rest.

E. subnotata.—Occasionally found at rest, and has come to light.

E. viilgata.—Fairly common.
E. rectaugulata.—Often found at rest on the walls, and invariably

of the black form.

Hxpsipetes sordidafa (ehdata).—One taken on wing July 20th,

1896.

Mehi/iippe sociata.—On August 14th, 1897, one was disturbed

from among the flower-beds whilst they were being watered ; and on

August 3rd, 1905, another was found at rest on outside of window.

iM. fliictuata.—Common and variable.

Aiiticlea badiata.—One was taken on the wing at dusk, April

2ist, 18S5.

A. nigrofasciaria (derivata).—Once found at rest on wall, May
6th, 1905.

Coremia ferrugata.—One flew out from the flower-beds whilst

they were being watered, July 15th, 1905.

Camplograr/una bilineata.—A colony appears to have established

itself on the bank in 1885 and has since maintained itself there;

the moths flit about under the trees each summer and rest on the

wall, but seldom venture further up the garden,

PJiibalapteryx tersata.—First noticed in 1900, since which time

one or two have been seen each year.

Aglossa piiigui7ialis.—Fairly common ; often at rest in house.

Pyralis costalis.—One at rest in bathroom, October 7th, 1906.

P. giaiici/ialis.—Once, August 29th, 1902.

P. farina/is.—Occasionally at rest on walls.

Scoparia cembrcc.—One was taken flying over grass-plat, July i8th,

1 90 1.

S. murcurella.—Fairly common, usually comes to light in house.

Nomophila noduella {liybridalis).—On May 30th, 1892, one was

taken on the wing, and on July 31st, 1904, another ; each occasion

was at a time when Plusia ga??wia occurred in unusual abundance.

Pyraiista aurata {piinicealis).—Three specimens have been taken

between 1S88 and 1907.

Endotricha flammcalis.—-Since 1899 has been taken fairly often,

usually coming to light through the open windows.

Enrrhypara urticaia.— Rather common.
Botys ruralis (verticalis).—Once flying at dusk, June i8th, 1891.

Ebulea sambiica/is.—Odd examples have been taken.

Pionea forficalis.—Almost common.
Platyptilia gonodactyla.—On May 25th, 1892, one was taken on

the wing, and on August 7th, 1906, one came to light.
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Minueseoptilus plerodaclyliis.—Once, on wing, July 12th, 1889.

Pterophonis monodacfyhis.—One was found in house, November
1 6th, 1889.

Aciptilia pentadactyla.—Fairly common.
Crambus pratellus.—The rarest of any of the Cranibi that favour

us ; twice seen in 1902, and once in 1906,

C. pascuellus.—One taken in 1899, two in 1906, and another in

1907.

C. tristellus.—Common in 1887 ; odd specimens have occurred

since.

C. geniculeus.— By far our commonest Crambus, first noted in

1887, but not seen again till 1898, since which year it has become
decidedly common ; no doubt breeds in the garden.

C. culmeUus.— Fairly common since 1899.

C. horiuellus.— Fre(]uently met with, and in 1900 was unusually

common.
Tortrix podana.— Less common than formerly ; some of the

specimens are almost black.

T.xylosteana.—Odd examples have been met with from time totime.

T. sorbiaiia.—Once, June 12th, 1889.

T. rosana.—Not uncommon ; has been reared from larvae taken on
plum tree.

T. heparaiia.—Occurs sparingly ; has been reared from rose.

T. ribeana.— Fairly common.
T. unifasciatia.—-Very abundant, especially about the privet hedge.

T. viridana.—Once at rest on window of summer-house under
oak tree, July 5th, 1906.

T. forstcratia.—Several were taken between 1S86 and 1890 ; has

not been seen since.

Peronea spousaiia.—Once at rest on summer-house, September
29th, 1906.

P. vnriegaiia.—Fairly common, often bred from rose, etc.

Penthina pruinatm.— Has occurred sparingly.

P. ochrokucana.—Was fairly common from 1887 to 1889, and in

the latter year was bred from rose.

P. variegana (cynosbatella).—^Sometimes rather common.
Hcdya ocellana.—Very common.
H. aceriana.—Common ; breeds regularly in the [)oplar.

Spibfiota roscecolana.—Once, July 12th, 1887.

S. roborana.— Fairly common ; breeds in the rose trees.

Pardia tripunctaiia.—Much too common for the welfiire of our

rose crop, the larvae seriously damaging the flower-buds. The
abundance or otherwise of this and some few other species appears

to depend largely upon the amount of " cleaning " that the rose

trees get in spring.

Aspis udmanniana.—One taken, July 24th, 1888.

Sericoris lacunana.—Two or three have been met with from time

to time.
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Orthotcenia striana.—Was fairly common from 1886 to 1899, but

has been less so recently.

Sciaphila subjectana.—Once, July 21st, 1SS6 ; was formerly an

abundant species in the neighbourhood.

Grapholitha iniituta/ia.—Not uncommon since 1S94
;

probably

breeds in the poplar tree.

G. ncevana.—Once only, July 14th, 1S89.

Batodes aiigustiorana.— Fitful in appearance ; was common in

1899.
Pcedisca bilunana.—Odd specimens have occurred.

Semasia WKoeriana.—Sometimes fairly common
;
probably breeds

here.

Carpocapsa pomonella —Once, on July 18th, 1886.

Eiipcecilia ditbitaiia.—One was taken at light in house, August 19th,

1898.

Jlfofwpis [Tinea) ferrnginella^

Odd specimens have occurred in

house from time to time, in

some cases no doubt attracted

by the gas-light.

Trichophaga [Tinea) tapeizella,

Tinea fuscipunctella

T. pa/lescentella,

T. cloacella,

Tncurvaria capitei/a,

Hvponomeuia padelliis.—At times only too common; in 18S6 the

whitethorn was smothered with its larval webs, and for several years

after it was more or less troublesome. It was then hardly seen for a

time, but in 1901 the moths were noted in some numbers, although no

webs had been observed on the trees in spring.

H. cagnagellus.—In 1907 the Euonymus bushes were smothered

with the larval webs, in common with those all round the neighbour-

hood, although neither in the garden nor, indeed, in the surrounding

district had the species been previously noted (" Proc." 1907, p. 83).

Prays curtisellus.—Once, at rest on garden wall.

Pliitella cruciferariini.—Once, on wing in house.

P. porrectella.—Abundant in May, 1884, "O doubt having bred in

some plants of garden rocket {Hesperis), and continued more or less

commonly until cultivation of the Hesperis was given up.

Harpipteryx xylostella.—Once, July 19th, 1901.

Phibalocera qiiercana.—Odd examples have been taken from time

to time, and have been reared from larvae taken on oak tree.

Dep7-essaria costosa.-—Whenever plants of "genista" [Cytisus

canariensis) are put out of doors after their spring blossoming they

soon become infested with the larvs, and it has been found on
broom whenever that shrub has been grown.

Recurvaria nanella.—Occasionally common on the trunk of the

poplar ; evidently strays from my neighbour's pear-trees, and seeks

shelter on the rough bark of the poplar.

Tachyptilia popiilella.—Breeds regularly in the poplar tree.

Harpella geoffrella.—Odd specimens occur from time to time.

Dasycera sulphurella.—Sometimes fairly common.
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CEcophora pseudospretella.—An all too abundant pest, infesting

one's pupa-cages, devouring the pupa;, and breeding in any sort of

refuse it can find, even rotten wood, dried leaves, and larvae frass

affording it sustenance. Appears to be particularly fond of flying

in the shade of the trees on the bank on mild evenings, and
assembles freely ; a freshly emerged female in a breeding-cage will

attract dozens of males. Breeding-cages appear to be infected by
the females buzzing around them or over their tops, and squirting

their eggs through the leno or perforated zinc, or whatever the cages

may be covered with.

CEcogenia qtiadripunctata.—Rarely at light in house.

Endrosis fenestrella.— Another pupa-cage pest, also very frequent

about house. On one occasion I had a quantity of port wine laid

down for some years in the cellar of the house, sawdust being

sprinkled freely about the bottles, the corks of which were found to

be infested with larvae, and the sawdust was a good deal webbed.
Shortly afterwards the cellar was found to be swarming with moths
of this species, the inference being that they had come from the

larvfe in the corks.

Glyphiptayx equitella.—-A solitary one, June 27th, 1886.

Gracilaria stigmatella.—Two bred, November nth, 1888, from
larvae taken in rolled leaves of the sallow bush.
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Notes on Hepialus Humuli and its Shetland Forms.

By Robert Adkin, F.E.S. Read April \^th, 1910.

Attemtion appears to have been first called to the remarkable

forms of Hepialus hiimuli, that are now so well known to occur in

Shetland, by Edward Newman, who, in a note published in February,

1865, under the heading of " Singular Geographical Race of Hepialus

humuli" refers to a series exhibited at the January meeting of the

Entomological Society by Mr. Bond, and subsequently placed in

the British Museum Collection. Newman concludes his note with

the remark, " Should these specimens prove anything more than a

geographical race and be received as a species, I would propose for

them the name of Hepialus thulensis" ("Entom.," vol. ii, p. 162).

In the following month, W. D. Crotch, who appears to have been

a frequent visitor to Shetland, wrote under the heading '^Hepialus

humuli, var. thulensis" saying that four years previously he had taken

a long series of these forms in Unst (Shetland), and tried at the

time to create some little interest in them. He then goes on to say,

"Such geographical races are of great interest, only I should be very

sorry to see new names affixed when the original names marked var.

would prevent undue multiplication of species, and indicate both a

principle and a fact. The insect in question would thus stand as

H. humuli, var. thulejisis" ("Entom.," vol. ii, p. 176).

Dr. Knaggs, in the "Annual" for 1865, refers to the museum series,

and is "inclined to consider them a climatic variety or race of our

common H. humuli" ("Ent. Ann.," 1865, p. 98).

These notes appear to have had the desired effect of creating an

interest in the Shetland forms of H. humuli, and further, a desire on
the part of some entomologists to show that similar forms were to be

found elsewhere ; tlius, in the following February J. O. Westwood
published the translation of a letter received from M. Snellen von
Vollenhoven, in which he says that " H. humuli was very abundant
near the little lakes of Rotterdam. M. P. Snellen found near those

waters a very interesting male specimen with female coloration on
the upper side" ("Entom.," vol. iii, p. 27). Then in March, Albert

Miiller, in a note under the heading of H. humuli, var. thulensis,

draws attention to an article in the " Entomological Magazine,"

vol. i, p. 42 (published 1832), where George Wailes in "A Catalogue

of a few Insects found at Castle Eden Dean," says he has taken
" specimens of H. humulus, with the anterior wings of a yellow tinge

;

and my friend Mr. Hewitson has shown me similar specimens,

captured in the Orkneys this season, which have very distinct
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markings on the anterior wings/' Muller considers that this

"estabHshes the fact that, besides the Shetlands, the Orkneys also

possess a race oS. Hepialus of their own." He then speculates that

the Hebrides would also yield a peculiar local variety, and asks

whether ZT. hi/ffmli ha.^ ever been taken in Western Ireland, and if

so, does it vary from the normal English type? ("Entom.," vol. iii,

p. 58). This latter query was very quickly answered. Edwin
Eirchall, who, it will be remembered, had made a special study of the

Irish Lepidoptera, said that he had "not observed any variation

from the ordinary English type" in those that he had taken in the

West of Ireland ("Entom.," vol. iii, p. 71). Then we have "Notes
on the Lepidoptera of Orkney," by J. Trail, in which H. humuli
is recorded as "very common," but no mention is made of any

variation in the specimens ("Entom.," vol. iv, p. 197).

The matter seems then to have been forgotten for some years,

until in tS8o Meek sent a collector to Shetland for the season,

and he brought back with him, among other things, a long series of

H. hu/i/iili. Jenner Weir wrote a long description of this collection,

devoting a considerable portion of it to the forms of this species

which he referred to as Hepiaius humuli variety hethlandica, Stg.

("Entom.," vol. xiii, p. 250). Why Weir should have adopted

Staudinger's name in preference to Newman's thulensis seems to be

a mystery ; and why we should continue to use it to distinguish these

Shetland forms, especially after the protests of both South and Dale

("Entom.," vol. xxvi, p. 100, and vol. xxxv, p. 170), and Staudinger's

correction in his 1901 catalogue (where, by-the-bye, he assigns

thulensis to Crotch, evidently considering him as the first to apply it

definitely in the varietal sense, although it was clearly applied to these

Shetland forms by Newman), is truly remarkable.

As to the probability of var. thulensis occurring elsewhere than in

Shetland, we have now much more information than we had in the
" sixties." Orkney, the Hebrides, remote parts of the Scottish

mainland. Castle Eden Dean, and practically the whole of the rest

of England and many parts of Ireland beyond those mentioned by

Birchall have been well worked since those days, yet none of them
appear to have produced anything at all resembling the Shetland

specimens ; indeed, the more we see of the species from one part of

the country and another the more are we convinced of its constancy

to the type, especially in the male. The old records above referred

to that appear to throw some doubt upon this point must, I think,

have been founded upon a misapprehension either of what the var.

thulensis really was, or the place from which the specimens that were

supposed to resemble it really came. So far as our present informa-

tion goes we must conclude that var. thulensis occurs only in

Shetland, and even there its range appears to be restricted—perhaps

one of the most remarkable cases known of a strongly divergent

form of a generally constant species being confined to a very limited

area.
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Larval Legs.

By Alfred Sich, F.E.S. Read April 2'^th, igio.

The organs of locomotion usually possessed by a lepidopterous

larva are three pairs of thoracic legs, which, being the true legs of

the insect, develop subsequently into the legs of the imago. 'Fhen

there are four pairs of ventral prolegs and one pair of anal claspers.

These, being of no use to the insect after the larval stage is over, are

absent in the imago, though the scar-like marks of some of these

processes are generally traceable on the ventral surface of the pupa.

The ventral prolegs and the anal claspers are furnished at the apex
with a more or less complete circle of small hooks called crotchets.

Dr. Chapman has pointed out that the Obtectae have a series of

these crotchets on the inner side of the prolegs only, and the Incom-
pletas an entire circle, so that we may take the former type as

belonging generally to the Macrolepidoptera and the latter to the

Microlepidoptera. The crotchets on the anal claspers are usually

arranged in a horse-shoe fashion with the open end of the shoe at

the posterior end of the claspers. In attempting more or less

successfully to rear Lepidoptera from the egg, I have had some
opportunities of noting how and at what stage of larval development
these legs and prolegs occur in various types of larvae. In the Nepti-

culids the larva, when newly hatched, has no legs at all, but on the

venter of the meso- and metathorax there is a slightly raised ridge

running transversely across the segment. In the second instar these

two segments have each a pair of pad-like processes which are

really not connected by a ridge, while in the fourth instar these

pads are much larger, and each is furnished beneath, on the sole,

with a transverse row of three tubercles, each with a long seta

directed backwards. These setaa must materially aid in preventing

the larva from stepping backwards. The prothorax has no pad at

all, and I believe the reason is that if it had it would come in the

way of the larva when thrusting out its head while feeding. In this

fourth and last instar the larva also possesses at least six pairs of

primitive prolegs, the extra pairs being on the second and seventh
abdominal segments respectively. It is a question whether the first

abdominal is or is not furnished with prolegs. My own opinion is

that it does carry a pair, but that these are much less developed than
the others, and are not used in progression. It may be that the

ancestral Nepticulid had the pair in question as large as the others,

but that the pad on the metathorax increasing in size did most of

the work of these two segments, and that now, for want of use, the
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prolegs on the first abdominal are in process of being lost. In some
species of Nepticulids the primitive anal claspers are more developed
and more used than in others. There are no crotchets on any of

these prolegs. Thus, in the Nepticulid larva, we see no true thoracic

legs at all, and yet the imago has very strong legs, and makes very

active use of them.

In Cemiostoma laburtiella we find the newly hatched larva without

any legs. In the second instar the cushion-like pads appear on the

meso- and metathorax, while in the third instar the larva has a small

pair of pads on the prothorax, and larger pads on the other two

thoracic segments ; each of these pads bears a small chitinous claw.

The third, fourth, fifth and sixth abdominal segments have prolegs,

of which the two middle pairs are larger than the others. These
two larger pairs are so strong that the larva can stand on them alone,

elevating all the other segments. There are no crotchets on these

prolegs. In the fourth instar the arrangement is the same, but the

prolegs bear one circle of from fourteen to sixteen crotchets, while

the anal claspers are well developed, and possess the usual three

quarters of a circle of crotchets.

The larva of Chrysopora hennanniella leaves the egg already pro-

vided with three pairs of thoracic legs, but has no ventral prolegs or

anal claspers. In the second instar it has developed both prolegs

and claspers, but these are without crotchets. In the third instar the

prolegs are larger, while in the fourth instar they are still slender, and
only have a few crotchets, not a complete circle.

The few species of the genus Coleophora, which I have seen in the

first instar, are all provided with legs, prolegs, and claspers before

leaving the egg. In this genus, however, the ventral prolegs appear

to be a very unstable quantity, in respect to both the 'number of

pairs and number of crotchets. Some species have only three pairs,

and others four pairs of ventral prolegs, while the number of

crotchets to each leg often differs considerably, even in the same
larva. I remember examining a larva of Coleophora genistcp which

had a different number of crotchets to each leg, one of the legs

having no crotchets at all. The weakness of the prolegs in the

genus Coleophora is no doubt accounted for by the case-bearing

habits of the larvae. When climbing about the plants they feed on

they carry the sack with them, and use only the thoracic legs as a

means of progression. The anal claspers are well developed, and I

believe the case is chiefly held by them, as I have elsewhere stated.

I have taken many species out of their cases for a while, and found

that they all crawl about with their thoracic legs, without making

any use of the prolegs at all.

The only member of the Pyi-alidce of which I know the first

instar is Scoparia 7miralis. Mr. South kindly gave me eggs of this

species, and I noted that the larva on hatching was provided with

legs, prolegs, and claspers, and was very active.

Many Noctuid larvae when quite young make very little use of the
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first two pairs of prolegs, but the young larvaj of Heliothis peltigera

uses all alike.

It seems rather strange that in the PieridcB the larvse are born
with a complete circle of crotchets to the prolegs. Pieris daplidice

has in the first instar a complete circle of from fourteen to sixteen

crotchets. In the second instar the larva has an inner row of about
a dozen crotchets and an outer row of a few smaller ones, with entire

breaks between the two rows. The prolegs in the third instar carry

an inner row of from sixteen to twenty crotchets, and an outer row
of from three to six small ones. In the fourth instar the outer

crotchets have disappeared, and there are two rows of crowded
crotchets, about forty altogether, on the inner side of the foot, and
just outside these there are from eighteen to twenty larger crotchets,

but all towards the inner side of the leg. Unfortunately, I have no
note of the crotchets in the fifth or last larval instar, but presume
they would be similar to those of the fourth instar.

From such meagre facts it would not be safe to generalize at all

;

but it appears that in the lepidopterous larva the thoracic legs were
first developed, and that when the prolegs appeared they had no
crotchets, but subsequently developed a circle of them, of which the

inner half only now persists in the full-fed larvae of some of the

higher forms of Lepidoptera ; and lastly, that the number of crotchets

per proleg is larger in the higher forms than in the lower, although
they are confined to one side of the foot.
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A Few Days with the Butterflies of Zermatt.

By Hy. J. Turner, F.E.S. Read May 12///, 19 to.

It was with many misgivings that on the morning of July 23rd,

1909, my wife and I started on our annual holiday among the butter-

flies of the Continent. Reports had told a by no means flattering

tale of the weather : day after day, week after week, of rain or

absence of sun. However, we were again fortunate, for on not one
day of the three weeks we were away from home did the sun wholly

hide his face, and many days were perfect from sunrise to sunset.

After a delightful week spent around the beautiful eastern end of

the Lake of Geneva, on July 30th we started in the early morning
from Montreux Station en route for Zermatt. Entering the Rhone
valley at Villeneuve we soon reached the narrow bend of the river

at Martigny, and sped rapidly past Sion, with its arid castle-crowned

hills in mid-valley, to Visp. Here we changed to the slow mountain
railway which runs up the Nicolai Tlial, and which in two or three

hours would carry us to our destination, Zermatt, with its stupendous

Matterhorn, familiar enough from pictures, but as yet not previously

seen by either of us.

As the train slowly ascended, the scenery became increasingly

grand : romantic bridges over wild ravines, vistas of snow-capped
ridges, successions of huge precipices, torrents of madly rushing

glacier water

—

" With the silver song of some mountain home
In every splash of its boiling foam."

The views I am passing round will give some idea of the

beauties of Nature, through which, all too rapidly nowadays, the

train takes us.

The day was a perfect one, and after a hearty meal the net was
grasped ; and, although it was late afternoon, we sallied forth up the

quaint, narrow street of Zermatt towards the entrance of the Zmutt
Thai, the valley on the northern flank of the Matterhorn. Many of

the higher peaks lose their impressiveness from the close proximity

of others of almost equal elevation. But the Matterhorn stands

majestic and defiant in its isolated grandeur, and not a whit does

close acquaintance belie its reputation as a mountain of mountains.

One does not go miles in search of butterflies at Zermatt ; they

thrust themselves upon one. Farnassiiis apollo is rarely out of

view, as it flops unsteadily from one bunch of flowers to another

—

not that it cannot fly when once it is roused. Before leaving home
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I made the usual "good resolution" that I would bring back none
of them, but I found more than a dozen picked specimens in my
envelopes. Pararge mcera^ the near relative of our P. megcera, was
going over; most examples were dark, and the undersides were dull,

showing nothing of the beautiful soft, silvery grey of specimens sent

me by Mr. Harrison from the Bernese Oberland in 1907. Only
two other Satyrids were noted, Ccenonympha painphilus and C.

satyrioii, both considerably worn, the former species having very

dusky undersides. Here occurred the only specimen of Colias hyale
seen during the three weeks ; it was a somewhat damaged male, but
rather noticeable as having very large discoidals on the fore-wings,

and only a mere trace of black marginal markings on the hind-wings,

with a corresponding shortage of black on the fore-wings. The
Brenthids were B. amathusia and B. pales, the specimens of the
former species somewhat small.

A large and most beautiful bed of wild thyme and other flowers

drew me from the rough path to the uncultivated boulder-strewn

slopes, and during the short time the sun was in position to light

the spot I revelled in the sight. Among the varied and abundant
assortment, one of the most conspicuously in evidence was that

brilliant "copper," '^ Heodes virgaiirece." All were in good trim,

and some specimens had two or three black spots across the disc of

the fore-wings (van miegii), but, as is usual in the Alps, not so pro-

nounced as the forms Dr. Chapman has shown us from the Spanish
Meseta. The females were only just emerging—not the usual

copper-coloured forms with black blotches, but the var. zermattensis,

very dusky in ground colour, with suppression of all the coppery colour.

In some of the males there seemed a tendency for the black sub-

marginal spots on the hind-wings t > stand away from the black

margin, instead of running into it. Numbers of LyccEna arioii were
observed, all of the dusky form, var. obscura. I believe that it is

rarely that the type form occurs above 3000 ft. in the Alps. A very

nice female of Polyonnnatus icarus was captured here. The spotting of
the underside was emphasised ; the discoidals on all four wings were
very large ; the submarginal spots were somewhat elongated ; the spot

nearest the inner margin was united by a wide, curved, black continua-

tion, joining with the S[)ot in the centre of the inner margin. At
first it suggested itself as P. escheri ; but in the field one is often apt

to confuse closely allied species. Cupido minimus was very worn

—

of course, the first brood. At Winchester the English first brood
was well out in mid-June. Probably at this elevation there would
be no second appearance. Only one representative of a species I

much wanted, Aricia eionedon, fell to the net ; while, although
numbers of Albitlina phe^-etes were seen, not a specimen worth
keeping could be obtained. In a short time at least a dozen
species of butterflies were obtainable, and that in late afternoon,

besides plenty of Heterocera ; among them not the least conspicuous
were several species of Anthrocera. Many things were neglected,
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I fear, and in such glorious and majestic surroundings one must he
excused for not spending the whole time in " mere " entomology.
In revelling in the sun's declining rays, and in jostling each other

on the flower heads, Atithrocera lo7iice?-a and A. pilosellce were most
persistent. The former species was abundant, but as to the prevalent

form, I fear my knowledge of the species is much too limited to

determine. One specimen was a very nice aberration, having the

blotches united in pairs, and extended with wide bands of colour

uniting the outer blotch and the double inner blotch with the double
central blotch. The specimens of A. piloselhv were small in size.

Among them was an example of A. achiUece in very good condition.

No other specimen was seen during my stay. A Geometer I took
here, Mr. Prout tells me, is a female of Larentia scripturata.

When one is not alone entomology must not occupy every minute
of the holiday. There was a call for tea, and a return was made to

search the quaint single street of the village for a suitable resort.

What a mixture of contrasts ! Palatial, substantial hotels, humble,
rough wooden huts, jewellers' emporiums, cobblers' shops, decorated

refreshment houses, street stalls of all kinds, tobacconists'—-where

tourists of every country may find each his own especial brand

—

booksellers' shops, where a goodly assortment of English sixpenny

novels are displayed, and numerous shops where may be obtained

all the '' olla podrida" likely to be asked for by tourist, curiosity

seeker, or memento enthusiast, all jumbled together confusedly,

making this spot one of the wonders of the world. Tea, English-

like tea, is not always to be obtained far away from our own little

island, but we eventually did find a little retired nook where they

could make it, and we tea'd. The next important item in the pro-

gramme of the day-long wanderer in this delightful mountain air is

dinner. That over, then the after-dinner walk, the smoke, the

music, the coffee, or what you like. 'Tis strange ; I rarely go to a

fresh place, for only a few days even, but I meet with some one I

have met before, or a well-known friend unexpectedly turns up.

This evening, no sooner was I comfortably seated, than a gentleman
whom I knew well professionally, sat himself at the next table.

July 31st showed every sign of fair weather, so we started for a

long day's ramble, having decided to follow up the Zmutt Valley for

some distance till we could find a way to cross the gorge and torrent,

and to return through the wooded slope on the left bank in the

afternoon. Most of the early portion of the day was spent on the

beautiful, sparsely wooded, mountain slope, which faced the south,

looking straight on to the Schwarze and the Matterhorn. Here
there was abundance of treasures, and consequently no great distance

was traversed.

A favourite species of mine, Pararge mcera, was in numbers ; one
female was rather light in ground colour, but not an approach to the

beautiful specimens obtainable in the Pyrenees. The undersides

were also more soft and delicate than those generally met with high

i
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up. ^Ve, who go out in late July, only meet with Alelitcea pluvbe in

rags, so that I merely record it. The males of M. didyina were

abundant, but no females were taken. The specimens were some-

what small, generally uniform in marking, but very rich in colour.

Apparently the species was just emerging. The undersides varied

much in the lighter colouring from very white to golden. In one
example the submarginal black spots were extended inwards as

wedges across the white band just to touch the succeeding yellow

band.

M. parthenie var. varia, the mountain form, or, as some think, a true

species, was difficult to see as it flew along low down among the

rough growth ; some half a dozen nice specimens were captured.

M. athalia was common in places at flower-heads, but not in its

prime. Of course, Argynnis niobe was there in its usual numbers,

mostly var. eris^ the form without the silver underside. The males

were small compared with what I have usually met, and one example
had somewhat dwarfed markings. A. aglaia was also, as usual, in

numbers, particularly in the corner near the Corner path bridge.

Somehow, one does not meet with many females of these species
;

possibly one captures a few as samples, and those few are male
specimens that force themselves upon one. Among these two

species I was delighted to capture for the first time an Issoria latona.

What a gorgeous thing alive, and how strong. Although smaller, it

strikes one as having more power of smash, bang, than either of its

companion relations. Pieris napi var. bryonies was in evidence, or

rather portions of them ; only one specimen was in anything like

good condition, and that I saved to send to Mr. Main, but lost the

post ; the rest were spent and ragged, useless for ova. They were

small in size compared with one or two odd ones I have from the

Simplon.

A remnant of spring was met with here in a worn female Euchlo'c

cardammes, certainly a species one did not expect either at so late a

date or at 5600 feet up. How much alike P. apoUo and Aporia

cratagi fly ! Many of the former were certainly seen ; those that

came within reach of net or settling were examined, and among them
a few A. cratcegi were met with. A very nice female specimen of

P. delius was captured, but no others were found. The red-centred

blotches on the fore-wings are very conspicuous in this example.

In the meadows beyond the Zmutt summer village plenty of

Colias pkicomo>ie were flying over the recently cut grass, careering up
and down in genuine Colias fashion ; still, it was no trouble to soon
get a series. A few Brenthis euphrosyne were taken, but going over

in condition. Plenty of B. pales were flying about the runnels and
damper sections of the uneven pasture land, showing very little

sexual difference in either colour or spotting. Of course, the females

were quite distinguishable by the shape of wing and the slightly

lighter submarginal lunules. They were scarcely larger than the

males. Of the Erebias a few Erebia goanie, quite fresh, were taken.
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The small race of E. ceto obtained last year by Dr. Chapman were
met with again this year. In colour and marking they are not

nearly so bright and conspicuously banded (?) as the race which
occurs on the southern side of the Alps—at Fusio, for example. It

goes without saying that E. viela?fipus wdiS common ; in the afternoon,

on the right bank of the Zmutt torrent, there were plenty among the

trees and brushwood skirting the Matterhorn pathway. Much
variety was easily obtainable, from specimens with distinct, well-

dotted rust spots to examples having rust spots almost without

easily discerned dots. Where C. phicomone and B. pales flew, there

was E. tyndarus glittering in certain lights of the sun's rays as it

twisted and oriented itself on whatever it settled. The undersides

varied much from clear silvery grey to a very dusky grey on the

hind-wings. A female specimen taken was of a yellowish-brown

below, and quite devoid of the apical twin spot on both upper and
under-side ; it was a good size, and had distinctly spotted fringes.

Another had the fringes as dark as the ground colour of the wing
;

this was a male. Last year Dr. Chapman very kindly handed me a

few Epinephele lycao^i, the close relation of our E. jurtina, but they

were all females ; this year, on the same ground, the males were

common among the scattered pine-tree slopes, and one specimen

had two spots on each fore-wing instead of the typical single spot.

The only other Satyrid seen was a worn example of Cxnotiympha
satyrion. A small, bright specimen o^ Adopica flava wsl^ met with

;

and several forms of what, in ignorance. I csW Hespet-ia alveiis, which

occurred in numbers, were captured. Possibly two or three species

are mixed up here. Some day, no doubt, when modern methods of

investigation are concentrated on this little group, we shall have light

thrown upon it ; at present, to me, at all events, it is a chaos. In

the bright sunny spots blues were congregated, often drinking on the

path at the wet patches of irrigation origin. Aricia astrarche was

present, of course of the var. aipina, the form without marginal

lunules on the upper side, and much darker in ground than our

English lowland form. Females of Polyomniatus escheri were met
with, but no male turned up. A worn Aricia donzelii, the first I

had taken, was netted, but no more were seen. The species was
apparently going over. A very nice female, A. euinedon, was taken,

and a specimen of Lycccna akon, a close relative of L. avion. The
form obscura of the latter species was common, but mostly worn. I

noted that the more worn the specimens the fewer blue scales

were on them. A graduated series in amount of blue scaling was
also a graduated series in freshness. Do the blue scales fall off more
easily than the dark ones ? This form is certainly smaller than

typical English ones. Heodes virgaurece was the "copper" of the

day, but females were scarce ; or perhaps their dull colour and
more retiring habits kept them from my purview. Those that were
met with were, of course, of the zermattensis form. One specimen
only of Chrysophajuts Jiippothoc, the rival " cb[)per," occurred ; in
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fact, it was remarkable as the only one met with during my three

weeks' holiday over much varied ground. The Anthocerids were as

common as on the previous day, clustering everywhere on the flower

heads. Among them I found a specimen oi Adscifa geryon. The
near ally of our Setina irrorelia, the longitudinally striped species

S. aurila, was met with. The three species of Geometer which I

casually netted, Mr. Prout tells me, are Anaitis prcefo?-fna/a, a species

similar in habits and appearance to our A. plagiata, Lobophora
salniiata, male, and Odezia atrata {chcerophyllata). This, I believe,

is the sum total of what was a most delightful ramble. We found
the bridge (not marked in Baedeker, by-the-bye), and felt quite safe

when we were over—a rotting thing of slender larch poles with earth

and gravel laid over, so frail that two at a time on it hardly showed
discretion. It was a typical Swiss bridge, and its method of con-

struction called to mind its modern development, the marvellous

bridge over the Zambesi, which we all know so well from illustrations.

We were soon on the Schwarzee and Matterhorn pathway, and at

the joining of the ways saw the long-desired chance of a drink. We
had it, a draught of delicious cold spring-water, but we paid for it

:

for half an hour we suffered bitterly from indigestion, or shall I say

indiscretion ? However, we gradually recovered, and, entomology
aside, we fell more or less into the routine of the world, except that

our day's captures had to be labelled and packed.

In such a year as 1909 one watched the weather in trepidation, but

August 1st opened even more brilliantly than the two previous days,

and we determined to go up the Riffel-alp by train, spend the morning
there, go on to the Findelen hut above the Glacier, and gradually

work our way down the Findelen valley, reaching Zermatt between
five and six o'clock. The weather was propitious, for the day was

one of the most perfect that could be desired; the scenery was grand

—

no words can adequately describe it. I wished that the South
London Society could hold one of its out-door meetings there. What
a revelation ! What an education, even in only a few short hours !

At 7-8000 ft. above sea-level one can stand at the foot of the Hinch-
cliff monument, erected in memory of a famous alpinist, and see

height after height more than 12,000 ft. The Weishorn, the

Rothhorn, the Gabelhorn, the mighty Matterhorn, the Breithorn,

Castor and Pollux, Lyskamm, and further round the massive group of

Monte Rosa, one and all draped with glaciers and snowfields,

glittering in the brilliant sunshine.

This is the spot for insects. No likelihood of a stray entornolo-

gist depleting the country of its butterfly fauna. First and foremost,

our old friend of the fens, Papilio machaon. Here he is always found

careering around the high exposed mountain-tops. A Colias next,

and plenty of them, C. paiceno and C. phicomo/te, the former with

females both white and yellow. The latter very abundant, variable

in size and depth of colour ; one is a very small specimen, and
another, a female, is unusually light. I overhauled numbers to see
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if F. callidice were there, but no ; I expect my chance would have

been looo ft. higher up, but that will be another time. In the

hollows there were plenty of Brenthis pales, nearly all males, in fact

only two females were met with. There seemed to be two types in

size and shape. All were of the red-underside form. One specimen

was particularly red, the others were dull red, with markings not

clearly cut. In a few specimens the undersides of the fore-wings were

somewhat unusually devoid of markings. Among the B. pales, flying

very low and very difficult to see, were a few iMelitiea aurittia var.

merope, the diminutive dusky form in the high mountain areas of the

species whose Irish and Welsh forms are so variable and beautiful.

Af. parthetiie var. varia was common, and one or two nice examples

were taken, in which the black markings were very largely diminished

in number and intensity. Erebia vinestra was abundant and in very

good condition, mostly males, however. Dr. Chapman took this species

at Binn in 1908, but those he gave me were decidedly smaller than

those I took here. All the specimens had either bands or traces of

bands on the hind-wings. Among them a single -£'.^''(?a^^/(f occurred.

On the same ground there were also plenty of E. lytidartis, of which

a few have more or less indistinct banding, while in many the under-

sides of hind-wings were very dark clouded. One specimen was

var. ccecodromus, without trace of the apical eye on either upper or

under surface. Only one M. dictymia was taken or seen, a female

with considerable amount of light area on the upper wings, but some-

what darker than usual on the lower. Latioiiiia orbitulus was very

common, but past its prime, in fact only two or three were selected

as at all presentable. In size they are the same as some I have from

Arolla, but smaller than the Berisal race. One or two specimens

have the black centres to the eye-spots on the hind-wing almost

obliterated. With the last species were quantities of Vacciniina

optilete, but worn to rags. Here and there one met with Argyiinis

niobe, all somewhat small. Ccenonympha satyrion was common,
but worn, some apparently near the form known as var. unicolor.

Their ground-colour varied much ; one was very similar to C.

pamphihis on the upper side of the fore-wing. The darker specimens

were minus the apical spot on the fore-wings on the under-side,

while the lighter ones had it. A single example of A. eumedon was

taken, a female. I did not get at the habit of this species somehow,
for it only occurred in single specimens anywhere. To my surprise I

took only one E. epiphrou, and that very worn. I had hoped to meet

with it in numbers. Nemeophila plantagi)iis was the only Hetero-

ceron I noticed here. In facies and colour it was the exact facsimile

of an example I took near Winchester in mid-June, while attending

the Congress of the South-Eastern Union. The wild pathway

towards the Findelen hut above the glacier yielded but little that

was fresh. The bread-and-cheese, etc., at this lonely habitation was

taken with the utmost relish, for our mountain walk in the bracmg air

had given us an appetite to enjoy it to the full. Lower down, among
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the scattered trees and on the slopes of the Findelen valley, Aporia
craUegi was taken. P. apollo was noted again, a few E. euryale, and
one specimen of B. euphrosyne, worn, were captured. Time was
flying fast, and with a very long walk ahead but little else was
noted. Plebeins argy7-ognomon was taken, and the Geometer Larentia

ccesiata.

After many windings and " how much further's ? " we came out in

the Zermatt valley, below the Findelen railway bridge. Two paths !

Which shall we take? Ask this lady and gentleman, sitting by the

side of the rushing little torrent, and try English on them. It works :

they are English. The gentleman turns questioner, and almost

takes my breath away, for he asks me if I know the South London
Society ? Once again we find the world is very small. The lady

was the daughter of our old friend Mr. West, of Ashtead, with her

husband. We took the alternative track, which turned out to be not

a path, but we reached the village safely.

'Twas the evening of August ist, the day of the National Fete

of Switzerland, and the place was full to repletion of visitors. What a

sight ! In this narrow alpine street one hears all the civilised languages

of the world. There were to be fireworks and music. The mountains
in all directions were lit with fire ; the illuminations were marvellous

for a spot so remote from the ordinary run of life. The graveyard

of the English church was the firework ground, and grand was the

display ; but your entomologist bitterly thought of the morrow. Full

well he knew what a series of deafening explosions meant to him
most probably. How well the Swiss play up to the foreigner ! The
"Marseillaise," the " Star-Spangled Banner," the "Watch by the

Rhine," but first of all "God Save the King" met our ears. Un-
fortunately, the English anthem had lost its time, and was given at

the Old Hundredth rate ; to our critical ears the whole thing was

spoiled. A subsequent visit to a house of " restoration " finished up
this day of days, and we anxiously hoped for the morrow.
As we anticipated, the fine weather broke up, and the last two

days of our stay were stormy, and one could not go far. Still, the

sun did shine brilliantly after the thunder, and in ten minutes the

Erebias were flying, and soon the rest appeared. Even the grass

was dry in an hour, and the mud was changing fast to dust, so

rapidly do changes take place in these elevated spots A walk on
the rough slopes below the entrance to the Trift Gorge in the

fitful sun produces little that is fresh. Two species of Plume-moth,
one or two Tortrices, a minute form of Cupido minijuus, a female

Po/yomffiaius escheri, the only one obtained near Zermatt, and two

species of Geometer, which Mr. Prout very kindly identified as

Acidalia flaveolaria and Cleogene lutearia, were the sum total of the

finds. Later in the day a walk taken along the valley from the

village produced plenty of Anthrocerids, especially A. lonicera and
A. hippocrepidis.

The last day of my stay was threatening, and no long outing was
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felt to be advisable, so it was spent about the village and in what had
become my favourite corner, the sheltered grassy nook by the little

bridge across the Matt. By dodging the showers a fair number of

Syrichthics alveus were obtained, drinking moisture from the sunny
paths, but among them only one Pozveiha sao. The Anthrocerids in

plenty were closely examined, and a six-spotted specimen was found
ifi cop with a five-spotted example, probably A. hippocrepidis and
A. lotiicercc var. Worn B. eiiphrosyne were about, one specimen
with somewhat enlarged and elongated submarginal spots. A most
remarkable form of M. didyma was met with, in which the greater

portion of the black pigment had more or less failed to develop.

The usual markings were all in position, as in normal specimens, but

were of a light, silvery grey. Some of the spots had a few scattered

black scales, and when examined with a glass numerous scales were
seen to have only the tips black. The black markings near the

insertion of the wings were of the normal depth of colour, and the

ground colour was about the usual depth of tint. Af. athalia was in

good condition, and I met with the very dark var. alpina of Plebeius

argus (cegon), as well as a form of Aricia asirarche with the var. allous

tendency of the red spots on the upper side to disappear. Adopaa
flava (linea) was very worn ; and Urbicola comma was also noted, one
very small male being taken. Of Argiades syhiauiis two specimens
were taken, both small in size, but one was unusually light in colour,

while the other was a dark form. Herbula cespitalis was not un-

common, nor were Odezia atrata and Cleogene jlaveolaria. Plenty of

smaller things were in evidence, but I appear to have secured only

one representative of Sciaphila at'gentana.

The afternoon early became cool, and we strolled slowly back,

fixing in our minds the unparalleled scenes of vastness, magnificence,

and ideal beauty, until we reached the village church.

The call of the mountains is imperative. We shall go to Zermatt
again.
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The Middlesex Home of Clausilia biplicata.

By Alfred Sich, P'.E.S, Read September 22nd, 1910.

The name of the ground was Corney, and rather over one

hundred years ago the Earl of Macartney Hved there. It was pro-

bably he who planted the beautiful trees and made the shrubberies.

At a later date my father occupied the ground. It was a rectangular

plot enclosed by four old brick walls. Almost the whole length of

the north wall was covered with ivy of a luxuriant growth, which in

early days I used to beat, generally accompanied by my earliest

entomological field-companion, a nephew of the late J. C. Dale. I

have never since seen such clouds of moths, mostly common
Geometers, as we used to disturb from that venerable ivy. The east

wall was also pardy ivy-covered, but, owing to a line of trees and
shrubs which intercepted both sunlight and rain, it was not attractive.

The south wall faced the river. In front of this wall was a withy

holt, containing, besides the osiers, several water-loving plants,

some with golden, others with purple blossoms, such as Caltlia

pa/iistris, Cardami)ie at?iara, Lythriim salicaria. On the other side

of this lush green withy bed flowed the waters of the silver Thames.

This spot was the haunt of the kingfisher, the redshank, and the

sedge warbler. One could see all these because a high terrace ran

behind the wall, and in one place there was a stretch of open

railings.

On the terrace were Norway pines, Italian pines, with huge cones,

and lilacs. On the green slopes below there were three or four tall

and graceful Scots pines, and an ilex with a curious long horizontal

branch, on which one could lie and dream away a whole summer
afternoon. Here and there in the grass were patches of yellow bed-

straw, masses of sweet-scented blossoms in their season. Further

back was an immense sycamore, a deodar, and out in the long grass

a veteran holly in its last days. Further back rose, perhaps, the

tallest tree in the grounds, a magnificent, specimen of the occidental

plane, in whose branches the wood-pigeons nested. To the east of

this rose a fine solitary larch. Behind these was a large spreading

oriental plane, two tulip trees of great size, perhaps the largest in

England, a liquid-amber, pink and white thorns, a large crab, a

Spanish chestnut, another ilex, and a horse-chestnut. These trees

were not all clustered together, but long stretches of grass lay between

them. Between the Spanish chestnut and the crab there was a

remarkable spot in the grass which, somehow, on September
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afternoons seemed to catch the warmest rays of the sun. There
Pyrameis atalanta loved to sit with outspread wings.

But the west wall and the shrubbery in front of it formed the spot

of which I really meant to speak. This shrubbery was somewhat
overgrown, and consisted mostly of hornbeam and lilac with a few

elders, Portugal laurel, and other shrubs. Nearly the whole of the

ground below the trees and bushes was over-run with ivy. The wall

was ivy-covered, and in the spring bore nests of thrush, blackbird,

and hedge-sparrow, but it was old, and many of the bricks, loosened by

the rains and chill nights of winter, had fallen and were lying on the

ground, partly hidden by the trailing ivy. Many of these bricks were

moss grown, showing the general humidity of the low-lying ground,

only separated from the Thames by the terrace to the south. Here,

on and under these mossy bricks, lying amid the ivy beneath the

trees, flourished, unknown to the world, the largest and most
prosperous community of Clausilia biplicata in the whole of the

British Isles. This shrubbery was bordered by the wall on the west

and a narrow gravel path on the east. The soil was a dark mould,
possibly overlying an alluvial bed. Above the ivy grew here and
there a few plants of Enchanter's nightshade, but not much else.

Above these rose straggling bits of elder and seedling sycamores. In

other spots the lilacs made a thick covert. If one threw a stone into

these bushes after dark in the May evenings, one would be answered
by the challenging notes of the greater whitethroat. Higher than the

lilacs the hollies reared their dark green foliage, and higher still rose

the hornbeams and sycamore trees, so that the home of Clausilia

biplicata was alike sheltered from the rough winds and heavy rains,

as well as from the scorching rays of the summer sun. Claiisilia

biplicata occurred chiefly on the fallen bricks, but could also be found
on the wall, and in the holes where trees had fallen and the stumps
rotted away, and sometimes in the vegetable rubbish below the ivy.

They were fond of getting the mouth and last whorl into a hole in

the bricks, and the young specimens were generally hidden in the

holes, sometimes in twos or threes. Besides shutting their doors or

clausilia, as I suppose they did do, they would often spin a slight

epiphragm over the mouth of the shell, which no doubt helped to fix

them to the moss or brick. They are hardy little creatures, as I have
found them crawling over the bricks when frost was on the ground.

They varied in numbers at different times, as most things do, but

were always plentiful. On the other side of the wall was a damp
field with a few willows. Here C. biplicata also occurred, but only

sparingly, at the foot of the willows and on a broken-down wall.

In this field Arion ater. Helix arlmstorum, and Carychium
??iinimtim might be found. The true home, however, of C. biplicata

was the shrubbery. With them on the underside of the bricks lived

Clausilia bidentata, Cochlicopa lubrica, Vallonia costata, Hygromia
hispida, H. riifescens, and, of course, Pyramidiila rotundata. Agrio-

liffiax agresiis, Vitrina pellucida, Vitrea crystallina, V. cellaria and

4
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V. nitiidila, besides Avion hortensis, were also sharers of the shelter

afforded by the trees. In later years I searched in vain for white

varieties and right-handed specimens, but never found any but

quite typical forms. Occasionally specimens of both Clausilia

biplicata and C. bidentata would be found crawling about with the

first three or four whorls of the spire missing and the opening closed

by a shelly plate.

On the other side of this shrubbery wall, at one spot the ivy grew
in masses and bloomed well. Here, in the autumn evenings, I have

taken all the common Nocture which frequent ivy bloom except

Scopelosoma sateUitia, Orthosia madlenta, and O. ?'ufina.

And now comes the sad part of the tale. All this lovely spot, with

its glorious trees and beautiful flowers, with its wealth of mammals,
birds, moths and snails, all, all has passed away for ever. The trees

were cut down, the ground levelled up, and great sheds erected where
clever brains designed and horny-handed sons of toil, grappling with

steel, fashioned dread engines of war, which they launched on the

waters of the Thames which laved the southern boundary of the

erewhile peaceful old fishing hamlet of Chiswick.
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The Butterflies of Sicily.

By J. Platt Barrett, F.E.S. Read October I'i^th, 19 lo.

Getting out of " harness " a couple of years ago I was invited by

my son to spend the winter with him and his family at Messina, in

Sicily, where I arrived early in November, 1908. In order to amuse
myself, I then decided to make a promiscuous collection of butter-

flies ; the only notes that I had with me being a few taken from

Miss Fountaine's paper, published in the "Entomologist" of 1897,

which I found to be wonderfully accurate. There is a fascination

about becoming once more a novice ; and for a few weeks I had the

delight of capturing various butterflies for the first time in Sicily.

Most of them proved to agree with our British species, and I came to

the conclusion that our butterflies form a good basis for a Sicilian

collection. Since then I have obtained a copy of Ragusa's list of

Sicilian butterflies, a total, all told, of ninety-seven species, and of

this number at least fifty are included in our list, leaving only forty-

seven purely Continental forms ; but, as a matter of fact, when
Ragusa compiled his list, he had in his collection, said to be the

finest in Sicily, examples of only eighty species. A few species are

in the list on the authority of various French and German collectors

who have visited the island, and their occurrence requires confirma-

tion. Unfortunately, my first little collection of two or three

hundred specimens was destroyed in the disastrous earthquake

of December 28th, together with all my belongings, notes included,

only excepting my night attire. Everything else I had was burnt up.

Until Easter of 1909 my entomological pursuits were practically

;«7, as my son and I dwelt in a little steam yacht (the "Lorna Doone"),

anchored in the harbour of Catania, where we felt safer than in a tall

building. The famous Good Friday processions, which take place

annually at Randazzo, attracted my son and myself, and we reached

that out-of-the-world and most interesting mediaeval town after dark

on the previous day, by the slow Circum-Etna railway. The fore-

noon processions over, we took a long walk, and I was tempted to

re-commence collecting when I came across some larvae crawling

about the grass on the rocky mountain side. These proved to be
Syntomis phegea. The next day we visited Bronte (including

Moniace, the lovely residence of Lord Bridport, successor to Lord
Nelson), and, crossing a lava bed, I noticed a species of orange-tip

flying about, which 1 thought was the sulphur orange-tip [Euchhe
dai/io/ie), but having no net I failed to capture a specimen. Those
orange-tips haunted me. We went on to Aderno, and on Easter
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Sunday we witnessed the mediaeval drama, whicli is acted there at

noon annually, called the "Devil of Aderno." In the afternoon I

saw and captured my first P.podalirius.

After Easter, during my stay at Catania (and later on at Messina),

I took long walks on alternate days. The two ht?X localities in

Catania are the Campo Santo (cemetery) and the Bellini Gardens
;

here what I term the "domestic" butterflies were plentiful, and
we found it difficult to get away to the districts where the "wild"
species occur. An entomologist will know what I mean-—-the feeders

on cabbage and sometimes on nettle are "domestic," while those on
heather, violet, heartsease, etc., are " wild "

; the grass feeders being

of both kinds. At Messina, on the other hand, it is easy to get

amongst the " wild " species after half an-hour's walk.

I will enumerate the butterflies that I met with between Easter

and the middle of June, 1909.

Perhaps the most noteworthy Sicilian butterfly is Papiliopodaliriiis,

which occurs from sea-level up to 4000 ft. I have not been higher.

It is lovely on the wing, especially when floating on the breeze,

three or four together, a favourite spot being near a tree at the top

of a low hill. I cannot yet resist taking a fresh specimen.

Papilio viachaon is commoner generally than its rival, P.podalirius,

but is not so frequent in town gardens. 1 have met with both species

wherever I have collected in Sicily, from April to June ; and to

capture half a dozen of each in one day means a red-letter day to a

novice like myself. At Gravitelli, near Messina, I watched a machaon
resting on a culm of grass, and swaying to and fro like the upturned
pendulum of a clock, a movement I have not seen repeated.

Possibly the charms of the swallowtails caused me to neglect the

common whites—"they can be got any time you know"—and the

only specimen of Pieris napi that I took is labelled " Aderno,
April nth, 1909."

A few specimens of Pieris rapcE and of Pieris brassicce. were taken

in the towns of Catania and Messina. I shall mention the former

later on.

The Bath white, Pieris daplidice, naturally attracted my attention,

and I found it at tim.es quite as plentiful as any of the other whites.

I took a long series ; apparently one brood appeared in April, and
a second (rather smaller) in June.

With an entire absence of books or entomological notes, I had to

fall back upon memory, and having somehow got the idea that there

was a small variety of Euchloe cardaiiiiues in Sicily I captured a

long series promiscuously, and brought the results home, some from
the Plain of Catania (say Thames Bank), others from the Cemetery
(say Nunhead), others from Misterbianco (say Highgate), others

from Ongnino (say Greenwich), and others from Cibali (say Hamp-
stead) ; and to my great surprise, when the series was all set out,

I had plenty of male E. cardami/ies, but only one female specimen.

The remaining specimens without orange-tips turned out to be
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Euchloc belia, sometimes called var. auso7iia, quite a novelty to me.
I captured some small male E. cardamines, which may be var.

turritis, but the only difference that I can see is merely one of size.

We left Catania in the middle of May, and took up our residence

at Messina, at Villa Erasmo, with a lovely garden, and an acetylene

lamp out of doors, which attracted many moths, beetles, and other

insects. The mountain nearest is 3570 ft. high (Monte Antenna-
mare), and in a pine wood about 2000 ft. up I met with the weak-

flying Lepiidia sinapis. The next day we had a tropical downpour
of rain, which completely drowned them out.

One of the commonest Sicilian butterflies is Colias edusa. It is

practically ubiquitous througliout the year, males, of course, pre-

dominating. A fresh brood appears in June ; and I took a lovely

specimen of var. lielice on Monte Cicci, near Messina, about

2000 ft. up.

The type brimstone, Gonepteryx rhamni, is said to occur in Sicily,

but I have not seen it, nor has Ragusa. G. cleopatra is oftener seen

than caught, as it is a rapid flier. I and a friend captured a pair

between us at the Cemetery, Messina, May 31st.

The VanessidcE are not nearly so conspicuous in Sicily as in the

south of England. I took one specimen of Aglais iirticcc, fresh out.

May 15th, on the Plain of Catania; one specimen oi Eugonia poly-

chloros, fresh out, June 12th, on Monte Cicci; and a series of

Pvrajneis atalanta, which is common all the year round, even in

December and January, when it frequents the rosemary blossoms at

sea level. Later in the year it flies about the stunted trees on the

summits of the lower hills. Another very common species is

Pyrameis cardid, in all waste places, and it is generally very much
worn. Similarly, it is difficult to get a decent specimen of Polygonia

egea, which loves to sun itself on the walls adjoining the torrent beds.

I managed to get one fair specimen, on Monte Cicci, June i8th
;

others I threw away.

While staying in the cultivated district of Catania I met with only

one specimen of the fritillaries

—

Alelitica ciiixia. May 19th, at Cibali,

and failed to discover its headquarters. In the wild and uncultivated

country near Messina, where violets and heartsease grow in greater

abundance than I have seen elsewhere, some fritillaries abound,

Alelitcra didynia being, perhaps, the commonest, with its occasional

var. meridionalis ; but it is run very closely in numbers by Melitwa

afhalia, which seems to be generally distributed. The larger fritil-

laries appear to prefer the higher mountains, though later in the

summer worn specimens descend to the valleys. On Monte Cicci,

at an elevation of 2000 ft., I captured a lovely fresh specimen of

Dryas pa?idora (enough to take one's breath away), June 12th ; also

two equally beautiful specimens of Issoria lathona June 8th,

together with a series of Argyjinis niobe\2iX. eris. An afternoon with

these fritillaries is a delightful experience.

I was not successful with the marbled whites. I missed a great
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many specimens, and only captured three. Two of these proved to

be Mehinafgia Japygia, an insect ahvays in a hurry, Cattarati, June
2nd ; and the third a species in less hurry

—

Me/a/iargia gaiatea,

var. procida. The climate of Sicily has a beneficial effect upon
certain butterflies, notably upon the grayling, Hipparchia semele,

a much handsomer form than our English one. I captured half a

dozen fresh specimens near Messina, in middle June, when a still

handsomer species, Hipparchia statilinns, was just coming out in the

same locality. The wall-butterfly, Pararge megc^m, is also common,
but, curiously, I missed the equally common Pararge egeria, and
only captured two specimens, representing the two broods, one at

Misterbianco in April, and the second at Messina in June ; both are

of the southern form. The meadow-brown Epinep/ie/e jurtiiia is an
improved form (var. Iiispulla) which runs \a.x.fortu!iaia closely. In

place of our E. tithomis, said also to occur in Sicily, I met with

Epinepiiele ida on Monte Cicci : four specimens in June. Neglect

on my part caused my series of CanionympJia pavipliilus to consist of

four specimens, as this species is as common in Sicily as in England.

On June 12th I captured a couple of specimens of the curious

Libythea celfis, which pleased me immensely. Unfortunately, in

moving about I lost one of them.

At the end of April, at Misterbianco, Callopiirys
(
Tliecld) ruin was

out, and I secured a couple. In June, near Messina, Nurdmaiinia
{T/iecla) ilicis was just coming out, and I captured a specimen. The
only copper butterfly taken was Rumicia phlxas^ a very ragged lot of

specimens. The spring brood is bright ; the summer brood supplying

the var. ekiis.

The " blues " form an interesting family in Sicily ; some species

swarm on the mountain slopes near Messina, and get worn very

quickly. In November, 1908, I got a few specimens oi Lampides
hceticus, near Messina, which were cremated after the earthquake,

and I saw no more until June, 1909, when I got two specimens at

Gravitelli. Other blues include Cyaniris semiargus (our acis), three

at Gravitelli and two at Monte Cicci in June ; Polyoinuiatiis icarus,

common everywhere on the hills, generally much worn ; Celastrina

argiolus, two specimens captured near Messina, many more seen.

Glaucopsyche cyllarus is a beautiful species when fresh, and is fairly

common ; I took nine specimens near Catania. Aricia astrarclie,

also common in Catania and Messina ; Plebeius argiis {a;go?t), two
battered specimens on Monte Cicci, in June ; and Scolitantides

batofi, four poor specimens on Monte Cicci in June. The skippers

were represented by seven species. The grizzled skipper, Hesperia

{SyricJitlms) malvce., was out at Gravitelli on May 25th, when
I secured a specimen. The most striking of this family is

Gegenes nostrodanuis . I found it resting in the sunshine, on walls

and sandy cliffs, in November, 1908, near Messina, flying off when
disturbed like a small humming-bird moth. The specimens I took

then shared the same fate as L. bceticus, mentioned above, but the

3
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species re-appeared in May and June, when I caught a couple. I

got one shabby specimen of Adopcca flava {thaumas), and two very

large examples of Angiades sylvanus on Monte Cicci in June.
Thymelicus actceon appeared common at Gravitelli, June ist to loth;

in addition I captured two specimens of EryiDiis alccece at Cibali in

May, and six specimens of E. althcece in May and June. My
captures (taken promiscuously) of butterflies in Sicily in 1909 totalled

up to fifty out of a possible ninety-seven ; but I was not content. I

had visions of a sulphur orange-tip, also of the Sicilian uiarbled

white {M. phe7'usa), and in April of this year (1910) I made plans to

visit special localities for special species. On the outward journey

to Sicily I planned to stop at (i) Domodossola, (2) somewhere in

Tuscany, and (3) at Palmi in Calabria, on the off-chance of getting

that lovely orange-tip which I had seen at Bronte. At Domodossola
my plan was wrecked by my luggage being lost temporarily, and
instead of a butterfly hunt for eight hours in the glorious sunshine I

got one hour, when I saw, but did not capture, three butterflies

—

A. urticce^ C. edi/sa, and G. rhanini.

In Tuscany I was in luck. By chance I detrained (April i8th)at

a little station at Piteccio, near the watershed of the Appenines, at

5 a.m. Trouble with my luggage almost wrecked my day again, but

I surmounted the difficulty, got an early breakfast at the tiny village

a mile away, and the promise of a light porter. I was in a lovely

valley. I followed the stream up the hill, through a wood, and when
the sun gained power I found butterflies galore, the climax being

reached when I saw P. podalirius and Euvanessa antiopa at play.

They parted company; I caught the first, but it was half an hour
before I had another chance at the antiopa. Then it settled on a

low branch of an oak in the sunshine, and I made no mistake. The
Queen of Spain fritillary, /. latotia, was just out, rather small

specimens, but in fine condition, and the wood white, L. sinapis,

was plentiful near the stream. More P. podalirius Tun^ E. antiopa

appeared, but were not easy to catch ; others less difficult were

E. polychloros, P. rapce, P. napi, P. megcBra, P. egeria (southern

form), C. ruin, G. cyllarus, etc. At dusk I left Piteccio for Florence,

quite content and happy. Such a pleasant, enjoyable day does not

occur too often.

My stop at Pidmi proved fairly successful. I climbed up to the

top of Monte Elia, where I got a magnificent view of Sicily, including

Mount Etna, and met with all the smaller species of butterflies men-
tioned above, but no sulphur orange-tip. Still, I had Mount Etna
to re-visit and was hopeful. I arrived at Messina on April 23rd,

1910, and, the weather being only moderately suitable, I spent the

rest of thai month close home. True, I climbed Monte Antenna-
mare, 3575 feet, and found, right on the summit, during intervals of

sunshine, that the Queen of Spain fritillary, /. iatona, was common

;

also, that on the lesser mountain—Monte Cicci, 2000 feet high— it

was equally plentiful. Clouds limited the number of specimens
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captured. A week later I went to Palermo to spend the week-end
(April 29th to May 4th), and the weather was sufficiently atrocious to

try the patience of the most ardent entomologist. The object

of my search was the Sicilian marbled-white {Melanargia pherusa),

and I only possessed Miss Fountaine's notes to assist me in my
search.

In Italy the visitor is told that the pronunciation of the language

is quite simple, every letter being pronounced, and as c is pronounced
like our ch, I learnt quickly that Monte Cicci, near Messina, is known
as M. Cheeche. The Palermo locality is spelt a little differently,

M. Cuccio, and my efforts to pronounce this failed entirely, until a

happy thought struck me, and pointing to a high hill in front of me,
the top entirely covered with rocks, I asked a native the name of it,

and he replied Monte " Goche." After much time spent in fixing

the locality I waited for improved weather conditions ; the gale (a

sirocco) blew day after day, and the rain at times fell from the dull

clouds in torrents. On my third visit to the mountain (Tuesday,

May 3rd), however, the sun shone for a few minutes, and a specimen
of M. pherusa was tempted out of its hiding-place, but only to be
blown out of reach by the strong wind. Early on the following

morning I reached the village of Bocca di Falco, which lies near the

foot of Monte Cuccio, and a terrific thunderstorm reached there at

the same time, rendering the main street, otherwise the donkey-
track, a rushing torrent bed. In the afternoon I visited iht phen/sa
ground, and the gale still blowing I waited for the clouds to roll by.

About 4 p.m. there was a little rift, the sun shone for a few minutes
;

out came three or four specimens of the desired marbled-white, and
though much blown about, I managed to capture one damaged
specimen, and then the clouds obscured the sun. Once more I had
a " happy thought," simply to search the grass-stems; and before

dusk came on I had secured three specimens, apparently fresh out.

I returned to Messina content with four specimens—the result of a

week-end of six days under unfavourable circumstances. Fortunately,

I was able to re-visit Palermo a fortnight later, for another week-end,

and though I was told that the "sirocco" would prevent my getting

a single specimen, I managed to secure a full series by searching the

grass stems. The sun shone during one of the two days that I

spent on Monte Cuccio, and I found it much harder work and less

profitable to catch the species on the steep slope, when flying, than
to search for them on the grass-stems.

In the meantime I had not forgotten my plan to go in search of

the sulphur orange-tip on the slopes of Mount Etna, which I

persisted in carrying out, in spite of warnings that I was too late. I

had to wait until May 24th for an opportunity to leave Messina, and
on arriving at Giarre, the junction for the Circum-Etna Railway, a

tropical rain-storm was in progress. Crossing from one station to

the other, only a few yards, some ladies with big hats and ostrich

feathers were so drenched that they looked like drowned rats ; how-
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ever, they monopolised the first-class compartment of our composite
carriage in which to disrobe and dry their outer garments. I altered

my itinerary, and did not stop at Linguaglossa, where the filberts

grow, but went on to Randazzo, a journey of twenty-six miles, which
occupied four hours in the slowest of slow trains. The rain had
ceased when I reached Randazzo, but the roads were filled with

puddles, and the herbage was soaked. I picked my way along

paths in order to find good collecting ground, but was not quite

successful, though before dusk the clouds passed over and small

coppers and little blues began to fly about. I then went to my
hotel, where I met with a true Sicilian welcome, having stayed there

at Easter, 1909.
I was up early on the following morning ; the sun was really

bright, and snow-capped Etna rose above me in all its majestic

beauty. I took a different road, lane and cinder path, from those of

yesterday, and fortunately struck an ancient lava bed with wild

flowers growing abundantly in the patches between the rocks ; and,

to my great delight, almost the first butterfly that I captured was a

female orange-tip, which I have since learnt is Euchlo'c damone.

The males were quite lovely, and led me a fine dance among the

loose rocks, my shins suffering very severely until I learnt to exercise

care

—

experientia docet. On climbing higher up the mountain slope a

surprise awaited me. Thais f>ofyxe/ia var. cassandra was quite a

novelty, somewhat resembling a moth, and flying quietly, almost close

to the ground, when disturbed. Next I took a favourite species of

mine, Aporia cratcegi, apparently far away from hawthorn. An attempt

is being made to name the Sicilian form var. augusta. Then that

lovely fritillary Dryas pandora appeared, and attempted to " sneak
off," as is its habit. I had to hurry up, for clouds quickly gathered,

and by noon rain fell and spoiled the rest of the day. On the day
following I had a similar experience— bright morning, rainy after-

noon ; and the weather becoming unsettled I returned to Messina,

rejoicing that I had secured my " sulphur orange-tip " and numerous
common species, such as M. d/ixia, E. cardamines, blues, etc.

After my visit to Mount Etna I paid attention to the marbled
white butterflies. I searched for M. japygia in the locality where I

took two specimens in 1909. Probably I was too early, as I failed

to get it, and later on I was otherwise engaged. Then I was able to

go to Syracuse on three separate occasions to look for Zeller's

M. galatea, which he named var. syi-acusana. He took it in 1842,

and I was assured that it is not there now. At my third visit I got

three rather damaged specimens, and I made a note for future use

that while my train was stopping at the roadside station of Megara
Iblea—nearly twenty miles from Syracuse—a brood of marbled
whites, which may or may not be var. syraciisana, hovered about the

train and almost invaded the compartment in which I sat. At
Messina the form of J/, galatea is always dark and is known as var.

procida. In 1909 I took one specimen only, but in 19 10, by
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frequent visits to Gravitelli, I discovered its habits and captured a
long series.

The vicinity of Calabria attracted me early in June, and I spent
three days in that practically unknown entomological district in

search of the local marbled white, Melanargia arge. It is a lovely

country, with extensive forests and beautiful valleys, with running
streams, while the high mountain (Montalto, 6500 ft.) makes the

gradients very steep. I was not lucky with AI. arge (I only brought
home three specimens), though I saw it in four separate localities.

I hope to repeat my visits to those localities, and to secure the

-advantage of a horse or mule to carry me over the first half of the

journey, as the walk both ways is too fatiguing.

The month of June is the best month for butterflies in Sicily, for

although Syracuse and other places on the southern shores are then
dried up, the mountains on the north are in their prime. True, I

obtained some lovely specimens of Hipparehia statilinus at Syracuse
on June 13th, as they settled on the stone walls and took shelter

from a wind, which brought a sandstorm with it, but that good
fortune was exceptional. On my way back from Syracuse, I captured,

on the plain of Catania (June 14th), also taking shelter under pine

trees from the wind, several fresh examples of Satvnts circe, one of

the most striking of Sicilian butterflies. On the following day (June
15th) an entomological friend went with me to the favourite slopes

at Randazzo, where E. damone, female, was met with singly, also D.
pandora. Limenitis Camilla was flying up and down the glade of an
oak wood. The number of species occurring on the mountain side

was in marked contrast to those seen at Syracuse and near Catania
on previous days, and included Aporia cratccgi, nearly a month after

its first appearance, and other spring butterflies, more or less worn

—

generally more so.

N. ilicis was fresh out in numbers in the oak wood. Loweia
alciphron, var. gordiiis, -R. p/i/a'as, var. e/ens, and Z. dorilis represented

the Sicilian copper butterflies, and the blues were in full force.

Fararge vicera also appeared, and I paid some attention to the small

white butterflies high up the mountain away from the cabbage
gardens, as the specimens may belong to the variety or species

named /'/(?m manni ; certainly, the mountain specimens when placed

side by side with other small whites captured almost at sea-level,

where cabbages abound, differ in colour and slightly in the shape
of the fore-wings.

As June advances the heat becomes very great in the middle of

the day at Messina, and I found it even worse in Calabria, especially

at Reggio, where that grand emperor butterfly, Charaxes jasius, was
scattered about the lemon gardens. In a whole day I saw from a

dozen to a score of specimens, but failed to capture one, as they

generally fly just out of reach, and the gardens are enclosed.

My last day's collecting in Sicily was Wednesday, June 22nd, and
it proved to be one of the most profitable during my stay. There
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was a gentle breeze blowing, which tempered the heat of the sun.

I got up early, took my lunch, a full flask, and some lemons—as

water is obtainable more than half-way up the mountains, while

restaurants are missing. The special object of my search was
Lihythea celtis. Butterflies were in abundance, but no celtis appeared.

The top of Monte Cicci is a favourite spot for the larger butter-

flies, and flying round the topmost tree was a grand specimen of

Chafaxes Jasws, which I secured ; also a couple of S. circe, which
repeatedly settled on the topmost trunk to sun themselves. On the

eastern slope of the mountain C. seiniargus was in full force, but

having been out two or three weeks was not at its best. On the

northern slopes Argviinis niobe, var. eris, was also well out ; but on
this date the western slope, which was sheltered from the wind,

provided the most sport. Here the three species, ^S". chre, H.
statilinus, and H. semele (the lovely Sicilian form) were jostling one
another in all directions, mixed up with the commoner P. egeria, P.

megcera, and P. mcera (worn), and a few specimens of E. zda, together

with most attractive-looking females of E. jiirtina (var. hispulld).

Blues and skippers were also in abundance, Aiigiades sylvatiiis

seeming to be larger than our English form. After I had reached

home I discovered that amongst A. niobe I had netted two specimens

of ^. adippe ; also with the small fritillaries, I had taken Breiithis

enph^-osyiie in poor condition. Besides these errors made on the

spot, I found that the June examples of what I took at first sight to

be/', egea were in reality P. c-album ; and with A.flava [thaumas),

both at Monte Cicci and Gravitelli, I had got the more slender

species with dark tips to the antennae, known as A. lineola. One
other species, and I have finished my butterflies. Somehow I over-

looked, until setting my specimens, that I had an example of

Nisoiiiades tages, taken at Gravitelli on June '3rd.

At present I am not sure that my specimens of the iSIelitcccr and
of the blues are all properly named ; and it is possible that I possess

two or three more species than I have set down ; but, anyhow, I

have sixty-five Sicilian butterflies out of the ninety-seven species

given by Ragusa, which leaves me thirty-two species to search for on
a future visit.

The unexpected death of my elder sister caused a sudden end
to my holiday in Sicily. After my glorious day on Monte Cicci

(June 22nd) I packed up and started for home by the midnight

train, and travelled through to Yorkshire in seventy hours—record

time.
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On Insect Teratology (Remarks to Introduce a Dis-
cussion on " Teratological Specimens").

By T. A. Chapman, U.D., F.Z.S., F.E.S. J^ead October 27///,

1 910.

It so happens that since this discussion was proposed I have
met with two specimens well worth describing, so that I am able to

add them as items to this paper, giving it a value I had no hope of

when I first found myself committed to it. These are Mr. Burrows'

very remarkable example of Acronycta tridens (PI. II), and one of

Lafiorina orbititlns, affording a little more of the history of diminutive

wings than we usually obtain with such specimens (Pi. I).

The subject of " teratological specimens " is a vast one, but I

assume, rightly or wrongly, that the specimens are chiefly to be those

of Insecta, and more particularly Lepidoplera.

What is a "teratological specimen"? There seems to be a

necessity for this periphrasis, as the simple term " monster," literally

" something remarkable," has gradually come to mean something
remarkable merely for size, probably because, I suppose, size is the

quality that most easily strikes our attention.

"Monstrosity" is now in use in the sense of a teratological specimen,

but strictly speaking monstrosity is a quality, not a thing. " Mal-
formation" is perhaps as useful a word as we have, now that "monster"
has an ambiguous meaning.

When we come to the actual definition of a teratological specimen

or malformation, we find the difficulty of doing so arises from the

want of a very definite line, separating it on the one side from a

variety or aberration and on the other from a result of injury.

A malformation is the result of development taking place in an

irregular way, and therefore, as a rule, for purposes of definition we
may say it always arises from some interference with the germ-plasm,

preventing its normal progress. A monstrosity differs from a variety

in this, that a variety might be the normal forni of a possible, closely

allied, species ; a monstrosity seems very unlikely to be normal for

any species.

As regards injury, it is probable that all malformations are, in fact,

caused by some injury, /. e. they all originate in the germ-plasm,

which develops abnormally, owing to some external interference.

By this, I mean more than an abstract proposition that germ-plasm

in normal circumstances will develop normally, but that there is

evidence that actual injury produces monsters, as, for instance,

M. Dareste's experiments on the eggs of the domestic fowl.
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I would make here a distinction that is of some importance ; an
interference or injury that affects the germ-plasm and makes it

develop abnormally produces a monstrosity, but if it only prevents

it at some late stage or other from completing its development, the

result is not usually regarded as a monstrosity. For instance, the

deformed feet of Chinese ladies are hardly to be called teratological,

nor the oblique skulls which some tribes do, or used to, produce by
pressure.

Similarly, to come to our Lepidoptera, a leg with two tarsi is

teratological, but a wing misshapen, or with a hole in it, or wanting a

portion, due to some mechanical interference with the pupa, is

strictly not teratological.

Of course, when we come to an actual specimen, unless we know
more of its history than we usually do, it is only possible to say

tentatively that the deformity of wing is the result of intrinsically

abnormal development ; or, on the other hand, of some interference

with development.

We must, however, admit that this way of looking at the matter is

really a question of where we are to draw the line. If many genuine

teratological examples are due to mechanical (or other) interference

at an early embryonic stage, do the results of such interference cease

to be teratological at a later stage ? and when ? A butterfly breaks

its wings : we do not regard the result as teratological. After emerging
from the pupa it fails to expand them properly: we call it a "cripple

"

and not a teratological specimen. Perhaps the line should be drawn
here, but I incline to go one stage further back, and regard damage
to the wings after the moult to pupa as being simply an injury and
not teratological.

In the Vertebrata no small proportion of monstrosities described

belong to the class of double monsters, /. e. there is one individual,

with the whole or some portion of another attached to it, by a bifur-

cation of the vertebral axis, or in some other way, a malformation

dating from the very earliest trace of the embryo on the germinal

layer in the ovum. A consideration of these need not detain us, for

the only record of such a malformation in insects I have met with

is of a Chironcmus larva with two heads, but with the segments
behind uniting, so that from the third abdominal segment backwards
there is only one body ("Stett. Zeit.," 1873, p. 452).

Of insect monsters that unquestionably date from the earliest

embryonic period, I know of very few. One of the most remarkable

of these was the specimen of Afithidiitm manicatum^ described in

"Proc. Ent. Soc. Lond.," 1907, p. Ixi, by the Rev. F. D. Morice, in

which, in the closing of the visceral cavity, the ends of opposite sides

of the segments did not meet their fellows, but joined the next in

order, so that the abdomen is not segmented, strictly speaking, but

the plates form a continuous spiral from the third abdominal
segment to the last.

In the Natural History Museum are two or three Hymenoptera
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with a similar misalignment of opposite segments, but only affecting

two or three segments in the region of the umbilical vesicle. In the

"Tijdschrift Ent.," vol. xliii, p. 24, a beetle {Steiwconts fasciatus) is

figured by Richard Scholz, which is probably an example of the

same condition.

I have a pupa of Hastula /lyerana that is possibly of the same
origin, or it may be the result of some injury to the dorsum of the

larva at this special point (PI. I, fiig. 4).

The specimen of Prionus californicus^ described and figured

"Trans. Amer, Ent. Soc," 1880, with all legs and three palpi bifid,

must unquestionably also be the result of some peculiarity of the

germ-plasm in the earlier embryonic stage.

A longicorn, with two duplicated legs, was exhibited at the

Entomological Society of France by M. H. Donckier on May 8th,

1901, believed to be tb.e only instance of two legs being so affected

in one specimen.

Two legs being affected in the same individual is extremely rare ; I

have not found the record of any other besides the two mentioned by

Bateson, the Priofuis californicus above noted and a Prionus coriarius
;

in the latter case the duplication was identical in each limb ; this, with

the fact that all three cases are in longicorns, suggests a congenital

origin rather than a regenerative one. One supposes, but it is not

stated, that in M. Donckier's specimen the two limbs had identical

forms.

There are various instances of Lepidoptera with irregularly formed
wings that are unquestionably congenital, and even in some degree

hereditary. Some of these cases might, no doubt, be fairly regarded

as examples of " mutation," or at least of a distinct tendency to set

up a new race by "discontinuous variation." One of the most
remarkable of these is that of Ly77iant?-ia dispar. The first record of

this curious hereditary malformation that I can find is in the

"Entomologist," vol. xi, 1878, p. 170, accompanied by a figure; it

says: "Mr. Enock bred, in the year 1S67, upwards of 800 males

and females of this species, and nearly all had the underwings
notched, as seen in the illustration." The figure shows a large

section of the hind wings wanting ; the notch extends from the

costa near its end to near the end of the discal cell and then meets
the hind margin about its middle ; it is rounded, but merits the

term " notch," there being rather an angle at its deepest point. Mr.
Enock tells me that the race had been " bred in for years, but I

never before had any with the corners out of the wings ; I asked the

donor of the eggs, who had bred dispar for at least ten years, if he
had ever had such a deformed lot ? He replied, ' Never.'

"

The next appearance of this form that I can trace was in the

hands of iNIr. R. Adkin, who writes :
" Eight pupa; were given to me in

July, 1876, by Mr. Bliss (since dead), and from these I reared moths,

which I believe were not crippled, and from their eggs I reared

about ninety moths in the following year, and the note I have
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against them is ' many females crippled.' I take it that the crippling

was confined to the females, and the form of the crippling, as far as

my memory goes (and it is only memory), is that they had mis-

shapen wings, i e. pieces out of them. Their origin was doubtful,

and they had probably been inbred many times."

The figure of Mr. Enock's specimen is of a male. A third instance

of this malformation occurred in the experience of Mr. E. R. Bankes,

and the specimens (all?) are in the British Museum ; they are females.

Mr. Bankes tells me that he "reared, July i ith to 23rd, 1904, thirty

dispar, among which were ' several ' with the curiously malformed
hind wings ; the rest were quite normal." They had been inbred at

least several years, and Mr. Bankes has ascertained nothing more
definite than that the original moths came from " America."

Fernald and Forbush, in their larj^e volume on this species, make
no reference to such a malformation occurring, so it cannot be

common in "America." Mr. Bankes' specimens have a smaller

sector wanting than shown in the figure of Mr. Enock's specimen
;

it is more apical, and has a margin that is approximately an arc of a

circle (no angular notching).

I seem to have some recollection of having seen somewhere else a

figure of this form of L. dispa?-, but if so, I have not been able to find

it again.

Another example of such " mutation "-like variation is in a brood
of Pteros/otna palpina of which Mr. L. W. Newman has given me a

specimen. All this brood had very short broad wings. I suggest

the varietal name b?-evipennis by which it may be called. As com-
pared with an ordinary specmien taken at random, my specimen has

a fore-wing of 15 mm. from base to apex as against normal 25 mm.,
with a width from apex to tornus of 12 mm. against 14 mm.; the

hind margin is very upright instead of the normal very oblique line,

due to the difference in length of the costa and hind margin being

much less than usual.

It often happens that particular broods of some species bred

present several examples of anomalous wing forms ; but unfortunately

these are usually cast aside as not being " good specimens," and
remain unnoticed and unrecorded. As a recent occurrence, Mr.
Tonge has, amongst a number of H. dominula, bred this year, not a

few with irregular and asymmetrical wing forms, but several with

symmetrical abnormal wing forms that can hardly be other than con-

genital, as is probably the case with Mr. Willsden's specimen of

T. crepusailaria, figured in " Proc. S. Lond. Ent. Soc," 1906, p. 41.

There can, however, unfortunately, be no doubt that, where any
definite history is wanting, it is impossible to assert at what period

of development the malformation arose, whether it was congenital,

/. e. from an early embryonic state, or from some later stage. Under
this doubt come many of the specimens I show you ; but there are

several where a wing is reduced in size and not otherwise deformed,

by interference with the pupa. For example, a specimen of Libythea
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celtis has a shortened wing due to an antenna having fallen over it at

pupation. In itself this wing is on all fours with the P. palpina
already referred to. As a rule, one may perhaps assume' that where
the alteration is symmetrical, affecting both sides, it is congenital, but

this will not hold good always, as, for example, in symmetrical results

of undue pressure by the girth in Papilionidce, etc.

By a very instructive examination which Mr. Bateson makes of

the morphology of duplicated appendages, he proves that in a large

proportion of cases the relationship of the extra parts is of a definite

character, e.g.'iia. limb has three parallel tarsi, each of these is like

its neighbour, but its neigiibour reversed as if seen in a mirror. The
exceptions are, however, rather numerous. This peculiar law as to

reduplicated parts does not seem to tiirovv any light on the question

as to whether such developments are congenital or a result of

regeneration, but is probably connected with the view of germ-plasm

I have accepted, viz. that until it begins to develo[), it is not

specially ear-marked, but takes its line of progress by reference to its

surroundings.

My own opinion is that a very large proportion of malformations of

antennse, palpi, legs and wings in Lepidoptera (and other insects)

is the result of regeneration taking place in an abnormal manner.

Bateson refers to Roesel's opinion that malforuiations of claws of

Crustacea were due to injury, with or without regeneration, and notes

that others have held this view ; he says there is no ground for this

opinion, and that it further happens that the whole of an injured

limb is usually thrown off in Crustacea, so that injury to the claws

cannot cause such abnormalities. I know too little about Crustacea

to discuss this profitably, but I may suggest that the germ-plasm of

the regenerative centre might be injured, or the new limb might

suffer from injuries, the result of the old limb being thrown off.

Lepidoptera, however, are on a somewhat different horizon, and
there is some evidence that such malformations originate in faulty

regeneration. Apart from any evidence, it is pertinent to note that

a regenerated limb is developed de ?iovo from germinal material, and
must be quite as liable to malformation as any other limb, but more
particularly the reserved germinal material has a somewhat different

history from that which primarily developed into the limb, and, if one
may so express it, it has had less experience in the business, and is

thus more likely to yield to disturbing influences. A very important

point is also that the germinal matter of the regenerative centre

is very apt itself to suffer when the accident, whatever it may be,

happens—to suffer mechanically, chemically, or in both ways ; what
is especially to be considered is that it may be divided into several

portions, which may not reunite, but each undergo development apart

from its fellows. The not very rare cases of lizards with double or

even triple tails are, I believe, admitted to be the result of an
anomaly of regeneration, and appear to me to be on all fours with

the great majority of cases of reduplicated appendages in insects.
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I gather that in 1900 (Prof.?) Gustav Tornier advanced a hypo-

thesis as to supernumerary parts of legs and antennje in beetles (I

have only seen the resume of his paper in the " Zoologischs Central-

blatt"). So far as I grasp his view, it is that these additional parts

are the result of a wound. He supposes that when the appendage
is wounded the regeneration centre that is reached may produce, as

an outgrowth from the wound as it heals, the additional joints :

two wounds may produce two new sets, and so on. To this

hypothesis I am quite willing to agree as possibly giving the explana-

tion of some instances, but he does not say anything of the complete
removal of the limb (or a portion of it) and the regeneration of a new
limb, with, upon occasions, superfluous joints ; he seems to regard

the double (or treble) appendages as being the original limb with an
outgrowth. The more usual cause, in my opinion, is somewhat
different. A portion of a limb is, say, bitten off by some enemy, and
it is regenerated ; most usually tlie limb is replaced, so that no result

of the injury is apparent. When, however, the injury takes place at a

late date in the life-history, and there is no time for the segmented
limb to reach its full size, a limb of reduced dimensions results.

Sometimes it is deformed, and more rarely it is duplicated or tripli-

cated ; these results are due to the germinal material reserved for

regeneration being damaged or divided at the time of the injury.

In the Lepidoptera, if a leg or antenna be amputated—and
the wings come largely under the same rule—the part is grown
afresh. This does not occur all at once, and the progress made in

the interval is revealed at each following moult ; a leg amputated in

a very young larva is renewed so that the imago shows no difference

from a normal specimen, but if the injury is later then the new limb

is smaller than its fellow. A limb so reduced in size can hardly be
called teratological ; it is a normal development from normal germ-

plasm, the germ-plasm reserved from which to develop again lost

parts. The same must be essentially true of the wings.

In the Lepidoptera we are much more familiar with the absence
of a wing, or its being of small size, than with the same phenomenon
when it affects the legs. This is certainly not because the wings are

more liable to such defects, but, no doubt, because practically all the

wings of every Lepidopteron preserved are scrutinised, whilst the

legs of not one in ten thousand, or perhaps one hundred thousand,

are looked at, the fore-legs in some degree excepted.

There can be little doubt that such cases are generally the

normal results of regeneration, and are not, therefore, teratological,

but it is nevertheless indisputable that unless we have the life-

history of the specimen it cannot be asserted in any particular case

that the deficiency is not teratological, has nothing to do with ampu-
tation and regeneration, but dates from some defect of the original

germ-plasm of the individual.

This is still more the case when we come to such things as

reduplicated or triplicated appendages. It is impossible to say
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in the case of any specimen with history unknown that the malfor-

mation is the result of an error in the regenerative process, and that

it is not a vagary of the primary embryonic material. I believe I am
not wrong in saying that the latter hypothesis is the one almost

universally adopted. My own belief is that it is comparatively

rarely that these reduplications date from the original embryonic
origin of the individual, and that in the great majority of

cases they are the results of errors in regeneration. The normal
result of regeneration is the reproduction of the lost part, of

normal size if time allows, diminished in size if not, the

struggle being to produce all the normal structure by the time the

imaginal state is reached, after which, of course, nothing can be
done. This statement is broadly true, notwithstanding well-proved

facts to the contrary, as, for example, that certain Crustaceans cannot

re-develop an eye and its stalk, but replace it by an antenna, due
probably to the eye containing offsets from the central nervous

system, not capable of being replaced from embryonic cells peri-

pherally preserved for purposes of regeneration ; or, again, the less

easily comprehensible case of Blattidce. that reproduce the tarsus

with one joint missing.

Such exceptions present in their particular cases the normal

process of regeneration, and not only cannot be regarded as terato-

logical, but leave unaffected the general principle that regeneration

results in the appearance of no damage having been sustained or any
alteration having occurred.

I made certain experiments in 1899 on the legs of Lyjiianfria

dispai\ some of which are reported in the " Ent. Rec." for 1900. I

made a much larger number of more complete experiments on the

same species a year or two after, but I have never reported any
of these, entirely—I think, I must confess, from sheer laziness.

These experiments, as bearing on the present portion of our dis-

cussion, showed that when the injury was not too great, and occurred

early enough in the larval life, it was the rule for the imago to show
very little trace of the injury, but in some cases there was some
deformity, and in two or three this deformity took the form of a

tendency to duplication of a portion of the limb. One other obser-

vation is here of importance : in rearing together a considerable

number of larvae, in fact a brood of T. promiba, I was rather sur-

prised to find that nearly all were without portions of, generally, several

of their legs ; in one or two all the legs were affected ; they had
obviously, in the crowded state in which I had kept them, bitten

each other to this extent. The legs of the imagines, however,

showed no very appreciable defects. I have once or twice found
wild larvae with damages to their legs. The point I wish to make
here is that, as a natural occurrence, larvae no doubt often have
partial amputations of their limbs, and that in regeneration a by no
means inappreciable percentage develop duplicated limbs—certainly

quite enough to account for the number of such malformations as
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are met with without having to postulate that they originate in the

germinal material in the ovum.

As bearing on the value of the three duplications in my L. dispar

experiments, it may be noted that though the number of described,

or at least recorded, specimens of teratological interest is very great,

a very large proportion of these refer to the legs of beetles and a

good many to their antennae. Amongst Lepidoptera a good many
antennal anomalies are recorded, but almost the only one of leg

malformation is Mr. Bacot's specimen of C. nupta (described

"Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond.," 1907).

Of Lepidopterous antennae a curious one is a specimen of Olene

pJiilodia with four antennoe, figured in "Psyche," vol. xi, but no

definite details are given. Another instance is recorded by M.
Oberthiir ("Bull. Ent. Soc. Fr.," 1900, p. 53) a case of two

antennae on the right side of a specimen of Doleschallia amboi?iensis,

one above the other, the upper slightly smaller than the lower

normal one.

Mr. Pickett's specimen of Ant/irocera fiHpe?idiihe, with the right

antenna gradually dividing into two, so that the basal half is single,

though it terminates in two clubs, is a remarkable specimen, in so

far that there is not, so far as I have searched, any record of a

parallel specimen in Lepidoptera, though something very similar

occurs in Coleoptera. On its own merits I should be inclined to

believe this to be of congenital origin, but some disorder of the right

upper wing may point to injury and regeneration.

Poujade notes ("Bull. Ent. Soc. Fr.," 1899, p. 44) an abnormal

antenna in a Co?-ditiegaster, only remarkable in that the antennas of

dragonflies, being so small, are not often critically examined, and such

records are, therefore, otherwise almost wanting. The various

defects we find in wings may be attributed, firstly, to 9. malformation

ab initio, as for instance, no doubt, the L. dispar already referred to

;

and very similar to these are specimens of Lasiocampa quercus v.

ca/lunce of Mr. Tutt's and an Ehinephilejurtina of mine. This want

of a sector of wing is not uncommon. The most remarkable instance

of this wing deformity is a specimen of Salurfiia pyri figured by

Aigner-Abafi in the " Illust. Zeitschr.," vol. v, p. 99.

No doubt very similar appearances may result from interference

with the pupa, and some of Mr. Tutt's Zyganidce rather suggest such

an explanation.

Of specimens malformed from pupal damage, we probably have

examples in most of those with indented hind margins, such as

Mr. Tutt's Hippanhia areihusa, Celei-io galii, several Zygcenidce,

Polyofnmatus icarus, Erebia meiampus, and Agriades coridon, my
examples of Doritis apollina and Smerinthus oceilatus, and two of

Dr. Hodgson's A. thetis. If the other is so, it is unusually sym-

metrical, and suggests a possibly congenital origin.

Most of the other specimens of wing deformity shown are probably

of larval origin, the result of injury to the imaginat discs of the wings





PLATE I.

Latiorlna oibitulus and Hastnla hyerana.

Photo, h' '-i- f" Tonge.
Adhtdis-' Si>H, /*«/>.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE L

Fig. I.

—

Latiorina orbitidiis : pupal skin of abnormal specimen spread out,

showing left wing smaller, and of weaker structure than right

(photo, F. N. Clark), x 6.

Fig. 2.

—

L. orbitulus ; normal larva feeding. x 4.

Fig. 3.

—

L. orbitulits ; larva of abnormal specimen, showing want of oblique

markings on second and third thoracic segments, and presence of

spiracle-like points over wing centres more enlarged. (Figs. 2 and

3 photographed by A. E. Tonge, from drawings by E. C. Knight.)

Fig. 4.—Pupa case of Hastula hyerana, x 5, showing segments four and five

of abdomen fused dorsally. (Photo by A. E. Tonge.)
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at some larval instar, though without any definite history it is im-

possible to assert that any particular specimen has not a congenital

origin.

Even my specimen of Latiorina orbitidics may be so. I take it up
at the last larval instar, when obviously something was wrong with

the wing centres of the left side. In the imago the left wings are

small, but not otherwise seriously abnormal. It is difficult to believe,

had this been of congenital origin, that such definite appearances

would have been seen in the larva, or that the pupal wing cover

would have been of weak texture, as well as small.

This example oi L.orbitulus is a very ordinary one as regards the

imago, viz. the left wings are both markedly smaller than the right
;

the other defects of the specimen are due to leaving it to die and
dry up in a small box before pinning and setting it. Its interest

consists in my having a drawing of the larva in the last instar, which
shows that the ordinary markings are wanting over the site of these

wings, and that the wings themselves are in evidence as minute,

spiracle-like scars, not proving, but rendering it highly probable, that

some injury in an earlier instar had destroyed some dermis with

portions of the wing discs. The pupa shows the left wings smaller

than the right ones and of weaker texture (PI. I, figs. 1-3).

All these cases may be interpreted by a reference to my experi-

ments and Herr jNIeisenheimer's on L. dispar, which show that accord-

ing to the damage done to the wing centres, so one may have

complete regeneration, or total absence of the wing, with any inter-

mediate condition.

Three of the L. dispar so experimented on are exhibited ; they

show the effect on a hind-wing of interfering with the germinal discs

in the larva by means of a needle. Herr Meisenheimer's experiments

were more numerous and effective, as he completely and partially

destroyed the centre with an electric cautery.

I exhibit specimens of various species that show absence of a wing,

reduction in size, with little other effect, reduction in size with

alteration and simplification of markings, washed out, ragged, and
otherwise altered and twisted wings. My specimen of lUinessa

iiriicce, with one minute hind-wing, suggests that it does not belong to

this group, but is a case of one wing failing to expand at all, a rarer

occurrence than the other deformities we have here, but a closer

examination shows that it is really a fully expanded minute wing.

The presumption in all these specimens is that regeneration, incom-
plete from the late date or extensive character of the injury, is the

vefa causa.

A further malformation of wings is that of extra wings. These take

many forms, in fact no two specimens seem to be exactly the same

—

a strong circumstance in favour of their resulting from regeneration

after injury. They are very rare, certainly not i per cent, of the

other wing malformations we have just been considering ; and,

therefore, their frequency is of a similar order of magnitude amongst
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regenerations of wings that duplication appears to present amongst
regenerations of legs.

As varieties of these extra wings we have what is regarded as the

original wing, either quite normal, or altered in some way ; the addi-

tional wing may be above it, below it, in front or behind it, and
may have various degrees of development, or there may be a third

wing. The extra wing or wings may be separate or connected with

the original wing. The most remarkable instance of this sort I have

seen was Mr. Main's Arctia ca/'a, which I may briefly describe as

having three hind-wings, laid on each other like three sheets of paper,

but with a common costa.

A specimen of Strenia clathrata shown has an alulet arising from

the end of the cell of the right Lind-wing beneath ; the wing itself is

reduced in size, and apart from the alulet suggests that it is a re-

generated wing.

Mr. Pickett's Einatur-ga atomaria, with additional wings, is a very

typical example of this rare deformity. In considering the effects of

injury of the legs and of the wings in the larval state, it is of some
importance to remember that the legs of the larva become the legs

of the imago, and are external and functional, whilst the wings are

internal, and remain in quasi-embryonic condition.

There are various described malformations, usually in Coleoptera,

of head, thorax, or elytra, that can only be grouped as being almost

certainly the result of injury in early stages ; one of the most curious

of these is perhaps a malformation in a beetle, Mecinus pyrasfer,

Hbst., described and figured in the " Bull. Ent. Soc. Fr.," 1903, p. 88,

by M. H. Gadeau de Kerville. In this specimen the dorsum of the

prothorax may be described as wanting, so that the head appears

sunk in the back of the prothorax, the anterior and posterior margins

of which meet dorsally. One supposes this must have arisen by the

destruction of this portion of the insect in the larval stages, probably

a late larval stage. The remarkable point is that the insect should

survive such an injury and reach the imaginal stage ; no doubt in a

vast majority of cases such an injury would be fatal. In fact, in all

instances of this sort, we may be sure that were the injury not so

usually fatal the malformations would be much more frequent than

they are.

There are a good many cases reported of anomalous malforma-

tions that might be described as the right organs growing in the

wrong places (or times), or the right places growing wrong organs.

To these would belong such cases as a pupa growing larval jaws

("Trans. Ent. Soc," 1907, p. 173), or larvae assuming pupal characters

("E. M. M.," vol. xxxii, p, 54), or larvae possessing (minute) wings,

not very rare in Psychids, and of which I have met with an example.

As examples I may note that Mr. W. M. Wheeler describes and
figures in " Psyche," xi, an extraordinary antenna—extraordinary

because it is not the antenna of the species affected—growing out of

the coxa of a Dipteron.
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Woodward ('• Ent.," 1896, p. 334) records hind legs of Nemeophila
planfaginis replaced by miniature wings ; no further details are given.

A remarkable specimen is described by M. Clement (" Bull. Ent.

Soc. Fr.," 1898, p. 268) of a specimen o^ Ali/nas ti/ice, which presented

the caudal horn in the pupal and imaginal states. Details of these

structures are not afforded, but sufficient is reported in text and
tigure to make it fairly certain that these were respectively pupal

and imaginal structures, and not a mere retention of an actual larval

structure, as is the case in the frequently noted instances of pupae

and imagines with larval heads. Nor, again, is it related to the

frequent instances of pupje of Sphingidce showing prominences in the

positions of the larval horn, or of the prolegs, or claspers.

In 1886 Frivaldszky recorded a longicorn {Cera/nbyx scopoiti) vi'ith.

both antennae on one side of the head. I have not seen the original

record, so cannot say how far it has anything in common with the

following.

McLachlan's remarkable case of a dragonfly having two fore-wings

on one side and only the hind-wing on the other ("E. M. M.,"

1896, p. 83) ought to repay further study if the specimen is avail-

able. One surmises that, as a result of some injury in an early

larval instar, the imaginal disc of the right fore-wing was detached

from its natural connections, and dislocated to the opposite side in

apposition with the imaginal disc of the wing of that side. That so

elaborate a surgical operation should happen to take place by the

attack of some larva of a water-beetle or other predaceous enemy
with which ponds and streams abound, and from which the dragon-

fly just managed to escape with its life, is quite conceivable, though
survival after so severe a surgical operation must be very rare. It

would follow that it would illustrate also a quality of germinal

matter to which many circumstances point.

This is, that germinal material is not ear-marked by its own
•qualities and structure, but by its position ; a certain portion of

germinal matter either in the fully segmented egg or later might
develop into, say, a right wing, or a left leg, or any other structure,

but having happened to be situated in relation to other germinal

masses in the place where, say, a right wing has to appear, its

development occurs accordingly. In the case before us, the

imaginal disc of the right tore-wing was ear-marked to be a wing,

but its change of position occurred in time for it to develop into a

left instead of a right wing. McLachlan's account implies that it is

a left wing, and not a right one on the left side, but a close examina-
tion of the specimen is desirable to decide this and other points.

It is remarkable how frequent this species of malformation is in

the Anthrocerids {Zygiena, Chalcosia), the recorded instances being

vastly in excess of the proportion due to their numbers, wings

growing instead of legs, hind-wings replaced by fore-wings, etc. The
group ought to be worth a careful examination by way of experiments

on the larva;.

4
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Mr. Capper's Zygcpua, described by Barrett (" E. M. M./' 1895

p. 219), with a fore-wing instead of a hind-wing, has the abnormahty
on the left side, as Tutt has observed to be usual as to wing abnor-

malities in tliis group.

This would be an example of homa'osis, which I take to be, not an

abnormal development of the right thing, but a normal development
of the wrong thing, resulting from an amnesia on the part of the germ-

plasm of its proper action that I have outlined in referring to Mr.
McLachlan's cross-winged dragonfly.

A specimen of Anthrocera trifolii, figured by Mr. South in the

"Entomologist" for September, 1894, may be instructive from this

point of view. The specimen appears to have no appendages on

the metathorax except one wing, which is a fore-wing, instead of a

hind-wing as it ought to be. I say may he instructive in this connec-

tion, since so far as we know, tlie missing legs may be the interme-

diate, or the posterior pair, and if the latter, have not improbably
been purposely removed from the specimen. If they were the pos-

terior legs, then their absence from the same segment as the missing

left hind- wing would imply some extensive injury to the larva com-
pletely destroying these legs, including their centres of regenera-

tion and the left wing disc. The right hind-wing disc would then

be left without some of its best data for orientation, without its

normal environment, and free to develop irregularly, and the ten-

dency, apart from compulsion otherwise, of germinal material to

develop into a fore- rather than into a hind-wing, would assert

itself.

This prepotence of fore-wing tendency is seen in the many
instances in which the hind-wing has fore-wing markings, of which a

magnificent instance in Erebia goanfe, as well as a less pronounced
specimen of the same species, was lost in a memorable catastrophe

that happened to the collections of Mr. Tutt and myself made in the

Val d'Anniviers in 1899 (though these specimens were more notable

in having underside markings on the upper surface).

Hind-wing markings on the fore-wing must be much rarer : I

cannot remember seeing or hearing of one.

I am indebted to the Rev. C. R. N. Burrows for the opportunity

of examining and describing a teratological specimen of surpassing

interest. It is one that has not hitherto, so far as I know, been met
with, or, indeed, has anything at all similar been recorded. It cannot,

therefore, be classified with any of the other malformations I have

referred to (PI. II).

It is a specimen of Acronycta fridens, a male, in which all the

genital appendages are in the interior of the abdomen instead of in

their usual situation. The terminal segments of the specimen con-

sist of the girdle or ring of the ninth segment, precisely as seen in a

normal specimen, except that the saccus looks larger than usual,

owing to the two sides of the ring, where the clasps are usually

attached, falling together in the middle line. The tenth segment





EXPLANATION OF PLATE IL

Fig. I.—Mr. Burrows' specimen of Acronycta tridens. x 5.

Fig. 2.—Extremity, x 16, to be compared with fig. 4, showing the normal

appendages. Fig. 2 has only the basal ring, i.e. the tegumen and

uncus. The remainder of Fig. 4 is represented in Mr. Burrows'

specimen by the portions shown in Fig. 3 ( x 16), where, though

coiled together, they can all be made out, excepting the spiculated

eversible membrane, which seems to be badly developed rather

than absent. Fig. 3 also shows the two cups that probably are the

male pupal tubercles. These seem quite different structures from

certain very remarkable dark bodies that Mr. Pierce finds in the

abdomina of some species, but whose nature is not yet determined.

(Photos by F. N. Clark.)

i



PLATE IT.

Malformation in Arronycta tridens. I. Specimen, x 5. 2. Extremity, x 16. 3.

Interior position, x 16. 4. Lateral view of normal appendages for comparison.

Mo!oS. by P. N. Clark, Adlard &r Son, /iil/>U
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also is as in a normal specimen, consisting of the uncus, and the anal

tube, with its dorsal chitinous line.

The ring of the ninth segment seems to consist of all its normal

parts, but its two sides especially, as already noted, towards the

saccus are somewhat collapsed towards each other, due to the

absence of the clasps, and of the jedceagus and its accompani-

ments.

These parts exist entirely separately, and vvith no apparent connec-

tion with the exterior, in the fifth and sixth abdominal segments.

That they are in these particular segments is possibly not a point to

which importance should be attached, as they have all the appear-

ance of lying free in the abdominal cavity, and may, in preparing the

specimen, have altered their position appreciably. However, that is

their position. They are not, of course, spread out as in normal

vjur

Diagram to show parts in normal relation to each other and to the

pupal skin. A. Pupal skin. b. Parts external in specimen, c. Parts

internal in specimen.

appendages displayed when mounted by Mr. Burrows, being within

the abdominal walls and softened by maceration ; they are somewhat
twisted together, but not so as to make it otherwise than probable, in

fact almost certain, that they are in fairly natural relations to each

other. There are the two clasps, the asdoeagus with its supports,

but its eversible membrane (vesica), armed with its usual darts, etc.,

does not appear to be fully developed. There are, moreover, two
curious dark hemispheres, which cost some study before their nature

became apparent. They are the two eminences that in the male
pupa mark the site of the genital appendages. These must have

been absent from their proper position in the pupa just as the

developed appendages are absent from their proper site in the

imago.

I think this fairly describes the condition present in this specimen,

but reference to the photographs of the preparation will probably

assist in understanding its peculiarities.
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How did such a curious malformation come to occur ? And what
may we learn from it?

A first and more simple conclusion it points to is one we might
have arrived at before, and in fact knew, even if we did not definitely

state it, and that is, that the male appendages strictly are those

existing interiorly in this specimen, and that those that it presents

externally are the normal elements of the ninth and tenth segments,

modified, the ninth to support the true appendages, but not really

part of them, the tenth also modified to form the uncus, an adjuvant

to the appendages proper, but again not part of them. They may
be called ancillary appendages, in a similar sense only to that in

which the term might be applied to the antennae and intermediate

legs in Odynerus spi/iipes, or to the dilated tarsal joints of some
Dytiscids.

How did these parts come to occupy such an interior situation ?

All the authorities I have been able to consult agree that the clasps

are derived from the ectoderm of the ninth abdominal segment,

but in none of them do I find such detailed research devoted to

them as to the ducts and other unquestionably internal parts, and
I have met with no clear account of their first appearance, and the

conclusion arrived at seems to have been reached in a rather

perfunctory manner.

The strongest fact in support of the view that they are dermal

structures is that they possess hairs (in the Lepidoptera). It is,
•

however, to be doubted whether this can be regarded as at all con-

clusive ; whatever their real origin, they have been external (in the

imago) for so long that one would expect them to have acquired

some dermal characters, whatever their true origin may be.

In this specimen there can be no doubt that there is retained by

these parts a situation that is normal to them at some earlier stage

in their development. They come from the interior, and at pupation

assume an external position by the extrusion of the two rounded
eminences characteristic of the male pupa. These pupal covers of

the mature structures are here internal.

It seems impossible to avoid this conclusion, a conclusion that

postulates a different history of the development of these organs from

that at present accepted, accepted, however, on an apparently in-

adequate basis of observed facts.

These organs, then, are at one period of their development
internal structures, and they can be so, it would seem, in one of two

ways. One of these would make their origin similar to that of the

wings, an invagination of the derma of the ninth abdominal segment

at an early period, remaining until the period of pupation as an
" imaginal disc," then to come to the surface again.

If this were the case, one would expect to find instances of the

wings not again reaching the surface, but being developed in the

thoracic interior. I am not aware that any of the frequent cases of

moths with one wing wanting have ever been found to have it in the
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interior. It will be said it never has been looked for, and that may
be the explanation ; but one would expect in any case in which it

occurred to have some deformity of the thoracic segment affected

that would have suggested closer examination.

The other theory of the origin of these parts that would explain

this specimen is that they have a truly internal origin, that they are

developed as a portion of the ducts, etc., and have no relations with

the surface, till at the pupal stage they reach it. The ditificulty in

this explanation is the dermal structure of the surfaces of the

clasps.

Whatever the true explanation may be, it is obvious that more
accurate observations on the development of these parts require to

be undertaken.

The male tubercles of the ninth abdominal segment of the pupa
present a feature that is probably of importance in dealing with the

questions raised by Mr. Burrows' specimen. They are separated from
the rest of the ninth segment by a suture, and we may compare this

suture with the lines of delimitation of the pupal wings, which are

certainly dermal structures (superficially, at least), which have returned

to the surface after an internal existence due to invagination. Where
the wings impinge against the antennae or abdominal segments there

is a very marked suture, very marked because we have here two

structures in contact, which are not, however, continuous, as two
adjacent segments are, but merely in apposition ; but if we examine
the place when they are in structural continuity with the mesothorax
(or metathorax) we can only approximately say where the junction is,

but find that there is no trace whatever of a suture. The continuous

suture round the male tubercles appears to prove that they are not

portions of the segment returned to the surface.

I have assumed that the male tubercles represent the clasps. I

think this is generally agreed, but a certain amount of further proof

is afforded by the specimen before us, as we see in it one of the

clasps just escaped from, or rather, perhaps, still slightly involved in,

one of the hemispherical cups.

I have been assuming, as it is very usual to do, that these

tubercles are in the ninth abdominal segment, but it is more than

doubtful whether this is so; their posterior borders are in contact

with the tenth segment, and their real position is not in the ninth

segment, but between it and the tenth—a more probable place for an

interior structure to reach the surface than actually through the con-

tinuous surface of the segment itself. It fully accords also with

the fact that the structures it represents are in the imago along the

posterior border of the ninth segment, /. e. between the two seg-

ments.
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An Entomological Trip to South Brazil.

By W. J. Kaye, P\E.S. Read December ?>th, 19 lo.

We left Liverpool on January 27th with the thermometer registering

28° F. On the following morning, when off the Scilly Islands, the

temperature had risen to 42° F., but even at Lisbon, six days out, there

was still a suspicion of coolness in the air, and it was not till we
got to St. Vincent that we felt the hot glow of the sun. By the time

we reached Rio we had enough warmth and to spare. With the

thermometer at 86° F. on the shady side of the street, it was quite

warm enough on the sunny side for- the chilliest of mortals. We spent

the greater part of February i6th, the day of our arrival, in the town
of Rio, and towards evening went by the electric tramway to the

Internacional Hotel, some 800 ft. up on the Corcovado. Here we
spent a week in exploring the hill-sides, and occasionally went down
to the Botanical Gardens.

Quite the feature of these gardens is the fine avenue of palms.

The trees are about 150 years old, and are a great height, with large

handsome trusses of foliage on top. Quite a number of small

epiphytal Bromelias have taken up their abode on the trunks of these

trees. About the only butterfly that interested us in the garden was

Papilio ascanius. Lepidoptera were decidedly scarce, but late one
afternoon we saw a fair number of this very fine and local butterfly.

The gardens are close to the sea, and are fringed with a swamp.
Here the larvae of P. ascaftms feed on a species of Aristolochia.

The butterflies during the day are very wary, and fly, as a rule, high

up amongst the trees fringing the swamps ; but towards evening they

fly lower, preparatory to taking up their resting quarters on the lower

branches of the trees. The gardens being at sea-level, and shut in

with high hills, butterfly collecting is very hot work. Night collecting

at the arc-light outside the hotel was of an exciting description.

The trouble, however, was that there were too many entomologists

present, as, amongst others, the manageress of the hotel was a keen
collector of moths. With a division of s{)oils, however, the result

was quite satisfactory. The species taken included Sphifigidce

:

Protambulyx astygonus, CalUovwia nomius, Xyiophanes po?-cus, Calli-

omma thorates, and Hemeroplanes oniatus. SaiurfiiidcB : DysdcRvionia

pluto, Alicrattaciis iiaims. Cerafocattpidce : Adelocephala gucuida^

Adelocephala iiivalida. Notodo?itidce : Petitobesa xylinozdes, Cnlle-

dema p/usia, Noioplusia clat-a, Rhuda endymion, and several fine

species of Cossida;, Megaiopygidce, Liniaccdidce, Thyrididce, Lasio-

cafnpidcs, and Psychida;.
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On February 22nd we left to go by train to Sao Paulo, an eleven

hours' journey by train, over a line that is in very bad repair.

The dust is at times terrible; it pervades everything, and it is

usual for people to travel in special dust-coats. These, however,

do not prevent dust from getting into your ears, eyes, and mouth,
and one is glad to arrive at Sao Paulo after a very uncomfortable day.

We remained at Sa5 Paulo for four days, making daily excursions on
the Sao Paulo railway to the Alto da Serra station, or to the

Cantareira Waterworks, some eight or nine miles distant, by steam
tramway. The Alto da Serra we worked more thoroughly later on, as

we found it was a fine locality. Near the Cantareira Waterworks we
found Alorpho hercules in the greatest abundance. Comparatively

few other species were on the wing, and it was some time before we
accounted for any of the dark green Morpho. We at last secured a

poor specimen, and then having killed it, by holding it between the

forefinger and thumb on the underside and waving the wings back-

wards and forwards, we utilised it as a decoy, and attracted many
specimens to fly down towards it. Sometimes we counted as many
as seventeen specimens flying together We had no difificulty later

in securing as many specimens as we wanted. This method of

decoying did not answer with Morpho achillccjia at the same place.

But that species was not nearly so abundant, and was going over.

On February 26th we went by the Sao Paulo line to Riberao Pires

to reconnoitre ; but the place did not offer sufficient attractions, and
that same evening we pushed on to Santos, making our way across

the bay in a launch, and by the miniature steam tramway to

Guaruja.

To arrive at Guaruja at night for the first time is something quite

out of the common. A tiny train consisting of one open carriage

travels over a very narrow gauge through dark forest for half an hour,

and suddenly one comes out in front of a large hotel with electric

arc-lights outside, and everything inside done for your comfort. We
found the hotel all but empty, it being the hot season, but the

collecting was of the most exciting character. Enlomologically we
found we were in an exceptionally rich district, and we had some
exciting work netting Synfomidcp, especially off the flowers of a pink-

flowered Ageratum. ^Ve took A^apata eiicyane (plentifully), Saiirita

tenuis^ Trichura dixanthia, Trichiira grandis (nov.), Tipulodes iina,

Cosiiiosoj/ia elegaits, Amycles dolosa, Mesolasia paula (common),
besides many others, some of which are new to science.

We were greatly interested in watching species of the genera
Dycladia and Correbia flying with a Lycid beetle, the flight being

wonderfully modified, and like that of the beetle. Trichura dixanthia

and Trichtcra grandis Wit \sdXc\\Q(l at different times, wondering if they

really were moths. The habits of these two species of Trichura were
remarkable. They flew from leaf to leaf, and when alighted quivered

their wings as many wasps do, and moved their bodies backwards
and forwards in a most curious way. They aff"ected the glades of
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the forest much more than the other SyntoinidiV we took in the same
district.

For those who want them there are a large number of orchids to

be obtained in the surrounding hills, or in the swampy places along

the coast. I gathered Onciditim sarcodes, Cattkya leopoldi and
C. intermedia, JSIiltonia regnelli, AT. spectabilis, and other less

known species. Although we were not favoured with a good night

at the electric lights, we learned that sometimes the hotel was
besieged with moths. It is true that on one of the nights we were
there it was impossible to hope for anything in a deluge of rain. Mr.
Dukinfield Jones, just before he left for home in May, took some
exceedingly fine species at the lights, including the wonderful

Amaxia chaon. But wiiat we lost at light at Guaruja we made up
for later on at the Alto da Serra.

We left on March 2nd, crossed over to Santos, and took the train

to the station on the summit of the Serra, called Alto da Serra.

Here we were most kindly put up by the Superintendent of the

Serra section of the line, Mr. Van Haut. Our new centre was 2600
feet above the sea, and was surrounded with an amphitheatre of

hills covered with virgin forest. The station and yard are lit with arc

lights, and the sight of those lamps on the first evening of our visit,

I think, neither Mr. Jones nor I shall ever forget. Moths were flying

round the lamps in countless thousands. A small Pyralid, Sylepta

pactolalis, formed a large proportion of the huge swarms, but there

were representatives, sometimes m numbers, of most of the families

of the Heterocera. We secured many fine Sphingidce, including

Hyloicus justitice, Xylophanes xylobotes, Calliomma nomius, Xylopha?ies

schausi, Xylophanes titana, etc.

Notodontidm : Including Farigia musat-a, Hapigia snierinthoides,

and CJiliara croesus.

NoctuidcB : Including Falindia ilyrias, Paliudia micca, Calydia

vietalligora, Ophide?-es colu/iilu/ia, Letis specuiaris, and the giant

Erebus strix.

Arctiadce : Automolis reducta, Melese peruviana., Elysius superba,

and Psychophasma erosia.

Geo7netrid(Z : Including Meticulodes spongiata, Oxydia ombrosa,BIech-

roma parcipuncta, and very many others. I made my first acquaint-

ance with the very abnormal Pyralid, Myelobius murina, which has

the build of a stout Sphingid, and measures five inches across the

expanded wings. It was sometimes quite a nuisance, flopping about

amongst the rarer and more delicate species.

During the day we worked chiefly along the Mogy das Cruzes

road. We saw Papilio dardanus, but could not often get near it.

Mr. Jones took one female only. Large numbers of Syntotnidic

were again in evidence, this time frequenting a species of Ager-

aium with white blossoms. The most conspicuous and beautiful

species were Coreura atavia and Agyrta dux, which were quite

common. Neither of us took the former species for a Syntomid at
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the time, so unlike in flight and general appearance did it appear.

Mr. Jones discovered a truly wonderful species of Syntomid of the

genus Pseudosphex, which turns out to be new, flying with the little

vespid wasp, Megatithopus cassiuiiinga. The resemblance between
these two is one of the closest and most remarkable of all the

Syntomid cases of mimicry.

I'he forest on both sides of the road, or rather, mule track, is very

fine, and we were at the right season for seeing the Alelastoma trees

in all their glory, covered with white and mauve flowers. The
blossoms open white, and gradually change to mauve as they mature.

I noticed a good deal of fuchsia growing in the undergrowth, and
occasionally we saw trees of Cassia one mass of yellow flowers.

Near habitations we saw some fine examples of the silk-cotton tree,

or Bombax /ades, with brilliant pink blossoms. The slopes of the

Serra, as seen from the Sao Paulo railway, are magnificent. The
mountain sides are densely covered with tangled vegetation. But
the railway, a British-owned one, does not help the lepidopterist

directly by providing specimens. The sides of the track are so

well looked after and kept free from growth that one obtained

nothing by walking down the line. Very different, indeed, are some
of the Brazilian-owned lines, which afford a happy hunting-ground

for the entomologist.

While at the "Alto" we collected all day, and well into the night,

and altogether got a wonderful lot of insects. The climate, however,

was rather depressing and exceedingly damp. Clouds roll up the

Serra and envelop the little settlement of Alto da Serra almost every

afternoon, and apart from the discomfort of the mist it is difficult to

dry one's specimens.

On March yth we bade adieu to our kind host, took an early train to

Sao Paulo, there fitted out with sundry necessaries, and the same after-

noon took train for Itarare. We spent a sleepless night in the train, not-

withstanding the fact that we had booked two berths in the" dormitorio."
But this Brazilian dormitorio was not the exact equivalent of our

luxurious sleeping-cars. Nevertheless, we were both much surprised

to hear that such accommodation existed in any form. We arrived

at Itarare at 5.40 a.m., and our first impressions of this out-of-the-way

little town were not encouraging. Everything was dilapidated and
badly kept, and the sole conveyance at the station was more suitable

for a museum than for service over a vile road. Itarare is right away
from the forest region, in the midst of the vast campos or prairies.

The climate is very fine, but Lepidoptera are decidedly scarce.

We found Cafagramtiia sorana in fair numbers and in perfect con-

dition. Eiinica bec/iifia was also common but badly worn. It was
at Itarare that I saw the one and only wild mammal while in Brazil.

In one of the small, scattered bits of woodland I disturbed a coati,

and had a good view of this interesting animal in its native state.

At the little hotel where we stayed a tame coati was kept chained up.

The proprietor of the house also had an orchid, Oncidiiwi prcetextum.
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which was described by Mr. Jones many years ago, growing in an old

tin box.

After two days we pushed on to Castro, some seven hours by train

almost due south. Here Mr. Bickerstaph, an American missionary,

and his wife met us, and most kindly put us up at their house. Mr.

Jones, as many of you know, lived here eleven years, and discovered

a large number of new and interesting moths. Castro is a most
charming spot, is 2900 feet above the sea, and has a climate that is

absolutely ideal. It is in the heart of the Parana campos. These
campos contain small patches of wood or coppices, but to the north

west of the town of Castro the woods have been of considerable

extent. Unfortunately, wiih the ever-spreading civilization and con-

sequent cultivation, large tracts of these woods have been cleared for

the growing of Indian corn. There are still considerable areas left,

but the collecting is not what it was when Mr. Jones was here

previously. It is a matter of degree only. We had been spoilt at

Guaruja and the Alto de Serra. We made daily visits to some of

Mr. Jones' old haunts, and usually got some nice insects. Etiiiica

>na?-gariia was common along the railway, and the large day-flying

Saturniid, Heliconisa pagetisieckeri, also frequented the line where it

traversed a swamp. Some very fine Erycinidce were obtained, includ-

ing the remarkable long-tailed Syrniatia dorilas, Fanara thisbe,

Charis theodora^ Ernests fafi/nei/a, and many others.

At the house of Mr. Bickerstaph a fine female specimen of the

interesting Dynastor napoleo?i was found. The larva of this species

feeds on a large epiphytal Bi'omelia. Mr. Jones pointed out to me a

tree covered with large Bromelias where he had taken many larvae

in previous years. Very few lepidopierous larvae are known to feed

on epiphytal plants, but it is likely that in S. America, where these

jjlants are so abundant, many larvae may yet be discovered.

On March 21st Mr. Jones, Mr. Bickerstaph and myself started on

a little expedition to Tibagy, nearly fifty miles west of Castro. We
moved off at 8 o'clock, and our caravan consisted of a small two-

wheeled cart with the greater part of the baggage, drawn by a pony,

and two larger ponies (called horses in Brazil), with Mexican saddles,

and the usual coverings of blankets, etc. We took it in turns to

ride in the cart, sometimes singly and sometimes two at a time.

When two were in the cart, one of our horses, being riderless, had
to be manoeuvred between the cart in front and the horse behind,

upon which most of the time I was mounted. Generally at starting,

and particularly on the first morning, when about two miles from

Castro, the riderless horse gave us cause for some anxiety. He
would career off, kicking madly in the air, and in time kicked saddle,

blankets and all the paraphernalia into the road. This happened
several times before Mr. Bickerstaph, who knew the peculiarity of

his own horses, decided to ride the truculent " Nellinha." We had

no further trouble with 13 st. on her back. The first twelve miles

had to be covered at a walking pace, and, in fact, walking is the
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usual mode of progression owing to the execrably bad road, which
IS no more than a track. At mid-day we halted at the foot of the

Serra, twelve miles from Castro. This was a wonderful place for

butterflies, but we could not linger as we had a long way to go to

get shelter for the night. We had covered the worst length of road,

with huge cart-ruts formed by the ox waggons, and with a sharp

ridge between the ruts which in some places looked like the water-

shed of a miniature mountain range. Driving a light two-wheeled
cart with a single horse on the top of the ridge is not, therefore, an

easy matter, and there are some extra choice places where there is

more than a spice of danger. From the top of the Serra there is a

boundless expanse of country to be seen. In the immediate neigh-

bourhood are numberless ant-heaps, which look exactly like the

manure heaps one sees at home, placed at regular intervals in the

fields for distributing later over the soil. The ant-heaps look very

dark brown or black, and show up plainly on the grassy campo. I

remember after we had travelled some distance beyond the Serra our

horses suddenly gave a bit of a spurt. 1 noticed some upright sticks

by the edge of a bit of wood, and I learnt that horses can see these

remnants of a camp a long way off, and generally put on a spurt,

thinking that their day's work is over.

We put up at the Fazenda called " Boa Vista " and it is difificult to

realise the isolation of this house, a single building miles away from

anywhere. The view from the front of the house is romantic in the

extreme, with a great canon in the distance. Away to the left of the

Fazenda is a wonderful view over the valley of the Tibagy and the

valley of the Ivahy beyond. The whole country appears to be

uninhabited, and in point of fact is all but so. These great gorges,

or caiions, are extremely picturesque, and are clothed up the steep

sides with vegetation. At Guartela there is a particularly fine

gorge. At Itarare there is a similar phenomenon of a river

washing through its soft sandstone bed, only there, the sandstone

being softer below the surface than on top, the water has carved

for itself a deep, broad passage below the surface so that the

river is quite invisible, unless you get close to it and look down
vertically. On the surface there appears to be a shallow river bed
with a narrow chasm in the middle, through which the river has

disappeared. While we were halting at the little sitio at Guartela

there were several mules inside the enclosure that interested us

much by possessing circular stripes round the lower part of the leg,

reminding one of the marking of the zebras. The character was no
doubt a throw-back to a distant ancestor.

We arrived at the primitive little town of Tibagy early in the after-

noon of the 22nd. The river Tibagy has to be crossed first, as the

little settlement is on the west side. To accomplish this there is a

ferry, consisting of a raft fixed to a wire rope stretched across the

river, which is worked backwards and forwards by the current.

Bigg Wither, in his fascinating book, "Pioneering in South Brazil,"
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well describes this ferry, and although written over thirty years ago,

this ferry and town are exactly as described then. We found that

at the banks of the river at each end of the ferry, where people and
horses wait to be taken across the stream, were wonderful spots for

butterflies. The wet sand was perfectly alive with Catagratufna and
Callicore species. It was here that we found Catagramma hydaspes

for the first time. Close by Aficea otrere was flying about some
dead bushes and settling thereon. The wings were folded in the

peculiar ^««a fashion, showing a large space between fore- and hind-

wings. In a sandy lane alongside the river we found butterflies

plentiful, and took some fresh Erycinids such z.% Alesene phm-eiis and
M. Siigaris, bright-red little butterflies that were exceedingly active

in the sunshine, and by no means easy to catch. The red colour is

most conspicuous when these insects are flying. Many of the

commoner butterflies, such as Catopsiiia, 'Adeipha, and Eunica
ma7ga?-ita, were in swarms whenever we came upon a damp spot.

The following day spent in the. woods was rather disappointing

considering the journey we had undertaken. We took plenty of

liuna ilione, Methoiia themisto, Dircenna dero, and Hypoleria adasa.

The woods we had chosen to work were too dark for most species,

but on the margin we took some nice ErycitiidcB, including the two

red species already mentioned. Ithominids of nearly all species that

have developed transparency are usually found in rather dark woods,

where few other species are to be met with. They do, however, visit

flowers in the open, at least in the early morning, as we found later

on at Fernandes Pinheiro.

The next day we left Tibagy and headed once more for Castro.

As previously, we broke the journey at Boa Vista. Here we made
a meal of beans and rice, which I did not find very satisfying after

a whole day's ride. Having got this over we turned ///, or rather <?;/,

to our beds, for they were but mattresses. The following morning,

after a small cup of black coffee, we left at eight in a heavy mist,

which did not clear off for quite two hours; but at 11.30 we
arrived at the foot of the Serra in brilliant sunshine and partook of a

breakfast that we were more than ready for. Beans and bread, as

far as I recollect, formed the principal items of our meal, washed

down with the inevitable black coffee. For my part breakfast was

quickly done with, as the wood at the foot of the Serra was full of

butterflies, and principal amongst them was Morpho thamyris, which

was simply swarming. It was one of those rare sights that does not

often present itself, even if one is prepared to travel thousands of miles

to witness it. Here was a wood literally alive with these exquisitely

beautiful butterflies, and in addition there were : Epiphile nigrina,

Chlorippe chernbina, Callicore eluina, Callicore catidreiia, Dismorphia

theinesia, Dynat?iifie mcBon, Dynamuie athetnon, Dismorphia vielia.

Ancea arginussa, and many others. Orchids were growing commonly

in the denser portions of the wood, but they weie principally species

of Afaxillaria, and small-flowered Oncidium. Unfortunately, we
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could not linger in this entomological fairyland long, for Mr. Jones

was beginning to get badly knocked up with the strenuous life we had
been leading ; moreover, we had to return to Castro that same
evening, for another good reason was that we had no more food.

We arrived back in Castro as the sun was setting, but only after an

episode that made me fear for the safety of my two companions, for

the small cart in which they were riding completely turned over

soon after we had left the Serra. Providentially no bones were

broken, and we completed our journey without further incident. It

was altogether a trip that will not soon be forgotten. We spent

another three or four days with our kind friends Mr. and Mrs.

Bickerstaph and thoroughly appreciated the home comforts that they

provided us with. The house is about a mile from Castro on high

campo land, and for perfect freedom in a glorious climate it would

be hard to beat our erstwhile home in campo surroundings.

On March 29th we organised a little camping expedition to Villa

Velha. We made up a party of eight, including the driver of the
" carossa," and commenced our progress by taking train to Ponta

Grossa.

A springless four-wheeled covered waggon was engaged at Ponta

Grossa, and in this we bumped and jolted for about hve hours over the

rough campo, and arrived at 7 p.m. in the dark, approximately near,

as we thought, to the rock formation. We could not find running

water for some time, but with the aid of Mr. Jones's acetylene lamp
we at last found a tiny spring. We were on the slope of a hill, and
it was not an ideal place for our tents. We, however, cut some tent-

poles, and very quickly had our tent pitched and a fire burning.

That night we men slept in the tent, the two ladies occupied the

cart, and the driver slept under the cart. The next mornint;, which

was deliciously crisp and invigorating, we struck our camp, and
moved away some two miles to a more suitable spot, and one nearer

to Villa Velha. I was surprised there were not more butterflies on
this long-grass-covered campo. Except for a small Euptychia, a

Satyrinid, and one or two small Lyctenids, I saw no Lepidoptera till we
got down to the shelter of a bit of wood. I found a most beautiful

flower in the form of the scarlet gentian, a species with a long, stout

stalk and large red flower. We came down to the edge of a small

river, fringed with wood, and pitched both our tents in a most
delightful spot. It was with difificulty we found a way over the

stream, but we at last hit on a natural iiridge formed by a fallen tree.

The bran' hes had grown perpendicularly to the trunk, and a pievious

traveller had placed a pole along the young growth to form a hand-

rail. Once across the stream it was h.ilf an hour's steady walk to

reach the rocks, although in (he clear air and dazzling sunlight it did

not appear to be more ihan ten minutes' walk.

Villa Velha is a remarkable mass of soft sandstone rock, which

has weathered into most fantastic shapes. The rain falling on
the top, and beating against the sides, washes out the softer
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strata, and in time forms deep ravines or street like passages in the

rock. When wandering through these passages, the impression is

ahnost irresistible that one is in a very old deserted town, or the

ruins of some ancient castle. The walls (if we may so term them)
of many of the " streets " were covered with orchids. Oncidiian

flexuosiim, 0)icidium unicorne, Bifrenaria harrisoniic, Sophronitis rosea,

Maxillaria picta, besides many others, were in abundance. None of

these species was in flower, but old flower-spikes on the Oncidiuin

flexuosiitn showed they had recently blossomed profusely. Right on

the top of the rock in one place was a magnificent mass of Epiden-

drum ellipticum, which was a blaze of bright pink flowers. We
hardly saw any Lepidoptera. One fine large Hesperid was the best

of a very small showing. The whole district is not a suitable-looking

one for butterflies, there being too little variety of vegetation. Slight

frost, also, must occur not infrequently in this exposed and elevated

situation of over 3000 feet. Actual observation would be exceed-

ingly interesting, for it is almost certain that here there are epiphytal

orchids which have to withstand a little frost.

The night following our visit to these remarkable rocks it rained

hard, and for a while we felt the fine rain in our faces as we lay in

our tents. A few moments of heavy rain soon soaked our tent

material, and we had no more sprinklings inside. The morning
broke very fine, but our three horses, which had not been tied up,

had vanished. The driver of the cart went off" early to search for

them, and eventually found them at the previous night's camping
ground, about two miles away. From Villa Velha we journeyed

back over the campo to Ponta Grossa, a small town built on the

highest ground in Parana, about 3100 ft. high. Here we slept the

night, and the next day we broke up our party.

Mr. Jones and myself took train to Fernandes Pinheiro, which is

four hours' distant from Ponta Grossa. About two hours after leaving

the latter place one penetrates the forest country. The campo does

not abruptly end and the forest region begin, but there is a very gradual

transition. The Arattcaria braziliefisis, which largely constitutes the

forest, is to be noticed, at first sparsely dotted about the campo, with

not a vestige of undergrowth. Then a little scattered undergrowth

appears between the trees, and later the forest gets denser with

varied growths, including large tree-ferns. The railway, which has

only just been opened, passes through an absolutely new country.

Traffic is at present limited to three trains a week only, and each

train consists of but two passenger coaches. Fernandes Pinheiro is

the stopping-place for breakfast on the day's journey to Uniao da
Victoria. There is a small restaurant, kept by an Italian, just outside

the station. We found everything thoroughly satisfactory, though

necessarily primitive, and collecting such as would make any lepidop-

terist's heart glad. The Erycinidce and Syfitomid(E, frequenting a

creeper in flower from 7.30 to 10.30, formed perhaps the most

exciting and interesting part of our collecting. A lane close to our
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quarters we found a perfect Eldorado. Zeonia licursis was abundant,

and a joy to watch. The flight of this Erycinid is very different from

that of the great majority of the Erycinidce, and its method of

ahghting with wings half open, ready for flight, made it look

like a small Papilionid. We found that we broke off a good many
of the tails at first, until we thought of the plan of never netting the

species tail on, but always with the head towards the net. After

this we each secured a good series in the finest condition. Panara
n. sp. (?) near thysbe, Lhnnas xenia, Emesis fatimella, Eurygoiia

eiipliva^ were also common. The Syntomidce were usually the

earliest to arrive. Callopepla inachia was usually present by the time

we got on the ground, and was generally joined by Cyaiiopepla orbotia

and Napata castra. After breakfast we usually went off in another

direction, and had the delight of seeing AlorpJio (rga-Awil M. thamyris

flying in the sunshine. These insects, and, indeed, all species of

Morpho, we found did not fly till after 1 1 o'clock, when the sun was
hot. Both the two species mentioned, as well as AI. anaxibia, have
larvje that feed on the " taquara," or native bamboo. It so happened
that this year (19 lo) the taquaras hereabout were all in seed, and
thousands of plants were dead—as always happens after the tree has

borne a heavy quantity of fruit. Such a state of things is said to

happen only about once in twenty-five to thirty years, and then

the rats, with an abundance of food, suddenly increase enormously
in numbers. At Iraty, some nine or ten miles from Fernandes,

there was a regular plague of rats. It would be interesting to know
what becomes of the three species of Morpho when the food-plant

suddenly gives out. If there is no alternative food-plant these insects

must periodically become all but exterminated over large areas of

country. These particular species of Morpho, strange as it may seem,

have, in the pupal state, to endure temperatures the very reverse of

tropical. In the open campo Mr. Jones occasionally recorded

minima at night of 10° degrees below freezing. It must follow,

therefore, that in the scattered patches of woodland, temperatures

in the neighbourhood of freezing-point have to be occasionally

endured.

At Fernandes we found AI. epistrophis was beginning to go over.

This is a tree-feeding species. Epiphile negritia, Callicore candreiia,

C. eluiua, Ancea, Dynamine myrrhma and D. tnceon were quite

abundant in the forest glades. The path to Iraty we found particu-

larly good, and one where we saw some magnificent cardinal birds

sitting in the trees overhead.

Fernandes is a local centre for the collection of the "Mate" or

Paraguayan tea. The tree grows wild, and in plenty, in the forest,

and paths have been cut through the woods in all directions to reach

these trees. The boughs are cut and dried in an oven or over a fire

in the case of the peasants, and then the leaves and twigs are

chopped up and used just like ordinary tea. The flavour is not at

all like tea, but has a smokiness, to which one becomes very soon
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accustomed when there is nothing better to be got. All these paths

are frequented by varying numbers of Lepidoptera, and a mate tea

district should always appeal to a lepidopterist. The forest is

principally of Araiuaria braziliensis. This kind of forest, of which
there are hundreds of square miles, is peculiar to the State of Parana.

The cone of the Araucaria is very large and heavy, weighing about
three pounds. Walking in these forests at the time the cones are

ready to drop involves considerable danger, for a weight of three

pounds dropping from a height of sixty feet is sufficient to kill a

man. Each tree bears comparatively little fruit, which contains

large seeds or " nuts," which are not bad to eat.

A remarkable plant that we saw a good deal of was the " old man's

beard " Bromelia. This growth looks exactly like cobwebs or lichen

hanging from the trees. It is a remarkable growth quite unlike the

great majority of Bromelias, which grow very like young pineapples.

The plant is an epiphyte and is not parasitic, but grows just like an

orchid, living on air and moisture. Sometimes, when this Bromelia is

very abundant, the landscape in the distance looks as if it were en-

veloped in mist. I must mention one other botanical item of interest

—the tree fern. Growing amongst the Araucarias there is a varying

proportion of these beautiful plants. On the tree ferns, just below the

base of the fronds, there was growing one of the most interesting

and difficult of all orchids to cultivate, Zygopetalum maxillare. I

found a number of these plants, and one was in flower. The sepals

and petals are green with chocolate spots, and the lip a beautiful

blue. The creeping rhizome of the plant clings so tenaciously to

the stem of the tree fern that it is almost impossible to remove it

without breaking it.

We remained at Fernandes till April 6th, and enjoyed magnificent

collecting. We then travelled another seven hours on the ramshackle

railway to Uniao da Victoria. We were unfortunate with our

accommodation, and had to put up at a very low-grade establish-

ment, and the weather was, for a change, exceedingly wet. The
collecting was disappointing, after making all allowances for the

weather, and the collecting ground was not very accessible. To get

to the woods meant crossing the wide Iguassu in a dug-out canoe,

with a good long walk in addition. We did get, however, some
fresh ErycinidcB and some local Fhyciodes that we had not seen

before. This was the only place, also, where we found the beautiful

Cybdelis phcesyle. These latter, with the Fhyciodes, were hovering

and settling on the wet sand in a lane about a mile from Victoria.

Pyrameis braziliensis was also quite common. We were not at all

satisfied with our surroundings. Uniao da Victoria is a wretched,

squalid place, and its inhabitants are not all above suspicion. The
people believe there is to be a great future for their town, and
buildings are being simply thrown up. There may be a great future

for the place, but it is likely that it is still a long way off. We
contemplated going by the little steamer to Porta Amazonas at the
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•confluence with the Rio Negro. The craft takes a week to cover

the eighty or ninety miles, but at Porto Amazonas there is a small

branch of the Parana railway connecting with Ponta Grossa ; however,

the thoughts of a week with such inhabitants as we had already

sampled made us decide on facing the monotonous seven hours'

railway journey back through the forest country to Fernandes
Pinheiro.

The railway does not traverse a level mile, and is built in a series

of curves the whole way. It has been constructed as cheaply as

possible, and there are places where one is doubtful if the train will

keep on the metals. It creaks and groans round the sharp curves,

and about once in an hour you stop at a small station. These little

stations are in the midst of fresh emigrant communities. Many of

the houses or huts look just like a large bo.\ with a corrugated iron

top. The hurry to erect these shelters has been so great that fre-

quently one sees various lengths of timber projecting from the side

of a dwelling, the builder not even taking the trouble to saw off the

projecting ends. The stoppages at these settlements in the midst of

the forest were always interesting, except when the driver or guard of

the train met an old acquaintance, and then we had to wait until they

were ready, because they do not study punctuality—at least on the

down journey. Returning to Ponta Grossa there is more atten-

tion paid, because the manager of the company almost invariably

meets the train. In fact all Ponta Grossa turns out to meet the train.

It is one of the things that relieve the monotony of their lives.

We arrived back at Fernandes Pinheiro, and were thankful to get

back to a little less wild existence, where there was good, and even

exciting, collecting almost outside the door. We actually found an

even better collecting ground than before—a sort of field all over-

grown with white Ageratiim, where Syntoinidic were exceedingly

numerous in the early morning. There can be no doubt that the

members of this interesting family feed chiefly, if not exclusively, in

the early hours of the morning, almost before the mist is dissipated by

the rising sun. Uj) till the very last minute at Fernandes we were

busy with Lepidoptera and orchids.

On April 12th I parted company with my good friend, Mr. Jones,

who was to follow me home by a later mail, and I came on to Ponta
Grossa en route for Castro, with a break of another couple of days at

this quiet but beautiful place. Sao Paulo and Santos were reached on
the 15th, and Guaruja was again sought. I did not find the collecting

so good as two months previously, but Mr. Jones, who followed a fort-

night later, found even more things about than when we were collect-

ing here together at the end of February. There can be no possible

doubt that Guaruja is a most wonderful locality for a naturalist. I

have yet to tell you that during the whole trip we enjoyed magnificent

weather, wiih but three wet days, and that for general interest and
enjoyment, quite apart from the absorbing entomology, we found our

South Brazilian trip the consummation of one's desire.

5
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The Natural Order of Insects—Neuroptera.

By \y. ]. Lucas, B.A., F.E.S. Read January 12///, 191 1.

When, in the second half of the eighteenth centur}-, Linn^us,

by the pubHcation of his " Systema Naturpe," rescued the world of

Nature from the state of chaos which then existed, and drew up the

army of living things, known at the time, in ranks or " orders "

(natural ones as he intended them to be), one of the six devoted to

the insects was styled Neuroptera—the "nerve-winged."

As every naturalist knows now, however, Nature does not lend

herself well to sharp divisions o-f this kind, as, indeed, might be

expected if the Theory of Evolution means anything at all. Con-
sequently, it is no way surprising that one of Linnjeus' natural

orders should perforce have to be a kind of omnhim gatherum of all

such insects as could not be easily classed—these constituted the

Neuroptera. Not, of course, that Linnaeus necessarily looked

upon the matter in this light—but such is really the state of the

case ; and this being so, it is not surprising that there is a difficulty

in finding points in which all his Neuroptera agree, or, on the

other hand, such as will separate them satisfactorily from all

members of his other natural orders. In other words, it is barely

possible to frame a definition of the order Neuroptera i)i lata

sensii. Yet this state of things continued for a long time.

Possibly, it was out of respect for Linnaeus that no change was

made ; or perhaps the difficulty involved in making a satisfactory

change prevented a change being made at all; or it may be that the

cause must be sought in the fact that these insects have been much
overlooked—by naturalists to a very considerable extent, and by

collectors to an even greater one. The Neuroptera constitute, in

fact, one of the so-called " neglected " orders.

Subdivision of the Neuroptera had, of course, to be made by

those who were working at them : and at last the bolder spirits began

to carry further what had been partially done for some considerable

time— viz. to definitely split up this incongruous group of insects into

the orders of which it is naturally composed. I bhould say that the

Odonata (dragonflies) and Trichciptera (caddis-fiies) had often been

granted ordinate rank before the rest of the groups of the Neuroptera

had been considered worthy of such distinction. I do not intend,

however, to go fully into this matter, and shall refer to three schemes

of division onlv, all of fairly recent date.

In 1885 Brauer proposed seventeen orders of insects, the

Neuroptera being divided into

—
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(a) Ephemerid/E (mayflies).

(/>) Odonata (dragonflies).

(c) Plecoptera (stoneflies, etc.).

(d) Corrodentia (termites, etc.).

(e) Neuroptera (lacewings, etc.).

(/) PaxorpaT/E (scorpion-flies, eic).

(g) Trichoptera (caddis-flies).

In 1886 Packard proposed sixteen orders, the Neuroptera being
broken up into—

(a) Platvptera (teraiites, etc.).

(/>) Odonata.
{c) Plectoptera (mayflies).

(d) Neuroptera.
(e) Mecaptera (scorp'on-flies, etc.).

(/) Trichoptera.
In 1889 Dr. L). Sharp brought forward a scheme at the International

Congress of Zoology at Cambridge, which afterwards appeared in

the " Encyclopaedia Britannica," and has been adopted in Professor

Sedgwick's "Student's Text-Book f)f Zoology." This scheme will

be found in nearly the same form in an article by Dr. Sharp in the

"Entomologist," vol. xlii, 1909, p. 270, and is the system now used
in the general index to that periodical. It will be noticed that this

disintegration of the Neuroptera of Linnaeus follows somewhat
closely the lines suggested by Brauer. It is as follows :

(a) MAELOPHAdA (bird-lice).

(/--) Plecoptera (stoneflies, etc.).

(c) Psocoptera (book-lice, etc ).

(d) P^mbioptera.

(e) Isoptera (termites, etc.).

(/) Ephe.meroptera (mayflies).

l^) Paraneuroptera, or Odon.\ta (dragonflies).

(//) Neuroptrr.a* [=Planipennia] (lacewings, etc.).

(/) Trichoptera (caddis-flies).

'I'his arrangement, having been accepted at Cambridge, where
Prof. Sedgwick (now Professor of Zoology at the Imperial College,

South Kensington) then was, it has the sanction of authority iti

various ways ; and 7ae might do worse than boldly accept it also. I

might go farther and say it is a duty entomologists owe to their

science, that they should work with some definite idea as to the lie of

the land they are investigating.

It is in this restricted sense, of course, that I am using the term

Neuroptera, and with this understanding I give the following

diagnosis of the order :

Car)iivflrous insects with mandihiiiate {biting) inouth ; afite/ifm

* With some entomologists there is a question as to whether the mouth-
parts of Panorpa in the imago and larva are sufficiently different to justify a

separate order being formed for them. I have not thought well to separate

them from the Neuroptera.
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conspicuous, and as a rule long, 7vith but fe%v exceptions possessingfour
membranous wings ivith many cross-nervures ; wings arising by

invaginations of the hypoderniis, and for some time remaining tucked

within the body. Metamorphosis complete, the pupa leavi?ig, or partly

leaving, the cocoon or other shelter before disclosing the imago.

Even when thus restricted the Neuroptera display much diversity

of form and habits, and the various famiHes often succeed rather

well in hiding their relationships to one another. The families are :

1. Sialidce. 6. Mantispidce.

2. Raphidiidce. 7. ffetnerobiidce.

3. Myrnieleonidce. 8. Chrysopidce.

4. Ascalaphidce. 9. ConiopterygidcF.

5. Nemopteridcc. 10. Panorpidcc.

In some of these the family likeness is very pronounced, but in

others it is not so, and considerable further sub-division is necessary

before we arrive at genera and species.

1. SlALIDA',.

In Britain we have two representatives of this family, the very

common alder or orl fly {Sialis lutaria) (PI. V, fig. i), and a con-

gener (S.fuliginosa), which is much less frequent, and with difficulty

distinguished from it. Everyone has seen the former of these dusky

insects about May, either resting with wings arched over its back, or

flying with a slow, heavy flight. Its brown egg-batches, containing

a very large number of eggs, placed on the vegetation by the margin

of the water, are interesting, and so is the carnivorous larva which

may be dredged from the rubbish at tlie bottom of streams and
ponds. This larva has seven pairs of jointed appendages on the

ventral surface of the abdomen, which act as gills for breathing,

with which also the creature swims. When full grown the larva

forms a cell in the bank before changing into the pupa. This is

lively, but without leaving the cell becomes an imago, whose life in

the upper air lasts but a few days. While S. lutaria is everywhere

common, S. fuliginosa, its darker and perhaps later relative, seems to

be scarce, though it may have been overlooked to some extent. It

has been taken at Rannoch in Scotland, and in tiie southern part of

the island in Dorset, near Box Hill and near Haslemere at least.

Only a few species are contained in the genus Sialis, which belongs

to the Patearctic and Nearctic regions^ though, strangely enough, it

occurs again in Chili. In the family Sialidae are also found the

genera Chauliodes and Corydalis, which consist of large insects very

unlike Sialis in appearance, though they have a very similar life-

history.

2. Raphidiid^.

Though the species are fairly numerous, two genera only com-
prise the family Raphidiid?e, Raphidia and Inocellia, both found in
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Pal?earctic and Nearctic regions only. Their characteristics are the

long neck in pupa and imago, the habit in the larva of wriggling

backwards when alarmed, and the long ovipositor of the female,

which is folded along the back in the pupal stage. I have found

by experience that the larva of a British species of Raphidia will

live for a long time without food, though it shrivels a great deal.

The larvai are carnivorous, and appear to feed on insects that live in

decaying timber, where the larvae themselves find their home. Just

before disclosing the imago, the pupa, which is without a cocoon,

runs about, in this respect differing from the pupa of Sialis, which

becomes an imago within its cell.

All the British examples of the family belong to the genus

Raphidia. They are four in number. The largest

—

R. notata— is

fairly common in suitable places, and so apparently is R. maculi-

collis (PI. V, figs. 2, 2a). R. xanthostigma seems to be scarce, and

R. cognata very scarce. The last three are in appearance very similar

to one another. Though there is no cocoon which needs opening,

the pupa of Raphidia possesses a pair of powerful jaws, which

clearly might have been used for that purpose, as, indeed, is the case

with the next family. It appears as though these insects have given

up making a cocoon, while still retaining the means of opening it

—

the jaws being, therefore, vestigial.

Now follow seven families which agree in one respect at least.

They all possess a suctorial mouth in the larva, while it is of the

biting type in the imago. The larval type of mouth is due to a

special modification of the mandibles, whereas, in the Lepidoptera,

for instance, in which order the sucking mouth is found in the

imago, the modification is in another direction.

3. MVRMELEONID/E.

This family is entirely unrepresented in Britain, although one

species extends as far north as Southern Sweden. iMyriiteieon

formicarius (PI. V, fig. 3). which is found near Paris, is the species

with whose life-history Reaumur has made us so well acquainted,

especially as regards the pitfall in the form of an inverted cone in the

sand, which the larvfe prepare for the capture of small living animals

on which they prey. Ants were supposed to be most often captured I

presume, whence the whole family are known as ant-lions. A couple

kept in captivity for some months, however, would not touch ants,

nor did they make satisfactory pitfalls ; but perhaps I did not pro-

vide suitable conditions under which they might work. When not

fastmg during the winter months they seemed to prefer small cater-

pillars for food. One of these made a spherical cocoon of sand and
liquid silk fiom which the pupa partly emerged before producing the

imago. More than 300 species are known, amongst which there is

much variation in size and appearance. Apparently it is only
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members of the genus Mynneleoii that have been found to make
these pitfalls.

4. ASCALAPIIID^.

It is most unfortunate that such handsome insects as the Ascala

phidcv. are unrepresented with us, especially as, again, one of the

finest species, Ascalaphiis lougicornis (PI. V, fig. 4), extends its

range as far north as Paris. They are predaceous insects, catching

their prey much as the dragonflies do. In fact, if it were not for

the antennae they might well be taken for members of the Odonata.
Their life-history should repay further study. The larvae are much
like those of the ant-lions, but they do not walk backwards as do
those of the latter, nor do they make pitfalls ; instead, they lurk

under stones and so forth, waiting for their prey. There is a con-

siderable number of genera and species, and many of the imagines

have finely coloured wings with very conspicuous markings. The
family has recently been monographed by Dr. H. W. Van der Weele.

5. Nemopterid^e.

Like the last two families the Nemoptevid?e (PI. VI, fig. 5) have
no British representatives, nor, indeed, do they extend into Central

Europe, five species only belonging to the European fauna at all.

According to the monograph of the family published by Navas only

last )ear, there are in all but forty-four species distributed amongst
twelve genera. So lar as yet ascertained these insects are almost

entirely confined to the Old World, there being besides one species

in South America and three in Australia. At present little seems to

be known of the life-history of the Ne7nopteiidiC. 'I'heir great pecu-

liarity consists in the strange modification of the hind-wings, which
resemble long tails and probably act as balancer>. The imagines

flit gracefully round bushes in open spots.

6. Mantispiu^.

Yet one more family, the Mantispidae, has no British representa-

tive. The members of it are more at home in warmer climates,

although a few species are found in the south of Europe, one of them
being Alaiitispa styriaca (PI. VI, fig. 6). The great peculiarity of

the family is the enormous development of the forelegs, which

become a kind of trap for catching prey. They much resemble the

forelegs of certain Orthoptera, the praying-insects or mantids ; so it

is not surprising that these insects were once classed with the Orthop-

tera. The eggs of J/, styriaca, whose life-cjcle has been worked out

by Brauer, are at the end of slender stalks, as is the case with the

well-known eggs of the species of Chrysopa. The larva emerges in

the autumn, and then hibernates for <]uite half a year without food.





EXPLANATION OF PLATE V.

Fig. I.

—

Sin/is h/fai-ia {alder {\y), $. x 2.

Fig. 2.

—

Raphidia notata (snake fly), ? . Nat. size.

Fig. 2a.

—

R. niaculicollis, ? .

Fig. 3.

—

Myrjneleon forrnicarins (ant lion). Nat. size.

Fig. 4.

—

Ascnlaphus longicornis, $ . Nat. size.
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It soon feeds up, and then becomes a [)upa inside the larva-skin, in a
cocoon within the egg-case of a spider. I'lie pupa breaks through,

and becomes free of these various envelopes before disclosing the

imaco.

7. He.merobiid.-e.

This family is a large and important one, consisting of several

fairly distinct sub-families.

(i) The Dilariiuc contain no British species. The males have
pectinated antennae and the females a long ovipositor. They other-

wise much resemble the sub-family HeiJierobiitue . Navas, of Sara-

gossa, has recently monographed them.

(ii) The A{vmphidhue are Australian insects resembling ant-lions,

but having no knob to their antennae.

(iii) The Os/nyli/ue, which perhaps should be sub-divided, are repre-

sented in Britain by five insects: Osmvlus chrysops (PI. VI, fig. 7),

Sisyafiiscata, S. dalii, S. termina/is, and Psedra diplcra. O. chrysops

has three simple eyes on the top of its head. The larva is aquatic or

semi-aquatic, and catches its prey near the margin of the water. It

hibernates, and the next year, when full-fed, spins a cocoon of sand

and silk, within which it becomes a pupa. S. liiscata, and probably

the other species oi Sisyra, feed on the fresh-water sponge, Ephydatia
y?«Z'/a/z7/i', which is so well adapted for food that the larva has no
posterior orifice to its alimentary canal. The extremely rare little

insect, Psedra diptera, has vestiges only of hind-wings in the male,

though they are fully developed in the female.

(iv) The Hemeroiniiice contain no lewer than tweniy-two British

species in four genera : Henterohiiis pel/ucidits, H. elegans, H. iiicon-

spicuus.H. viicans, H. nitidith/s, H. lutmuli, H. httescens, H. 7?iargi/ia-

tus, H. orofypiis, H. /lervosi/s, H. subnelu/iosiis, H. fnorto/ii, H. stigma,

H. limbatdlus, H. pini, H. atrifrons, H. co/ici/i/ius (PI VI, fig. 7a),

H.quadnfasciatus ; Micromiis paganus, M. variegatus, M. a/ign/ati/s ;

Megalomiis hirtas, and D)-epaneptcryx phahctwides. They are usually

rather small insects with closely netted brownish wings ; the antennre

are moniliform. So far as known the usual food of the larvae is

Aphides. They spin a small silken cocoon, from which the pupa
emerges before turning into an imago. Hemerobius stig?na may be
found as an imago all the year round in the Esher fir-woods, in

Surrey. The rare Drepanepteryx phahenoides much resembles in

appearance the moth Drepana lacertinaria. It is further moth-like

in ihat it has an apparatus for hooking together the fore- and hind-

wings. In this last respect Megalonius hirtits somewhat resembles it.

8. Chrysopid^.

In this family, again, there is a fair number of British species,

which pass under the names of golden-eyes (a very suitable one).



stink-flies, wh'ch is not always true, and green lacewings, though the
two members of the genus Nothochrysa are brown. Our species are

fifteen: Chrysopa vilfata, C.Jlava, C. alba, C. flavifrons, C. te/ie/Za^

C. vulgaris, C. septempiinctata, C.prasina, C. veutialis, C. abbi-eviata^

C. phyllochroma, C. dorsalis (discovered as British at Oxshott a few
years ago), C. per/a (PI. VI, fig. 8) ; Nothochrysa fi/Iviceps, and N.
capitata. They are most important insects, being in general Aphis-
feeders, and luckily are plentiful. The eggs are placed at the ex-

tremity of long stalks. Though the genus Chrysopa contains so
many British species, it is not very difficult to distinguish them by
means of a table given by IVlcLachlan in his monograph of the
Planipennia, published in the "Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond.," 1868.

Most of the species of the HemerobiidK, on the other hand, must
be determined by means of the genitalia.

9. CONIOPTERVdlD.E.

Apparently we have three species in Britain of these minute
neuropterous insects, which are very distinct from other members of
the order in that they possess powdery v^^ings. Our three species

are Coiiiopteryx psociformis (PI. VI, fig. 9), C. akyrodiformis, and C.

lactea. An Austrian species, Aleiiropieryx /iifea, is known to feed

on scale insects.

10. Panorpid.*:.

This is a small family of about ten genera, three

—

PaiwrpUy
Biftaci/s, and Boreus— being represented in Europe. The British

species are Pauorpa covimiinis, F. cognata, J\ gtrinanica (PI. VI, fig.

10) ; and Bora/s hyemalis. The first and third are common, the

second and fourth scarce. Most members of the family have an
elongated beak ; in the genus Pauorpa the males have a scorpion-

like extremity to their body ; B. hyemalis (PI. VI, fig. loa) is a small

wingless insect, with the power of jumping, found in moss during

the winter. Bittaais Hpidarius, which much resembles a " daddy-
long-l(rgs," should occur in Britain, but apparently does not. In

this family tlie mouth is mandibulate, and not modified to form a

sucking organ ; the members of the family are carnivorous, but the

larvie do not seem to attack living creatures. The Panorpidai form

a more distinct group than the other families of the Neuroptera,

and are consequently by some given ordinate rank under the name
of Mecaptera.

In what ways and for what reasons can I recommend the Neuro-
ptera as worthy of attention by members of this Society ? In the

first place, we (or most of us at any rate) are no longer beginners

in entomology, and might therefore like to tread on ground which
is not the common highway of everybod)'. To such the Neuroptera





EXPLANATION OF PLATE VL

Fig. 5.

—

Nemoptera sinuata. x \.

Fig. 6.

—

Mantispa styriaca, Digne. Nat. size.

Fig. 7.

—

Osmylus chrysops, New Forest. Nat. size.

Fig. 7rt.

—

Hemerobius concinnns (brown lacewing), Surrey. x 2.

Fig. 8.—C/zryso^a ^er/a (green lacewing, or golden eye), Surrey. x 2.

Fig. 9.

—

Coniopteryx psocifoi'fnis (after Curtis). Much magnified.

Fig. 10.

—

Panorpa germanica (scorpion fly), ?, typical form; and an almost

immaculate form. Nat. size.

Fig. loa.—Boreiis hyemalis, $ . x 2*4.
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may be pointed out as leading to " fresh woods and pastures new."

Again, at present the Hfe-history of very few of our fifty-six species

has been worked out, that is, scarcely any have been bred from the

egg to the imago ; consequently the egg, larva, or pupa has in many
cases perhaps never been seen. P'urther, to man and his concerns,

not a single one is either dangerous or harmful as far as we know.
Nay, most, if not all, are actually beneficial, the food of so many
species being ApJiides and scale-insects— scourges of vegetable life.

May I hope that henceforth the term " Neuroptera " may be

applied in the modern sense, and that next season members of this

Society will give a little attention to this interesting order? If each

one present were to thoroughly work out one species, the Neuro-
ptera of Britain would be better known perhaps than even the

Lepidoptera or the Coleopteta are at the present time !
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Notes on the Glov/-worm (Lampyris noctiluca).

By R. A. R. Priskk, IvE.S., and H. Main, B.Sc, RE.S. Read
January 12///, igii.

The glow-worm is probably a familiar object to all, as its bright

light on a warm evening in June or July is so frequently to be seen

in many parts of the country.

If on a "sugaring" expedition we take advantage of our lantern

to turn its rays on the place where we have seen the light of one of

these insects, we shall be able to note that it is not resting flat on
the ground, but has climbed up some twig or stem, and is curving its

abdomen so that the light, which proceeds chiefly from the ventral

part of the sixth and seventh segments, can have an uninterrupted

course. This position can be seen in PI. VII, figs, i and 2, and also

the light area in the region of the luminous organ. This latter con-

sists of special cells well supplied with air-tubes and nerves, and the

light is caused by some substnnce secreted by these cells.

Of course the glow-worm is not a worm at all, but the female of

the beetle Lampyris noctiluca. She is quite wingless, but the male

(PI. VII, figs. 3 and 4) has ample wings, and may often be found

attracted by light.

The head of the male can be retracted below ihe thoracic plate,

but on commencing to walk the insect pushes it out, and it is then

seen to be occupied chiefly by the two large compound eyes (PI. VII,

figs. 5 and 6). The female can also withdraw her head below the

thoracic plate. Her eyes, however, occupy only a small area of the

head.

The great brilliancy of the female, together with the large eyes of

the male, would lead one to conclude that the use of the light was

for the purpose of attracting the male. It has been suggested by

some naturalists that this is not the only use for the light, because

it is also found to a small extent in the male, and the ova, larvre,

and pupre are distinctly luminous ; but there are instances in other

animals of organs present ni the male and immature forms which

are only functional in the mature female.

A number of glow-worms taken last July were kept in various

boxes, and eggs were laid freely by some of the insects. Only those

eggs, however, which were kept in a moist atmosphere survived, the

others soon shrivelling up. The eggs (PI. VIII, fig. i) were spherical,

and did nut appear to show any structural markings. Those laid in

the dry boxes adhered to the surface on which they rested, but those
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Fig



PLATK VII.

Photos, by H. .Main.

The Glow-worm.

Adlard &" Son, Impr,
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in the damp boxes remained quite free. The eggs were distinctly

and continuously luminous. Just before they hatcned the segments

of the young larvje could be seen through the transparent egg-shells.

Laid during the third week of July the eggs commenced to hatch on

August 2Sih.

The newly emerged larvce (PI. VIII, tig. 2) were quite light in

colour, but within twenty-four hours they assumed the usual dark

tint which they retain through their larval existence. The little

creatures fed readily on slugs and snails and grew rather quickly

at first, but after October they ceased to feed. They were kept in a

cold room, and have remained pretty stationary till the present time,

January, 191 1.

At the same time that the ova hatched, a larva, apparently full

grown, was found under a stone at Lewes. 'I'his larva continued

feeding until November, when it became quite sluggish and has

remained so till the present time.

In April, 19 10, another larva was found, also apparently full

grown. It fed readily on snails and slugs. From contact with

these it frequently got soiled with mucus, and gave one a good
opportunity for observing how it cleaned itself. The segments of

the abdomen are very flexible. From the hinder end is protruded a

whitish organ consisting of a number of slender filaments. These
spread out when applied to any part of the body, forming a brush,

which is drawn over any portion of the integument and removes the

mucus. The head was usually kept retracted as seen in PI. VIII,

fig. 3, unless the insect was feeding. About INIay 20th the larva,

instead of resting in its usual position, lay on its side, partly curled

up (PI. VIII. fig. 4).

On M;iy 23rd the pupa was disclosed, and was then seen to be

that of a male (PL VIII, fig. 5). It rested in a position corre-

sponding to that of the larva awaiting pupation, and displayed little

or no activity. liven when turned on its back to examine its ventral

surface (PI. VIII, fig. 6) it exhibited no resentment. The pupa was

quite light in colour at first, but gradually darkened, ^\'hen the

larva was lying on its side it showed a distinctly luminous area

corresponding roughly in position to that in the female, but smaller

in extent. The pupa displayed a similar luminous area. The light

was not constant, but at times was quite brilliant, or, again, was

quite extinguished. The emergence of the pupa was not observed,

i'he empty larval skin, however (PL VIII, fig. 7) shows that it does not

take place through a split down the dorsal median line, as in many
other beetles, but by means oflateral splits in the thoracic region.

Early on the morning of June 6th the beetle was found newly

emerged from the pupa. The abdomen was longer than the elytra,

and the wings were not properly folded away (PL VIII, fig. 8).

When again seen in the evening it had become mature. It was very

restless, so after vain attempts to photograph it alive it was sacrificed

for the purpose of obtaining the tigures (PL VII, figs. 3 to 6).
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We have not yet definitely ascertained the duration of the larval

stage, but it appears from the material we have obtained that the

larva lives through two winters. We hope to rear the small larvje

now in hand, and get further material for more detailed descriptions

and observations, and also the opportunity for seeing and photo-

graphing the pupa of the female.

\

\
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TiiK Glow-worm {Lampyris noctiltica, L.).

Fig



Pr.ATE VIII.

The Glow-worm,
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ANNUAL ADDRESS TO THE MEMBERS

^outh London Ofntomoloiiical and IJatural Difitorii

By W. J. Kaye, F.E.S.

Read January 26 fh, 1 9 1 1

.

AX THEN you did me the honour to elect me your president
* ^ last January, I had some misgivings as to whether I

should be able to accept the honour, as I had arranged to leave

England for a few months' tour in South Brazil. You were,

however, kind enough to grant me leave of absence, and to

keep the post open for me, and now, although only in fact

an eight months' president, I have no alternative but to

deliver an address. To Mr. Sich, who presided at the
meetings in my absence, I owe a special debt of gratitude,

which it gives me much pleasure to openly acknowledge.
Opinions vary as to what should be included, and what

excluded, in the annual address. The work of our Society,

however, must always come in for our first consideration.

The reports of the Treasurer and Council are fairly satis-

factory, notwithstanding the apparent, but actually unreal,

shrinkage in the number of our members. The average
attendance is better than ever it has been, and stands at the

high figure of 34, which surely, if it does anything, points to

the interest taken in the meetings. A large membership is

not everything in a society, but a large attendance is a very

satisfactory feature, and if we had even a smaller member-
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ship I should regard a rising attendance as wholly to counter-

balance a shrinking membership—a state of affairs that,

fortunately, we need not anticipate.

We published a volume of 149 pages for the past year,

which is about the average size of our " Proceedings,'^ but

there are also no fewer than thirteen plates dispersed through

the letterpress. Plates, provided the}' are good, always add
greatly to the value of printed matter. That the plates are

good I think everybody will agree, and we are largely

indebted to those members, who are so skilful with their

cameras, for providing the first-rate negatives for repro^

duction. Let us hope this feature of the " Proceedings" for

igog-igio will continue. Previous to this year we never had
more than five plates, which was the number for igo8, but

in many earlier issues there was not a single one.

The Society must have felt very gratified during the past

year at the large representation it has had on the Council of

the Entomological Society of London. No fewer than six out

of the ten members of council were active members of our

own Society, while we could also claim a vice-president,

Mr. Rowland-Brown, as one of us.

The year has not been a very satisfactory one as regards

our field meetings. That the meetings were spoilt by the

weather-—a matter over which we, unfortunately, have no
control— is true to a very large extent. I fear, however, that

there are some who hold the idea that one can obtain more
in the way of sport by a private pilgrimage to the haunts of

this or that rarity. This may be true, but the field meeting,

if it does anything, brings one into closer contact with kin-

dred spirits, with whom an exchange of views is sometimes
of the greatest benefit to both parties. To those who hold

the former view I would say, " Do not always look upon the

field meeting as only a day for collecting, and altogether a

failure if you have not taken anything that you wanted as a

desideratum for your collection." There is always some-
thing to be learnt, even from our commonest species, and it

frequently happens that we acquire pieces of information

regarding this or that species when we least expect it. If

we are really and deeply interested in nature study we can

say with the immortal Shakespeare: "Age cannot wither,

nor custom stale, her infinite variet}'."

I hope in the coming season that our out-of-door meetings

will be supported in the way they deserve, and that meteor-

ology will harmonize better with entomology.

As the years roll by, entomologists, whose names we have
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valued and whose faces it has been a pleasure to see, one
by one go to swell the great majority. The past year has
removed some well-known men from among us.

We have hardly had time to recover from the shock of the

sad news of little more than a fortnight ago, when we learnt

that we had lost one of the most able entomologists of the day
in Mr. J. W. Tutt. He became a member of this Societ}- in

1886, was president in 1898, and would have been president

of the Entomological Society of London this year had he
lived. With the passing of Mr. Tutt one of the most remark-
able figures in entomology is severed from us. It is doubtful
if any man ever did more to raise the status of our favourite

science, and certainly no man ever did more for British ento-

mology. Like very many great men, at the commencement
of his career he had many opponents, but as the years passed
by he became understood, and the advanced lines of his work,
and the deeply earnest view he took of the scientific side of

entomology, at last commanded the enthusiasm and admira-
tion of nearly everybody. He will be sadly missed at our
meetings, where we could always rely on him to speak with
that authority, born of a great fund of knowledge, that is

given to few of us. The great work of his life was " A
Natural History of the British Lepidoptera," the first volume
of which appeared in i8gg. People were simply amazed
when this first volume appeared ; there had been no work to

compare with it in the scientific handling of the material,

while for general comprehensiveness it was quite exhaustive.

Five volumes have been published of the moths and three of

the butterfiies, the last of which was issued this year.

With each succeeding volume Mr. Tutt seemed to go deeper
and deeper into his subject, and Volume X, the last pub-
lished, treating on the " blues," reveals the man at the
summit of his power. It would take too long to e\'en men-
tion all the books and papers Mr. Tutt has published. " The
British Noctuas and their Varieties," in four volumes, pub-
lished in i8gi-2, is perhaps his second best known work,
and is still the standard work on the British Noctuae. In

1890 he started the monthly magazine known as the " Ento-
mologist's Record and Journal of Variation," and throughout
has acted as its editor. He wrote articles for, I believe,

every number, and some of the more important of these
were continued through several issues, such as " Migration
and Dispersal of Insects," and " Melanochroism in British

Lepidoptera." He also wrote some delightful popular books
on natural history, such as '' Random Recollections of Wood-
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land, Fen, and Hill," and " Woodside, Burnside, Hillside,

and Marsh."
Edward Saunders, F.R.S., died on February 6th at the

age of 6i years. He was one of the pillars of entomo-
logical science. His special studies were the Hymenoptera
and Hemiptera, of which large groups he had been acknow-
ledged as one of the first authorities of the day for some
years past. He also studied the Coleoptera, more particularly

earlier in life, and in the very first volume of the " Entomo-
logists' Monthly Magazine " (1S64) there is a note on
Coleoptera from his pen. On several occasions at the

Entomological Society of London his name was proposed
for the Presidency, but he was always compelled to forego

the honour through delicate health.

George Carter Bignell died on March ist at the advanced
age of close on 84 years. To those who had come in con-

tact with Mr. Bignell there was an irresistible feeling of a

great personality. He was a first-rate all-round naturalist,

and had at different times put his whole energy into the

study of many different groups of insects, besides spiders and
land and freshwater shells. In July, 1893, it was my pleasure

to meet and collect with the late Mr. Bignell and the late

Major Still in the sheltered valleys under Dartmoor, close to

Tavistock. Almost every larva, almost every insect, of

whatever order, Mr. Bignell seemed to know. Unfortunately,

the legacy left to science is exceedingly small, and Mr.
Bignell's vast knowledge for the greater part perished with

him.
George Willis Kirkaldy died, as the result of an accident,

on February 2nd. He joined the Society in igoo, and
although not a regular habitue, it was not because of any
flagging interest, but because he wanted the time, which was
only too limited, for his omnivorous study and work. He
was but ^y years of age at the time of his decease, but in

that short life he had done an immense amount of original

work and research in the order Hemiptera. But for his

unfortunate riding accident he would doubtless have risen

to great eminence as a Hemipterist. As it is, we have his

" Synonymic notes on Aquatic Rhynchota " and " A Guide
to the Study of British Waterbugs," which ran through
very many numbers of the " Entomologist " up till the year

igo6 ; besides many other less important contributions. At
the time of his death Kirkaldy was engaged on a catalogue

of the Hemiptera ; one volume had been published, a second

was in the press, and the third well in hand.
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Harry McArthur died on February 8th, after a long

and painful illness, that was at length found to be

cancer, at the age of 54. He became a member of this

Society in iSgo, and was well known as a professional

collector of great ability. He had collected in the High-

lands of Scotland, the Hebrides, Orkney and Shetland, as

well as in Kashmir and the Malay Peninsula. He almost

invariably made good collections, often in spite of great

difficulty, and was a naturalist in the true sense of the

term.

Neuration of Lepidoptera.

The subject that I have chosen for my address to you this

evening is the neuration of the Lepidoptera, with some
thoughts as to its classificatory value. As far back as 1843,

when Herrich-Schaffer began his great work on the
" Schmetterlinge von Europa," we find characters of

neuration freely used. The families, as they are in turn

separately treated, are diagnosed very fully by neuration.

There was, however, no scheme of treatment ; and ten years

later (i853),whenLederer, in the '* Vorhandlungenzoologisch-
botanischen Vereins in Wien," gave a paper extending to

more than 100 pages on the Geometridce (called here

GcoinetroidcE) we find a great advance. He divided the

Gcometroidcc into four groups, and used neurational charac-

ters for the many genera described. Following Lederer

came Heinemann in 1859, who commenced publishing his

" Schmetterlinge Deutschlands." On the first few pages of

this work there are figures of the wings of Lepidoptera, show-
ing the veins, with numbers running from the base towards

the costa. This is one of the earliest, if not actually the

first, definite figured schemes for numbering the veins. On
pages 13-15 there is an elaborate systematic key to the

families, based very largely on neuration. Heinemann
differentiated thirty-four families. Besides separating the

families he largely used neuration for the defining of his

genera. Heinemann was influenced largely by Herrich-

Schaffer, to whom he refers in his work. He, however, used

many more characters than the latter, and made a very great

advance, though he did not come up to the high level of

Lederer in his Geometrid paper, but as a comprehensive view
of the Lepidoptera it was far in front of Herrich-Schaifer.

Snellen, in his important work, " De Vlinder van Nederland,"
commenced in 1867 and finished in 1882, gave a great

6
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impetus to the study of the neuration. His work from

beginning to end is very largely based on neurational

characters. He gave an admirable table of the families, and
his characters of the genera were diagnosed in a way
that had not been done before. Snellen also extended his

work to the exotics ; and while workers at these have almost

continually used neuration, workers at the Pala^arctic species

have very often practically ignored these valuable characters.

It is to Snellen we owe the really systematic use of neuration

for classification. Present-day workers have largely followed

him, and although Snellen, like his predecessors, made many
errors, he undoubtedly gave us the foundation of our present

complicated system. It is interesting to note that while

Heinemann gave us thirty-four families of the Lepidoptera,

Snellen only diagnosed twenty-five.

After Snellen came Meyrick, who, in the " Transactions of

the Linnaean Society of New South Wales " (1878), pub-

lished the first of his many papers on the Micro-Lepidoptera

of Australia. This paper on the Crauibites treated these

small moths as they had never been treated previously, and

in fact all through the succeeding years of the same publi-

cation similar papers gave evidence of the same admirable

handling of the smaller insects. In 1882 we have a key to

the family Tortricidcc, built up almost entirely on the neura-

tion. In the year following he gave a similar key for the

CEcophoridce. In 1887 we have the first part of his revision

of the Australian Lepidoptera, commencing with the Sesiidce,

and following with the Arctiidcc, Hypsidx, Syntoniidce, and
ZygcEtiidcc. All these are, in turn, completely diagnosed by
neuration. In i8gi the revision was continued with the

Hydriomcnidcc of the Geomdrina : in 1893 we had the

Tmeidcs.

In 1892 Hampson published the first volume of the
" Moths of India." There is no table of the families given,

or any reasons assigned why any family should have prece-

dence or affinity with any other. From a classificatory

point of view the work is disappointing. Then in 1895

Meyrick published his famous '" Handbook of the British

Lepidoptera.'" This came as a bolt from the blue to the

vast majority of British Lepidopterists, who had never

previously had any work on such lines. The work called

forth an enormous amount of comment, the greater part of

it of an unfavourable character. There was no good reason

for discarding the work of generations of entomologists,

and throwing over all the facts of life-history that had been
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gleaned during the previous hundred years. Yet, this is

what we were asked to do. Such species as Camptogramma
hilincata, TJura variata, Emmclesia nnifasciata, and Anticlea

hadiata, had been proved to belong to separate genera; yet

we find them all lumped back with another thirty-five species

into the one genus Hydriomcna. Again, we find the

Hydviomenidce made a separate and distinct family from
Sterrhidce, which contains such proved closel}- related

species as those of the genus Acidalia. Neuration to afford

useful characters must be corroborated where possible by
facts of the life-history of the species. If the grouping by
neuration is different from the grouping by life-histories there

is something wrong with our work. Meyrick's " Handbook,"
notwithstanding the faults of a one-sided view, marked the

greatest advance that had been made by a study of the

veins. For the first time we have a working basis estab-

lished, for we find in the introduction an answer given to the

question, Which are the older, and which are the more
recent genera ? The three following laws are postulated :

(i) No new organ can be produced except as a modifica-

tion of some previously existing structure.

(2) A lost organ cannot be regained.

(3) A rudimentary organ is very rarely re-developed.

As Me3'rick truly remarks, monstrosities appear to offer an
exception to law, but monstrosities are not reproduced,'^

and do not enter into a progressive or retrogressive develop-

ment of a species. The outcome of the laws is that the

genera and families with the fewest number of veins are

the most highly specialized, and those with the greatest

number are the most generalized. On these grounds Meyrick
made out the Ardiidcv to be the most highly specialized

family of the British Lepidoptera. From 1878 till the present

day the name of Meyrick stands out as the great exponent
of the use of neurational characters.

Hampson, in his " Moths of India," placed the Sahirniidce

first without giving any reason for so doing. The SaturniidcB

have this peculiarity, however : that in certain genera, parti-

cularly in Attacm, the cell of both fore- and hind-wing is

open, a character that is very general in the highest family

of the RJiopalocera, the Nymplialidcc. Hampson, in his later

work, the " Lepidoptera Phalaina," the first volume of

* The breeding of many hernnaphrodites from a single batch of eggs by
Mr. A. Harrison appears to contradict this statement. But such cases are so

excessively rare as hardly to be reckoned as a phenomenon of Nature, and
hermaphroditism, although a phase of monstrosity, is something special.
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which was pubHshed in 1898, followed Meyrick, and working
on his basis made the Arctiida with the closely allied

SyntomidcP the most highly specialized families, the latter

being really but highly developed Arctiids. The two tables

of phylogeny, or schemes of descent, as given by Meyrick,

and later by Hampson, are with slight differences substantially

the same. Most unfortunately, in this respect of phylogeny
both are, and must be, hopelessly wrong by being based on
one character only.

We have in Hampson's table Sphingidcs developed from
Notodontidce, and Lyuiantriida: and Noctuidce developed from
SphingidcE ; families with flat eggs, with a micropyle at one
end, and upright eggs with the micropyle at the top, alter-

nately giving place to one another. This manifestly could not
be true in the case of such an immutable character as the

tgg, and entomologists have refused to accept such a scheme
of phylogeny from the one-character neuration. But this

matter of phylogeny only needed adjustment ; the facts are

still facts, onl}' our interpretation of them now is different.

Some of the more palpable errors in Hampson's and Mexrick's
works have made many condemn the system of neuration as

unreliable. That which was bad has largely overshadowed
that which was good. British entomologists who knew
most of the life-histories of their species were in a position

to severely criticize the " Handbook," and could afford to

do without it so far as classifying their material was concerned;
and I think it is largely owing to this reason that we find

comparatively few British entomologists who have taken the

trouble to give neuration the study it deserves. Workers at

less well known species have been compelled to rely on
imaginal characters in the absence of life-histories.

Before discussing the neurational details of any species

or groups, it will be as well to say a word about the naming
or numbering of the veins. The newer method is that of

naming the veins, or rather the principal veins, and calling

the subsidiary veins branches i, 2, or 3, as the case may
be, of those veins. There are by this method costal,

subcostal, radial, median, and submedian veins. The costal

vein alone is always singly represented. The subcostal

can have as many as five branches. The radial veins are

usually three in number, but sometimes two or even only

one. The median has two branches, and the submedian
can have one, two, or three veins. By the older method
each vein has a number, the fore-wing having twelve h}'po-

thetical veins and the hind-wing eight hypothetical veins.
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The veins are numbered from the base to the costa, and

compared with the former method they work out as follows.

For the fore-wing :

Veins i a, i b,ic = submedian veins.

„ 2 and 3 = median veins.

,, 4, 5, 6 = radial veins.

,, 7, 8, 9, 10, II = subcostal veins.

Vein 12 = costal vein.

Hypothetical diagram of completely veined fore- and hind-wing.

For the hind-wing the same holds good for the first three

veins ; but 7, and what is called the cross-vein when
present = subcostals, and 8 = costal.

There is something to be said in favour as well as

disfavour for either method. If one could be always abso-

lutely sure, when certain veins are missing, what the

remaining veins were, the numbering method would be the

simpler. Speaking generally, it undoubtedly is easier to

say, for instance, vein 7 than the fifth subcostal vein. But
it can happen that any of the subcostals, or even all the

subcostals, may be wanting in the hind-wing, and one at

least is not infrequently absent in the fore-wing. It becomes
then much easier to say that there are only, say, three sub-

costal veins, than to more or less hazard a guess as to which
veins are actually present.

It has been argued that neuration is of no greater value

than any other character. But I think this is untenable,
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as there is no other complex structure which can present such
a variety of phases in some directions, and which is, at the

same time, so constant in others. The PapilionidcB, as

an instance, divide off from the Pieridcs by the absence
in the former, and the presence in the latter, of vein

1 a in the hind-wing. What other character of any kind

is there which can be used for such a differentiation ?

Yet within the PieridcB there is great variation in the other

veins; while in the PapilionidcB there is a great uniformity.

Neuration, in the first place, is a complex structural

character, and it has a second value in that it is a more or

less invisible structure, and therefore not liable to be

affected by external influences. In some few genera of

butterflies it is considerably more marked and visible, such
as in Morpho, Lycorea and Papilio, and, of course, in all

those species that have developed transparent or semi-

transparent wings. It is worthy of note that in the most
transparent group of insects, the ItJwuiiiua-, there is,

perhaps, more variation in the neuration than in an}- other

family. In this remarkable South American group the

species are all sexually dimorphic in their neuration ; and even
in the same sex of the same species there is often a consider-

able variation in the veining.

On the other hand, the Spliingida: are remarkabl}^ constant,

and do not offer characters for generic subdivision, or even
for sub-family subdivision. Neurational variation is very
different within the different families. For instance, the

NoctiiidcE, Notodontidce, Lyccenidcc, and Papilionidcs are all

very constant in their neuration, while the Syntomidce,

ArctiidcE, Geomctridcc, BomhycidcE, and SatiirniidcB are vastly

more variable. Some characters are so constant as to be of

family or sub-family value in certain groups, while the same
characters in another group var}' to such an extent as to be
only of generic value. The constancy of the position of

vein 5 of the hind-wing in the Nodnida: is such as to make
it one of the characters in diagnosing the famih', but this

same vein in the Ithomiince varies to an enormous extent

;

so also, and to a hardly less extent, in the Gcoinctridcs. Vein
8 of the hind-wing in such families as Sphingidce, Notodvntidcc,

Arctiida, BombycidcB, Hypsidcc. Eupterotidcv, and others, is

extremely constant in position, and quite of family value, but
in the Ithoiniincc it is very variable in both position and
strength, and could not be used as a family character. In a

large number of families the position of vein 8 of the hind-

wing is, however, most constant, and, in conjunction with
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supplementar}' characters, is of great value in determining
the family to which a given insect belongs. Certain veins

are subject to a great amount of variation, while others

remain most constant. There is vastly more variation in the

neuration of the hind-wing than in the fore-wing ; and this

may be due either to variable ways of folding the hind-wing,
or to a varied value as a means to flight, and, perhaps, may
sometimes be the outcome of both.

The most constant veins of the fore-wing are : Vein 2,

which hardly varies at all ; vein 12, which scarcely varies in

position, except in the Satyridce, where its position is of

family value ; while vein 5 and vein i a, b, or c only vary

between one family and another, except in the SyntomidcB,

where either one, two, or three of these basal veins can be
present. In the hind-wing vein 2 is, again, hardly a variant

at all, and in yEgeriidcB vein 8 and la, b, or c only vary

between one family and another ; only in the Syntomidce is vein

8 absent, and this is a family characteristic of the group.
All the other veins are subject to much more variation in

strength and in position. Vein 5 of the hind-wing is in many
families extremely variable, and is sometimes very w^eak or

represented by a fold, or even absent altogether. It is signi-

iicant that what we call vein 5 of fore-wing is very constant,

while what we call vein 5 of hind-wing is very variable.

A\'ithin the limits of families we very rarely find veins

missing, with the exception of the very variable vein 5 of the

hind-wing. In the family Syntoniidce, which is quite

abnormal in the amount of variation the species present, any
of the veins 2, 3, 4, 5, or 7 may be absent in the hind-wing. In

some genera there are not more than five veins present,

veins 4 and 7 being absent from a number of genera, as well

as vein 8 being wanting, which is common to all the

species.

How is it that all this variation in the neuration has
arisen ? Two insects can appear to be almost identical, such
as in very many of the wonderfully close resemblances we
know of in mimicry, yet the neuration is always different.

With varying habits and varying flight we get varying

neuration. It cannot, of course, be argued that the flight

and habits are as varied as the neuration is, and conversely

there are, doubtless, cases where two insects of different

neurational structure have the same flight.

These statements are made only so far as our limited

sense of appreciation of such a difficult subject as flight goes.

We are only able to appreciate what are probably consider-
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withstanding, we are able to note frequently considerable
differences in flight and habits in flight within the limits

even of a single family, and it is significant that we are able
to find considerable differences in the neuration of the organs
of flight, the wings.

This theory is well supported by looking at the family
Geometridce which contains species with a great variety of
habits—species that are of robust build, species that are of

slender build, species that fly largely at twilight, species

that dart about in the bright sunshine, and species that fly

late at night. Even among our British geometrid species

there is a vast difference in habit between Oiirapteryx samhu-
caria, Nyssia zonaria, Acidalia nversata, Fidonia atomnria, and
Boarmia rohoraria. There is also a considerable difference

in the neuration of these species. Compare the fore-wing of

Acidalia aversata with that of Nyssia zonaria. Vein 3 is in

quite a different position, being in the former from long
before the end of the cell, and in the latter from the angle
of the cell. Again, veins 10 and 11 are quite different in the
two species. So with Ouraptcryx sanibucaria and Fidonia
atojiiaria there is a considerable difference in the neuration.
Oiirapteryx has lost vein 10, while Fidonia retains it. The
habits of these geometrids are all different, and the mode
of flight is equally varied. Contrast the members of

the family Sphingida, whose habits are very much the

same : they are all pretty nearly constant to a more or

less uniform arrangement of the nervures. There are but
very few exceptional cases, like the genus Cephonodes* with
a very short cell to the hind-wing, and Daphnnsa with Sc'~ (=
vein 7) and R^ (= vein 6) on a long stalk; even this latter

case is only a small variation and a frequent one in other

groups. The remarkable constancy of the neuration has
prevented all authors from finding generic characters from
this structure. But, all the same, this constancy is of very
great value as a family character, and it is scarcely possible

to mistake any member of this family as belonging to any
other group, although the general build and outline of some
of the species have departed very considerably from the

typical build and appearance of the family.

Take, again, the butterfly family P/trzWo'. How varying
are the different species in their habits ! Colias edusa and
Colias hyale, as well as all other species of the genus, have a

strong and exceptionalh' powerful flight. Encldoc cardamines

* Vide Rothschild and Jordan, " Review of Sphingidce," p. Ixix.
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and its congeners have a much less powerful flight, while
Lcucophasia sinapis and its allies fly along lazily almost like

slow-flying geometrid moths. Compare the neuration in

these species. It is very considerably different. Colias has
vein 10 absent and ii present. Enchloe has both present.

Leiicophnsia has them present, but they are in a totally

different position and are stalked with 6, 7, and 8, and all

given off beyond the cell. In all these, as well as in all

other Pierines. there is, however, a constant character, and
that is, that all have two submedian veins to the hind-wing.

Here there is at least one character to diagnose the family

with. They, also, all have the forelegs fully developed in

both sexes : so this, in conjunction with the neurational

character, can be used in defining and diagnosing the

family. How valuable such characters are one only appreci-

ates in dealing with foreign species which have not the

remotest resemblance to any of the Pierines of which we
know the life-history, perhaps, in its entirety. The remark-
able South American ^enevd., Pevente and Archonias, m all

the species, and Disnwrphia in many of its mimetic species,

would have been impossible of location without rehing on
these constant characters.

There are some families which are comparative!}' limited

in extent, and there are some that have very few species,

and one even but a single representative as in Endroinidce,

which has as sole representative Dimorpha versicolora. Noto-

dontidcc, Zygcrnidcr, and the wholly exotic Ceratocampidcc,

Euptcrodidcc, and Megalopygtdcr are small limited families

:

and, as far as we know them, the habits of the species within

these different families are very uniform. The Nctodontida:

contains species that fly onl\- at night, or at dusk, and the

ZygcsnidcB contains species that only fl}' in the bright sun-

shine; and the flight is almost invariabh' a slow, buzzing
flight. These families, as well as the other exoric families

named, show very little variation within the limits of these

groups, but for that very reason the characteristics of the

family are of the utmost use in diagnosing a species, which,
perhaps, has the characters of one of these families, and
beyond which we know absolutely nothing.

Another very limited family is the Drepanidce. But in this

family, even in Britain, we have species with very different

habits of flight. Cilix spinula has a very feeble and slow
flight, but the species of the genus Drepana, such as D.
hinaria and D. cidtrarin, are \'ery different, and fly briskly,

the latter even in the hot afternoon sunshine. Compare
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these two genera, Cilix and Drcpana, in neuration ; there are
many conspicuous differences. Vein 8 of the hind-wing in

Cilix anastomoses, or is coincident with 7 for the greater
part of its length ; only at the base and on the costal margin
is it separate. In Drepana vein 8 is distinct throughout,
aJthough it approaches 7 near the middle. Again, vein 6 of

hind-wing in Cilix commences close to 7, but is separate.

In Drepana vein 6 is out of 7. The cell of Cilix is also

considerably longer than in Drcpana. It might be wondered
if it were possible to have neurational characters that held
good among all the species of the group. There are, how-
ever, some constant characters. The hind-wing has no
pre-costal spur to vein 8, and vein i a is either absent or n(jt

reaching the tornus,* and if a supposed species oi Drepanidce

has not these two characters it would be ver}^ doubtful,

indeed, if it would ever be proved to be so, even with a full

knowledge of its life-history.

The Noctitidce have rather a remarkably constant neura-
tion in spite of the variability of many of their numbers as

regards habit. They have been separated into two large

divisions—those that have vein 5 of hind-wing arising

separate from 4, and those that have vein 5 arising with

4, or near the corner of the cell. These two large

divisions have been known by the names of Trifince and
Quadvifincc. These names, however, are most misleading, as

meaning those species that have a median with three

branches and those with four branches, for many quadritid

species are not really four-branched. The division is

probably sound if we retain all those species that have vein

5 arising from nearer 4 than from the middle of the disco-

cellular vein as one division. We find that all the day-
flying species, such as Euclidia nil and E. glypJiica, Baiikia

angentula, Erastria fasciana, Toxocampa pastinuin (which is

only a partial day-flyer), Anarta niyrtilli, etc., have the vein

5 of the hind-wing arising nearer 4 than from the centre of

the cross vein, going to show that here, also, the altered

habit of day-flying with the attendant alterations in the
actual flight is largely correlated with an altered neuration.

Those species of Noctnidce that fold their wings very closely

together usually belong to the trifid section with vein 5
from the centre of the cross vein. In a very large number of

species this vein is so reduced as to be present onl3^as a fold

of the membrane, without having the true function of a vein.

Although vein 5 of the hind-wing varies so considerably in

* Vide Hampson, " Cat. Phalasna?,'' i, p. i8.
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both function and position, vein 5 of the fore-wing is so

constant as to be of great utihty in diagnosing a noctuid
species. Vein 5 of the fore-wing is always nearer 4 than 6.

It is never from the centre of the discoceUular, and never from
the upper portion of it. If this vein were from the middle of

the discoceUular, one would suspect the species to belong to

the NotodontidcE, and if it were from the upper portion of the

discoceUular, and nearer vein 6 than the middle, one would
suspect the insect as, perhaps, a geometrid, as that is a very
constant character of the latter famil}^ : only in such aberrant

species as Macaria notnta, M. litiirata, Venilia macnlata is it

from the middle of the discoceUular. The fore-wing is

much more stable in its structure than the hind-wing, and
several characters, such as those mentioned, have never yet

been proved to be wrong by a complete knowledge of the

life-history. The neuration of the fore-wing does, however,
vary, and sometimes considerably, within the family.

In the GeometridcE there are many species that form a

simple areole or small secondary cell, such as Acidalia

avcrsata, Cataclysnie virgata, and the species of the large

genus Enpithccia, or, as we should now call it, Tephroclystia.

Others have a double areole, such as in the genera Mclauippe,

Enimclcsia, Cidaria, etc. But a much larger number have
no areole at all. In man}' families the fore-wing remains
constant, while the hind-wing varies enormously. The
SyntomidcE and Arctiidce vary very little in the fore-wing,

while the hind-wing is excessively variable. Many species

of these two families have, accompanying a very modified

neuration, a very specialized outline of wing. Unfortunately,
where the variation is greatest, such as among many exotic

forms, we have least information of habits. But while in

Brazil this year I was astonished at the entirely altered

habits of the different SyntouiidcB taken. The flight of

Trichiira, for instance, was not in the least like the flight of

any other species of Syntomids that I had previoush- seen,

but was like that of the fossorial wasps, which are never

absent in the tropics of the New World. Again, the gaudy
Coreura atavia was not suspected of being a Syntomid ; its

broader wings and slow flight were the very antithesis of the

quick motion of TricJmra dixanthia, or Trichura grandis.

One might almost mention such cases by the score. Species

of SyntomidcB may be like wasps, bees, flies, beetles, bugs,

and even like butterflies, and if these groups in themselves
have different modes of flight, how exceedingh^ variable

must the Syntomida: be, which embrace a large selection of
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the variability of many of these different orders ? And what
of the neuration of the Syntomidce ? There is hardly a family

which can compare for variability in this respect. The
discoidal cell may be large or small, normal veins may be

missing, or they may vary their position to a remarkable
degree.

I will mention but one or two further cases of species that

are well known to all of you. Take the species of Argynnis
—papJiia, adippc, or aglaia : they have a strong, powerful flight.

The two Brenthis species, euphrosyne and selene, although

from the size of the insects they necessarily have less power,

are still species with much the same flight. These two
genera have the same neuration. But compare the flight

and neuration of the species of Melitcea. The flight is

markedly different and is not nearly so rapid, and the

neuration has differences in both fore- and hind-wing. The
hind-wing has lost the discocellular, and the cell is open, as

against a closed cell in A rgynnis. Exactly the same difference

is to be found in the hind-wing between such genera as

Vanessa with the species iirticce, polychloros, and io, Polygonia

c-alhinn, and Pyrameis cardiii on the one hand, and Limenitis

Sibylla on -the other. Robustness of build, and strength of

the actual veins themselves, unquestionably account in some
measure for some of the differences in flight. Limenitis

Sibylla and Apatuva iris are not at all alike in their habits or

strength of flight, and there is this important neurational

difference between them, namely, that L. sibylla has only

the cell of the hind-wing open, whereas the cell of both fore-

and hind-wing in A. iris is open. This structural difference

alone would in all probabilit}' have been attended by some
difterence in flight, but with the added difference in build the

disparity is greatly accentuated.
I have been at some pains to show that flight is to a large

extent correlated with the neuration of the wing, and that

when we are able to appreciate differences in flight there is

an accompanying difference in neuration. Nearly all the

veins of the wings (but particularly the hind-wing) are able

to undergo modification in strength, or position, or even

both. Some veins are much more variable than others.

Vein 5 of the hind-wing is probably the least stable part of

the structure, whereas vein 8 is exactly the reverse. In the

fore-wing vein 5 is most constant, while 7, 8, g, 10 are van-

able. It must be manifest from the nature of the structure that

for the delimitation of genera without an appeal to other bio-

logical characters it is not absolutely reliable. Species having
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exactly the same neuration may mean only that thev have
exactly the same flight, and there may be often other charac-
ters which show that there are grounds for separating species

into different genera. If, however, one were dealing with
foreign species, of which we knew absolutely nothing as to

life - histories, we should be justified in accepting genera,

which would be but temporary, subject to conformation of

the life-histories ; for we could not wait 500 years to get

the life-histories of all the similarly veined species to settle

the position they held one with another. But if the genera
by neuration are problematical, the families, as defined by
the more constant veins in conjunction with other imaginal
structures, such as the presence or absence of the proboscis
or of the frenulum and the structure of the antennae, are on
a sound and workable basis. To the student of exotic

Lepidoptera with unknown life-histories, classification by
neuration has brought order where comparatively recently

there was absolute chaos. It is now possible to say to what
family any given species belongs with more or less certainty,

and wnthin many of the families small variation of the veins,

in conjunction with other structural differences, can be utilized

at the least for genera for the time being. But we must
always be ready to adjust our groupings and general classifica-

tion as the life-histories become known. And in the mean-
time we can sift and analyze the vast amount of work and
the knowledge already gleaned from the wonderful world of

entomoloirv.
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ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS.

FEBRUARY loth, 1910.

Mr. x\. SiCH, F.E.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The deaths of two members, Mr. Kirkaidy and Mr.

McArthur, were announced.
Mr. Robert Adlcin exhibited a short series of Nola albnlalis

reared from East Sussex ova. The ova hatched August 5th,

igog ; the larvae were fed upon wild raspberry, pupated at the

end of September, and the moths appeared between October

31st and November 7th of the same year, thus, in confine-

ment, producing a second generation (see " Proceedings,"

igog-io, p. 41).

Mr. T. W. Hall exhibited the two-horned seed-vessels of

a species of Martynia from South Africa, which, according

to Lord Avebury and Dr. Livingstone, are most formidable

to the larger wild animals, attaching themselves to the skins of

lions and buffaloes during their rolhng about the dry plains.

They are said even to cause the death of lions when they

become attached to the mouth or nostrils. During the

attachment the seed-vessel splits open, and the seeds drop

out and are thus distributed over a large area.

Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited a very brilliant species of the

Lyccsnidcs, Danis taygetes, from Brisbane, given him by Dr.

T. P. Lucas, who, previous to his going to Australia some thirty

years ago, was a member of the Society. The species was
very markedly sexually dimorphic.

Mr. J. P. Barrett exhibited a box of conspicuous insects

of various orders from near Messina, Sicily, including a

mole cricket, of which specimens were continually met with

in unexpected places, even indoors ; large beetles, often seen

on flowers and attracted by light ; ant lions, etc. He also

showed a specimen of Pieris brassicce, which he had observed

apparently fastened down to a flower head, but which had

been captured and damaged by a species of Mantis.
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Mr. Coote exhibited two specimens of Hybernia defoliaria

from Surrey, one a rich, dark form, and the other a finely

banded example.
Mr. Dennis exhibited a branch of Piiius sylvcstris with an

abnormal growth, " witches' broom." Mr. Step said that it

was caused by the fungus Periderminin elatimnn.

Mr. Moore exhibited a representative series from various

parts of the world of the chief groups of noxious blood-

sucking flies, injurious to man and his domestic animals, and
now recognised as of great economic importance as preju-

dicial to the health and welfare of the colonists and dwellers

in those countries where they are found. Popularly known
and detested as " forest flies " in northern climes, where they

are annoying rather than hurtful, in the tropics many of them
are now known to be the chief agents in conveying various

fatal diseases. Amongst the specimens shown were : Glossina

sp. ? an undetermined species from Lake Chad ; G. palpalis,

which is responsible for the spread of the dreaded sleeping-

sickness ; Tabanus africanus (Gray), also from Lake Chad,
a handsome fly found over the greater part of Africa,

but only recently recorded from N. Nigeria, whose bite

is reported to be fatal to horses over the whole area of

its distribution ; T. autumnalis, the moose fly of Newfound-
land, and Chrysops scpnlchrnlis, the caribou fly, which not only
influence the movements of the deer in Newfoundland, but

are also particularly offensive to anglers and sportsmen there
;

and Pangonia marginella from the Adriatic, ei near relative of

the camel fly, which regulates the migrations of the camel
breeders and their herds in North Africa. Microscopical
preparations of the mouth parts were also shown.

Mr. W. West (Ashtead) exhibited a specimen of the
" silver-fish " insect, Lepisnia sacchnrina, which had existed

two months without food. It was remarked how destructive

a creature it was, books and papers often being considerably
damaged by its presence. He also exhibited the scales of

this primitive insect under the microscope.
Numerous ver}' fine exhibits of microscopical slides were

shown by members. Among the more striking objects seen
were the beautiful slide of diatoms of Mr. F. N. Clarke,

radulae of molluscs by Mr. Priske, pollen of various plants,

the curious " fans" of a dipterous larva, polyzoa, foramini-

fera, beautiful colonies of Volvox globator, etc., by other
members.

Mr. R. Adkin showed under a Zeiss binocular sundry
small Lepidoptera, inclnding Euchromia arbutclla, Hyperniccia
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atignsiana, Argyrcsthia hrochdla, etc., the large field obtain-

able by this instrument rendering it particularly suitable for

the examination of such species.

FEBRUARY 24th, 1910.

Mr. Alfred Sich, F.E.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Dr. G. S. Robertson, of Duiwich, was elected a member.
Dr. Chapman exhibited a bred specimen of Calloplirys

avis, and pointed out that it differed from the nearly related

C. rubi in being somewhat larger and in lacking the white line

on the face and the silvery lines around the eyes, as well as

in its life-history (see " Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond.," 1910,

pp. 85-106, pis. 14-43).

Mr. Barnett exhibited a long series oi Hybernia aurantiaria,

taken in West Wickham Wood, where it was very abundant
in November, igog.

Captain Cardew exhibited several gynandromorphs, in-

cluding Dryas paphia, in which the right side and two-thirds

of the left hind-wing were female, the remainder of the left

side male, a peculiar feature being the fact that the line of

demarcation between the sexes lies in the space between two
nervures. The specimen was taken by him in the New
Forest in i8g3, and was exhibited by Mr. C. G. Barrett at

the Entomological Society of London in the same year
(" Entom.," xxvi, p. 329). Amorpha populi, exactly divided,

the left side, including wings, legs, and antenna, being male,

and the corresponding parts on the right female. Bred
from a Dover larva, igog (" Entom.," xlii). A gratis piita,

exactly divided, the left side male, right side female ; antennae

corresponding (" Entom.," xli, p. 229).

Mr. A. Russell exhibited a strikingly aberrant form of

Pulyominatus icarits from Reigate, where it was captured on
May 22nd, igog. The underside of the right sidewin$:rs had
the submarginal spots elongated to broad striae, while the

left side had normal markings.

Mr. Sperring exhibited Agrotis agathina from Chislehurst,

and also a very smoky bred specimen of Arctia villica.

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited a series of Peronia periuutana,

reared from Sussex larvas. He said that on a former occa-

sion he had exhibited a specimen of this species reared from
a larva taken on the coast near Beachy Head, where for

many years the species had been known to occur sparingly
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(" Proceedings," igo8, p. 79). He now learned from his friend

and fellow member, Mr. A. C. Vine, that the species occurred
somewhat more plentifully in the Brighton district, in a
locality some four or five miles inland, when Mr. Vine first

met with it about ten years ago. He thought this was
interesting, as the species was usually regarded as quite a
coast insect ; it was also satisfactory to know that the Sussex
record rested on a more solid foundation than the occasional
specimens taken near Beachy Head. He also mentioned
that his former statement, that the Sussex specimens were
paler than those from Wallasey, appeared hardly to be justi-

fied, now that longer series were available for comparison
;

for although an isolated specimen might be paler, when a
number from each locality were placed side by side it was
seen that there was little difference as a whole between them.

Mr. Step exhibited two teratological specimens of hazel
catkins {Covylns avcllann) from Ashtead. The first example
had started from the end of a twig as a single male catkm

;

but at the distance of half an inch from its base it had given
origin to no fewer than twenty-five other catkins of various
lengths, but all much shorter than the parent catkin, \\'hich

continued to a total length of an inch and a half. This was
found by a young girl in a neighbouring wood ; and its arrival

had caused his son to search the bushes on the parental
estate, with the result that a somewhat similar specimen
was found. In this second example fifteen separate catkins

had started in a bunch from the terminal point of a twig. It

is possible that such examples are of frequent occurrence :

but he could not remember to have seen one previously, and
he found no mention of them by any of the authorities whose
works he had consulted. Several catkin clusters showing a

tendency in the same direction were afterwards observed,
but nothing sufficiently marked to be worth gathering (PI. IX,
fig. I).

Mr. Alderson exhibited a large collection of butterflies

taken by him in a six weeks' holiday in the Rhone Valley,

between May i6th and June 25th of last year. In spite of
the somewhat indifferent weather very fine series were
obtained, the number of species represented being over one
hundred. Among the more noticeable series and forms were
numerous Plebius argyrognomon, with excess of blue in the
females, from St. Triphon ; P. zephyrics v. lycidas from the
Simplon ; Melitcra dcione var. berisalcnsis from Martigny and
Salquenen ; various races of M. partflcnic ; fine Chrysophanus
alcipJiron ab. niidas from Vernayaz ; a female Picris napi with

7
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a very heavily marked inner margin ; a race of Nc!):cobins

lucina much larger than is ever taken in England ; specimens

of Paniassius innonosyne, a species which was fairly common ;

a series oi Brenthis daphne; an extremely dark aberration of

Colias phicomone, male ; Mclitcea phoehe in fine condition ; M.
dictynna, some very bright and large ; a fine range of shades

o{ Agnadcs thetis {bellargiis) with a beautiful ab. hyaciuthus

;

somewhat large Aglais urtica:; Cyaniris seiniavgtis with some
very curious shades of colour in the males ; a few Issoria

lathonia and worn Etwancssa antiopa ; a series of the beautiful

and varied Anthrocera carniolica, etc.

Mr. R. Adkin read a paper entitled " The Lepidoptera of

a London Garden" (see p. i).

MARCH loth, 1910.

Mr. A. SiCH, F.E.S., Vice-President, in the Chair,

Mr. West (Greenwich) exhibited two more drawers of

the Society's collection, which he had just re-arranged and
re-mounted.

Mr. J. P. Barrett exhibited specimens of Nyssia hispidaria

taken on February 27th, and stated that he had taken the

species forty years ago in the same localitj^, Richmond Park.

He also exhibited Eupithecia puniilata, taken at New Cross,

together with specimens of Phigalia pedaria and Hybernia
lencophcraria, taken in Richmond Park. He noted that of

the last-named species about one third of those seen at the

time were cripples, possibly owing to the prevalence of high

wind at the period of their emergence.
Mr. Lucas exhibited a photograph of an earwig new to

science taken in the Liverpool Docks. Only one specimen
had been observed, and it had been named Odontopsalis lewisi.

Commenting upon the effects of the recent mild weather,

Mr. R. Adkin said that a plant of green hellebore [Helleborus

wmizs), that had been growing in his garden at Lewisham for

many years, had fully expanded blossoms on February 19th,

whereas last year, although the buds were fully formed by
the end of that month, the blossoms did not expand until

the beginning of April. Also, that on March 5th Biston

hirtaria emerged in an outdoor breeding cage, and on the

6th Endromis versicolor appeared in an adjoining one. The
dates on which the earrliest examples of these species had
emerged under similar circumstances on such occasions as
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he had reared them during the past thirty years were : B.
hirtaria, April loth, igog; April 8th, i8g6 ; April 5th, i8g2

;

and April 3rd, 1880. E. versicolor, April gth, igog ; April g,

i8g2 ; March 22nd, i8go ; March 30th, i88g ; April 3rd,

1886 ; April igth, 18S5. A reference to the weather reports

of the four weeks ending respectively Februar\^ 12th to

March 5th of the present year showed that the maximum
shade temperatures week by week ranged between 54° and
42° F. ;

56° and 46°
; 5 1° and 48°

; 57° and 45°
; and the minima

between 50° and 30°; 45° and 33°; 44° and 36^; and 41°

and 33°; and the rainfalls were 0*40, o'65, 1*23, and 0T5 in.

But perhaps the most important factor was the unusual
amount of sunshine, the total in the first week under notice

being nine hours, or two hours in excess of the avera;;e ; in

the second 20'i hours, or about two and a half times as

much as the average; in the third week 16 8 hours, or seven

hours above the average ; and in the week ending March 5th,

38*4 hours, or practically three times the amount of the

average. No doiibt the combination of the moisture caused
by the rainfall and the excessive amount of sunshine was, he
considered, the immediate cause of these early emergences.

Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited a very interesting series of

Anthrocera hippocrepidis taken in one small field near Bristol

by Mr. Smallcombe and his son, June 2nd to 4th, igo8,

including the rare black var. clirysantheuii, a yellow variety,

a very fine pink form, and a red form with yellowish-pink

spots ; and from the same field a confluent form of .4. lonicercB,

in which the outer and central spots were blotched together,

but not united to the basal spots. He also showed a pair of

A. indiloti from the New Forest with confluent spots. With
regard to the three larvae of A braxas grossidariata, which
pupated as a second brood in October and November, igo8,

he wished to report that the pupte, which had been kept

out of doors all the winter, were still alive. He believed that

this was the first record of this species passing the winter as

a pupa.
The remainder of the evening was devoted to the exhibi-

tion of lantern-slides by Messrs. Tonge, West (Ashtead),

Lucas, Dennis, and Edwards.
Mr. Tonge exhibited slides illustrative of further examples

of the resting attitudes of insects.

^Ir. W^est exhibited numerous slides of crvstals obtained
from solutions.

Mr. Lucas exhibited slides of rare plants from the New
Forest, and of details of insect structure.
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Mr. Dennis exhibited a long series of slides of various

species of galls.

Mr. Edwards exhibited slides illustrating the natural

history and structure of the cockroach.

MARCH 24ih, 1910.

Mr. A. SiCH, F.E.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. A. Sich exhibited three specimens of Coleophora troglo-

dytella, bred from larva; collected by Mr. H. Leonard Sich

at Bepton, Sussex, off Achillea millefolium, in 1907. They
fed up well on this plant, in June, burrowing into the hne
segments of the leaves, thus differing much in habit from
Coleophora argentula, which is more commonly found on
Achillea and feeds in autumn on the seeds. He also showed
specimens of the larva of, most probably, Borkhaiisenia

psendospretella, found that day in mignonette seeds, in a

potting shed, Chiswick.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited bred and captured series of

TcEuiocampa gothica from the Shetland and Orkney Islands

and various localities on the Scottish mainland. Among
those from Orkney, Inverness, Rannoch, and Forres were
specimens showing various tones of colour, from light greyish-

brown to a rich dark reddish-brown, and from which the
" Gothic mark " was practically absent ; indeed, in these

specimens, the whole of the markings were nearly obsolete.

These, he said, were the forms that for many years had done
duty for var. gothicina, H.S., but, as Tutt had already pointed

out (" Brit. Noc," vol. ii, p. 150), this was quite wrong.
Herrich-Schaffer, in his differentiation of gothica and gothicina,

says (vol. ii, p. 196), " Gothica—inter stigmata ambo macula
quadrata nigerrima "

; and " Gothiciana, inter stigmata ambo
macula quadrata ferruginea," which clearly implies that the

difference between the two forms is that the quadrate mark
between the stigmata (the Gothic mark) is black in gothica

and rust-coloured in gothicina. If we turn to his figures of

the latter (pi. xxvi, figs. 125, 126) we find an insect, as,

perhaps, is often the case, a little overdrawn, but unmistak-
ably showing the quadrate mark between the stigmata

distinct and reddish-brown in colour. Occasionally one
sees a specimen among the Scotch examples of T. gothica

that fits both the description and figures ; indeed, among
the series exhibited from Rannoch there is one, but it
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appears to be rather an uncommon form. Staudinger's

diagnosis of gothicina, H.S.—" Smaller, with less markings,

almost unicolorous "—certainly does not appear to agree with
Herrich-Schaffer's description or figures, but perhaps it has

led to that name being applied to the more or less uni-

colorous forms that occur not uncommonly in the Rannoch
district, and are also more rarely met with in some of the

other Scottish localities.

Captain Cardew exhibited a bred series of Pachnobia leiico-

grapha from Dover, all very dark in coloration, a series of T.

gothica bred from v. gothicina parents, all of the typical form,

and three specimens of Phigalia pedaria, from Wimbledon.
One, taken on January 2nd, was worn ; the other two, taken
on March i8th, were in good condition.

Mr. J. Piatt Barrett reported that he had seen Brephos

parthcnias and Gonepteryx rhamni in the woods around
London ; and said, respecting the last exhibit, that in his

experience P. pedaria was much greener in tint if the emer-
gence took place in moist weather than if the weather were
dry.

APRIL 14th, 1910.

Mr. A. SicH, F.E.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. W. J. Ashdown exhibited about 120 species of Coleop-
tera taken in Switzerland during July, igog, including:

Staphylinus fossor, Anouiala frischi, Luciola italica, Houialisns

suturalis, Eros aurora, Tornoxia biguttata, Trichodes alvearius,

T. apiarius, Haplocncmus nigricornis, Anocodes ustulata,

Cteniopus sulphureus, Endomychus coccineus, Spondylis bupres-

toides, Strangalia attenuata, Hylotrupes bajidus, four species of

Pachyta, Oberca linearis, Molorchus minor, Pidonia lurida,

Hispa atra, etc.

Mr. Dennis exhibited a series of photographs of British

Lichens.
Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited a number of species of Lepi-

doptera sent to him from Redvers, Saskatchewan, and Vic-

toria, Vancouver Island, by Mr. A.J. Croker, and commented
on their general British-like appearance. The species were
Argynnis bremnerii, Polygonia marsyas, Notolophus badia,

Ccenonympha clko, Malacosoma plnvialis, M. disstria, and
Petrophora defensaria from the latter locality, with A. aphro-

dite (cypris), Eurymus etaytheme, Epidemia helloides, Thanaos
persins, Chorizagrotis introferens, Paragrotis divergens, and
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Mamestra negussa, from the former place. It was difficult

to distinguish several of these species from allied species

taken in Great Britain. He also showed the cases with
living larvae of a species of Coleophora feeding on the seeds of

a Dianthus, sent from Hyeres by Dr. Chapman.
Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited larvas and pupae of Dryas

paphia which had been forced in a hot-house. The first pupa
was formed twenty-eight days after the forcing commenced.
He also showed larvae and pupae of Melitcca nthalia, which
had been put early under forcing conditions, as well as larvae

oi Argynnis adippe, A. aglaia, M. cinxia, ^.xxdAgriades coridon.

The last two species were practically all full fed, but the .-1.

adippe and ^4. aglaia would not respond to the forcing treat-

ment.
Mr. Coote exhibited a short series of Nyssta hispidaria,

which he had bred from ova laid by a female taken at

Richmond in 1909.
Mr. A. Sich exhibited our two species of the genus Adda,

each with entire yellow fasciae: Adela crcesella, Scop, {snhella,

Schiif.), in expanse about 12 mm. The yellow fascia is nearer

the centre of wing. Veins 8 and g of fore-wings are

separate. Adela degeerella, L., measures about 18 mm., and
the yellow fascia is much beyond the centre of wing. \"eins

8 and 9 of the fore-wings are stalked.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a long series of Hcpialus

hniimli, var. thuleusis, Newman, = var. hcthlandica,

Staudinger, from Shetland, together with series of H.
hnmidi from Orkney, Hebrides, Ireland, and sundry
English localities, all of the latter being typical specimens
for comparison ; and read a short paper (p. 13).

APRIL 28/h, 1 910.

Mr. A. Sich, F.E.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. W. West (Greenwich) exhibited a large store-box,

containing numerous rare and interesting species, taken
mainly by himself forty or fifty years ago, many of the

specimens being of local interest to entomologists of south-

east London. Among them were Eiichloe cardamines, the

first butterfly taken by himself, in April, i860, in Kidbrooke
Lane, Blackheath ; four examples of Pievis daplidicc, taken
by some Deptford woodcutters, at Folkestone, in the
" sixties "

; two specimens of Colias ediisa and v. helice, from
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the Brockley railway banks ; C. hyalc, from the same place
;

very diminutive forms of Vanessa io, Agriadcs coridon, and
Aglais urticce, taken during an extremely dry season ; and
four diminutive E. cardamincs, taken in the following spring ;

Agrias convolvidi, taken at rest on the trunk of a chestnut
tree, in Greenwich Park, in i86g, while Mr. West was
sheltering from a storm ; Hippotion celcrio, found on a

machine in Messrs. Penn's iron foundry, Greenwich, in

1865 ; Scsia stellatarnm, taken at Blackheath, where it used
to be common ; Algeria cynipiformis, taken from elms in

Greenwich Park ; Ai. adiciformis, from Darenth ; Ai,. myopcc-

formis, from Greenwich apple trees ; Ai. chrysidiformis, from
Folkestone ; Ai. ichncwnonifovniis, from Lee ; a very pale

xanthic example of ^4. nrticce taken in 1875; specimens of

Deiopcia pulchella, taken in 1862 at St. Margaret's Bay by
some Deptford workmen ; a specimen of Spilosoma nrticce,

taken by him in 1880, on his door-step in Greenwich ; and
a salmon-pink example of Anthroccra filipcndnlcr, taken in

Burnt Ash Lane, in 1870.

Mr. R. Adkin again exhibited the supposed hybrid
Aiithrocera JilipendnlcE x achillccc, and read the following note :

"It may be remembered that early in last year I exhibited

a specimen of an Anthrocera, which had been sent to me by
Mr. W. Renton, of Morven, as resulting from a pairing that

he had observed between a male A. filipcndtdcc and a female
A. achillccc ('Proceedings,' 1909, p. 67). Considerable
doubt was expressed at the time as to the possibility of a

hybrid between these two species, and on a subsequent
occasion Mr. Tutt mentioned that, although cross-pairing

was not uncommon between some of the Continental
Anthrocerids, it had not, in his experience, produced hybrids.

I, therefore, thought it very desirable that the genitalia of

the specimen should be examined, as it is known that in the

case of hybrids these organs are greatly affected. Mr. F. N.
Pierce very kindly undertook this examination for me, and
his report is as follows :

' I have no hesitation in saying it

(the supposed hybrid) is a true filipendidcB in every respect.

The points of difference are very great in the two species,

and the ' hybrid ' agrees in every respect with filipendnlcc,

and in no point with achillece.' He then goes on to say that

he has examined the genitalia of a number of known hybrids,

and that the signs of hybridization in them are not only
well marked but unmistakable ; and that, therefore, this

specimen cannot be a hybrid. In these circumstances we
have no alternative but to accept the very distinct evidence
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of the genitalia, and to regard the specimen as a form of A.
jilipendulce ; and seeing that it was the female parent that

was supposed to be A. achillecB we can only suppose that

Mr. Renton must have been mistaken in its identity. In

this connection I may mention that he subsequently sent me
two other specimens he had captured, which resembled the

supposed hybrid fairly closely. He considered these could

not be A . JilipendulcB on account of certain details of appear-

ance, which he pointed out. I have carefully examined these

specimens, and have not the slightest doubt that they are

nothing more than a form of A . iilipenciulcB ; and in this

opinion I am confirmed by others to whom I have shown
them. It is, therefore, quite conceivable that a possibly

worn individual of this form was the female that he found
paired, and that he was thus led into the error of supposing

it to be a cross-pairing that he had witnessed. It is also

obvious that, this being the case, the two specimens bred in

confinement, which were sold at Stevens' rooms on October
27th, igo8, as hybrid A. achillecc x filipendn/ce, are probably

but forms of the latter species
;
perhaps, whoever now has

these specimens in his possession, may feel sufficiently

interested to have their genitalia examined, and the question

of their identity thus finally set at rest."

Mr, Hy. J. Turner exhibited a large number of Diptera,

Hynienoptera, IchneiwwnidcB, and a few Colcoptera just received

from Waroona, W. Australia, and one of the two boxes in

which they, with many specimens of Lepidoptera, 138 in all,

had been packed, to show the ingenious method of mani-
pulating a discarded cigar box for entomological purposes,

Mr. A. Sperring exhibited four specimens of Amphydasis
strataria (all females). These four specimens differ very

widely from the type, especially specimen No. i, and were
bred from a wild male and a bred female from Chislehurst,

Of some thirty larvae only five perfect specimens resulted

—

one male and four females, none of which could be con-
sidered as typical. There were also many cripples. He
noted that in the specimens exhibited the bands are, in all

cases, very dark, ranging from black to deep brown, instead

of pale mauve or lilac, as is usual. Specimen No, i exhibits

the widest divergence from type specimens. Specimen No,

4 is the lightest of the whole number bred, either perfect or
crippled, practically the whole of the latter being equivalent
to specimens Nos. i and 2,

Mr, A. Sich read a paper entitled the " Legs of Lepi-
dopterous Larvae "

(p. 15),
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MAY \2th, 1 910.

Mr. A. SiCH, F.E.S., Vicc-Pyesideiit, in the Chair.

Mr. Lyle, of Brockenhurst, was elected a member.
Mr. A. E. Tonge exhibited a series of twenty Mclitcsa

aurinia, taken near Verney Junction, Bucks, by Mr. J.
Mathison, of Winslow, about the year i8go, but apparently

since that date the species has become extinct in that

locality.

Mr. Ashdown exhibited a variety of Asphalia flavicornis,

in which the costa was unusually light, and there was
a dark blotch in the disc of the wing about midway between
the costa and the hind margin. It was taken at Mickleham,
in March, igio.

Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited a number of species of the

genus Pavnassim, including P. transiens, P. mnemosync, P.

insignis, P. orleansi, P. imperaior, P. gracialis, P. havdwickii,

P. delius, P. apollo, P. phoebus, P. sminthens. It was noted
how much the Japanese P. citrinarius (glacialis) was super-

ficially like Aporia cratcEgi.

Mr. Coulson exhibited an extremely pale buff example of

Phigalia pedaria, taken in Epping Forest.

Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited about fifty species of butter-

flies, met with by him at Zermatt in early August, iQog, in

more or less abundance ; and read a paper on the exhibit,

entitled " A Few Days with the Butterflies of Zermatt

"

(p. iS).

MAY 2ist, 1910.

Field Meeting at Oxshott.

Conductors : W. J. Lucas, B.A., and A. Sich, F.E.S.

The first field meeting of the year is always one to look

forward to ; it is the opening of the out-door campaign of

the Society. Although many of the members have passed
the days of earliest youth, yet " hope springs eternal in the
human breast," and we all expect, as every new summer
season arrives, to gain new entomological experience, to add
new species to our collections, and to renew acquaintance
with the various species we have met with on previous
occasions. Twenty members, animated by these or kindred
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hopes, or by the longhig for a walk in the country with

pleasant companions, assembled on Oxshott Heath. After

some discussion on the damp state of some of the paths, it

was decided to take the oft-trodden route to the Black Pond.

Although insects were not conspicuously abundant, and no

rarities were captured, most of the entomologists took some-

thing back with them, and the botanists found various

interesting plants. A pair oi LitJwcolletis stettinensis occurred

on an alder trunk, and a specimen of the less common L.

hecgeriella was also taken.

Mr. F. B. Carr has kindly furnished me with a list of his

captures, from which I take the following :

Euchloc cardamines, Gonepteryx rhainni and ova, Drepana

lacertula, Anarta niyrtiUi, Tephrosia pnnctnlaria (abundant),

Cidavia silaccata, Scodionn hclgiaria, and twelve others.

Among the larvae he secured were those of Clcocerh

viminalis, Cymatophora flavicornis, Chesias spartiata, Phycis

betiilcr, and many others.

After the ramble the members took tea at Wigmore's
Refreshment Rooms, and so brought a pleasant outing to

the wonted conclusion.

MAY 26/A, 1910.

Mr. W. J. Kaye, F.E.S., President, in the Chair.

Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited a specimen of the fungus

Polypoms schii'einitzii, from St. Margaret's Ba}-. Mr. Step

remarked on the destructiveness of this species to pine trees,

and stated that it was of comparatively recent introduction

to this country. Mr. Edwards also exhibited a specimen of

Sepidtaria coronaria, a species of the PezizcB group, subterra-

nean at hrst but becoming partly exposed. It is found in

spring under trees.

Mr. Newman exhibited males and females of an Agriades

from the collection of the late Mr. Sabine, which were sup-

posed to be natural hybrids of A. coridon x A. tJietis

{bellargns), and stated that almost exactly similar examples

had been taken last year on the ground where Mr. Sabine

collected his specimens. He also showed ova of Sesia

andreniformis, deposited at the bottom of a chip-box, and
tucked well into crevices, which appeared to point to the

female in nature selecting crevices of bark in which to lay

them. [These ova, which were brown in colour, afterwards

proved to be infertile.]
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Mrs. Hemmino[ exhibited a gynandromorphous example of

Celustrina argiolits, taken by her in Surrey, on May loth,

1910. The left side was female and the right side male.

Mr. Edwards exhibited a number of species of Safyridcr of

the genera Taygetis and Melauiiis. The former, which is

confined to the American continent, show noticeable varia-

tion in the undersides. Melanitis is found in the Indian,

Mala3'an, Australian, and African regions. The extreme
variation shown by the undersides of the widely distributed

and common Melanitis leda was very remarkable.

A correction.—Mr. R. Adkin again exhibited the specimen
of a Boarmia referred to, in his '' Stray Notes on the \'aria-

tion and Distribution of Boarmia repandata in Britain," as a

unicolorous smoky-black specimen sent from Delamere, and
probably referable to B. gemmaria (" Proceedings," 1909,

p. 3) : together with short series of melanic forms of B.
repandata from Lancashire and Yorkshire, and of B. gem-
maria from Kent for comparison, and read the following

note :

" The specimen referred to in my notes as coming from
Delamere, I now hear from my friend and fellow member, Mr.
Mansbridge, to whose kindness I am indebted for it, really

came from Knowslev, Lancashire, and not from Delamere as

stated; it is a captured specimen and not in very good con-

dition, and, therefore, difficult to dift'erentiate. Mr. Mans-
bridge, on reading my notes, expressed his opinion that I

was wrong in regarding it as a form of B. gemmaria, and
he had not the slightest doubt that it should be referred

to B. repandata ; and, with a view to convincing me, he very

kindly sent me the series of specimens bred from Knowsley
parents now exhibited. They are by far the darkest speci-

mens I have seen of any Boarmia, yet, being in perfect

condition, it is not difficult to trace in them the usual

markings of B. repandata ; moreover, as Mr. Mansbridge
points out, the pectinations of the male antennae are propor-

tionately much shorter in that species than in B. gemmaria,
a character which certainly holds good in this case. 1 think,

therefore, we must accept the Knowsley series as a very

remarkable form of B. repandata, and as the specimen in

question is undoubtedly one of the same race, that also must
be regarded as a form of B. repandata, not of B. gemmaria as

originally stated."

Butterflies attacked by birds.—Mr. Robert Adkin mentioned
that his son had reported to him that on May 20th, while walk-
ing on the road towards Beachy Head at Eastbourne, a small
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bird, somewhat like a stone-chat, but of rather sHghter
build, Hew out from some bushes, seized a white butterfly,

which he believed to be Pieris brassicce, in its beak, dropped
with it to the ground with the evident purpose of securing a
firmer hold, and then flew off with it to the bushes, apparently

to its nest. He had no doubt that in this case the butterfly

was taken by the bird with the object of food, either for

itself, or more probably for its young.
Mr. Step, on behalf of Mr. West, of Ashtead, exhibited a

number of specimens of Tcstacella haliotidea, the carnivorous
slug, which he (Mr. West) had found in numbers in a corner
of his garden, together with several eggs of the species.

The specimens were noted as being somewhat pale in colour.

Attention was called to the eggs, which are one sixth of an
inch in length, with an opaque elastic envelope, and are more
or less spindle-shaped.

Dr. Hodgson exhibited numerous specimens of Celastrina

argiohis, bred from ova and larvas obtained in August and
September, igog. One female emerged in igog ; one
apparent female had male wings of pale grey-blue, with very
light margins ; two females and two males were of an excep-

tionally pale bright grey-blue.

JUNE gth, 1 910.

Mr. Edwards exhibited a store-box of American PierincB,

amongst which might be mentioned Catopsilia eiibale, with its

two forms of female ; and C. hilavia, the male of which has
paint-brush-like scent organs on the fore-wings.

Captain Cardew exhibited a short series oiEpione advenaria,

including an unicolorous aberration, taken near Godalming.
Dr. Hodgson exhibited the resultant imagines of a brood

of Pievis napi, from ova laid by a female captured in May,
igog (first emergence). The larvas were fed on Hcsperis

matronalis. Fifteen imagines (eleven males and four females)

emerged in July and August, igog, all being normal except

one. The rest of the pupae laid over the winter, producing
in May, igio, eleven males, twelve females, and four cripples

;

and twelve pupae died, mostly in the cold period at the
beginning of May, when the imagines were ready to emerge.
Several of these were more or less abnormal. One female
was very lightly marked on the upper side, being almost
identical with the average male examples. The discal

markings of the female were practically obsolete, a few
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scales only representing them on the underside. Two
other female specimens approached this form very closely.

The rest of the female specimens were not unusually well

marked for the locality. The upper sides of the males were
about the average, but one male had a complete, very delicate,

black margin to the fore-wings. The undersides of this sex

were about the average in depth of colour, with a tendency
to be lightly marked. The undersides of the females were
from average to extremely lightly marked. One specimen
was the most lightly marked specimen bred at any time, or

even captured, of either emergence.
Mr. Harrison reported that, by assembling with a female

Amphidaiys betnlaria at Woodford, he had obtained no fewer
than twenty-one males, of which fourteen were the v. double-

dayaria form.

JUNE 22rd, 1 910.

Mr. Ashdown exhibited a specimen of Algeria culiciformis,

taken at rest on an alder stump in the New Forest, in May
;

also specimens of the rare Coleopteron, Anthaxia nitidtda,

taken in June in the same locality.

Mr. Newman exhibited a very long bred series of Ema-
Uirga atoinaria, from ova laid by a melanic female crossed

with a typical male, which showed a large proportion of

specimens of the melanic form, the major number being
females. He stated that the larvae are very easy to rear, and
feed readily on knotgrass, but must be provided with plenty

of heather to hibernate amongst. In one case 103 larvaj

produced 103 imagines.

Mr. West (jGreenwich) exhibited a number of species

captured by him during the Field Meeting at Ranmore
Common on June i8th, including Cryptocephalus coryli, C.

niorcei, Heptaulacus villosus, Polydrusiis niicans, Cionus thapsus,

etc., among the Coleoptera ; and developed and undeveloped
forms of Stiroma affinis, S. albomarginata (developed forms
rare), Philcenns exdamationis, Dcltocephalns abdoininalis,

Liburnia (DelpJiacinus) mesomela, etc., among the Hemiptera.
Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited series of Endromis versicolor

and Biston hirtaria, reared during the spring of the present

year, from ova received from Aviemore in igo8, thus having
remained over a second year in pupae. With regard to the

E. versicolor, he said that some three dozen pupated in the

summer of igoS, and from these seven males and five females
emerged in the spring of 1909; while of the seventeen speci-
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mens reared in 1910, four only were males, twelve females,

and one, although following the male form in all other

respects, had the right antenna distinctly female. Of
the B. hirtaria a much larger number were fed up in 1908,
but the emergences were ten only in igog, viz. four males
and six females, and in igio thirteen, viz. live males and
eight females. Of the first-mentioned species a few, and of

the latter a large proportion, of the pupae were still lying

over, and might perhaps produce imagines when spring again
came round. The female from which the hirtaria ova were
obtained was of a " golden " form, but the offspring so far

showed no marked variation from the type.

Mr. Sich exhibited a golden, silky cocoon he had found on
Hippocrepis coinosa, growing on Ranmore Common, and which
had produced a beetle. The beetle, which was recognised as

a species of Apion, began to consume its cradle immediately
after emergence.

Mr. F. Cowham exhibited a female Nyssia zonaria, showing
a tendency towards the male characters. The wings were
much larger than usual, and the antennas were slightly

pectinated.

Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited a number of large speci-

mens of Coleoptera, including Oxynoptcrus aiidaidnii (gynan-
dromorph) from N. Borneo ; Rhauinns lancifer, R. uiiuias,

and Psalidogiiathns fricndii from S. America, Paraglcnca

fortnnci from China, Ceratovhina movgani and C. quadri-

niacnlata from W. Africa.

Mr. F. Noad Clark exhibited a series of photographs
taken by him during the meeting at Ranmore Common. He
reported that Mgevia tipulifovmis was common in his garden
at Wembley, and that a female assembled numerous males
from about half-past one to two o'clock. The male flight was
from mid-day to five in the afternoon.

Mr. F. B. Carr, on behalf of himself and the Rev. F. M. B.

Carr, exhibited a collection of insects taken in the Wye
Valle}-, Monmouthshire, from July nth to August 14th,

igog, but chiefly during the first fortnight, including Leuco-

phasia sinapis, Argynnis adippe and A. paphia ; Polygonia c-

albuni, first brood, var. hutchiiisoni, a series ; second brood, a

series taken at end of July ; Vanessa io, Parargc cgeria and P.

niegce/a, Satyrus semele, Chattcndcnia it'-albiun and Bithys

querals ; Niidaria nmndana, kXow^ series; Lithosia lurideola

and L. complana, Hepialus sylvimis, and H. hecttis : Lopho-
pteryx camclina, dark ; Notodonta dictccoidcs ; Cymatopliova

fiuduosa, long series in fine condition ; Cevigo inatiira : Miami
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arcHosa ; Cleoceris viuiiiialis, dark forms ; Plusia iota, P. pul-

chrina, and P. chrysith ; Angerona prunaria, plain and banded;
Boarinia repandata, dark vars. and var. cojiversaria, Giiophos

obscuraria, rather paler and larg;er than the New Forest form
;

Geometra papilionavia, a series in fine condition ; Ephyra
omicronaria, Asthena luteata, A. blonieri, A. sylvata ; Acidalia

iuiitaria, Tiuiandra mnataria, Macaria notata ; Halia vauaria,

Minoa iNurinata, Abraxas sylvata {iilmata), Larentia didy-

niata (dark form), Einmelcsia dccolorata, Eupithecia debiliata,

Hypsipctes sordidata, dark forms ; Melaiithia bicolorata and Jll.

albicillata, Coremia qiiadrifasciaria ; Cidaria picata, long series

in fine condition, Cidaria immanata and C. prunata. Myelo-

phila cribrttm, Botys hyalinalis and B. fuscalis, Ebidea crocealis

and E. saiiibucalis. Nothing was taken at sugar.

JULY 2nd, 1910.

Field Meeting at Westerham.

Conductor: Hy. J. Turner, F.E.S.

Although the Society have met at Westerham on several

previous occasions, the sand area has always been the field

selected and never the chalk slopes. It was decided on this

day to visit the new area, which, to one or two individuals

who had gone over the ground a week before, offered very
attractive possibilities. Sanguine expectations, however,
were damped—considerably damped—-by the thunderous
downpour which met the extremely few members who defied

the threatening elements. Cocoons oi Anthrocera filipcndulcE,

and HoO, were perhaps the only abundant things obtained in

any quantity.

JULY 14th, 1910.

Mr. A. G. Scorer, of Chilworth, was elected a member.
A special exhibition was made of the various forms of

Polyomumtus icarus, of which the following is a summary.
Dr. Hodgson's specimens included a male in which the

orange spots on the underside of the hind-wings were replaced

by black, a female with a streak of blue on the outer margin of

one hind-wing underside, another specimen with a streak of

blue on the inner margin of the underside of the fore-wing,

a male with a crescent mark on the inner margin of the
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fore-wing underside, a female upperside with the orange
scaling running into the second quarter of the fore-wings, two
female specimens with an orange streak near the discoidals

of the fore-wings, two female specimens without trace of

orange on the upper sides, one female specimen with the

whitish discoidal spots on the fore-wings not centred with

black, and numerous females more or less completely suffused

with blue.

Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a series of Polyommatus icarus

showing some very extreme forms of the female. A specimen
from Worcester Park, taken in 1893, had the ground colour

even a brighter blue than that of normal males. Another
female from the same place was of a mauve-blue shade. One
specimen from West Horsley had wedge-shaped white spots

on the upper side of the hind-wings. An example from the

New Forest was exceptionally large, with very bold marginal

spots. An underside was shown with confluent markings
on the inner margin of the fore-wings. Another, not quite

symmetrical, specimen had confluent markings at the anal

angle of the hind-wings ; it was taken at Sandown.
Mr. R. Adkin's exhibit included series from Orkney,

Hebrides, and various parts of the Scottish mainland

;

Ireland ; the Isle of Man ; Scilly Isles ; North Wales, and
the north and south of England. Taken as a whole, the

individuals comprising the Orcadian, Hebridian and Irish

series were larger and more robust than any of the others,

and in that respect showed a marked contrast with those

from the south of England ; the females were fully as large as

the males, and showed a preponderance of strongly blue-

marked specimens with the red submarginal spots unusually

large. In regard to individual variation, three males were

of a Jiylas colour, one of them having been taken in Kin-

cardineshire, one at Boxhill, Surrey, and one at Eastbourne,

Sussex, the two latter being somewhat undersized. A female

captured at Keston, Kent, was of a very pale blue colour.

Among the undersides were many variations of the number
and arrangement of the spots, the most frequent being a

running together of those near the inner margin of the fore-

wings into a horseshoe-like mark. The series also included

a gynandromorphous specimen taken by the late Mr. Well-

man, on Wandsworth Common, in i860,

Mr. Hy. J.Turner's specimens included females with much
blue suffusion ; females without traces of blue; females with

whitish streaks and markings ; females with very bright, well-

developed, orange submarginal patches on all the wings ;
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females with the same, only on the hind-winos ; females

with on!}' a trace of these patches; females from Sligo,

large, brilliantly blue, suffused with unusually large orange
patches; an extremely small male, measuring only 23 mm.

;

a few undersides showing

—

(i) degrees of the union of the

inner marginal blotches on the fore-wing; (2) suppression
of all eye-spots on the hind-wings

; (3) enlargement and
elongation of the submarginal ocellations on the fore-wings,

etc.

Mr. Hemming's specimens included a male, with its colour

approaching that oi Agriadesthctis {bcllargiis) ; a female, with

strong marginal striation on the under-side ; a dw^arf male
with crescents and spots on the underside of the fore-wings

much displaced, taken on June 22nd, 1910, in Sussex; one
male with a well-developed series of marginal black spots

on the lower wings ; and on behalf of Mr. A. Hemming a

striking female aberration, taken near Redhill, on September
15th, 1909, in which all the submedian spots on the under-

side of the fore-wings are closely clustered around the

discoidal, except that the lowest spot is confluent wnth the
lower basal spot, while on the imderside of the hind-wings
the spots are partially obsolete, but those that remain, two
submedian and one basal, are also clustered around the

discoidal.

Mr. B. W. Adkin exhibited a selection of specimens from
Scotland, the Hebrides, Ireland, the Isles of Scilly, North
Cornwall, Devon, Kent, Sussex, and the Isle of Wight.
Among them a hylas blue male from the Hebrides, of very
large size, and a tin}- dwarf female from the Isle of Wight
were perhaps the most noticeable. The specimens from
the Isles of Scilly were selected from a large number, and
Mr. Adkin spoke of the race as of rather small size, the

males very ordinary, and the females rather pale blue, with
orange markings well developed.

Mr. E. C. Joy exhibited a drawer of specimens arranged
as spring and summer emergences, and stated that the

former were, on the average decidedly larger and finer than
the latter.

Mr. C. P. Pickett exhibited a long series containing males,

varying from steel blue to adonis-like blue ; undersides, an
absolute var. obsoleta, and several forms near striata ; females,

from the dingy type to a long series of blue forms varying
from violet to a Morpho-Wke blue ; one blue female with a
distinctly marked marginal black band ; and a series from
North Wales much larger than our south of England forms.
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In summinp^ up the results of his recent work on the

species, and the conckisions emphasised by the exhibits

before him, Mr. Tutt stated that P. icarus extended from the

western shores of Europe right away to the Amur district.

In the latter area, however, it was extremely rare, and did

not extend into Japan. Its southern limit was the Himalayas.

Throughout this vast territory it did not attain anywhere so

great a range of variation as in the British Islands, although

it was possible, with isolated specimens from the Continent,

to match most of the forms met with more or less frequently

in these islands. Probably, the races existing about the

west coasts of both Scotland and Ireland showed the most
extreme variation ; next in order were those from the north

Himalayas; after them came North Africa and Madeira as

productive of considerable range of forms. In Germany it

was generally recorded that, although the occurrence of blue

females was by no means common, it almost invariably

happened in the case of spring-brood examples. Similarly,

the opinion was the same in the British Islands, but strange

to say, his own experience was at variance with this. His

most strikingly blue forms were autumn-caught specimens,

and he had found the blue females more prevalent in the

later broods. The most brilliant races of males and of blue

females were characteristic of the western portions of Ireland

and Scotland, with which those from Scandinavia were com-
parable. Nowhere else throughout the range of the species-

distribution did such striking forms occur in any abundance,
although every form could apparently be found in each

locality, but only sporadically as a rare aberration. The
Germans practically did not know our British races. In

fact it was in the British Islands alone that the species

reached its extreme beauty and variability. On the north-

western slopes of the Himalayas some very beautiful, silky

hylas-V\ke forms were to be met with, as also were a race

comparable to P. eros, with which species P. icants often

flew. The few specimens up to the present time taken in

Amurland were extremely similar to the typical English

form, but those found on the Afghan borders had the under-

sides very pale indeed, with the spots much reduced in size

and number. Only in Western France were there any
€scheri-\\ke P. icarus at all comparable to those remarkably
beautiful series from the west of Ireland, Scotland, and
Scandinavia. One other race required mention, the cclina

one, occurring in Sicily, Algeria, Morocco, etc., a smaller

race, with very strongly marked seasonal dimorphism, the
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spring forms with most beautifully blue females, the summer
specimens uniformly brown. In conclusion, he was delighted

with the evening's exhibition, and realised that no hner
collection could have been got together in any part of

Europe than that in the hands of the various members of

the South London Society.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a series of Cdastrina argioliis

reared from larvas taken at Eastbourne in September last

;

one of the females had the black border much reduced,

hardly extending beyond the middle of the outer margin of

the fore-wings, and the row of marginal black spots usual on
the hind-wings was absent.

Mr. Sich exhibited specimens of Prays ciirtiscllus including

V. rustica from Westerham, one of the few insects it was
possible to capture during the almost incessant storm on the

occasion of the Society's Field Meeting on July 2nd.

Mr. Pickett exhibited a fine series of forms of Angcrona
prnnavia, bred this year, including a number of extreme
forms of the variety pickeUaria. They were a selection from
some 900 specimens bred, and the offspring of twelve years

of interbreeding and crossing from an original Raindeen
Wood male and a Chingford female. The males were par-

ticularly rich in the orange coloration, and some were very

heavily freckled. The females were a richly banded race,

with a strong tendency for the male coloration to predomi-
nate. A striking new form was bred this year, in which the

marginal band, so perfect in v. pickettaria, was divided into

two bands. The race was stronger than ever this year and
some of the largest specimens obtained were among them.
The exhibit was a selection from nearly a thousand bred
from the pairings of five female 1909 specimens.

Mr. Step read the report of the delegates to the 1910
Annual Congress of the S.E. Union of Scientific Societies,

held at Guildford, June 8th to June nth.

Report of Delegates to the Annual Congress of
THE South Eastern Union of Scientific Societies.

By E. Step, F.L.S.
m

The meeting of the South-Eastern Union at Guildford,

June 8th to nth, must be pronounced another success, in

spite of rather unfavourable weather. Members and dele-

gates gathered together in the Borough and County Halls
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to meet members of the local Committee, under whose
guidance they began a perambulation of the ancient town,
visiting some of the most noteworth}^ of its old buildings.

These included the Angel Hotel, where there are some fine

specimens of Elizabethan woodwork—remains of the old inn
—and St. Mary's Church, where the chancel is higher than
the nave, and the floor slopes from east to west. From the

church the party proceeded to the remains of the Castle,

built upon an artificial chalk mound. Here the members
were joined by the Mayor and other prominent townsmen,
with whom they adjourned to the Town Hall, on the way to

Abbott's Hospital, the finely preserved example of one of
the best periods of English architecture, which forms so

striking a feature of the High Street. This interesting

building was thoroughly explored, even the jealously guarded
muniment room being thrown open to inspection, together

with some of its choicest treasures. Here the usual Congress
photograph was taken in the court}'ard. Holy Trinity

Church and the Royal Grammar School complete the list of

places visited during this full afternoon, the party being led

throughout by Mr. Ralph Nevill, F.S.A., the well-known and
genial archffiologist, who took the greatest interest in the
entire proceedings of the Congress, and helped materially to

its success.

In the evening the Mayor received us at the County and
Borough Hall, which was our headquarters throughout the

visit, and after an hour spent in social intercourse under the

genial influences of music and refreshments, we adjourned
to the castle grounds, which had been tastefully decorated
and illuminated, and where the principal portion of Guild-

ford's population was gathered in our honour. So passed
the first da)-.

On Thursday we bent our energies seriously to work, with

a meeting of the Council at 9.30 and a gathering of delegates

at 10.15, when the officers and committees rendered satis-

factory accounts of their stewardship. At the general

meeting which followed, Mr. Henry Bury, F.G.S., gave a

most interesting lantern lecture on the " Relations of the

River Wey to the Blackwater and the Arun," showing how
these rivers had fought for territory in the Farnham and
Hindhead districts, and how the Arun had stolen some of

the Wey's contributory streams. Mr. E. A. Martin followed

with a further contribution on " Dew-ponds," in continuation

of the papers on that subject he has read at previous

meetings. From his experiments it appeared clear that the
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old idea that these ponds are replenished by dew is

erroneous ;
' heavy mists and rain are the only agencies

adding to their contents.

For the afternoon two excursions had been arranged—one,

of a geological character, to the Puttenham sand-caves, the

other, botanical, to the region of the Cutmill ponds. A
large party started in brakes and motor-cars, but when
ascending the Hog's Back we were treated to a cloud-burst

and a violent thunderstorm, which drenched the lightly

clad, and caused a portion of the party to return to

Guildford. The hardier spirits pushed on to Puttenham
Heath. The Cutmill district was impossible, but under
brighter skies we had a pleasant ramble on the heath, which
.was investigated botanically.

In the evening we had an address from our President,

Prof. E. A. Gardner, who dealt with some aspects of
" Evolution in Art,'' but as I was unable to hear a single

connected sentence I should be unable to vouch for the fact

but for a later perusal of the lecture in print.

On Friday morning the Council met at ten, and your
delegates, being free for an hour, devoted it to an examina-
tion of the Congress Museum, which, as usual, was filled with
interesting exhibits in many branches of Nature and Art.

At eleven we were treated to a paper by Mr. J.G. N. Clift, the

Hon. Secretary of the British Archgeological Association, on
*' The Pilgrims' Way between Farnham and Albury "

—

another subject of great local interest, but which was greatly

marred by the speaker's trick of dropping his voice almost
to a whisper for the second half of every sentence, so that

the conclusion had mostly to be guessed from the context.

In this district there are two claimants to the title of Pilgrims'

Way—that along the ridge of the Hog's Back, and another

that follows the lower sand ridge south of the chalk and
touches a series of villages on its way. The claims of each
were set forth, but the lecturer would not commit himself to

a casting vote. A most interesting discussion followed,

regrettably terminated by the exigencies of the time-table,

but sufficient was said to make holes in the theories of

Grant Allen and Hilaire Belloc on the supposed " tin road."

This was followed by an address by Dr. Wm. Martin, who
dealt with the " Interpretation of the Maps of the Sixteenth

and Seventeenth Centuries."

The afternoon was a crowded and enjoyable one, the

weather was more propitious, and a lengthy procession set

out for Loseley Manor, where 130 of us gathered in the fine
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Elizabethan hall to listen to a most lucid and interesting

address by Mr. H. E. Maiden on the associations of the

house, its carvings, pictures, and past owners and guests.

Then we proceeded to Compton, where we had a discourse

in the Norman church of St. Nicholas from Mr. P. M.
Johnston ; and afterwards some inspected the Watts' Gallery,

whilst others visited the ornate mortuary chapel. Again
boarding our conveyances, we drove through beautiful lanes

to Piccard's Rough, where Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Powell
hospitably received us. A brief ramble in the magnificent

gardens was a tantalisingly enjoyable experience ; but our
steeds were champing their bits, and the day's programme
was not exhausted. We bowled home along the lower
Pilgrims' Way, and hurried through our dinners that we
might be back at the hall in time to hear Mr. Tutt's dis-

course, with the aid of the lantern, on " Colour in Insects."

On Saturday morning we had our final delegates' meeting
at 9.45, when we enthusiasticall}' thanked our kind hosts

and hostesses, and all who were concerned in making the

Congress of igio a most enjoyable event. We then fixed

upon St. Albans as the scene of the igii meeting, and
elected Sir David Gill, late Astronomer Royal at the Cape,
as President. Next we presented a silver rose-bowl to our
retiring Secretary, and a silver card-case to Mrs. BuUen, as

slight acknowledgments of their great v.-ork for the Union.
Here I have to confess that your delegates were guilty of a
lapse from the line of conduct they should have foliow^ed.

The room had got stuffy, and they were tired of long sitting

;

so at the conclusion of the presentations, instead of waiting

as they should have done to hear the papers, the}' explored

the chalk caverns that run for some distance under the lower
part of the town, and afterwards walked out to the garden
of rock-plants and alpines at St. Catherine's. After lunch,

too, instead of going to Godalming to inspect the modern
Charterhouse, they explored the lower Pilgrim's Way
between Guildford and Compton, of which the)- had caught
a seductive glimpse on the previous day ; afterward returning

by the upper route along the Hog's Back.
For the sake of completeness it may be added that the

missed papers were—one dealing with " Waves in Sand
and Snow " by Dr. Vaughan Cornish, and another on the
" Extinction of Cryptogamous Plants " by Mr. A. R.
Horwood, based on reports received from various parts of

the United Kingdom.
The Coni^ress ended officialK- in the afternoon, but the
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local committee arranged a supplementary treat for the

townsfolk in the shape of an evening lecture on "Aquatic
Autocrats and Fairies.," bv our friend Mr. F. Knock,

JULY 2SM, 1910,

Mr. F. W. \\'ood, of Ashtead, and Mr. P. Humm, of

Streatham, were elected members.
Mr. Dennis exhibited a photograph of a lichen new to

science, recently found at Horsley, and described as Gongylia

viridis (see "Journal of Botany," February, 1911).

Mr. Main exhibited the larvae and luminous ova of the

glow-worm, Lainpyris noctiluca.

Mr. Clark (on behalf of Mr. Gadge) exhibited a specimen
of a species of mite found on an example of Melanargia
galatca, taken at Ventnor. It was considered to belong to

the genus Trcuibidiuui. Mr. Step said that he had found
mites on most of the butterflies he had met with at Beachy
Head.

Mr. B. H. Smith reported finding larvae of Cucullia

vcrbasci feeding on Buddlca variabilis.

Mr. Sich reported having found a larva of Zciizcra pjrina

(cTsculi) attacking jessamine ; and also stated that he had
taken a mite from a specimen oi Gclechia tcnebrosa.

Mr. Step exhibited CaJla paliistris, a marsh plant of Europe
and North America, which has become naturalized in the

large pond at Wisley. It is the only species of the genus,

the so-called Calla, or arum-lily, of conservatories being a

Richardia. A member of the family Aracecr, the form of its

leaves and the arrangement of its simple flowers on a spadix,

at once suggest an affinity with our cuckoo-pint {A nun
maculatinn). In Calla, however, the spathe only for a short

time forms a protection to the flowers, soon turning back
and curving downwards so as to exhibit its pure white inner

surface to insects flying over it, and thus constituting at

once an attraction and an alighting platform. In Arum the

unisexual flowers are arranged around the lower portion of

the central spadix or "pintle" in distinct whorls, those of

the female whorls maturing before the males. In Calla the

flowers form an o\oid cluster at the summit of the spadix,

the upper part consisting entirely of a dense crowd of stamens.

The other flowers are all bisexual, consisting of a green

ampulliform pistil with a simple purple stigma, surrounded

bv a ring of stamens, which have stout white filaments and
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yellowish anthers. The pistils mature before the anthers,

which do not all shed their pollen at once—an arrangement
that ensures cross-pollination. There are neither petals nor
sepals. The situation of growth makes it difficult to observe

the insect agents by which this is effected ; but analogy
would lead one to suppose they are flies. It is said that the

flowers give off the odour of decaying matter, which also

points to flies as the pollinators.

Mr. Step was not aware of the circumstances under which
this continental plant was introduced to Boldremere, but to

his knowledge it had flourished there for twenty years ; and
its healthy condition suggests that it might be used generally

for ornamental waters in this country.

AUGUST. nth, 1910.

Mr. Carr exhibited ova of Acidalia straminata, laid on
heather from Oxshott.

Mr. Sich exhibited some catkins of sallow {Salix aurita)

which he had met with during the past week at Chiswick.
Mr. Rayward exhibited a specimen oi Adopcra flava {linca)

which he had met with in a moribund condition from being

attacked by no less than twenty-one specimens of a mite.

He also exhibited the shells of the ova of Geonietra vcrnaria

and Phorodesiiia sviaragdaria, for comparison of the methods
of deposition. In the former case the ova were deposited

stacked in a pile, while in the latter they were laid either

singly or one or two side by side. The larvae of P. suiarag-

daria immediately on emergence commence to cover them-
selves with debris, and appear to bite and masticate pieces of

the food-plant, which they apparently cover with saliva ejected

from the mouth, and then attach them to the tubercles.

It was found difficult to remove this debris from the tubercles

with a brush.

Mr. West (of Greenwich) exhibited several species of

Coleoptera and Hemiptera, which he had met with recently,

attacked by a species of mite. He stated that it was by no
means an uncommon occurrence.

Mr. R. Adkin, for Mr. Lachlan Gibb (of Montreal), ex-

hibited a number of " white " butterflies from Canada ; they
consisted of a series of the Canadian native "white" {Pieris

olcracea), a series of the introduced Pieris rapcc, and three

specimens taken near Lost River on May 28th last, which
Mr. Gibb thought might, perhaps, prove to be a new species.

The notes sent with the specimens were as follows :
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" In this part of Canada we have only one native white

butterfly, viz. P. oleracea, which is found always in woods or

wooded lands, though it is somewhat fond of flying along

the roads in these woods.
" Pic/is rapcc is very common over here, having been

imported some sixty years back, and its habits here are just

the same as in England. P. oleracea appears to be getting

much scarcer near here, and the collectors put it down to

P. rapce driving it out, but I cannot see how this can be, as

their habits, food, etc., are so dissimilar. The flight of

P. oleracea is weakish, but stronger than that of the English

Leptidia sinapis.
" The three Lost River specimens I cannot make out. I

took them this spring around Eraser Lake, Lost River, about

1200 feet above sea-level. Around this lake, farms, clearings,

and woods alternate, and the species (?) seems to prefer the

grassy lands to the more wooded places. Are they a cross

between P. oleracea and P. rapcc- ? They seem to be very

like the English P. napi, but that species is not known in

this district.
" Notice the black body and quick stopping of black

shading on the wings of P. oleracea, whereas, in the Lost

River specimens, the body and shading is greyish, and much
more sufi"used on the wings, with distinct spots in the

female ; it also seems a more robust insect than P. oleracea.

" When I took P. oleracea and the Lost River specimens

P. rapa; was not on the wing, but about three weeks later a

friend took P. rapce, which then appeared fresh, and also

P. oleracea, which were mostly worn."
Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited a number of cases of a Coleo-

phorid feeding on the seeds of wild sweet-william {Dianthus

barbatus), sent to him from Hyeres by Dr. Chapman, and a

short series of the imagines bred from them. It was after-

wards ascertained to be Coleophora dianthi. He also exhibited

the nest of a species of wasp, Polistes sp. (?), found in August
of igog at Zermatt, attached to a twig of Alpine rose

{Rhododendron ferrugineum) ; and stated that at Grindelwald

this year he had met with a very similar nest attached to a

natural rock used as a monument in the churchyard. It

was in full sunlight, of precisely the same tint as the stone,

very inconspicuous, and its inhabitants were actively at work.

Captain Cardew exhibited a very flne example of the con-

fluent form of Anthrocera vicice {meliloti), which has been
called V. confusa. It was taken in the New Forest, in July
last, when the species was in some numbers. He also
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reported that a female Geomdra papilionaria, recently taken

by him, preferred to deposit her ova on the outside of the

perforated zinc of the cag:e and in a chip box rather than on
the birch twigs provided for her.

Mr. A. E. Gibbs exhibited a series of Epinephclc jurtina,

var. fortunnta, Alph., taken in Algeria in May and June,
igio, and contributed the following note :

" This form is

somewhat similar to the well-known southern var. hispulla,

Hiib., but is a finer insect. It is larger, and in the female

the extension of the fulvous colouring on the upper side is

much more pronounced. The basal area of the hind-wing
beneath is darker, throwing into prominence the hght sub-

marginal band, which on its inner side is edged with orange.

The male, as seen in the cabinet, does not do justice to the

living insect, which has a most beautiful golden gloss on its

fore-wings. Foriiinata appears to be the usual form in

Algeria, for I found it in most of the localities I visited. I

first met with it at Hammam RTrha, in the Atlas, on
May 27th ; then at Saida, May 28th ; Oran, May 30th

;

Tlem9en, May 31st, June ist and 2nd ; and Lalla Maghnia,

June 3rd, 4t;h, and 5th. This variety of E. jurtina was first

described by Alpheraky in i8g6 from specimens from the

Canar}- Islands. It is also said to occur in the south of

Portugal."

Mr. Gibbs also exhil)ited specimens of Melanargia lucasi

Rbr., from Saida in the Oranaise. He said :
" This is the

M. galatea, var. niauritanica, of Oberthiir. Authorities

differ as to whether it deserves specific rank. Staudinger
considers it a good species, but I am inclined to think it is

simply the varietal form of M. galatea, which is found on
the Southern side of the Mediterranean. It has a very close

resemblance to the M. galatea of northern and central

Europe, but is larger, and the transverse band on the under-

side of the hind-wing is rather broader. The specimens
shown are two of the three I beat out of the grass by the

riverside at Saida on a wet and windy day ; and I have no
doubt that, had the weather been more favourable, I should

have secured a longer series, for I believe it is a common
Algerian insect. Saida was the most southern point I

visited, and the species was apparently only just coming out.

Two specimens of M . galatea, from Eclepens, are shown for

comparison."
He also exhibited living specimens of Melitaa didynia, and

M. athalia (?), from larvae taken on Plantago lanceolata. at

Vernet-les-Bains, in the middle of Ma\' last.
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Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited a box of Satyr idee from

various localities, among them being a nice series of the

sexually dimorphic species Hctcronyin[)ha iiicrope, including a

specimen largely suffused with black.

Mr. Enock exhibited living male and female Myiuarida- just

bred bv him from Richmond Park. Among them were
examples of the very minute and beautiful battledore-wing fly

{Mymar pulchellnni).

AUGUST 2Sfh, 1910.

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited a series of Syrichtus malvcE, taken

near Eastbourne on May 22nd last. The morning of that

day, he said, was very fine and sunny, and the species was
flying freely ; but about noon the sky suddenly clouded over,

and the butterflies at once disappeared. On searching the

herbage, however, in the hope of finding some odd species

that might be resting upon it, he detected, after going over

the ground several times, a specimen of S. malvcc resting on

a flower-head of salad burnet. A more careful examination

revealed the fact that quite a number of them were so resting,

but their chequered wings, outspread and slightly bent down,
much in the position of those of an ordinary set specimen,

assimilated so closely with the flowers of the ribwort

{Plantago lanccolata), which was blossoming abundantly all

around the plants on which the insect was resting, as to

make its detection exceedingh' difficult.

Mr. West (Greenwich) exhibited a series of Typhlocyha

crucnta, a species of Homoptera hitherto only taken at

Woking by the late Mr. Saunders, from sycamore. Mr.

West's specimens were obtained by him at Ranmore and
Box Hill in August. He also exhibited specimens of

Oncotyius viridiflavus, from Ranmore.
Mr. Newman exhibited a specimen oi Odontopcrabidcntata,

intermediate in marking, the fore-wings dark with a light

central area of considerable size, while the hind-w-ings were
liglit with a wide dark marginal border; a female specimen
of BitJiys qucrah, in which the fore-wings were blotched with

adouis-hlue instead of the usual purplish-blue; two bred

specimens of Argynnis paphia var. valesina, somewhat inter-

mediate in tint ; a female specimen of Enchloc cardauiincs,

having a streak of bright yellow scaling on the disc of the

left fore-wing; and another specimen in which the greenish

marbling on the underside approached that of E. bdia, while

on the upper side there was an unusual amount of suffusion
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of black at the basal areas of the wings, and the hind-wings
had a series of large marginal dark blotches ; a partially

gynandromorphous example of Amorpha popidi, mostly male
in character, but with the left antenna female, and with
asymmetrical wings ; also a curious bred specimen of

Pseiiduterpna pniinata {cyiisaria), in which the transverse

band of the fore-wing was dark bordered on the inner and
outer sides, and where the veins crossed this border they
were marked out by deep black scaling.

Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a long series of Morpho cythcris

(thamyris) collected by him at Castro, Parana, South Brazil.

The species was a weak flier, and would be rapidly exter-

minated with much persecution. Unlike many species of

Morpho it did not fly high and strongly. The female was
precisely like the male, and was not rare. The larva fed on
tacuari, the native "bamboo" {Mabea), which is really

a species of Crotonea. In certain localities where this plant

was abundant the butterfly V\^as plentiful, and it was a most
wonderful sight to see a large number of these beautiful

insects in the bright sunshine.

Dr. Chapman exhibited specimens of Anthroceva filipcn-

dulce of a rich bronze or brassy coloration ; also three

specimens of Pieris rapce, taken in July, igio, at Hospenthal
(Switzerland), where it is single-brooded and of large size

(54-60 mm.), and for comparison the largest specimen taken
in April, 1910, on the Riviera, where it is double (or more)
brooded. This specimen is 50 mm. ; the ordinary range is

45-48 mm. One specimen was 40 mm.
Mr. Sich exhibited a specimen of Aventnla flcxula, taken

at Wisley during the fleld meeting on July 23rd ; a short

series of Coleophora albicosta taken at Sheen ; also cocoon and
imago of Ncpticnla ccntifoliclla.

SEPTEMBER 8th, 1910.

Mr. Alfred Sich, F.E.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. J. Piatt Barrett exhibited Hyies euphorbia, bred from
larvae obtained in Sicily, and also a large number of reeds

from which the- larvae and pupae o{ Nuiiagria arundinis (typha:)

had been extracted by birds. He reported that he had
found larvae this autumn to be generally scarce everywhere,
except in our suburban gardens.

Mr. S. R. Ashby exhibited a series oi A Jiuiiiala friscJii taken
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in the New Forest in July last, consisting of both the type
form and the bhie-green variety, a form which, although
regularly occurring, had as yet received no varietal name.
The variety was by far the commoner form met with, the

proportion being three of the variety to one of the type.

Mr, West (Greenwich) exhibited a short series of the rare

Homopteron, Oliariiis leporinus, taken by him on July 8th at

Holmsley in the New Forest.

Mr. Newman exhibited a curious example of Eucliclia

jacoba^cr, with the red markings united and continuous all round
the fore-wings ; a series of A morpJia popnli, showing great varia-

tion, including a pink-tinged specimen with a green band,
a specimen without trace of markings, and an extremely
red example ; also a long series of Spilosoina fuliginosa, bred
in August from ova obtained in June, from Aberdeen parents.

The specimens of the last species were much larger and
redder than is usual in the southern form ; and full}- go per

cent, of the brood had emerged already.

Mr. Step exhibited, on behalf of Mr. E. B. Bishop, a
living cluster of Drosera intermedia, found near the Cutmill
ponds in West Surrey. By the combined efforts of several

leaves the dragonfly, Agrion puella, had been captured, and
was still in the grip of the plant. The insect was alread}'

dead when noticed by Mr. Bishop. It was remarkable that

so large and comparatively powerful an insect should be
successfully held by the glands of the plant (PI. IX, fig. 2).

Dr. Hodgson exhibited a gynandromorphous example of

Brenthis euphrosyne, taken by him in Ashdown Forest. The
right side was male and the left side female.

Mr. Sich exhibited the egg-shells of the upright ova of

ColeopJwra nivcicostella, on thyme ; cases containing larvae

of Coleophora paripennella, to compare with cases containing
larvse of what may be C. potent illcr. The cases of the C.
paripennella lie flat on the leaves, but those of C. potentillce

stand off at an angle. Both cases and larvae are very similar

in the two species. He also showed mines of the larvae of

Ceniivstoma scitella, on hawthorn, now abundant at Ealing.

Dr. Chapman showed a series of slides illustrating various,

chiefly structural, points in relation to the " blues," espe-

cially P. argus, A. coridon, and A. theiis. The larvae at

various stages, characteristic hairs, honey-glands, etc. Pupal
structure, such as the curious pockets in P. argus (and
others), between segments 4 and 5 of the abdomen, to

receive the ends of legs, antennae, etc. The male appen-
dages, to illustrate the characteristic form in the Plebeiids.
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A series of specimens of the teeth at the end of the clasp of

P. argils, and also of a number of allied species, showing the

great variation of these parts in P. argits, and yet always

with characters that made them clearly P. argus, and quite

impossible to confound with the other species, whose varia-

tion might be equally great, but examples were not avail-

able to illustrate this. The specimens were all pressed quite

flat, so as to be perfectly comparable.

SEPTEMBER 22nd, 1910.

Dr. Chapman exhibited a bred series of the summer
brood of Agriades coridon, from the Riviera, together with
a few examples of the first (May and April) brood. The
summer brood emerged in August. It was stated that the

Riviera was practically the only area where this species

was double-brooded (see "Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond.," 1910,

p. xlvii).

Mr. West, of Ashtead, exhibited a bred series of Malaco-

soma neustria, including very light and very dark specimens
of both sexes. It was remarked that occasionally a whole
brood would produce dark examples, but that, usually, both
very dark and very light forms were well represented.

Mr. Andrews exhibited a short series of the Dipteron, Pcgo-

myia setaria, taken at Chattenden, June iSth, igio ; and also

ol Isopogon brcvirostyis, taken at Shoreham, Kent, July 30th,

igio.

Mr. Newman exhibited a specimen of Cclastrina argiohis,

female, in which the black border was unusually wide and
the fringe spotted: an example of Pachnobia hyperhorea

[alpina), in which a radial section of the hind-wing had the

richly coloured and variable markings of the fore-wing, the

fringe being exceptionally well reproduced ; an orange form
of Arctia caja, with only a few dark markings on the fore-

wing, forming an imperfect fascia; several varieties of

Angcrona pvnnavia, including one very uniform in colour, and
another beautifully marbled, and having a wide fascia on the
fore-wings only; a ver}' dark male oi Adopaa flava (lincola),

and another with xanthic discal patches on all the four wings
;

a very dark Lasiocampa qucrcils v. callnna:. A further exhibit

was a most extraordinary aberration oi Abraxas grossulariata

of the ab. ladicolor form, extremely pale, with but few
diminutive dark markings, somewhat black on the costa, a

few black dots on the fringe, and several scattered faint
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yellow clouds. It was stated that the last seven of the

brood to emerge were all tine aberrations, while the others

had been very normal in marking.
Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited for Mr. Percy Richards a

specimen of the genus Zanclognatha, which was interpiediate

in markings and build between Z. grisealis and Z. tarsi-

pennalis. It agreed with no hitherto known species in facies.

The markings were a combination of those of the two above-
named species with a general leaning to the character of

both. It was subsequently generally considered to be an
abnormal form of the former species.

Mr. Step exhibited galls of Cynips kollari, collected at

Bookham Common, on the occasion of the field meeting on
September loth. Several of these were noteworthy on
account of their departure from the usual true spherical

form of this species, the aberration consisting of a whorl of

conical elevations round the summit. In this respect they
closely agree with a much larger gall from the south of

France which Dr. Chapman had given him, and which was
now exhibited for comparison. The latter was afterwards

found to be the gall of C. qncrcih-tozcE, and had been found
on box (Biixiis).

Mr. Sich exhibited specimens of the rare mollusc, Claiisilia

hiplicata, from Chiswick.

Mr. Turner exhibited a number of species of the family
Gcoinctridcr sent to him from Waroona, Western Australia,

and on which Mr. Prout subsequently communicated the

following: notes

:

" Geometrid.e from Waroona, Swan River, Western
Australia.

" Collected by G. F. Berthoud.

" Snh-fain. CEnochromin.e (a very prevalent sub-family in

Australia, hardly represented in Europe).

" Xenogcnes (?) eustrotiodes, Prout, ' Gen. Ins. Sub-fam.
Qinochr.,' p. 13.—A nice male of this very interesting and
pretty little species, dated October 20th, 1907. Mr. Berthoud
was the discoverer of the species, and Waroona is at present
the only known locality. The glossy scaling and even the
pattern suggest some of the small Noctuids, especially of
the genus Eiistrotia.

'^ Adeixis inostentata, Walk.—Three males.
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" Dichroniodesstrophiodcs, Lower.—Two males; apparently

a rather local species, though known from several localities.

"D. anelictis, Meyrick.—One male rather worn, labelled
' II.' You took it for a form of the preceding, but it is

quite distinct, and a well-known species. The interruptions

of the median band at the principal veins are characteristic

of the species.
" D. orthotis, Meyr.—One female, November i6th, 1897;

D. ioneuva, Meyr. ; one female, November 12th, 1909 ; two
pretty and interesting species, only known from the west of

Australia.
" Ncarclm aridaria, Walk,—One male, and probably one

female. The strong sexual dimorphism in the genus, and
the general similarity among the females, renders the correct

determination of the latter difficult without actual observa-

tion in the field. The males of several of the species, in-

cluding aridaria, have some curious tufts of hair on the

underside of the hind-wings.
" A^ staurotis, Meyr. (?).—One male, labelled ' 77A,' which

I take to be a fine large form of this western species. You
gave me a nice series of more typical size in the previous lot.

"iV. recisa, Prout, ' Gen. Ins., CEn.,' p. 30 (?).—One male,

October nth, 1907. I described N. rccisa, ivom. Bridgetown,

W.A., in the collection of Mr. G. Lyell, of Gisborne. I

believe this specimen is a dingy ab. of the same, but it is

very like an overgrown staurotis, and I do not know of any
structural characters to separate the two.

" Taxcotis exsedaria, Walker, var. cugcncstera, Prout ined.

seven, those which are dated having been taken in October,

1907. The form is much larger and finer than typical

exsedaria from the east of the continent, and this series fully

confirms my suspicion that it is a local race at the least ;

exsectaria is the only known 7'aATO^/s- with a bright ferruginous

head.
" T. inconcisata, Walk. (?)—Two males in beautiful condi-

tion ; almost certainly a rather light form of this widely

distributed species.

" Sub-fa in. Aciualiin.e.

^' Acidalia optivata, Walker.—Two males; one is an ab.

with the (usually distinct) black discal dots almost obsolete.

The species is very like A. ocliroleucata H.S., of Europe, etc.,

but the male has the hind tibia even uwre swollen, and the

hind tarsus extremelv short.
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" Sub-faui. Larentiin.e.

" ' Hydriomciia' snbochraria, Doubleday.—A pair, smaller

and paler than my series from Victoria, etc. Is one of the

few Australian species which occur also in New Zealand.
This and the following [pace Meyrick !) can hardly be really

related to the European Hydriomcna.
" 'i^.' uncinata Guenee.^Seven males, three females—an

interesting series of this very variable species, always recog-

nisable by its peculiar shape, the costa of fore-wmg being
strongly curved near apex, the apex itself subfalcate. You
sorted them into four or five forms, according to colour,

width of central band, strength of black dots on the veins,

etc. The females are generally broader-banded than the

males.
'^ Xanthorhoc snbidaria, Guenee.—Three males. Another

variable species, combining in many respects the aspect of

its European congeners X. ferrttgata and A\ ninnitata.

" Siib-fam. BoARMiiN^.

" Trochistis lithodora, Meyrick.— One male."

Mr. Sich read a paper entitled, " The Middlesex Home of

Clausilia biplicata,^' being a description of the old garden
and its lepidopterous products at Chiswick, where his early

years were spent (p. 27).

OCTOBER i^f/i, 1910.

Mr. W. West, of Greenwich, exhibited a short series of the

Homopteron Limotettix stictogala, beaten from tamarisk, at

Deal, at the end of September, and stated that the species

was apparently extending round the east coast.

Mr. Tonge exhibited photographs of the imagines of

Vanessa io and Pyramcis atalanta at rest, and of the young
larvae of Celastrina argiolus attacking buds of the ivy.

Mr. Newman exhibited three melanic specimens of Bryo-

phila perla from Folkestone ; a specimen of A nthrocera trifolii in

which the pink-red markings were suffused over the whole of

the wings with the exception of a margin of black all round ;

an example of Spilosonia nientliastri with numerous spots

joined up by lines, and approaching the form walkeri
;

several varieties of Abraxas grossnlariata, including one in

which the black markings were largely wanting, especiall}-

9
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on the disc of the fore-wing ; two in which the yellow mark-

ings were extended and greatly predominating over the dimin-

ished darker markings ; and a very dark example with many
of the black markings enlarged and run together.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a series of Cossus lignipcrda,

taken at Lewisham in June last. He said that it would,

perhaps, be remembered that, some nine years ago, he

exhibited a similar series, and read a short paper on the pupa-

tion of the species (" Proceedings," igoo, p. i). The specimens

now exhibited were, with one exception, taken on the same
dwarf fence as the earlier examples, just on the inner side of

which, and within a couple of feet of it, grew the poplar

trees in which the larvae had fed, originally some half dozen

in number, but now reduced by the attentions of this species

to two and a dead stump some two feet high. The moths were

collected between 6 and 7 o'clock in the evening, as they

rested on the fence, drying their wings ; and as a rule within

a foot of the empty pupae skins they had just vacated. These
were generally protruding from the light, friable, earthy

rubbish that had collected between the staves of the fence

and the skirting board, but in one case from a round hole

near the bottom of one of the staves, and in another from the

skirting, the larva in each case evidently having bored

nearly through the wood before pupation. The one exception

referred to above is that of a moth taken at a distance of

upwards of ninety yards from any tree where the larva was
likely to have fed. I have not the least doubt that it had
fed up in the same poplars as the others ; that in starting

its wanderings on quitting the tree, it travelled to the end of

the fence about the foot of which the others pupated, where
its only choice was between the asphalt foot-path and a

brick wall ; that it continued its way along the foot of the

wall to its end, where it encountered another fence. From
the soft earth collected in the corner between this wall and
the fence the pupa skin was protruding, the moth sitting

with wings still limp afoot or so above it.

Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited living specimens of Lyonetia

clerckclla, bred from cocoons found at Oxshott during the

Society's Field Meeting on October 8th. The larva makes
a tortuous mine in the leaf of birch, which it abandons when
ready to pupate. The cocoon is made of pure white silk,

suspended among numerous threads stretched between the

sides of a wrinkle on the lower surface of the same or some
other leaf. An empty cocoon was also shown. One of the

imagines was ab. areella, a specimen of a nearly uniform
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bronze colour, instead of the typical silvery white with a few
bronze markings near the apex. Clevckella is the commoner
of the two species of Lyonctia indigenous to Great Britain.

The larva is found in leaves of hawthorn, apple, cherry, etc.,

as well as birch. Staudinger gives three other species as

natives of the Palaearctic area, all from Europe ; and Meyrick
notes that the genus is represented in Australia. Dyar
mentions six other species from different parts of the United
States.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited a variety of Liuiuas chrysippus, form
alcippns, from Northern Nigeria, in which the minute white
dot at the end of the cell in the fore-wings is duplicated and
much enlarged; also the ab. alcippina (Auriv.) of Acrcea

encedon, L., from the same locality.

Mr. H. Main exhibited the larva of the European ant-lion

{Myrmelcon foruiicarius), the nearly full-grown larva of the

glow-worm {Lampyris noctiluca) feeding upon snails, and the
newly hatched larvae of the same coleopteron.

Dr. Hodgson exhibited a specimen of Callophrys rtibi, with
xanthic areas on all the wings ; another example with the

underside of a strong bluish-green shade ; a female specimen
of Naneobins lucina, in which the yellow area was much
increased with a corresponding decrease of the black
markings ; another example, a male in which the reverse

variation (decrease of the yellow and increase of the black)

was most marked ; another specimen in which one of the

yellow median bands on the underside of the hind-wings was
replaced by black ; and two specimens o^ Anthrocera trifolii,

one a black form, the only one obtained this \"ear, and the

other a bred specimen with extreme red suffusion of wings.

Mr. Rayvvard exhibited a spray of Erica cinerca with ova
of Plcbeius ayo^tcs {oegon) laid in nature.

Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a selection of butterflies taken
by him in S.E. Brazil, in the early part of this year (igio).

He intimated that these were a fair sample of what one met
with on a trip to this part of Brazil. The species selected

were purposely not specially rare insects. They included
six species of Morplio. M. anaxibia was over in Parana by
early March ; M. menelaiis, fresh at Santos in early April ;

M. hercules, very abundant locally near Sao Paulo in late

February and early March ; M. latrtes, abundant throughout
the autumn, i. e. February and March into April ; M. cega, met
with rather sparingly in the State of Sao Paulo, but abun-
dantly in Parana in late March ; and M. cytheris, in abundance
in the latter part of March in various parts of Parana. Papilio
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ascanius was taken in the Botanical Gardens at Rio in the

middle of February. Five species oi Hcliconiiin were shown :

H. navcaa, H. silvana robigus, H. bcsckci, H. phyllis, and
H . saya apsetides. Of Catagramina there were C. sorana from
Itarari, taken on March gth, and C. hydaspes. Of the allied

genus Callicore, C. candrena and C. cluiiia, both found in

abundance at Tibagy, in late March. A number oi Erycinidce

were shown, including Zeonia licursh, Synnatia dorilas,

Mesene sagaris, M. pharcns, Stalaclitis snsanna, and Balotis

melanis. The Ithomiine, Mechanitis lysimnia, was shown
\vith the Pierine, Disinorphia astyoche, these two insects

having been caught on the same Ageratmn flowers, April

14th, at Castro. Mr. Kaye remarked that he was not greatly

struck with the resemblance of these two insects on the wing.

The flight was certainly similar, the Pierine being completely
disguised in this respect, but there was no difficulty in dis-

criminating between the two by the colours. Seen on the
mauve-coloured flowers, the two insects do not bear any
resemblance to one another, as the Pierine disclosed a

whitish underside, and the Ithomiine one similar to its

upperside.

Mr. A. Sich exhibited two ?,pec\me\\s oi Monopis wcavevellay

Scott, and two of Monopis rusticella, Hb,, and read the follow-

ing note :
" M. weaverella has long been in collections under

the name of spilotella, but Mr. Bankes has now shown
(' E.M.M.,' igio, p. 221) that spilotella, Tgstr., is a Blabo-

pJianes, and that our spilotella is a Monopis. It was named
by the late Mr. John Scott, in 1858, Tinea weaverella. It has
been taken in Scotland, Hereford, Sussex, Dorset, and Hamp-
shire." He also exhibited the winter hibernaculum of
Hypononienta cagnatellus. Hb., and said :

" This hiber-

naculum is composed of the upper portions of the ova,

which are laid one partly over another like the tiles of a

roof. The larvae hatch in September and October, and
pass the winter under this cover. The young larvae, on
hatching, eat a very slight depression in the bark, and spin

a delicate covering of silk beneath the egg-shells, under
which they hibernate."

Mr. J. Platt-Barrett exhibited a large collection of butter-

flies taken by him in Sicily and Calabria during the spring and
earl}' summer of the last two years, and read a paper entitled

"The Butterflies of Sicily" (see p. 30). He afterwards

exhibited a number of lantern-slides consisting of views of

the various parts of the country in which he collected, and a

series of views of Messina before and after the terrible earth-
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quake, of which he and his son were two of the few

survivors.

OCTOBER 2-]th, 1 910.

Mr, H. Moore exhibited several teratological specimens,

including Arctia caia, in which all the wings were shortened,

giving the appearance of comparative broadness, with a large

concavity in the hind margin of the hind-wings ; Papilio

clearclms, with aberrant markings of the right fore-wing
;

Delias deione, with left fore-wing imperfectly developed in

size; Hypolimnas, sp., ? with a small right hind-wing; and
Prioncris thcstylis, with the right fore-wing dwarfed.

Mr. Sich exhibited an EupitJiecia sp. in which the right

fore-wing was imperfect ; and a dwarfed specimen of Colias

ednsa, in which the fore-wings had a strong concavity in the

hind margin.
Mr. R. South exhibited series of (i) Covcinia unidcniaria,

Haworth. Thirty-four specimens reared from eggs laid by

a purplish-red banded female (also shown) captured at Tilgate,

Sussex, on May 27th, 1910. /\bout fifty ova were deposited

between date of capture and the 29th of the month, when
the specimen, being still in excellent condition, was killed

and set. Larvai commenced to hatch out on June 5th, and
to pupate June 28th. All had gone down on July 12th.

Three males appeared on July 19th, and all the imagines,

thirty-four in number, were out before the end of that

month. Sixteen specimens (seven males and nine females)

have the purplish-red band of the female parent ; seventeen

(six males and eleven females) are black-banded as in typical

iinidentaria, and one female has the band purplish-black.

(2) Acidalia aversata, reared from ova deposited by a

female ab. spoliata, taken at Wallington, Surrey, in August,

1909. Owing to losses from various causes during and after

hibernation, only sixteen larvae were seen alive at the beginning

of April. Between May 17th and June 7th, 1910, fourteen

moths appeared in the breeding-cage ; twelve of these

were shown, the others were crippled. Nine of the specimens
were of the typical banded form, and only five of the plain

female parent form. Curiously, the first specimen to emerge
(May 19th) is ochreous in ground colour, and the band is

purplish-brown ; all the others, both banded and plain, are

of the typical bone or whitey-brown ground colour. A pair of

the banded form emerged on June 7th, and the female laid a

nice batch of eggs (about eighty).
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(3) Boannia geninmria, Brahm.—A long series of speci-

mens reared from ova deposited by a female of the perfumariay

Newman, form. The female parent was taken from a fence

in Woodcote Road, Wallington, July, igog. Larvae were
fed on sallow before hibernation, but during the winter and
afterwards ivy was the only pabulum. On March 27th,

igio, when removed to a more roomy cage, there were about
eighty larva; alive, and these ranged from half an inch to

one and a quarter inches in length. Pupation commenced
on May igth ; the first imago, a male, emerged on June 25th

;

the last, a female, on August loth. The total number of

moths that came up during the period of about six weeks was
sixty-three, of which onh' eighteen were of the male sex.

All the specimens are of ihe pcr/nniciria coloration, but some
of them are more or less thickly sprinkled with ochreous
scales.

(4) Boarniia ahietaria, Hiibn.^—A selection of specimens
reared from larva; beaten from Scots-pine in the New Forest.

Twenty-two imagines in all were reared from twenty-five

larva;. The majority of the larvae were only about half

grown when obtained, but these, and also those more mature,

completed their growth on birch and sallow. Five of the

larvae had the ground colour distinctly greenish, and the

markings black.

(5) Pionea (Scopiila) lutealis, Hiibn.—A series from Bishop
Auckland, Durham, with specimens fr(jm southern counties

for comparison. The former are larger in size and more
strongly marked ; the general colour is whiter.

Mr. Kaye exhibited a specimen of the Natal Sphingid
Theretva orpJicus, the larva of which is known to feed on a
species of orchid.

Mr. Edwards exhibited the fungi, Stilbum cryt/irocephalum

on rabbits' dung, from Pett's Wood, and Porta vaporaria on
wood ; he also showed teratological examples of TriphcBua

proniiha and Dryas paphia, the former with the right fore-wing

dwarfed, and the latter with the left fore-wing aberrant in

shape and size.

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited a number of teratological

examples, including:

Odunestis pciatoria, females.—Bred i8g2. The cage in

which the pupas were kept was infested by larvae of a
Tineid, which, perhaps, accounts for the irregular shape of

the wings. But it will be noted that although portions of

the margin of the wings appear to be missing, the fringes

are continued round those portions.
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Argynnis aglaia, female.—Left fore-wing less than normal
size. Captured at Eastbourne, August 7th, 1891.
A rgynnis aglaia, male.—Right hind-wing greatly reduced in

size and imperfectly pigmented. Captured at Brighton
July 14th, 1903.

Ainphidasys betularia, female.— Left fore-wing angulated,
left hind-wing somewhat reduced in size. Bred, Lewisham,
1909-.

Psilura monacha, female.—Right hind-wing missing. Bred
New Forest, 1888. The insect emerged from pupa in this

condition.

Agriades coridon, female.—Captured, Eastbourne, igog.

The left wing is split from near the base to close to the hind
margin, but the margin is not severed. A mark on the right

fore-wing is in a similar position, suggesting a damage
received while in pupa.

A. bcllargus, female.—Captured, Eastbourne, igog. Margin
of right fore-wing indented, but the fringe is complete round
the indentation ; the dark marks in the fringe are, however,
fewer than on the corresponding perfect wing.

Mclitcea artcmis, female.—Bred igog. Left fore-wing

dwarfed, somewhat angulated, and imperfectly pigmented.
Boaruiia gemmaria, female.—Bred igog. Right fore- and

hind-wings shortened.

Triphana comes, male.—Bred 1896. Both fore-wings with

squared hind margins.

Tceniocampa opima, female.—Bred igog. Both hind-wings
greatly reduced in size.

ZygcBua loniccrcc.—Captured, Chattenden, i8g2. Right

fore-wing imperfectly dev^eloped. The left fore-wing has

confluent spots.

Z. achillcce,— Both fore-wings club-shaped. Captured,
Morven, igo8.

Dr. Chapman exhibited a large number of teratological

specimens of Lepidoptera, lent him by Mr. Tutt, Mr.
Pickett, Dr. Hodgson, and others, to illustrate his paper,

together with microscopic preparation, plates, and excerpts

from various Society transactions, and the work " Coleop-

teres abnormaux," by Mr. Bourgeois, of Rouen.
He then read his paper, " On Insect Teratology " (see

P- 39)-

NOVEMBER lOth, 1910.

Mr. W. G. Sheldon, of Croydon ; Lieut. H. T. Stoneham,
of Streatham ; Mr. A. J. Lawrence, of New^ Oxford Street;
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and Mr. B. S. Curwen, of Richmond, were elected mem-
bers.

Dr. Hodgson exhibited numerous selected specimens of

Agriades coridon, including two partiall}' gynandromorphous
forms, and two females with bluish spots on the upper sides

of hind-wings, forming a median band exactly reproducing

that of the underside. The rest of the females showed
slightly blue-scaled forms, typical of those which were
extremely prevalent in all the localities visited, amounting in

one locality to over two thirds of those seen. Among the

males shown were some greyish-blue forms seen in numbers
in all the localities visited, more or less markedly dull.

Among the aberrations shown were ab. antico-obsoleta, ab.

discreta-blomerata, an almost black male, and several varia-

tions of ab. suffusa. The examples were from Dover and
Clandon in 1906 and 1904 respectively, and from Sussex,

Surrey, and Herts in 1910.

Mr. J. Platt-Barrett exhibited a short series of bred speci-

mens of Vanessa io, from Brockley, with a greasy appearance
caused by the mal-development of the scales ; and a specimen
of Arctia villica of the second brood, from Sicily, bred on
November ist.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited aseriesofL?7//oimca;»'6i/a, reared

from ova, and read the following note on his experiences

in feeding them up :
" On August 7th I received from the

Rev. J. E. Tarbat some ova of this species, which had been
deposited on July 30th-3ist by moths that he had captured
in Devonshire a day or two previously. On August gth they

hatched in the early morning, and, as I was leaving home
for the day, I threw into their box a few pieces of Lotus

cornicidatus. On my return in the evening I found the larvae

very restless, and apparently not taking to the Lotus at all.

I therefore obtained some lichen-covered hawthorn twigs,

which I put into a glass-topped metal box, and turned the

larvae together with the Lotus in with them. They remained
without further attention, except for the occasional addition

of a fresh piece of lichen-covered twig and pieces of Lotus

and knotgrass {Polygonum avicidarc), until September i8th,

when it was found necessary to turn them out on account of

the box showing signs of mould. On an examination of the

food being made, distinct signs of their having fed were
discernible on the knotgrass, some of the Lotus tiowers had
been nibbled, and there was little doubt that the lichen also

had received some attention. The larvae had increased in

size, though they were still quite small. On October 24th,
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it appearing desirable to make arrangements for their hiber-

nation, the larvae were transferred to a small glass cylinder

cage, fitted at top and bottom into zinc sockets, the rims of

which were finely perforated, thorough ventilation of the cage
being thus secured. I should, perhaps, add that it was kept
throughout the winter out of doors, but protected from rain,

etc. In the cage a framework of lichen-covered twigs was
built up, and, both Lotus and knotgrass having failed, the
leaves and flowers of a small hawkweed-like plant {Crepis

virens, I believe) were loosely sprinkled over it, and the larvae

turned into the cage on them. During the winter a few
freshly gathered leaves and dried flowers of the Crepis,

slightly moistened, were added from time to time, at intervals

of from two to four weeks, the moisture in the air being suffi-

cient to keep them in soft condition between whiles. During
exceptionally mild weather, notably at the end of December
and in February, the larvae were seen to be moving about,

and were apparently feeding. On May ist the}' were turned
out, when very distinct evidences of their having nibbled the

Crepis during the winter were visible. They were then put

into a larger cage, and supplied with lichen-covered sticks

and lettuce leaves, which latter they appeared to prefer when
somewhat withered. The sticks, having been cut the pre-

vious autumn, and therefore having dried, were soaked in

water before being given to the larvae, which appeared to

make the lichen on them quite eatable; occasionally a flower

of dandelion was also given them, and appeared to be nibbled,

but their chief attention was paid to the lichen and the

lettuce. Towards the end of May they began to grow more
rapidly than they had previously grown ; but it was not until

mid-July that they began to pupate, making their loose

cocoons either among the rubbish on the surface of the earth,

or in the corners of the cage; and the moths emerged be-

tween August 8th and 31st.
'' If we are to believe our te.xt-books, there is an assumption

that this species, having once taken to any one food-plant,

will refuse to feed upon any other {vide Barrett, " Lepidop.

of Brit. Isles," vol. ii, p. 220), but my own experience in

feeding these larvae up from the egg leads me to think that,

on the contrary, had they been restricted to any one of the

food-plants that they fed upon, to the exclusion of all the

others, the chances of success with them would have been
very small, and that for the well-being of this, like so many
other hibernating species, a variety of diet is essential."

Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited a varied series o( As^riades
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thetis, females, from Folkestone, taken in igio, and a very

interesting^ example which he supposed to be a natural

h\-brid between A. coridon, male, and Polyommatus icarus,

female, or A. thetis, male, and P. icants, female (see"Ent.,"
vol. xliv, p. 4, tig. in text).

He also showed a fine male Grapta (Polygonia) c-albiun,

with the whole of the ground colour yellow, one of eleven

specimens he and others had bred from the same batch of

ova. The parents were quite normal var. hiitchinsoni, and
the grandparents also quite typical. His own larvse were
fed on elm, and sleeved out on a growing tree. The first

batch of pupas were cut off the tree, and produced two yellow

varieties. The remaining larvae were fed up in a hot-house,

as they were so late, and food was getting scarce. These
last produced four yellow examples. The undersides of all

the yellow varieties were a trifle darker than those of the

typical forms bred from the same brood.

Mr. H\'. J. Turner exhibited a teratological specimen of

Danais limniace. in which the left fore-wing was diminished
in size, with a large indentation in the hind margin, reaching

nearly half the length of the wing, and partly ciliated.

Mr. Buckstone exhibited a box of teratological specimens,

including Epionc advcnaria, Orgyia antiqita, Cupido minima,
Nyssia Jiispidaria, Hadcna pisi, and Anchocelis pistacina, with

left hind-wing dwarfed or missing ; Vanessa atalanta, with all

the wings abnormally broad ; and Panagra petraria and
Agrotis tritici, with a sinus in the wing-margin fully fringed.

Mr. R. Adkin read the report of the conference of dele-

gates of the corresponding societies of the British Association

(see below).

The remainder of the evening was devoted to the exhibi-

tion of lantern-slides by the following members :

Mr. Lucas, Herminium uwnorchis, eggs of nightjar, etc.

Mr. Dennis, studies of sallow, dog-rose, sweet-bnar, bryony,

daffodils, lesser teasel, water forget-me-not, etc.

Mr. West, a series showing the development of the frog.

Mr. Tonge, instantaneous photographs of butterflies in the

field, stages of development of Goneptevyx rhanini, etc.

Mr. Main, pupa of pine ladybird, Anatis ocellata, larva of

Cassida equestris, pupa cases oi Cionus scyophularics on figwort,

a series showing the emergence o{ Agrion puella, etc.
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BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

Conference of Delegates of Corresponding
Societies.

Reported by Robert Adkin, November loih, igio.

The eightieth annual meeting of the British Association

was held in Sheffield from August 31st to September 7th

last, and during the meeting two Conferences of Delegates of

Corresponding Societies were held, namely, on the after-

noons of Thursday, September ist, and Tuesday, September
'

6th, the former under the chairmanship of the President of

the Conference, Dr. Tempest Anderson, D.Sc, F.G.S., the

latter being presided over bv the \'ice-Chairman, Prof. P. F.

Kendall, M.Sc, F.G.S.
The proceedings were opened on Thursday by Dr. Ander-

son, who read his Presidential Address to the Delegates of

the Corresponding Societies, in which he gave an account of

his invention for projecting opaque objects by direct light on

a lantern screen. As illustrating the results to be obtained

by the apparatus, he showed, among other objects, a live

beetle, engravings, polished marbles, butterflies, a watch,

etc., all of which were brilliantly reproduced upon the screen

in natural colours. The illuminant used was an arc electric

light, but the objects were preserved from any damage by
heat by the insertion of a water-trough.

Mr. Balfour Browne, of Belfast, brought forward his ideas

of recording biological captures on a dehnite plan, and the

subject was discussed at some length, the Conference ulti-

mately deciding that the Committee of Recommendations
be asked to consider the advisability of appointing a com-
mittee to deal with the subject.

On Tuesday, Mr. Wilton, of Liverpool, brought forward

the question of " Heavy Motor Traffic and its Effect on the

Adjoining Tracts," and it was discussed at considerable

length, many instances being given of great damage directly

attributable to the dust caused b\' such traffic, of fishes

being destroyed by the leakage of petrol being washed into

streams, and of the beauty of the country roads being

destroyed for the benefit of the motors. Mr. Priestley, of

Bristol, predicted that the result of motor dust would be

that plants that have long hairs would survive, and that all

others would be destroyed near main roads. Many sug-
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gestions were made as to the more suitable materials for the
making of the roads, and as to the amount of camber that is

desirable in their construction.

Prof. Kendall then spoke ot the prohibitive price charged
by Government for coloured geological maps, which stultified

the work of the Geological Survey, because no one would
buy the maps. Prof. Watts said the result now in England
is, that the people have to be educated with American maps,
and thus learn not the English geological interpretation of

Nature, but that of the U.S.A. The Geological Society had
taken up the question, but so far without result.

The Conference was then brought to a close.

If I may add a postscript, I would call the attention of

members to Prof. G. C. Bourne's Presidential Address to

Section D (Zoology), in which he discusses the various

aspects of the science of morpholog3^ I hope later on to be
able to place the full report of the meetings in the library,

and would strongly advise members to read this address.

It is already printed in " Nature " of September 22nd, igio.

NOVEMBER z^th, 1910.

The Annual Exhibition of Varieties.

Mr. J. Piatt Barrett exhibited long series illustrating

—

(i) The variation of Melanargia phenisa in Sicily, (a)

? Type with five rings on each hind-wing
; (6) rings decreasing

in size and becoming spots and blotches; (c) no rings or

spots—only small blotches attached to sub-marginal line;

{d) ab. plcsaura—
^ without rings, spots or blotches on hind-

wings ; one extreme specimen had also partly lost the sub-

marginal line and the spot near the anal angle of the upper
wing.

(2) The local variation of M. galathca. {a) Messina, very

dark, v, procida ; (b) Mount Etna— less dark; (c) Syracuse
— ditto

;
(d) Monte Cicci—v. pvocida.

He also exhibited (3) dark specimens of Vanessa io, bred

1910, and suggested as a possible cause that the larvae were
fed near the junction of two geological strata.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a series oi Polyommatns icants,

from Eastbourne, including strongly blue-scaled lemales of

the spring and autumn emergences of the present year, the

latter varying in tone of the blue colour between dull lilac-

blue and bright " bellargiis" blue; one entirely without blue
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scaling, but with unusuall}- large, red, marginal spots;

female undersides with the red lunules bright, large, and
somewhat elongated, and a male in which they were small

and pale yellow ; also an underside aberration, of which the

following is a description :—ashy-gre}- at the base, fading to

pure white at the outer margins. Fore-wings, the upper of

the two basal spots indicated by a minute dot, the lower
absent ; the discoidal spot is distinct ; of the outer row of

spots (usually six) the four median are present, and are

slightly elongated towards the black sub-marginal crescents,

which are normal, and the red lunules bright and somewhat
contracted, leaving the white margins unusually broad

;

these are intersected by the strongly marked wing-rays, thus

giving the appearance of a marginal row of white quadrate
marks. Hind-wings : discoidals rather faintly marked,
the outer row of black spots very small, and the margins as

in fore-wings. Fringes of all wings pearly white. The
specimen is a female with slightly blue upper-side, and was
captured on August 7th, igio.

He also showed a short series of hybrid Nyssia zonaria

male x Biston hirtaria female. The males are in size about
midway between that of the two species, and the markings
of each are well represented in the hybrids. The female is

interesting in that it shows an attempt to produce the two
forms of female, the almost apterous and the fully winged,
the result being a monstrosit}' with a ringed body like N.
zonaria, and four long, narrow, mis-shapen wings, hairy as

in N . zonaria, but very dark in colour, in that respect more
nearly resembling B. hirtaria. The specimens were reared

by Mr. J. W. H. Harrison in the spring of the present year.

Mr. A. E. Tonge exhibited a fine series of Cosmotriche

potatoria, bred from larvae collected near Deal in 1910,
including some extremely dark, smoky, suffused specimens

;

a remarkable variety of Brenthis cnplirosyiic from Polegate,

igio, in which the ground colour was pale chocolate-brown
above and below ; a series of Boarmia rcpandata, including v.

conversaria, bred from New Forest larvae ; varieties of Agrotis

cxclamationis, from Southwold and Reigate, including speci-

mens in which the usual heart and dart markings were
replaced by a black blotch ; three of these were taken on
three successive evenings ; a series of photographs of eggs
of Lepidoptera enlarged 30 diams.

Dr. T. A. Chapman exhibited a long series of examples of

Pararge egcria from Britain, Pyrenees Orientales, S.W.
France, N.W. Spain, and the Riviera, to show the range of
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variation in the relative amounts of the dark and light

area, the extremely light southern examples being very

noticeable.

Messrs. A. Harrison and H. Main exhibited long series of

Boarmia repandata, and contributed the following notes :

" Several series were bred this year.
" (i) From ova deposited by a female taken near Hudders-

field. This series varies from a mottled-grey form to almost
black. There is ver}' little brown colour in any of these

specimens. The submarginal white line in all four wings is

distinct in the whole series.

" (2) From Sligo parents ; all much paler than typical

English specimens.
"

(3) From the neighbourhood of Liverpool, bred from
selected melanic parents ; all that were bred were of the

form shown. The submarginal white line so perceptible in

the Huddersfield specimens has almost disappeared.
"

(4) From Delamere Forest ; bred from three larvae

collected in the spring. Two are of the dark greyish-brown
form characteristic of the locality, and the third is similar

to the more rhelanic of the Huddersfield series. This is the

only black specimen we have obtained from Delamere
Forest, though we have heard of others having been taken
there.

" {5) From Merionethshire, North Wales ; bred from
V. conversaria, male ; type female. A considerable number
of the larvse were sent away to several friends, and we have
not yet heard from them what proportion of v. conversaria

and type they obtained ; from those we kept we bred about

50 per cent, of each form.
" (6) From South Devon ; from selected parents, both

v. conversaria. The ground colour is very much darker than in

the North Wales series. Only a small number were bred,

viz. ten v. conversaria and four not v. conversaria, or yi'^ per
cent, and 28*5 per cent, respectively.

"(7) From near Doncaster : from larvse collected in the
spring. These insects are somewhat similar to those from
Huddersfield."

Mr. Hugh Main, on behalf of Mr. A. Gottmann, exhibited

a series of forms of various species of Vanessids, from near
the River Deneshkina, in the province of Yenesei, Siberia, in

the Arctic Circle, including Euvanessa antiopa, var. artemis, the

form with light margin much reduced and thickly powdered
with black, the blue spots enlarged and hastate in shape

;

and var. hygicea, the form with extremely broad, light border
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and the blue patches obsolete ; Vanessa io, var. belisaria, the

form with complete confluence of the dark costal blotches,

and extreme dulness and obsolescence of the ocellus of the

hind-wing ; Aglais urticce, var. ichneusoides, the form with
complete confluence of the two outer costal blotches, and
hind-wings entirel)' shaded with black ; and v. atrebatensis,

from Stiermark, Austria, with absence of discal spots and
blue lunules of fore-wing, and almost black hind-wings.

Mr. W. Schmassmann, on behalf of himself and Mr. G.
Talbot, e.xhibited numerous specimens of the above species,

produced by experiments under extremes of temperature, to

compare with those exhibited by Mr. Gottmann, and con-
tributed the following note: "The Siberian specimen of

E. antiopa, var. hygicea, has also been produced as a low
temperature form. It is recorded as occurring sporadically

in nature. The specimens shown of A . urticce, also Siberian,

seem to be var. ichnusoides. This variety is also got as a low-
temperature form, of which I show one specimen with a few
others approaching it. We also exhibit forms either approach-
ing or identical with A. tcrtica:, var. urticoidcs, var. polaris, var.

connexa, from Japan, and a few having the dull and washed-
out appearance of var. caschinirensis. We include a high-

temperature form resembling the Corsican variety x.idinusa,

the two spots in the middle of the fore-wing having nearly

disappeared. There are also a few specimens with fore-

wings practically devoid of scales. Of Pyrameis atalanta we
show a series of low-temperature forms, together with a high-

temperature specimen."
Mr. W. J. Lucas exhibited the so-called English trap-door

spider, Atypus affinis, and its silken tube, with another tube
occupied b}^ the beetle, Ptcrostychiis madtdns, taken in the

New Forest, August, igio. A very large stick-insect with
beautiful wings, and a large spider, from Toowoomba,
Queensland. On behalf of Patrol-Leader S. F. Irwin, one
of the fifteen boy-scouts who accompanied Sir R. Baden-
Powell to Canada, some butterflies taken on the trip : A few
clouded yellows and fritillaries, with Vanessa antiopa caught
at Cochrane, Alberta ; and specimens of Colias philodice and
Anosia plexippus, taken in the exhibition grounds, Toronto.

Mr. H. M. Edelsten exhibited a flne bred series of Dian-
thcecia luteago, var. harrettii, from Devon ; a series of Tapino-

stola extrema, four of them bred, from Northants ; Tapinostola

heUmanni, bred, from Wicken Fen ; Leucania l-album, bred
[vide " Entomologist," xliii, p. 313) ; a var. oi Meliana flaniniea,

from Horning, and type for comparison.
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Captain P. A. Cardew exhibited a new aberration of

Canohia rnfa, taken in Norfolk this year, with Q.h. fiisca for

comparison. Its distinguishing character was that it was
considerably darker than Bankes' ab. /z^sca.

He also exhibited a fine example of Antlirocera vicice

{nieliloti), ab. confusa, taken in the New Forest this year, and
the following aberrations : Melanthia albicillata, with the

apical and basal blotches very much enlarged, and nearly

meeting on the costa ; Fidonia carbonaria, an extremely light

form and an extremel}' dark one, both from Rannoch ; Epionc

advcnaria, a unicolorous male, with unspotted fringe and
small in size ; and EmaUirga atomaria, a light straw-coloured

male, with obsolete transverse lines, taken at Dover.

Mr. Scorer exhibited several variable forms of Mimas tilice ;

a specimen of Enchelia jacobcea:, in which the costal streak

was joined to the first outer. marginal blotch, and another

specimen of a very pale salmon colour ; a.Grauiniesia trilinea,

in which the outer of the two transverse lines across the

disc of the fore-wings was strongly elbowed, and then

continued to the inner margin, closely approached to the

inner line ;' and four specimens of Encldoe cardamines, a

male with very large discal black spots, a female ditto,

a male with very small discal black spots, and a female

with very lightly marked fore-wmgs.

Mr. Percy Bright exhibited a large number of very fine

aberrations of British Lepidoptera, including:

Abraxas grossulariata, a long series of forty-one very

striking forms, ranging from almost unicolorous white to

forms with fore-wings almost entirely black, and a bred

specimen without scales.

TriphcEua fimbria, a specimen with the usually yellow discal

and basal areas of the hind-wings, of a beautiful pale cream
colour. It was captured in the Warren at Folkestone.

Euholia bipundaria, an extraordinary melanic specimen,

and an extremely pale specimen.
EmaUirga atomaria, a short series of melanic and extremely

pale specimens, with a gynandromorphous example bred by
Mr. Newman.

Agriadcs thetis, a very fine female specimen, extremely

blue, with strongly marked orange-spots ; two males without
black marks on the fringes, and specimens with streaked or

banded undersides.

PolyomniaUis icariis, female, with large and strong!}- marked
orange blotches on the fore-wing, from Portland, and a

specimen with typical icarus undersides, but adoiiis-hlue on
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the upper side without marked fringes ; suggested as a

hybrid.

Odontopcra bidentata, a melanic specimen with hind-wings
banded black.

Pseudotcrpna pniinata (cytisaria), a striking aberration, with
l)lack bands across all the wings.

Vanessa c-album, a short series, including five specimens
bred from the Wye Valley, of a pale straw ground, one with
imusually large, black blotches on the fore-wings, and hind-

Avings suffused with black, and another with markings
greatly reduced.

Pieris napi, an example in which the outer margins of the

wings were tinged with black.

Euchloc cardamines, a specimen in which the green colouring

of the underside of the hind-wings was much emphasised
;

and Pachnobia hyperborea {alpina), in which the fore-wing

markings were reproduced over a wedge-shaped area of the

hind-wings.

On behalf of Mr. W. Yates, of St. Anne's-on-Sea, Mr.
South exhibited a series oi Ltipcrina o;ueneei,tdLken on the Lan-
cashire coast this year, concerning which he read the following

note :
—

" Most of the specimens are more or less of the typical

coloration, but this shows up most distinctly in No. 13 of the

series. Black markings are more pronounced than normal
in No. 2, especially as regards streaks on the basal extremi-

ties of the median and submedian nervures, and the bar
between the ante- and post-medial lines. In No. 15 the general

colour of the fore-wings is greyish, but of a darker tint than
I have seen in any other specimen. No 14 is of the pale

grey form—ab. baxteri.

" In size, the specimens vary from 42 mm. (No. i) to 32
mm. (Nos. 7, 8, 9) in expanse. The four dark specimens
(Nos. 3-6) were supposed by Mr. Yates to be " melanic
forms '' of L. guencci, but they are really dark examples of

L. testacea. To enable anyone to compare the markings of

the two species, I have added a varied series of L. testacea.

It will be noted that not only is the submarginal line differ-

ently formed in each species, but that the area beyond the
line is darker than the general colour in L. testacea, and
uniform with the rest of the wing (or sometimes paler) in L.
guencci. Then, again, the hind-wings of L . guencci are white in

both sexes, and always whiter and more silky than in the

male of L. testacea ; the hind wings of the female of the last-

named species almost invariably have a soiled appearance."
Mr. South also exhibited a series of seven specimens of

10
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Phibalapicryx lapidata, reared from ova (Glas.i^ow). The
larva;, which hatched in March, were ied on Clematis jack-

vianui, pupated during May, and the moths emerged in

September. The insect assumes a very "pug "-like attitude

when at rest; and when freshly emerged the coloration

seemed to be of a darker brown than it is now.
Oria (Synia) uuiscnlosa, Hb.—Three specimens taken in the

Salisbury district during August, 1909, by Mr. H. Haynes.
Crocallis elingiiaria, ab.—The fore-wings of a uniform pale

reddish-brown colour; the discal mark as usual, but the

transverse lines pale and indistinct.

The Rev. F. D. Morice exhibited a collection of Palsearctic

Hymenoptera, and gave an interesting account of the char-

acteristics and habits of the various groups and most attrac-

tive species. The selection included about 300 of the most
conspicuous and handsome European and Mediterranean

species among the sawflies, chrysids, ants, fossorial wasps,

and Diploptcrn (true wasps). A very few specimens were
shown from other groups {CynipidcE, etc.).

Mr. H. W. Andrews exhibited a unicolorous gre}- form
of the Dipteron Proscna syhnrita, F., taken in Beesfield Valley,

N. Kent, July 30th, 1910, and lacking the usual yellow abdo-
minal markings, with typical forms for comparison.

Mr. West, of Ashtead, exhibited an album containing a
large collection of photographs of micro-fungi.

Mr. Stanle}' Edwards exhibited the following species from
West Africa (<31d Calabar, Ashanti, etc.), nearly all of which
are noticeable as having very strongly developed sexual

dimorphism : Cymothoc theodoia, C. amilius, C. sangaris,

C. iheobcne, C. cccnis, and Euryphene arcndhis.

Mr. W. West, of Greenwich, exhibited his collection of

Homoptera, including many rare and local species.

Mr. Masters exhibited a specimen of Pyrauieis aialanta,

taken some years ago in Jersey, a remarkable aberration, in

which the colour was blotched and confused in a most unusual
manner, comparable only with some of the extreme forms
produced in recent temperature experiments with the species.

Mr. Blenkarn exhibited a specimen of the genus Ephyra,
and contributed the following note :

" On October 20th

last I took from a shop window, under one of the arc lamps
in Beckenham High Street, a specimen of an Ephyra,
which I could not then recognise. I have since shown it

to Mr. Newman, who is of the opinion it is a variety of the

second generation of Ephyra linearia."

The Rev. J. E. Tarbat exhibited four specimens of a light
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form of Ncmcophila plantaginis, from South Hants, with
black markings somewhat reduced, especially in the basal

area. Also a very dark form from Witherslack.
Mr. W. G. Sheldon exhibited tine series of the European

species of the genera Apatnva, Liuienitis, and Neptis, taken
by himself, chiefly in Hungary, Switzerland, and France.

Mr. H. Page sent for exhibition two very fine series of

PolyoiiiDiatus escheri and Coenonyinplia dorus, from Abries and
Digne respectively, taken by Mrs. Page and himself in July
and August of the present year.

Mr. D. J. Rice exhibited an abnormal clutch of robins' eggs.

They were eight in number, unusualhdarge, and of a very pale

nniform coloration without the usual mottling, except one or

two inky-looking marks on some of them.
Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited a long varied series of

Ennomos antiunnaria {alniaria), showing how by in-breeding

the fine rich colour and heavy speckles of the wild form
gradually get paler and the spots less, producing a washed-
out appearance. He also included a fine series of the

melanic form. Specimens of hybrid Sinerinthus populi,

female, x occUatus, male, bred in October, igio, from a

brood which pupated in July and August, 1910; one specimen
showed hardly any ocelli, and another was the rare female
form. A large number of beautifully executed hand-paint-
ings, by Messrs. B. E. Jupp and W. Crocker, of the finest

aberrations and varieties bred by himself during the past

four years.

On behalf of Mr. Alec. Marshall, of Bexley, Mr. Newman
exhibited an aberration of Broithis sclene with a large black
spot in the left fore-wing. A fine variety of Mclitcea aurinia,

in which all the wings were heavily marked with wedge-
shaped white spots. A specimen of Lyccena avion with only
the orbicular spot. A fine-coloured specimen of Noctiia

stcbrosea, presented to him by the late Mr. Bond.
Mr. W. B. Pratt exhibited a variety of Melitaa athalia,

taken in West Sussex, and known as ab. corythalia, in which
the light ground colour is prevalent ; and an underside of

M . aurinia, in which the cream spots in the basal area of

the hind-wing are filled in with black, and the marginal area
is almost covered by an extension of the white central band.

Mr. W. J. Kave exhibited a complete transitional series

between Heliconius phyllis form anacveon, and H. phyllis form
venusata. The twelve specimens were from the same locality

on the Mapiri river in E. Bolivia, and showed that all were
but forms of one variable species. Mr. Kaye remarked that
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H. phyllis, in its typical form, was spread over a very lar^e

area in tiie southern half of Brazil and varied but little,

while in E. Bolivia it was the most variable of species.

Mr. T. L. Barnett exhibited a considerable series of species

taken by him at Wicken Fen in early August, 1910, including

Taptnostola hcllmanni, Lcucania straminea, Nndaria senex,

Herininia cribralis, Agrophila trabealia, Bankia argentula,

Ccenobia riifa, Orthosia suspecta, etc., together with a bred

specimen of ^geria andrencsformis, with the stem of guelder

rose and pupa case from which it had emerged, and speci-

mens oi j'E. cnliciforinis, which he had met with commonly
at Darenth Wood.

Mr. Colthrup exhibited several series taken bv him during
the present season, and contributed the following notes on
them :

" Litpe/ina testacea.—A long series taken at Margate in

September, igio, which is remarkable for the range of

variation. I was at Margate from the 3rd to the 24th

September, 1910, during which time high winds and gales

prevailed, with the exception of two evenings, which were
beautifully calm, and when I had made arrangements other

than entomological. Sugar was a failure, so I turned my
attention to flowers, etc. I came across a held enclosed by
hurdles, which was cropped short by sheep. The grass had
been left close to the hurdles, and here I found L. testacea

emerging, and drying their wings ; some were already in

copula before this had been accomplished. They emerged
from 7 to 9 o'clock in the evenings. Ihe females were very

lethargic, and where I left any with a distinguishing mark
they were sure to turn up in almost the same place on
succeeding nights. The females varied very much in size,

some being one and a half inches in expanse of wing, while

others were barely an inch. Some had very long, heavy bodies,

others emerged with small, short bodies no larger than that

of the males. The pattern on the wing varied so much that

I more than once thought I was taking a different species.

The colour varied from black, dark grey, brown, to pale

ochreous in the females, whereas in the males the pale

ochreous form did not occur, but I took two beautiful pale

grey specimens of that sex.
" Dianthcecia carpophaga.—A pale series bred from East-

bourne pupas. In some specimens the ground colour was a

rich white, the markings scarcely discernible. Also, a very

beautiful specimen bred from a Folkestone pupa, in which the

ground colour was white and the markings an intense black.
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" Charaas grauiinis.—A variable series from Eastbourne,

including both male and female of the reddish form.
" Gnophos ohscnrata.—A variable series from Eastbourne,

where they were taken freshly emerged on the rough ground
under the cliffs."

Dr. Hodgson exhibited a very large number of varieties,

bred or captured by himself during the last few years,

arranged (I) to show divergence or contrast in extreme forms
of species, and (II) to show convergence or similarity in

forms of different species, in males, females, and under-

sides.

I. Divergence.

A. Racial: (i) from different localities:

e.g. Coenonympha tiphon, Melitcea aurinia, Aphan-
topHs hypcranthes, Brenthis selcne.

(2) From same locality :

e.g. Pieris napi, Pieris rapcr.

B. Aberrational

:

e.g. B. sclene, B. eiiphrosyne, Argynnis aglaia,

Agriades coridon.

C. Racial and aberrational

:

e. g. Pleheins argus, females.

D. Seasonal

:

e.g. Agriades thetis, females, 1907, igo8.

II. Convergence :

A. Of allied species.

P. napi and P. rapce, uppersides almost white, males.

P. icarus ab. icarimts and A. astrarchc, undersides,

females.

A. aglaia and A. adippe, uppersides (open border),

males.

B. euphrosyne and B. selene, deep brown-red markings
in excess, undersides, males.

B. euphrosyne and B. selene, heavily spotted, uppersides,

males.

A. thetis and A. coridon, grey and black, uppersides,

females, dwarf; with ciliary striae black.

P. argils, female, and C. minima, unicolorous.

B. Groups of species.

P. icarus and A. thetis, lilac blue, males.

C. argiolus and P. icarus, violet blue, males.

C. argiolus, P. argus, and P. icarus, violet, males.

(Each group shows the same tint scarcely distin-

guishable, except by artificial light.)

U . comma and C. palcemon, identical in coloration.
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Mr. E. Step exhibited a series of forty photographs of

fungi taken during the past twelve months, and representing

about three dozen species, including the rare Amanita
strohiliformis, and^-4;;z. aspcra, Lactarius cilicioidcs, L. lilacimis,

Coprinus micaceiis, Thclcphora intybacca, Coniophora nicm-

hranacca, Geastcr bryaniii, Lycopcrdon inolle. L. pyriforuic,

SepiUtaria coronaria, and several Myxogastres; among the

latter Spumaria alba, Arcyria mbiformis, and CJwndriodcrma
radiatiini. As in previous years these photos were mainly in

illustration of the mycology of Ashtead and Oxshott,

Surrey.

Mr. A. E. Gibbs exhibited a drawer containing various

Palsearctic forms and races of Papilio niachaon, including a

fine large var. britannicns, an ab. aurantiaca, and spring and
summer forms of the Japanese var. hippocrates.

Mrs. Hemming exhibited a large number of Argynnids,

bred or captured during the last two years, including Dryas
paphia, male and female, showing considerable melanic

tendency, and v. valesina, bred in 1910 ; several specimens to

show underside variation of ground colour from brown to

green in the same species ; and various minor aberrations of

Aygvnnis adippc, A. aglaia, B. euphrosyne, and .B. sclciic.

DECEMBER 8/h, 1910.

Mr. A. R. Kidner, of Sidcup, was elected a member.
Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited the wild-laid ova of Calaniia

lutosa, in sitil, within the low-down sheaths of the reed ; he
also showed the ova of Hydvcecia crinanensis.

Mr. Sich, on behalf of Mr. Tutt, exhibited a pair of the

beautiful Gelechiid Gelechia tessella, Hb. {guadrella, F.) Mr.
Tutt took these on August gtli, 1908, in the Lower Engadine,
between Siis and Lavin, at an elevation of over 4600 leet.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a series of Anthroccra filipen-

didcE, reared between July 23rd and 31st last, from pupae
collected earlier in the month on rough waste ground on
the side of the Downs near Westerham, with specimens
captured on June 25th, some 3'ears ago, in a meadow at

Northwood ; and called attention to one of the latter and
three of the Westerham series, which had " the borders of

the hind-wings distinct and undulated internally, and the sixth

spot of the fore-wings small, with a coloured nervure passing

through it," thus being in agreement with Stephens' des-

cription of A. hippocrepidis. He said that it was generally
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considered that specimens agreeing with Stephens' descrip-
tion were found in meadows where A . trifolii occurred with
A . filipendulce ov A. lonicerce, and in the Northwood locaHty
the two former species did occur together ; but so far as he
knew A. trifolii was absent from the waste land at Wester-
ham, where those individuals were taken ; moreover, the
specimens from that locality did not emerge until the end of

July, which would be considered an unusually late date for

A. hippocrepidis, which Stephens says is found in June.
Mr. W. J. Kaye read a paper, " Collecting in Brazil," des-

criptive of a delightful trip he took with Mr. Dukiniield Jones
in the earlier part of the year. Mr. Jones exhibited a large

number of slides, many of them from photographs taken
during the journey, illustrative of Mr. Ka\e"s remarks (see

P- 54)-

JAXUARY riih, 191 1.

The President referred to the great loss the science of

entomology had suffered by the death of Mr. J. W. Tutt, a

member of long standing, and President in iSg8.

Mr. H. F. Phillips, of Forest Gate, was elected a member.
Mr. A. E. Tongeexhibited a photograph of a small nest of

Vespa sylvestris, which he had found in a pig-sty ; also photo-

graphs of the ova {in sitil) of Plebeiits argus {cegon), Ruralis

betulcB, and Calaniia Uitosa, all wild laid, the first-named on
heath.

Mr. W.J. Lucas exhibited ateratological specimen of Anosia

plcxippus, taken in September, igio, by Mr. S. F'. Irwin, in

the grounds of the Toronto Exhibition. The right fore-wing

was shorter and narrower than in normal specimens, the

outer margin being somewhat more concave.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited representative specimens of

several broods reared from a wild female of the black form

(ab. nigra) of Boannia geuunaria ; and communicated the

following explanatory note :
" The original stock from which

the whole of the broods were reared was received as larvee

in the spring of igo8, their female parent being a wild moth
taken during the previous summer in the Kentish locality,

but the male parent was not known (' Proceedings ' igo8, p.

84). The moths reared from them consisted of exactly 40 per

cent, of the ordinary pale, and 60 per cent, of the black

form. Pairings were obtained between selected moths of the

black form of this brood, and a considerable number of

ova were deposited, so that, after hibernation, some sixty

odd larvae remained, and these produced in the summer of
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igog 2i'54 per cent, of the pale and 78'46 per cent, of the
black form. Ao:ain, selected black moths were paired, and
large batches of ova deposited, but a tendency to a weakness
that had been noticed in the former brood, in that many of

the eggs deposited did not hatch, although full opportunity
had been given for second or subsequent pairings, became
more manifest in this generation ; but such larvae as came
forth from the eg^, and got through their first moult, were
healthy, and in due time produced moths, the whole of the

igio emergence being of the black form. These also were
paired, and full batchesof ova obtained, but the proportion that

produced larvse was very small, probably not exceeding

5 per cent. The majority of the larvae, instead of feeding

slowly through the autumn and hibernating, fed up rapidly,

and produced eight undersized moths, all of the black
form, in October and November, this rapid feeding up
possibly being an additional sign of weakness in the brood,

five larvae only going into hibernation. These results appear
to show that, although it is possible by pairing black with
black, to produce entirely black broods, as soon as such
broods are obtained they begin to loose vitality, and the race

soon dies out."

Mrs. Hemming exhibited a long series of Mclitcea aurinia,

bred from larvae taken in Wiltshire in igio, where the

species is somewhat common. There were also a number
of examples caught on the ground from which the larvae of
the bred series were taken.

Mr. Hemming exhibited a series of Adopaa flava {linca),

taken in Sussex in igio, showing two distinct forms, one
pale with narrow marginal border, the other dark, and suffused

with wider border. On behalf of Mr. P. A. Buxton, he
showed another series of M. aurinia, bred from the Wiltshire
locality. Of this series, all the emergences took place in the

afternoon, while in the case of Mrs. Hemming's series this

was not so.

Mr. Coote exhibited two very dark green examples of
Panolis piniperda, with normally coloured examples for

comparison.
Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a specimen oi Myclohins nuwina,

an extremely large sphingid-like Pyrale, from S. America,
which flew in numbers around the arc lights at the Alto da
Serra station.

Mr. Step exhibited a series of photographs by himself and
Mr. West (photo-micrographs), illustrating Brefeldia maxima,
one of the Myxogastres, and made the following remarks :
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' On October 30th last, at Horsley, I came across a large

pine stump, from whose decaying wood a sheet of creamy-
white Plasmodium was pouring over the bark. It had already

covered about four square feet of one side of the stump.

Cutting two pieces of bark, well covered with the plasmodium,
I placed them in tin boxes, of which one had the back and
front perforated with small holes, forming the initials of the

firm of tobacco manufacturers by whom it had been sent

out. On reaching home this particular specimen was photo-

graphed life-size and replaced in the box, care being taken

that there should be no contact with the sides, as it was
intended to again photograph it when the ultimate stage was
reached ; and it was therefore desirable to remove it without

any risk of breakage. The next morning I was surprised to

find that a considerable portion of the plasmodium had
bridged the small space between bark and box, poured through

the perforations, and formed a new mass on the front of the

box, as shown in the second photo. A much smaller quantity

had found its way through the similar perforations at the

back, which was in shadow. The lid had been tightly closed,

thus excluding all light save that which found its way through

the perforated initials. It appears, therefore, that the

organism is highly phototropic ; and it is no doubt in response

to light attraction that the individual swarm-cells emerge
from the recesses of the rotten wood to form the plasmodium.
Though by close watching with the unassisted eye I could

not detect the actual movement of this shining mass, yet it

was easy to see after brief intervals the advance that had
been made, whilst the filmy strands behind indicated the

area that had been abandoned.
" Ultimately the whole of the plasmodium flowed through

to the exterior of the box, and consolidated itself into two
cushions {cethalia), as shown in the third photo, the outer

cells flattening to form a tessellated purple-brown crust,whilst

the inner ones broke up into the capillitium threads and
soot-like spore-mass.

'Thesecond sample I handed to Mr. West for microscopical

examination, and he has kindly made photo-micrographs,

giving enlarged views of the plasmodium stage ( x 5 and x 10),

the crust of the gethalium ( x 5 and x 10), the very character-

istic capillitium threads, with their lime-knots (x 450), and
the spores (x 375 and x 600), All that is now needed to

complete the series are views of the germinating spores and
the swarm-cells in the pre-plasmodium stage, and these I

hope Mr. West will also succeed in giving us later."
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Mr. Step also exhibited a cluster of the galls of Cyiiips

kullari, and called attention to the manner in which some of

these had been explored by birds—probably woodpeckers

—

in order to extract the larva or pupa. It was remarkable

that not one of the galls exhibiting the cleanly bored orifice

which marked the exit of the gall-wasp had been touched by

the birds, this apparently showing that they had power to

discriminate between tenanted and untenanted galls. All

the dwarf oaks that pretty continuously bordered a large

field between Fetcham and Sly field, Surrey, were thickly

covered with the galls, similarly investigated by birds, and
the specimens exhibited were a fair sample of the whole.

Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited a portion of the jaws with

teeth of a small species of IditJiyosaurus, from the chalk of

Lyme Regis, together with a fossil shell Aporrhais sp.? from

the Folkestone Gault.

Dr. Hodgson exhibited a long series of M. auvinia from

various English localities to compare with those exhibited

by Mrs. Hemming and Mr. A. F. Hemming, showing that,

while most localities had their own general form, the Wilt-

shire specirriens were of very varied forms.

Mr. West (Curator) exhibited a drawer of the Society's

collection of Coleoptera, which he was rearranging, and in

which he had just placed some sixty species from his own
cabinet.

Mr, Priske exhibited a number of slides showing the life-

history of the glow-worm which Mr. Main and he were

observing, and read a short paper (p. 74).

Mr. Lucas read a paper, " Notes on the Natural Order
Neuroptera,'" and exhibited a large number of lantern-slides

illustrative of his remarks (p. 66).

Mr. Step communicated the following short reports of the

Field Meetings conducted by him during the season :

Report on Certain Field Meetings conducted by

E. Step, igio.

The Council, in its wisdom, allotted four of the Field

Meetings to me as conductor, and as very few lists of cap-

tures have reached me, I have thought it well to combine
reports of the four into one. The most striking feature of

these meetings was the consistent favour again extended to

me by the Clerk of the Weather, in a season that will not be

remarkable in meteorological annals for its fine days, nor

among entomologists for a profusion of insects.
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Rnnuiorc Couniion, June iSth.—Several members spent

the morning on the slopes of Box Hill, and joined the after-

noon party at the railway station. The route followed was
by Westhumble and Bagden farm, thence through the woods
to the Post Office, a short time being spent on the slopes of

the escarpment prior to tea, to which twenty-one members
and friends sat down. Lepidoptera were scarce, but the

coleopterists had better sport, and the usual chalk-formation
flowers were fairly abundant. Mr. Turner succeeded in

finding a number of flower-spikes of the musk orchis

{Herjuiniuiji inonorchis). Messrs. Edwards and x\shdown
report the following Lepidoptera : Polycvniiiatiis icanis, Cupido
miniinus, Tliccla vnbi, CccnouyiiipJia paiiiphilus, Nisoniades tagcs,

Epincphclc ianira, Encliclia jacobaa, Xylophasia snblustris,

Dianthcecia carpophaga, Phytonietra cenca, Boarinia rcpandata,

Vcnilia macidata, Cucullia verbasci (larx-de), A cidalia incanaria,

Melanippe sociata, M . jnontaimta , E uiaturga atomaria, Eupithecia

lariciata, Cauiptogrmmna bilincatn, Pyranda punicealis, P.

cespitalis, Botys liyalinalis, Acidalia ornata, A. snbsericeata,

Ebnlea verbascalis. Lithosia rubvicollis was also reported.

Mr. Sich adds Coleophova apicdla, C. iintantclla, and C
discordella, of which he says, " though not new to my col-

lection, I have never seen them alive before."' Also larvas

of Dcpressaria cardiiella on thistle. Mr. West obtained the

Coleoptera and Hemiptera exhibited on June 23rd (see p. 109).

Mr. Ashdown took the following Coleoptera : Cryptoce-

phalushypochccridis, C. lcibiatus,Lucanus ccrvns, Rliagonycliafusci-

cornh, Splicevodcruia tcstacemn, Cistela miivina, Cionus tliapsus,

Dascilliis cervinus, and the hemipteron, Sciocoris ctinitans.

Ockliain and Wisley, July 2^vd.—This, I think, was the

most successful of our field-days in 1910, for every member
appeared to get interesting specmiens, whilst the weather
was again exceptional. It was remarkable how general was
the interest taken in the Mollusca, as evidenced by the zeal

with which every member secured specimens of Aplecta

hypnoruui from the roadside pond whence I first recorded

the species in Surrey in 1894. ^^ little further, the wall-rue

fern {Asplenium ruta-inuraria)\va.s pointed out on a farmyard
wall. Arrived at the pine woods on Ockham Common,
interest was displayed in the marsh-plants growing in the

swamp leading to the smaller pond. Of these we noted
in flower Lychnis floscuculi, Ranunculus flammula, Hypericum
elodes, (Enanthe pimpinelloides, Dvosera intermedia, D. rotundi-

folia, and Mentha aquatica. On the last-named species were
found larvae of the tortoise-beetle (Cnssida equestris). Mr.
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Main also reports the larvae and pupae of the Coleoptera,

Mysia oblongogtittata and Anatis ocellata. To Messrs. Dods
and Harrison I am indebted for the followins: list of Lepi-

doptera noted or taken : Pieris napi, Epinephilc tithonus, E.
ianirn, Caniptogramma bilineata, Bupalus piniaria. Hypsipetes

sordidata (eliitata), Boarmia repandata. Acidalia aversata, A.
bisetata, A . virgularia, Scoparia diibitalis, Therafirmata, Corcmia
designata (propngnata) , Rctinia pinivorana, Cleoceris viminalis,

Orobena straminalis, Ematurga atomaria ; and larvae of Gonep-

ieryx rhamni, Anarta myrtilli, and Panolts piniperda. Mr.
Scorer took a larva of Scoliopteryx libatrix feeding on poplar.

Mr. Sich took a fine specimen of Aventia flexida by beating

Scots-pine ; also Evetria pinicolana and Teleia [Gelechia)

dodocella ; Gelechia sororculella, from sallow. Some mined
alder leaves afterwards produced for him LithocoUetis stetti-

nensis and L. alniella. Two vacated pupa-cases taken from
a small sallow stem by the same gentleman testified to Pro-

chilium crabroniformis being included in the local fauna.

The Mollusca taken at the pond were Planorbis cornens,

Limnea stagnalis, and Succinea putris. Twenty-one members
sat down to tea at the Hut Hotel, after which the larger

pond was circled. On the western side the large colony of

Calla palusiris, which has been naturalized here for many
years, was found well in tiower (see p. iig).

Bookham Common, September loth.—Though dry the day
was dull and cool, and little was flying, but a number of

larvae were taken by beating, among these a solitary Stauropus

fagi, by Mr. Morford. Mr. Tonge had a good haul of

Ochria ochracea pupae from the stems of marsh thistle. Other
Lepidoptera are reported by Mr. Turner as follows : Bithys

quercus (i), Polyommatiis teams (i), Epinephilc ianira (a few),

Ccenonympha pamphilus (several). Melanippe sociata was
common, very worn, as also was Catoptria nlicctana. The
mines of LithocoUetis corylifoliella were common on hawthorn,
as also were the deserted cones of Ornix anglicella, and the

abandoned cases of Coleophova nigricella. Mr. Sich reports:
" Very few imagines about. Took mines of LithocoUetis

coryli on hazel ; a cocoon oi Lyonetia clerckeUa on crab ; mines
of Nepticida salicis on sallow, and those of A^. acetosce in leaves

of both Rwnex acetosa and R. acctosella." Mr. Cowham gives

the following additional species : imagines

—

Pieris brassicce,

Gonepteryx rhainni, Epinephile tithonus, Vanessa io, Rumicia
phlaas. Polyommatus icarus, Papinostola fulva, Hydrcecia nicti-

tans, Ennomos tiliaria, Larentia vindaria, Mcsoleuca ocellata,

and Cidaria trnncata ; larvae

—

Hylophila prasinana, Eutricha
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quercifolia, Lophoptcvyx camclina, PJialera buccpliala, Mamestra
persicarice, Mctrocampa margaritaria, Selenia bilunaria, Boarniia
repandata, Amphidasys betularia, Hemithca thymiavia, and
Cahera pusaria. After tea at Mark Oak, at which again
twenty-one sat down, the return was made by field paths
to Leatherhead.

Oxshott, October 8th.—A very dry September, with cold
nights, was a very unpropitious prelude to our annual
Cryptogamic Meeting. The discovery also that a large party
of the Nature Study Union had been ransacking the woods
during the morning discounted our prospects. About thirty

species were noted, of which most have been previously
recorded in our " Proceedings," but a few were new to our
Oxshott list. These were Clavarici coralloides, C. pyxidata.
Boletus pruinatus, Hygrophorus russo-coriaceiis, and Lactarius

lilacinus. Twenty members and friends met at tea.

January 26th, 1911.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

The meeting was devoted to the business of receiving the

Reports of the Council and Officers for the past year, the

announcement of the results of the election of the Officers

and Council for the coming year, and the reading of the

President's address (p. 77).

The following is a list of the members elected as Officers

and Council of the Society for the Session igii-12.

President.—W. J. Kaye, F.E.S.
Vice-Presidents.—A. Sich, F.E.S., and A. E. Tonge,

F.E.S.
Treasiiixr.—T. W. Hall, F.E.S.
Librarian.—A. W. Dods.
Curator.—W. West (Greenwich).
Hon. Secretaries.—Stanley Edwards, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

{Corresponding), Hy. J. Turner, F.E.S. (Report).

Council.—R. Adkin, F.E.S., F. W. Cowham, E. C. Joy,
F.E.S., R. A. R. Priske, F.E.S., A. Russell, F.E.S., B. H.
Smith, B.A., E. Step, F.L.S.

Votes of thanks were accorded to the Treasurer, Auditors,

Secretaries and other officers.
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Ordinary Meeting.

Messrs. Alfred Holding, of Stoke Newington, N., W.
Rodgers, of Camberwell, S.E., and W. H. Knight, of

Peckham, S.E., were elected members.
Mr. Hy. J. Turner, on behalf of Mr. A. Murray, of St.

Anne's-on--Sea, exhibited a series of forms of Liiperina gneneci

taken by Mr. Murray at the above place, and communicated
the following note: "The series includes quite fresh and
worn examples of typical L. giiencci, and of the so-called

var. baxteri, and, in addition, several specimens of two other

forms much more markedly distinct from this type than is

var. baxteri. Indeed, these latter are so close that the differ-

ence has been expressed as being ' merely due to the pale

grey ground-colour having, in the course of time, assumed a

somewhat ochreous tinge,' which view cannot be upheld, as

a comparison of the perfectly fresh and the worn examples
in the box clearly demonstrates. In L. gncncci of the type

form the fore-wings are 'pale testaceous' in ground, with
little contrast between the markings and the ground-colour,

which contrast in the worn specimen is seen to be consider-

ably less. There is a distinct ' ochreous tinge ' in some
lights in the type form, which can only be faintly perceived

in the worn example of var. baxteri, and is not at all apparent
in the quite fresh specimen of this form. I would also dis-

tinguish var. baxteri by the greater contrast between the

ground colour and the depth of colour of the markings.

Turning to the first of the two new forms sent to me by-

Mr. Murray, I note that, in depth of colour both of ground
and markings, it is typical L. giieneei, with this very marked
difference, that the submarginal area between the dark

marginal lunules and the submarginal line is much paler

than any other portion of the wing, throwing out these dark

lunules very conspicuousl}'. In the worn specimen this

feature is even more apparent than in the perfectly fresh

example. This form appears to be quite as much worth a

distinctive name as does that called var. baxteri, and I have
designated it ab. iniirrayi from its captor. In var. baxteri I note

that this submarginal area, instead of being lighter, is, on the

contrary, distinguishably darker than the general wing colour.
" The other three specimens in the box are undoubtedl}'

L. gueneei in all their characters except colour. So dark are

they that we must term them melanic. All the markings
are much intensified ; the ground-colour is very dark grey,

with faint flushes of a ferruginous tinge. The contrast
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between markings and ground is very much stronger than
in an}' of the other forms. In the worn specimen of this

form there is little loss in these melanic characters. Tliere

is no trace of the ' ochreous tinge' of the type, nor of the

'pale grey ground-colour.' This, compared with the normal
form, is a very striking one, and might be well termed var.

fusca."

Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited two specimens of Pvlygonia

c-albmn, bred on October 19th and 20th, igio, by the Rev. A.

Stiff, of Leigh-on-Sea. The specimens are var. Imtchinsoni,

which form has not previousl}'^ been obtained as an autumn
emergence. Two others were bred about the same time, also

some twenty very varied examples. With these two were
shown a varied series for comparison, of summer, autumn, and
summer var. hutchinsoni, forms. The whole of the summer
brood specimens were bred from ova laid by a female captured
in the Wye Valley, and the autumn examples were the result of

in-breeding from the former. These autumn var. hutchinsoni

were from the same female as the yellow forms exhibited on
a previous occasion.

Mr. Step exhibited a living group of the discomycetous
fungus Humaria rutilnns, from Ashtead ; also a sporophore
of Menilins lachrymans (" dry rot "), from a house in the same
neighbourhood where the species had effected wholesale
destruction of the woodwork, involving very expensive
reconstruction.
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Orcliids found in S. Brazil ... 62
Ova of A. straniiQiitii, 120; C.

lutosa, 150 ; G. papilionaria,

122; ^E. aiidreuajformis, lOti

;

Laiupyris noctiluca, 119; G.

vernaria, 120 ; P. iirgiis (ajgon),

131,151; P. smarnguaria ... 120
Paper.*, List of ... ... ... xiii

Papilio niaehaon, geograplii< al

VAces oi, exhibit hi/ A. E. Gihiis 150
Parnassius, I'lie genus, exhibit by

S. Edwards ... ... ... 105
Past Presidents, List of ... ... ii

Photographs 101, 110, 129, 14(j, 150,

151, 152, 153
Pieriuae, e.xhiblt of, bt/ S. Edwards

108
Polistes nest on a tombstone at

Grindelwald 121
Polyoiumatus icarus. Special ex-

iiibit of. 111 ; summary of

recent work on, bi/ J. W. Tutt

114
Presidential Address ... ... 77
Pyrale, Sphingid-like,from Brazil, 152
Report of the Council ... ... xii

Satyrida3, Exhibit of ... 107,123
Second generation of N. albulalis,

94; of A. grossul.iriata ... 99
" Sicily, 'I'he buttertlies ot,'" -paper

bii J. P. Barrett ... 30, 132
" Silver fish " insect. Destructive

habits of the ... ... ... 95
South-Eastern [Tnion of Scientific

Societies, Ueport of Delegates

to Annual Coun;ress of the, b^

E. Step... r. .'. 115
Structure in Agriadesand Flebeius

at various stages, exhibited by
Dr. Chapman ... ... ... 125

Summer and spring broods of A.
coridon, exhibited by Dr. Chajj-

man ... ... ... ... 126
Sv'icthus malvffi, Kesting habit of,

"

bti S. Adkin 123
1'emperature experiment products

143

100
TaBuiocampa gothica and its varie-

ties, by Ii. Adkin
Teratological specimens of Cury-

lus avellana, 97 ; of A. plexippus,

151; of 1). limuiace, 138; of

Lepidoptera, 39-53, 133-135, 138,

151
Trap-door spider. The English ... 143

Variation, Direction of lines of, by
Dr. Hodyson

„ in M. pherusa, by J.

Piatt Barrett '

...

,, in a brood of A. stra-

taria, by A. Sperriny

,, Local, in B. repandata,
by A. Harrison

" White" butterflies from Canada,
by R. Adkin

" Witches broom "on Pinus sylves-

tris

Varieties and aberrationsofspecial
interest—
Abraxas grossulariata

126, 129,
Acidalia aversata

Adopaja flava ... 126,
Aglais urticfB

Agriades coridon

,, thetis

Agrotis exclamationis

Ampliidasys strataria

Angerona prunaria ... 115,
Auomala frischi

Authiocera filipendulaj 103,

,, hippocrepidis ...

,, lonicera3

trifolii ... 129,

,, viciiv (meliloti)...

Arctia caia ...

Asphalia flavicornis...

Bithys quercus
Boarmia repandata ...

Brenthis euphrosyne, 141

;

' B. selene ...

Bryophila perja

Callophr^s rubi

Celastrina argiolus ... 108,

Ccenobia rufa

Cosmotriche potatoria

Crocallis elinguaria ...

Dianthoecia carpophaga
Ematurga atomaria ...

Ennonios autumnaria
Ephyra linearia

Epinephele jurtiua (janthina)

Epione advenaria ... 108,
Eubolia bipunctaria...

Euchelia jacobrese ... 125,

Euchloe cardamines... 123,

Euvanessa antiopa ...

Grammesia trigrammica (tri-

liuea)

Heodes virgaurese ...

Hepialus hiunuli ... 13,

Limnas ehrysippus ...

Luperina gueneei ... 145,

PACK

149

140

104

142

120

95

144
133
152
143
136
144
141
104
126
124
124
99
99

131
121
126
105
123
107

147
129
131
115
144
141
146
148
144
147
146
122
144
144
144
144
142

144
19

102
131
158
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Varieties and aberiatioiis— eon-

timied,

Malacosoma ncnstria

Melauargia galiitea ... 122.

„ pherusa...

Melaiithia albicillata

Melitaea athalia, 147; 'SI.

aurinia, 147; M. didynia...

Neineobius lucina

Nemeopbila plaiitasrinis

Odoiitopera bideiitata 123,

Paclinobia hyperboria 126;

Panolis piuiperda

Pararge egeria

Phigalia pedaria

Pieris rapse ...

Polygouia c-album 138, 145,

Polyoiumatus icanis 96, 111,

Prosena sj'barita

Pseudoterpna priiinata (cytis-

aria) ... ... 3 24
Pyvarueis atalauta ...

Triphanifi fimbria

Vanessa io ... ... 136
Zanclognatha t:rise:ilis

Arachnida.

affinis, Atypus
Trembidium

COLEOPTERA.

alveai'ins, Trichodes

apiarins, Trichodes
Apion
atra, Hispa
attenuata, Strangalia

audauiuii, Oxyuopterus ...

aurora, Evos
bajnlus, Hylotnipes
biguttata, 'J'ornoxia

buprestoides, Spondylis ...

californiciis, Prionus
cervinus. Dascillus

cervns, Lucanus ...

foccineiis, Endoniycus
coriarins, Prionus...

coryli, Cryptoceplialus ...

equestris, Cassida...

fasciatus, Stenoconis

ibrtunei, Paraglenea
fossor, Stapbyliuus

friendii, Psalidoguathus ...

frischi, Anoniala ...

luscicornis, Rliagonycba ...

liypocliaeridis, Cryploeephalus

138:

101

126
]40
140
144

26
131
147
14.5

145
152
141
103
124
159
140,

144
146

145
146
144
143
127

143
119

101
101

110
101
101
110
101
101
101
101
41

155
155
101
41
109
155
41
110
101

110
124
155
155

itMlicn, Luciola

bibiiitus, Cryptocephalus

lancifer, Ebamnus
linearis, Oberea
Inrida, Pidonia

uiadidus, Pterostichus

micans, Polydi'usus

ininias, Rhaninus ...

minor. Molor<lms ...

nioraji, Crvptoce]ibalns

morgiini, Ceratorbiua

niurina, Cistob)

nigricornis, Ha]>locnennis

uitidula, Antbaxia
iioctihu-a, Lampvris
obloneoguttata, Mvbia
ocelbita, Anatis

Pacbyta
py raster, Mecinus...

quadrimaoubita. Ceratorb

scopolii, Ceramb\x
scropbnlariffi, Cionns

sulpbureus. Cteiiiopus

snturalis, Honialisus

testaceum. Spbseroderma.

tbapsns, Cionns
ustnlata, Anocodes
villosus, Heptaulacus

Cryptogams.

globator, Volvox ...

ruta-muraria, Asplenium

DrPTEKA.

I'AGK

... 101

... 155

... 110

... 101

... 101

... 143

... 109

... 110

... 101

... 109

... 110

... 155

... 101

... 109
119, 131

... 156

138. 156
... 101
... 48
... 110
... 49
... 138
... 101

... 101

... 155
109, 155

... 101

... 109

95
155

africanus, Glossina
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elatiuuin, Peiiderii)iuui ..

t'ryllirocephahnu, Stilbum

intyUatea, Tlieleplioia

hicliryuiaus, Merulius
lilaciiiiis, Lactariiis

iiieinljraiiacea, Coniophora
iiiicaceus, Coprinus
niolle, Lycoperdon
Pezizaj

pruiiiatns. Boletus

pyrit'orme, Lycoperdon ..

pyxidata, Clavaria

russo-coriaceus, Hygroplior

rutilaus, Huinaria...

schweiiiit/iii, Polypoins

sti'obilifonnis, Aiuaiiita

vaporaria, Poria ...

Hemipteea.

abdomiiialis, Deltocephalus

affinis, Stiioiiia

all)otnargiiiata, Stiroiua

Apliides

Aphis
crueiitii, Typhlocyba
cur.sitaus, Sciocovis

exclamatioiiis, Philajiius

lopoi'iiiu«, Oliarius

intBOiuela, Libuiiiia

stictogala, Liinotettix

viridiriavus, Oiicotylus

Hymenoptera.

Cyiiipidaj ...

Diploptera...

koUari, Cynips
inanicatum, Antbidiinu ..

Mymaridaj...

Polistes

pulchellum, Myinar
quercus-toz», Cynips
spinipes, Odynerus
sylvestris, Vespa ...

Lepidopteea

abietaria, Boarniia

abruptaria, Hemeiopbila.
aceiiana, Hedya ...

aceris, Acvouycta ...

acetosa^ Nepticula
achillsena, iSJorphu

achilleas Authrocera 20, 103^

Acidalia

Acidaliinse...

aiis = semiargus
actffioii, Tbymelicus
adasa, Hypoleria ...

... y5

... 134

... 150

... 159
150, 157

... 150

... 150

... 150

... 106

... 157

... 150

... 157

... 157
... 159

... 105

... 150

... 131.

.. 109

.. 109

.. 109

71, 73

.. 72

.. 123

.. 155

.. 109

.. 125

.. 109

.. 129

.. 123

146
146
154
40
123
121
123
127
52
151

12";

... 134
8

3, 10

5

... 156

... 55

104, 135
... 83
... 128

... 34

... 60
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PAGE
arcuosa, Miaiia ... ... ... Ill
ai'eella, Lyonetia clerkella, var.... 130
aretliiisa, Hipparchia ... ... 46
arge, Melanargia ... ... ... 37
argentana, Sciaphila ... ... 26
argentula, Coleophora ... ... 100

Bankia 90, 148
arginus.sa, Aiiaea ... ... ... 60
argiohis, Celastriua 3, 4, 33, 107, 108,

115, 126, 129, 149
argus (aigon), Plebeius ... 26,33, 125,

126,131,149, 15]

Argyuni.s ... ... ... ... 92
argyrognomon, Plebeius ... 25, 97
avidaria, Nearcha... ... ... 128
avion, LycEBiia ... ... 19,22,147
ai'teniis, MelitfBa ... ... ... 135
artemis, Euvanessa antiopa, ab.

et. var. ... ... ... ... 142
arundinis (typlise), Nouagria ... 124
aseauius, Papilio ... ... 54, 132
astrarche, Aricia ... 22, 26, 33, 149
astyoche, Dismorphia ... ... 132
astygouus, Protaiubnlyx... ... 54
atala^ita, Pyrameis 4, 28, 32, 129, 138,

143, 146
atavia, Coretira ... ,.. 56.91
athalia, Melitasa 21, 26, 32, 102, 122,

147
athemou, Dynamine ... ... 60
atomai'ia, Ematurga, Fidoiiia 48, 88,

109, 14i, 155, 156
atrata (chcerophyllata), Odezia 23, 26
atrebatensis, Aglais urtieae, «&. ... 143
Attacus ... ... ... ... 83
augiista, Aporia ciata3gi, var. ... 36
augnstana in error = angustaua
aurantiaca, Papilio machaon, ab. 150
am-autiaria, Hy hernia ... ... 96
aurata (punicealis), Pyrausta 9, 155
aurinia, Melitaa ... 24, 105, 147, 149,

152, 154
aurita, Setina ... ... ... 23
ausouia, Antliocbaris belia, var. 32
aufcum-iaria (alniaria), Enuomos 147
aversata, Aeidalia... ... 8,88,91,

133, 156
avis, Callophrys ... ... ... 96
badia, Notoloplius ... ... 101
badiata, Anticlea ... 9. 83
barretti, Diantboecia luteago, var. 143
basilinea, Apamea ... ... 6
baton, Scolitantides ... ... 33
baxteii, Luperina gueneei, var.

145, 158
beebina, Enuica ... ... ... 57
belgiai'ia, Scodiona ... ... 106
belia, Antliocbaris ... 32, 123

lielisaria, Vanessa io, ab. et. var 143
bellaigus = thetis

berisalensis, Melitffia deione, var. 97
besckei, Helieonius ... ... 132
betulffi, Pbycis ... ... ... 106

„ lluralis ... ... ... 151
betularia, Auipbidasys 8, 109, 135,157
bicolorata, Melantbia ... ... Ill

bicoloi'ia, Miana ... ... ... 6
bidentata, Odoiitopeia ... 123,145
bifida, Dicranura ... ... ... 3, 5

bilineata, Camptogramma 2, 3. 9, 83,

155, 156
bilunaua, Paedisca ... ... 11

bilunai'ia, Selenia ... ... ... 157

V)inaria, Drepaua ... ... ... 89
bipuuctaria, Eubolia ... ... 144

bisetata, Aeidalia... ... ... 156

Blaboplianes ... ... ... 132
blanda = tara.xaci

blomevi, Astheua ... ... ... Ill

Boarmia ... ... ... ... 107
BoaiMniinae ... ... •• 129
boeticus, Lampides ... ... 33

BonibycidiB ... ... ... 86

brassiciv, Mamestra ... ... 3, 6

bvassica}, Piei-is 4, 31, 94, 1U8, 156

braziliensis, Pyrameis ... ... 64
bveiunerii, Argynuis ... ... 101

Breutbis 92
brevipennis, Pterostoma palpina,

ab 42

britannicus, Papilio niacbaon, rrtr. 150

brocbella, Argyresthia ... ... 96
bruinata, Cheimatobia ... ... 3, 8

bryonitc, Pieris napi, var. ... 21

bucepbala, Pbalera ... 5, 157

csecodromus, Erebia tyndarus, ab. 24

caenis, Cyniatboe ... ... ... 146

cajsiata, Larentia ... ... ... 25
cagnatellns, Hypouonieuta 4, 11, 132

caia, Arctia " ... 5,48,126,133
c-albuni, Polygonia 38, 92, 110, 138,

145, 159

Callicore 60, 132

callidice, Pieris ... ... ... 24
callunaj, Lasiocanipa querciis,

var 46,126
camelina, Lopboptery.x ... 110, 157

Camilla, Limenitis ... ... 37
candrena, Callieore ... 60, 63, 132

caniola, Litbosia ... ... ... 136

capitella, Incnrvaria ... ... 11

capsincola, Diantboecia ... ... 7

carbonaiia, Kidonia ... ... \A4<

cardamines, Eucbloe 21, 31, 32, 36,

88, 102, 103, 106, 123, 144, 145

carduella, Dopressaria ... ... 155
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cardiii, Pvrameis ... ... 4, 32, 9:i

cai'iiiolicn, Aiithrocera ... ... iJS

carpoi)liag'a, Diautlicecia US, 155
caschmirensi*, Aglais urticfe, rar. 143
Cassandra, Thais polyxena, var. 36
fassuiiunga, Megantliopus ... 57
castra, Napata ... ... ... 36
Catagramiua ... ... 60, 132
Catopsilia ... ... ... ... 60
celerio, Hippotion ... ... 103
celina, Polyoinmatus icarus, rar. 11-4

celtis, Lil.nliea 33,38,43
cembraj, Scoparia ... ... 9
<;entaureata = oblongata
centifoliella, Nepticula 124
Cephoiiodes ... ... ... 88
Ceratocamjiidaj ... ... 54, 89
cespitalis, Herbula ... 26, 155
i-eto, Erebia ... ... ... 22
chairopliy llata= atrata
Chalcosia 49
chaoii, Ama.xia ... ... ... 56
cheiiopodii = trifolii

ohenibina, Chloiippe ... ... 60
c'hrysaiithtmi, Antbrocera liippo-

crepidis, rar. ... ... ... 99
cbrysiditbniiis, ^Egeria ... ... 103
chrysippu.^, Liuiuas ... ... 131
cbrysitis, Flusia 2,111
Cidaria 91
Cilix 90
ciiixia, Melitffia 32,36,102
circe, Satyriis ... ... 37, 38
citriuarius (glacialisi), Panias>itis 105
clara, Xotoplusia... ... ... 54
i'latbrata, Strenia ... ... 48
cleai'cbus, Papilio ... ... 133
Cleopatra, Goueptery.K ... ... 32
clei-ckella, Lyouetia 130, 131, 156
cloacella. Tinea ... ... ... 11
Coleophoi-a ... ... 16, 102
Colias 21, 23, 89
columbina, Opliideres ... ... 56
comes, Ti'iphaMia ... ... 6, 135
coniina, Urbicola ... ... 26,149
coin])laiia, Litbosia ... ... 110
coiifusa, Antbrocera viciw, ab. 121, 144
conigera, LeucMnia ... ... 6
coniiexa, Aglais urticte, ab. ... 143
conversaria, Boarmia repandata,

var 111,141,142
convolviili, Agrias ... ... 103
Condon, Agriades 40, 102, 103, 106,

125, 126, 135, 136, 138, 149
Correbia ... ... ... ... 55
corticea, Agrotis ... ... ... 5

coryli, LitbocoUetis ... ... 156
corylil'oliella, LitliocoUetis ... 156

PAGE
cory tlialia, Melitffia atbalia, var. . . . 147

Cossidas 54
costalis, Pyralis ... ... ... 9

costosa, Depressaria ... ...4, 11

crabfoniforiiiis, ^Egeria ... ... 156

Crambites ... ... ... ... 82

Crambus ... ... ... ... 10
crataegi, Aporia ...21, 25, 36, 37, 105

crepuscularia, Tepbrosia ... .. 42
eribralis, Herniiriia ... ... 148

cribruui, Myelois ... ... ...Ill

crinanensis, HydraH;ia ... ... 150

crooealis, Ebulea ... ... ... HI
crcesella (sulzella), Adela... ... 102

croesus, Cliliai-a ... ... ... 56
crucit'eranmi, Plutella ... ... H
cucubali, Diantbojcia ... ... 7

cucullatella, Nola 5

culicit'oi-mis, .Ei^eria 103, 109, 14S

culinellus, Crainbus ... 4, 10

cultraria, Drepana ... ... 89

curtisellus. Prays 11,115

cyllarus, Glaueopsyche ... 33, 34

cyuipitbriiiis, ^Egeria ... ... 103

cynosbatella = variegana

cypris = aphrodite

cytheris (thamyris), Morpho 60, 63,

124, 131

cytisaria = pruinata

danione, Euchloe ... .., 30, 36, 37

daphne, Brentbis ... ... ... i^S

Daphnusa ... ... ... •• 88

daplidice, Pieris 16, 31, 102

dardanus, Papilio ... ... ... 51

debiliata, Eupithecia ... ... IH
decolorata, Emnielesia ... ... HI
defensaria, Pteropliora ... ... 101

detoliaria, Hybernia ... ... 95

degecrella, Adela.., ... ... 102

deioue, Brentbis ... ... ... 97
Delias 133

delius, Paruassiiis... ... 21,105

dentin;!, Hadena ... ... ... 7

derivata = nigrofasciaria

dero, Dircenna ... ... ... ^(^

designata (prcpugnata), Coremia 156

diantlii, Caleopliora ... ... 121

dictraM, Notodonta ... -.. 5

dictieoides, Notodonta ... ... HO
dietynna, Melita'a 24, 98

didyma (oculea), Apaniea 6

didynia, MeUtiva ... 21, 26, 32, 122

didvniata, Malenydris (Larentia)

111

dilutaria (interjectaria), Acidalia S

dilutat«, Oporabia ... ... 9

dimidiata, Acidalia _8

discordella, Coleophora ... ... 153
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discreta-blomerntn, Agriadfs coi'i-

dou, ab. ... ... ... ... 136
designata (propugiiata), Coremia 156
Dismorphia ... ... ... 89
dispar, Lym.^ntria 41, 42, 45, 46, 47
dis.stria, Malaccsoma ... ... 101

divergeiis, Pariigrotis ... ... 101

dixanthia, Trichnra ... 55, 91

doiioeelhi, Teleiu (Gelecliia) ... 156

dolosa, Amycles ... ... ... 55
doniiiiula, Callimorpha ... ... 42
don/.elii, Aricia ... ... ... 22
dorilas, Syrniatia ... ... 58, 132

dorilis, Lovveia ... ... ... 37
donis, Coeaoiiympha ... ... 147

doiibledayaria (betularia), Amplii-

dasvs 8,109
Drepaiia 89.90
Drepanida? 89,90
diibitalis, Scoparia ... ... 156

dnbitaua, Eupoecilia ... ... 11

dux, Agyrta 56
Dvcladia ... ... ... ... 55
eciusa, Colias 32, 34, 88, 102, 133

eg'ea, Polygonia ... ... 32, 38

egeria, Pararge 33, 34, 38, 110, l4l

elt'gans, Cosmosomu ... ... 55

eleus, liuiuifia phlseas, rar. 33, 37

elinguaiia, Crocallis ... 8, 146

elko, Coenonvmpba ... ... 101

eluiua, Callicove 60,63,132
elutata = sordidata

Eiuuielesia... ... ... ... 91
encedoti, Acisea ... ... ... 131
Endroiiii(i;i' ... ... ... 89
eiidyuiioii, Rhiula... ... ... 54
Epbyia ... ... ... ... 146
epiphron, Erebia ... ... ... 24
epistiophis, Morpho ... ... 63
equitella, Glypbiptery.s: ... ... 12
eris, Argyiinis mohe, var. 21, 32, 38
eros, Polyommatus ... ... 114
erosi:i, Psvcbopbasma ... ... o6
Eryciinda3 ... 58, 60, 62, 63, 64, 132
escheri, Polvoniinatus 19, 22, 25, 114,

147
eiibnle, Catopsilia... ... ... 108
Eucliloe S'.l

eucyane, Napata ... ... ... 55
cugeiiestera, Ta.xeotis e.xsectaria,

var 128
euniedon, Aritia ... ... 19,22,24
eupborbiffi, Hyles . .

.

... ... 124
euphrosyue, Breiithis 21, 25, 26, 38,

92, 125, J41, 149, 150
Eupitbecia = Tepbroclystia 91, 133
eupla-a, Eurygona ... ... 63
EupterotidaJ 86,89

Euptycbia ...

eiiryale, Erebia
eiivytbenie, Eurymus
Eiistrotia ...

eustrotiode.s, Xeuogenes
e.\olamationis, Agrotis

e.xsectaria, Taxeotis

e.xtreiua, Tapinostola
Cagi, Stanropn.s

farinali.s, Pyralis ...

fasL'iaiia, Erastria ..

fascimicula, Miaiia

t'atiuiella, Eii]e.sis

feiie.-itreUa, Eiidrosis

ferrugaLa, Coremia,

PAGK
61

... 101

... 127

... 127
6,141

128
I'JS

156
9

90
6

58,63
12

Xautliorhoe

9,129
11

88
ferruginella, Mouopis
Kidonia

filipeiuiula?, Antbrocera 4^?, 103, 104,

111, 124, 15U, 151
fimbria, Tripba3na... ... ... 144
firmata, Tbera ... ... ... 156
flammea, Meliaiia. .. ... ... 143

tlainiiiealis, Endotriolja ... ... 9

Hava (liuea) (tbaumas), Adopaea 22, 26,

34, 38, 120, 126, 152

flaveolaria, Cleogeiie ... 25, 26
tlavicornis, Asplialia ... 105, 106
riexula, Aveutia ... ... 124, 156
fliietnata, Melauippe ... ... 9
lliictuo>a, Cymatopbora ... ... HO
t'orficalis, Piouea ... ... .., 9

fovsteraiia, Tortrix ... ... 10
fortunata, Epinepbele jurtiiia, rar.

33, 122

fuliginosa, Spilosoma

fu'iva, Tapinostohi

fusua, Luperma gueneei, ah.

„ CoL'Uobia rut'a, ab

f uscalis, Potys

f uscipuiictella, Tinea

gamma, Plusia

galatea, MeUiiiargia

galii, Celerio

gemmaria, Boarmia

.. 125

.. 156

.. 159

.. 144
... Ill

... 11

... 7,9
33, 36, 119,

122, 140
... 46

8, 107, 134,

135, 151

4, lO

... 16

... 11

geuiculeus, Crambus
genista?, Coleopbora

geotiVelbi, HarpeUa
Geometrida; 56, 81, SO, 88, 91, 127, 128

Geometrina ... ... ... 82
Geometroidae = Geometridie

gei'yon, Adseita ... ... ... 23
gl.icialis = citriiiiirin.s

glaucata (spinida), L'ilix... ... 89
gbiucinalis, Pyralis ... ... 1>

glypbica, Enclidia 90
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PAGE
gotinte, Ki'ebia ... ... 21, 2l, 50
goiioductyla, Platyptilisi ... ... 9
goidius, Loweia alciphron, rai-. 37
gothic;i, Tffiiiiocanipa ... 100, 101
gothiciiia (gotliica vcir.), Ticuio-

caiiipa 100, 101
gracialis, Pariuissius ... ... 105
graniiuis, Cliaisras ... ... 149
graiidis, Triehura... ... 55, 91

grisealis, Zaiiclogiiatlia ... 8, 127
grossiilariata. Abraxas ... 8,99,126,

129, 144
gucuida, Adelocepliala ... ... 54
gueneei, Lupeiina ... 145, 158
liai'dwickii, Painassius ... ... 105
liectus, Hepialus ... ... ... 110
heegeriella, Luliocolletis... ... 106
lielice, Colias ediisH, var 32, 102
Helicoiiius... ... ... ... 132
lieiliuaiini, Tapiiio^tola ... 143, 148
belloides, Epideniia ... 101
beparaiia, Toitrix ... ... 10
Hepialus ... ... ... ... 14
berctiles, Alorpho ... ... 55,131
henuaiuiit'lla, Chrjsopora ... 16
HeLeroceia ... ... ... 5G
betblaiulii-i = tbuleusis

bilaria, Catopsilia ... ... 108
bippocrates, Fapilioniacbaon, rar. 150
bippocrepidis, Aiitbroeera 25, 26, 99,

150. 151

hippotboe, Clirysophanus ... 22
butaiia, Eistoii 8, 98, 99, 109, 110, 141

bispidaria, Nyssia 98, 102, 138
hispuUa, Epiiiepbele jurtiiiii, var. 33,

38, 122
hoituellus, Craiubus ... 4, 10

butcbinsoni, Poljgonia c-albinn,

var 110, 138, 159
hiumili, Hepialus ... 5, 13, ]4, 102

bjaciiitbus, Agriades tbetis, ah. 98
byale, Colias 19, 88, 103
hvlas, Polyommatus ... 1J2, 118
hyalinalis, Botys ... ... 111,155
bybridalis = iioctuella

liydaspes, Catagramnia ... CO, 132

Hydrionieiia ... ... H'.i, 129

Hydiionit'iiida' ... ... 82,83
byeraiia, Hastula ... ... ... 41
hygiaja, Euvauessa autiopa, al. ef

var 142, 143

liyperantbus, Apbantopus ... 149
byperborea (alpina), Pacbnobial26, 145

Hyi)oliniiias ... ... ... 133

Hypsidfe 82,86
iaiiii'a=jnrtiiia

iapygia, Melanai-gia ... 33, 36

icarinus (icavus «6.), Polyommatus 149

icarn.^ Polyommatus 4, 19, 33, 46,96,

11], 112, 113, 114, 138, 140, 144,

149, 155, 156
icbneumoiiiforniis, iEgeria

icbueusoides, Aglais urticffi, ab.

icbnusa, Aglais uiticae, var.

ida. Epinepbele
ilicis, Nordmaiinia
ilioiie, Ituiia

ilyrias, Palindia ...

iuia, Tipulodes
imitaria, Acidalia ...

imuiauata, Cidaria

impeiator, Parnassius

iiupuva, Ijeucania

inacbia, Callopepla

iiicanaria= virgularia

incerta, Ta;uiocampa
inconcisata, Taxeotis

inostcutata, Adeixis

iiisignis, Paruassius

interjectaria = 'lilutaria

iiitrof'erens, Cliorizagrotis

invalida, Adelocepliala

io, Vanessa

ioneura, Dicliromodes
idta, Plusia

iris, Apatura
irrorella, 8etina ...

Itbomiinai

jac(ibffife, Euehelia

jaiiiia=jurtina

jantbiua, Tripba;ua

jasius, Cbaraxes

103
... 143
... 148
33, 38
33,37

... 60

... 56

... 55

... Ill

... Ill

... 105
6

... 03

... 7

... 128

... 127

... 105

... 101

... 54
92, 103, 110, 129, 136,

140, 143, 156
128
Ill
92
23
86

125, 144, 155

37

6
38

jurtina (jaiiira, iauira), Epiiie-

pbele 4, 22, 33, 38, 46, 122, 155, 156

justicia', Hyloicus ... ... 56
labuniella, Cemiostoiiiia ... 16
lacertiiiaria(lacertula),Drepana 71, 106

laclicolor. Abraxas grossulariata,

ab.

lacuiiaiia, Seiicoris

laertes, Morpbo ...

l-albuui, Leucaiiia

lapidata, Pliibalapteryx ...

Lareutiiiia;

lariciata, Eupitbecia

Lasiocampida'

latoiia, Issoria ... 21, 3i

leila, Melaiiitis

leueograplia, Pacbiiobia

Leucopbasia
leu(Oi)liearia, Hyberiiia ...

libatrix, Gonoptera
licursis, Zeouia
ligiiijierda, Cossus

Liiiiaiodido)

126
.. 10
... 131

... 143

... 146

... 129

... 155

... 54

, 34, 98
... 107

... 101

... 89

... 98
7, 156
63, 132
... 130
... 54
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Limenitis ...

limuiace, Danais ...

]inea = tiava

linearia, Epliyra ...

lineola, Adopaea ...

litliarg-yria, Leucauia
lithodora, Trochisti.s

liturata, Macavia

... 147

... 138

... 146

... 38
6

... 129

... 91

loniceras Anthrocera, 20, 25, 26, 99,

135, 151

labricepe:!a, Spilosoiua ... 3, 5, 6

lucasi, Melaiiar^'ia ... ... 122
luciiia, Neineobius ... 98, 131

lucipara, Euple.xia ... ... 3,7
luiiosa, Aucliocelis ... ... 7

hipnliiius, Hepialus ... ... 3, 5

hirideohi, liithosia ... ... ] 10

luteago, Dianthoecia ... ... 143
lutealis, Pioiiea, Scopula... ... 134
lutearia, Cleoger.e ... ... 25
luteata, Asthena ... ... ... Ill

luteolata, Eaniia ... ... ... 8

lutosa, Calamia ... ... 150,151
Lycajiiidfe ... ... 86,94
lycaon, Epinephele ... ... 22
lycidas, Plebeius zephyi'us, var— 97
lysimiiia, Mechanitis ... ... 132
Lycoi-ca ... ... ... ... 86
Lymautriida; ... ... ... 84
Lyoiietia ... ... ... ... 131

inachaon, Papilio ... ... 23,31, 150
inacilenta, Oitliosia ... ... 29
macnlata, Veiiilia... ... 91, 155

niffion. Dviianiine... ... 60,63
niajia, Pavarge ... 19,20,37.38
nialvse, Hesperia, Syrichtiis 33, ]23

maiuii, Piei'is ... ... ... 37

niai'garita, Euiiica ... 58,60
margaritaria,, Metrocanipa ... 157
uiarsyas, Polygonia ... ... 101
niatnra, Cei'igo ... ... ... 110
iniiura, Mania ... ... ... 7

luam-itanica, Melaiiargia galatea,

var 122
megacepliala, Acrouycta ... 3, 6

megan-M, Paiarge 19, 33, 34, 38, 110

Megalopygidaj
inelanipus, Erebia...

Melanippe ...

melanis, Balotis ...

Melanitis ...

melia, Dismorphia
nieliloti = vicia;

Melitsea

menelaus, Morpho
meiitliastri, Spilosoina

niercnrella, Snoparia

54, 89
22, 46

... 91

... 132

... 107

... 60

38, 92
... 131

3, 5, 6, 129
9

uieridioiialis, Melita'a didyiiia, rar. 32

I ^r,K

inerope, Hefceronympha ... ... 123

merope, Melitaja auriiiia, yar. ... 24
metalligora, Calydia ... ... 56
meticalosa, Phlogopliora ... ... 7

mi, Euclidia ... 90
micacaea, Hydroecia ... ... 6

niicca, Palindia ... ... ... 56
inidas, Loweia alciphron, var. ... 97
inieijii (virgaureaB), Heodes ... 19
miniimis, Ciipido 19, 25, 138, 149, 155
ininutaua, Grapholitlia ... 3, 11

mneinosyne, Parnassius ... 98, 105
mnestra, Erebia ... ... ... 24
mouacba, Psilura... ... ... 135
monodactylus, Pterophorus ... 1^
iTionoglypha, Xylopbasia ... ... 6

j\Ionoi)is ... ... ... ... 132

nioutaiiata, ]\Ielanippe ... ... 155
inorpheus, Caradrina ... ... 6

Morpho ... 55,63, 86, 124, 131

immdana, Nudaria ... ... 110
munitata, Xauthorhoe ... ... 129
muralis, SL'opavia... ... ... 16
ninviua, Myelobius ... 56,152
mui'inata, Miiioa... ... ... Ill

nnirrayi, Lupeviua guencei, ah. ... 158
iiiusara, Farigia ... ... ... 56
inusculosa, Oria, Synia ... ... 146
myopset'ormis, Jigeria ... ... 103
myrrhina, Dyiiamine ... ... 63
niyrtilli, Anarta 90, 106; 156

iiffivaiia, Grapliolitba ... ... H
naiiella. llecnrvaria ... ... 11

iiauns, Micrattat'iis ... ... 54

napi, Pieris 4, 21, 31, 34, 97, 108, 121,

145, 149,156
napoleon, Dyiiastor ... ... 58
narcaja, Heliconius ... ... 132

negussa, Mamestra ... ... 102
Neptis ... 147
ueustvia, Malacosonia ... ... 126
iiictitaus, Hydnccia ... ... 156
nigra, Boarinia gemmaria, ab. ... 151

niirricellii, Coli>ophora ... ... 156
nigrina, Epipbile ... ... 60, 63
nigrofasciaria (derivata), Anticdea 9
iiiobe, Argynnis ... 21, 24, 32, 38
niveicostella, Coleopliora ... ... 125
noetnella (hybridalis), Nomophila 9

Noctnidffi ..". ... 56,84,86,90
nouiins, Cailiomraa ... 54, 56
nostvodanius, Gegenes ... ... 33
notata, Macaria ... ... 91,111
Notodontidaj 54, 56, 84, 86, 89, 91

nupta, Catocala ... ... ...8. 4()

nntantella, Coleopbora ... ... 155
Nynipbalidfie 83
oblongata (centanreata), Eupltliecia 9
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' I'AGK

obscura, Lj'CfEiia arioii, var. 19, 22

obscuraiia, Gnophos ... Ill, 149
obsoletn, Polyommatus icarus, ab. 113

ccbracea, Gortyna, Oehria
ochi-oleucaii;i, Pentliiiia .

oclirolencntn, Acidalia

ocellana, Hedya ...

ocellata, Mesoleaca
ocellatvis, Smerinthus
nculea = didynia

(Kcophorida3

(Enoehroniinae

oleracea, Hadeua ...

oleracea, Pieris

ombrosa, 0.\ydia ...

omicroiiaria, Elpbyra

opima, Treniocanipa

optik'te, Vacciuiaiia

optivata, Acidalia...

oibitulus, Latioriua

orbona, Cvanopepla
orleaiisi, Paniassius

oriiata, Aridalia

ornatus, Henierophines .

ovpbt'us, Theretra...

oitbotis, Dicbroniodes
otrere, Aua'a
Onraptery-x^

]iactolalis, Sj'lepta

padellus, Hyiionomeiifa .

paffensteckeri, Helicoiiisa

palfemon, Cyolopides

palaeno, Colias

pales, Brenthis

pallescentella. Tinea
palpiiia, Pteristoiua

... 156

... 10

... 128

... 10

... 150

5, 46, 147

... S2

... 127

3, 6, 7

120, 121

... 56

... Ill

... 135

... 24

... 128
39, 47
,. 63

2J

105
155
54

134
128
60
88
56
11

... 58
149

... 23
19, 21, 22, 24

11

42, 43
panipbiliis, Ccenonyiiipba... 19. 24, 33.

155, 156
pandora, Drvas 32, 36, 37
piipbia, I)iva.s 92, 96, 102, 110, 123

134, 1.50

... 86
. 111.122

-J 3, 86
... 56
... 125
... 105
... ]01

. 21, 24, 07
... 10

... yo

... 55

98, 10], 105
... 17

... 10

... 89

Papilio

papilionaria, Geometra .

Papilionida!

parcipunctn, Blechroma .

paripenneHa, Coleopbora.
Parnassins...

partbenias, Brepbcs
partbenie, Melita>a

pascnellus, Cranibus
pastiiunn, To.xoeaiupa

paula. Jlpsolasia ...

pjedariii, Pliio-alia ...

peltigera, Heliothis

pentadaetyla, Aciptilia .

Peieute
perfnmarin, Boarmia g(

perla, Bryophila ...

perniiitana, Perouea
persicavias, Mamestra
persiu.«, Thanaos ...

peruviana, Melese...

petraria, Panagra...

pbareiis, ]Meseue ...

pbaj.syle, Cybdeli-s...

pbegca, Syntomi.s...

plieretes, Albulina

pheinsa, IMelanargia

pbicomone, Colias

pbilodia, Olene
pbilodice, Enrymus
pblaeas, Kumicia ...

pboebe, MelitiBa ...

phoebus, Parnassius

Pliyciodes ...

})byllis, Heliconius

picata, Cidaria

PACK

5, 129
... 96

3, 6, 157
... 101

56

8, 138
60, 132

64,

30
19

... 34, 35, 140
21, 22, 23, 98

46
Colias ... 143

4, 33, 37, 156
21,98

105
64

132, 147, 148
Ill

134

pickettaria, Angerona prunaria,fl!i. 115

Pieridaj 17,86.88
Pierinffi ... ... ... ... 108
pilosellas = purpuralis

])iuguinalis, Aslossa ... ... 9
piniaria, Bupalus ... ... ... 156

pinicolaua, Evetria ... ... 156

piniperda, Panolis ... 152, 156
pinivorana, Retinia ... ... 156
pisi, Hadena ... ... ... 138

pistacina, Ancbocelis ... 7, 138
pbigiata, Auaitis ... ... ... 23
plautaginis, Xeuieopbila ... 24, 49, 147

plecta, Noctua ... ... ... 6
plesanra, Melanargia pbernsa, ah. 140

ple.\ippus, Anosia... ... 143, 151

plnsia, Callidenia ... ... ... 54
pinto, Dysdfenionia ... ... 54
jibivialis, Malacosonia ... ... 101
podalirins, Papilio ... 31,34
podana, I'oitri.x ... ... ... 10
polaris=, Aglais nrticaj, yar. ... 143

polycbloiC!, Eugonia ... 32,34,92
polyxena, Tbais ... ... ... 36
ponionella, Carpocapsa ... ... H
popnlella, Taciiyptilia ... 3, 11

popiili, Aniorpba, Siiierintlius 3, 5, 96,

124, 125, 147

poi'cns, Xyloubasia ... ... 54
porrectella, Plutella 11

potatoria, Cosuiotricbe, Odonestis
134,141

poteiitillfB, Coleopbora ... ... 125
prseforniata, Anaitis ... ... 23
prasinana, Hylopbila ... ... 156
pratelln^, Cranibus ... ... 10
procida, Melanarijia galatea, var.

33, 36, 140
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PAGE
pi-onuba, Tiiplia?na ... 6, 45, lai
propnj^niata = designata
pruuiiria, Augeioiia 111, 115, 126
prun:ita, Cidaria ... ... ... Ill
pruiiiaiia, Peiithiua ... ... lU
pruiiiat:i (cvti-saria), Pt^eudoterpna

12i, 145
Pseiidosphe.v ... ... ... 57
pseudospretflla, G'^cophora 12, lUO
psi, Aci'onycta ... ... ... 5

Psychidfu ... ... ... ... 54
ptei-odactyhis, Miniajseoptiliis ... 10
pulchulla, Deiopeia ... ... 103
pulchellata, Eupitlieria 9
piilclirina, PliLsia Hi
piuictularia, Teplirosia ... ... 106
punicealis = auiata
pinnilata, Enpithecia. ... ... 98
purpuralis

( piloselhi-), Anthrocera 20
puta, Agrotis ... ... 6,96
pusaiia, Cabt'ia ... ... ... 157
Pyralidaj 16
pyiamidea, Aiupliip\ra ... ... 7
pyri, Saluruia ... ... ... 46
pyi-iiia (a'sculi), Zeuzera 5, 119
quadrella = tess(?!la

quadrifasciaria, Coremia ... ... Ill
Qiiadnfiiiie 90
quadripuiictata, Caradi-iiia ... 6
qiiadiipunctella, (Ecogenia ... 12
quercaua, Phibaloceia ... ... 11
quercifolia, F.utiicha ... ... 157
quercus, Bitliys ... 110, 123, 156

„ Lasiocaiiipa ... 46, 126
rapae, Pieris 4, 31, 34, 120, 121,

124, 149
recisa, Nearclia 128
rectaiiguliita, Eupilhecia ... 9
reducta, AiUomolis ... ... 56
rei)andata, Boarmia 8, 107, 111, 141,

142,155,156,157
rhaiuiii, Gouepteryx

ribeaiia, Tdi-trix ...

joboraria, Boaimia
rohoraiia, .Spiloiiota

rosajcolana, Spilouota
losaiia, Tortri.K

rostralis, Hypeua ...

4, 32, 34, 101,

106, 131, 156
10
88
10
10
10
8

14J

rubi, Callophiys yS, 34, 96, 131, 155
rubricollis, Litbosia
nifa, CaMiobia

riitiua, Ortliosia ...

ruralis (verticalis), Boty.s...

lusticn. Prays curtisullus, var.
riisticella. Moiiopis
.sabinatii, Lobopbura
sagaris, Meseiie

155
148

... 29
... 2. 9

... 115

... 132

... 23

60, 132

salicis, Ncpticvda ...

i-aiiibucalis, Ebulea
sainbucaria, Ourapteryx .

saiigaris, Cyiuatboe
."-ao, PowcUia
sara-apseudes, Heliconius
satellilia, Scopelosonia

P.iGK

... 156

9, 111

8, 88
... 146
... 26
... 132
... 29

Satuiniidte 54,83,86
Satyridit- 87, 107, 123
satyrion, Coiiionyinpba ... 19, 22, 24?

scabriuscnla, IJipterygia ... ... 6
scliausi, XylopbaueH ... ... 5(5

i«citella, CL-iuiostoiiia ... ... 125
sciiptiiiata, Larentia ... ... 20
scutidata = dimidiata ... ... 8
soiietuui, Agrotis ... ... ... 6

seleiie, lirentbis ... 02, 147, 149, 150
seint'le, Hipparchia, Satyrus 33, 38,

110
semiargus, Cyanirls ... 33, 38, 98
seuex, Nudaiia ... ... ... 148
Sesiidse ... ... ... ... 82
Sibylla, Liiueuitis... ... ... 92
sibiceata, Cidaria ... ... ... 106
silvana-robigus, Heliconius ... 132
sinajsis, Leptosia, Leucopbasia 32, 34,

89, 110, 121
sniaragdaria, Phorodesma ... 120
suieriutlioides, Hapigia ... ... 56
siiiintbeus, Parnassiiis ... ... 105
sociata, Melanippe ... 9, 155, 156
sorana, Catagramiiia ... 57, 132
sorbiaiia, 'I'ortnx ... ... ... 10
sordidata (elutata), Hypsipetes 9, 111,

156
sororculella, Gelecbia ... ... 156
spartiata, Cbesias ... ... ... 106
specularis, Letis ... ... ... 56
8pbiiigid<t 49, 54, 56, 84, 86, 88, 93
spilotella, Blabopliaues ... ... 132
spinula = glaueata

spoliata, Acidalia aversata, var. ... 133
spoiigiata, I^Ieticulodes ... ... 56
spousaua, Peroiiea ... ... 10
stabilis, Tamiocaiupa ... ... 7

statilinus, Hipparcliia ... 33, 37, 3s
staurotis, Nearcba ... ... 128
stellataruni, Sesia... ... 5, 103

Sterrbida; ... ... ... ... 83
stettiiieiisis, Litbocolletis 105, 156
stigiuatella, Graciiaria ... ... 12
stramiiialis, Oroboiia ... ... 156

straniinata, Acidalia ... ... 120
straminea, Leucaiiia ... ... 148
strataria, Ainpbid;isys ... ... 104-

striaiia, Ortbotaiuia ... ... 11

striata, Polyoii.niatus icariis, ah. 113
strigata (thyniiaria), lleniitbea.. . 157
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strig'ilis, Miaua
strix, Erebia

strophiddes, Dichrommies
snhidaria, Xauthorhoe
snbjcctana, Sciaphila,

snblustris, Xylopbnsia
subnotata, Eiipithecia

subochraria, Hydrioiiieiia

siibi'osea, Noctna ...

subspviccata, Acidalia

suffasa. Agi'iades eoridon, ah.

snlzelhi = croesella

sulpburella, Dasycei'a

snperba, Rlvsins ...

sus^ana, Stalachtis

suspecta, Orthosia

svlvanus, Angiades ... 26,34,38
sylvata (nliriat:i), Abraxas ... Ill

sylvinns, Hep'uilus ... 3, 5, 110

Svnfconiida? 55, 56, G2, 63, 65, 82. 84,

86, 87, 91, 92
syraoiisana, Melanaro^ia galatea,

var. ... ... ... ... 36
tages, Nisoniades ... ... 38, 155

tapetzella, Tric-bophaga ... ... 11

taraxaci (blar.da), Caradiina ... 6

tarsiper.iialis, Zanclognatha 8, 127

tavsrefces, Danis ... ... ... 94.

Taysetis 107

tenebrosa, Gelcchia ... ... 119

tenui.s, Saurita ... ... ... 55
Tephro-lystia (Eupitbecia) 91, 133

terpsichore, Zeiiia... ... ... 132
torsata, Pliibalapteryx ,.. ... 9
tessella (qniidrelLi), Gelecbi:i ... 150

testacea, Luperina ... 6, 145, 148
tliamyris = ovtberis

tbannias = flava...

tbenipsia, Dismorpbia ... ... 60
tbemisto, IMetboii?. ... ... 60
tbeohene, Cyniatboe ... ... 146

tbeodota, Cvniotboe ... ... 146

tlieodora, Obaris ... ... .'8

tliestylis, Prioiieris ... .. 133

thetis (bellargns), Agriades, 46, 98,

106, 113, 125, 135, 138, 144, 149

tborates, Callinmnia ... ... 54

tlmlensis (betblandica), Hepialns

bnmnli, var 13, 14, 102

tbyniiaria = strigata

Thvridida; 54
tbysbe, Panara 58.63
til'i.f, Dilina, Mimas 5, 49, 144
tiliaria =nliiiaria

Tiiieida^ ... ... ... ... 82
tipbon, Cceiionvnipha ... ... 149
tipulifonuis, JEgeria, Sesia 5, 110

tit;iiia, Xylopbaues ... ... 56

VKiiV.
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... 71

68, 69
... 68
... 72
68, 69

... 68

... 71

... 71

... 70

... 71

... 72

... 71

... 72

... 71

PAGE
pelliicidus, llenierobius ... ... 71
pei'hi, Clifvsopa ... ... ... 72
pliahonoides, Drepaiiepterv.K ... 71
pliylloclironia, Chrvsopa ... ... 72
piiii, Heriieiobius ... ... ... 71
prasiiia, Chrysopa... ... ... 72
psociformis, Coiiiopterv.x ... ... 72
quadrifasciatus, Heiiieiobi\

Raphidia ...

Rapliidiida''

septenipuuctata, Chrvsopa
Sialis

Sialid;e

Sisyia

stigma, Heuierobiiis

styi'iacta, Mantispa
subiiebulosiis, Ht-merobius

teuella, Chrysopa...

terniinalis, Sisyia...

tipularins, Bittacus

variegatus, Mioronius
veiitr.ilis, Chrysopa
vittata, Chrysopa...

vulgari.«, Chrysopa
xaiithostigr.ia, Raphidia ...

Odonat-a.

Coi'dulegastcr

puelhi, Agrion

Orthopteka.

Bhittida-

Ipwisi, Odoutopsalis

Mautis

PHANEEOGA5I3.

acetosa, Riiinex ... ... ... 156
acetosella, Eume.K .. ... 156
Achillea 100
Ageratmn 55, 56, 65, ] 32
aniara, Cavdainine ... ... 27
aqiiatica, Mentha ... ... 155
Aracea} ... ... ... ... 119
Ari>tolochia ... ... ... 5-4

Arum 119
aurita, Sali.x 120
avellaiia, Cnrylus ... ... ... 97
aviculare, Polygonmn ... ... 136
barbatus, Diaiitlius ... ... 121
brazilieiisis, Araucaria ... 62, 64
Broinelia ... ... ... 58, 64
Bnxus 127
Calla 119,156
cauariensis, Cytisus ... ... 11
Cassia ... ... ... ... 57
cinerea, Erica ... ... ... 131
Clematis ... ... ... 2, 146
comosa, Hippocrepis ... ... 110
corniculatus, Lotus ... ... 136

... 72

... 69

.. 46
125, 138

45
98
94

Crepis

Cr()t()iia>

Dianthus ...

elliiiticnm, Epideudrum ..

elodes, Hypericum
Euouyinus
ferrugi Ileum, Rhododendr
liamniula, Rauuneul'.is

tle.\uosum, Oucidiura

floscuculi. Lychnis
barrisonia;, Bil'reuaria

Hesperis

inHata, Sileiie

intermedia, Cattleya

., Drosera

iaclcmanni, Clematis

japonica. Anemone
,, Pyrus ...

lades, Bonibax
lanceolata, Plantago
leopoldi, Cattleya...

Lotus
Mabea
maculatum, Arum
majus, Tropaeolum
Martynia ...

matronalis, Hesperis

maxillare, Zygopetahim ..

Maxillaria

Melastoma...
millefolium, Acliillca

monorcbis, Herminiuui ..

Oncidium ...

palustris, Calla

palustris, Caltlia ...

peregrinum, Tropaeolum ..

pici a, Maxillaria ...

pimpinelloides, ffinimtbe..

pra?tcxtum, Oncidium
resinelli, Miltouia...

Rieliardia ...

rosea, Sopbronitis...

rotundifolia, Droseri
salic;iria, Lythrum
sarcodes, Oncidium
sjiei-tabilis, Miltonia

sylve>tris, Pinus ...

uuicorne, Oncidium
variabilis, Buddlea
vii-ens, Crepis

viridis, Goiigylia ...

,, Helleborus

POEIFEEA.

fluviatilis, Epbydatia

Thtsam^ka.

sacebarina, Lepisma

VAGR
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1885
1886
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1888
1889
1890

1891

J. R. Wellman (dec).

A. B. Earn, F.E.S.

J. P. Barrett, F.E.S.

J. T. Williams (dec).

R. Standen, F.E.S.

A. FiCKLiN (dec).

V. R. Perkins, F.E.S.

T. R. BiLLUPS, F.E.S.

J. R. Wellman (dec).

W. West, L.D.S.

R. South, F.E.S.
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Ornithology ; ;, Keptilia ; m, Mollusca ; cr, Crustacea ; h, Botany ; mi. Microscopy
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e, signifies Exotic forms.

Year of

Election.

1886 Adkin, B. W., F.E.S., Trenowith, Hope Park, Bromley, Kent.

I, orn.

1882 Adkin, R., F.E.S., Wellfield, 4, Lingarcl's Road, Lewisham.

S.E. I.

1901 Adkin, R.A., -4, Lingard's Road, Lewisham, S.E. ui.

1908 Adlard, R. E., Bartholomew Close, E.g. m.

1907 Alderson, J., 14, Dafibrae Road, Upper Tooting, S.W. I.

1907 Andrews, H. W., F.E.S., Shirley, Welling, Kent, d.

1901 Armstrong, R. G., B.A., B.C. (Cantab), M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.,

55, Granville Park, Lewisham, S.E. e.l.

1895 AsHBY, S. R., F.E.S., 119, Greenvale Road, Eltham Park.

Kent, c, I.

1895 AsHDowN, W. J., Belmont Road, Leatherhead. /, '•, lie.

1888 Atmoee, E. a., F.E.S., 48, High Street, King's Lynn, Nor-

folk, l.

1872 Avebury, The Right Hon. Lord, D.C.L., F.R.S., F.L.S.,

F.G.S., F.E.S., etc., High Elms, Down, nr. Farnborongh,

Kent [Hon. member), h, b.

1896 Barnett, T. L., 81, Royal Hill, Greenwich, S.E. I.

1887 Barren, H. E., 46, Lyndhurst Road, Peckham, S.E. I.

1900 Barrett, J. P., F.E.S., Westcrott, South Road, Forest Hill,

S.E. I.

1907 Barter, H. W., 5, Brunswick Road, Cainberwell, S.E. I, b.

1912 Bateson* Dr. W., F.R.S., The Manor House, Merton, Surrey,

[hion. Member).

1909 Baumann, R. T., 70, Station Road, Chingford. I.

1897 Bishop, E. B., Dean Lodge, Charterhouse Rd., Godalming. I, b.

1911 Blair, K. G., B.Sc, F.E.S.,23, West Hill, Highgate, N. n, c.

1911 Blenkarn, S. a., F.E.S., Norham, Cromwell Road, Becken-

ham, Kent. I, c.



IV

Year of

Election.

1898 Bliss, M.F.,F.E.S.,Coningsburgh,Montpelier Road, Ealing, l.

1895 Bowman, K., The May Sharp Construction Co., Ltd., Edmon-
ton, Alta, Canada. I.

1905 Briault, G. H., 6, Burlington Gardens, Acton, W. I.

1887 Briggs, C. a., F.E.S., Rock House, Lynmouth, R.S.O.,

N. Devon. I, m, n, o, British fiahes.

1891 Briggs, H. M., 8, High Street, Canterbury. I, orn.

1887 Briggs, T. H., M.A., F.E.S., Rock House, Lynmouth, R.S.O.,

N. Devon. I.

1909 Bright, P. M., F.E.S., Fairfield, Winiborne Road, Bourne-

mouth. I.

1895 Brooks, W., Thundercliffe Grange, near Rotherham. I.

1900 Bro^vne, G. B., Nya Gpur, King Charles Road, Surbiton. I.

1909 BucKSTONE, A. A. W., 18, Burlington Lane, Chiswick, W. L

1897 Burr, M. B., B.A., F.L.S., F.E.S., F.Z.S., Castle Hill

House, Dover, o.

1890 ButLER, W. E., F.E.S., Hayling House, Oxford Road, Reading.

l,c.

1911 Buxton, Patrick A., Fairhill, Tonbiidge, Kent. L

1888 Cansdale,W.D.,F.E.S., Sunny Bank, SouthNorwood, S.E. I.

1889 Cant, A., F.E.S., 33, Festing Road, Putney, S.W. I, vii.

1910 Cardew, Capt. P. A., 50, Melbury Gardens, Wimbledon. I.

1886 Carpenter, J. H., F.E.S., Redcot, Belmont Road, Leather-

head, Surrey. I.

1899 Carr, F. B., 46, Handen Road, Lee, S.E. l.

1899 Carr, Rev. F. M. B., M.A., L.Th., 10, St. Alban's Crescent,

Woodford Green, Essex. I, n.

1897 Chapman, T. A., M.D., F.E . S. , F.Z.S., Betula, Reigate, Surrey. L

1888 Chittenden, D., 14, Limes Grove, Lewisham, S.E. I.

1896 Clark, F. N., Paddington Infirmary, Harrow Road, W. mi.

1879 Clode, W. {Life iiieiiiber).

1899 Colthrup, C. W., 141, E. Dulvvich Grove, S.E. I, ool.

1907 Coote, F. D., 25, Pendle Road, Streatham, S.W. I, b.

1909 Coulsen, F. J., 17, Birdhurst Road, Colliers Wood, Merton. I.

1902 Cowham, F. W., 118, Minard Road, Hither Green, S.E. I.

1911 Coxhead, S. W., 5a, Spring Gardens, Upper Clapton, N. I.

1899 Crabtree, B. H., F.E.S., Cringle Lodge, Levenshulme, Man-

chester. I.

1885 Croker, a. J., 1045, McClure St., Victoria, British Columbia. I.

1898 Crow, E. J., 26, Tindal Street, North Brixton, l.



V

Year of

Election.

1910 CuRWEN, B. G., 5, Richraond Bridge Mansions, East

Twickenham. I.

1888 Dawson, W. G., F.E.S., The Manor House, Abbot's Morton,

Nr. Worcester {Life meniher). I.

1900 Day, F. H., F.E.S., 26, Currock Terrace, Carlisle. I, c.

1889 Dennis, A. W., 56, Romney Buildings, Millbank, S.W. I, mi, h.

1901 DoDs, A. W., Hon. Librarian, 88, Alkham Road, Stamford

Hill. I.

1904 East, F. .J., 69, Cazenove Road, Stamford Hill. /.

1886 Edwards, S., F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S., Hon. Sec, 15, St.

German's Place, Blackhealh, S.E. I, el.

1886 Enock, F., F.L.S., F.E.S., F.R.M.S., F.R.H.S., 13, Tufnell

Park Road, Holloway, N. d, »//.

1887 Fletcher, W. H. B., M.A., P.E.S., Aldwick Manor, Bognor,

Sussex (Life metube ]•). I.

1889 Ford, A., South View, Irving Road, West Southbourne,

Bournemouth, Hants. I, <.

1907 Fountaine, Miss M. E., F.E.S., Thirlmere, Godalming,

Surrey. I.

1886 Fremlin, H. S., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., F.E.S., Chantrey

Cottage, St. Stephen's Road, St. Albans, Herts.

I, mi.

1912 Frohawk F. W., F.E.S., M.B.O.U., Stanley House, Park

Road, Wallington, Surrey. I, <nn.

1899 Gadge, S. W., 59, Frankfort Road, Heme Hill, S.W. I.

1912 Gahan, C. J., M.A., F.E.S., The British Museum (Natural

History), Cromwell Road, S.W. c.

1884 GiBB, L.,' The Shrubbery, Blackheath Park, S.E. {Life

me)iiber).

1909 GiBBs, A. E., F.L.S., F.E.S., Kitchener's Meads, St. Albans,

Herts {Life member). L

1908 Goffe, E. R., 46, Vardens Road, Wandsworth Common,
S.W. I.

1908 Green, E. D., 17, Manor Park, Lee, S.E. L

1904 Grosvenor, T. H. L., F.E.S., 8, Gloucester Road, Redhill,

Surrey. L

1888 Hall, A. E., F.E.S., Cranfield House, Southwell, Notts, l.

1884 Hall, T. W., F.E.S., Hon. rreasurer. Stanhope, the Crescent,

Croydon, Surrey ; and 61, West Smithfield, E.C. L



VI

Year of

Election.

1891 Hamm, a. H., 22, Southfields Road, Oxford. I.

1906 Hammond, L., 38, Mercer's Road, Tufnell Park, N. I.

1903 Hake, E. J., F.E.S., Dunham, Boscombe, Hants. I.

1911 Hareis, p. F., 26, Thornton Avenue, Streatham Hill, S.W. l.

1909 Hemming, A. F., Cambridge Lodge, Horley, Surrey. I.

1909 Hemming, Mrs. C. U. H., Cambridge Lodge, Horley, Surrey. I.

1903 Hickman, J., 21, Raleigh Road, Penge, S.E. I.

1905 Hill, E., 3, Dorville Road, Lee. l.

1888 HiLLMAN, T. S., F.E.S. , 11, Eastgate Street, Lewes, Sussex. I.

1911 Holding, A., 95, Kyverdale Road, Stoke Newington, N. I.

1888 Hopkins, H. E., 31, Farnaby Road, Bromley, S.E. l.

1889 HoRNE, A,, F.E.S., 60, Gladstone Place, Aberdeen. I.

1910 HuMM, P. S., L.D.S., 102, Leigham Court Road, Streatham,

S.W. I.

1886 Jager, J., 65, St. Quentin's Avenue, North Kensington, W. Z.

1887 Jenner, J. H. A., F.E.S., 209, School Hill, Lewes, Sussex.

I, c, d, iji, b.

1904 Joy, E. C, F.E.S., Eversley, Dale Road, Purley, Surrey. I.

1886 Kane, W. F. de V., M.A., F.E.S., M.R.I.A., Dadmans,

Sittingbourne, Kent. I, mi, vtarine invertebrata.

1898 Kaye, W. J., F.E.S., Vice- President, Caracas, Ditton Hill,

Surbiton, Surrey. I, S. American. I.

1900 Kemp, S. W., B.A., F.E.S., Indian Museum, Calcutta. I, c.

1910 Kidnek, a. R., Surimey Garth, Hatherley Crescent, Sidcup,

Kent. l.

1911 Knight, W. H., 196, Choumert Road, Peckham, S.E.

1910 Lawrence, A. J., 2, Arthur Street, New Oxford Street

London, W. I.

1911 Leslie, J. H., F.E.S., 84, Huron Road, Tooting Common,
S.W. I.

1903 Lister, W. K., F.E.S., Street End, Ash, near Canterbury. I.

1912 Lloyd, C. T., Camden House, Feltham Hill Road, Ashford

Common, Middlesex.

1896 Lucas, W. J., B.A., F.E.S., 28, Knight's Park, Kingston-on-

Thames. Brit. (>., odonata, )i, ni, b.

1930 Lyle, G. T., Bank House, Brocken hurst, Hants. /(.

1892 Main, H., B.Sc, F.E.S., Almondale, Buckingham Road, S.

Woodford, Essex. I.



Vll

Year of

Election.

1886 Manger, W. T., 100, Manor Road, New Cross, S.E. /, c, cr.

1889 Mansbkidge, W., F.E.S., 27, Elmbank Road, Sefton Park,

Liverpool. I.

1885 Mera, a. W., 79, Capel Road, Forest Gate, E. I.

1881 Miles, W. H., F.E.S., 33, Alexandra Court, Chowringhee,

Calcutta, mi, h.

1880 Montiero, a. a. de C, F.E.S., 70, Rua do Alecrim, Lisbon.

1889 Moore, H., F.E.S., 12, Lower Road, Rotherhithe, S.E. I, h,

d, e I, e h, e d, ))ii.

1910 Morford, D. R., Oak Cottage, Sycamore Grove, New Maiden,

Surrey. I.

1911 Morice, TheRev. F. D.,M. A., F.E.S., Brunswick, Mt.Hermon,

Woking. (Life Member.) Ii.

1912 Morris, A. C, Leafield, Gibson's Hill, Upper Norwood. I.

1911 Neave, B. W., 95, Queen's Road, Brownswood Park, N. I.

1906 Newman, L. W., F.E.S., Salisbury Road, Bexley, Kent. I.

1889 Nicholson, W. E., F.E.S., School Hill, Lewes, Sussex, l.

1911 Page, H. E., F.E.S., Bertrose, Gellatley Road, New Cross,

S.E. I.

1905 Penn-Gaskell, W. W., Townshend House, North Side, •

Regent's Park, N.W. I.

1908 Pennington, F., Manning's Hill, Cranleigh, Surrey, l.

1901 Pepper, A. W., The Horniman Museum, Forest Hill, S.E. mi.

1880 Perkins, V. R., F.E.S., Wotton-under-Edge, Gloucestershire.

I, /,, d.

1888 Perks, F. P., 22, May's Buildings, St. Martin's Lane,

Charing Cross, W.C. zooloijij, mi, pond life.

1911 Peskett, G. E. H., Llanberis, 87, Woodbury Grove,

Finsbury Park, N. I.

1911 Phillips, H. F., 41, Haughton Road, Forest Gate, E.

1888 PoRRiTT, G. T., F.L.S., F.E.S., Elm Lea, Dalton, Hudders-

field. /, n.

1912 PouLTON, Prof. E. B., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.,

Wykeham House, Oxford. {Hon. member).

1903 Pratt, W. B., F.E.S., 10, Lion Gate Gardens, Richmond,

Surrey. I.

1897 Prest, E. E. B., Arva, Ashtead, Surrey. I.

1903 Priske, R. a. R., F.E.S., 9, Melbourne Avenue, W. Ealing,

W. I, m.



Year of

Election.

1911 QuARRiNGTON, A., 14, The Broadway, W. Norwood, S.E. I.

1902 Kayward, a. L., F.E.S., 3, Albert Mansions, Lansdowne Eoad,

Croydon, Surrey. L
1909 Eamsay, a., 15, Lawn Crescent, Kew Gardens, b.

1887 EicE, D. J., 8, Grove Mansions, North Side, Clapham Com-
mon, 8.W. orn.

1904 EicHARDs, P., 17, Crescent Eoad, Kingston Hill, Surrey. I.

1906 EicHMOND, B. A., M.B., B.Sc, 28, Lower Eoad, Eotherhithe,

S.E. I.

1902 EiLEY, N. D., 94, Drakefield Eoad, Upper Tooting, S.W. I.

1910 EoBERTsoN, G. S., M.D., St. Anne's, 101, Thurlow Park

Eoad, Dulwich, S.E. I.

1887 EoBiNsoN, A., B.A., 5, King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.C. I.

1894 EoBiNSON, Leigh, F.Z.S., 4, Queen's Walk, Ealing, W. I.

1911 EoBiNsON, Lady Maud, F.E.S., Worksop Manor, Notts. I, n.

1911 EoGERs, W. A., 42, Addington Square, Camberwell, S.E.

1887 iiouTLEDGE, G. B., F.E.S.,^Tarn Lodge, Heads Nook, Carlisle.

I, c.

1900 EowDEN, A. 0., 4, St. John's Eoad, Exeter. Z, h.

1904 EowLAND- Brown, H., F.E.S., Oxhey Grove, Harrow Weald. I.

1890 EowNTREE, J. H., Folkton Manor, Ganton, Yorks. I.

1898 EussELL, A., F.E.S., Wilverley, Dale Eoad, Purley. I.

1888 Sauz^e, H. a., 22, Earlsthorpe Eoad, Sydenham, S.E. l.

1902 ScoLLicK, A. J., F.E.S., 8, Mayfield Eoad, Merton Park,

Wimbledon, S.W. I.

1910 Scorer, A. G., F.E.S., Hillcrest, Chilworth, Guildford. I.

1912 Sennett, N.S., F.E.S., 32, Bolton Gardens, S. Kensington,

S.W. I.

1910 Sheldon, W. G., F.E.S., Youlgreave, South Croydon. I.

1898 SicH, Alf., F.E.S., Corney House, Chiswick, W. I.

1903 Smallman, E. S., F.E.S., Homeside, Devonshire Place,

Eastbourne. /.

1908 Smith, B. H., B.A., F.E.S., Vice- President, Edgehill,

Warlingham, Surrey. I.

1890 Smith, Walter, 6, Exmouth Villas, Hampton Hill, Middle-

sex. I.

1890 Smith, William, 13, St. Merren Street, Paisley. I.

1882 South, E., F.E.S., 96, Drakefield Eoad, Upper Tooting,

S.W. I.

1908 Sperring, C. W., 8, Eastcombe Avenue, Charlton. I.



IX
Yfak of

Election.

1873 Standen, E., F.L.S., F.E.S., Townlands, Linclfield, Sussex

{Life member). I.

1908 StAubyn, J. S., Tregothnan, Eadlesham Road, Balham,
S.W. I.

1872 Step, E., F.L.S., Oakwood House, Barnett Wood Lane,
Ashtead, Surrey, b, m, orn, cr.

1911 Stowell, E. a. C, B.A. (Oxon.), Kingston Grammar
School, l.

1909 Stone, F. J., 141, Bedford Road, Clapham, S.W. l.

1910 Stoneham, Lieut. H. F., F.E.S., Kinsale, co. Cork. I.

1911 Sweeting, H. R., M.A., Belmont, Chelmsford Road, S. Wood-
ford. I.

1894 Tarbat, Rev. J. E., M.A., Fareham, Hants. I, uol.

1910 Tautz, p. H., Cranleigh, Nower Hill, Pinner. I.

1911 Todd, R. G., The Limes, Hadley Green, Barnett. l.

1902 ToNGE, A. E., F.E.S., Prexident, Aincroft, Grammar School

Hill, Reigate. I.

1895 TuNALEY, Hy., F.E.S., 18, Becmead Avenue, Streatham,

S.W. Z. h.

1887 Turner, H. J., F.E.S., Hon. Report Secretarij, 98, Drakefell

Road, Now Cross, S.E. I. c, n, he, b.

1889 Vine, A. C, 45, Temple Street, Brighton, Sussex. I.

1889 Wainwright, C. J., F.E.S., 45, Handsworth Wood Road,

Handsworth, Staffs. I.

1911 Wakely, L. D., 34, Lancaster Road, Wimbledon Common,
S.W. l.

1880 Walker, J. J., M.A., F.L.S., F.E.S., " Aorangi," Lonsdale
Road, Summertown, Oxford. I, c.

1886 Walsingham, The Right Hon. Lord, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.,

F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S., &c., Merton Hall, Thetford, Norfolk

[Ho)i. iiieiiiher). I, orn.

1907 Waterkr, W. J., 19, Adelaide Road, Brockley, S.E. b.

1888 Webb, S., 9, Waterloo Crescent, Dover. I.

1911 Wells, H. G., Hurstfield, The Avenue, Gipsv Hill, London,
S.E. I.

1872 West, W., Hon. Curator, 8, Morden Hill, Lewisham Road,
S.E. I, c, he.

1878 West, W., L.D.S., Holmwood, Barnett Wood Lane, Ashtead,

Surrey. /, mi.

1911 Wheeler, The Rev. G., M.A., F.E.S., F.Z.S., 37, Gloucester

Place, W. I.

1887 Whiffen, W. H., Brockenhurst, Hants. I.

1905 Winkworth, J. T., 290, Burdett Road, E. I.

Members will greatly oblige by informing the Hon. Sec. of any errors,

additions, or alterations in the above Addresses and descriptions.
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REPORT OF THE COUNCIL. 1911

THE present report marks the completion of the fortieth year

of the Society's history ; and it is satisfactory to know that,

in spite of serious losses through death, the membership

shows a slight increase over the previous year. The members

whose decease we deplore are Messrs. E. G. Broome, Albert

Harrison, G. C. Hodgson, and G. H. Verrall. In addition, three

.members have resigned and one member has been omitted from the

roll in accordance with Bye-law 10, 2. On the other side of the

account we have elected twenty-one new members, a number which

is a considerable advance upon the additions in recent years, and

brings our present total up to 172. This number is made up as

follows :—
Honorary Members ... ... ... 2

Life Members ... ... ... 7

Country Members ... ... ... 30

Ordinary Members ... ... ... 133

172

The Balance Sheet, duly audited, is printed on page x, xi. Owing

to the largely increased cost of production for the Procefilini/s for

some years past, and the difficulty of reducing cost without impairing

the value of that publication, your Council thought fit to call a

Special General Meeting on December 14th, in order to elicit the

opinion of the members as to the desirability of increasing the

annual subscription from 7s. 6d. to 10s., and the Life Composition

from live guineas to six guineas. Although there was an unusually

large attendance of members at this " Special Meeting," there was

an unanimous vote in favour of the Council's proposal. It was

decided that in Bye-Law 8, Chap. 1, 10s. should be substituted for

7s. 6d. as the Annual Subscription ; and that in Bye-Law 8, Chap.

6, SIX guineas be substituted for five guineas, as the Composition

for Life-Membership.

The Meetings have been well attended, especially in the autumn;

and the Recorder, Mr. A. W. Dennis, reports that there has been

an average attendance of over 34 at each of the twenty-two

meetings.



At the Annual Special Exhibition oi: Varieties held in November,

103 were present, a number not attained before ; of these over 35

brought exhibits, the majority of which were of Lepidoptera. The

Council hopes that other orders may be better represented on future

occasions.

On the suggestion of the President, on December 14th, a special

exhibition of Runiieia pJdaas and its allied forms was held, and

proved a great success.

The Society is indebted to Mr. F. Noad Clark for again taking

charge of the lantern on each of the four occasions when it has

been used.

The following is a list of the Papers read before the Society

:

May 11th.—R, Paulson, "Lichens/' with lantern illustrations.

October 12th.—R. Adkin, " Notes on the Season," with a

summary of the subsequent remarks of other members.

October 26th.—W. J. Lucas, B.Sc, on the Bracken {Fteris

aquilina), illustrated with lantern slides.

This list is exceptionally short, but, on the other hand, there

have been more exhibits at each meeting, and a considerable

number of valuable notes have been contributed.

The Honorary Curator, Mr. W. West (Greenwich), reports that

the additions to the Cabinets have been more numerous this year

than last. He says, " In the Order Lepidoptera, Mr. R. Adkin has

given a specimen each of Apatuta irh and Hippotion celerio ; l^Ir.

Russell, a bred series of Taeniocampa ruhricoaa ; Mr. Newman, a

fine pair of melanic forms of Emiomos alniaria : and Mr. Sheldon,

several species of European Rhopalocera.

" Having completed the re-arrangement of the Society's collection

of CoLEOPTERA, I am pleased to report that the members interested

in that order have contributed a good many species. The donors

are Messrs. Ashdown, Ashby, Curwen, Gadge, and myself.

" Mr. CurAven has also contributed a fine series of various

Hymenoptera, an order hitherto unrepresented in the Society's

collections.

" I have also added several species of Orthoptera and Hemiptera.

" The only Order that now remains unrepresented in the

collection is the Diptera, of which, however, I hope to be able to

add a cabinet drawer during the coming year."

Mr. Step has continued his work of renovating the specimens in

the " Tugwell Herbarium," and a considerable part of this collection

is now available for reference. The best thanks of the Society are

due to Mr. Step for this work. For his kindness in presenting a



very serviceable cabinet for the accommodation of the collection,

the best thanks of the Society are due also to Mr. E. Adkin.

The Honorary Librarian, Mr. A. W. Dods, reports that the

Library was used for reference to a greater extent than last year,

and that the number of books borrowed shewed a marked increase.

There have been seven Field Meetings held during the year :

—

May 27th.

—

Beaconsfield, conducted by Mr. H. J. Turner.

June 10th.

—

St. Albans, conducted by Mr. A. E. Gibbs.

June 17th.

—

Blackheath, Albury, Surrey, conducted by Mr. W.
J. Kaye.

July 1st.

—

Eeigate, conducted by Mr. A. E. Tonge.

July 15th.

—

Clandon, conducted by Mr. H. J. Turner.

September 16th.

—

Burnham Beeches, conducted by Mr. R. A. R.

Priske.

November 4th.

—

Oxshott (Fungus Foray), conducted by Mr.

S. Edwards.

Messrs. E. Step and H. J. Turner were again appointed as the

Society's delegates to the Annual Congress of the South -Eastern

Union of Scientific Societies which was this year held at St. Albans

in June, and Mr. Step read a report of the gathering. On the last

day of the Congress, at the instance of Mr. A. E. Gibbs, a field

meeting was arranged to take place at St. Albans conjointly with the

Hertfordshire Natural History Society and those members of

the Soath-Eastern Union who were remaining. At the conclusion

of the ramble through Gorhambury Park, the seat of the Earl of

Verulam, the members were most hospitably entertained in the

beautiful grounds of Kitchener's Meads by Mr. and Mrs. A. E.

Gibbs.

Mr. R. Adkin again represented the Society at the meeting of

representatives of Corresponding Societies affiliated to the British

Association, and the thanks of the Society are due to him for his

report of the proceedings. (See page 71).

The volume of Proceedings published during the past year,

consists of xvi-f 176 pages with 9 plates, and is considerablj' larger

than the volume of any previous year. Such a production would

be quite impossible without the generous aid of many individual

members, who take upon themselves much of the financial

responsibility for this necessary portion of the Society's work and

influence. To all those who have helped in this, the best thanks

of the Society are due.

The following is a list of the additions to the Library mainly by

Donation and Exchange :



Books.

" Handbook of Tsetse Flies (Glossina)," from the Trustees of the

British Museum (Nat. Hist.).

" Memoirs of the 1st International Congress of Entomology

1910."

" The Entomologist's Record and Journal of Variation," 15

volumes to complete the Society's set, from Mr. H. E. Page."

Periodicals, Magazines, etc.

" Entomologist."

" Entomologist's Monthly Magazine."
" Entomological News."
" Irish Naturalist."

" Deutsche Entomologische National Bibliothek."

" Bulletin de la Societe Entomologique de France."

" Canadian Entomologist."

"Rochester Naturalist."

"Phillipine Journal of Science."

" Entomologisk Tidskrift."

Reports, Transactions, etc.

" Manchester Entomological Society."

" Meeting of Delegates of Corresponding Societies of the British

Association."

" Phillipine Bureau of Science."
*' Smithsonian Institute, 1909."

" Torquay Natural History Society."

" Horninian's Museum, 1910."

" Chicago Field Museum."
" City of London Entomological and N.H.S., 1909, 1910."

" Entomological Society of Ontario."

" British Association, 1910."

" Norfolk and Norwich Natural Science Society."

" Bolletino Lab. Zool. Portici."

" Croydon Natural History and Science Society."

" Wisconsin Academy of Sciences."

Separata, etc.

" Upsala Entomological Publications."

*' Janet, The Phylogeny of the Insect."

The Morphology of the Insect."

The Ontogeny of the Insect."



XVI

The Morphology of the Basal Membrane of Insects.

The Parthenogenesis of the Worker Ant."

" Lichens and Algae (Connecticut Academy of Arts)."

" Journeys of Ants, Victor Cornetz."

" Luperina gueenei as a Species, H. J. Turner."

" Generation and Development of Land Formations on Marine

Coasts."

" New Spiders of New England, Connecticut College Series."

" British Museum: Animals and Plants Mentioned in the Bible."

" „ ,, Worthington Smith's Edible and Poisonous

Fungi."





PLATE I.

UNFOLDING OF THE BRACKEN LEAF.

1. Crosier-like first appearance. 4. Group in various stages of expanding.

2. Crosier uncurling. 5. Second leaflets expanding

3 Lower leaflets expanding 6. Young Bracken leaves and Bluebells.

rhntos. by W J. Lucas. H.A., F E.S. I



Bracken (Pteris aquilina).

By W. J. Lucas, B.A., F.E.S. Read October 2Gth, 1911.

Ferns and their near relatives forming the group of plants

known as Pteridnphytes, have descended to us from far distant ages

in the world's history. Could we go back to the Carboniferous

Period, when coal was being formed, we should find- ferns and their

allies growing in luxuriance ; aod the remains of vast forests of

them, altered by heat and pressure, are with us now in the form of

coal. A great number of species of the Pteridophijtes have been

preserved to us in a fossil state—some being more or less like those

living at the present day, some on the other hand showing
considerable difference.

If we adopt the nebular hypothesis of the Earth's origin, we may
no doubt presume that there was a period in long past times, before

the earth had cooled so much as it now has, when bright sunshine

was cut oft' from the surface of the land by a more or less constant

canopy of vapour. We may perhaps with some confidence assume
this to have been the case when ferns and fern-like plants were so

abundant. At any rate since the Pteridoplnjtes resemble their

distant ancestors closely in appearance, it is not at all unlikely that

there is a reason for the partiality, which they usually exhibit, for

an environment in keeping with that I have suggested for their

predecessors. For it is of course true that we usually look for the

Pteridophytes in moist glens, deep lanes, and ancient woods—in

fact, generally, where the rainfall is abundant and shady spots are

plentiful. This also gives the clue to the most favourable

conditions under which the greater number of species may be

cultivated in captivity.

Proceeding on the same lines we should expect to find the

Pteridophytes of England more plentiful in the south-west, where

the warm moist Atlantic breezes prevail, and becoming less frequent

as we proceed east. This is found usually to be the case, though

the Bracken, which we are now to consider, is less fastidious than

most in this respect.

One striking feature of many ferns is their delicate, much- cut,

lace-like foliage. Consequently, the non-botanist is apt to class

plants with such foliage amongst the ferns, while ferns with entire



leaves, such as the adder's tongue, he is inclined to look upon as

something else. Still, ferns are, as a rule, better classed by most
people than the lower Cryptogams—mosses, algae, lichens and
fungi.

Before turning to the Bracken itself we will look at a rough and

ready table of the classes of the Vegetable Kingdom in order to find

the fern's position amongst plants:—

Vegetable Kingdom.

A. Cryptogams. 1. Cellular, a. Thallopbytes.

,, „ h. Bi-yophytes.

2. Vascular, c. Pteridophytes.

B. Phanerogams. d. Gymnosperms.
e. Angiosperms.

i. Algffi.

ii. Fungi,
iii. Lichens,
iv. Liverworts.

V. Bog-mosses,
vi. Mosses,

vii. Ferns.

viii. Equisetums.
ix. Club-mosses.
X. Selaginellas.

xi. Pines, etc.

xii. Dicotyledons,

xiii. Monocotyledons

In the following table the Pteridophytes are displayed a little

more fally :
—

Pteridophytes.

j' Ferns .

.

Spores of one ' Hoi-setails, or )

I

Equisetums. )

[ Club-mosses .,

,, J i.
( Pillworts, etc.

Spores of two ^ i
• n t

^.•,„A„ 1
Selagmellas, and

Quillworts.

kind.

kinds.

38 Brit, species

5 „

1 ,,

There are two points about most ferns which help to distinguish

them from other plants in a general kind of way;— (i.) the crozier-

like vernation of the young leaf, and (ii.) the bunches of spore-

cases, usually on the under surface of the leaves. Both are easily

observed in the Bracken, which is therefore a very fair type of the 38

species of Ferns to be found in Great Britain. As, however, these

species are distributed among 17 genera, we have considerable

variety in our native forms. This variety makes the British ferns

an interesting set.

Pterifi aqiiilina—the Bracken— is undoubtedly far the commonest
of our ferns, being not very fastidious as regards soil, so long as it

is not chalk. It does well in the poor sandy or gravelly soils of

Surrey and Hants ; and certain towns, such as Farnbam, appear to

have derived their name from its abundance in the district ; for

there is no doubt that the Anglo-Saxon word, /earn, refers to this

species. The word Bracken (A.S. bracce, pi. hraccan) itself—also of

Anglo-Saxon origin—means "fern," the reference being to the

rough, " broken," ground on which it often grows. Pterh {irTepov,



a wing) points to the " wing "-like form of the leaves, and the

specific name aquiUna {cquila, an eagle) is due to the " spread-

eagle " (or "oak-tree" as others think it), which appears when
the stalk is cut across.

This fern is found througlaout the British Isles, extending as far

north as Shetland and climbing to some 2,000 feet in the

Highlands of Scotland. Outside the British Isles also it has a very
wide range. Though somewhat coarse in texture, the Bracken is

really a magnificent plant, usually reaching a height of some three

feet on open moors or heaths, but easily attaining six feet in woods
and sheltered places. Certain specimens growing against a wall at

Ham Common Gate, in Richmond Park, once reached a height of

8ft. 7iu. ; but 10 or even 12 feet may be looked upon as the limit of

its stature.

What is measured is only the leaf-stalk (sometimes called the

rachis). It is not the stem, which grows horizontally under-

ground, quite out of sight, its distance below the surface being

usually measured in feet. We have known those who, wishing to

cultivate this fern, have planted the leaf-stalk, hoping therefrom to

obtain a good display of liracken in the near future—an experiment
as hopeless as planting an oak-leaf to obtain an oak. Should any
one wish to ornament a corner of the garden by means of a clump
of Bracken, a piece of the rhizome (or underground stem) must be

procured—or better, tiny plants that have developed from spores on
some such spot as a patch of charcoal and earth, where fir-branches

have been burnt in Esher Woods. I can say from experience how
fine a bed of Bracken some 3fc. or 4ft. high may be obtained in

three or four years from tiny plants only an inch or two in stature.

On cutting a section of the rhizome we find the presence of a

vascular system. This is extremely important. It appears first in

the ferns ; and its appearance points to as important a stage in the

evolution of the plant as the appearance of the backbone does in

that of the animal. The vascular system is arranged on a principle

somewhat difl'erent from that of an ordinary fiowering-plant—the

bundles are concentric, the wood being surrounded by the bast.

Each bundle, in fact, is something like the complete fibro-vascular

system of a dicotyledonous flowering-plant, and the origin of the

arrangement is explained in some such way. So there is no very

essential difference between the two. In older parts the stem is

strengthened by hard dark tissue, called schlerenchyma. The roots

are small wiry fibres, insignificant in section, and of an ordinary

type, very similar to that of the higher plants. Though sometimes
called a " frond " [frons, a leaf)— quite unnecessarily—the leaf is a

true leaf of quite the usual type, as a section soon shows. So, as a

matter of fact, the vegetative arrangements of the Bracken are not

greatly different from those of one of the higher plants.

In a flowering-plant the spores, which form the starting-point of

a new plant, are still developed on special parts of the shoots

—



anthers and carpels. In the Bracken they arise on the ordinary

foliage-leaves. We have now to trace out the life-history of the

plant from such spores. To find them we must examine the under-

surface of a leaf, and if spore-cases are present, we shall discover

them within a narrow fold of the margin. The groups of spore-

cases are called sori {sonts, a heap). Each separate case

(sporangium) is at the end of a stalk, and contains, when ripe, a

number of spores, which are much like invisible pollen-grains. An
elastic-ring round the spore-case, by its contraction, causes the case

to burst, thus allowing the spores to escape. When a spore, in

which the future energy of the fern is stored, falls on suitable soil,

a row of green cells creeps out, and these cells ultimately develop

into a small green film some eighth of an inch across. This is

heart-shaped with a notch at the broader end, and is calkd the

prothallium. It is very thin except near the notch. On the under
surface of the thicker cushion, little tubes are formed, at the base

of each of which is an egg-like spore. Farther back amongst a

number of hairs are some other short tubes, antheridia, which
produce what are called antherozoids, minute atoms of living

matter—quite invisible—with several threads of protoplasm pro-

truding from them. By the aid of these threads the antherozoids

are able to swim about in the film of moisture beneath the pro-

thallium till they find an egg and fertilize it.

From a simple cell—the spore—in which all its future was as it

were stored, the fern started. It has passed through the prothallium-

stage, and now again has its very essence stored up in a single cell

—the egg-spore. Thus it has completed one generation of its life-

cycle. The egg-spore develops, not into a prothallium, but into a

tiny fern-plant, this appearing at the notch. Now the prothallium

dies. The plant grows up, and ultimately produces spores of the

first kind on its leaves, thus completing the second generation.

This is the life-cycle of a fern and its allies. We started with a

spore and we have arrived at a spore of the same kind again.

It will be noticed that by a generation we mean that part of the

life-cycle of an organism, which extends between the points, when
its whole energy and essence is shut up in a single cell. Twice in

the life of the Bracken (and all ferns) this occurs. Its life, there-

fore, consists of two generations. Further, the form and activity

of the plant during the two stages between the single-cell states are

very diii'erent. When this is the case we say that the organism
passes through an " alternation of generations." The flowering-

plants do so in a way, but to most persons the process is a hidden

one. The moss plant has two distinct generations also and the

same two kinds of spores, but the conditions between are so

different from those of the fern that it does not seem possible for

the fern tribes to be the offspring of the moss- tribes. Maybe they

followed two lines of descent from common ancestors amongst the

algal division of the cellular cryptograms.
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Present-day Pteridophijtea do not represent the highest stage

reached when they were a dominant race. The geologic record

tells us of flower and seed-bearing examples, which have since

disappeared. The less specialized forms, as one would perhaps

expect, have continued their existence to the present geologic age.

During the winter the future leaves are white and fleshy, beneath
the soil, waiting to develop in the spring. In this stage they are

said to form a good substitute for asparagus. Towards the end of

April, sometimes rather earlier, the new Bracken leaves begin to

appear above the ground in the form of green croziers. In warm
May weather they develop rapidly, and at times one almost expects,

while watching, to see them lengthening and unfurling, for under
the best conditions they may increase an inch in 24 hours. (PI. 1.)

Even then it is June before they are seen in their full grandeur.

They display their bright greenery during July and August, but in

September they begin to take on golden or ruddy hues, and so add
their quota to the glorious tints of the autumnal country-side.



ANNUAL ADDRESS TO THE MEMBERS

^oxxib Joiibon (L-ntomo!ogira( anb |Vahira( I)istori|

By W. J. Kaye, f.e.s.

Read January 25tli, 1912.

AYEAE has passed since I was before you with an address—

a

year that will be a memorable one in the annals of our

Society. We have at last, after much discussion, raised the

price of our membership to newcomers, and we all hope that the

result will be satisfactory. The treasurer will have a little less

arduous task in meeting the heavy demands of the publication fund,

and our balance sheet in the future, we may hope, may be more

satisfactory than it has been for a year or two past. Our Pro-

ceedings in recent years have been out of all proportion to an annual

subscription of seven and sixpence, and although we have raised

the price to new members to ten shillings per annum, the Pro-

ceedings Avill still need some generous help from the band of sub-

scribers who have so ungrudgingly given in the past.

The report of the treasurer is, unfortunately, not quite satis-

factory, but with the increased subscriptions our financial state-

ment a year hence, we must hope, will show a balance on the credit

side. The report of the Council is quite satisfactory, and speaking

generally the Society seems to gain fresh life with increasing years.

The average attendance is again at 34 ; the maximum being 103 at

the Exhibition of Varieties on November 23rd. The summer indoor



meetings, notwithstanding the opposition in some quarters to their

being held, were quite well attended, showing that there is a real

need for holding them. The field meetings h.k\e also been well

attended, excepting the one at Burnham Beeches, which was per-

haps too far off our usual localities to attract, or perhaps even to

allow of, some members being present. The weather was ideal in

every instance and it looks as if the persistent bad weather of 1910

was sufficient to account for the poor attendance in that year.

There is no reason to be dissatisfied with the record of 1911 and the

interest evinced at the field meetings, as judged by the attendances,

seems to be a real one. The exhibits have, I think, been far more
varied during the year that has just come to a close than in many
recent years. Three years ago Mr. A. Sich, then your president, from

this chair deplored the scarcity of exhibits in other orders than

Lepidoptera. A change has certainly taken place since then and we
should be grateful to Mr. Sich for having been the means of

remedying a state of affairs that need not exist. We cannot in-

dividually have an intimate knowledge of every branch of Natural

History, but we can know something about every order while we
are still specialists in our own one or possibly two favourite subjects.

Most people find it easy to learn something from an actual demons-

tration with the real thing, while just as many findit hard to remember
details from a mere written statement, more especially on a subject

they are not conversant with. Let us then continue to have a

varied list of exhibits, for they widen our knowledge and help to

make us all-round Naturalists.

It is the painful duty of the president to refer to the losses the

Society has sustained by the death of its members or other notable

entomologists during the year. It used to be the proud boast

of entomologists that the votaries of their science and pastime

were a long lived race. But the year, 1911, as far as concerns this

Society, unfortunately has claimed several men who had not had by

any means long lives. The total list is a larger one than usual.

Gerald George Hodgson, died on February 3rd at the age of 50.

He had been a member of this Society since 1907 and his face was

very well known at the meetings, at which also he frequently

exhibited. His two principal contributions to science have been

published in the "Transactions of the City of London Entomological

Society." These are " Notes on the Effect of Climatic conditions

on Sexual Dimorphism," in the volume for 1908, and "Which is of

greater importance to the Rhopalocera—the upper or undersides of

the wings?" in that for 1909. Dr. Hodgson's exhibits of the



British blue butterflies were always of interest, for he spent

probably more time over this group than over any other, and by hard

work in the field turned up many fine aberrations. Mention must

be made also of his joint discovery with Mr. T. H. L. Grosvenor of

the black form of Anthrocera irifolii in a Sussex locality which he

kept a secret till his death.

Canon Charles Thomas Cruttwell, died on April 4th, aged 63. He
was not very well known to London entomologists, and although an

enthusiastic collector, especially of the "micro" Lepidoptera, he

did not find time to publish more than field notes, which appeared

chiefly in the pages of the " Entomologist's Monthly Magazine."

He was, however, a great scholar, and had he been a free man
would doubtless have left a more lasting legacy to science.

William Alfred Rollason, died on April 23rd, aged 48. He
studied the Lepidoptera, the Hymenoptera-Aculeata and the

IchneumonidfB, and contributed papers to the " Entomologist's

Monthly Magazine " and the " Entomologist,"

Pieter Cornelius Tobias Snellen, died on March 29th, at the

advanced age of 77. His great work was " Vlinders van Nederland,"

which, commenced in 1867, was continued through 15 years till

1882. He was one of the pioneers in the study of the neuration of

the Lepidoptera, and his great work contains constant references to

this structure. He also wrote many other papers, a number of

which have appeared in the " Tijdschrift voor Entomologie."

Alexander Henry Clarke, died on July 25th, aged 72. He was

little known to the later school of entomologists, but was up till

near the time of his death a keen entomologist. He was a friend of the

late Mr. J. W. Tutt, and occasionally contributed notes to the

" Entomologist's Record." He had been a fellow of the Entomo-

logical Society for no less than 44 j-ears.

Albert Harrison died on August 28th, in his 51st year. Many
of us cannot yet realise that we have lost one of our strongest

supporters, and one of our most genial colleagues. He joined this

Society in 1892, was president in 1899, and had served on the

council several times, always taking the liveliest interest in our

affairs. He had also served on the council of the Entomological

Society of London. The first meeting thati ever attended here was the

one when the late Mr. J. W. Tutt, after reading his presidential

address, handed the chair over to the new president, the late

Mr. Harrison. In the year that followed, while he was in office,

we all had an opportunity of appreciating the sterling qualities of

our departed colleague. He did not write much on entomology,
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but he had probably no time to do more than what he did. His

breeding experiments with the lepidoptera were carried out on a

very large scale, and he will be remembered in connection with

these by the large exhibits he made from time to time in conjunction

with Mr. Main, of Pterin napi, Aplecta nebnlosa, and Amplddnsis

betidatia. Mr. Harrison had acquired a very line library of

entomological works, and was well conversant with their contents.

There were few, if any, aspects of British entomology that he

could not discuss, and even illuminate. Quite lately he had

turned his attention to the continental butterflies, but before he

had had time to do much with them he was cut off from among
us. We shall all miss his kindly personality, and his strong

support for this Society.

George Henry Verrall was in his 64th year when he died at

Newmarket on September 16th. Although he had been a member
of this Society for 24 years, we were not often favoured with his

attendance. We were all the same proud to have so distinguished

a dipterist as a member, for he was known to everybody as the

authority on British flies. The lasting memorial that he has left

to Entomological Science is his work " British Flies," of which two

volumes had been published, and a great deal more manuscript was

in preparation for further volumes, but, unfortunately, he was

never destined to issue it in book form. Many new species were

made known to Science through his labours. He was one of the

oldest members of the Entomological Society of London, having

joined in 1866, and in 1899-1900 he filled the office of

President. Naturalists in general will have reason to be grateful

to the late Mr. Verrall for the enthusiastic manner in which he

worked to preserve Wicken Fen. He generously purchased portions

of the fen, whenever there were pieces on offer, and handed them

over to the National Trust, so that for all time those interested in

the peculiar fen fauna and flora, might have an opportunity of

studying and enjoying it.

Samuel Hubbard Scudder died on May 17th at the age of 74.

He was one of America's most distinguished entomologists, and

was known the world over. Perhaps his greatest legacy to Science

is "The Butterflies of the Eastern United States and Canada,"

published in 1888-9, but his name will also be handed down to

posterity by his writings on fossil insects, chief amongst which is

the work " The Fossil Insects of North America," published in

1890, with two supplementary works in the following year entitled

^' A Classified and Annotated Bibliography of Fossil Insects " and
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" The Index to the known Fossil Insects of the World." There

have been avast number of other books, papers, and pamphlets

from his pen which it is impossible to even enumerate here.

E. G. Broome died at the age of 48. He had been a member of

this Society for thirteen years, but could not often attend. He ^Yas

keenly interested in British Lepidoptera, of which he had formed a

good collection.

Of the more important entomological publications during the

year, one must mention the " Catalogue of the Lepidoptera

Phal^naB in the British Museum," vol. x., by Sir George F.

Hampson. This is the seventh volume treating of the enormous

family of the Noctidihc. It is more bulky than its predecessors,

and there are more plates accompanying it. The species of the

subfamily Erastrianir are here described, and it is astonishing to

find that more than a quarter of the species are described for the

first time, being new to Science.

A very large work, " The Macrolepidoptera of the World," by

Dr. Adalbert Seitz, has made good progress during the year, and

the volume on the Palsarctic Butterflies has been completed.

There is no possible doubt that this ambitious undertaking will be of

great service to very many entomologists who are living in places

where access to large collections and libraries are prohibited to

them. Least progress has been made with the African section of

the work, but under the new publisher we may perhaps look forward

to a more rapid appearance of this and all the remaining sections.

An important book by Mr. Ernest Edward Austin, entitled " A
Handbook of the Tsetse-flies " (Genus Glossina), printed by

order of the Trustees of the British Museum, is a very welcome

addition to the literature on these death-carrying Diptera in their

relation to man. There are ten coloured plates and 110 pages of

letterpress, and amongst the description of the fifteen species are

two that are new. The distribution of the species and the map
showing these areas will be particularly valuable. The species are

all so well described, and the figures are so good, that identification

should be a comparatively easy matter.

" Ichneumonologia Britannica," vol. iv, treating of the

Tri/plinniiue, by Claude Morley, is a valuable addition to our know-

ledge of these rather neglected Hymenoptera.
" Insecta Transvaaliensia," by W. L. Distant, has at length

assumed the dimensions of vol. i., being the embodiment of the

twelve parts which have been periodically appearing for some years

past. As a contribution to a knowledge of the entomology of
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South Africa it will be invaluable, with its 27 coloured plates and

39 half-tone illustrations. Many species of Lepidoptera, Coleop-

tera, Hemiptera, and Orthoptera are here described and figured for

the first time. Although the author doubts if the publication will

be continued, we can only hope that the necessary support will

insure further instalments.

Another volume of the " Fauna of British India " has appeared

dealing with the Freshwater Sponges, Hydroids, and Polyzoa, by

N. Annandale, and is a worthy companion to the already long list

of works in this fine series.

" The Flying Apparatus of the Blowfly," by Dr. Wolfgang

Ritter, published by the Smithsonian Institute, is an extremely

interesting memoir, with a large number of figures of the blowfly's

wings in various positions to elucidate how such movements )is

turning and other evolutions in flight are accomplished.

The year that has just passed has been so remarkable for high

temperatures and continuous sunshine, that I think it would be

interesting to see how it has affected the Lepidoptera and their

relative abundance or otherwise. It v.'ill be recollected that about

the middle of April last we experienced some exceedingly cold

weather, that this was rapidly succeeded by warmth, and that

onwards through the months of May, June (except for a brief

cool week), July, August, and September, we experienced unusually

bright, warm, sunny weather, with a spell of extreme heat in July

and August. It is, of course, impossible to say if this or that

abundance was due directly to the high temperature. Scarcity and

abundance are caused by a complex set of forces. It must be

sufficient therefore to record the facts as we find them. In the

cases of second and third broods, when usually there is only one,

there is pretty clear evidence that climate has been the cause. The

cases that have come chiefly under observation are those of the

butterflies. The year 1911 will probably be recollected by

entomologists as the butterfly year. Usually one of the very first

species that comes under our notice in the spring is Gnaepteryx rhawni.

I saw certainly more hibernated specimens early in the j'ear, and

one was observed even in my own garden at Surbiton, yet I cannot

find that the species has been observed to have been commoner in

the summer. Another species that is seen very early in the year is

(.'elastrina anjiolun. It was probably not more common than usual

in its first brood, but the second brood, which was oat in the

Haslemere district by July 9th, w-as certainly more plentiful than

usual. The earliest date of the second brood I find to be July 6th,
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at Woodford, Essex, recorded by Mr. J. A. Simes. In the London
district it was very common in the second brood, equally, if not

more so than the first brood, which is quite an exception to what

we generally experience. Resultant larvae from the summer brood

were exceedingly abundant, and were nearly all full fed, or in pupa,

before the middle of September. E uchlo'e cardamines was abundant;

Mr. T. H. L. Grosvenor records it as early as April 24th (" Ent.

Rec, xxiii., p. 291), and there were plenty of specimens observed

at Beaconsfield on the occasion of the Society's field meeting

on May 27th, The species was certainly more abundant than

for some years past, but the hot weather played no part in

accounting for its abundance, for it began to emerge at the

commencement of the fine spell, and as usual* there was no second

brood. Cauwnyiitplui paiiipJiilus was abundant during the summer,

after several years when it had been conspicuously less common than

usual. The abundance of a species whose larva is a grass feeder,

is the more remarkable when one remembers how universally grass

suffered during the long spells of drought. With the two species

of Atjriaildi, I this year had very little experience, but they both

seem to have been more abundant in their own special localities

than usual. Afpiades thetis (hellargm) Mr. Grosvenor records as

scarce in the first brood, and the second emergence more abundant,

and first noted on August 7th. This is a very early date, and

accounts for the fact that by September 5th, when I visited one of

its Surrey localities, I could only find two worn females. On such

a date (September 5th) in most years the species is to be taken

freshly emerged. I note however that Tutt has a date of July

20th, 1893, when the second brood was found at Sandown by Mr.

Prout, and abundantly in several other localities as early as mid-July.

Ai/riadcs coridun seems to have been abundant in its own localities,

but it would be difficult to say if it was commoner than usual, as

locally it is usually to be taken in large numbers. Polyoiinuatiis

teams was abundant, and Mr. Grosvenor notes that the third brood

M^as particularly abundant in the Reigate district and very variable.

But the Lycyenid that undoubtedly responded in the greatest degree

to the exceptional conditions was Rnmicia jddaas. Over a large

part of England it has been recorded as having been very abundant,

more particularly so in the autumn. In many places, where it

had scarcely been noticed, it suddenly multiplied enormously, and

* Barrett, in " Brit. Lep.," vol. i., p. 29, records a second emergence in 1886,

near Maidenhead.
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visited even suburban gardens in numbers. I noticed in Surbiton that

they were particularly attracted to single varieties of China-asters.

And although again and again disturbed never left the blooms

except for a minute or two. It is remarkable that with the great

increase in the numbers of the species, there has been a great

amount of variation, and not only in the direction of the dark form

elens, usually associated with heat, but of albino forms known as

alba and schinidtti. Suffused forms have been numerous, and have

been recorded from Little Missenden, Colchester, Bexley, and

Helston, and almost anywhere where numbers of specimens were

examined.

Mr. H. B. Williams, writing in the " Entomologist's Record,"

vol. xxiii., p. 275 says :
" A very noticeable feature of this year's

R. phlaas has been the large number of suffused forms, due, no

doubt, to the heat. Quite a large proportion of my captures have

been of the form described by Tutt as ab. initia, and one or two

distinctly ab. suff'nsa." The var. schiiiidtii has been taken at

Windermere, St. Anne's-on-Sea, and Colchester, while the commoner
forms with one or more wings bleached, the forms with the band

on the hindwings absent or represented by streaks, and the ab.

ccrndeopunctata, or blue marked hindwing form, have all been met

with not infrequently by those who have taken the species

in any numbers. It is remarkable that in this species, unlike the

commoner blues, icarus, thetis, or coridon, well-marked examples of

specimens with the spots joined or elongated appear to be exceed-

ingly rare, but small aberrations with slightly wedge-shaped spots

have been not infrequent. It is not uncommon for this species to

have three broods in one year, but it is not often observed to be so

extremely numerous as in the autumn of 1911.

It is interesting to compare the records of this species in the year

1893, which was comparable to 1911, for the long duration of high

temperature and abundant sunshine. Tutt, in " British Lepidop-

tera," records the species from several localities as occurring in

October, while a fresh specimen was seen at Micheldean on Novem-

ber 1st (Scaranke), and Fowler found that a specially late brood did

not emerge till November 12th, at Ringwood. Several specimens,

I believe, were seen this year as late as November, while in mid-

October it was still abundant.

Pieris rapce and Pieris napi were both triple-brooded, and are

recorded as such by several writers in the October number of the

" Entomologist," as well as by Mr. Grosvenor in the November

number of the " Entomologist's Record."
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Paranje iiiet/ccra has also been triple- brooded in some districts and

is recorded as such by Mr. J. W. Muirhead from St. Anne's-on-Sea,

Lancashire, by Mr. W. H. Harwood at Colchester ("Entom.," xliv.,

p. 364), and others have observed it without recording it. Mr. South

in his "Butterflies of the British Isles" (p. 124), says of this species

^'in favourable years there may be three broods." With regard to

the Nymphaline butterflies, second emergences are rare, as with a

species that does not appear in the perfect state till summer is well

advanced, there is not so much time for larvae to feed up. BrentJtis

euphrosyne is recorded on August 17th in Surrey, by Mr. H. G.

Champion ("Entom.," xliv., p. 405), and Ih-enthis selene is recorded

as a second emergence on August 20th near Taunton, by Mr. A. S.

Tetley ("Ent. Eec," xxiii., p. 320). Mr. South, writing of B.

eii))hrn.<<>/)ie says very rarely a few. specimens have been taken in

August ; and of />'. selene that it is occasionally seen in August in

this country. It is rather curious, that although B. selene is later

in appearance than B. enpJtrosyne, that the former is not nearly

so rare in second emergence as the latter. Barrett quotes several

cases of B. selene having been taken even commonly as a second

emergence, but of B. eiiphrosijne he says, " There is a second brood

in August on the Continent ; but certainly not except, perhaps, in

the most rare and casual manner in this country." He quotes but

a single record made by himself at Haslemere on July 15th, 1868.

Vanessa to was this year markedly commoner than usual throughout

Surrey and the adjacent parts of Sussex, and in Essex Mr. W. H.

Harwood found full grown larvae on September 6th (•• Entom.,"

xliv., p. 321), pointing to an attempt at a second brood. Pi/rameis

atalanta is noted by Mr. Grosvenor (" Ent. Eec," xxiii., p. 291), as

almost equally common as V. in. But, personally, I did not observe

so many specimens as usual. Mr. B. E. Jupp, at Haslemere, did

not find it so common as in some years. Two years ago, in that

locality, I, in company with Mr. Jupp, found it abundant, settling

on the Devil's-bit Scabious. I note that the Rev. C. R. N. Burrows

records seeing one on May 24th, but not again. But the

Nymphaline that responded exceptionally to the abnormal weather

was Liinenitis sibijlla. Mr. G. F. Mathew (" Entom.," xliv., p.

827) recorded a second brood emergence on September 19th near

Dovercourt, Essex, after a first brood that commenced to appear on

June 14th. Mr. W. H. Harwood also records ("Entom.," xliv.,

p. 363), seeing two specimens between Colchester and Ardleigh on

September 18th. Yet I have not heard of it, neither has it been
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recorded, as appearing as a second generation in the New Forest,

where the species is perhaps as abundant as anywhere.

Of the two early " skippers," Niao^iiaciex tai/es and [iesperia

malvic, which alone of the British species are ever observed in a

second brood, the former has been recorded by Mr. A. S. Tetley

(" Ent. Rec," xxiii., p. 820), from near Taunton, as appearing in

mid-August. But of the latter there does not appear to be a

published record for the year. It is known, however, to be second-

brooded at Lyme Regis regularly, and in 1905 I found it there

abundantly in late July. It is noteworthy that in 1893 a second

brood was observed and recorded in several localities where usually

it appeared in but one generation. Thus, at Cuxton the late Mr.

Tutt took it on July 22nd and at Guildford Mr. Groves took it on

August 6th, and various observers recorded it in several other

localities. (Vide, " Brit. Lep.," vol. viii., p. 286.)

Many notable captures have been made during the year, and

some of the more often observed migratory species have been

plentiful. Both Colias edusa and Colias lujale are recorded from

many parts of England, as far North as Cheshire. The former was

however generally scarcer, while in some Southern localities the

latter was common. The immigration appears to have been very

limited, very few worn specimens of either species having been seen

or captured in early Summer. Most of the specimens secured were

in fine condition, and were taken in the latter part of August and

the early part of September. Mr. C. W. Colthrup records ("Ent.

Rec," xxiii., p. 276) seeing C. edusa in the Maidstone district on

August 9th, and C. hyale not till September 3rd. On through

September C. hyale was abundant and in fine condition, but he took

but two C^. edusa. The range of the species over the country was

about the same. As far as Cheshire in the North to Norfolk m the

East (only for C. hyale), to Cornwall and Scilly in the Wesc, and

all along the S. Coast.

Sphinic convolvuU has been taken all over the country as far

North as Manchester, and it will be of great interest to see if the

species becomes common in 1912. Probably some thousands of

eggs have been laid in this country. Mrs. Venning writing to the

"Entomologist's Record" (vol. xxiii., p. 32), notes finding at

Polzeath, in Cornwall, between 60 and 70 eggs laid on L'oncolvulus

arcensis with the female moth close by. This was on September 2nd,

and as the weather was so favourable up till well on in October,

there should be a possibility of numbers of moths resulting in due

course. Other Sphingid species that migrated to us were Mandnca
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atropos, which is recorded from Norfolk, Berkshire, Cornwall

("Entom.," xliv., p. 405), Suffolk ("id.," p. 325), and Essex ("Ent.

Rec," xxiii., p. 304), Phrijxus licornica was taken in Cornwall by

Mr. B. H. Smith ("Entom.," xliv., p. 411), in E. Devon by Mr.

J. W. Metcalf ("id.," p. 411), in Surrey by Mr. E. C. Joy ("id.,

p. 365), and in the New Forest by Mr. G. T. Lyle (" id.," p. 365).

Papilio niachaon has occurred in several localities where it is not

known to be a resident. Its appearance in these places is probably

to be accounted for by a small migration of the species, either

from the Continent or from its Cambridgeshire or Norfolk home.

Mr. W. H. Harwood ("Entom.," xliv., p. 320) records the finding of

two fine larvas feeding on carrot in a garden near Colchester. Single

examples of the imagines are noted from Bishop's Stortford by Mr.

C. Mellows (id., p. 365), who remarks that the locality is more than

30 miles from Wicken. Mr. H. M. Edelsten records the species

from Enfield (id., p. 365), and at Kelvedon, another Essex locality,

Mr. P. C. Eeid records seeing two imagines (id., p. 365). Since

writing the above I have read in the January number of this j^ear's

"Entomologist" of an attempt to introduce the species in 1909 at

Easton, near Dunmow, Essex, and as Professor R. Meldola remarks,

all these stray specimens in 1911 may be the result of the attempt

to colonize the species there. While upholding any attempt to

colonize desirable insects, I think that at the same time it is most

necessary to publish a statement of the introduction in some

recognised journal of Entomology, so that we might be all

forewarned of this and that unusual occurrence in any given

locality.

Pyrameis cardui, which is such a migrant of migrants, was this

year hardly seen in this country. I have been only able to find two

published records. Mr. B. W. Adkin notes it at Scilly, in August

(" Entom.," xliv., p. 324), and Mr. Joseph Anderson on September

11th, at Chichester ("Entom.," xliv., p. 364).

Euvanessa antiopa has occurred in several localities, and is

recorded from Brading, Isle of Wight, on August 17th ; Bradwell-

on-Sea, Essex, on August 25th ; and Berkhampstead, Herts., at the

end of August.

Issoria lathonia has occurred at St. Margaret's Bay, Kent, and is

recorded by Mr. I. C. Gunton on August 13th ("Entom.," xliv.,

p. 321).

Many interesting migrants among the moths have been noted or

captured. Sterrha sacraria has been secured in two such widely

separated localities as Aberdeen and the Lizard. The former
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record was made by Mr. L. G. Esson on August 18th, the latter

by our own member, Mr. B. H. Smith, on September 8th.

Leucania extranea has been taken on the Devon coast by Dr. Beck-

with Whitehouse, on September 20th, but the other Leucania

species, L. vitelUna, that occasionally visits us, does not seem to

have been noticed. Plitsia ni, which may prove to be a permanent

resident, was taken by Mr. B. H. Smith in the Lizard district on

September 9th. Xanthia ocellaris has been taken in several

localities round London, as well as at Downham Market, Suffolk,

and there can no longer be a doubt that this species is native, for

from the condition of many of the captured specimens, it is

evident that they must have hatched over here. The species seems

also to be exceedingly local, and attached to poplar trees, upon

which the larva feeds, so that we may see this insect far more

generally represented in collections in the near future. Caradrina

ambic/ua has occurred on the Devon and Cornish coasts, but not in

the numbers in which it is sometimes met with, and it looks rather

as if the few specimens secured were the offspring of a former

migration, rather than being themselves migrants. Plitda (jamnui

is noted by the Rev. C. R. N. Burrows as occurring at Mucking,

Essex, on June 9th, and swarming since, but this seems to be the

only recorded occurrence of the insect for the year. It was pro-

bably seen by many entomologists, but not in sufficient numbers to

warrant them to publish their observations. A Pyralid species that

frequently accompanies P. (/aiiuna, XonwpJiila noctuella, seems to

have been scarce and rarely observed.

In the few minutes that I still have to spare 1 wish to say one or

two things in relation to that vexed subject " Mimicry." You
all know the history of the theories and of what they consist :

—

How Bates, when he was collecting on the Amazon, found butter-

flies of different families which were exceedingly like one another

in colour, pattern, and also in habits, and how he found them

flying together and deceiving him, and how he accounted for this

phenomenon by supposing that one species was edible, while the

other was nauseous, and that the one escaped under the guise

of the other. He most unfortunately called this resemblance

" mimicry," a name at once most unsuitable, and to many people

most misleading. It will also be recollected how Bates was unable

to account for two distasteful species of different families also

mimicking one another, and how Fritz Miiller, eighteen years later,

in 1879, explained the dii^culty by suggesting that two species by

sharing the attacks of young and inexperienced enemies benefited
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by being like one another. This theory in contradistinction to

Bates' theory was called "Miillerian Mimicry." Since the theories

were promulgated no greater champion of their truths has arisen

than Professor E. B. Poulton. What he and others set themselves

to prove was, whether there was sufficient evidence that attacks

were made either by birds or other enemies in sufficient numbers

to account for the operation of Natural Selection in bringing about

these astonishing results. The method which was first put into

practice by Fritz Miiller to discover whether attacks were numerous,

and whether many different species were attacked, was applied to

the collecting of specimens with notches taken out of the wings,

presumably by birds or lizards. In the long and important

paper (Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond., 1902, p. 287-584) by Mr. G. A. K.

Marshall, on the " Bionomics of S. African Insects," there are

several plates with figures showing injuries. Some of these

are convincing and others most problematical, and here at once there

is ground for scepticism. Specimens with a single notch, that

is with only one wing notched, are no proof that the injury

was not self-inflicted by the insect flying through rough scrub or

what not. But specimens with notches in both forewings or both

hindwings, which coincide when the wings are folded, cannot be a

self-inflicted injury, as it must have been done while the insect was

settled. I think it, therefors, most unfortunate that cases which

afford strong, even if indirect, evidence, should have been mixed up

with examples which are meaningless. But, perhaps, before dis-

cussing this aspect of mimicry I should have broached the

question whether birds or other enemies were actually deceived

by the resemblance which we see. We shall probably never have

as much evidence on this point as to be absolutely certain that

enemies are largely deceived. From the human standpoint the case

cannot be answered satisfactorily. Dr. G. B. Longstaff (" Trans.

Ent. Soc. Lond.," 1908, pp. 607-673), in a paper entitled "Bionomic

Notes on Butterflies" has a section "Mimics in the Field deceiving

Man," and quotes how he has been deceived by cases of mimicry.

Even from the human standpoint I think we should insist on the

observer having no entomological knowledge beforehand. Man is

deceived in such cases m inverse proportion to the technical know-

ledge he has of the species concerned. One man would be deceived

where another with a greater technical knowledge would not be.

Observations of non-entomologists would be far more satisfactory.

It might be urged that if an entomologist can be deceived " a fortiori

"

a non-entomologist would be. This is partly true, but one must be
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thoroughly deceived, just as the bird is, and not '• momentarily," as

Dr. Longstaif tells us he was. That non-entomologists are com-

pletely deceived I have direct evidence. Mr. C. B. Roberts, who

collected specimens for me in British Guiana, but who had no

knowledge of what he was collecting, did send me one or two wasps

of the genus Pi^eiiclai/exia, along with the closely resembling moth

Sphecosoma testacea, thinking that they were all moths. I certainly

do not think we should credit birds with any greater acumen

in the distinguishing of specimens than that of a non-specially trained

human being. But if birds are deceived by moths looking like lichen,

or wood or leaves, why should thej^ not be deceived by looking like

another living thing of their own kind ? Scarcely anyone has ever

questioned the resemblance of, say, AifriopU apnlina to the lichen

on an oak trunk or the wonderful likeness of the leaf butterfly

KalUma inachis when it rests to a leaf. The argament could still

be raised as to whether people had seen birds attacking or hunting

for the species to such an extent as to cause Natural Selection to

operate. One wonders, of all the hundreds of lepidopterists in this

country, how many have ever seen birds hunting on tree trunks or

on palings for moths, yet in this country we have in the past 20

years seen some remarkable changes in some of our indigenous

species that are to be found in and around our large towns, and it

is almost universally agreed that Natural Selection must have acted

on the species with the altered conditions of the insects' surroundings.

It should, therefore, be quite conceivable that although we do not

often see birds attacking butterflies or moths in the air or at

rest, attacks can be both numerous and persistent. But Mr.

Marshall while in Rhodesia ("Trans. Ent. Soc.liond., 1902, p. 355),

after setting himself to look for and^ note such cases did not by any

means find them of rare occurrence, and other observers have since

noted cases not infrequently. Quite recently (in the September

number of the " Entomologist's Record," vol. xxiii, p. 218) Mr. R.

Shelford records a most interesting observation as to a sparrow

attacking a I'ieris rapa, and after mouthing it, letting it go. A clear

case of experimental attack. The same observer later saw the

same bird catch and eat a L'hri/sopa, which to our senses would

seem to be most unpalatable. The human standpoint seems,

therefore, to be not very reliable when we are considering the

tastes of birds. Mr. C. \V. Colthrup ("Ent. Rec," vol. xxiii, p. 218)

records a number of instances of ditierent birds eating various

butterflies, and now that attention has been drawn to the matter
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it appears likely that many observations will be made by different

people.

Notwithstanding the very complete review of the whole of the

possible causes of mimetic resemblance, as given by Professor

Poulton in the "Journal of the Linntean Society" for 1898 (Nat.

Select, the Cause of Mimetic Eesenib. and Common Warn. Col.),

there are still a large number of Entomologists who entertain doubt

as to the truths of mimicry at all. I will say here at once that I think

it is rather a pity that Professor Poulton's paper Avas not pnljlished

in a wholly entomological publication. It is certain that very many
entomologists have never even yet seen that comprehensive and

exhaustive paper, while a careful perusal of its pages, if one only

starts with a perfectly open mind, leaves one forced either to accept

Natural Selection as the cause of mimetic resemblance or to have

no explanation at all. One can even go so far as to state that those

who deny the truths of mimicry deny the truth of Natural

Selection. One of the commonest criticisms of mimicry is that the

same conditions of climate, etc., produce the same results, and that

two or more insects may evolve a pattern independently of one

another. One of the most negativing answers to this was shown

by Prof. Poulton to be the historical case of the two mimetic

Ithomiines, Methona covfiisa and Thyridia psidii, first noted by Bates

in the Amazon valley. These two transparent and black butterflies

of the same family, but of different genera, were examined micro-

scopically and were found to have been given a transparent appear-

ance in a different way. Both species, in common with all

Ithomiines, have two kinds of scales, usually one kind much

broader and shorter than the other. The Methona confiii^a was

foiind to have the long scales reduced to hairs and the broad scales

much reduced in size and shape. The Thi/ridia psidii was found to

have the long scales reduced but not to hairs, and the broad scales

reduced but retaining their original shape far more than the

Methona. Many other species of various families were examined

and the arrangement and nature of the scales was found to be

very different. In some the scales were set on edge so that

the light passed between them as in C'ast7iia linus. In others the

scales are fiat, but quite transparent, as in the Hypsid Moth of the

genus Anthfntujza. In others the scales are quite normal, except

that they are greatly reduced in number, so that light passed

between them. To say here that similar conditions of climate

produce similar results, is simply an untruth, for if climate can

make one species lose a number of its scales, it should act in the
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same way for all. As Prof. Poulton truly says, " the comparison

of these details is almost a demonstration of the operation of Natural

Selection we cannot conceive of any theory not

dependent upon the principle of selection, which could produce

such extraordinary superficial resemblances among numbers of

species by methods which are entirely unlike in all their details."

In 1905 I made a similar examination of the British Guiana

transparent groups consisting of such families as Syntomidfe,

Hypsidae, Geometridae, Erycinidae, and the subfamily Ithomiinfe,

and published the details with a plate in the " Entomologist's

Eecord " for that year. The differences in the methods of obtaining

transparency were just as varied as those obtained by Prof.

Poulton, and some were even different from those species and families

he examined, showing that natural selection could seize on any one

or more tendencies to become transparent. The cases of those

species, such as the Erycinid butterfly Stalachtis pJurdnsa, that have

two sets of scales, each of which has undergone an entirely different

modification, being particularly instructive. In this particular

species normally there are alternately narrow and broad scales, the

long narrow scales being set up on edge slightly, which gives the

insect under the microscope the appearance of having two layers of

scales. In the transparent portions the broad scales are transparent

and the narrow scales have become hair-like. In addition, the trans-

parent scales wear off. Truly a remarkable combination of processes

to obtain the one end of transparency. But, if objection is taken to

mnnicry between insects of the same ot'der, there are hundreds of

cases of close resemblance between members of different orders.

Moths may be like beetles, wasps, bugs or flies, and in nearly all such

cases there is an astonishing alteration in habits, altitudes and move-

ments to fit in with the superficial resemblance. If a Syntomid

moth, Correhia lycoidea, is like a Lj^cid beetle by accident, we should

not expect to find that the movements of the moth were abnormal

and like those of the beetle. We should also not expect to find that

it had a flattened body, which also is abnormal in moths of this

family, but which makes it very like in appearance to a beetle's

abdomen. Again, if ^lacroneine ladca, the Syntomid moth, is like a

fossorial wasp of the genus Salins by accident, one would not expect

to find that it held out its black hind legs in flight in exactlj^ the

saine way as the wasp does, or that it vibrated its wings when it

alighted on a leaf as the wasp does. If there is real resemblance it

must be advantageous for the moth to be disguised, or it

could never have come about in the precise way alluded to. How
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else could it come about but by the operation of Natural Selection ?

There is no other answer. As Prof. Poulton has ingeniously

remarked ('-Journ. Linn. Soc," xxvi, p. 602), "The supposed direct

effect of local forces implies the Hereditary Transmission of

Acquired Characters." This would be Lamarckism, which as a

theory is dying every day. Although there are many things that

we cannot explain hj Natural Selection it is the best theory we

have, and Mimicry in its complex no less than in its simple aspects

can only be explained rationally by its aid.

And now it is my pleasant duty to make way for my successor,

Mr. A. E. Tonge. That you have made a good choice in your

selection for the highest post you have to offer we are all agreed,

for he has proved himself to be one of our best scientific

lepidopterists, and I shall look forward with pleasure to attending

the meetings under his Presidency.
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ABSTRACT OF PROCEEDINGS.

FEBRUARY 9th, 1911. .

Mr. W. J. Kaye, F.E.S., Premlent, in the Chair.

Mr. L. D. Wakeley, of Wimbledon Common, was elected a

member.

Mr. Newman exhibited some shoots of birch, taken from the base

of stumps of cut trees, which contained larvae of j^Eijeria culiciforniis,

or from which larvas had been taken out by birds. He had found

a considerable number of sticks ripped up in this way and the

larvae abstracted. It was usual for the larvae to feed under the

bark of the stumps and not in the basal growths. The suggestion

was that the ova are laid at the base of the vigorous first-year

growths around the stump, and that sometimes the larvte bore into

these twigs instead of into the stump. At times he had found the

cocoon as high as six feet from the ground. It was evident that

the larvae must feed in the wood of uncut trees as well as in the

stumps. Mr. Adkin and others had also found larval burrows at a

height of six or seven feet from the ground in stems of birch trees.

Mr. Hugh Main exhibited twigs of aspen distorted and swollen

into galls by the attacks of larvae of the Longicorn beetle, Saperda

pojiiilnea.

Mr. Ashby exhibited a series of the beetle Ladoderma seniconie,

and said that this species had swarmed in a house in Thames
Street at the end of last summer, and that these specimens were

some of the swarm. The house had to be fumigated and the

contents destroyed. At a recent meeting of the Entomological

Society of London Commander Walker read a newspaper cutting

referring to this house.

The President, on behalf of Mr. B. Jupp, exhibited a very fine

variety of Ennomoa angiilaria, in which the two transverse lines of

the forewing were filled in with a dark fascia. The band thus

formed was narrower than the normal width of the space between
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the two lines ; also a fine Triphana fimbria with a beautiful green

and white forewing, the white area being particularly well marked.

Further, he showed a fine Boaiinia repandata var. conversaiia, with

a very heavy black central fascia, which was accentuated greatly by

the well marked white subterniinal line and whitish area preceding

it. All three specimens were from the Haslemere district, the two

latter being bred s]Deciniens.

Captain Cardew exhibited a box containing a number of species

which had flown to light in a room of a house at Rozeau, on the

West Indian Island, Dominica. Among the species were the

Sphingids Pachylia ficus, Fholus vitis, P. labrKscce, and Herse

cingidata, with Deiopeia ornatrix, Argadea apta, Kcpantheria icosia,

Euceria iwri'ii, Coxiiiosma demartria, etc.

The remainder of the evening was devoted to an exhibition of

microscopic slides.

Mr. West, of Ashtead, showed species of slime fungi

(Myxomycetes).

Mr. Fremlin explained the method used for the development of

Protozoa in a solution of jelly-beef broth.

Mr. Edwards exhibited the ova of the stick insect.

Mr. Adkin showed preparations of the genitalia of species of the

genus Anthrocera, made by Mr. F. N. Pierce.

FEBRUARY 2Sid, 1911.

Mr. J. H. Leslie, F.E.S., of Tooting, was elected a member.

Mr. Turner exhibited three Noctuids sent to him by Mr. A.

Murray, of St. Anne's-on-Sea, and asked for information with re-

gard to them. The first he supposed to be a melanic specimen of

Agrotis tritici, form aquilina (?), Avith black forewings and trans-

verse lines and markings more or less indistinct, having no pale

costal streak, the lower wings being darker and only a little clearer

on the disc. This form answers to var. nigra, Tutt. At a casual

glance the second specimen appeared to be the same species, but on

closer examination, although the tint and depth of colour were almost

identical, the costa was not so straight, there were no black wedges

in the submargin, the forewings were not quite so narrow, and there

were vestiges of the row of minute dots in the submarginal area,

all of which are points characteristic of A. nigricans. These dark

forms were captured at the same time and in the same locality, and

several have been taken in cop. with undoubted aquilina, but as
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the forms were so similar in general appearance, it does not appear

an absolute certainty which they were. Hence the further confusion.

The third specimen was a worn Luperina sp. ? about which there

was some doubt. It was taken in the same place as the last two

and was of a rough texture, dusty grey in colour, and was probably

a form of L. cespitis, but of a small obscurely marked race, which

is said to occur along the Lancashire and Sussex coasts.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited a specimen of the very beautiful Leaf-

moth Gloriana (Phyllodes) ornata, from India.

Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited sticks of sallow containing larvae

of Trochilium bembeciforuie {crabronifuniiis), some of which were in

quite small dead twigs, while others were in large living stems. He
also showed sticks of sallow containing the larvae of the Musk-beetle,

Aromia moHcliata, feeding side by side with the larvae of T. benihe-

dforme, which they very much resemble in their methods of working

in the stems and also in their mode of pupation. In a glass topped

box he showed a living specimen of ^3^;ieria cnlicifnrniis, which he had

bred that day, after some sixteen days forcing. At the same time

he was forcing on larvae of Arctia caia and Calliniorpha doiiiinida, some

of which he exhibited and which were full fed. Restated that some

of the larvae of the former species had not responded to the forcing

at all and were still quite small.

The President exhibited a varied series of Spilosoina Inbricipeda,

with many forms of the variety zatiwa. He briefly mentioned the

occurrence of the species in Britain, which had only been recorded

by Haworth and later by Dale, in 1837, from Saltfleet, Lines., till

1891, when Mr. J. Harrison bred a female. Having paired it with

a strongly marked northern male, he obtained a stock, from which

thousands were obtained by inbreeding. For the past ten years the

variety had apparently been lost sight of, and Mr. Kaye asked if

members knew of its recent occurrence.

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited specimens of Agrotis nigricans of a very

dark form to compare with the black example Mr. Turner was

showing from St. Anne's-on-Sea. These specimens also came from

St. Anne's, but were not so dark as the later example.

The remainder of the evening was devoted to the exhibition of

lantern slides.

Mr. A. E. Tonge exhibited about a dozen slides, each containing

the life-history of a British Butterfly.

Mr. Edwards showed a long series of slides illustrative of the

anatomy of the Lepidoptera.

Mr. Main exhibited a number of slides illustrating the structure
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and habits of spiders and their snares, sent to him by Mr. Hancock,

of Birmingham.

MABCH 9th, 1911.

Mr. A. E. Gibbs exhibited a small collection of Lepidoptera

received from a correspondent in Jamaica, and read the following

notes :
—" These specimens were mostly taken on the north side of

the Cuna-Cuna Pass, in the Blue Mountains, on paths, or by

following up the courses of springs and small tributaries of the

Rio Grande. They include a pair of the large and rare Papilio, P.

homer us, until recently supposed to be confined to Jamaica, but

now, I believe, discovered on some of the other West Indian Islands.

The other Papilio in the collection is P. palaas. There are two

specimens of an A;/anisthns, which is a very distinct local form of

A. odinn, but which the local collectors call A. orion, both being

Fabrician names. I have placed an ordinary form of A. odiiis

from the mainland below them, and you will notice that it difiers

in the shape of the central fulvous patch of the forewing, and also

in the shape of the hindwing. A specimen of Gyncrria dirce difiers

from the mainland form in the more pronounced character of the

markings on the underside. There is a long series of Hynienitis

diaphanits, the only Ithomiine found in the Island, and below them

a single specimen of the only Jamaican Satyrid, Calisto zaii(/h.

I also call attention to Adelpha ahyla, which I believe is a good

insect. The local form of Anaitia jatrophe is a dark one and has, I

believe, received the varietal name of saturata. I do not think the

other insects call for special note. There are one or two Hesperids

and other butterflies I have not yet identified, as well as several

moths."

Mr. Gibbs also remarked that the particular district in which this

Pass of Cuua-Cuna is situated is well known for the luxuriance and

variety of its ferns.

Mr. Newman exhibited a number of a new kind of larva cage,

which he had recently had made, so arranged as to allow of the

food plant being kept fresh, while the chances of mould arising

were at a minimum. It was made of cardboard waxed, was capable

of being packed in a small space for travelling, and had the

additional advantage of being very light.

Mr. Step exhibited three photographs depicting the progress of

Meridius lachryinans (" dry rot ") behind the oak-panelling of a

house, from which had been obtained the sporophore exhibited on



PLATE II.

MERULIUS LACHRYMANS.

The dark portion to the left is a segment of a sporophore that was
more than two feet in breadth.

0/0. by E Step.
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January 26th. These photographs showed the mycelium spreading

in a radial manner, and attaining to a felted texture tvfo inches in

thickness. Hundreds of square feet of woodwork had been covered

with this destructive growth ; and in addition it had attacked

linoleum and carpets. (Plates II. and III.)

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited a form of Xula albidaliA, from East

Sussex, in which the broad brown cloud that in ordinary specimens

occupied the central area of the forewings was absent, leaving only

the darker transverse narrow stripe, thus giving the insect a much
paler and more sharply marked appearance than is usual. He said

that some thirty years ago he both captured and bred a considerable

number of Kentish specimens of this species but so far as memory,

assisted by a long series in his cabinet went, they were very uniform

in appearance, but among the few that he had seen of recent years

from the Sussex locality were several approaching the form

exhibited.

The President exhibited several Syntomid species, of the genus

Psi'uildsphc.v, including P. Jonesi n. sp. and /'. norerea, to call

attention to the remarkable tufted basal joints of the palpi. The

long black hair made these organs wonderfully like the jaws of

the several species of wasps that they mimicked. A further species

of Syntomid was shown

—

Splieconoma te^tacea, together with its

model a Pompilid species of wasp of the genus Psenihtnenia. This

wasp had only very slightly developed jaws and the Syntomid

mimic had no such clothing to the palpi as was found m
PxendnspJiex.

Mr. Sheldon exhibited two specimens of a Xoctiia, concerning

which there had been keen controversy some thirty years ago.

They were taken about 187-i by a young collector named Taylor, at

Derby, and forwarded to various authorities without being definitely

determined. They were named by Knaggs Aurotis kelvetina as new

to Britain, he identifying it with a continental species ("Ent. Mo.

Mag.," vol. viii., p. 182). The specimens eventually came under

the notice of Dr. Mason, who, after some trouble, made them out

to be a form of (Traphipliora atu/ur, with " the ground colour light

grey or putty colour ; the two black lines crossing the front wing,

and those outlining the discoidal spots are there, but are not so

pronounced as in the type, the fringe on the hindwings is pink, not

grey." (see "Brit. NoctufB," vol. ii, p. 103).

Mr. Blenkarn exhibited an example of Kpinephele titJwnns of a

very pale xanthic colour ? ab. albida, taken in the Isle of Wight in

July, 1910 ; a semi-scaleless form of SatHmia pavunia : the form
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var. uniliiwa of Macrothj/lacia ritbi : and a very nice form of

Camptoi/ramma hilineata with the " outer edge of the forewings

dark almost to the tip," taken at Sandown in July, 1910.

Mr. H. Main exhibited examples of various orders of insects to

show how they could be reared in captivity, and the metamorphoses

watched. The insects were prevented from diying up by being

kept in glass topped tins. loto these was first poured some plaster-

of-paris, made into a cream with water, and when this had set two

layers of blotting paper were put on top. This made a convenient

cage for observation, and was easily cleaned when necessary by

changing the blotting paper. A family of earwigs hatched from

eggs laid in captivity, hibernating Syrphid larvas, and galls on

cabbage stems containing larvae of Ceut/wrlnjiichiia pleai-ont'uima

(snlcicollis) were shown in these boxes.

MARCH 2-ird, 1911.

Mr. Stanley A. Blenkarn, of Beckenham, was elected a member.

The President exhibited a series of Xi/lina confnruiis from

Llantrissant, Glamorganshire, with the exception of one specimen

labelled Leigh, Essex, which, in the light of what we know of the

habitats of this species, badly wants confirmation. It was remarked

how exceedingly local and rare this species was, considering it was

a regular inhabitant, and not a migratory species. It was likely

that it occurred in many suitable localities in S. Wales, but the

general character of the district was uninviting to an Entomologist

on account of the extensive mining operations, and it was possible

that the species was far commoner than generally supposed. It

was widely distributed and common throughout Central Europe.

Mr. J. P. Barrett said that he had taken a specimen of the species

at Margate, a number of years ago.

Mr. Newman exhibited portions of the stems of osier, showing

the damage done by birds to extract the larvae of Trochiliuni beinbeci-

foriiie. This occurred during the last fortnight. Quite f in. of

wood had to be pierced to reach the larva.

Mr. Newman also called attention to the devastation caused by

some hitherto unknown disease among bees. It was said that not

a single hive was left on the Isle of Wight, and that now the

scourge had spread over the greater part of Sussex into Kent,

Surrey and Hampshire. It portended great injury to the fruit

'crops for this year. Strawberry growers already anticipated an

almost total loss of their season's crop. Little seemed to be known
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about the disease, which attacked the workers in the first instance,

causing- a binding effect upon their internal organs, with stoppage

and the resultant paralysis, and death. The queen bee, if herself

not attacked, would die from starvation. The disease was most
contagious, and it was necessary to burn all hives and material

likely to be infected. When once attacked there was no hope of

saving a single hive.

Mrs. Hemming said that her bees at Horley, Surrey, had

succumbed, and that a professional beekeeper on the confines of

Tilgate Forest had not been able to save a single hive out of a

large number. It had been suggested that the disease was the out-

coine of the recently introduced custom of spraying charlock with a

poisonous compound to counteract the attacks of vermin.

Mr. Step said that the disease had been known as the " Isle of

Wight disease," but seemed now to be spreading with much vigour.

Mr. A. W. Buckstone exhibited examples of a bred series of

Apncheima (A^/ss/a) hispiilaria from Wimbledon parents. The males

were paler than the male parent, while the females were variable.

The larvfe were fed on elm and hawthorn. All the larva^ (ninety-five)

pupated. Eighty-eight moths emerged; the majority being females.

The remaining seven pupfe were found to contain dead moths—six

females and one male. The soil in which the larvfe pupated

consisted of pine mould 50%, silver sand 25%, Japanese fibre 25%.

Depth, lOi^ inches. The vessel used was an eleven-inch flower pot.

About four inches of soil at the bottom was damp, the remainder

dry. A double layer of bath towelling was kept over the mouth of

the pot, and was always kept moist, and the pot remained outdoors

from mid- October. The second week in January the pup^ were

removed and placed between layers of Japanese fibre, the mouth of

the pot being covered with tift'any. The moths commenced to

emerge the third week in January. He also exhibited examples of

dwarfed specimens of Hybemia defoliaria, of which there was a

larger percentage than usual during the period October- December,

1910, in the Wimbledon and Richmond districts.

Mr. Blenkarn read the following short notes on various

species :

—

Several Chedas rufata {obliqnaria) which emerged in a pot, the

mouth of which was covered with damp bath towelling, failed to

develop after ten hours, but on being placed in an ordinary breeding

cage the wings developed rapidly, and were fit for flight in half-an-

hour. The same thing occurred with specimens of C. spartiata.

Triphicna proniiba larvae had pupated without feeding after
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hibernation. They came to the surface and burrowed again'. An
attempt was made to force the larvse in the autumn, but it failed.

The pupte are about two-thirds the usual size. The larvfe were

nearly black when fall fed.

Spilosoiiia iiienthastri ova were found by him on the shell of a

living snail in July, 1910.

Several batches of ova of Hadena pisi were found on a small

plum tree. The larvae did not appear to feed on the leaves of the

tree but descended to the ground, and were found on knotgrass and

narrow-leaved plaintain in July, 1910.

Mr. Newman said that the larvse of A. hispidaria pupated

readily in two inches of soil, if placed so that a hard concrete floor

formed the bottom of the cage. By this treatment he had readily

bred the species, and not two per cent of cripples emerged. Several

members remarked that this species was very prone to produce

cripples in nature.

Mr. Eobert Adkin exhibited two varieties of Arctia caia, both

from Yorkshire larvae. One reared in July 1909 had the whole of

the forevvings of a dull smoky-brown with two irregular whitish

markings at the base, the lower somewhat triangular in shape ; a

<;onstricted white streak across the inner area from a point within

the costa to near the anal angle ; between this and the apex three

small white spots, and there were two similar spots near the inner

margin ; the hindwings were black with basal patches, and broad

fringes of dull yellow ; there were also some ill-defined yellow spots

on the central area. The other, reared July, 1910, had the

forewings dead white, with the usual markings of the basal two-

thirds indicated by small brown irregular shaped spots, and the

apical portion of the outer margin heavily marked with brown
;

the hindwings were bright orange-red, the inner spot indicated by a

black dot on a yellow cloud, and the three outer black spots reduced

in size and edged with pale yellow.

He also exhibited living females of Nyssia zonaria with eggs in

situ under the bark of donatio.

APRIL Vdth, 1911.

Miss Maude Alderson, F.E.S., of Worksop, was elected a member.

Mr. W. J. Ashdown exhibited about 100 species of Coleoptera,

taken in Switzerland during July, 1910, including :

—

Enuis hirtus,

Gnoriiiins nohilis, Liidiiis Juniiatodes, Homalisiin suturali.s, Lyt/istopterus
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i>an(fiiiii('un, Idalia alpina, Lnciola italica, Tricodcs alfcariiis, Saperda

earcJtariaii, Pacliyta (jtiadriiiiacidato, StrajK/aiio attcuKata, S. atra,

Le/diira tnactdicotuis, L. saiii/iiinolf^ita, Pac/i>jl>rac/iijs liieroiihiplncus,

etc.

Mr. H. J. Turner exhibited living examples of a Longicorn beetle,

Ai/apiuitliia aspkodelan, sent to him from Hyeres by Dr. Chapman.

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited an Agrotid that was taken in the Isle of

Lewis, in 1901. The specimen appeared to be a melanic form of

some species, but being in rather worn condition it was difficult to

place it with certainty ; its general appearance and such markings

as could be traced appeared to suggest its being an unusually dark

form of Ai/wtin siundana. He also called attention to a Sciaiihila

taken at Unst, in Shetland, 1892,- which he thought must be regarded

as an obscurely marked specimen bf S. i-ohpdiuunana. He further

exhibited a specimen of I'l/ramcis [i'ljuthia) caidtii, from the

collection of the late Mr. McArthur, in which the inner row of

black spots of the hindwings were united into an irregularly shaped

blotch.

Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Oliver, of

Wolverhampton, a series of bred Aphantopun /iijperantKn, the larvjo

of which were fed in metal boxes on Poa annua, and kept in a warm
room all the winter. The imagines emerged in January and

February. It was noted that the ocelli were very w^ell developed,

compared with a few specimens which had been captured in July

in the same locality from whence the larvjo came, and in which

the ocelli were somewhat small.

Mr. A. T. Hemming exhibited a comparative series of Bienthis

si'lnic from Warwickshire and Ashdown, and stated that the former

are found to be a larger race than the latter, a fact that holds good

both in the largest and smallest specimens from each locality.

Warwickshire.
mm.

Largest male ... 45

Smallest male ... 88

Largest female ... 15

Smallest female ... 87

Mr. L. W. Newman reported that in the lanes of N. Kent the

snow still lay a foot deep, and that close to it the larv;e of Aictia

caia were crawling up to feed in the bright sunshine. He had not

seen any of the hibernating butterflies, although in other j-ears his

records for the Kentish highlands were earlier than those of the

present year.

Ashdown.
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Members reported that Anisopteri/x (e>ict(laria were still to be taken,

Aleiicis pictaria had been out a fortnight, and that Pieris rajKe had

been seen.

APRIL 27th, 1911.

Mr. P. A. Buxton, of Tonbridge, was elected a member.

Mr. Tonge exhibited a portion of a stem of Vihtirmun lantana

with the pupa case of ^Eijeria andiencFforpiis in sitii as left by the

imago at emergence. He had found four such cases recently.

The President exhibited a similar stem with the pupa case

projecting from the larval burrow and the living imago which ha(J

emerged in confinement.

Mr. Kaye also exhibited a fine plant of the Orchid Cattleya

citrina in flower, and stated that it was a native of Mexico, and

grew at a much greater elevation than most species of the genus.

It was also an aberrant species in the form of its flower.

Mr. E. Adkin exhibited a remarkable gynandrous specimen of

Laniocanipa (Boiiibij.r) qiiercus in which the left antenna and wings

followed the male characters and the right those of the female, but

were of the male coloration. The specimen was reared from a

Yorkshire larva some years ago, and had since been in the posses-

sion of Mr. Sam J. Capper, of Liverpool.

Mr. Newman exhibited a larva of CalUuiorpha dnuiinula, in

which the usual yellow markings were almost entirely wanting.

Mr. H. W. Andrews exhibited two specimens of Hilaria aeronetka

Mik., a dipteron recently identified as occurring in Britain. They

were taken in North Kent on June 20th, and July 28rd, 1910,

respectively.

Mr. Edwards and Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited several species of

each of two groups of N. American Papilios. (1) The machaon

group was illustrated by P. polyxene-s, P. a>it('rias, and Z'. americus,

and (2) the i/lancus group, illustrated by /'. (jlaucufi, P. turnus, P.

daunm, P. troiliis, and P. eurymedon.

It was remarked how prolific N. America is in species of Papilio

in spite of a more rigorous climate over a large area, compared with

the whole of continental Europe which only produced three species.

Mr. Dennis exhibited numerous lantern slides of lichens in situ,

of the flowering of the larch, and of the toothwort [Lathrea

squaniaria).

Mr. Main exhibited an interesting series of lantern slides of the

common millepede, Pulydexintis coinplanatus, illustrating his observa-

tions so far on their egg-laying and nest-building habits.

<
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31AY nth, 1911.

Mr. Step exhibited a teratological specimen of horse-chestnut

{^EsckIus kippocastaniun), consisting of a bud-scale that was longer

and narrower than usual and ended in seven fully developed

leaflets as in the typical leaf of the species, the scale itself

performing the function of a petiole. The opposite bud-scale was
developed in precisely the same manner, but these were the only

examples he could find on a number of young trees carefully

examined. For the purpose of comparison Mr. Step showed a

normal leaf and a normal bud-scale from the same tree. The
exhibit demonstrated that the bud-scale is an aborted or un-

developed leaf.

Messrs. Harrison and Main exhibited a long series of Aplecta

nebulosa and its varieties, from Delamere Forest, and communicated
the following notes :

—

"The series was bred last year from robsoni xq.b\qx thornpaoni

female.

" Only 60 moths were bred, 26 per cent, were of the grey form,

42 per cent, of the robsoni form, and 32 per cent, of the tlwinpsoni

form. This result quite negatives our idea that the form robsoni

was a heterozygote or hybrid (so-called), and that the grey

form and thoinpsoni were homozygotes, or pure. We had been led

to this conclusion by the results already reported (' Proc. S. Lond.

Ent. Soc.,' 1908, p. 84), obtamed by ourselves and by Mr.

Mansbridge (see ' Proc. S. Lond. Ent. Soc.,' 1909, p. 64).

" From a largo brood, both parents robsoni, we bred 25 per cent,

grey, 51 per cent, robsoni, and 24 per cent, thoinpsoni, obviously

Mendelian proportions.

" From several broods, both parents grey, we bred only the grey

form.

" From grey form crossed with thoinpsoni Mr. Mansbridge

obtained only robsoni, and from the grey form crossed with robsoni

he bred 50 per cent, robsoni and 50 per cent grey. These two

latter broods were very small, but all the results pointed to the

conclusion mentioned above, and appeared to be parallel to the

well-known case of the Andalusian fowl, where we have also three

forms, a black, a white (splashed with black or blue), and a blue,

the latter being the hybrid, and the two former being pure.

However, the results obtained last year show that the problem is

not so simple as this, and that it will require further experiments

before it can be solved."
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Mr. Harrison and Mr. Main exhibited hybrids of Biston hirtaria

and Nyssia zonaria, reared by Mr, Harrison of Middlesboroagh
;

male and female from N. zonaria rnalex/i. hirtaria female, with

typical specimens of both species for comparison.

Mr. Newman exhibited hybrids of the same species, and stated

that to his knowledge no females had yet been reared from the

crossing B. hirtaria male and A'^. zonaria female.

Mr. E. Adkin exhibited series of hybrids between Biston hirtaria

male x Ntjftsia zonaria female and N. zonaria male x B. hirtaria

female, together with series of the two species for comparison.

He said that it would be remembered that some time last year

(" Proc. S. Lond. Ent. S.," 1910, p. 141) he exhibited specimens of

the last named hybrid and called attention to the remarkable form

taken by the single female that he then had. Through the kind-

ness of Mr. Harrison, of Middlesborough, who had paid considerable

attention to the cross-pairing of these and other species, he had this

spring been enabled to rear the series now exhibited. The males

reared from each of the two crosses were very much alike ; in size

about midway between the two parents, and in markings and colour

combining their characters in a remarkable way. But the point to

which he wished to call particular attention was the apparent

attempt on the part of the females reared from the zonaria male x
hirtaria female cross to produce fully developed wings, which

had resulted in the production of a very curiously formed insect,

having wings equal in length to those of the male parent, but of

only about half the width and acutel}^ pointed at the apex ; of a

pale grey colour strongly irrorated with blackish, practically devoid

of markings other than a darkening of the wing-rays, and fringed

with an abundance of coarse, bristly hairs—their general aspect

being that of a greatly enlarged edition of the rudimentary wings of

the zonaria female. Of the hirtaria male x zonaria female cross,

no females had been reared among the specimens that had come

under his notice, amounting to a score or so in all.

Mr. Gough exhibited specimens of the form arete of Aphantopus

hyperantu% taken in both Kent and Surrey. He also showed

several forms intermediate between arete and the type.

A resolution was passed strongly condemning the action of the

Government in presumably misappropriating a portion of the land

previously earmarked for the projected completion of the Natural

History Museum.

Mr. R. Paulson, F.R.M.S., read an interesting paper on

" Lichens," illustrated with numerous mounted specimens and a

considerable number of lantern slides.
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MAY 25th, 1911.

Mr. R. Adkin, F.E.S., in the Chair.

Mr. Hugh Main exhibited a living female Scorpion which he had
just received from the W. Indies. He stated that the Scorpions

were viviparous, and that during the journey several young ones

had been produced. It was said that these young were placed

by the female on her own back, and that she carried them thus

for some weeks. Ab the present time there were two of the living

young on the back of the mother.

Mr. West called attention to the Society's Collection of Coleoptera

w^hich he was exhibiting, the cleaning and resetting of which he

had now completed. x\t the same time he wished to thank Messrs.

Ashby and Ashdown for the numerous additions which they had
made to the collection during the past year.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited some Coleoptera just received from the

Orange River Colony, two or three specimens of which were still

living, in spite of their six weeks' journey. He also showed a

Sea-urchin from the West African coast. It belonged to the
extremely compressed section, with very strong lateral teeth-like

projections on one edge. It was afterwards found to be a species

of liotida.

Mr. Edwards exhibited a specimen of the dry-rot fungus,

M.eridiiis lacrt/nians, which he had found at Blackheath.

Mr. Step, on behalf of Mr. Hy. J. Turner, exhibited a specimen of

the rare Crucifer, I>entaiia bnlhifera from Beaconsfield, where it had

been found in some local abundance. He pointed out the curious

black bulbils in the axils of the leaves. These were the principal

method of reproduction, as the seeds rarely ripen. The flowers

had fallen and the long siliqute characteristic of the family were

just formed.

Mr. R. iVdkin exhibited a series of Ni/ssia zonaria reared from

Wallasey parents. The larvas were fed up in 1909 (" Proc. S.

Lond. Ent. Soc," 1909, p. 87), and in the following spring ten

moths emerged, all of them females ; but the larger number of the

pupa? remained over to the spring of the present year, when 45

moths emerged, 29 of them being males and 16 females. He
called attention to some small points of variation in the series,

four of the specimens being much paler than the others, and in

another the dark grey transverse lines of the median area of the

forewings were united towards the inner margin, thus forming an
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incomplete dark fascia, while in two or three others there were

indications of a tendency towards a similar form of variation.

Mr. Blenkarn exhibited the Coleopteron Myrmedonia fnnesta, and

the ant Ftrrmica faWjinosus, in the nest of which the beetle was

found by him -at Sandown.

Mr. Gadge remarked that some years ago he packed a number of

large Orthoptera in damp material at Pretoria and forwarded them

home. Previous to packing them he allowed them to drink a

comparatively large quantity of water. Most of them reached

home alive after a journey of six or seven weeks in close confine-

ment. He even tied them round with fine string to prevent them

from breaking off their legs. He was of opinion that the moisture

imbibed was an important item in keeping them alive.

May 27th, 1911.

Field Meeting at Beaconsfield.

Conductor: Hy. J. Turner, F.E.S.

The Society have held Field Meetings at so many places around

the metropolis during the last twenty years, that it is somewhat

difficult to find pastures new, and then only by going farther

afield, making it less easy to arrange for the afternoon party.

A previous visit or two and a careful study of the Ordnance

map led me to choose a very pleasant walk by woodland paths and

retired lanes, from Beaconsfield station to Winchmore Hill. At

this latter place arrangements were made for tea and subsequently

the return journey was planned to be made by a different route.

The weather was quite favourable and most members picked up

acceptable specimens, although nothing was very abundant. The

half dozen members of the morning party had a very pleasant

ramble in another direction, bearing westward, round fields, woods,

shady lanes and sunny sheltered banks, getting back to the station

in time to receive those whose opportunities were more limited.

Taking the order Lepidoptera first, no less than thirteen species

of the Khopalocera were reported, of course including the three

common whites Pieris rapa, P. hrassica; and P. napi ; Enclilo'e

cardawines was common, but perhaps the most common species

was Riunicia phlicas, which was flying on the banks near the

railway in some numbers with a few Polyommatiis icarus,

Umnonympha pawphilus, and an odd specimen or two of Hesperia

malv(£ and Nisoniades tayes. (Jonepteryx rlianini, ^'anessa io,
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Celafitrhia argiulns and Af/lais urtictB were seen on the sunny out-

skirts of woods. Ova of E. cardamines were common on the Hedge
Mustard flower heads. KncUdia mi and E. (/li/phica quite fresh out

were flying with the R. /Jdceas. Odd specimens of Hylophila

prasinana, Lithosia sororcida (aureola), Drepana falcataria, D.

ciiltraria, Cilix (jlaucata (spinida), Notodonta trimacida var. dodnnea,

N. cliaonia, and a few Heplalas liipnlinii.s, were reported by different

members. Only one or two species of Norturp. were met with, and

those who remained to sugar, had an absolute blank, with plenty of

time to observe the night-jars and bats. Deniaa con/li, Diloba

cccrideocephala and Acontia Inctuosa, were taken, and a few larvse of

Plusia chrysitis were beaten from nettles. Several of the party met
with Melanip])e niontanata, M. sociata, M. fiuctnata, Coremia

ferriKjata, C loiidentaria, C. desv/nata and Cidaria stiffluiiata. Other

species of the (jreowetn'mr met with were Veniiia macularia,

Heiiiernphila abruptaria, Rnmia luteolata, Cabera pusaria, Bapta

tewerata, Strenia clathrata, Eupithecia exiffitata, Anticlea badiata,

and Anaitis plaf/iata. The members of the Pi/rales group observed

were Pijransta aurata and P. oxtriiialis, while four species only of

the Tortrieidir were reported, viz., Plioxopteryx lundana, Capua

favillaccana, Sericoris lacunana and SyiiuctJtis oxyacanthella

(fabrieiana). Microptenjx calthella were as usual common in the

flowers head of buttercups, while Adela rutimitrella (frischella) was

met with on flowers of speedwell.

One or two members tried beating for larvae without any brilliant

success. Hibernia defoliaria, H. vianjinana, Himera pennaria,

Phiijalia pedaria (pilosaria), Hypsipeten fareata (sordidata),

Heniitliea htriyata, Abraxas yrossitlariata, Diloba ccRruleocephala,

Calyninia trapezina, and C. affinis were some of the species met

with in this stage. A larva of (.'ostiiotric/te potatoria and several

larvae of Porrittia galactodacUjla were also taken. Among the other

orders but few species were reported. The Coleoptera met with

were mostly " common everywhere " ones, although perhaps

Telephoriis lividits, T. jjellucidus, Rhagonycha limbata, Ayriotes palli-

dulus, Anobiiuu domesticum, Clytiis arietis, C. niysticus, Tiniarcha

tenebricosa, Chrymmela hyperici, Cassida fiaveola, Mordellistena

abdoniinalis and Polydrusus tereticollis, may be worth noticing. Of

the Homoptera the only species worth noting was Triecphora

vnlnerata {sanyninolenta). The common Panorpa, P. connnunis (?)

was all over the place and so also were 'several species of the

HemerobiidcB.

A species of Geranium was met with in flower, which at the time
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no one recognised. Mr. Noad Clark has since reported that he has

no doubt that it is the rare dusky crane's-bill, Geraniiuu plucitm.

In one of the meadows the curious adder's-tongue fern Ophiofflosfiuin

ruili/atiiDi occurred, Alliuvi iirsiniDn was met with in the woods,

where Aspernla odomta, the woodruff, was abundant. Very fine

specimens of the bugle, Ajiiija reptans and of Laniiuui (jaleohdolon

occurred. Perhaps the rarest plant found, although it had already

shed its flowers, was the coral-root, Dentaria hidbifera, whose

stems were conspicuous with their jet black bulbils in the axils of

the leaves and flower pedicels.

Most of the party kindly sent in notes on their captures, and

expressed themselves very pleased with the outing and with the

possibilities of the locality, although " nothing very exciting

"

occurred. One member, however, went so far as to say " it was

one of the most enjoyable Field Meetings I have ever attended,

pleasant company, glorious weather, and a right down jolly tea."

JUNK 8th, 1911.

Dr. T. a. Chapman, F.Z.S., F.E.S., in the Chair.

Mr. H. W. Andrews exhibited examples of many genera of the

Dipterous family, Si/rp/iida-; of the individual specimens a large

number were from North Kent.

Captain P. A. Cardew exhibited an aberration of Anarta

conliijcra, taken at Rannoch in May of this year, in which the hind-

margin and base of the forewings were of an unusually pale grey.

Mr. S. Blenkarn exhibited about 150 species of Coleoptera taken

in the Isle of Wight from April 28rd to May 10th, of which more

than 40 were species of Geodephaga up to the end of the genus

Boiihidiitm. There were among them two species new to the Isle

of Wight list, viz., Taclii/nsa uiidiratica and (jalerueella cabnarit'nai.s.

Mr. 8. W. Gadge exhibited a box of Lepidoptera, pinned so as

not to show the pin through the thorax. It looked a neat method,

but the insects could not be moved without the forceps.

Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited a box of species of the genus

CharaxeK, including C. pi/rrhus from Amboyna, C. delphis from

India, C. citJuewn, (J. Hiiiaraipialis, C. pelias, and C. tiridates from

Africa. He also showed larvte of Dilaba cwndeoccpliala feeding

on laurel, received from Kev. G. Wheeler and obtained at Bourton

in Gloucestershire.

Dr. Chapman exhibited the living larvie of Callophryu an'n from

the South of France.
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JUNE 10th, 1911.

Field Meeting at St, Albans.

Conductor: A. E. Gibbs, F.L.S., F.E.S.

Advantage was taken of the meeting of the Congress of the

South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies at St. Albans in June

last to hold a field meeting in that neighbourhood. An invitation

was extended by the local committee to our members, as well as

to those of the Hertfordshire Natural History Society, to participate

in the excursion to Gorhambury on June 10th, the last day of the

Congress, and a party numbering about 100 assembled at the Town
Hall of the ancient borough at three o'clock, whence they were

conveyed in motor omnibuses to Gorhambury, the seat of the Earl

of Verulam, between two and three miles to the west of the town,

where they were welcomed by the Earl and Countess, who very

kindly permitted an inspection of the valuable pictures and other

treasures with which the house abounds. Gorhambury takes its

name from the de Gorham family, two members of which, in the

12th century, were Abbots of St. Albans. The first of the four

mansions, which have stood on different sites in the park, was

built by Robert de Gorham, who ruled over the rich and powerful

monastery from 1151 to 1167. In the 16th century Gorhambury
was in the possession of Sir Nicholas Bacon, Elizabeth's great

Lord Keeper, who on more than one occasion entertained the Virgin

Queen in lavish style during her " progresses " through the

country. He built the second mansion, some ruins of which still

remain. It is recorded that when Her Majesty first visited him at

Gorhambury she exclaimed, " My lord, what a little house you have

gotten 1
" to which the Lord Keeper wittily replied, " Madam, my

house is well, but it is you that have made me too great for my
house." A third mansion was erected by Sir Nicholas' still more

illustrious son, the great Sir Francis Bacon, Baron Verulam,
Viscount St. Albans.

" The great deliverer, he who from the gloom
Of cloistered monks and jargon-teaching schools,

Let forth the true philosophy."

The present residence dates only from the last quarter of the

18th century. After viewing the pictures and the Elizabethian

and Baconian relics, and having thanked the noble hosts for their

kindness, the party assembled on the steps at the front of the

house, and grouping round the Earl and Countess and the Mayor
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and Mayoress of St. Albans, a photograph was taken. Those

present then had the choice of joining either of two parties, one of

which, under the guidance of Mr. C. H. Ashdown, hon. secretary of

the St. Albans Architectural and Archteological Society, proceeded

to view the ruins of the second mansion above referred to, while the

other party, which included most of the South London members

who took part in the excursion, led by Mr. A. E. Gibbs, crossed the

park to the beautiful avenue of fine old trees, forming its

northern boundary, which they followed to its eastern termination.

Lord Verulam had kindly entrusted his private key of the park

gates to the leader, and the party were thus able to pass into

the meadows in the valley of the Ver by a picturesque and little-

frequpnted route. The standing grass being almost ready for the

mowers, arrangements had been made with the tenant farmer,

Mr. W. Nott, who kindly cut a path through it, which led to the

large fishpools made or enlai^ged by Sir Francis Bacon, and known

as the " Pondyards." It was here he built the third mansion, the

water-supply to the house erected by his father on the higher

ground presenting great difficulties. The philosopher is recorded

to have said that as he could not carry the water to his house

he would carry his house to the water. Very little time

remained for the naturalists to investigate the flora and fauna

of these interesting old ponds, with their wealth of aquatic and

semi-aquatic plants, and abundant insect life. The motor-bus was

waiting on the great north-west road— the ancient Roman
Watling Street—and the party were conveyed to St. Albans,

where they were subsequently joined by the archasologists who had

followed Mr. Ashdown's lead, and a very pleasant trip was brought

to a close.

[The foregoing account by Mr. Gibbs requires a brief addendum. The
"trip" ended in a reception by Mrs. Gibbs in the beautiful grounds of

Kitchener's Meads, where the party refreshed themselves under the most

pleasant conditions, the greatest attention being paid to their comfort.

—

Ed.]

JUNE nth, 1911.

Field Meeting at Blackheath, Chilwoeth,

Conductor: W. J. Kaye, F.E.S.

On June 17th a new locality was visited for one of the field

meetings of the Society. Blackheath, near Chilworth, on the south

side of the North Downs was the scene of operations, and from
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many expressions of opinion the venture was approved of. The
geological formation is green sand, and the curious phenomenon is

seen of quantities of iron-stone of the size of road metal spread

in varying amounts over the heath. This valuable stone is

collected and piled into large heaps ready for carting. In places

the surface of the ground is loosely forked over and the pieces of

rock just beneath are shaken out.

The day was fine with a suspicion of rain, but no rain fell,

and on the whole there was a considerable amount of sunshine,

which was fortunate in more ways than one, for tea was par-

taken of in the open air, Mr. and Mrs. Kaye having brought up the

refreshment in their motor. The number of insects taken was

not large, and curiously only one butterfly was seen, Ccenonympha

liawpliiliis. The want of much variety in the vegetation probably

accounted for the rather meagre total. The following list is due to

the records of Mr. R. Adkin and Mr. A. Russell. Cccnoni/mpha

pamphilus, Bupalus piniaria, common about the pines, Ematurya

atnwaria, Anarta )injitilli, and Pleiirota bicostella, all common on

the heath. Mdanippe sociata, Acidalia sitbsericeata, Macaria

litiimta, Cijbosta (Lithosia) viesomella (fine), Larentia virularia

(pecti)titaria) (fine), Caiiiptoj/rai)i))ia hilineata, Tliera variata,

Aspilates strigillaria, common on the heath and in fair condition,

Aplecta tincta and Triaena pai. Scodiona behfiaria, although a

denizen of heath was not seen. The return home was made as

in coming, via Chilworth station on the S.E. and C.R., and it

was found that although the journey was rather long (one and a

half hours), the proximity of the heath to the station made it

worth while.

JULY 1st, 1911.

Field Meeting at Reigate.

Conductor: A. E. Tonge, F.E.S.

The weather having been unpropitious the previous day and

continuing so during the morning, no doubt had a detrimental

effect upon the attendance, but four members braved the showers

and spent the morning on the slopes of Colley Hill and were joined

there later by the afternoon party.

By the time the latter reached Reigate Station the sun had put

in a belated appearance and all were favoured with a gloriously fine

afternoon.
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The route taken was westward at first along Somers Road, and

then northward up Coppice Lane to the foot of Colley Hill, then

westward again as far as the old waterworks. Here the party

ascended the face of the grassy slope, which severely taxed the

energies of more than one of them, but on reaching the top, the

glorious view away to the south over the Weald of Surrey and

Sussex went far towards making up for their exertions.

The path along the top was now followed eastward past the

handsome stone drinking fountain presented to the Borough by

Col. Inglis, and through the beech woods past the dismantled fort,

which was built as one of the outer defences of London. Just past

this a narrow lane northward afforded a short cut to the " Cross-

way's House."

Owing to some misunderstanding between the proprietor and his

family, we had to wait some time before tea was put upon the

table, but eventually twelve members and friends sat down to an

enjoyable meal to which they were able to do full justice.

Nothing of special note appears to have turned up during the

walk, but no less than seven species of " plumes" were either taken

or noted.

Two members have been good enough to send me lists of insects,

and Mr. Step a list of plants observed.

Most of the more or less conspicuous chalk flowers were in

considerable abundance, including Blackntonia perfoliata, Hypericum

perforation, Verbascum i/iapsns, V. ninrum, Clematis ritalba, Thijmas

serpyllum, Inula conyza, Asperula cynancJiica, AnthylU-i vulneraria,

etc., with Ophrys apifera and OrcJiis pyramidalis.

Lepidoptera was fairly abundant and among other species the

following are the more worth notice:— Pieris rapic, Epinepliele

jurtina, Ctenonympha pamphilus, PolyommatuH icarus, Niaoniades

tages, Auyiades sylvanua, Anthrocera filipenduhe (cocoons) in plenty,

Euchelia jacohaiP (larvffi) abundant, Macrothylacia rubi males, Tricena

psi, Triplurna pronuba, Taniocampa incerta (larvae), Cuculiia verbasci

(larvag), C. umbratica, Eivula sericealis, Rumia Inteolata, Geometra

vernaria, Acidalia dimidiata, A. oniata, in plenty, belated specimens

of Cabera pusaria and Lomaspilis maryinata, Larentia viridaria,

Melanippe procellata, M. sociata, M. yaliata, Camptoyramma bilineata,

Pkibalapteryx vitalbata, Cidaria dotata, etc.

Among the so-called "micros" were the following :

—

Pyrausta

piirpuralis, Scopula olivalis, S. prunalis, Ebulea sambucalis, Gillmeria

ochrodactyla, OxyptiluH parvidactyla, Marasmarcha lunctdactyla

[phaiodactyla), Stenoptilia pterodactyla, Wheeleria niveidactyla {balio-
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dactyla), Merrifieldia tridactyla (tetradactijla), Aliicita pentadactijla

Crainbiia perlellus, C. culmelliis, Pentliina pniniana, Catoptria Ju/peri-

cana, C. cana, Eupa'cilia carduana, Xanthosetia Jianiana, Ar(iyiolepia

cnicana, etc.

JULY Vdth, 1911.

Mr. Percy Harris, of Streatham Hill, was elected a member.

Mr. A. E. Tonge exhibited ova of Manduca atropoa, dissected

from a captured female by the Rev. C. R. N. Burrows. They were

infertile, and now discolouring. The female laid one ovum, which

hatched out, the larva being about fin. long, pale green, with a

straight black caudal horn when received on July 3rd. He now

exhibited it in the third instar in which it had the lateral stripes

very boldly marked, and the caudal horn still long and straight.

Mr. A. W. Dennis exhibited a photograph of a flower spike of

the bee orchis Ophn/s apifera, found near Reigate in June by Mr.

J. Winkworth, in which four of the flowers each had three lips,

other parts of the flowers being also in excess. The colour was

normal.

Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited a spray of the lesser bladderwort

Utricnlaria minor. The plant was originally found by him in the

Cutmill pond, west Surrey, in the early autumn of 1910. He had

kept it in a glass jar in which he had placed a layer of humus and

decaying leaves, and which had been kept filled with tap water.

The plant dwindled in the winter to small branchless green balls,

which floated on the top of the water until the spring, when a

mass of branches with abundant bladders was produced.

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited a series of Biston hirtaria from Aviemore

that had remained in pupa for three winters, and which showed

some unusual variation. He said, " When the late Mr. McArthur

was collecting in the neighbourhood of Aviemore, Perthshire, in

the spring of 1908, he met with a good many specimens of B.

hirtaria, some of which showed a certain amount of variation,

the most pronounced forms being a male of a greyish colour and

several females that Mr. McArthur described as " golden." During

the summer of 1908 I fed up portions of broods obtained from

some two or thrqip of the last named, and both in 1909 and 1910 a

few moths were reared from them, but there was nothing very

striking about them (" Proc. S. Lond. Ent. Soc," 1910, p. 110).

In the present year, however, the emergence took a much longer

time, some fifty specimens having come forth, and among them
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there is a considerable amount of variation in both sexes. Five of

the males are of a ^rej form, which in the more extreme specimens

is completely grey, with blackish markings ; others are strongly

speckled with bright yellow, and the remainder typical, or nearly

so. Among the females one is distinctly of the grey form, and

another somewhat approaches it, while many were, on emergence,

quite " golden," but unfortunately^ this brilliant appearance almost

entirely disappears after death, leaving them practically indistin-

guishable from ordinary typical specimens. Of those that

emerged in 1909 and 1910, just 40 per cent, were hopelessly

crippled, but of those reared this year only 20 per cent, were so

affected."

Mr. West, of Ashtead, exhibited a series of Diant/uecia capdn-

cola bred by him from larvas taken in his garden on Silene

iv/iata, and an example of Xylophasia hepatica which he had

captured in a headless condition.

Mr. Blenkarn exhibited a selection of about 2,500 bred examples

of Abraxas r/rofisnlariata from Gateshead. The variation was

scarcely more than trivial, only a very few aberrations of note

being produced. Two specimens had asymmetrical markings ; in

one the left Aving was very much suffused with black, while the

right wing was about normal in marking, and in another nearly

the whole of the yellow coloration was suppressed on the left wing,

while on the right this colour was well developed.

Mr. Jilger exhibited a series of twelve CalUworpha hera bred on

June 22nd of this year, a much earlier date than he had ever reared

the species before. The usual time of emergence was late July,

He stated that the imagines were very active in the early morning

and late evening, but apparently rested during the afternoon.

Mr. Tonge exhibited flowers of Statics linwniuiii gathered a few

hours earlier on the shore of Langstone Harbour.

Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a fine aberration of Mimas tilitc bred

from a Bexley larva. It had the usual transverse fascia of the

forewings reduced to a very small elongated central spot. He
made reference to the coloured plate issued in the " Entomologist's

Record" for 1891, with notes on the species by the late Mr. J. A.

Clarke. One of the figures was almost identical with the present

example. It was remarked that all the figures of the aberrations,

as well as the specimen shown, had a very red central area, while

the more typical forms had the central area much more greenish.

Mr. Step read a Report of the Delegates to the Annual Con-

gress of the South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies, held at

St. Albans in June.
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JULY Uth, 1911.

Field Meeting at Clandon.

Conductor: Hy. J. Turner, F.E.S.

The weather had been fine, may we say too fine, for a long

period, so that everywhere the ground w'as beginning to take on

that state of dryness which precludes abundance of inssct life.

There was only a fair attendance, for holiday weather had drawn
members away, bat those who came to the meeting enjoyed the two
districts visited, and even captured useful specimens to take back.

The days being long it was arranged to take a shorter round than

on previous meetings from Clandon station, have tea about six

o'clock, and return to the station by a difi'erent route.

As usual there was a morning party who took a quite difterent

road from either of those selected for the main party. The private

woods which they explored were quite a reminder of the New
Forest in its darker recesses, but the walk at length terminated in

" birds " and a keeper, strange to say of an exceptionally mild and

gentle speech, by whom they were directed into an open pathway
on the opposite side of the railway which was neither private nor

hemmed in by restraining hedges, and by which they found their

way to the station to meet the later arrivals.

Tea had been arranged at the "Queen's Head," at East Clandon,

and the plan taken was to cross the main Guildford road, take a

path shortly beyond to the left, and over the beautiful and varied

Downs to the corner known as "Scotland Farm." There a stile on
the left led through plantations of fir and juniper, across the old race-

course, and down -hill again to the rendezvous for tea. Although

the Hostel for tea was quite new to the Society, the accommodation

was found to be perfectly satisfactory, and justice was fully carried

out. Subsequently, the walk was continued in a northerly

direction, under the railway, and after wandering for a short time

about the enclosure on the left, known as Clandon Common, the

path across the field was taken leading out into the road to the

station for return by 8.33. Two capital areas not generally known
were traversed, and those who were present could tell from the

varied vegetation and surroundings that many good things

entomologically should be obtainable.

From the lists of captures kindly sent in I note the following :

—

Eight species of Ehopalocera, including Aphantoiiiis hi/perantns

:

larvffi of Notodonta chaonia and X. droinedarins, a female of Psilura
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monacha, Eiichelia jacobcea:, larvae in plenty ; among the Noctuae,

Triccna put, larvfe of T(cntocawpa incerta and T. stabilis ; among the

Geometers were Aculalia aversatn, A. bisetatq, Eubolia Umitata,

Melanippe fiaetaata, M. sociata, M. nnam/itlata, Hijpsipetes /areata

(elutata), Lomaspilis mariiinaria, Cabera pusaria, Paunia littenlata,

Macaria Uturata, Tephroda crepusicnlaria, Ematiirga atomaria, Strenia

clathrata, Abrajsaa grossnlariata, and Eupithecia lariciata : of the

Pyrales, Puransta pttrpiiralis, Botys pandaUs and Ebiilea at.achy-

dalia ; among the Crambi, (Jranibus peiiellus and C . culmellus ; of

Plumes, Stennptilia pterndactyla (fusca) and Leioptilus tephra-

dacUjla ; of Tortrices, EupcBcilia diibitana ; and of Tineids, Cernstoma

costella and C. radiatella. The mimetic Dipteron Volucella bo)iibijlam

was also reported.

July 27thi 1911.

Mr. R. Adkin, F.E.S., in the Chair.

Mr. Kenneth G. Blair, F.E.S, of Highgate, N., was elected a

member.
Mr. Step exhibited living plants of the rare Orchid, Goodijera

repeiiK, from Aberdeenshire. Superficially resembling Spiranthes,

the flower structure presents several small differences, but the most

obvious departure from the latter genus is seen in the entire

absence of tubers, the rootstock of Goodijcra being stemlike,

branched and creeping. The flower spike is covered with glandular

pubescence, which also extends over the bracts and sepals. In this

country it has only a restricted range—from Cumberland in the

south to Ross and Ayr in the north.

Mr. Step, on behalf of Mr. H. Moore, exhibited a fine specimen

of the starfish, Astropecten irregularis, recently received from Setubal

in Portugal.

Mr. W. West (Greenwich) exhibited numerous interesting insects

taken by him during the past month in the New Forest, including

jEgeria spheciformis from Holmesley, a suffused example of

Anthrocera trifolii, a short series of Cicadetta montana including a

female, which sex is very rarely met with ; a series of the rare

Heteropteron, Eysarcoris (eneus, and a number of more or less

notable species of Diptera, Hymenoptera and Hemiptera.

Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited specimens of the extremely

beautiful Stalachtis evelina from the Lower Amazons, and several

fine species of the South American genus Mesoseniia (LeDioniina).

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited a pair of IHinorpha {Endromis) versicolor
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reared in the spring of this year from ova deposited by a wild

Aviemore female in 1908, the pupae having thus remained over three

winters (" Proc. S. Lond. Ent. Soc," 1910, p. 109). Also a short

series of the same species reared from inbred ova of 1909, and

which had therefore passed two winters in pupa. He said that in

his experience a small proportion only of imagines appeared in the

first year after pupation ; the greater number in the second, while

a few stragglers generally remained over to the third year.

Mr. Stanley Blenkarn exhibited a tei-atological example of the

Coleopteron Carabns nenwralis, in which the tarsi of the right fore-

tibia was divided into three, each terminating in a perfect tarsus

and claws ; two specimens of Helophoraa ttibercidatus, a very rare

beetle, taken by Mr. J. McLeod, near Coatbridge, Lanarkshire;

examples of the beetle, GaleruceUa feri/tissoni, taken at Frankfield,

Lanarkshire—a species quite recently new to science ; specimens of

the curious Hemipteron, Ledra anrita, beaten from oak at West

Wickham.

Mr. Jiiger exhibited a Nematoid worm which had emerged from

the larva of a CnculUa.

Mr. Sperring exhibited a number of aberrations of Lepidoptera,

including a smoky suffused example of Casmotnche potatoria from

Benfleet ; a seven-spotted specimen of Anthrocera filipendultF taken

on June 25th in N. Kent; a Callimorpha dominnla with very dark

hindwings and considerable absence of scales ; it was the last to

emerge of a brood ; two specimens of Arctia caja, one of which had

asymmetrical markings on the forewings, and in the other the

hindwings were yellow. He further showed a number of Abraxas

grossnlariata bred from larvfe taken from the same spot from which

he obtamed smoky suffused specimens two years ago. Last year

the two final examples to emerge were smoky. Among those now

exhibited many were considerably darker than the normally

marked ones, the black being massed mainly towards the outer

margin in the forewings. In addition Mr. Sperring exhibited a

Dicrannra vinnla of unusually dark coloration, and several

Ccenonympha pamphilus with very brilliantly marked undersides.

Mr. Sperring in making this exhibit wished to call attention to

the fact that most of these aberrations emerged either at the

beginning of the period of the brood's emergence or towards the

end of the time. In his experience this was usually the case with

aberrations.

AUGUST 10th, 1911.

Mr. Jiiger exhibited several specimens of different orders, and
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communicated the following notes upon them. " The large spider,

Mj/gale aviciilaria, was sent to me from India. These spiders do

not spin a web, but lie in wait in crevices and holes for their prey,

which consists of insects, and occasionally small birds. You will

observe the formidable fangs attached to the mandibles, also the

eight eyes on the upper part of the cephalothorax. In my small

case is a representation of the life-history of the Colorado beetle,

Doryphora lineata, from the ova to imago with intermediate

stages."

Mr. W. West (Greenwich) exhibited the following species of

Coleoptera and Hemiptera :—A series oi Asemuin striatum and var.

aijreste taken in pine stumps in the New Forest in June ; a male

and two females of the very rare Monohannnus sartor, cut from

spruce fir in a workshop at Deptford ; AcocepJtalus tricinctns, a

male and four females taken in the saltmarshes at Great Yarmouth,

and one of Mr. J. Edwards' recent additions to the British List ; a

series of Plauior/nathiis albipennis, ohta,meA horn Artendsia maritima

at Great Yarmouth ; Armspus pulchellus, taken at the roots of reeds

at Great Yarmouth ; and a series of Chlorina (jlaucescens on reeds at

the same locality.

On behalf of Mr. Carr, Mr. West exhibited the two species of

grasshopper, Stenobothrus bicolor and Platijcleis bracJujptera, from

Oxshott.

Mr. Stanley Blenkarn exhibited the Coleopteron, Quediiis vexans,

taken from moles' nests in the Isle of Wight, and described recently

as new to science. He also exhibited a double-banded example of

Noctua rubi taken at Beckenham on August 30th, 1910, together

with a suffused single-banded specimen taken at Beckenham on

August 1st, 1911.

Mr. Dods exhibited the living larva and an imago of the

large silk-producing Saturniid Platysamia cecropia, and also

Anthrocera filipendaUe and Dryas paphia from Hailsham, Sussex.

Mr. Carr exhibited specimens of the local tiger beetle, Cicindela

sylvatica, from Oxshott.

Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited a box containing several species

of the genus Libythea, and contributed the following notes:—The

twelve or fourteen species of this Sub-family, which it hardly

appears necessary to divide into genera, are singularly scattered

over all the warmer parts of the globe, except, I believe, the

continent of Australia and Polynesia. The type of the genus

Libythea celtis, Puessly, inhabits South Europe and Asia Minor.

The Ethiopian region has three species, India and the Indo-
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Malayan Islands have three species, the Austro-Malay and

Australian Islands two or three, two are natives of the United

States and the West Indies, and one is found in Surinam and

Brazil. " It does not seem improbable that these few and widely

scattered congeners are but the surviving members of what was

once a numerous and generally prevalent group " (Trimen). The
same opinion is expressed by the late Dr. Scudder, who mentions

the discovery of two fossil species in Colorado. The L. celtis feeds

on the nettle tree Celtis aiistralh, but will also eat cherry.

AUGUST 2ith, 1911.

Mr. J. Jager exhibited a few forms and aberrations of British

Lepidoptera, including the following species:

—

Ruinin'a phlcens with

the band on the hindwings replaced by wedge-shaped marks, from

St. Leonard's ; and Celastrina an/ioliis, several females showing

variety of colouring, one being very silvery in appearance, from

Starcross.

Mr. S. R. Ashby, series of the Coleoptera JJalaninns nuctnii and

Phytodecta pallida, taken at the Society's Field meeting at Clandon

on July 15th.

Mr. Hy. J. Turner exhibited forms of Papilio podalirius, including

var. feisthaiiielii ab. ornata, and two forms bred from pupte given

him by Dr. Chapman, in which the black markings were blurred,

additional cloudy transverse markings were present and there was a

considerable sprinklmg of black scales scattered over the pale yellow

areas especially of the forewings. These latter forms were probably

to be considered as falling under ab. undecendineatns, from which

they differed in the ill-development of the eleven transverse lines,

bands, or fascia on the costa, and had in addition cloudy and

blurred markings. In the Berliner Entoinologische Zeits(dirift for

1902, p. (4), figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, were figs, showing somewhat similar

forms from the Harz Mountains in Germany, which locality was

possibly the origin of the forms exhibited. At pp. 119-133 (PL

II.) was an account with figures of various forms of a somewhat

similar character as well as an account of the variation of P.

podaliriiis as then (1902) worked out. This was by Oscar Schultz,

who, during the past fifteen years, has laboriously compiled an

annotated list of all gynandromorphs of Macro-Lepidoptera which

it has been possible to trace, and whose recent decease immediately

after sending his last contribution of the above work to the printers,

we have to deplore.
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Mr. Hy. J. Turner referred to the exhibit made by Mr. Jager on

July 23rd last of a thread worm which had emerged from the larva

of a Citcidlia, and communicated the following note:

—

" These Thread Worms belong to the Natural Order Nenmtoidea,

of which the members are mostly internal parasites. The dreaded

Trichina, the Filaria or " whip worm," and the small " thread worm "

so frequently a parasite of children, are familiar examples of this

group of animals. The genus Mennis, to which the worm exhibited

probably belongs, has species which are parasitic within the Insecta

and at a certain time make their way out by perforating their hosts

and hide themselves in the soil. There they reproduce, and the

embryos are born viviparously, and pass some time in the ground-

They wander in search of an insect host, the caterpillar of a moth

or beetle for instance, which they penetrate by means of a sharp

stylet that is hidden within the head when not in use. Large

numbers of these worms are sometimes found in the soil, and I

have seen them on more than one occasion in numbers on the heads

of flowers. The genus Gordius, to which the worm was supposed

to belong, has a somewhat similar habit, but is found within the

bodies of carnivorous water in&ects. These feed upon the larvae of

Tipidida and Ejihemeridcc, the primary hosts of the young worm

embryos, which arise from the ova laid by the mature worm after

it escapes from its final host."

Mr. Adkin showed a specimen of Aplecta occulta from Rannocb,

intermediate in general coloration between the usually dark form

obtained from that locality and the light southern type.

Mr. Morford exhibited a specimen of Colias hyale captured by

him at Mickleham on August 20th of this year, and also a

specimen of Nisoniades ta(jes taken at the same time and place.

The latter was possibly a second brood specimen.

Mr. West (Greenwich) exhibited specimens of the two local

species of Diptera, Cerowys pictus and C. omissus, taken by him in

the salt marshes at Great Yarmouth.

Mr. West (Ashtead) exhibited a specimen of the rare burying

beetle, Necrophorus interDipt us. There were originally two, but one

had devoured the other.

Mr. Main exhibited a portion of wasp comb containing living

larvae and described the feeding of the larvae by the mature wasps.

Dr. Chapman said that he occasionally had found a larva in the

cells reversed, and suggested that if the comb were placed in a

temperature of at least 105° the development of the larvae would

proceed more rapidly. He had this year procured some seventeen
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wasps' nests with the object of obtaining specimens of the curious

Coleopteron, MeUrciis parado.vits, but only succeeded in obtaining

one example. Some years ago he obtained a number in that way,

but probably the scarcity of the Coleopteron this year was due to

the season of last year being so unfavourable for wasps. (See

"E.M.M.," 1912, p. 29).

Mr. Edwards exhibited examples of Papilio codrus from Aboyna,

P. solon from the Solomon Isles, possibly only an island form of

the former, another very rare form P. westtvoodi from the same
locality, and P. enipedodes from Java, which last is probably only

another local variation of the first named species.

Mr. Step exhibited a piece of the root of marram grass, picked up

on the sand-dunes at Climping, which closely resembled in shape and

the growth of its branches, the body, limbs, head and antennae of a

stick insect.

Mr. Blenkarn exhibited a number of living stick insects which he

had bred from ova some three months previously, and which were

now about half grown. The species was Di.vippiis morostis, a native

of India.

Mr. Kaye exhibited a specimen of the extremely rare hawk-moth
Pholus typhon, from W. Mexico ; it was closely allied to the well

know^n P. acheinon from S. America.

Dr. Chapman exhibited young living larvae, of the three high-

level European species of Lycaaidd:, viz. :
— Latiorina orbitulas, in

its hibernating skin, feeding on Soldanella ; Vacciniina optilete, very

small, feeding on bilberry, the leaves of w-hich it blotched brown,

of a similar shade to its own skin, and AlhuUna pheretes feeding on

Colutea arborescens, into the leaves of which it made small circular

mines. They were all bred from ova obtained this season in

Switzerland.

Several members reported on the season. Mr. Adkin had seen

iV. tayes on August 13th, Mr. Harrison had seen one specimen of

C. edusa at Shoeburyness, Mr. Kaye had seen an example of both

C. edusa and C. hyale, and also noted that C. aryiolus had appeared

on July 13th, Mr. Morford had met with the same species on

July 4th, and had at the present time third-brood specimens of

Selenia hilunaria (illunaria), and many members had observed the

abundance of Pieris tapce, specimens being found even in the busy

streets of the metropolis.

Mr. Kaye made some remarks on the Report and work of the

Surrey and Kent Committee of the Commons and Footpaths

Preservation Society, giving numerous instances where the influence
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of the organization had been useful in preserving paths and open

spaces in the districts with which many of the members were

familiar, and urging as many members as could to support the

work of the Society by subscribing to its funds.

SEPTEMBER Uth, 1910.

Mr. Turner exhibited a photograph of several specimens of

Lithosia deplana [helveola) sent him by Mr. Cockayne, one being

very dark in coloration, and asked if any such melanic examples

had previously been recorded. Several members had met with the

form, and said that in some seasons it seemed to predominate, while in

others it was not observed. Mr. Turner also called attention to a

form he was exhibiting in which the hind marginal area of the

hindwings was much darker than the discal and basal areas.

Mr. Grosvenor exhibited an extensive series of Pieris napi taken

and bred in 1911, from Surrey, Sussex, Westmorland, Herts,

Aberdeen and Fermanagh. (See table, p. 53.)

Mr. West, of Greenwich, exhibited two species of Hemiptera

recently taken by him at Milton, near Gravesend :

—

Teratocoris

antennatits, on rushes, and Nahis lineatiis. He also exhibited the

Orthoptera Stenobothrus elegant and IHatyclei.t roeselii from the same

locality.

Mr. A. E. Gibbs exhibited long varied series of the Corsican

forms of three species of Satyrids that are found in Britain, viz.,

Sati/KKS seinele var. aristaiis, Pararge uiegiera var. tigelius and

Epinephele jiiiiina var. hispulla. The general brightness of colour

of these southern specimens was very noticeable. They were all

taken by himself during a holiday spent in Corsica from late June

to early August.

Mr. Kaye exhibited a specimen of a rare species of SpIdngidcB,

Xylophanes aijlaor taken by himself in the early part of the year in

South Brazil. It was a near relative of the well known North

American Sphingid, A', tersa. He also exhibited the young larvae

of Bmiiicia phhma and of Pliisia bractea.

Dr. T. A. Chapman exhibited empty and occupied galls of Amiricus

ostreiis from oak, a few still showing traces of their original brilliant

colouring. These galls have been very abundant this year, in

places carpeting the roads on which they had fallen.

Mr. E. Step, on behalf of Mr. Dennisj exhibited the Slipper

Limpet, Crepidida foniicata, an American mollusc, which has the
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habit of heaping together one upon another ; as many as twenty

often being met with in one pile. It had occurred in very

considerable numbers in the estuary of the Thames in brackish

water, frequently attached to pebbles, and was known as being a

pest in oyster beds in North America. It was already becoming

a pest on our shores, to which it was probably introduced at the

time the American oyster was imported into this country for

laying down new oyster beds.

Mr. J. P. Barrett exhibited the larvae of Syntoiuis phegea in their

4th instar. They were obtained by him in Sicily on the slopes of

Mt. Etna, and fed readily in this country on dandelion.

SEPTEMBER IQth, 1911.

Field Meeting at Burnham Beeches.

Conductor: R. A. R. Priske, F.E.S.

The extremely small number who gave in their names, owing

no doubt to the exceptionally dry season offering but few oppor-

tunities for productive entomological work, induced the indulgence

in an extended motor ride, and finally an early return to town.

SEPTEMBER 28th, 1911.

Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a series of Ephyia pendularia, including

among various other forms some very beautifully marked specimens

of the form subroseata.

He also exhibited a finely grown flowering specimen of the rare

orchid Masdevallia macrura, the largest species in the genus.

Captain Cardew exhibited a beautiful series of Hadena contigva,

bred from ova laid by a female captured in the New Forest. From

the 62 ova which hatched he had been successful in obtaining no

fewer than 49 perfect imagines.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited numerous specimens, and read the

following short note on " Butterflies in the Forest of Arques " :

—

" On August 12th last I went over to Dieppe with the idea of

spending the week-end collecting in the Forest of Arques. My
only excuse for referring to it is the paragraph in the last number

of the Entomologist'' s Record concerning the abundance of Whites,

where Mr. Kaye mentions the numbers of Pieris brassicir, and P-

rapcB with only a few F. napi in the same neighbourhood, and as
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my experience was somewhat different, I have thought it worth

recording. I found P. napi in thousands, P. brassica was

represented by a few dead specimens, and P. rapee was scarcely

noticeable on the wing, but P. napi were everywhere, and on the

slope below the forest from the St. Martin road, perhaps to gay

' clouds of them ' would scarcely be an exaggeration. The

same might almost be said of Paran/e inegoifa, the next most

abundant species. Paran/e aijeria var. ef/eridea was also numerous

in certain of the ' rides,' and in connection with these two

species I might say that upon two occasions this autumn, when
I have been upon the road before sunrise, P. mecicera was on the

wing to welcome the first rays, and in the forest I saw egerides

in the early dawn. Polyuiiunatiis icarKs was also abundant, and

though I examined a number of females, I only came across one

blue form. A week earlier, at Eastbourne, I had found Agriades

coridon abundant, and I anticipated getting a further selection,

but the species was only represented by one female, and that

worn. Neither Epinephde jurtina nor CiowngDipha paniphilns

were numerous, but amongst the few of the latter I netted I

found one with the apical spot beneath bi-pupilled. Not a species

of Argi/nnis or of Vanessa was seen, and though the air seemed

alive with butterflies, there were practically none to take. The
specimens exhibited must be merely considered as a record of an

unsuccessful, but otherwise enjoyable, outing."

Mr. Moore also showed a specimen of Agrius cnnvolvnli taken

in South-East London, and said that it was the only one he knew
of that had occurred there this season.

Mr. Joy exhibited a coquilla nut [Attalea pinifera) from South

America in which was a large larva, presumably of a coleopteron,

filling up the cavity usually occupied by the kernel of the nut. It

was remarked that the natural appearance and hardness of the nut

had procured for it the name of " Vegetable " or " Imitation
"

Ivory— a name shared by the seeds of Phytelephas macrocarpa.

Mr. Main exhibited a very fine living specimen of Aplecta

prasina (herbida) bred from an ovum laid by a female captured in

Abbot's Wood. He stated that the larvae were feeding up very

erratically ; one imago had emerged, some were in pupae, while

others were still feeding, some even being small at this date. It

was noted how delicate and beautiful was the colour of this

insect when bred.

Mr. Step exhibited some specimens of Myxogasters, and stated

that they were by some considered as plants, and by others as
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Protozoa. In the young stage they certainly had the amoeboid

character of creeping over surfaces and objects, but subsequently

became encysted, stationary, and plant-like.

Mr. Buxton exhibited several specimens of Hadena pratea picked

from a series taken at sugar at Fairhill, Tonbridge, this year.

The females are generally of the blotched form, while many of the

greenest specimens are males. He remarked that he had never

found this species at rest on trunks of trees near Tonbridge.

He further showed a series which he supposed to be of Antkmcera

Jiippocrepidis. They were taken far from any locality known, for

A. trifolii, and were obtained rather late for A. Jiippocrepidis,

and rather far north. The specimens were large for this species,

with spots large, and with the sixth spot not generally divided.

Also two teratological specimens of Anthrocera /ilipendiila, in one

of which the left hindwing was completely missing, Salisbury

;

and in the other the antennas were only half the normal length,

very thick and contorted, and with no definite club, Wrotham,
Kent. Both specimens were males.

Mr. Step remarked upon the phenomenally dry season, and the

consequent absence of even the most common fungi, especially of

all ground species. The only species he had seen in any numbers
were the tree-frequenting Polyporiis sidphureus, and " beefsteak

fungus," Fintnlina hepatica, which were appearing much nearer

the ground than usual.

OCTOBER 12th, 1911.

Mr. H. R. Sweeting, M.A., of South Woodford, was elected a

member.

Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a series of Lithosia deplana [helveola),

both bred and captured examples, of which the latter were in most

cases darker, but not one specimen was so dark as the specimen

belonging to Mr. Cockayne, referred to at the last meeting.

Mr. Barrett exhibited three series of Lithosia deplana, one

obtained years ago, another in 1909, and the third specimens of

this year. All in the second series were considerably darker than

any in either of the other series, and several specimens were with-

out the yellow costa, which was so conspicuous a feature in the

darker examples in Mr. Kaye's series.

Mr. Barrett also exhibited two specimens of Xylina fnrcifera

(conforniis), viz., the example taken in October, 1904, in the East of

England, and one of the examples bred by Evan John in South
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Wales, in 1876. The latter was much darker than the former, and

was referable to the ab. mifuiia of Tutt. It was stated that the

•continental form was the lightest of the three main forms of the

species.

Mr. Sich exhibited specimens of Gradlaria syringella, and stated

that he had bred them from the leaves of P/iilbjrea media, a food-

plant not hitherto recorded. The larvae were a pest in many
gardens, disfiguring extensively the leaves of lilac, privet, and ash,

all three members of the natural order, Oleacea:. The Phillyrea

was a member of the same family, and a native of the Mediterranean

littoral. As a rule the leaf-miners were extraordinarily particular

as to their food, each species confining itself to the leaves of one

species of plant only. In this case all the plants attacked were

members of a very compact family.

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited a specimen of Tortrix podana, bred on

September 13th from a pupa taken in a shoot of EnnnyDius

japonica at Eastbourne, on the 7th of that month. He said that

lie was very much surprised to find this species emerging in

autumn, and he should have been inclined to regard the appearance

of this specimen as an accidental circumstance, but for the fact that

in correspondence with the Rev. W. Claxton he had learned that

that gentleman had reared several specimens about the middle of

September from larvae collected earlier in the month from

Eiionijinns, at Weymouth. This appeared to suggest an undoubted

second emergence of the species this year, a circumstance that he

believed to be without precedent.

Mr. B. H. Smith exhibited a female specimen of Sterrha

mcraria, and an example of Riimicia phlccaa with the right fore-

wing onl}' of the schiuidtii form. Both were taken hy himself

during a few days spent recently in the neighbourhood of the Lizard,

Cornwall. The specimen was too exhausted to lay, although every

endeavour was made to induce it to do so. Another collector had

just previously taken a male specimen, but they could meet with

no other examples. The Nocture seemed to be particularly

attracted to the tamarisk bushes, which appeared to have a

-soporific effect upon them, for it was possible to box numbers of

specimens while at rest soon after dark. Among other rarities

taken in the neighbourhood during the visit were specimens of

Plnsia ni, Lap/u/f/ma e.dgua, and Phri/.vtis lirniiiica.

Mr. Dods exhibited the huge cocoons of the large silk producing

"Saturniid, Philosamia cccropia, one of which was extremely light in

•colour. The others were unifoimlv dark, but had at first been
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white, and upon getting damp subsequently became dark brown.

Mr. Step said that most of his cocoons spun by larvje from the

same source were white, but light and dark examples adjoined,

though all had been kept dry.

Mr. Main referring to the Coquilla Nut and its larval inhabitant

exhibited at the last meeting, said that Mr. Gilbert Arrow of the

British Museum had furnished him with the following note on the

exhibit :

—

" The larva was that of the Coleopteron Caryoborus nuctuoruin.

The Coquilla Nut (Attalea pinifera) is a native of Brazil, and the

fibre of the tree is used for making ropes, brooms, etc. The beetle

is one of the so called " pea-weevils," the grubs of which feed in

seeds, especially peas and beans, which they enter in the unripe

state."

Mr. K. G. Blair exhibited specimens of the Neuropteron, Borens

hienialis, which he had met with on Stanmore Common, in Essex.

Mr. Blenkarn exhibited numerous species of Coleoptera taken by

him during the season including Clytus arietis, Cicindela sylvatica,.

Dytiscits marginalis, Aromia vioscJiata, etc.

Mr. Adkin made remarks on the season and numerous members

joined in the discussion. Subsequently Mr. Adkin communicated

the substance of what was said in the following notes :

—

Notes on the Season.

Introduced by R. Adkin, F.E.S.

Mr. Robert Adkin said that the season of 1911 had been such an

exceptional one that the experiences of members in regard to their

field observations could not fail to be interesting. Probably most

of them had had a summer holiday, and if they could do no more

than give some account of their doings at that time he thought

even that would be of much interest. The season, he said, had

been one of the finest within the memory of the present generation,

as was shown by the meteorological office reports. In the south-

east of England, the district with which they were most closely

connected, in the three summer months, June to August, the mean

temperature had exceeded the average by no less than four degrees,

the rainfall had been 3-16 inches below the normal, and we had

enjoyed 225 hours more sunshine than we were supposed to be

entitled to, while September, the first of the autumn months, had

been hardly less fine, and it would be interesting to find whether

this unusually warm, dry weather had had any marked effect.
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Speaking for himself, he had spent his holiday at Eastbourne,

chiefly on the chalk downs to the west of the town, and was in that

neighbourhood on the week-ends of August 6th, 13th, 20th, and

27th, and continuously from September 7th to October 6th. The
downs were by no means so much burnt up as he expected to find

them, but what struck him most was the way in which the butter-

flies were distributed all over them ; as a rule one expected to find

most of the usual species commonly only in the sheltered spots,

but this summer they appeared to have wandered from their

retreats and spread themselves all over the downs, numbers flitting

about even upon the highest and most exposed parts. Another

interesting point was the abundance of some species and the

apparent scarcity of others that one usually expected to find

commonly.

Naturall}^ on these chalk downs the " Blues " are a strong

feature. Aifriadea coridon was in full force from August 6th, and

had probably even then been on the wing for some time, until mid-

September. A. thetis (beUart/iis) was first seen on the same date,

and on August 7th several males were met with, and like A. coridon

was missed about September 15th, whereas in 1910 it was not

found until August 21st, and even so late. as the first week in

October a few examples in fairly fresh order were seen. Polyoinmatus

icarus was commonly met with during the whole period, a fresh

emergence of small numbers taking place about September 15th.

No Celastrina ar<iiolns were seen on the wing, and a search for

the larva on September 9th produced about six individuals, which

pupated within a couple of days of that date. Further search

proved fruitless, all evidently having pupated, although it was quite

clear from their attacks upon the ivy flower-buds that they had

been very common earlier. In 1910 an imago was on the wing on

September 15th, and larvte were found in all stages well into

October. A careful search was made for a second emergence of

Citpidi) )niniiiiiis in its favourite haunts on several occasions about

the middle of August and early in September, but without success
;

possibly the search may have been commenced too late in the

season.

fiirnicia pldicas and (Jienomjnijdia paDip/iilus were both very

abundant, the former especially being much more so than usual
;

both appeared to have a succession of broods, and odd specimens of

each were met with right up to the first week in October, possibly

they may have continued even later. Kpinephele jnrtina {ianira)

and Hipparchia [Satyms) setnele were both quite as common as
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usual, the former throughout the whole period, and the latter being

seen even so late as September 8th. A specimen of Niso)iia({es ta(jes

taken on August 13th suggested a second emergence. The
Vanessids were by no means common. In the course of a morning's

ramble one might see a couple of specimens of Pyraineis cardui and

three or four P. atalanta, but daring the whole stay only some

half-dozen examples of A<ilaU urtlcce were met with.

The Pierids were interesting in that although Pierifi rapir was

fully as common as usual, numbers being on the wing wherever one

went, either on the downs or flitting about the gardens in the town,

P. bransicd' was positively scarce ; daring a morning's walk on the

downs one might see two or three examples at the most, and in the

town gardens a similar state of things existed, even the cottage

gardens, which in some years are swarming with the species,

appeared to be practically free from its attentions. No Colias were

seen, and enquiries from others who had collected in the neighbour-

hood failed to produce any records of either species having been

met with. Another notable case of unusual rarity was that of

Pliisia (jaiiniia.. Usually during August and September examples

are continually on the move from morning till night, but this

Autumn the species was not noticed until September 7th, on which

day one was seen, and not more than two were met with on any

one day, the last on September 25th. Nomophila noctndla (hy-

hfi(Ialis), a species that is often abundant at the same time as P.

ffamiiia, was also exceedingly rare, the only records being single

specimens on September 14th, 21st, and 23rd respectively.

A very worn example of Ayrins [Sphinx) convolciili was found at

rest on a fence near the sea on the morning of September 18th, and

inquiry elicited the information that at least fifteen specimens had

been taken in the neighbourhood during the latter part of the

summer, and that two larvfe also had been found, one crawling

upon a road a mile or so inland, and the other by searching the

food plant in the vicinity. Both had pupated since. Macroijlossa

stdlataram was fairly common, the last noted being on

October 4th.

AKpilatea ochrearia, Melanippe galiata, and such like species that

haunt the lower slopes of the downs and broken ground near the

sea, appeared to be scarcer than usual, but it may be interesting to

note that the winter nests of Porthesia chn/soniid'a were found in

some numbers on the stunted blackthorn bushes ; so many were

there, indeed, that should all the larvae they contain survive the

winter, the food supply in the immediate vicinity would surely

prove insufficient to support them until the time for pupation.
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The pi'etty little Tnrtrix pronuhana, of which the second

emergence usually takes place about the beginning of September,

appeared to be practically over early in August, but stragglers

met with during the latter part of September appeared to indicate a

partial third generation. A single specimen of Tnrtrix podana that

emerged on September 13th from a pupa found in a shoot of

FJuonijmus japonica, was clearly a case of a second brood, a

circumstance that was thought to be verj- unusual in this species.

Teras contaminaiia was common among the blackthorns during the

latter half of September,' showing no great variance from the

usual time of appearance of the species.

Mr. B. Harold Smith said that his holiday had been spent in

South Cornwall near the Lizard, between September 4th and 25th.

The weather was very fine during the first fortnight, but the last

week was rainy with high winds, so that during that part of the

time comparatively little collecting could be done. His experience

in regard to Pieris brassicce was at variance with that of Mr. Adkin

at Eastbourne, for in Cornwall he had found it very abundant, and

at night numbers were to be found at rest on a species of

Meaenibryanthem H)n . P. rapa; and P. napi also were very common,
but less so than the first named species. Colias ednsa was met

with very sparingly, about six examples in all being seen. One
female that was taken deposited a number of eggs which

commenced to hatch about October 3rd, and were not all out till

the 11th. Rumicia p/dceas swarmed everywhere, and included a

number of the var. caruleopunctata. One female was taken in

which the right forewing was of the var. schmidtii form, fading

away to almost white at the outer margin. Pyrantels atalanta was
very plentiful, and P. cardin fairly so, but Aylais urtica- was

distinctly scarce. Pararyc uieij(rra also was very plentiful.

Agrius (Sphinx) convolriiU was not uncommon, and two each

Mandiica I Acherontia) atropos and Phrijxtis [Deilcphila) livornica

w^ere taken at light, a larva of the latter species also was found

which selected sallow as its food from among a number of plants

with which it was supplied. Se.sia {Macroiilosaa) stellatarnm was

abundant, and on two occasions was noted on the wing well after

half past six in the evening, once when it was quite dark, with

high wind and squalls of rain and fog.

Geometras as a rule were scarce, but a couple of specimens of

Sterrha aacraria were taken, one, a female, on the wnng, by Mr.

Smith, the other, a male, flying over coarse grass, by a friend who
was with him. Acidalia niaryitiepnnctata {proniiitata) occurred

fairly commonly on the sugar patches.
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Noctuae were better represented, Polia xanthornista, P. tiavicincta,

Epunda nupa, E. lichenea, Bryophila uiuralia, Aporophyla anstralis

and its var. iiujenua, Noctiia ylareosa, &nd N. castanea, Sbinong others

>

being taken at " sugar," while second emergences of A(/rotis

exclaniationis and Apaniea didynia (octilea) were met with. A single

example of Laphifyma exigua was taken at light, and one of

Plusia ni at flowers of Virginia stock.

It was regarded as an interesting fact that the tamarisk bushes

{Tamarix galllca) appeared to exercise quite a soporific influence on

the NoctKoi, and were often quite as productive of specimens as the

sugar patches. The moths were found resting on the boughs, and

allowed themselves to be quietly boxed.

Mr. J. Piatt Barrett remarked that in the second week of July he

returned from Sicily, and found London suffering from the most

prolonged heat-wave of modern times, which was even more

oppressive to him than the heat of Sicily. At once he hurried off

to his old haunts in East Kent, and to his great disappointment

found that the special species which have usually occurred there in

mid-July were absent. Whether they had been drowned out by

the excessive rains of last year (1910), or hurried over by the heat-

wave he could not tell
;

perhaps tmie will show. Some local

species were out in limited numbers, but sugaring on the sandhills

was a failure, and as he found heavy falls of honeydew he was not

surprised. He consequently turned his attention to the heads of

marram grass {AmniopJdla arundinacea) which were very sticky
;

however, he had no luck there either, the few moths on the marram
being the most common species, such as Leiicania pallens, Ayrotis

tritici, etc.

Early in August he paid a visit to Yorkshire, extending it as far

as Arnside, and on his way back broke his journey at St. x\nne's-

on-Sea, on the Lancashire coast, where he worked the sandhills

with even less success than in East Kent, Ayrotis tritici and A.

cursoria being the most frequent species met with. A friend,

however, very kindly supplied him with examples of Luperina

nickerlii var. yueneei, taken earlier in the season.

Returning home, he spent a week-end with one of his daughters

at Worthing, and visited the downs. It being the middle of

August he hoped to get a few female specimens of Ayriades

ihetis (bellaryus), but not one was to be seen ; everything was dried

up, and Polyovi Hiatus icaras, Ccenonympha pamphihis, Epinephele

jnrtina (ianira), and Rumicia phlieas, generally in worn condition,

monopolized the downs.
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His other daughter visited Sidmouth, and he spent the last week
in August with her. Long walks on the cliffs were taken, as well

as in the woods, and in all some twenty species of butterflies were

seen, all of the commonest, not one he considered worthy of a pin.

Everywhere he went the foliage appeared to be uneaten by
lepidopterous larvas. In his suburban garden the plants were
practically unmolested, in marked contrast with the autumn of

1909 ; and he was of opinion that the lack of moisture had killed

off the larvffi.

A general discussion followed, in the course of which Mr. H. R.

Sweeting, referring to the failure of Mr. Adkin to find a second

emergence of Cii/iitio niuiiinn.H at Eastbourne, said that when he was
there in 1906 he took a specimen on August 1st, two on 5th, and
another on 6th of that month ; and Captain P. A. Cardew con-

sidered the species to be regularlj^ double-brooded at Dover, where

he had taken it during August in the years 1906, 1907 (a cold,

"wet season when very few only were taken), 1908, and 1909. He
also mentioned that he had taken an undoubted second-brood

specimen of ('elastrina ar<iioliis on July 3rd last.

Mr. A. L. Eayward, commenting upon the dryness of the season,

said that he had kept two batches of ova of Oriiyia antiqua under

observation, the one in his garden at Croydon the other on the

road from his house to the railway station. Some ten or twelve

onl}' of the eggs hatched, the greater number having apparently

been dried up and killed by the excessive heat and dryness of the

atmosphere.

Mr. C. W. Colthrup remarked that Flnsia (jaimna was an absolute

pest at Polegate on July 28fch and 31st, and he thought that its

scarcity at Eastbourne must have been due to its being over before

it was looked for there ; he was aware of the sudden appearance of

the species and its equally sudden disappearance. He also

mentioned that I'ieris branskre was very abundant at Margate from

September 3rd to 11th when it suddenly became quite scarce.

Luperina testacea was one of the common species that he had found

much less numerous this year than last. In 1910 he would have

had no difficulty in taking fifty specimens on any one night during

a three weeks stay at Margate, but this year under similar

conditions no more than nine specimens were seen on any night

and on one occasion only three. His most interesting capture had

been Colias Injale : he had heard that freshly emerged specimens

had been taken near Margate about the middle of August, and on

ills arrival in the district on September 3rd he took four worn
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individuals. On the 8th, however, a couple of fresh examples were

taken, and from that date onward until the end of his three weeks'

stay, there appeared to be continued emergences, upwards of eighty

specimens in all being taken. Only two Colias eclitsa were met
with.

OCTOBER 2eth 1911.

The Kev. George Wheeler, M.A., F.Z.S., F.E.S., of Gloucester

Place, W., and Mr. H. B. Wells of Gipsy Hill, were elected

members.

Mr. A. Sich exhibited specimens of Lithocolletis hortella, F.,

an oak feeder and Lithocolletis sylvella, Hw., a maple feeder. He
said that these species differ from all others of the genus in their

ground colour and in the possession of very slender fascia on the

forewings. They are somewhat similar in ground colour and

markings, but L. sylvella may easily be recognised by the last two

fascias forming together the letter K. This mark is clearly visible

on the left forewing. On the right forewing the letter-like mark
is of course reversed.

Mr. A. Eussell exhibited a specimen of Phryxm livornica, taken

by Mr. E. C. Joy in his garden at Purley on August 3rd, 1911, at

about 7.30 p.m., hovering over a clump of white phlox, and three

specimens of DiacHsia saruiio [Eiithemonia rnssiila), females bred

from ova laid by a female taken near Grange-over-Sands about the

middle of July. Out of a full brood of larvffi six went ahead,

pupated, and produced female moths, the three exhibited being the

largest. The imagines emerged, two on September 7th, one on

September 9th, one on September 12th, and the remaining two on

September 13th. The rest of the larvte are going over as is usual

with the species. It will be observed that the forward movement
was entirely restricted to larvas producing female moths.

Included in the exhibit was a captured New Forest female, by

comparison with -v^hich it was noticed that those bred are somewhat

under-sized. Mr. Eussell recorded the capture of a female

specimen of Bithys querciia in a very worn condition, at Haslemere,

on September 1st, 1911.

Mr, E. Adkin exhibited a series of Eiipithecia subfidvata reared

from ova. The parent moth was taken by Mr. A. Sich in his

garden at Chiswick early in August 1910. The eggs hatched on

the 12th of that month, the larvae fed up on yarrow, eating the

lower leaves but apparently avoiding the flowers, and the}^ had all
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pupated by October 9tb. Tbe moths emerged between June 27th

and July 27th, 1911. Mr. Sich said that the female parent had

probably flown into the garden from the adjacent meadow.

Mr. H. Moore read the following note on a Silphid beetle from

the Orange Hiver Colony :
—" Some months ago I exhibited a pair

of beetles that had been kept for nearly two months without food,

i.e., since their capture in the Orange River Colony. The male

died shortly afterwards, but the female is still apparently in

good health. They were taken during the third week in March,

which gives an age for the survivor of over seven months ; but

though interesting in itself, that is not my excuse for again

exhibiting the beetle. The beetles were brought home in a common
chip match box, and at the time were noticed to be covered with a

whitish dust, apparently scraped ofi" the box. The beetle is black,

sparsely covered with stiff reddish hairs, and during the time we
have kept it, we have been much exercised as to how^ it got the

particles of food over its elytra and thorax. Its captor says it is

an exudation, but upon putting it under the microscope, we
distinctly recognised what appeared to be the mycelium and spore

clusters of a fungus. The beetle in fact appears covered with

mildew, and as I understand this is their general condition during

life, I have thought the occurrence worth noting."

Mr. W. Ct. Sheldon exhibited a long series of L'olias jiastes var.

irernamii in beautiful condition, taken by him near Abisko in

Swedish Lapland during mid-June last. He remarked on the

similarity of the Arctic fauna and flora to the fauna and flora of

the Alps. The plants and general appearance of the swamps were

apparently identical in both localities. Unfortunately, the weather

was most unfavourable. He found butterflies by no means

generally distributed, and nearly always associated with swampy
ground. It appeared that, immediately upon the disappearance of

the snow, insects began to appear and many species soon became

common. The series contained several of the known forms,

including ab. innnaculata, and one or two interesting aberrations.

Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited long and varied series of Atitoipha

popuU bred from selected parents from Bexley, 1911. The

specimens varied from extreme deep pink to delicate flushed pink,

and very light pale drab to darker drab, with three specimens of a

partial second brood, the wings of which were extremelj' narrow

and the colour a pretty pink. He also showed a short series from

Aberdeen, all of which were pink and heavily banded. At the same

time he reported that he had obtained one gynandromorph among
those bred.
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Mr. Blair exhibited male and female specimens of the " stick

insect," commonly known as Dixippus niorosus, and pointed out its

characters. He remarked that the name the species had been

hitherto known by was incorrect. It was a species of the genus

Linchodes. He also showed imagines of the Neuropteron, Boreus

Injemalis, of which he had previously exhibited the larva and pupa.

Mr. Maine also exhibited Borens hyemalis, and called attention to

its curious habit of making sudden leaps. He also exhibited the

larva of the common Scorpion-fly, Panorpa communis.

Mr. Baumann exhibited a nearly black form of Acidalia vinjularia

with white fringe and only a narrow sub-basal transverse band

light in colour. It was taken at Lewisham.

Mr. B. L. Curwen exhibited series of the four species of Colias he

had obtained this year in Switzerland, C. pahrno, C. pMcornone, C.

hyale, and C. e(h(.m. He also showed melanic forms of Cidaria

iinmanata from Brockenhurst, and of Hypsipetes sordidata {elutata)

from Wimbledon Common ; a specimen of Mania niaitra, bred from

Wimbledon larva, with very strongly contrasted black and buff

markings; an.example of Humicia phUras with four blue spots on

the margin of the hindwings, taken at the Beaconsfield meeting ; a

specimen of CallimorpJia dominula with yellow underwings, from

Harbridge, Hants ; and Spilosoma lubricipeda var. zatima.

Mr. Blenkarn exhibited three recent additions to the British

list of Halipliia (Coleoptera), and communicated the following

note :

—

" Mr. Edwards, in the January number of the " Entomologist's

Monthly Magazine," gives a paper on the revision of this very

confused family, and as far as I know he is the only one who has

separated the rnficolUs group during recent years.

H. heydeni.—He says the chief points in this species are,

"Elytral interstices of the female without punctulation, size

smaller than ritficoUia, wider at the shoulders, and more rapidly

narrowed behind ; an easy species to distinguish." The female

specimen I show was taken by him in the Cotswold district.

H. inimacidattis.—Elytral interstices of female with punctulation.

The elytral punctures forming the apex of the ninth row, show a

tendency to become merged in a black marking. The pair shown
came from a new locality, Kessingland, near Lowestoft, in August

1911.

Gabriiis stipes.—The chief distinctions of this species are that

the penultimate joints of the antennfe are strongly transverse, first

joint black, head broad, femora dirty testaceous, tibife pitchy. Dr.
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Taylor says (" Ent. Mo. Mag.") that this should be a common
species in the South of England. The specimen I have was taken

at Beckenham on May 25th, and kindly identified by Commander
Walker."

Mr. Buckstone exhibited an extremely fine variety of Brenthis

selene, taken at Wanborough near Guildford. The whole of the

usual transverse markings on the forewings were absent. Only

three costal blotches were present, and the sub-marginal markings

consist of an imperfect row of black spots. The hindwings also

had the sub-marginal row of black spots, with only a good-sized

discoidal mark and a small basal spot.

Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a huge leaf of the black poplar picked

up in Mr. Gibbs' garden at St. Albans ; the tree was some 80fc. in

height and the leaves were all exceptionally large this year. The

one exhibited measuring 12^in. by 12in.

Mr. Lucas read a paper entitled " Bracken " (see p. 1), and

illustrated his remarks with a large number of lantern slides

mostly from photographs taken by himself. Some of these are

reproduced in Plate I.

NOVEl\fBER Wi, 1911.

Field Meeting at Oxshott,

Conductor: Stanley Edwards, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

Owing to the exceptional season the meeting originally

arranged for October was deferred until early November. The

Fungus Foray is usually a favoured meeting, attended by a good

number of members. On this occasion some seventeen members

and friends were present and much enjoyed the late autumn
ramble, though the available daylight was short. Very few species

of Fungi were in evidence, and many common species were either

completely absent, or only represented by stray examples. Even
Amanita rubcscens was not met with, and only one or two odd

specimens of the beautiful and conspicuous A. miiscaria were seen.

The most noteworthy of the species found were :

—

Otidea

aurantia, a very beautiful orange-coloured fungus, Phlebia contorta,

Tremellodon (/elatinosum, Calocera viscosa and Cordyceps ophioglos-

soides, together with the Myxomycete, Leocarpus vernicosus.
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NOVEMBER 9th, 1911.

Mr. H. E. Page, F.E.S., of New Cross, and Mr. W. L. Coxheacl,

of Clapton, were elected members.

Mr. R. South exhibited, on behalf of the Rev. A. P. "Waller, a

series (24 specimens) of a Leucania reared in 1911 from ova

deposited by a female favicnlor taken at sugar in a marsh, July, 1910,

in the Woodbridge district, Suffolk. Nine of the specimens agree

with the female parent, about twelve of the others are distinctly

referable to L. pallens, and the remainder are intermediate.

A female taken in the same marsh, June, 1907, and three of the

thirty moths that were reared in 1908 from the ova she deposited. In

this case the female parent was apparently pallens, but all the

progeny were favicolor, seven being of the yellow form

—

lutea, Tutt.

A series of L. pallens taken at sugar in 1911, at Waldringfield.

One of the specimens was very like favicolor, another was a good

example of ectypa, Hiibn., several were of a reddish tint, some had

the hindwings marked as in L. strauiinea.

Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited a long series of Pi/rameis cardui

reared from ova obtained from females captured at Folkestone,

September 2nd last. Some 500-600 ova were deposited, and

were at once brought into a hot-house, which was kept at a

temperature of about 80° in the day, going down to 66° or 70°

at night. The ova hatched about September 7th, and the larvjB

fed up very rapidly. Pupation began on September 30th and

continued for about a week; the first imago emerged on October

8th, and all were out by October 16th. The larvas were fed on

stinging nettle. The series showed a considerble variation, some

were abnormally pink, while a few were devoid of this colour,

the most noteworthy variation, however, was in the large white

apical spot being almost totally obscured with black scaling in

a few, while others had merely faint traces of this black scaling.

A few others showed minor variation, such as a small extra spot,

but the majority of the brood were normal specimens.

Mr. W. J. Kaj^e exhibited three specimens of liiwilcia phlaas,

bred from ova laid by a female captured in his garden at Surbiton.

The larvas were kept in a hot-house and these three fed up in about

twenty-one days.

Mr. H. W. Andrews exhibited the following local species of

Diptera, all of which were new to the fauna list of North Kent :

—

Syrp/iKs rittit/er, Zett., two males and one female, and Si/rphns
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lineola, Zett., male, both from Bexley ; also Sciomyza simplex,

Fin., from the Thames Marshes.

Mr. R. Adkin exhibited a short series of Peronea variegana taken,

or reared from larvfe feeding in the roses, in his garden at

Lewisham during the past summer and autumn. They consisted

of two typical specimens bred on August 10th and 19th respectively,

one V. borana, Haw., bred August 10th ; one v. asperana, Fb., bred

July 23rd ; and another small specimen of the same form captured

October 6th, evidently an example of a second brood ; and one

V. cirrana, Curt.

Mr. A. E. Tonge exhibited short series of Xylina socio (petrificata)

and of A', semibrunnea for comparison, and called attention to the

constant presence of a black capital " I " mark at the anal angle of

the forewing in the latter species, no trace of which was apparent

in the former ; and remarked that this mark constituted a very

good means of separating the two species.

Mr. Colthrup exhibited the same two species from the New
Forest, and remarked that A', semibrunnea was not supposed to

occur there, but a comparison with Mr. Tonge's exhibit left no

doubt that he had one example of this species among his captures.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited several Tsetse Flies (Glossina) from the

Lake Chad district and read the following note :
—" Two years ago

the Royal Society issued a pamphlet on the Sleeping Sickness, with

a very useful plate of some of the principal African blood-sucking

flies, for the benefit of travellers and residents in Tropical Africa.

Several of these I sent to as many correspondents, with the usual

begging accompaniment. In reply I received one small box from

North Nigeria containing a few specimens collected at Maifoni, the

British Station on Lake Chad—which unfortunately sufit'ered in

transit. There were several Tsetse flies (Glossina tachinoid.es) one

Tabanits fasciatus (Fab.), perhaps the commonest of the Serost flies,

and a few odds and ends, chiefly fragments. There was also a bee,

of which I await particulars. I have included in my exhibit an

unnamed species of Bombijlitts, from the Orange River Colony,

which is generally considered, in error, by non-entomologists one of

the stinging flies."

Mr. E. Step exhibited a group of the very brilliant fungus Otidea

(Peziza) aurantia found by Mr. West at Oxshott, during the

Fungus Foray on November 4th.

Mr. A. W. Buckstone exhibited two series of Brenthis selene.

The first was a small dark form from high ground, gravel soil over-

lying chalk. This race flies from the end of June to the end of
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July. The second was a larger and lighter-coloured form from low

marshy ground, clay soil. This race flies from the end of May to

the end of June. Mr. Buckstone also reported that at Horsley last

July he took a live toad with its head partly eaten away by

maggots. On cutting its abdomen open black fluid flowed there-

from. Its blood was also in a watery condition. Several members

remarked that they had found toads attacked by maggots while alive.

The eyes were particularly subject to these attacks. It was usually

due to the larvas of Lucilia bufonivora or of Calliphora silvatica, and

they are said to eat their way from the nostrils to the brain and

eyes, producing eflects similar to those of Cicnurns cerebraUs in

sheep. Death usually resulted from the destruction of the brain.

Mr. Hugh Main exhibited the large grub of a Dynastea (sp. ?)

beetle sent him from Ceylon. It was feeding on cocoa-nut fibre.

Mr. F. B. Carr exhibited Lepidoptera mostly captured by his son

the Rev. F. M. B. Carr, during June, 1910, in Shropshire, including

long series of Civnonympha tiphon var. philoxenus from Whixall

Moss, North Salop ; a good series of Nemeophila [Parasemia) plan-

tar/mis, mostly captured, with a few bred from ova laid in June,

producing imagines in September. The latter were mostly females

with only three males, one of which is a var. with dark hindwings.

Long series of Larentia [Kntephria) casiata found at rest on

rocks on the moors on June 22nd. Melanippe (A'atithcrhoe) tristata,

very abundant on the moors. Emmelesia {Perizoma) albulata,

very abundant in one field. Enpithecia pulchellata, very

abundant on the rocks. Gleocerh {Bonihycia) viiiiinalifi, larvas

abundant on Sallows, producing dark imagines. Light forms

shown for comparison, bred at the same time from Oxshott larvfe.

Mr. Sich exhibited specimens of Lithocolletis Htettmendii, a species

attached to alder, from Oxshott.

Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited a specimen of the giant puff-ball,

Calvatia giyantea, from a garden at Blackheath. It was said to

reach a size of two feet in diameter at times.

Mr. A. E. Tonge exhibited lantern slides of various species of the

genus JEyeria (Sesia) showing the living imagines shortly after

emergence, generally close to the exit larval burrow. He also

showed photographic slides of the ova of several species of the

same genus.

Mr. Dennis exhibited a series of lantern slides illustrating the

various characteristic plants indigenous to a salt-marsh, showing

both their individual specific characters and their massed eflect

i7i sitii in the marsh.
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Mr. J. P. Barrett exhibited lantern slides illustrating numerous

scenes and collecting grounds around Mt. Etna, Sicily.

Mr. Hugh Main exhibited lantern slides showing details of the

economy of the wasp, structural points m the glow-worm, the

larva of Tkeretra }wreellm, and a most interesting and unique

series of slides illustrating his observations of the oviposition,

cell building, and mothering of her offspring by the millepede

[Foli/deminis comylanatus). See page 32.

BEITISH ASSOCIATION.

Eeport oe the Delegate to the

Conference of Corresponding Societies.

By Robert Adkin.

The Conference of Delegates of Corresponding Societies of the

British Association was held during the Portsmouth Meeting, on

Thursday, August 31st, and Tuesday, September 5th, under the

chairmanship of Prof. J. W. Gregory, F.R.S., the Vice-Chairman

being Mr. William Dale, F.S.A., when the following business was

transacted.

The Chairman read an address, taking for his subject " The

Scientific Misappropriation of Popular Terms," in which, after

pointing out that the Societies represented at the Conference are

the strongest link between the technical specialist and those who

take a friendly interest in science, dwelt upon the danger of using

an old familiar word to express a new idea, in the vain hope of

catching the public mind. It is worse, said he, to be misled by

a plausible phrase than to be startled or repelled by a correct

technical statement, and he urged that Science will lose more

by the misuse of current English than by the invention of new

terms for new ideas. To put new meanings into standard English

words appears unjustifiable.

Mr. F. Balfour Browne referred to the question of the

" Systematic Recording of Captures " which he introduced at the

Conference in 1910, and reported that the Committee then
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appointed to consider the matter were likely to arrive at a working

agreement. The Watsonian County and Vice-County sj^stem ap-

peared to be a sound one, but others had been put forward, and

there was a likelihood of a compromise.

Mr. Harold Wager read a paper on " The Study of Fungi by

Local Natural History Societies," which was illustrated by a

number of very beautiful and instructive drawings prepared by

Mrs. T. R. E. Stebbing, Mrs. W. P. D. Stebbing, and Messrs.

Peck, Clarke, and Crossland. He referred to the large field opened

by the study of fungi, their beautiful forms, and the desirability of

making accurate drawings of any unusual species found. There

were many important problems connected with the study of fungi,

and there were yet many of them to be worked out ; information in

regard to habitat and nature of a species and its association with

other species would be useful. There is also ample work to be

done among the micro-fpngi, w^hich should be studied as living

organisms, and their life-histories are of more importance than their

classification. Touching upon the utilitarian aspect, he mentioned

that there were some seventy or eighty species of edible fungi, but

it was the connection of fungi with decay, their destructive effects

upon timber, and their production of disease in animals and plants,

that opened up the great field for useful study.

A long discussion followed, in the course of which Prof. M. C.

Potter considered the subject was one that might well be taken up,

in any of its branches, by local Societies ; they would no doubt

need a guiding hand, but there was no dearth of books on the

subject that would be a help to them. Miss Lorrain Smith said the

study would be found most fascinating, but it should be based on

an accurate knowledge of what had already been done, and not

taken up in a haphazard way. Miss H. C. I. Fraser heartily supported

Mr. Wager's paper. She said the internal structure of fungi needed

careful study, which should be encouraged, and the smaller fungi

especially would be found very interesting. She suggested the

desirability of some central authority to correlate the work of local

societies. Sir Daniel Morris, as an instance of damage caused by

fungi, said that Enani/miis japonica was introduced into England as

an ornamental shrub about a hundred years ago and flourished

exceedingly until some ten years since, when its leaves began to be

attacked by a disease, which gave them much the appearance of

having been whitewashed, and which had spread all along the south

coast. This had recently been found to be caused by a fungus.

Mr. Cheesman thought the study of fungi important, especially
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from its economic standpoint, and said that it would prove an

interesting study for the members of Local Natural History

Societies at a time of year when their botanists had little else

to do. Mr. Brooks said that the workers in laboratories

would be glad of all the material they could get, and that they

would be much indebted to the field-workers for supplies. The
Rev. T. R. R. Stebbing, Messrs. W. Mark Webb, and W. P.

D. Stebbing also spoke. Prof. Gregory, from the chair, gave the

thanks of the meeting to Mr. "Wager for his paper, and to the

artists and photographers for their very interesting pictures. Mr.

"Wager, in acknowledging the vote of thanks, said he hoped the

subject might receive more attention at the hands of the local

societies in the future and that reports of their doings may be given

in at the next conference. Many problems in biology could be

helped by the Study of Mycology.

Sir Daniel Morris (Bournemouth) introduced the question

of " Co-ordination of the Work of Local Scientific Societies." He
thought such procedure would tend to make one strong society in a

town instead of several small and struggling societies. As an illus-

tration he instanced the Bournemouth Society as being organized into

seven sections, each having its own officers and doing its work in

its own way, but at times, when a section had something to show,

it was able to arrange a ixieeting and interest the whole of the three

hundred members. The strength of the large society also, he

thought, would receive greater attention. Dr. Tempest Anderson,

Mr. Thompson, and others supported the suggestion, but Mr, W.
Whitaker thought it quite immaterial so long as work was done.

Undoubtedly joint meetings were good, Botany and Zoology for

instance, should go together and help each other. Prof. Gregory

hoped that Sir Daniel Morris would bring forward a formal motion

at the next conference, and that it would then be fully debated.

Mr. W. Mark Webb read a paper on "The Protection of Plants."

Having referred to Mr. A. R. Horwood's paper on "The Extinction

of Cryptogamic Plants" read before the congress of the South-

Eastern Union of Scientific Societies at Guildford, in 1910 {Soath-

Easteni NaturaUst, 1910, pp. 56-86), and taking the causes there

enumerated, he said we might leave those coining under the

heading of " climatic " aside. But the others, which are largely

due to the effects of civilization, such as drainage, agriculture,

deafforestation and so forth, which can only be regarded as

necessary evils, might be overcome by the formation of

reservations of areas, left so far as possible in their natural state.
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where plants generally may flourish, and by the special pro-

tection of small enclosures in which the rarer or local species may
grow undisturbed. He thought that many landowners would gladly

help if the movement in its favour became general, and he had no

doubt the National Trust would be willing to consider the suggestion

as regards many of their properties. Then there were the causes

that came under the heading of "Industrial," such as smoke,

injurious gases, etc., and which were being dealt with by the

Smoke Abatement Societies, whose hands it might be possible to

strengthen. He also referred to the general levelling up of open

spaces taken over by municipal authorities, and of the formation of

golf courses, also to the digging up of the roots of wild flowers by

hawkers, which would not go on if there were not a demand by the

public for them, and for which legislation is the only remedy.

Although bye-laws have been passed, covering many counties, they

only apply to public places, and the councils have no jurisdiction

over private properties. And then there is the indiscriminate

collecting by those who believe themselves to be the lovers of wild

flowers. Some societies were already dealing with these matters in

a militant way, but it was felt that they would not be able to do a

great deal in the desired direction unless they could get the cordial

co-operation of naturalists all over the country, of the press, of the

schoolmasters, of the clergy, and of the landowners; and he

appealed to those present to do everything in their power to offer

all the help possible to bring about a better state of affairs. A short

discussion followed, in the course of which Miss Crossfield (whose

brother had given £1,000 towards the purchase of Colley Hill,

Reigate) spoke of the fact that several species of Orchids would be

protected by the proposed dedication to the public, and its care by

the National Trust.

Some other business having been disposed of, the Conference was

brought to a close.

NOVEMBER 23rrf, 1911.

The Annual Exhibition of Varieties, etc.

The Rev. F. D. Morice, M.A., F.E.S., President of the Entomo-
logical Society of London, was elected a member.

Mr. R. South exhibited an extreme melanic aberration of

Brenthis {Ari/j/nnis) nclene, captured by Mrs. Helyar in the New
Forest, in June, 1911. Unfortunately the specimen had the outer
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margin of all the wings almost entirely torn away. A pale, dull,

banded specimen of EpJn/m linearia, taken in Epping Forest by

Mr. S. P. Betts, in June, 1908. In addition to its unusually pale

colour, the second tranversed line of all the wings was somewhat
broader than usual, and the space between it and the third line was
irrorated with purplish-brown. A specimen of Enwicia {Chri/so-

phanns) phhras, referable to var. eleiis, Fab., which was taken in

Surrey ; also an example of ab. schmidtii, captured by the Rev. W.
Claxton in Essex. Six of the more unusual forms of Sarmthripa

undidanuii (revai/ana) occurring in the New Forest, where the

species is highly polymorphic. An extensive series of LepUviramwa

literana, chiefly from the New Forest. As arranged, about 35

modifications in colour and markings were indicated. These include

the forms named

—

axperana, Schiflf., (cnii/aua, Hiibn., fquamulana,

Hiibn., irrorana, Hiibn., squaniana, Fab., tricolorana, Haw., fiilvo-

mixtana, Stph., romanana, Fab., and olirana, Rebel. The last

named variety seems to be the rarest of the named forms of L.

literana occurring in Britain ; the specimen shown, which w^as

taken in the New Forest this year, is the only one he bad seen.

Mr. South, on behalf of the Rev. A. P. Waller, exhibited the

series of the Leucania, with L. favicolor and L. pallens, shown at

the last meeting.

Mr. Robert Adkin exhibited series of Abra.ras f/rosmdariata,

arranged to show various forms captured or reared from wild larvte

and forms " reared under domestication," i.e., obtained by breeding

for many generations from selected parents, together with more or

less typical forms for comparison, and called attention to the

infinite variety of the wild forms.

He also exhibited a specimen of Zonosoma orbictdaria, reared

during the past summer from a New Forest larva, in which the

whole of the wings were of a rich red-brown, becoming almost

black at the margins, the only markings being a faint indication

of the sub-marginal white line on the fore-wings, and minute

white dots on the hind-wings. A form of Melanippe fluctnata,

captured near Colchester this year, in which the usual dark costal

patch was united with the basal patch by a narrow dark line along

the costa, and continued across the wing as a dark fascia, much
constricted beyond the middle and broadened out on the inner

miargin. Many of the usual transverse lines were absent.

Mr. A. A. W. Buckstone exhibited, among other species, a

specimen of Brenthis selene with most of the transverse markings

absent from the base and disc of the wings.
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ocdlaru bred from a female captured at Hampton-on-Thames,

including typical specimens and the two varietal forms, one very

similar to M. (jiUano, and the other like Citria fulvafjo (cerac/o) in

colour and markings. A large number of striking varieties from

the collection of Mr. J. S. Capper, including a fine series of extreme

forms of Melitaa anrinia {arteuiu) from various localities; Kuchlo'e

canlainin-is, including a tine lemon-tipped aberration; a Brenthis

etiphrosyne with hindwings nearly all black ; a Fieris napi from

Ireland, of a deep yellow colour; a wonderful aberration of Pijrameis

cardtd, with the tips of the forewings all black ; a strange form of

F. atalanta, bred by Mr. Arkle, of Chester, having irregular melanic

blue scalings in various parts, especially on the right forewing;

a series of A(p-iades coridon showing the extreme range of colour

variation in both sexes; and five fine forms of Arctia caja, one very

curious in having the left forewing all brown and other wings

normal, another was suffused all over with brown, with the black

spots on the hindwings showing through, and a third specimen had

a conspicuous pure white fringe.

Mr. A. Qaarrington exhibited varieties of the following species of

British Khopalocera :

Pyraweis cardui.—A fine female with conspicuous blue spots on

the hindwings, netted in a garden at West Dulwich towards the

end of June, 1906.

Aglais tirticce.—Bred from wild larvae, August, 1911.

Fohj<jonia-c-album.—A yellow variety, bred from larvffi supplied

by L. W. Newman, ; it emerged on September 8th, 1911.

Celastrina aryiolns.—One with pale spots on hindwings, which

emerged in July, 1910 ; and one deep blue with very black margin,

bred in September, 1911.

Ai/riades coridon.—One with confluent large spots, netted near

Purley, in July, 1911, and one with pale spots on margin, netted at

Reigate, in August, 1911.

Puanicia 2^hl(£as.—One with dribbled spots, one ab. schmidtii

netted in September, 1911, near Streatham Common, and one with

the marginal band on hindwings nearly absent, netted on Wimble-

don Common in August 1911.

Mr. P. M. Bright exhibited a fine series of varieties of Mimas
tiliw, including some of the best varieties from the late Mr. J. A.

Clarke's collection. Several varieties of Amorpha populi, including

a remarkable gynandromorphous specimen. As usual in gynan-

dromorphs, the female wings were much larger than the male
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wings. But the most remarkable thing about this specimen was

that the male side was the grey form while the female side was

the pink form, the very clean dividing line running down the

centre of the body. Another remarkable specimen was a uni-

colorous female without any of the usual m^arkings on the wings.

Mr. Hy. J. Turner called attention to an article in the Bull. Soc.

F.nt. France by M. Roger Vedty of Florence, in which he names the

Scotch form of Erebia uthiops as var. Caledonia, distinguishing it

from the typical alpine race by its smaller size, its comparatively

narrower and longer wings, its narrow fawn-coloured band which

never contains more than three small ocelli (the alpine race often

has four or five, especially in the female), and its underside with

the transverse bands very often less distinct. In illustration of this

Mr. Turner exhibited a series of the Scotch form from Aviemore,

with a large number of examples from various central European

localities including Grindelwald males of medium size, very dark

ground, dark inconspicuous bands on forewings, bands on hindwings

broken more or less into blotches, eyespots without white centres
;

Brunnen males very similar ; Vitznau females large, very bright

banded, and well spotted ; Gemmi males and females large with

brown ground and bright markings ; Cortina, Tyrol, very dull

small forms comparable to the Scotch males ; Innsbruck, an

extremely dark male with very inconspicuous band ; Susa, male

with narrow broken band on fore-wing and small almost obliterated

blotches on the hind-wings ; Torre Pellice, very large males similar

to the last but very large ; Breganz, very large females with

brilliant bands and conspicuously centred spots, two specimens

with five spots on forewing, the rest with four; S. Jura, very light

banded females; near Sion, a small very light ground underside;

Oersau, an extremely large fine female underside of the form

leucoUmia, with six eye-spots on forewings, five of which are

white centred ; and near Stalden and Croda di Lago, light females^

None of the continental specimens were smaller than the Scottish

race, and most of them were larger in wing area and generally

•corroborated the difterentiation as summarized above.

Mr. Turner also exhibited a box of Luperina forms illustrative of

Luperina nickerUi var. (jiieneei, and stated that Dr. Chapman and

he had been aided in their investigation by references and material

most kindly sent by M. Oberthiir, of Rennes. The exhibit com-

prised a series of var. tfue>ieei from the Lancashire coast, L. (/raslini,

Obthr., from the Pyrenees- Urientales, L. nickerUi, from Bohemia,

L. testacea var. (jtieneei= \eiv. A of Guenee [Species Gen.) from
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Hyeres and Oran, L. testacea from several English localities,

Brunswick, Buda-Pesth, Rennes, Linz, Hamburg, etc., and of

L. dunierilii from La Vendee, Lyons, Vannes, Sicily, Rennes, and

Gerryville d'Orau, Algeria. Mr. Turner stated that the genitalia of

L. nickedii, Bohemian, L. i/neneei, British, and L. (padini, Oberth.,

Eastern Pyrenees, were identical, and confirmed their previous

conviction that these insects were geographical forms of one and

the same species. As additional evidence, M. Oberthiir informed

him that the so-called L. i/radini taken 1908 were identical with

the insects in his (M. Oberthiir's) collection taken and bred by

Mr. Graslin in 1847 and 1857. These last specimens were identified

by Dr. Nickerl himself as the same species as the L. nickedii he

had been in the habit of taking m Bohemia. Further, in the

" Ann. Boc. Ent. France " for 1863, M. Graslin describes the

larva of L. ijraslini, and compares it with that of L. testacea, from

which it is abundantly distinct.

Mr. Stanley Blenkarn exhibited a number of insects taken by

him in Braganza, North Portugal, in a vineyard, on November 4th,

1911, including the harvesting ant, Aph<tno(jaiiter barbanis, and

several species of Orthoptera and Coleoptera.

Mr. Hugh Main exhibited long and fine series of Boannia

repandata, bred this year by Mr. A. Harrison and himself, comprising

a series bred from a North Wales male var. conversaria and a

Yorkshire melanic female. All the offspring, both male and

female, show the presence of the dark band of the conversaria form,

some more strongly than the others. The ground colour of both

sexes is dark, but in the males it has a brownish tinge very notice-

able in daylight, resembling that of the male parent. In the

females the ground colour is much darker, closely resembling that

of the female parent, and with no trace of brown colour. A series

bred from Yorkshire parents, ranging from a suffused dark colour

to a dark mottled-grey. A series bred from Lancashire parents,

fairly uniform in appearance, but much blacker than the preceding

series. A series bred from a North Devon female, showing a fair

amount of variation in the colour and pattern.

The Rev. F. D. Morice exhibited a small box of bees containing

the smallest and the largest bees known to him

—

Ceratina jiarvula,

Sm., and Xijlocopa, sp. ? ; Gilbert White's "Hoop-shaver bee,"

Anthidium manicatum, L. ; the famous " Upholsterer bee " Osviia

(olim Anthocopa) papaveris, Latr. ; and two pairs of a Mediterranean

snail-shell-inhabiting bee, Osinia ferruginea. He also showed

photo-micrographs of the details in the " saws " of various

Palsearctic sawflies of the Genus Dolerus.
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The Rev. J. E. Tarbat exhibited a short series of Gnophos

ohscurata, comprising specimens from Freshwater, Whitby,

Dawlish, Budleigh Salterton, and the New Forest, each set

showing a ground colour distinctive of the area of origin.

Attention was drawn to the set exhibited from Budleigh Salterton,

which contained specimens of two quite distinct forms, the one

ochreous and the other almost black. He understood that the

ochreous form had not been met with hitherto.

Mr. T. L. Barnett exhibited a bred series of Pii>iirra anachoreta,

from Devonshire, and of Apamea leiicostitiDia, including many forms

of Ya,v. fibrutia from the Fen district of Cambs.

Mr. Schooling exhibited some extremely large specimens of

Arctia caja, including two second brood examples, and a very fine

aberration in which the rich dark colour was so largely extended

on the forewings as to leave only an imperfect and narrow sub-

marginal light fascia, with one or two apical and several sub-costal

dots of the same cream colour, while the intense black blotches of

the hindwings were united into a band of irregular width. He also

showed a very pretty aberration of Abraxas (/rossiilariata, in which

there were only mere traces of the usual dark markings.

Mr. C. W. Colthrup exhibited a series of seventy-nine Colias liyale

taken at Margate between September 4th and 23rd this year ; also

the only ('. edusa taken. He communicated the following note :

—

" The ('. lujale are not such a rich sulphur yellow as those taken

in 1900 and 1901, a short series of which I have put in the box for

comparison. All the females taken this year were of the white

form, and two of the males are nearl}' white. The last specimen

m the 1900 row is a yellow female, the only one I have taken in the

three years I have had the good fortune to meet with the species.

The fifth specimen in the third row, although freshly emerged, has

the dark markings very pale. Several examples have the discoidal

spot on the underside of the forewing elongated into a very

conspicuous streak."

Mr. B. H. Smith exhibited a very fine aberration of Melanippe

montanata having the median band obsolete and the forewings

almost completely white; a Catocala niipta, with hindwings smoky
brown ; and three specimens of Agrius cniirolnili, all taken at

Warlingham, Surrey. Manduca atropos (two examples), Phryxus

livornica (two examples), Sterrha sacraria, Laphijf/iiia exif/ua,

Plusia ni, Aporophyla anstralia var. inyeniia, a series of Polia

xantlwmista, and a series of Rumicia phUcas, including one example

with right forewing var. scJnnidtii fading into var. alba. All these

latter were taken in September, in South Cornwall.
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Mr. Alfred Sich exhibited the Gelechiid, Argyritis pietella, Zell,

This species used to occur on Barnes Common in Stainton's time,

a locality which must have been quite suitable for it in those days.

On Dehalf of Mr. E. D. Green, Mr. Sich exhibited a series of

Depressaria pntridella recently captured in North Kent, in the

locality where Mr. Green first discovered it some lew years ago.

Mr. K. G. Blair exhibited an example of Mimas tilicc, with dark

transverse markings across the left primarj^ wing reduced to a

single round spot : the markings on the right primary being

normal. A teratological specimen of Carabna catenulatnii, from

the New Forest, in which the reflexed margins of the thorax

were symmetrically excised in the posterior half on each side.

Piinelia fornicata, with the right antenna duplicated some dis-

tance from its base, and with one branch again divided at the tip.

On behalf of Mr. W. N. Blair, Mr. Blair exhibited living speci-

mens of the Medicinal Leech, Himdo officinalis, from the New
Forest, where it is said not to have been met with since the year

18()9. Mr. Lucas observed that in one pond in the New Forest

this year the species had been exceptionally common ; a stick

dragged through the water would be followed by a number of these

leeches.

Mr. A. E. Tonge exhibited 23 stereoscopic photographs of lepi-

dopterous ova in situ, wild laid, all magnified five diameters.

Specimens of each of the following Clearwings bred or caught by

him in 1911 :

—

TrochiHutii bevibecifonnis, T. apiforwis, .Eyeria

spltecifariiiis, JE. aniirenaifminis, .£. ciiliciforiiiis, yE. ct/nipiforinis

(asiliforiiiis), JE. tipulifuniiis, and ^E. cJiri/sidifonvis. He also showed

a series of Lubophora riretata bred from larvie obtained on ivy buds

at Goring and Midhurst, Sussex.

Mr. W. B. Pratt exhibited a very beautiful form of Ephi/ra

pendidaria in which the marginal and submarginal areas were

extremely dark in coloration.

Mr. A. E. Tonge made the following observation on a Kingfisher:

" While crossing a canal bridge in Hampshire yesterday, I beard

the call note of a Kingfisher and looked round in time to see the bird

flying rapidly towards me, at a height of at least fifteen or twenty

feet above the water. When about twenty-five yards away it

suddenly checked its flight and dropped like a stone into the

water, with a very audible splash, and entirely disappeared under the

surface, the water momentarily closing over it. After an appreci-

able fraction of time it reappeared and took wing without eft'ort from

the water with a small fish wriggling vigorously in its beak. It
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flew to the bank, alighted, and proceeded to kill its capture by

rapidly beating it on the ground. I left it to enjoy the reward of

its labours."

Mr. R. T. Baumann exhibited a series of Hydriomena /areata

(sordidata) bred from larvfe collected at Leith Hill and Manchester,

the latter forms being all of the black race; a series of Diantha:cia

carpophaifa, mcluding some very pale forms, bred from wild pupae

collected on the East Sussex coast ; and a short series of Pkiha-

lapteryx vittata (lignata) taken at Gower, near Swansea.

Mr. A. G. Scorer exhibited aberrations of Abraxas grossidariata,

bred from St. John's Wood larvae ; aberrations of Rtnnicia pldaas,

including one with long tails, one with underside spotless, and one

with right lower wing bleached ; aberrations of Papilio machaon,

one being exceptionally heavily banded, the band almost absorbing

the large discoidal spots, and another was a light banded specimen

as contrast to the former ; both were bred from Wicken pupae ;

aberrations of Euchlo'e cardaviines, one dwarf measuring 28'5mm.,

another with a white streak running through the orange patch on

right wing ; a male Porthesia siniilis with costal margins edged with

black ; aberrations of Hadena {Einnicldis) protea from the Guildford

district; a pink form of Himera pennaria, female, bred Guildford;

two Calliviorpha dominnla, one with rounded wings, the other with

asymmetrical markings ; several aberrational forms of Pieris napi,

including a heavily spotted male, and a set of five undersides show-

ing marked variation in colouring, including two from Donegal.

Mr. J. G. St. Aubyn exhibited two fine specimens of the yellow

form, -dyO. jiara, of Anthrocera filipendidtE taken at Coulsdon in July

last.

The Rev. F. M. B. Carr exhibited a box of insects collected last

June in mid-Vv^ales, including P. interrogationis, a variable series,

one with heavy wedge-shaped markings in place of the customary
" note of interrogation "

; together with the Dragonflies :

—

Calopteryx

vin/n and ('. splendens taken within about a yard of one another.

Mr. H. W. Andrews exhibited the following dwarf specimens of

Diptera, Bombylitis major, L., FJristalis pertinax, Scop., and

Chrysochlaniys ciiprea, Scop., with normal forms for comparison.

On behalf of Mr. P. J. Barraud, Mr. Andrews exhibited a

teratological specimen of Spiloyantn- iiliyhiosa, Fin., with the

terminal portion of the 3rd and nearly the whole of the 4th

longitudinal vein missing in each wing.'

Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited a specimen of the large

Coleopteron, Oxynopterus audouini, from North Borneo, with
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abnormal antennae, an example which had been supposed to be a

gynandromorph. However, Mr. Gahan had kindly dissected out

the genitalia (which had been mounted and were exhibited in

the box) and the specimen was ascertained to be a female.

Mr, Edwards also exhibited a box of Papilionidse containing

series and examples of Papilio policenes and its allied forms P.

lurlinns and P. nyassinns, all from the African region, together with

series of P. ajax and P. marcellm from New Jersey.

Mr. J. Piatt Barrett exhibited a drawer containing male and

female comparisons of the following species and forms from Britain

and from Sicily :

—

(ionepteryx rhamni with G. cleopatra : Hipparchia

semele with var. ah/irica, very large ; Epinephele jnrtina with vars.

hispulla and fortunata : and long series of Enchloe danione and small

fine 2nd. brood of Leptidia ftinapis. He also showed a second

drawer containing a large number of geographical representatives of

Melanartjla i/alathea and pointed out their racial characteristics as

follows •

—

Bkitish forms from various localities all situated at altitudes

below 500 ft.—white markings in excess of black, average size 2 in.

Continental, forms from the Alps :—Brigue, over 2000 ft.

—

closely approximate to English form. Berisal, over 5000 ft.

—

smaller than English form, black predominates. From the

Appenines :—Pracchio, 3000 ft.—very small, average If in., black

in excess. From Calabria :—Gioja Tauro, near sea level—very

dark, approximates to var. turcica, average size 2 in. Pakui,

Monte Elia, 1000 feet—darkest form, smaller than sea-level

specimens. Aspromonte—Scylla, over 2000 feet—two forms here

(1) small and very dark, (2) slightly large, pale portions very

white.

Island Forms from Sicily :—Monte Cicci, 2000 feet—a large

dark form, approximates to var. procida. Gravitelli (Messina),

500 to 800 feet—-var. procida, larger and darker than last. Monte

Scuderi, 1000 feet—very large, average 2^ in., black and white about

equal. Megana Hyblsea, near the sea level—paler than English

= var. syracusana, Zell. Syracuse, near sea level—var. atiracuaana

" larger, back ashen, belly white, average size," 2^ in. Monte

yEtna, over 3000 feet—medium size and colour.

Mr. T. L. Barnett, on behalf of Mr. Cannot, exhibited specimens

of Wheeleria spilodactyla, from Freshwater, Isle of Wight, of which

one example had the forewings undivided into " feathers," and with

only one cleft in the hindwings, though nearly all the usual

markings were present.
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Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited an unusually large spray of the

magnificent Orchid, Cattlcya labiata, having five flowers. Three

flowers are said to be the usual number in this country, even four

flowers are very rare ; no doubt the excess of sun-heat of the present

year had been the primary cause of the increased development of

the flowers.

Mr. C. P. Pickett exhibited a cabinet draw^er containing Angerona

pnmaria showing the efl'ect of colour environment on the race,

which he had been breeding experimentally for the last fourteen

years. A brood of larviE was split up into several sections and fed

under various coloured muslins throughout their larval period.

Those fed under red vmdin produced some of the darkest banded

males, several being of a blackish chocolate, while the banded

females were of a rusty reddish chocolate. Those fed under pink

muslin produced some of the finest specimens reared, many of both

sexes showing a tendency for the bands to disappear. One pair

have only a slight trace of bands, and closely resemble the plain

form. The form jiickettaria came out strongly in this portion.

None of these approached in any way those fed under the red

muslin. Of those fed under an orani/e-i/ellow )iiiisli)i, all the

females had the ordinary yellow ground colour much deeper,

several being quite orange-yellow. The males were a deeper and

richer orange. Those fed under a cream wnslin ivith a green plaid

pattern stamped on it produced some of the most curious forms

bred. Several specimens have patches and bleached markings,

varying in size and on varying parts of the wings, and look as

though response to environment had produced them. As a whole

they are not at all rich in colour, but rather inclining to be dull.

Pairings have been taken from each brood to continue the

experiment next season.

Mr. Pickett also exhibited the following series and aberrations :

—

A series of Melanargia (jalathea bred from Folkestone larvte and fed

up in a greenhouse. Some of the females were extremely large,

one male had a deep black border around all the wings (near var.

prncida). Colias hijaie taken at Dover in August, one of the males

had the row of spots on the underside unusually prominent. Series

of A(jriades coridon^irom Dover, including numerous vars. and abs.

obsnleta, striata, minor, etc. Series of the same species from South

Cambridge, mcluding among other named forms var. seiiii-syni/rapha,

a very tine female form with the hindwings perfectly blue. Two

specimens had the undersides of a deep smoky shade over the

entire surface of the four wings. Another very striking form was
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of the ab. obsoleta type, but having the ground colour of the under-

side white striated with grey and without the usual spots on the

border. Several specimens were ab. striata, and several were

asymmetrical as regards size and markings. Long series of

Celastrina argioliis, including specimens of four broods captured

during the present year, among them several very dwarf forms,

extra large females, and a slate-coloured male from Worthing.

Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited various species of Syntomidfe that he

had taken on flowers in South Brazil, and remarked on the large

number of species that occurred in tropical South America,

forming at times quite the feature of the collecting. Nearly all the

specimens exhibited were taken in the early morning, and it was

found that as soon as the sun began to gain power the Syntomidae

very largely disappeared. The species exhibited included Xapata

euryane, Napata splendicia, Napata castra, Trichura dixanthia,

Trichura grandis, Cyanopepla jncunda, Coreitra atavia, Mallndcta

san<iuipimcta, Mesolasia paula, Mesolasia inelanohasis, Callojiepla

inachia, Cyanopepla orbona, Chrysostola variegata, Argyra-ides

sanguinea, Argyra;ides ophion, Pheia Juemapera, Tipnlodes iwa, Sanita

vielanifera, Cosmosoma :vanthistin, Agyrta dii.v, Euagra oznrca and

many others.

Mr. W. G. Sheldon exhibited European Diurni including

unusually fine selected series of Kuchlo'e euphenoides, from the

Riviera and the South of Spain ; Zegris enjtheuie var. meridionalis

from Granada ; Leptosia sinapis from many localities ; Lejitima

duponcheli from Digne; Tliah polyxena, bred, from Buda-Pest, with

ab. ochracea, and var. cassandra from the South of France ; Thais

ruDiina and ab. cantencri from Andalusia ; var. niedesicanU' from

Southern France, and ab. Iwnoratii from Digne ; Polygonia c-album

from many localities, all the specimens being ab. Jnitchinsoni :

I'nlygonia egea, bred and captured, from the Riviera; and Arasclmia

levana with var. prorsa, and intermediate specimens obtained by

subjecting pupae, which would normally produce var. prorata, to cold.

Mr. G. E. Frisby exhibited nearly all the British species of the

genera Andrena and Cilissa.

Mr. Carpenter reminded the members that some years ago the

late Mr. Winkley took a specimen of C. nxpta at Streatham

precisely like that of Mr. Smith's ; and Mr. Scorer reported another

similar example from North London.

Mr. Scobell remarked how necessary it was scientifically to make

dissections of all those specimens which were supposed to be

gynandromorphous, as Mr. Edwards' specimen had been. Mr.
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Newman mentioned that his gynandromorphous Aniorpha popnli

had been dissected by the Rev. C. R. N. Burrows.

Mr. R. Adkin explained to the meeting the position at CoUey
Hill, Reigate, which was in danger of being sold and built upon in

the near future. An effort was being made, he said, to acquire it,

so that the National Trust could have control of it, and the Society

had been asked to help. As their funds did not allow of donations

of this nature being made, it had been suggested that a collection

should be made at the present meeting. This was done and the

sum of £2 15s. was collected and sent to the local committee.

DECEMBER Uth, 1911.

Special Meeting.

The following proposed alterations in the Bye-Laws were

discussed.

That Bye-law 8, sub-section 1, be altered by substituting " Ten
Shillings " for 7s. 6d. as the annual subscription for Ordinary

Members.

That Bye-law 8, sub-section 6, be altered by substituting " Six

Guineas " for Five Guineas as the composition for Life Member-

ship.

And that such alterations become effective as and from the first

day of January, 1912, and apply to all members elected after that

date.

The meeting, which began at 7.30, was an exceptionally well

attended one, and after considerable discussion the proposals of the

Council, as printed above, were unanimously carried.

Ordinary Meeting.

Messrs. R. G. Todd, of Hadley Wood, G. E. H. Peskett, of

Ilford, A. Quarrington, of West Norwood, and E. A. C. Stowell,

B.A., of Kingston, were elected members.

Mr. W. West (Hon. Curator) exhibited a drawer from one of the

Society's cabmets, in which he had arranged a nucleus of a type

collection of Hymenoptera, of which Order several members had

recently given a number of species to the collection.

There was a special exhibition of Riimida phlaas and its allies.

Mr. Tonge exhibited short representative series from Suffolk,
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Sui-rey, Essex and Kent, together with three specimens bred from

continental ova, all of which had blue spots on the hindwings.

He pointed out that this characteristic was prominent in the

specimens obtained in Suffolk. One of the Surrey examples had

the ground colour dull yellowish-brown in place of the usual bright

coppery-red colour.

Mr. Newman, on behalf of Mr, Quarrington, exhibited a series

including an example of ab. ftchnikltii, two examples with beauti-

fully striated undersides, and several specimens with the usual

coppery bands absent from the lower wings.

The Rev. G. Wheeler exhibited series from England (both

broods), South France and South Switzerland ; suffused forms

from England (Lyndhurst, 1911), Switzerland and Italy (one of

the Swiss specimens, from Brig, having the hindwings and the

suffusion of a much paler brown than usual) ; ab. raendeopunctata

from the same three countries ; a rather pale ab. intermedia female

from Switzerland (S. Nicolas) ; an ab. hipunctata, from Switzer-

land, the inner spot being very small, thus approaching ab.

unipimctata ; and an ab. ohwleta, from Surrey, with only one tiny

touch of copper on the hindwing, but showing in some lights black

radiated spots at the border.

Mr. R. Adkin's contribution to the exhibit comprised a series

taken on the Downs near Eastbourne, between September 5th

and 14th last, the chief feature in which was the difference in size

of the specimens, the largest measuring 35mm,, and the smallest

25mm. in expanse ; a series from various localities showing modifi-

cations in the spotting of the forewings, in one specimen the spots

on the upperside were greatly reduced in size, while in others they

were much increased, and underside specimens having the spots

pear-shaped ; modifications of the band of the hindwings, in

which the copper colour was absent, or indicated only by a few

transverse streaks, and others having a row of prominent blue

spots ; and a series showing variations in colour, one specimen

having the forewings of a brassy tone, and a cloud of the same

colour at the base of the hindwings, and another suffused with

black scaling.

Mr. A. E. Gibbs exhibited series from various localities. The

British examples included an interesting Hertfordshire aberration,

in which the right forewing is straw-coloured with the exception of

a coffee-coloured streak in the costa, and two examples of ab. ohsoleta,

one of which formerly belonged to Henry Doubleday. Other series

were from North-East France, the Eastern Pyrenees, Corsica,
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Algeria, Japan and Turkistan. The five Corsican specimens are

dark, of the form var. eleiis, those from Turkistan are known as var,

tvrania. The Japanese specimens are very large, and especially in

the summer brood, very dark. A short series from North America

(Canada and the United States) of the species known as Heodes

hi/pnphltras scarcely differed from the Palfearctic species, and it

presents the same range of variation as does I!, pldcuas, and is

common throughout the greater part of the Nearctic Region. In

addition Mr. Gibbs showed numerous allied species of the genus

Chrysophannx, etc., including Heodes virr/aiire(e, Loweia aiciphron

and var. (/ordius, (J. hippothoe, and L. iorilis, from Southern and

Western Europe, C. pavana from India, C. aoluatiun from New
Zealand, and ('. thoe, Kpideiiiia iiianpoaa, K. zeroe, C. helloides,

K. dorcas, E. epi.canthe, Thamalea /teniieti, Gxides xauthoides, and

G. gonimi from North America.

Mr. Turner exhibited series and examples from various localities,

including his beautiful var. alba from Brasted.

Mr. R. South exhibited a selection of British specimens illustra-

ting the ordinary variation of the species.

(a) Red-copper, and pale copper inclining to brassy. {h) Dusky

suffusion on forewings, leading up to var. deus. Fab. (r) Spots on

forewings large, band on hindwings narrow, {d) Spots on fore-

wings small, band on hindwings broad, {e) Spots on forewings

small, band on hindwings narrow. (/) Tendency of band on hind-

wings to break up, leading to ab. radiata, Tutt. (//)
Presence of

blue dots or spots on hindwings, ab. ((crnleopiinrtata, Staud. An

example of ab. schinidtii, from Essex ; some specimens of var.

tiineus, Cramer, from Northern India ; and two forms of the large

Chinese race were also included.

Mr. South said "The variation of the North American hypopldccas,

Boisd., is ahnosc exactly parallel with that of the European phhras,

and it is curious to note that whilst the form with elongate spots

—

ab. extenm-coiijum-ta, Tutt— is sporadic in Britain, the counterpart

aberration of hyjiopldaas is recurrent and certainly not uncommon
in some parts of Massachusetts. There are seven examples of the

form from that State in the British Museum. Ah. fasciata, Strecker,

has the spots elongate as in e.vtenm-cnnjuncta but they are all of about

the same length, and rather broader, so that the forewings appear

to be traversed by a broad black band. A British specimen of

this form has been recorded from Finchley, and there may be others

in our collections."

Mr. Cowham exhibited series, including a specimen of the var.

schinidtii, taken at Oxshott.
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Mr. Frohawk exhibited a long bred series of both sexes of

Chrijsophanux dispar var. rutilus, from continental ova. The larvae

were fed on dock, sorrel, etc., and were very easy to rear.

Mr. C. P. Pickett exhibited long and varied series including 1st

brood from Clandon in .Way ; 2nd brood from Folkestone in early

July, one of the females with the right forewing silvery over three

parts of its area ; 3rd brood from Folkestone in August, some being

extra large, and one specimen with elongated and united spots on

the forewing ; third brood from Leytonstone in August, one male

with the underside of the right hindwing having the black spots

on an orange ground-colour as in the forewings ; a fourth brood

from Northwood in October; all of this brood were small in size,

no female being larger than an average sized Ciipido nunimus. These

were all insects of the year 1911. He also exhibited a selection

from his captures and his breeding during the past ten years,

including many dark and suffused forms, several with irregular

white or silvery patches on the wings, and many unusually large

females with the blue spots on the hindwings very pronounced.

The exhibit also contained an example of Chrysophanus dispar,

originally in the " Briggs " collection.

Mr. Edwards exhibited short series of (-'. cdcynpe and C. chincnsLs,

species from Central and Eastern Asia respectively, and closely

allied to 11. phlaas.

In the subsequent remarks on the exhibits many members had

observed the species in gardens, city streets, etc., from which it had

never hitherto been recorded. Mr. Adkin said that the percentage of

variation to any striking degree seemed to him very small, but he

remarked that the later broods were somewhat darker in general

coloration. Mr. Newman had examined three to four thousand

specimens in the field and found varieties exceedingly scarce ; two

ab. striata, four with absence of band from hindwings, and one

with a pale wing were the only specimens of any note. He saw

neither ah. Hchinidtii nor ah. alba. Mr. Wheeler said that the species

was generally very scarce in Switzerland. Mr. Turner had this

year met with it in several places, but in previous years he had not

seen a single example during his collecting in the Alps. Mr.

Frohawk said that the larva in his experience was capable of going

into hibernation at any point of its larval existence.

Mr. Ashdown exhibited a large number of species of Ehopalocera

taken in June and July in Switzerland and around Chamonix,

including Heodes virf/aurecr, Chri/sopha)iti.s hippot/me, Loweia alcipltron

var. yonliiis, L. dorilis, some sixteen species of Lycaenidae, Apatura
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ilia, Parari/e achiiie, (Eneia aello, Mditna aurinia var. nieropc,

Brent/iis daphne, etc.

Mr. Newman exhibited a number of well marked aberrations

irom the collection of Mr. S. G. Hill of Folkestone, including four

•of the " black" form of Limenitis sibijlla, Diacrisia sannio {riissula)

with the bands on the hindwings absent, a very varied series of

Colias hyale taken at Folkestone in 1900, including a specimen in

which the apex of each forewing was entirely black, several fine

Aricia inedoii (aatrarche) with no markings on the upper side, a

C. ediisa var. obmleta, and several var. helicc, of which one was an

intermediate.

Mr. R. South exhibited a long series of Acidalia virtiidaria, Hiibn.,

and contributed the following note :

—

"Three generations of moths, reared in 1911, the descendants of

a female captured at Bishop Auckland, Durham, in August 1910.

All the specimens of the first generation were of large size and well

marked. Those of the second generation were small, pale in colour,

and only faintly marked. The imagines of the third generation

were mainly of the second brood or summer form, but a few of

them were similar in all respects to the first or spring form, and

these were the last to emerge. Some larvae from moths of .second

generation did not feed up, but hibernated in the usual way.

Larvte from moths of the third generation are also hibernating, but

they are less than half the size of the others."

Mr. .Joy exhibited two examples of Apatura iria bred from larvre

taken in the New Forest on August 11th, 1911. Out of a number

of larvfB which he was keeping, two raced on, with the result

that they pupated instead of hibernating. The female emerged

on November 19th,

Mr. Blenkarn exhibited several light specimens of Lithosia

deplana, obtained from the neighbourhood of Margate, with several

dark specimens from Esher ; and a specimen of Periplaneta

austialaaiie, a cockroach not very often found in this country. It

was taken from a case of oranges from Jamaica.

Mr. Edwards exhibited male and females of the remarkable

sexually dimorphic species Enripiis halitherses, the females greatly

resembling the Euploeine species Daniaepa {Euplwa) rliadaniantlms.

Mr. C. P. Pickett exhibited a female specimen of Hipparcliia

seniele bred from a larva taken at Folkestone, and showing the dark

rich mottling of the underside, the outer edges of the hindwings

being of a rich mottled black with conspicuous black central

markings, while the upperwings were of a rich golden-brown with

the usual black markings much deeper in tone.
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Mr. E. Step exhibited a further portion of the "TugweU""

herbarium which he had been renovating for the Society, and in

doing so called attention to the verj^ serviceable cabinet which Mr.

R. Adkin had presented to the Society to house the collection.

JANUARY nth, 191-2.

Mr. A. SicH, F.E.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. C. G. Gahan, M.A., F.E.S., of the British Museum (Nat.

Hist.), and Mr. N. S. Sennett, F.E.S., of South Kensington, were

elected members.

Mr. A. W. Buckstone exhibited a series of Hf/beniia defoliaria,

from Wimbledon, West Wickbam, Bexley, and Epping Forest, the

majority being from the first-named place. He said that there

appears to be more variation in the species now than there was

thirty or even ten j^ears ago. There has been a decided decrease in

the numbers of the type as compared with the other forms during

the last seven years at Wimbledon. Those appearing during the

first few weeks show more variation in colour, markings, and size^

than those appearing later in the season, and they, vary from year

to year. The non-banded form appears to produce the greatest

number of cripples, and is more variable as regards size. The

females are not so sensitive lo severe weather, and will enjerge from

the pupa under climatic conditions which are almost prohibitive to

others of the genus. They frequently emerge after the frost has

been on the grass for three or four hours, while the females of H.

anrantiaria, H. maniinaria and H. leiiroplKUiria require a South or

South- West wind to bring them out. The date of earliest capture

was September 30th, and the date of latest capture April 15th. He

found them very difficult to breed ; about six hundred larv.e taken

in various seasons produced six crippled males and about the same

number of females.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited a huge tree-cricket from the interior of

Borneo, and read the following note :

—

"In about the centre of British North Borneo, some six days-

journey up the Labuk River, the Exploration Company have cut a

path through the dense jungle for some eight or nine miles, to a

spot which, for want of a name, they have called Karang, where

they are at present proving a copper lode. It was along this

jungle path my friend found thn large tree-cricket Emnefia-

lodon blanchardi (Brongt), which I now exhibit. Its green colour

has faded, but when alive the tegmina have a leaf-like appearance,.
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and one of the natives present asserted that they were real leaves

that the insect had fastened to its tody. At present this species

appears only to be known from North Borneo. My friend is three

day's journey from the nearest white man, and to relieve him from

the tedium of his surroundings, I hope to make an entomologist of

him, or, at least, a collector, and so benefit us both."

The Lepidoptera of a London Garden.—Mr. Robert Adkin

exhibited the following specimens taken in his garden at Lewisham,

during the year 1911, being additions to the list given with his

paper ("Proc. S. Lond. Ent. Soc," 1910, pp. 1-12).

Pliisia luoneta.-—A single specimen taken on the wing, July 7th.

Eupithecia i!<o;irai)i}t!oria.—Came to light in the house, August

18th.

Monopis rusticdla.—Was taken flying in the summer-house,

May 24 th.

Gracilaria syrnii/dla.—Taken on the wing under trees in the

early evening of May 26th.

Aniiiiexthia (ju'dartella.—Two specimens came to light on the

nights of July 19th and 21st respectively.

Gelechia iiialvelld.—Two specimens came to light, July 21st.

This species is supposed to feed in the seeds of Marsh Mallow, a

plant which, so far as I am aware, does not grow in our immediate

neighbourhood, and I think it very probable that the larva may
have found a suitable pabulum in the seeds of the hollyhocks,

which have been grown for some years in adjacent gardens.

Mr. A. E. Gibbs exhibited an aberration of Pi/raincis atalanfa,

and contributed the following note :

—" This specimen of Pyrameis

atalanta was bred from a larva taken on the Col de Yizzavona,

Corsica, on July 13th, 1911. Both larvte and pup^e were found in

some abundance on the nettles on the waste ground opposite the

hotel, where also several colonies of Aylais iirtica, var. ichnusa were

feeding. I fed up a good many of each species, var. ichnusa yielding

no varieties, but among the P. atalanta, which emerged during the

first few days in August was a specimen in which the diagonal

bands of the primaries and the marginal band of the secondaries are

more or less pink, and which proximally on the forewing and

distally on the hmdwing are almost white. A more typical

specimen of the southern narrow banded form from the same

brood is shown for comparison."

Mr. Stanley Blenkarn exhibited five specimens of AiitJirocera

(Zi/!i(ina) trifolii var. confhiens from Withycombe and Horsley; two

specimens of HnwahAa decipiens, Sharp (believed on the continent
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to be the female of H. a)utli!>), taken at Sandown, Isle of Wight, on

November, 1911, and considered rare ; two H. analis, from Shirley,

common ; and two Bledins aecerdendtis, a species which Dr. Joy

brought forward as new in the December " Entomologists' Monthly

Magazine." It was taken at Dovercourt by Mr, Newberry.

Mr. H. Main exhibited Glow-worm larvse reared from eggs laid

in the autumn of 1910, and he and Mr. R. A. R. Priske com-

municated the following note :
—" In continuation of the ' Notes on

the Glow-worm,' which were communicated last year [Proceedings

1910-11, pp. 74-6) we have to report that the larvje hatched from

eggs in September, 1910, are now (January llth, 1912) reduced to

three in number, but these seem to be progressing favourably. A
larva found in September, 1910, pupated on May, 28th, 1911,

disclosing a female pupa. This was liberated by the splitting of

the larval skin on the two sides in the anterior region, and the

pupa gradually worked its way out, as seen in Plate 4, Figs 1, 2.

The pupa was of a pinkish colour, and showed no trace of wings.

The imago emerged from the pupal skin on June 5th. Some
females confined in a box containing grass deposited a number of

eggs, each being attached to the grass. On December 27th last, on

the downs near Eastbourne, five young larvje were found under

stones. They were all fairly active and readily fed on snails and

slugs. It was also found that they would eat small pieces of earth-

worm. From the size of these larvje we judge that they will not be

fully developed till the spring of 1913."

Mr. Main also showed the larva and imago of Oojpas oIchh. .

Mr. Tonge reported that he had taken a specimen of Pidgalia

fedaria (pilosaria) on December 29th last at Reigate ; and had

found a Xylocampa areola [litlioriza) on a telegraph-pole near

Eastbourne on January 5th.

Mr. A. E. Gibbs reported that Adofxca Uneola had been taken

during the past year in Herts, on the Cambridge border, by the

Rev. G. H. Raynor.

The following Reports of the Field Meetings held during the

year were communicated :—
Beaconsfield, May 27th, by Hy. J. Turner (see p. 36).

St. Albans, June 10th, by A. E. Gibbs (see p. 39).

Blackheath, Albury, June 17th, by W. J. Kaye, (see p. 40).

Reigate, July 1st, by A. E. Tonge (see p. 41).

Clandon, July 15th, by Hy. J. Turner (see p. 45).

Burnham Beeches, September 16th, by R. A. R. Priske (see p. 54).

Oxshott (Fungus P'oray), November 4th, by Stanley Edwards

(see p. 67).



PLATE IV.

THB: GLOW-WORM {LAMPYRIS NOCTILUCA, L.).

1. Pupa of female just emerging from larval skin, x 2.

2. Pupa of female just free from larval skin, x 2.

I'hntos. hy H. Main.
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JANUARY 25th, 1912.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

The first meeting was devoted to the business of receiving and
adopting the Reports of the Council and Officers for the past year,

the announcement of the results of the election of the Officers and

Council for the ensuing year, and the reading of the President's

address (p. 6).

The following is a list of the members elected as Officers and

Council of the Society for the Session 1912-13.

President.—A. E. Tonge, F.E.S.

Vice-Premlents.—W. 3. Kaye, F.E.S., B. H. Smith, B.A., F.E.S
TreasNrer.—T. W. Hall, F.E.S.

Librarian.—A. W. Dods.

Curator.—W. West (Greenwich).

Hon Stcretaries.—Stanley Edwards, F.L.S., &c. {(Jurresiponding),

H. J. Turner, F.E.S. {Report).

CoimciL—C. W. Colthrup, F. W. Cowham, A. E. Gibbs, F.L.S.,

F.E.S., R. A. R. Priske, F.E.S., A. Russell, F.E.S., A. Sich, F.E.S.,

E. Step,F.L.S.

Votes of thanks were accorded to the Treasurer, Secretaries and

other .officers.

Ordinary Meeting.

Mr. a. E. Tonge, F.E.S., President m the chair.

Mr. A. C. Morris, of Upper Norwood, and Mr. F. W. Frohawk,

of Wallington, were elected members.

Mr. Newman exhibited an example of fasciation in the stems of

sallow (Sali.v capreea). It was remarked that in the neighbourhood of

Eastbourne the sallow was fully out at the end of December.

Mr. Main exhibited a narcissus bulb, sent to him by Mr
Winkworth, which had been attacked by the larva of the narcissus

fly, Merodon equestris. It was said to be extremely injurious, and

often devastated a crop of these plants.

Mr, R. Adkin exhibited an example of Tinea pallescentella , taken

by him on Xmas day, apparently just emerged.

Mr. Kaye said that he had seen Gonepieryx rkainni flying in the

sunshine over the snow at St. Cergues on the southern slopes of

the Jura, above Nyon, Lake of Geneva.

Mr. ^. Noad Clark said that taking advantage of an infestation
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of the bed-bug {Clmex lectalarins) in the Paddington Infirmary last

autumn, he had obtained ten ova in October, which, enclosed between

two watch glasses, had hatched in eight or nine days. The young were

sealed up without food on October 25th, and had remained alive for

a considerable time, the last survivor only died on January 2nd.

It was interesting to know that this pest had the power, even in

extreme youth, of going without food for a lengthy period until a

more favourable opportunity afforded means of obtaining it.

Mr. H. Moore exhibited a collection of Rhopalocera sent to him
from the inland area of Borneo, and contributed the following

notes on butterflies from Karang, B. N. Borneo :
— " It rains

every other day at Karang, situated between the Labuk and

Kinabatangan rivers; it is really the watershed, and that part is

wet even for Borneo. Preserving specimens there is more diflicult

than collecting them, and unless they are caught just before post

day, they are apt to be rotten before the next mail leaves. That at

any rate was the fate of the first lot intended for me. Daring the

thirty years I have been receiving insects from all quarters

of the world, I have seen many strange ways of sending

them. Leaves' from Bibles are not an uncommon wrapping

for insects from Africa, but this is the first time I have

know^n anyone to cut up his shirt for the purpose—my friend

thinking the flannel would absorb the moisture. The plan

answered, and the only daiiiage done to the specimens may be

attributed to the clumsy hands of the Customs Officer. Some of

the butterflies are interesting, not for their rarity, but as local races

of well-known and widely distributed forms, and all as coming from

a very wet and out-of-the-way locality. Perhaps the best is the form

of Fapilio ecemon, which lacks several of the green discal streaks on

the upper surface of the forewings, and the red spot on the costa of

the hindwings beneath : recently described by Dr. Jordan as a

new sub-species. Then there is I'apiUo Itanipati, the Bornean race

of the continental F. antiphates,- with its extended yellow area on

the hindwings beneath. Amongst the Piend(P is Terias i/radiens—
rabel, the local race of Terias tila/ia. Of the Linmiincc, the race rtr^o

of Hestia ioijani is the only one of note, but amongst a fairly long

series of Datiisepa lowii, one of the Kaphriiw, is a solitary female,

which lacks the purple lustre of the male. Of the Xyniphalincc

there are species of Cethosia, Terinos, Parthenos, Neptis, Lupha,

Cirrhochroa and Charaxes, all well known from Borneo, which do

not call for any special reference—common, if you will, but none

the less acceptable."
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equestris, Meiodon
fasciatus, Tabanus
Glossina .

.

lineola, Syrphus .

.

major, Bombylius.

.

omissus, Ceroxys .

.

pertinax, Eristalis

pictus, Ceroxys
silvatica, Calliphora
simplex, Scirmyza
tachinoides, Glossina
Tipulidae .

.

uliginosa, Spilogaster

vittiger, Syrphus .

.

ECHINODERMATA.

dentata, Rotula .

.

irregularis, Astropecten .

.

Fungi.

aurantia, Otidea .

.

contorta, Phlebia .

.

gelatinosum, Tremellodon
gigantea, Calvatia.

.

hepatica, Fistulina

laehrymans, Merulius
muscaria, Amanita
ophioglossoides, Cordyceps
rubescens, Amanita
sulphureus, Polyporus
vernicosus, Leocarpus
viscosa, Calocera .

.

Hemiptera.

aeneus, Eysarcoris.

.

albipennis, Plagiognatbus
antennatus, Teratocoris .

aurita, Ledra
glaueescens, Chlorina
lectularius, Cimex
lineatus, Nabis
montana, Cicadetta

pulchellus, Arsespus
sanguinolenta = vulnerata
tricinctus, Acocephalus .

vulnerata, Triecphora

1, 2,

1, 2,

10,

3

5

38

32
46
69

70
70
81

93
69
69
69
81

50
81

50
70
69

69
50
81

35

46

67, 69

67

67

70
56
35
67

67
67
56
67
67

46
48
52

47
48
94
52
46
48

37
48
37

26

Hymenoptera.

Andrena . . . . . . .

.

84
barbarus, Aphenogaster . . .

.

78
Cilissa . . . . . . .

.

84
Dolerus 78
ferruginea, Osmia. . .. ..78
fuliginosus, Formica . . .

.

36
manieatum, Anthidium . . .

.

78
ostreus, Andricus . . . . .

.

52
papaveris, Osmia . . . . .

.

78
parvula, Ceratina . . . .

.

78
Pseudagenia . . . . 19, 27
Salius 21

Tryphonince . . . . .

.

10

Xylocopa . . . . . . .

.

78

Lepidoptera.

abruptaria, Hemerophila .

.

37
abyla, Adelpha . . . , .

.

26
aehemon, Pholus . . . . .

.

51
acbine, Pararge .. .. ..89
iEgeria (Sesia) 70
segeria, Pararge . . . . .

.

55
aello, Oeneis . . . . .

.

89
ffirugana (literana ab.), Lepto-

gramma . . . . . . .

.

75

sescularia, Anisopteryx . . .

.

32

aethiops, Erebia . . . . .

.

77
affinis, Calymnia . . . . .

.

37
Aganisthos . . . . . . .

.

26
aglaor, Xylophanes . . .

.

52
Agriades . . . . . . .

.

12

ajax, Papilio . . . . .

.

82

alba (phlffias ab.), Rumicia 13,

79, 87, 88

albida (tithonus ab.), Epinephele 27
albulalis, Nola 27
albulata, Emmelesia . . .

.

70
alcipbron, Loweia . . 87, 88
alcyope, Chrysophanus . . .

.

88
algn-ica (semele var.), Hipparchia 82
ambigua, Caradrina . . .

.

17
americus, Papilio . . . . .

.

32
anacboreta, Pygffira . . .

.

79
andrenaeformis, ^geria . . 32, 80
angularia, Ennomos . . .

.

23
Anthomyza . . . . .

.

20
Anthrocera . . . . .

.

24
antiopa, Euvanessa . . .

.

16
antiphates, Papilio . . .

.

94
antiqua, Orgyia . . . . .

.

63
apiformis, Trochilium . . .

.

80
aprilina, Agriopis . . . . .

.

19

apta, Argadea . . . . .

.

24
aquilina, Agrotis . . . . .

.

24
areola (lithoriza), Xylocampa .. 92
arete (byperantusa?j.),Aphantopus 34

argiolus, Celastrina 11, 37, 49, 51,

59, 63, 76, 84
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PAGE
Argynnis . . . . . . .

.

55
aristaeus (semele var.), Satyrus .

.

52
artemis= aurinia

asiliformis (cynipiformis), ^Egeria 80
asperana (litei-ana ab.), Lepto-
gramma . . . . . . 69, 75

asterias, Papilio . . . . .

.

32
astrarche = medon
atalanta, Pyrameis 14, 60, 61, 76, 91
atavia, Coreura . . . . .

.

84

atomaria, Ematurga . . 41, 46
atropos, Manduca . . 16, 43, 61, 79

augur, Graphiphora . . .

.

27
aurantiaria, Hybernia . . .

.

90
aurata, Pyrausta . . . . .

.

37
aureola = sororcula

aurinia (artemis), Melitsea 76, 89
australis, Aporophila . . 62, 79
aversata, Acidalia . . . . .

.

46
avis, Callophrys . . . . .

.

38
azurea, Euagra . . . . .

.

84
badiata, Anticlea . . . . .

.

37
baliodactyla = niveidactyla

belgiaria, Scodiona . . .

.

41

bellargus = thetis

bembeciformis= crabroniformis
betularia, Amphidasis . . .

.

9

bicostella, Pleurota . . .

.

41

bilineata, Camptogramma 28, 41, 42

bilunaria (illunaria), Selenia .. 51

bipunctata (phlssas ah.), Rumicia 86
bisetata, Acidalia . . . . .

.

46
borana (variegana ab.), Peronea 69
bractsea, Plusia . . . . .

.

52
brassicse, Pieris 36, 54, 55, 60, 61, 63
caeruleocephala, Diloba . . 37, 38
caeruleopunctata (phlasas ab.),

Rumicia .. .. 13, 61, 86, 87
caesiata, Larentia . . . . .

.

70
caia, Arctia 25, 30, 31, 47, 76, 79
c-album, Polygonia . . 76, 84
Caledonia (fethiops var.), Erebia.. 77
calthella, Micropteryx . . .

.

37
cana, Catoptria . . . . .

.

43
canteneri (rumina ab.), Thais .

.

84
capsincola, Diantboecia . . .

.

44
cardamines, Euchloe 12, 36, 37,

76, 81

carduana, Eupcfcilia . . .43
cardui, Pyrameis 16, 31, 60, 61, 68
carpophaga, Dianthcecia. . .. 81

Cassandra (polyxena ah.), Thais 84
castanea, Noctua . . . . .

.

62
castra, Napata . . . . .

.

84
cecropia, Platysamia . . 48, 57
celtis, Libythea . . . . 48, 49

cerago = fulvago
cespitis, Luperina . . . . .

.

25
Cethosia . . . . . . .

.

94

PAGE
chaonia, Notodonta . . 37, 45
Charaxes 38, 94
chinensis, Chrysophanus .

.

88
chrysidiformis, ^Egeria . . .

.

80
chrysitis, Plusia . . . . .

.

37
Chrysophanus . . . . .

.

87
chrysorrhcea, Porthesia . . .

.

60
cingulata, Herse . . . . .

.

24
cirrana (variegana ab.), Peronea 69
Cirrhochroa . . . . .

.

94
cithseron, Charaxes . . .

.

38
clathrata, Strenia. . .. 37, 46
cleopatra, Gonepteryx . . .

.

82
enicana, Argyrolepia . . .

.

43
codrus, Papilio . . . . .

.

51
Colias .. . .. 60, 66
colquhounana, Sciaphila. . .. 31
confluens (trifolii ab.), Anthrocera 91
conformis = fureifera

confusa, Methona.

.

.. ..20
contarainana, Teras . . .

.

61
contigua, Hadena.

.

.. ..54
conversaria (repandata var.),

Boarmia 24, 78
eonvolvuli, Agrius, 15, 55, 60, 61, 79
cordigera, Anarta . . . . .

.

38
coridon, Agriades, 12, 13, 55, 59,

76, 83
coryli, Demas . . . . .

.

37
costella, Cerostoma . . .

.

46
crabroniformis (bembeciformis)

,

TrochiUum .. 25, 28, 80
crepuscularia, Boarmia . . .

.

46
Cucullia 47, 50
culiciformis, iEgeria ..23,25, 80
culmellus, Crarabus . . 43, 46
eultraria, Drepana . . .

.

37
Cupha 94
cursoria, Agrotis . . . . .

.

62
cynipiformis (asiliformis), iEgeria 80
damone, Euchloe.. .. ..82
daphne, Brenthis . . . . .

.

89
daunus, Papilio . . . . .

.

32
defoliaria, Hybernia ..29,37, 90
delphis, Charaxes. . .. ..38
demartria, Cosmosoma . . .

.

24

deplana (helveola), Lithosia 52,

56, 89
designata, Coremia . . .

.

37
diaphanus, Hymenitis . . .

.

26
didyma (oculea), Apamea .. 62
dimidiata, Acidalia . . .

.

42
dirce, Gyneeeia . . . . .

.

26
dispar, Chrysophanus . . .

.

88
dixanthia, Trichura . . .

.

84

dodonea (trimacula var.), Noto-
donta . . . . ..... 37

dominula, Callimorpha 25, 32,

47, 66, 81
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PAGE
immaculata (nastes ub.), Colias.

.

65
immanata, Cidaria . . .

.

66
jmriei, Eucei'ia .. .. ..24
inachia, Callopepla .. ..84
inachis, Kallima .. ..19
incerta, Tieniocampa . . 42, 46
ingenua (australis var.), Aporo-

pbyla 62, 79
inilia (phheas rt/v.), Eumicia .. 13

intermedia (phlasas ah.), Eumicia 86
interrogationis, Plusia . . .

.

81
io, Vanessa .. .. 14, 36
iogani, Hestia . . . . .

.

94
iris, Apatura . . . . .

.

89
irrorana (literana ah.), Lepto-
gramma . . . . . . .

.

75
isogranimaria, Eupithecia .

.

91
itamputi, Papilio .. .. ..94
jacobasEe, Euchelia . . 42, 46
jatrophe, Anartia . . . . .

.

26
jonesi, Pseudosphex . . .

.

27
jucunda, Cyanopepla .. ..81
jurtina (janira), Epinephele 42,

52, 55, 59, 62, 82
labruscas, Pholus . . . . .

.

24
lacunana, Sericoris . . .

.

37
lades, Macroneme.

.

.. ..21
lariciata, Eupithecia . . .

.

46
lathonia, Issoria . . . . .

.

16
Lemoniinfe = Mesosemia . . .

.

46

Leucania . . . . . . 68, 75
leucopbfEaria, Hybernia . . . . 90
leucostignia, Apamea . . .

.

79
leucotaenia (fetbiops ah.), Erebia 77
levana, Arasehnia . . .

.

84
Libythea . . . . . . .

.

48
lichenea, Epunda . . . . .

.

62
lignata = vittata

limitata, Eubolia . . .. .. 46
Limniinse . . . . . . .

.

94
linearia, Ephyra . . . . .

.

75
lineola, Adopjea . . . . .

.

92
linus, Castnia . . . . .

.

20
literana, Leptogramma . . .

.

75
lithoriza = areola

liturata, Macaria . . . . 41, 46
livornica, Phryxus 16, 57, 61, 64, 79
lowii, Danisepa . . . . .

.

94
lubricipeda, Spilosonia . . 25, 66
luctuosa, Aeontia . . . . .

.

37
lunsBdactyla (pbseodaetyla), Maras-
marcha . . . . . . .

.

42

lundana, Phoxopteryx . . .

.

37
Luperina 25, 77
lupulinus, Hepialns . . .

.

37
lurlinus, Fapilio . . . . .

.

82

lutea (pallens ab.), Leucania .

.

68

luteolata, Piuniia .. ..37,42, 46
Lycsenidae . . . . . . .

.

51

..59, 68,

Agriades .

.

37,

lycoides, Correbia
machaon, Papilio .

.

. . 16, 32,

macularia, Venilia

malvEB, Hesperia .

.

. . 15,

malvella, Gelechia
marcellus, Papilio

niarginaria, Hybernia . . 37,

niarginata, Lomaspilis . . 42,

marginepunctata, Acidalia
mariposa, Chrysophanus
maura. Mania
medesicaste (rumina rar.), Thais
medon (astrarche), Aricia

mega3ra, Pararge . . 14, 52, 55,

melanifera, Sanita
melanobasis, Mesolasia .

.

mentbastri, Spilosonia .

.

meridionalis (eupheme viir.),

Zegris

merope (aurinia var.), Meliteea ..

niesomella, Cybosia
Mesosemia .

.

Methona
mi, Euclidia

minimus, Cupido
minor (coridon ab

monacha, Psilura

moneta, Plusia

moiitanata, Melanippe
rauralis, Bryopbila
myrtilli, Anarta .

.

napi, Pieris 9, 13, 36, 52, 54, 55,

61, 76,

nastes, Colias

nebulosa, Aplecta .

.

.

.

9,

Neptis

ni, Plusia 17, 57,

niekerlii, Luperina ..62,77,
nigra, Epunda
nigia (tritici ah.), Agrotis

nigricans, Agrotis.

.

.. 24,

niveidactyla (baliodactjla),

VVheeleria

Noetua
NoctuiE 37,

noctuella (hybridalis), Nomophila
17,

NoctuidiB .

.

noverea, Pseudosphex
nupta, Catocala .. .. 79,

nyassinus, Papilio

Nymphalinae
obliquaria = rufata

obscurata, Gnophos
obsoleta (coridon ah.), Agriades

83,

obsoleta (edusa ab.), Colias

obsoleta (phlseas ah.), Eumicia .

.

occulta, Aplecta .

.

PAGE
21

81

37
36
91
82

90
46
61

87
66
84
89
61
84
84
30

84
89
41

46
20
37
88
83

46
91

79
62
41

81

65
33

94
79

78
62
24
25

42

27
62

60
10
27
84
82

94

79

84
89
86
50
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ocellaris, Mellinia

ochracea (polyxena ab.), Thais
ochrearia, Aspilates

ochrodaetyla, Gillmeria .

.

oculea = didyma
odius, Aganisthos.

.

olivalis, Scopula .

.

olivana (literana ab.), Lepto-

graninia .

.

(jphion, Argyrujides

optilete, Vacciniina
orbicularia, Zonosoma
orbitulus, Latiorina

orbona, Cyanopepla
orion, Aganisthos..
ornata, Acidalia .

.

oinata, Gloriana .

.

ornata (podalirius ab.), Papilio ..

ornatrix, Deiopeia
ostrinalis, Pyransta
oxyacanthella (fabriciana), Symse-

this

palffno, Colias

palaus, Papilio

pallens, Leucania 62, 68,

pallescentella. Tinea
pamphilus, Ccenonympha 12, 36,

41, 42, 47, 55, 59,

pandalis, Botys
paphia, Dryas
Papilio

Parthenos .

.

parvidactyla, Oxyptilus
paula, Mesolasia .

.

pavana, Chrysophanus
pavonia, Saturnia
pectinitaria = viridaria

pedaria (pilosaria), Phigalia 87,

pelias, Charaxes .

.

pendularia, Ephyra . . 54,

pennaria, Himera.

.

.. 37,

pentadactyla, Alucita

perlellus, Crambus . . 43,

petrificata = socia

phsedusa, Stalachtis

phaeodactyla = lunasdactyla

phegea, Syntomis..
pheretes, Albulina
phicomone, Colias

philoxenus (tiphon var.), Cceno-

nympha .

.

phlseas, Rumicia 12, 13, 36, 37,

49, 52, 57, 59, 61, 02, 60, 68,

75, 70, 79, 81, 85, 86, 87,

pickettaria (prunaria ab.), Anger-
ona

pictaria, Aleucis .

.

pictella, Agyritis .

.

Pieridffi

PAGE
17, 76

84

60
42

26
42

75
84
51

75
51

84
26
42
25

49
24

37

37
66
26
75
93

62

46
48
32
94
42
84

87

27

92
88
80
81

48

46

21

54
51

66

70

88

88
32

79
94

Araschnia.

.

56,

.41, 42,

pilosaria = pedaria

piniaria, Bupalus .

.

pisi, Hadena
plagiata, Anaitis .

.

plantaginis, Nemeophila .

.

podana, Tortrix .

.

. . 57,

podalirius, Papilio

policenes, Papilio .

.

polyxena, Thais .

.

polyxens, Papilio .

.

populi, Amorpha .

.

. .65, 76,

porcellus, ThereLra
potatoria, Cosmotricbe . . 87,

prasina (herbida), Aplecta
prasinana, Hylophila
procellata, Melanippe
procida (galathea var.), Mela-

nargia .

.

.

.

. . 82,

promutata = marginepunctata
pronuba, TaBniocampa . . 29,

pronubana, Tortrix

prorsa (levana var.]

protea, Hadena
prnnalis, Scopula .

.

prunaria, Angerona
pruniana, Penthina
Pseudosphex
psi, Triiena

psidii, Thyridia
pterodactyla, Stenoptilia

pulehellata, Eupithecia .

.

purpuralis, Pyrausta . . 42

pusaria, Cabera .. ..37,42
putridella, Depressaria .

.

Pyrales .

.

.

.

pyrrhus, Charaxes
quercus, Bithys .

.

quercus, Lasiocampa
rabel = gradiens

radiata (phlaeas ab.), Rumicia ..

radiatella, Cerostoma
rapse, Pieris 13, 19, 32, 36. 42

51, 54, 55, 60
repandata, Boarmia . . 24
revayana= undulanus
rhadamanthus, Danisepa
rhamni, Gonepteryx 11, 36, 82

robsoni (nebulosa var.), Aplecta.

,

romanana (literana ab.), Lepto
gramma .

.

rubi, Macrothylacia
rubi, Noetua
rufata (obliqnaria), Chesias

rufimitrella (frischella), Ade
rumina, Thais
russula = sannio ..

rusticella, Monopis
rutilus (dispar var.). Chryso
phanus .

.

42,

28,

64,

41

30
37
70
61

49
82
84
32

85

71

47

55
37
42

83

42
61

84

81

42
83

43

27
46
20

46
70
46

46

79
87
38
64
32

87
46

61

78

89
93
38

75
42

48

29

37
84
89
91

88
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PAGE
sacraria, Sterrha .. 16, 57, 61, 79
sambucalis, Ebulea . . .

.

42
sanguinea, Aigyraeides . . .

.

84
sanguipuncta, Mallodeta. . .. 84
sannio (russula), Diaerisia 64, 89
saturata (jatrophe ab.), Anartia 26
schmidtii (phlsas ah.), Eumicia

13, 57, 61, 75, 76, 79, 86, 87, 88
Sciaphila . . . . . . .

.

31
selene, Brenthis 14, 31, 67, 69, 74, 75
semele, Satyrus . . 52, 59, 82, 89
semibrunnea, Xylina . . .

.

69
semi-syngrapha (coridon oh.),

Agriades . . . . . . .

.

83
sericealis, Rivula . . . . .

.

42
Sesia= iEgeria

Sibylla, Limenitis . . . . 14, 89
similis, Porthesia . . . . .

.

81.

simulans, Agrotis . . . . .

.

31
sinapis, Leptosia . . . . 82, 84
smaragdalis, Charaxes . . .

.

38
socia (petrificata), Xylina .

.

69
sociata, Melanippe 37, 41, 42, 46
solon, Papilio . . . . .

.

51
solustius, Chrysophanus. . .. 87
sordidata = fuicata

sororcula (aureola), Lithosia .. 37
spartiata, Chesias.

.

.. ..29
splieciformis, .^geria . . 46, 80
SphiHgidae . . . . . . .

.

52
spilodactyla, Wheeleria . . .

.

82
spinula = glaucata

3plendida, Napata.

.

.. ..84
squamana (literana ab.), Lepto-
gramma . . . . . . .

.

75
squamulana (literana ab.), Lepto-
gramma . . . . . . .

.

75
stabilis, Tteniocampa . . .

.

46
staehydalis, Ebulea . . .

.

46
stellatarum, Sesia . . 60, 61

stettinensis, LithocoUetis .

.

70
straminea, Leucania . . .

.

68
striata (coridon ab.), Agriades 83, 84
striata (phlteas ab.), Rumicia .

.

88
strigata, Hemithea . . .

.

37
strigillaria, Aspilates . . .

.

41

subfulvata, Eupithecia . . .

.

64

subroseata (pendularia var.),

Ephyra . . . . . . .

.

54
subsericeata, Acidalia . . .

.

41

suffumata, Cidaria .

.

37
suffusa (furcifera afc.), Xylina .. 57
suiiusa (phlaeas a/>.), Rumicia .. 13

sylvanus, Augiades . . .

.

42

sylvella, LithocoUetis . . .

.

64

syracusana (galathea var.), Melan-
argia . . . . . . .

.

82

syringella, Gracilaria . . 57, 91

tages, Nisoniades 15, 36, 42, 50,

51, 60

temerata, Bapta .

.

tephradactyla, Leioptilus

Terinos
tersa, Xylophanes.

.

testacea, Luperina . .63, 77,
testacea, Spbecosoma . . 19,

tetradactyla= tridactyla

thetis (bellargus), Agriades 12,

13, 59,
thoe, Chrysophanus
thompsoni (nebulosa I'ar.), Aplecta
tigelius (megsera intr.), Pararge .

.

tilaha, Terias
tiliae, Mimas .. ..44, 76,
timeus (phlaas ab.), Rumicia .

.

tincta, Aplecta
tiphon, Coenonympha
tipuliformis, ^Egeria
tiridates, Charaxes
tithonus, Epinephele
Tortrieidfe .

.

trapezina, Calymnia
tricolorana (literana ab.), Lepto-
gramma .

.

tridactyla (tetradactyla), Merri-
fieldia

trifolii, Anthrocera 8, 46, 56,
trimacula, Notodonta
tristata, Melanippe
tritici, Agrotis .

.

. . 24,

troilus, Papilio

typhon, Pholus
turania (phlseas ab.), Eumicia .

.

turcica (galathea ab.), Melanargia
turnus, Papilio

umbratica, Cucullia

unangulata, Coremia
undecem-lineatus (podalirius ab.),

Papilio .

.

undulanus (revayana), Sarro-
thripa
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